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The 8th International Seminar and Conference on Learning Organisation

The purpose of the ISCLO is to serve as one of the primary channels of 
knowledge sharing and the promotion of learning organisation. The conference 

encourages experts and scholars all over the world to share their research 
and best practice outcomes through presentations. An important goal of the 
conference is to promote learning from each other by exchanging ideas and 

views, and building networks.

The conference encourages submissions for paper presentations from 
academics and practitioners. In order to reach the goals of the sharing and 

exchange of experiences of both theoretical developments and applications, 
these presentations may have a focus on either research studies or case studies 

of best practices on related topics.
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ISCLO 2020

“Learning Organisation in the New Normal Era”

Technological disruption, demographic change, the evolving nature of work, and the latest 
pandemic challenge the organisation’s operations. How well an organisation can cope with, 
make adjustment to, and survive from the current turbulence condition can be considered as 
the organisational learning process. Therefore, the outcome is a learning organisation. This 
organisational learning process happens in various areas of organisation as well as various fields 
of business. It does not only occur in the profit oriented organisation, but also in the non-profit 
organisation. There are the creation of knowledge, the retention of knowledge, and the transfer 
of knowledge conducted which impact on organisational performance and innovativeness.

www.isclo.telkomuniversity.ac.id
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Assalamu’alaykum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh.

All praises are to Allah, the Merciful, the All – Beneficent, by whose Grace and Blessings have enabled us 
to gather here for the 8th ISCLO (International Seminar and Conference on Learning Organisation) 2020.

I would like to express my gratitude to our honourable keynote speaker, Professor Alexandros Psychogios, 
distinguished panellists, Dr Marianne Afanassieva, Dr Muhammad Awaluddin, and Mr Yose Rizal for the 
opportunity they give to us to learn and to gain insights from their expertise and experiences. I would 
like to thank the respected authors who presented their works in 5 parallel session rooms provided. 
Huge appreciation is presented to the Rector of Telkom University, Professor Adiwijaya and all the vice 
rectors, Dean of Faculty of Economics and Business, Dr Ratri Wahyuningtyas and FEB management, 
and last but not least, all the 8th ISCLO 2020 committee, Reviewers, Session Chairs, Hosts, Co-Hosts, 
MC, and Moderator that can make this event happened. Massive thanks also presented to our great 
partner, STIE Ekuitas and Business Administration Department, Parahyangan Catholic University as well 
as our superb sponsors, Prodia and Yayasan Perisai Academia Peduli.

As a regular event, this year’s ISCLO is the 8th event since 2013. This is the first ISCLO in history which 
is completely conducted on a digital platform in line with the physical distancing norms due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Fortunately, we can still receive 87 submissions with 53 of them are presented 
on the conference day after a careful blind review process. There are 16 titles from the Marketing 
track, 12 titles from the HRM track, 11 titles from Economics, Financial Management and Accounting 
track, 8 titles from the Entrepreneurship track, 3 titles from the Operation and IT Management track, 
and 3 titles from the Strategic management track. With the theme of learning organisation in the 
new normal era, we seek the research that capture, examine, and explore the organisational learning 
process of organisation impacted by the pandemic. Therefore, 10% of the registration fees is donated 
to the COVID-19 impacted parties.

On behalf of the committee, I hope you can have an insightful learning and wonderful experience 
from this ISCLO 2020. Thank you very much once again and please apologise if there are still some 
shortcomings.

Wassalamu’alaykum warahmatullahi wabarakatuh,

Jurry Hatammimi, PhD

The 8th ISCLO Chairperson

PREFACE
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CONFERENCE PROGRAMME

8th ISCLO 2020

Wednesday, 11th November 2020

Time (GMT +7) Activities Person in Charge

08.00 - 09.00 Open Registration and Protocol Preparation MC: Muhammad Azhari, SE, MBA 

Zoom Link: https://zoom.us/j/92215703686  
09.05 - 09.30 Opening Speech The Dean of Faculty of Economics & Business, 

Telkom University (Dr. Ratri Wahyuningtyas)
09.30 – 09.35 Preparation of Parallel Session Presenters, Session Chairs, Host, & Co-Host 

join the Zoom link of the Room they belong 
to. 

09.35 - 09.45 Opening of Parallel Session 1 Session Chairs (5 Rooms)
09.45 - 10.00

Presentations of Parallel Session 1

Presenter 1
10.00 - 10.15 Presenter 2
10.15 - 10.30 Presenter 3
10.30 - 10.45 Presenter 4
10.45 – 10.55 Opening of Parallel Session 2 Session Chairs (5  Rooms)
10.55 – 11.10

Presentations of Parallel Session 2

Presenter 1
11.10 - 11.25 Presenter 2
11.25 - 11.40 Presenter 3
11.40 - 11.55 Presenter 4
12.00 - 13.00 Lunch Break
13.00 – 13.10 Opening of Parallel Session 3 Session Chairs (5 Rooms)
13.10 - 13.25

Presentations of Parallel Session 3

Presenter 1
13.25 - 13.40 Presenter 2
13.40 - 13.55 Presenter 3
13.55 - 14.10 Presenter 4
14.10 – 14.20 Preparation for Plenary Session All participants and committee
14.20 – 14.25 Opening of Plenary Session MC: Muhammad Azhari, SE, MBA 
14.25 - 14.30 Report Speech Chairperson (Jurry Hatammimi, Ph.D)
14.30 - 14.45 Telkom University’s Rector Speech Represented by Vice Rector for Academic 

Affair, Dr. Dadan Rahadian

Zoom Link: https://zoom.us/j/93873511012
14.45 - 15.15 Keynote Speech Prof. Alexandros Psychogios

15.20 - 17.00 Panel Discussion of Invited Speakers

Moderator (Dr. Fetty Poerwitasary)
Speaker 1 (Dr. Marianne Afanassieva)
Speaker 2 (Dr. Muhammad Awaluddin)
Speaker 3 (Yose Rizal)

17.00 - 17.30 Best Paper Awards, Best Presenter Award, 
Giveaways announcement and Closing Speech

Chairperson (Jurry Hatammimi, Ph.D)

https://zoom.us/j/92215703686
https://zoom.us/j/93873511012
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General Terms and Conditions For The Conference

1. Kindly display your name as formatted below: 
a. For presenters: 

Room_Author Name_Paper ID, Example: 1_Ariana Grande_123 

        b. For other participants: 

“Institution_Name”, Example: Telkom University_Taylor Swift 

2. Please use the ISCLO 2020 Virtual Background and kindly keep your camera on during the event. 
3. Please manage your time when presenting your paper. Every presenter will be given 15 minutes, 10 

minutes for presentation, and 5 minutes for Questions & Answers. 
4. The session chair in every room will be the time keeper who will remind the presenters about the 

remaining time within the presentation. 
5. The whole event in this conference (plenary and parallel sessions) will be recorded for the documentation. 

The plenary session will also be live streamed on SEB Telkom University’s YouTube channel while the 
parallel sessions’ recording will only be given to the presenter upon request. 

6. Audiences’ microphone will be muted during the presentation. The audience can deliver questions to 
presenters by typing the questions in the chat feature in Zoom. 

7. Due to the limited time, the questions from participants and audiences will be selected and adapted by 
moderator to be answered by the presenter. 

8. Participants and presenters can only join one room during the whole parallel session. 
9. Participants and presenters should update their Zoom application to the latest version. 
10. Certificate of attendance can be accessed by participant after filling out the questionnaire after the 

event. 

Links to Upload Presentation Files & Copyright Agreement 
1. Please upload your presentation file to: 

https://bit.ly/isclo2020  

(maximum on 10th November 2020 and 7 pages of *.ppt file format) 

2. The format of presentation file name is: Room_Author Name_Paper ID 

Example: 1_Ariana Grande_123.pptx 

3. Please fill the form of Copyright Agreement and submit it in *.pdf file format. 

https://bit.ly/isclo2020
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E-Money Companies 
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https://zoom.us/j/97688203717
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https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84087820593?pwd=TzhaTUxuQ0xZeDUyTVpDWmNPZkVkQT09
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https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89200980588?pwd=RkF0RE04NmZOemFBOVpqN2Jyb0JrZz09
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Abstract

Indonesia’s e-commerce industry holds much promise for the retail industry. Google-Temasek e-Conomy SEA 2019 
Report project that e-commerce value in Indonesia is estimated to increase from US$ 21 billion in 2018 to US$ 82 
billion in 2025. E-commerce will contribute significantly to Indonesia’s GDP in the retail sector, with value US $ 20 
billion that equivalent to 2-3% of GDP in 2022 (Word Market Monitor,2018).

From BDG Project (FBP) is an e-commerce store that sells home living products at e-commerce Shopee Indonesia. 
Since it was founded in January 2019, FBP has managed to sell 50,000+ pcs products and has succeeded in getting 
18,000+ positive reviews with an almost perfect rating of 4.8/5.0 stars. FBP is visited by more than 45,000 Shopee 
users every month. However, the sales conversion rate is only 5.6%.  FBP wants to increase its sales by increasing 
its sales conversion rate.

To understand consumer behaviour in purchasing decisions at Shopee after visiting the product, questionnaires 
have distributed to 500 internet users in Indonesia who had made purchases at Shopee. Based on the analysis of 
the respondent’s answers, things that FBP can do to increase the sales conversion rate are revise product infor-
mation at Shopee product page, maximize potential buyer opportunities, and open a branch store in Jakarta and 
other big cities, create a giveaway program for creative product reviews and make a new division, quality control 
(QC).

Keywords: Consumer Behaviour, e-commerce, Sales Conversion Rate, Marketing Strategy.

1. INTRODUCTION
Indonesia is a market with an attractive amount of e-commerce growth. The development of e-commerce in 
Indonesia can also be seen from its rapidly growing economic value. Figure 1 shows that based on Google, 
Temasek and Bain research reports titled e-Conomy SEA 2019, in 2025, Indonesia estimated to contribute around 
US$ 133 billion in the digital economy. 

Figure 1 Digital Economic Value Projection in Southeast Asian Countries 2019 and 2025 

Source: katadata.co.id, 2019

mailto:w_dhewanto@sbm-itb.ac.id
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Indonesia’s e-commerce market value is estimated to increase from US$ 21 billion in 2018 to US$ 82 billion 
in 2025. Based on Indonesia’s national economy, e-commerce will contribute significantly to Indonesia’s GDP. 
E-commerce is projected to contribute revenue in the retail sector of US $ 20 billion, equivalent to 2-3% of 
Indonesia’s GDP in 2022 (Word Market Monitor).

Figure 2 Internet Users in Indonesia (1998-2017)

Source: APJII, 2018

Figure 2 shows the high number of Internet users growth in Indonesia that support the development of Indonesian 
e-commerce. There are 171.17 million internet users in Indonesia that if compared to protection total population 
of Indonesia 265 million people it means that the penetration rate of internet users in Indonesia has reached 
64.6% in 2018. This figure is up 10.12% compared to the penetration in 2017, which was only 54.8%. The APJII 
survey in 2018 also showed that out of 171.17 million internet users, it known that 46.6% of internet users had 
bought goods via online, the majority answered buying on the Shopee platform by 11.2%, Bukapalak platform by 
8.4%, Lazada platform at 6.7%, and shopping on the Tokopedia platform at 4.3%. In comparison, the remaining 
53.4% of internet users have never bought goods online. Internet users by 53.4% indicate that there is great 
potential for e-commerce players in Indonesia, that there are still many Indonesian citizens who have become 
internet users but have not used it for shopping online.

From BDG Project (FBP) is an e-commerce store that sells home living products at e-commerce Shopee Indonesia. 
Since it was founded in January 2019, FBP has managed to sell 50,000+ pcs products and has succeeded in getting 
18,000+ positive reviews with an almost perfect rating of 4.8/5.0 stars. FBP is visited by more than 45,000 Shopee 
users every month. However, the sales conversion rate is only 5.6%.  FBP wants to increase its sales by increasing 
its sales conversion rate.

The products that FBP sells are products with mixed categories because FBP sells any product that has proven 
to be marketable based on the results of Big Data research. The majority of categories it sells are household 
products. Household products were chosen because they have a long life in the product life cycle so that it will 
avoid deadstock due to the coming of new products model. Some of the products that FBP sells are mouse 
traps, Korean magic dishwashing gloves, Vietnamese drip coffee home filters, manual hand coffee grinder, special 
panties for after circumcision, kalimba African traditional music instrument, and digital kitchen scales.

Figure 3 FBP Convertion Rate in Shopee Indonesia
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While selling on the e-commerce Shopee Indonesia, FBP has success get a large number of visitors with more 
than 45,000 visitors per month (Processed Author Data, 2020). However, from a large number of visitors, the 
conversion rate that occurred from visitors to the customer showed a low percentage, it is only 5.6%. It is mean 
that, from 45,000 visitors, only 5.6% visitor or 2,520 people bought FBP products, and the remaining 94.4% visitor 
or 42,480 people who were interested and saw FBP products, did not buy for various reasons (Figure 3). With the 
high number of visitors who do not buy reaching 94.4%, FBP feels it has thrown away the potential sales it can do. 

This research expected help FBP and others Shopee sellers understand the consumer behavior and desires 
of buyers at Shopee to increase their sales through increasing sales conversion. Through increase its sales by 
maximizing existing visitors FBP able to increase sales without having to spend additional resources and costs to 
increase the number of visitors.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1   CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The conceptual framework itself is explained as to present an integrated way of looking at a problem under 
study (Liehr & Smith, 1999). Using this framework, the concept within the problem of the research will be easily 
specified and defined (Dixon, Gulliver, Gibbon, & Hall, 2001).

2.2   RESEARCH METHOOLOGY
Research Methodology is the researcher’s method in gathering the data, such as interviews, observation, tests, 
and documentation (Arikunto, 2002). Besides, research methodology is a way to get back the solution to all 
problems (Subagyo, 2006).

2.3   PRIMARY AND SECONDARY DATA
Based on the source of data used in this research, there are two types of data: primary and secondary. Primary 
data is the data obtained and collected directly in the field, including interviews and observation. In contrast, 
secondary data is the data used to support the primary information collected by people who research existing 
sources such as books, literature, journal, the internet, and so forth (Hasan, 2002). The primary data in this 
research obtained directly from FBP customer and Shopee User opinion with questionnaires. The secondary data 
obtained from previous researches, books, and FBP internal data.

2.4   E-COMMERCE 
E-commerce (electronic commerce) is the process of buying and selling goods electronically by consumers and 
from company to company through computerized business transaction (Laudon, 1998). Besides, E-Commerce 
is a dynamic set of technologies, applications, and bussines process that link enterprises, consumers, and 
communities through electronics transactions and the electronic exchange of goods, services, and informations 
(David, 1999).

2.5   CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR 
Consumer behaviour is the actions taken by individuals, groups, or organizations related to the decision-making 
process in obtaining, using economic goods or services that can be influenced by the environment (Mangkunegara, 
2002). Besides, consumer behaviour is the action directly involved in obtaining, consuming, and consuming 
products and services, including the processes that precede and follow these actions (Engel et al, 2010).

2.6   CONSUMER ANALYSIS
Consumer Analysis needs to be done to determine the market needs, targets that are appropriate to what our 
company is like, demographics, and other relevant information that companies want to know through market 
research (MBA Skool, 2011)

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1   CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Low sales conversion rates become the business issue of FBP. FBP wants to maximize sales potential by encouraging 
more visitors who have seen FBP products to make transactions then make payments. Therefore to determine 
the appropriate marketing strategy of FBP’s current business issue, a systematic stage to analyze it should be 
made in a conceptual framework. Figure 4 shows the conceptual framework of the research. This research will 
start with consumer behaviour survey by distribute questionnaires to buyers on the Shopee Indonesia platform 
in general and FBP buyers in particular. Based on existing data and analysis, business solution alternatives will be 
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determined to solved FBP business issue.

Figure 4 Conceptual Framework

3.2   DATA COLLECTION
Understanding consumer behaviour is necessary so that companies can make plans and make decisions based 
on consumer desires. In e-commerce Shopee, where FBP sells, consumers have a large selection of stores that 
sell products that consumers want. It is necessary to get primary data to understand how the Indonesian online 
shopping behaviour is in purchasing decisions at Shopee Indonesia to increase the sales conversion rate at the 
store at Shopee. 

The researcher has distributed online questionnaires “Indonesian Online Shopping Behavior in Purchasing 
Decisions at Shopee Indonesia” via Google Form to internet users throughout Indonesia in general and to 
consumers who have purchased products at the Shopee FBP store. The online questionnaire has been filled by 
647 respondent. Of the 647 respondent data, invalid data were deleted, namely respondents who had never 
shopped at Shopee and cleaning data indicated as duplicate. Data was obtained from 500 valid respondents who 
had made purchases at Shopee using the Shopee application on smartphones.

4. FINDINGS & DISCUSSION

4.1   RESPONDENT PROFILE
Based on the data 500 respondent’s answer to the questionnaire “Indonesian Online Shopping Behaviour in 
Purchasing Decisions at Shopee Indonesia, the following Figure 5 is the profile of the respondents who filled out 
the questionnaire:

Figure 5 Respondent Profile
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4.2   CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR ANALYSIS

4.2.1   SHOPPING HABITS AT SHOPEE
In this section, the respondent is given questions to determine the shopping habits of consumers at Shopee. 

4.2.1.1   PRICES OF PRODUCTS PURCHASED AT SHOPEE

Figure 6 Prices of Products Purchased at Shopee

From the data, FBP product prices can be seen in Figure 6 which range from IDR 2,500 - 35,000, are still included 
in the product price range that Shopee users often buy. In research and development of new products, FBP can 
sell new products that have a higher price with a price range of IDR 50,000 - 250,000. It is suitable for the price 
range that usually purchased by 84.6% (396 respondents), so that is still affordable for Shopee users.
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4.2.1.2   PURCHASE INTENTION WHEN VIEWING PRODUCTS ON SHOPEE

Figure 7 Condition to Search and View Product on Shopee

Respondents were asked to choose when they searched and viewed products on Shopee. Respondents can 
choose more than one reason as an answer. Figure 7 shows the majority of respondents, 63% (315 respondents) 
stated search and view product when want to buy a product but do not buy it right away for various reasons, and 
50% (250 respondents) indicated search and view product when want to buy a product and buy it right away. The 
rest of the respondents numbered 10,2% (51 respondents) state search and view the product, but do not want to 
buy products, they only browse in Shopee just for fun and fill in spare time.

Figure 8 The Habit of Opening Products at Shopee Search Result

 

To better understand consumer behaviour in opening products at Shopee, respondent asked questions about the 
habits of opening products in Shopee search results. Figure 8 shows more than half of the respondents at 51.2% 
(256 respondents) like to open products because of curiosity but not have the intention of buying and only 48.8% 
(244 respondents) that only open the product to be purchased. Based on the respondent’s answer data, it can be 
seen that one of the biggest reasons for low FBP sales rate conversion is like to open products because curious 
but not have the intention of buying many consumers who want to buy but do not buy it right away for various 
reasons.

4.2.2   SHOPPING CONSIDERATIONS WHEN VIEWING PRODUCT PAGES ON SHOPEE
In this section, respondents are asked questions to determine what information Shopee users consider when 
viewing product pages on Shopee. This is related to the purchase decision that Shopee users will make when 
they have seen detailed product information on the product page. Shopee users who have reached the stage of 
viewing this product page will be counted as visitors to Shopee’s store statistics. The following is the respondent’s 
answer to each section on the Shopee product page.
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4.2.2.1   THE MORE RELIABLE PRODUCT PHOTOS

Figure 9 The More Reliable Product Photos

Based on the question regarding the more convincing product photo to buy, in Figure 9 it can be seen that 
the majority of respondents at 60.6% (303 respondents) prefer real-picture product photos to show the 
product clearly, and the background is natural without editing. Based on the respondent’s answers above, it is 
recommended that FBP use real picture photo product with a natural background. 

4.2.2.2   THE MORE RELIABLE PRODUCT TITLE

Figure 10 The More Reliable Product Title

Based on the question regarding the product title, which is more convincing when buying Shopee, it can be seen 
in Figure 10 It is recommended that FBP use the type of title that Shopee users like the most, namely short, 
simple, and clear titles. Using headlines that are to the point will help improve the position of FBP products in the 
organic search results for related products on Shopee.

4.2.2.3   THE MORE RELIABLE PRODUCT PRICES

Figure 11 The More Reliable Product Prices
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The results can be seen in Figure 11 that 84% (420 respondents) answered that they prefer product at a price, 
not the cheapest, but the product has more value, is more convincing, and the price is still within the budget of 
the money that respondent has. Based on the respondent’s answer above, the information that selling products 
in e-commerce must be at the lowest price is the wrong information. FBP’s strategy of selling products at prices 
that are not the cheapest can be continued, but there must be added value that makes buyers more confident 
and willing to buy products at FBP.

4.2.2.4   THE MORE RELIABLE PRODUCT RATING

Figure 12 The More Reliable Product Rating

The answers of the respondents can be seen in Figure 12 shows that Shopee users do not pay too much attention 
to numerical product rating. Based on the data from the questionnaire results, the FBP product rating, which is 
in the numbers 4.7 - 5.0 has met the majority of respondents’ preferences. It is recommended that the product 
rating, which is in the numbers 4.7 - 4.9, be increased again to 5.0 to convince Shopee users as a whole.

4.2.2.5   THE MORE RELIABLE PRODUCT SOLD

Figure 13 The More Reliable Product Sold

The results can be seen in Figure 13 the majority of respondents, 37.2% (186 respondents) believed in buying 
products have sold at least hundreds. It is recommended that FBP has a minimum sales of hundreds so that it 
can immediately convince visitors to buy products at FBP. The strategy of selling products at low prices and thin 
margins at the beginning to get the number of products sold in the hundreds can be done to accelerate the 
increase in the number of products sold.

4.2.2.6   THE MORE RELIABLE SHIPPING COST

Figure 14 The More Reliable Shipping Cost
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Based on the respondent’s answer indicated by Figure 14 it is recommended that FBP sell products at a higher 
price than the shipping cost. This is to avoid consumers who do not want to buy goods because the shipping cost 
is more expensive. Another step that FBP must take is to take part in a discount or free shipping cost program 
from Shopee, such as “GRATIS ONGKIR XTRA.

4.2.2.7   THE MORE RELIABLE AVAILABILITY EXPEDITIONS

Figure 15 The More Reliable Availability Expeditions

Based on the question regarding the preference for the availability of a more convincing expedition when shopping 
at Shopee, can be seen in Figure 15 that the majority of respondents, 43.8% (219 respondents) answered will buy 
if there is an expedition with free or cheap shipping cost. Based on the respondent’s answer, FBP is required to 
open delivery options using cheap expeditions and has free shipping programs at Shopee, namely SiCepat, J&T 
Express and Ninja Express. To convince respondents who choose the other answer, FBP is advised to open all 
available expedition options so that consumers can choose whatever expedition they want.

4.2.2.8   THE MORE RELIABLE AVAILABILITY OF COD PAYMENT

Figure 16 The More Reliable Availability of COD Payment

Based on the respondent’s answer data on Figure 16, although almost all respondents did not consider COD 
availability as necessary, FBP was advised to open the COD option to accommodate Shopee users wishes who 
would only shop if they could pay via COD. In anticipation of COD returns, FBP must create a COD package tracking 
system to ensure that COD package buyers place their orders correctly and prepare cash to make payments to 
couriers who deliver their COD package.
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4.2.2.9   THE MORE RELIABLE LOCATION OF THE SELLER

Figure 17 The More Reliable Location of The Seller

Based on the respondent’s answer that can be seen in Figure 17 it is known that the majority of the respondents 
shop from sellers who are in the same city, cities that are near, and cities that are on the same island where the 
respondent lives. Currently, FBP only has one shop and warehouse in Bandung City. FBP should open branch 
stores outside Bandung City to reach more consumers. The recommended city for FBP to open a branch in Jakarta 
City to reach buyers in the JABODETABEK area, Surabaya City, to reach buyers in Eastern Indonesia as a whole, 
branches in big cities on each island, to branches in every provincial capital.

4.2.2.10   THE MORE RELIABLE PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Figure 18 The More Reliable Product Description

Figure 18 shows FBP is required to include information on product specifications, how to use it, and tips for using 
it and an explanation of product stock availability. Other information that is recommended in the FBP product 
description is the advantages of products sold by FBP and the advantages of shopping at FBP compared to buying 
at other stores.
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4.2.2.11   THE MORE RELIABLE WRITTEN REVIEW FROM BUYERS

Figure 19 The More Reliable Writen Review from Buyers

Source: Processed Author Data, 2020

Based on the answer from the respondent in Figure 19, it is known that the respondent will pay more attention 
to positive reviews than negative reviews on the store. The thing that is most concerned about in the review is 
the quality and function of the product, followed by shop services and what is not paid attention is the review 
regarding the speed of delivery. To further convince Shopee visitors, FBP is advised to reproduce positive written 
reviews regarding the quality and function of the product, as well as excellent FBP services by asking for a 
personal review from FBP customers. Giving random discount vouchers and giveaway prizes can also be given to 
consumers who give positive reviews to increase the number of positive reviews significantly.

4.2.2.12   THE MORE RELIABLE REVIEW PHOTO FROM BUYERS

Figure 20 The More Reliable Review Photo from Buyers

This is shown by the respondent’s answer in Figure 20 that photoproduct reviews from consumers very important 
to convince consumers to buy products. A note that must be considered is that FBP must ensure that consumers 
upload product photos that clearly and well illustrate the product to convince FBP Shopee visitors. If there is a 
product photo that shows the product in the wrong way, FBP should contact the customer for help in replacing 
the product photo with a good one. In the case of a new product being uploaded for which there is no product 
review photo, FBP can give a special bonus to the first ten buyers to write a review with a product photo so that 
the product has many convincing product review photos.
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4.2.3   REASONS FOR NOT SHOPPING IMMEDIATELY AFTER SEEING PRODUCTS ON SHOPEE

Figure 21 Reasons for Not Buying

  Source: Processed Author Data, 2020

Based on the respondent’s answer, the reason for not making a purchase is because choosing a shop with a 
lower price is the most favourite reason. It is recommended that FBP be able to reduce product COGS and other 
expenses so that it can sell at a lower price than other stores. Suppose FBP does not apply the lowest price 
strategy. In that case, FBP is required to make product information advertisements that are more convincing than 
other stores to convince visitors who come to make a purchase immediately.

For reasons that the purchase has been postponed and has been added to the cart, FBP can maximize the Shopee 
user-product visitors because the data is entered as a potential buyer. The statistical data available at Shopee 
seller centre, Shopee product visitor users who do not make a purchase is divided into regular visitors and 
potential buyers. Ordinary visitors are visitors who only see the product without taking action. At the same time, 
potential buyers are visitors who know the product and take action on the product, namely adding the product to 
the basket. FBP can do followups and reminders via chat to potential buyers to make purchases.

Regarding negative reviews that make product visitors doubt, FBP must avoid getting negative reviews by 
delivering products quickly and well. In the case of a negative review complaint from a buyer, FBP must contact 
the buyer to solve the problem and provide the best solution such as refunding money or sending a new product. 
After the complaint is resolved, FBP asks the buyer to change the negative review to a positive review of at least 
four stars.

In serving customers, FBP must have a customer service team that is always on standby to reply to customer chats 
in minutes or even seconds. Consumers will choose to buy products in stores that respond to chats faster. The 
provision of cheap expeditions must be made by FBP so that consumers do not pay expensive shipping costs. The 
expedition that has the most affordable shipping cost is SiCepat Halu for retail delivery and JNE Trucking (JTR) for 
bulk shipments.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1   BUSINESS SOLUTION ALTERNATIVE RESUME
The following is a summary of business solutions that can be used as an option for FBP to use in resolving its 
business issues.

5.1.1   IMPROVED SHOPEE PRODUCT PAGE VIEWS
Based on the analysis of the respondent’s answers, the following Table 1 is a business solution that can be applied 
by FBP by improving the information seen by Shopee user-product visitors on the product page.
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Table 1 Improved Shopee Product Page Views

Info in Product 
Page Current Condition New Solution

Product Photo

Photo professional from 
supplier with white 
background

Use real picture that show product clearly with natural 
background as main photo product

Another photos product 
only use real picture

Another photos product use professional photo and real 
picture from customer review

Product Title Full length title 100 
character Short, simple, and to the point title with SEO Shopee

Product Price

Product pricing: 
competitive price with 
added value but not the 
cheapest

Cheapest product price

Not the cheapest, but still affordable and around average 
market price

Price range: IDR 2,500 – 
24,900

Selling new products with a price range of IDR 50,000 - 
250,000 according to the data on the average price of one 
product purchased online at Shopee so that the shipping 
cost is not higher than the price of the item

Selling new products with prices above IDR 22,000 to exceed 
the national average shipping cost because many consumers 
do not want to buy products that are cheaper than the 
shipping cost

Selling new products at a price above the minimum shopping 
requirements for free shipping because many consumers 
don’t want to buy a product if they can’t use a free shipping 
cost voucher

Product Rating
Different depending on 
the product, range rating 
4.7 - 5.0

Maintain a minimum rating of 4.5 and increased the product 
ratings from 4.7-4.8 become 5.0 by improving service and 
ensuring good product quality

Product Sold
Different depending on 
the product, range 71pcs 
– 14,300pcs sold

Increased the number of product sold that below 999pcs 
become more than 1,000pcs sold

Shipping Cost Join Gratis Ongkir XTRA 
program

Continue to join XTRA Free Shipping program to meet 
consumer desires

E x p e d i t i o n 
Option

Only J&T Express 
expeditions available

Open Gojek & Grab instant courier options so that delivery 
will arrive on the same day

Opening a cargo type expedition such as JNE Trucking (JTR) 
so that the shipping costs for wholesale purchases are cheap

Opened expeditions at low prices and participated in free 
shipping cost programs, namely SiCepat Halu and Ninja 
Express

Open all expedition options so that consumers can choose 
an expedition that is trusted and available in their city

COD Payment 
Method

COD payment method 
options are available

Continue the availability of the COD payment method to 
meet consumer desires

Store Rating 4.84 / 5.00
Maintain a minimum rating of 4.5 and Increased the store 
ratings from 4.84 become 5.0 by evaluating the rating of 
each product
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Percentage of 
chats replied 97% Keeping the percentage of chats replied at least 95% and 

increased become 100% with shifting admin 24 hours

Seller Location Only in one city, Bandung

Adding warehouse branches to Jakarta to expand the market 
to the JABODETABEK area

Added a warehouse branch to Surabaya to be closer to 
buyers in Eastern Indonesia

Adding warehouse branches on every island so that the 
shipping costs are cheap and get to consumers quickly

Adding warehouse branches in every major city in Indonesia 
so that the shipping costs are cheap and reach consumers 
quickly

P r o d u c t 
Description

There are still limited 
results from other sellers

Ensure that there are at least three pieces of information, 
namely product specifications, explanation of product 
specifications and information about the availability of 
product stock

Written Review Not asking consumers to 
review

Provide discount vouchers to consumers who provide 
positive reviews

Give a giveaway in the form of a raffle prize to buyers who 
provide positive reviews

Photo Product 
Review

Not reply to all negative 
reviews

Reply to negative reviews with a confirmation statement 
and contact the buyer to resolve the problem and ask for a 
change to a positive review

Not asking consumers to 
upload product photos in 
reviews

Ask consumers to provide reviews using product photos 
from consumers

Send real pictures of products that will be sent to consumers 
so that the photos can be used by consumers to write 
reviews

Star Seller Badge Have a Star Seller badge Maintain the Star Seller title

Cashback XTRA 
Badge

There is no Cashback XTRA 
badge because not joining 
the program

Join the Cashback XTRA program by paying an additional 2% 
admin fee

Do not join the Cashback XTRA program and do not need to 
pay admin fees

5.1.2   FOLLOW UP POTENTIAL BUYER
Based on the respondent answer about reasons for not making a purchase, FBP can follow up potential buyers to 
purchase by understanding the type of potential buyer and how to treat them. The following Table 2 is a strategy 
that can be applied by FBP to increase the sales conversion rate by maximizing potential buyers.

Table 2 Follow Up Potential Buyer

Type Potential Buyer Data Findings Business Solution

Added product to cart, but 
have’nt checkout

Customer list in broadcast chat 
payment reminder at Shopee sell-
er center sub-buyer management

Broadcast chat special free shipping cost 
or discount voucher

Checked out product but 
have’nt made a payment

Shopee seller center in the order 
section -> my order -> unpaid

Personal chat to reminders payment. 
First chat at first hour order created to 
confirm order receipt and second chat at 
last 3 hours payment to offering special 
additional gift.
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Checked out product but 
did’nt make payment until 
deadline

Shopee seller center in the order 
section -> my order -> cancellation 
(canceled automatically by the 
system)

Personal chat to ask about reason can-
celed order and offering special addition-
al gift to create new order

For visitors who have added FBP products to their cart and have not checked out, FBP can use the buyer 
management feature in the seller centre to broadcast chat to consumers who have FBP products in their basket. 
FBP can provide exclusive vouchers in the form of a discount or free shipping in its broadcast chat to increase 
checkout desires. For potential buyers in the way of visitors who have checked out the product and have not 
made a payment or have not made a payment until the 1x24 hour deadline, FBP can remind the payment via 
chat to the user. How to see a list of users can open a seller centre in the order section -> my order -> unpaid and 
cancellation (cancelled automatically by the system). Chat reminders can add additional gift offers if you make a 
payment on the same day or confirm that the goods will be shipped immediately if you make a payment before 
cut off packing.

5.2   CONCLUSSION
After distributing questionnaires and analyzing answers from the respondent, the low of FBP sales conversion 
rate is concluded from two leading causes, first is the habit of Shopee users who open products without buying 
intent or delaying the purchase and second is information on FBP product pages that is not convincing so that 
visitors do not buy products at FBP. 

FBP Visitor who did not want to buy the product, its potential could not be maximized so that the sales conversion 
rate would not be able to reach 100%. The habit of Indonesian consumers who often walk to the mall without 
shopping turns out to be in online media, which is only looking at products at Shopee for fun. For FBP visitors who 
postpone product purchases and have put the product in the shopping basket, this can be maximized through 
consumer follow-up, which is included in potential buyer data.

To maximize FBP visitors who intend to buy a product, but do not shop because the information on the FBP 
product page is inconclusive, new strategies will be implemented to improve it. As a solution to increasing the 
sales conversion rate, two business solutions will be carried out, improving the appearance of the FBP product 
page on Shopee and following up potential buyers through the features available on Shopee.

5.3   LIMITATION
Based on the explanation above, this research focuses on strategies to solve FBP problems about the low of sales 
conversion rate. On the other hand, human resources, finance, operations aspects are not included in aspects 
that will be focused more deeply. This research will be for July 2020 based on data from January 2019 to June 
2020.
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Abstract

Fashion is the second fastest growing industries in Indonesia, especially in Bandung which is known as Paris Van 
Java. Arine is a local fashion brand that focused on aesthetic and vintage-inspired essentials. Arine sells their products 
on Instagram and Shopee wich has 15.500 followers on Instagram in one year with engagement rate 2.28% and 
1.700 followers in Shopee with rating 4.9/5. Instagram is the main social media where Arine does their market-
ing. But, with those followers and that rating, Arine revenue is still very low. External analysis will be carried out 
by using Porter Five Forces Analysis, Benchmark Analysis, and Customer Analysis by distributing questionnaires 
and the internal analysis by using Current Business Process, STP Analysis, Marketing Mix Analysis, and Business 
Model Canvas. After that, researcher break down the root cause being faced by using Fishbone to be more de-
tailed. The root cause of Arine’s business issue after conducting fishbone diagram are lack of product variation, do 
not have offline channel, and low of brand awareness. To solve the main business issue of Arine, researcher has 
proposed new marketing mix strategy by incorporating consumer behaviour, customer path and marketing 4.0 
in it. Researcher can find the reference of Arine potential customer product, price, place, and promotion by using 
the consumer behavior and customer path. Lastly, to make the solution happen the new marketing mix strategy 
proposed earlier need an action budget plan.

Keywords: Women Fashion, Marketing Mix, Increase Sales

1. INTRODUCTION
Fashion is the second-fastest-growing industry in Indonesia, especially in Bandung which is known as Paris Van 
Java. The top three sub-sectors that dominated Indonesian economy are culinary, fashion, and craft (Bekraf, 
2019). Based on the data, it shows that there is a big opportunity to enter the fashion industry. Local fashion 
is on the rise, nowadays. There are many local fashion brands that gain popularity across age groups and social 
classes and many events being held to support such as Brightspot Market, Pop Up Market, Trademark, etc. Arine 
is a local fashion brand that focused on aesthetic and vintage-inspired essentials. Currently, the store is online store 
and based in Bandung, Indonesia. Arine’s first launch was on May 2019 with the tagline “The style you crave”. Arine 
sells their products on Instagram and Shopee. Arine gets 15.500 followers on Instagram in nine months with 
engagement rate 2.28% and 1.900 followers in Shopee with rating 4.9/5. Instagram’s engagement rate is a metric 
that measures the level of engagement that a piece of created content is receiving from audience. In summary, 
as an industry standard, an engagement rate on Instagram between 1% and 3% is generally good (Scrunch, 2019). 
Arine’s engagement rate on Instagram is good enough to communicate with followers and bring them to the last 
step which is closing sales. But, with those followers and that rating, Arine revenue is still very low. In this phase, 
Arine needs a large sum of working capital and retained earnings to operate. Thus, it is crucial that the company 
must increase their sales per month. This research focuses on new marketing mix strategy for Arine to increase 
sales.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1   CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The business issue in Arine brand is mainly about optimizing sales through a maximized marketing mix. Business 
issue analysis will used combination between internal, external, and SWOT analysis. The conceptual framework 
in figure 2.1 below consist of analysis stage, concept, and the context of the research that are needed to sold the 
business problem. 

mailto:Eko.prasetio@sbm-itb.ac.id
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Figure 1. Conceptual Framework

2.2   DATA COLLECTION
This research uses two research methods, those are qualitative and quantitative. According to Barnham (2015), 
Quantitative research tries to find answers to concrete questions by generating numbers and facts. “The goal is 
to establish a ‘representation’ of what consumers do or what consumers think”. The quantitative data obtained 
from questionnaire data in the form of multiple choices. While the qualitative approach is informed by inductive 
logic, in which potential understandings of a phenomenon are derived from the data. Researcher used interviews 
with local brand owners to support the data needed. This research uses analytical management tools such as 
STP, Marketing Mix Analysis, Five Forces Analysis, Business Model Canvas, Benchmark Analysis, and Customer 
Analysis to determine the internal and external condition of Arine business environment.

2.3   INTERNAL ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS

2.3.1   SEGMENTING, TARGETING, AND POSITIONING ANALYSIS
1. Segmenting

According to Dharmmesta and Handoko (2013), market segmentation is the process of dividing the market 
into market segments that will be targeted sales to be achieved with certain marketing mix. Arine will use four 
variables in order to segment the customer market. These four variables are geographic, demographic, behavioral 
and psychographic variables.

2. Targeting

According to Kotler and Armstrong (2014), market targeting is a process of evaluating each market sgement’s 
attractiveness and selecting one or more segments to enter. The result of Arine customer target is shown in table 
1 below.

Table 1. Arine’s Target Market

Geographic segmentation (Indonesia)
Region Sumatera Selatan, Jakarta, Jawa Barat, Jawa tengah, Jawa Timur, Sumatera Utara, 

Sumatera Barat, Riau, Aceh, Kalimatan Timur, Kalimantan Barat, Sulawesi Selatan, 
Bali.

Population Density Big city/capital City
Demographic

Age 16-18, 19-21, 22-28
Gender Female
Income 500.000 – 1.000.000

2.500.000 – 2.500.000

2.500.000 – 3.500.000

3.500.000 – 6.000.000
Generation Generation Y (millennial), Generation Z
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Psychographic
Social Class Middles, middle up

Lifestyle Fashionable, vintage/retro style, outgoing, stylish, traveler, independent, adventurer, 
nature-lover

3. Positioning

Positioning is the way a company’s product, brand, or organization was perceived relatively compared to a 
product, brand, or organization competing by current customers as well as potential customers (Tjiptono and 
Chandra, 2012). Arine positioned itself as a fashion brand for women that provide vintage or retro essentials at a 
reasonable price, good services, unique, and colorful. Arine’s positioning will be shown in figure 2 below.

Figure 2. Arine’s Positioning

2.3.2   MARKETING MIX ANALYSIS
1. Product

Product is the good the combination of goods and services that the business provides to the market (Kotler and 
Armstrong, 2014). As previously mentioned in the company profile, Arine is a local fashion brand that focused on 
aesthetic and vintage-inspired essentials. Currently, Arine launch the basic of vintage fashion, such as shirt, printed 
t-shirt, jeans, tote bag, and necklace. All the product of Arine material is fabricated in Indonesia. In terms of 
packaging, Arine uses cardboard as a packaging with the logo of Arine attached to the box. The advantages 
of cardboard packaging are very durable, cheap, and recyclable. In the near future, Arine is planning to use 
packaging that is 99% non-plastic and recyclable.

2. Price

The definition of Price in terms of Marketing Mix is the total cost that customers give up to gain the benefits of 
having or using a product and services (Kotler and Armstrong, 2014). Arine set their price starting from Rp 49,000 
– Rp 199,000.

3. Place

According to Kotler and Armstrong (2014), the definition of place in the context of Marketing mix is the all 
company activities that makes the products available to the targeted segments and customers. Currently, Arine 
does not have an offline store yet. In this technology communication era, Arine uses internet as their base of 
sales. 

4. Promotion

Promotion mix consists of advertising, sales promotion, personal selling, public relation, and direct marketing 
(Kotler and Armstrong, 2014). There are some aspects of promotional used by Arine such as Instagram Ads, 
Discount Promotion, Bazaar, and Endorsement.

2.3.3   BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
Business model describes the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and capture value (Osterwalder 
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& Pigneur, 2010). The business model canvas of Arine as shown in figure 2, is formulated based on the company 
activities, value, and product 2019-2020 period.

Table 2. Arine’s Business Model Canvas

Key Partners

•	 Vendors
•	 Photographer
•	 Material 

Suppliers

Key Activities

•	Production
•	Advertising
•	Selling
•	Product Photo-

shoot

Value Proportions

•	 Aesthetic fashion 
essentials

Customers Relationship

•	 Instagram’s Stories
•	 Daily Posts

C u s t o m e r 
Segments

•	18-24 y.o
•	Female
•	Women who 

seek on aes-
thetic fashionKey Resources

•	Physical Asset
•	Human Resource

Channels

•	 Instagram
•	 Line
•	 Shopee
•	 Tokopedia
•	 WhatsApp

Cost Structure

•	 Production
•	 Advertising
•	 Vendors Services
•	 Materials

Revenue Stream

•	 Product Sales

2.4   2.4 EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS

2.4.1   2.4.1 PORTER FIVE FORCES
According to Williams and Curtis (2016), Porter five forces is a perspective for assessing and analyzing the 
competitive strength and position of a corporation or business organization.

The Bargaining Power of Supplier 

The bargaining power of supplies of Arine is relatively small and insignificant force. In Bandung, we can find any 
kind of fabrics sellers at Cigondewah, Otista, Tamim street, etc. It’s easier to find many suppliers that can provide 
any fabrics that we need (Nola as the owner of Lolica, 2020). Arine source their products from some suppliers in 
Bandung with good quality of materials. Suppliers have little control over the fashion industry as, unfortunately, 
they are dispensable and can always be swapped out. As a result, input prices are relatively low.

2. The Bargaining Power of Buyer

Arine, as a new small player in fashion industry, has less bargaining power than potential customer. Customers 
can choose another brand which they already know because the customer awareness about Arine is still low. 
According to Nuna as the owner Nuna Nanu (2020), some of Nuna Nanu’s customers feel bored with existing 
design. So, the bargaining power of buyers is high. 

3. Threat of New Entrants

Based on the data conducted earlier, the fashion industry is one of many industries that have a high threat of new 
entrants. The possibility of additional businesses entering the retail women’s apparel market affects the current 
profit and competition levels experienced by businesses in the industry. Existing businesses may choose to limit 
their profits to discourage new entrants. New businesses would bring with them the potential to pressure prices, 
costs, and investment rates of returns as well as taking market share from established businesses (Porter, 2008). 
Currently, Arine is trying to find unique ways to popularize their own products and as such build a strong brand 
because the threat of new entrants is high.

4. Threat of Substitutes

There are so many local brands in Indonesia that create so many choices for customers to choose from. According 
to Njambi et al (2016), substituted products are products that can meet the same needs as other products even 
though the resulting product is different. There are few substitutes for clothing but all the ‘substitutions’ in the 
industry are about competition. Based on Nuna (2020), sweatshirt and t-shirt products in e-commerce have tens 
of thousands of choices. So, you have to look for other values   besides the product and the price of the product 
itself. Therefore, the threat of substitute players is quite high.
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5. Rivalry Among Competitors

According to Ehmke (2014), rivalry among competitors is often the strongest of the five competitive forces, but 
can vary widely among industries. Porter’s intensity of rivalry in an industry affects the competitive environment 
and influences the ability of existing firms to achieve. Arine has low score in rivalry among competition (such as 
Nuna Nanu and Lolica). This means, Arine must find out the right strategy for having more power to compete 
with competitors.

2.4.2   BENCHMARK ANALYSIS
According to Kotler and Armstrong (2012), benchmark is the process of comparing the company’s products and 
processes to those of competitors or leading firms in other industries to identify “best practices” and find ways 
to improve quality and performance. 

There are three brands in the same industry with Arine that have similar products and value.

1. Lolica

Lolica is one of local brands in Indonesia. According to their website, the company found in 2018 and inspired 
by Korean culture. The idea behind Lolika is making people happy every time they wear Lolica’s outfit (www.
lolicalolica.com, 2018). They have Instagram account named @lolica.id. The products are very similar with Arine 
such as sweatshirt, pants, t-shirt, tote bag and necklace. The price starts from Rp 150.000 to Rp 450.000. Most of 
the Lolica’s products are colorful and cheerful. 

2. Nuna Nanu

Nuna Nanu is a local brand in Surabaya, Indonesia. They have Instagram account named @nunaastore. They sell 
sweatshirt, t-shirt, pants, and tote bag. Most of the Nuna Nanu products have pastel colour and the range price 
is from Rp 135.000 to Rp 225.000.

3. H&M

H&M is a Swedish multinational clothing-retail company known for its fast-fashion clothing. As of November 
2019, H&M operates in 74 countries with over 5,000 stores under the various company brands, with 126,000 full-
time equivalent positions. It is the second-largest global clothing retailer, just behind Spain-based Inditex. The 
company has a significant online presence, with online shopping available in 33 countries. They utilize website 
as their channel for selling the product to potential customer, the look of their website is shown on figure 2.10 
below. H&M has considerably affordable prices for middle class in Indonesia which starts from Rp 149.000.

Table 3. Benchmark Analysis

Brand Est. Product Price Distribution channel Promotion

Arine 2019 Women 
wear 

Rp 135,000 – Rp 
199,000

@arine.id (15,500 followers) Instagram Ads

Endorsement

Lolica 2018 Women 
wear 
inspired 
by Korean 
Culture

Rp 150,000 – 
450,000

@lolica.id (150,000 followers)

www.lolica.lolica.com

Official store

Instagram Ads

Endorsement

Brand ambassador

Nuna Nanu 2016 Women 
wear

Rp 135,000 – Rp 
225,000

@nunaastore (572,000 
followers)

Instagram Ads

Endorsement

H&M 
Indonesia

2013 Women 
wear

Rp 149,000 – Rp 
1,000,000

www.id.hm.com • Free return
• Product Warranty
• Discount

Based on the table above, Arine product prices are the cheapest compared to other competitors. For a brand just 
starting out in 2019, Arine’s followers are already good at the 15,500 followers point. With the promotion used, 
Arine can add a website as a distribution channel.

2.5   SWOT ANALYSIS
According to Harrison (2010), SWOT analysis is an examination of an organization’s internal strengths and 

http://www.lolicalolica.com
http://www.lolicalolica.com
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inditex
http://www.lolica.lolica.com
http://www.id.hm.com
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weaknesses, its opportunities for growth and improvement, and the threats the external environment presents 
to its survival.  Arine SWOT analysis are elaborated below:

1. Strength

The strength of Arine based on the earlier internal and external analysis are listed below:

a. Competitive Pricing for the Quality

b. Eco Friendly Packaging

c. Unique Selling Proposition

d. Interactive Content in Social Media

2. Weakness

There are three weakness which Arine has. The weaknesses are described below:

a. Low Brand Awareness

b. Low Product Variety

c. Online Store Only

3. Opportunities

There are two opportunities which Arine has. These are:

a. Instagram as The Prospective Social Media

b. Website as The Prospect to Expand Market Channel

4.    Threats

The threats of Arine are listed below:

a. High Number of Emerging and Established Competitors

b. Risks or Scam and Fraud

c. International Giant Retail Brand

2.6 ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS
According to Ilie and Coicoiu (2010), the Root Cause Analysis (RCA) is a business tool that is purposed to locate 
and define the root cause of the problem that is located inside a certain subject. There are several tools that 
are designed to locate the problem, but in this research, the method of fishbone diagram will be used in order 
to locate and identify the problem located inside Arine, the diagram presented below on figure 2 has identified 
Arine problem from each dimension.

Figure 2 Arine’s Fishbone Diagram
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4. BUSINESS SOLUTION
This chapter will elaborate the solution for company issue. Marketing strategy is needed in term of increasing the 
revenue of Arine company. Researcher conducts surveys based on the potential customer behavior and marketing 
mix preference. A new marketing mix strategy will be formulated by the researcher from the data.

4.1   POTENTIAL CUSTOMER INSIGHT
Customer Insight are made up of evaluated information about the current and potential customers. They come 
from a combination of quantitative and qualitative research and data analysis. This analysis is conducted to gain 
data about Arine potential customer behavior in their purchasing stage and their four P’s preference.

1. Customer decision making process and customer path

According to Wang & Ruhe, Decision-making is one of the basic cognitive process of human behaviors by 
which a preferred option or a course of actions is chosen from among a set of alternatives based on certain 
criteria. Based on Solomon (2015), the stages of cognitive decision-making process in digital era are need 
recognition, information search, evaluation of the choice, purchase, post-purchase evaluation. According to 
Kotler and Kartajaya (2017), in marketing 4.0, the customer path should be rewritten as the five A’s: aware, 
appeal, ask, act, advocate. 

2.  The O Zone

A customer’s decisions across the five A’s are usually influenced by a combination of their own influence, 
others’ influence, and outer influence and it’s called as The O Zone (Kotler and Kartaya, 2017). The outer 
influence comes from external sources. From a brand’s standpoint, outer influence is still manageable and 
controllable. Marketers take an important role here to communicate with potential buyers and attract them. 
The others’ influence comes from a close circle of friends and family as word of mouth. Otherwise, the 
other’s influence may also come from forum or communal rating in the internet. The own influence comes 
from within oneself. It’s an honest review or past experience with several brands. They have their own 
personal judgement and evaluation of the brands, and ultimately individual preference toward the chosen 
brands.

3. Potential customer’s preference towards marketing mix

The brands must analyze the entire product cycle. This means that the brand should study how their product 
is perceived by the potential customer. Based on Kotler and Kartajaya (2017), the marketing mix is a classic 
tool to help plan what to offer and how to offer to the customers. Thus, the survey will ask about the 
customer product, price, place, promotion preference. 

4.2   DATA FINDING FOR THE SURVEY
In this research, researcher uses questionnaire to generate insight from Arine potential customer about their 
decision-making process and their marketing preferences. The questionnaire is using Google form for 102 
respondents. The questionnaire will be divided into two parts. The first part is about the consumer’s decision-
making process and customer path towards fashion shopping behavior. This part is used for formulating marketing 
strategy to gain more customer and increase sales. The second part is using to identify the preference of potential 
customer towards product, price, place, and promotion of fashion brand. 

4.2.1   OPERATIONAL VARIABLE
The operational variable of Arine based on:

1. Operational variables of Arine potential customer decision making process and customer path model (shown 
on table 3.1).
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Table 3.1 Consumer Behaviour Operational Variables

Variables Sub-Variables Instrument Scale

Consumer decision 
making process 
and Consumer path 
model.

Need Recognition S t r u c t u r e d 
Questionnaire

Open-Ended Question

Aware Open-Ended Question

Information Search Open-Ended Question

Appeal Short Answer

Evaluation of Alternatives Open-Ended Question

Ask Short Answer

Purchase Decision/Act Multiple Choice and Open-Ended 
Question

Post Purchase Behavior/Advocate Open-Ended Question

2. Operational variables for Arine potential customer preferences based on marketing mix four P’s (shown on table 
3.2).

Table 3.2 Four P’s Operational Variables

Variables Sub-Variables Instrument Scale

Product Product Feature Structured Question-
naire

Open-Ended Question

Product Style and Design Open-Ended Question

Price - Structured Question-
naire

Multiple Choice

Place - Structured Question-
naire

Open-Ended Question

Promotion Advertising Structured Question-
naire

Open-Ended Question

Message Strategy Open-Ended Question

Execution Style Open-Ended Question

Sales Promotion Open-Ended Question

4.2.2   POPULATION
Population is geographic generalization there are: object or subject has the quality and certain of characteristic 
that set by the researcher to learning then conclude (Sugiyono, 2010). In this research, the population is Arine’s 
target market that has been described in chapter two. Because the limitation of the researcher to count the 
population of the respondent based on the Arine’s target market, the total population are considered as infinite 
population.

4.2.3   SAMPLING METHOD AND SIZE
Sample is a part of the population which will to be analyzed. According to Arikunto (2006), a sample must be 
representative to the population. Based on Sekaran (2000), the sample size must be larger that 30 and less than 
500 appropriate for most research. So, the respondent as 102 women in age 16-28 years old, domicile in Jakarta, 
Bandung, Surabaya, Tanggerang, Medan, Jogjakarta.

4.3   FINDINGS OF THE SURVEY
Awareness is the first stage of cognitive decision-making process. Based on the data that researcher got from 
respondent, most of customers will buy fashion products when they need it and when it’s discounted. According 
to Kotler (2017), Marketers do not create needs, needs pre-exist marketers along with other societal factors, and 
influence wants. This means Arine must satisfy needs and give them the reason to buy Arine’s products through 
discount promotion. They discover new local brand from Influencer’s review (69%) and Ads on Social Media 
(67.6%). This result means Arine must focus on influencer endorsement, ads on social media, and word of mouth 
from social community approach. Then, researcher asks respondent about what online platform that they mostly 
use to shop and the result is E-commerce such as Shopee, Tokopedia, Zalora, etc (86.3%) and Instagram (52%). 
This result will determine where Arine put its advertisement on those online platforms in the future to increase 
sales.
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The next stage, after need recognition, customer search for more detail information to make a decision. 
Researcher ask respondent about what online platform that they mostly use to search information about the 
product. Researcher conducts the result from the survey that they use E-Commers search in the first place 
(86.3%), Instagram Search (52%), and Google search (39.2%). 

After information search and appeal, customers go to the next stage which is evaluation of alternatives and ask. 
Since customer cannot compare the brands by directly touch the materials or wear it, there are determinant 
attributes for the customer to evaluate. Researcher asks respondent what activity they do when they are 
evaluating a product they wanted. The result is comparing with other brand (quality, price, service) (74%), 
depending on variations (64.7%), and reading some testimonials from other customers (61.8%). Respondent 
also more interested with the attractive design of product and the concept of the brand is fit on them. When 
evaluating alternatives, customers feel more curious about the brand they are attracted to and actively search 
more information. Based on the data that researcher got, testimonials are very important for deciding (88.2%) 
and followed by asking to friends or family that have bought the product. Convinced by further information in this 
stage, Arine have one more question for respondent about what additional information they may need and the 
result is they have been felt satisfy with the information (18%), detail size chart (20%), and material information 
(10%).

The next stage is purchase. This stage is crucial enough because they can get the experience directly from the 
brand. The brand can convert their potential buyer to a customer. So, researcher asks respondent about which 
online channel they prefer to place their order. The result is E-Commerce (91.2%) and WhatsApp (28.4%). After 
ordering, the last step for potential customer to do is payment. Based on the data that researcher gathered is 
they prefer pay the bills by transfer debit/credit card (76%) and payment on E-commerce itself (70%).

Purchase stage is not the last stage of this customer path. The brands need to engage with their customers and 
make sure the experience that their customers get is excellent. Researcher needs to know on their factor of 
repetition buying. Based on the data collected, they will do repurchase if the price and quality are as expected 
(99%), special promotion for repurchase (48%), and on-time delivery (40.2%). 

The brands also have to pay attention to the factors that make people stop buying from their brand. The 
disappointment of customer will be negative comment that will be spread on internet. Based on the data from 
questionnaire, they will stop buy that product online if the photo of product is not match in real life (91.2%), 
quality of service is poor (58.8%), and the brand does not have return policy for reject product (54.9%).

4.4   MARKETING MIX PREFERENCE
1.  Product Preference

Based on fishbone diagram about root cause analysis, one cause that Arine decrease their revenue is low 
variety in the product line. Researcher utilize Co-Creation approach to make more new products. According 
to Kartajaya & Kotler (2016), Co-creation involve customer early in the ideation stage. Based on the data, 
fashion products respondent mostly bought are outer such as sweatshirt, sweater, cardigan, etc (32.4%) and 
skirt (31.4%). After knowing fashion product they mostly buy, researcher want to know what kind of outer 
they mostly wear. The result is long cardigan (71.3%), sweater (47.1%), and oversized sweatshirt (32.4%). For 
skirt, the data shown that most respondent attract to maxi skirt (69.6%) & Midi A Line skirt (37.3%).

2. Price Perception

Price perceptions have a significant direct effect on customer satisfaction and behavioral intentions, over 
and above their mediated effect through the construct of customer value (Varki & Colgate, 2001). This 
survey collected to capture directly respondent’s perception of Arine product prices. The first product of 
Arine is outer. Their perception of outer’s prices is Rp 100,000 – Rp 200,000 (58.8%) and Rp 200,00 – Rp 
300,000 (25.5%). The second product is t-shirt, the result is Rp 100,000 – Rp 200,000 (60.8%) and less than 
Rp 100,000 (37.3%). Next product is skirt, their price perception about the skirt is Rp 100,000 – Rp 200,000 
(54.9%) and Rp 200,000 – Rp 300,000 (29.4%). The last product is pants, then the result is Rp 200,000 – Rp 
Rp 300,000 (45.1%) and Rp 200,000 – Rp 300,000 (33.3%).

3. Place Perception

This place perception survey will be used to determine Arine next strategy related to distribution channel. 
According the data collected, respondent can choose retail fashion, online store, or both of them as their 
favorite place to shop. The answer is retail fashion (86.3%) and online store (74.5%). It means, retail fashion 
or offline store is still their priority to go shopping.
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4. Promotion Preference

Promotion preference survey can be good for integrating marketing communication and digital marketing. 
Based on the promotion channel preference survey result, most of respondent choose Instagram ads (95.1%) 
as their attractive advertising and You Tube ads (6.9%). For the content itself, they prefer in photo format 
(89.2%) and video format (60.8%). Researcher also need to know what kind of advertising they feel excited 
about and respondent choose product details content (73.5%), promotion content (60.8%), and life style 
(48%). The last question researcher asks to respondent is about what kind of sales promotion preferences 
they usually attracted. According the result collected, the respondent prefer discount (91.2%). This means 
that discount can be used as Arine promotional materials in the future.

4.5   SOLUTION

4.5.1   NEW MARKETING STRATEGY
After doing a survey based on the potential customer behavior and their preference, researcher found that the 
price is already fit in the potential customer perception which then shifting the solution priorities to just product, 
place, promotion. Marketing 4.0 by Kartajaya & Kotler (2016) will be implemented which combines online and 
offline interaction between Arine and their customers. 

4.5.2   NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT MIX
1. Co-Creation

From the potential customer insight conducted earlier, researcher formulate 2 new products line concept as 
shown in the table below:

Table 4. Arine’s New Product Line and Concept

Product Style Product Line Type/Pattern Colour

Vintage Style Skirt Maxi Skirt Red 

Cream

Span Skirt Cream

Yellow

Aesthetic Outer Cardigan Long Cardigan (daisy 
embroidery)

Lilac

Cropped Cardigan Lime Green

Sweater Oversized Sweater (Band 
Photo Printing)

White

Black

Knitted Sweater Lilac

Orange

4.5.3   NEW DISTRIBUTION AND ONLINE CHANNEL STRATEGY
Based on customer analysis conducted earlier, customer likely to purchase a fashion brand through offline store 
(retail fashion) (86.3%) and online store (74.5%). Thus, Arine must utilize both channels to boost sales.

1. New Offline Channel

Offline store is one of many solutions to create new revenue stream. Based on benchmark analysis and observation, 
there are several distribution store Arine need to consider as their distribution partner:

-   Happy Go Lucky (Bandung)
-   Kanayakan Cafe (Bandung)
-   Local Cuteness (Bandung)  

2. New Online Channel

Arine already has an account in Shopee (e-commerce). But, Arine needs to increase the coverage of sales channel. 
Here are the best three of e-commerce which can be as a good online channel for Arine based on the respondent 
research:

-   Zalora
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-   Tokopedia

-   Lazada

4.5.4   NEW PROMOTION STRATEGY
New Promotion Strategy of Arine will be shown on the table below:

Table 5. Arine’s New Promotion Strategy

Aesthetic Style (Hobby, 
Interest, and life style)

Promotion Type Objective Strategy

Advertising Informative Product Details

Digital Communications Customer Relation and 
Awareness

Instagram Ads, Website

Sales Promotion Awareness and Sales Discount, Free Shipment, 
Extra Gift

5. CONCLUSION
Arine’s main issues were identified by fishbone diagram in the earlier analysis. This research uses internal analysis 
and external analysis for looking at the wider business environment that affect the business and factors within 
Arine itself such as strength and weaknesses. The internal analysis tools consist of STP analysis, Marketing Mix 
analysis, Business Model Canvas and the external analysis consist of Porter’s 5 force, and Benchmark analysis. 
After analyzing the internal and external situation of Arine and identifying root problem, Arine has discover 
the business solution. For marketing perspective, the problem is on a Four P’s. In product itself, Arine has lack 
of product variation compare to the competitors. In place dimension, most of potential customers choose to 
shop at offline store. They want to try the product physically. In promotion dimension, people still have low of 
awareness about the brand. This is because lack of promotion activity since introducing the brand until now. For 
solving those issues, researcher has proposed new marketing mis strategy by incorporating consumer behavioir, 
customer path and marketing 4.0 in it. Arine needs customer behaviour and customer path to find the preference 
of Four P’s. The last step is creating action and budget plan for the new marketing mix strategy proposed earlier. 

5.1   IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Based on the analysis that have been conducted previously, Arine is able to create action plans that would 
accommodate and solve Arine’s problems. The action plan consists of the activities needed with the schedule 
for the proposed strategy and budgeting plan. The schedule is for a year time span between November 2020 – 
October 2020.

Table 4.1 Action Plan Calendar of Arine

Action Plan Details November 2020 – October 2021

Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct

New Product Development Mix

Production

Launch

New Offline Channel

Local Cuteness Negotiation

Dealing

Selling

Happy Go 
Lucky

Negotiation

Dealing

Selling

Kanayakan Cafe Negotiation

Dealing

Selling

New Online Channel
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Zalora Joining 

Selling

Lazada Joining

Selling

Tokopedia Joining

Selling

New Promotion Strategy

Advertising C o n t e n t 
Planning

P r o d u c t 
Photoshoot

Editing

Running an 
Online Ads

B u i l d i n g 
Website

The production of new product will start in November and is predicted to start launching in January 2021. 
Furthermore, Arine also focus on their new revenue streams by Signing up the account at Zalora, Lazada, and 
Tokopedia. For promotion strategy, Arine starts building their website in December with one of agencies in 
Bandung. Advertising also design by the result of the survey conducted earlier. Content planning will be done in 
November and will predictably running in January 2021. 

5.2   PROPOSED BUDGET

Table 4.2 Proposed Budget Plan for Promotion Strategy

Promotion Strategy Budget Total

Website Rp 3,500,000 Rp 3,500,000

Content Production

Photographer Rp 80,000/hour x 7 hours Rp 560,000

Woman Model Rp 350,000/day Rp 350,000

Accommodation Rp 200,000 Rp 200,000

Properties

Advertising

Instagram Ads Rp 500,000/month x 6 months Rp 3,000,000

Budget Total Rp 7,610,000

Table 4.3 Proposed Sales Promotion for New Product Variety

Sales Promotion Term and Condition

Year and Sale Up to 50%

Free Shipment Max. Rp 35,000

Free Extra Product Min. purchase Rp 200,000

Consignment Store 20%

5.3   ESTIMATED RESULT
By implementing and executing the following budget, Arine could estimate the results and the outcome that 
the company would get. The estimated result consists of three condition such as Optimistic, Most Likely, and 
Pesimistic. According to the sales data earlier, the average of Arine monthly sales is Rp 1,350,000. Given the 
average price of Arine is Rp 149,000 and the cost of production 35%-50% of the price. Arine new marketing 
strategy estimated result will be shown in table 4.4 below.
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Table 4.4 Arine New Marketing Strategy Estimated Result

Proposed Strategy  Scenario
 Optimistic  Most Likely  Pessimistic

New Marketing Mix Strat-
egy

25,000 followers, 150,000 
reach, and 5% sales con-
version.

22,000 followers, 125,000 
reach, and 2.5% sales con-
version.

20,000 followers, 100,000 
reach, and 1% sales con-
version.

Result for monthly reve-
nue

1,500%  increasement 760% 
increasement

300%
increasement
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Abstract

Utilization of technological developments in the industrial era 4.0 which has changed the way of working carried 
out from conventional ways to digital technology also carried out by small business people. This research using 
descriptive research methods with a qualitative analysis approach. Data study techniques in This study uses pri-
mary data and secondary data approaches. The data obtained from the research are empirical data. The meth-
odology used in this study is a conceptual review, namely the method used out by collecting data and information 
related to market potential, changes in consumer behavior and how to use digital marketing technology as an 
alternative solution in innovating with marketing strategies capture the potential market potential. The results of 
this study are digital marketing strategies for small businesses in the industrial era 4.0 to achieve business goals 
with high challenges and be able to compete in the market. Where small business people can use the strategy for 
success in this technological era, including; framing market opportunities; formulate digital marketing strategy; 
a customer experience; designing program marketing; utilize customer information through technology; have a 
competent business; systemized market customers; and can actively take up marketing programs.

Keyword : Digital Marketing, Small Business, Industries 4.0
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Abstract

Number of Internet users in Indonesia is quite a lot to show major increases every year. This condition doesn’t 
support by number of internet banking users. One of the major reasons is the culture difference within country. 
The purpose of this research is analyzing culture’s effect as a moderator with modified UTAUT model without 
facilitating condition variable. This research focused on culture’s effect influencing behavioral intention as the key 
factor from system technology’s non-user. This study collected primary data by distributing questionnaires to 900 
respondents in Indonesia. This study uses Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) analysis techniques with the Warp-
PLS 5.0 computer program, which is an alternative approach that shifts from a covariance-based SEM approach 
to a variant-based approach. The result of this research shows the significance relationship between effort expec-
tancy, performance expectancy, social influence, behavioral intention and usage behavioral. Then the correlation 
between culture variables as a moderator (Long Term Orientation and Uncertainty Avoidance) decrease the exist 
correlation in this research. 

Keywords: Internet Banking, Hofstede Culture, Modified UTAUT

1. INTRODUCTION
Advances in technology and information have a major impact in people’s lives in all fields (Putri, 2015). The 
development of the internet has become increasingly dominant in everyday life, although the clear benefits of the 
internet still raise concerns about the potential risks of the internet (Batey and Comer, 2013). The development of 
the internet has entered aspects of life from small to large. The use of the internet can increase productivity and 
cut costs (Moyer and Hughes, 2012: 919). According to the BCG Report (2015) the number of internet users in 
Indonesia in 2014 was 80 million internet users, an increase of 60 million in 2013. The internet now affects almost 
all elements, including industry and companies (Bitner et al, 2000).

This technological development causes the banking industry to compete in presenting internet banking services 
as a form of interaction with its customers, on the other hand, these customers interact with other financial 
industries (Hanafizadeh et al., 2014). Internet banking is an innovative product in banking institutions that offers 
advantages and benefits to customers, internet banking also offers new products and services that provide a 
sense of security (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2003). Internet banking is a network facility used between bank branches 
so that transactions can be made at each branch (Mujilan, 2013). Internet banking services have recently been 
increasing and developing tremendously (Hanafizadeh et al., 2014). The history of internet banking was first 
started in 1983 in the United Kingdom by the Bank of Scotland which offered internet banking services for the 
first time. The service offered is Homelink. Then the service was developed into software used for individual 
finances with the name “Microsoft Money” to be accessed by 100,000 households in 1994 (The Financial Brand, 
2012). Currently, it is estimated that almost every bank provides internet banking facilities (Mujilan, 2013: 20). 

Many banks in Indonesia currently offer internet banking services in carrying out daily transactions, one of which 
is the BCA bank which has had KlikBCA since 2001 and has since been followed by other banks (Mayasari, 2011). 
For example, the Indonesian banking industry offers this service to improve services to existing customers even 
though internet banking is still new in Indonesia (Utomo, 2012). One of the advantages of banking companies is 
that they have added value as a competitive advantage (Maharsi da Mulyadi, 2007).

Internet banking services that provide various facilities are not supported by the number of users. Many customers 
in Indonesia still use ATM services compared to electronic services and customers prefer to interact with tellers 
rather than use the internet to make transactions. Internet banking penetration in Indonesia is 36 percent and is 
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somewhat lower compared to countries in ASEAN which have fewer internet users than Indonesia (Laukkanen, 
2012). This difference is caused by differences in cultural factors in a country that affect the level of technology 
adoption (Huang, 2010). Culture can be described as a moderate effect construct on a significant level of the 
relationship between the independent and dependent variables in the technology adoption model (Bankole, 
2011). Hofstede’s cultural variables referred to are Power Distance, Individualism, Masculinity, Uncertainty 
Avoidance and Long-term Orientation. Research on culture as a moderating variable in the adoption rate of 
internet banking services has been carried out using The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 
(UTAUT) (Alshare, 2010).

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Internet banking is a network facility used between bank branches so that transactions can be made at each 
branch (Mujilan, 2013). Internet banking is a branch of electronic banking that provides consumers with the 
opportunity to use various services such as cash transfers, paying bills, obtaining information on deposits, 
investing and checking services via the internet and a website designed by banks (Hanafizadeh et al., 2014)

Internet banking is considered to be one of the most significant technological innovations in the banking world 
(Lin, 2011), which has made it possible to get easy access to banking services without time and location limits 
(Makris et al., 2009). Internet banking services as a form of interaction with customers, on the other hand, these 
customers interact with other financial industries (Hanafizadeh et al., 2014). Internet banking also offers new 
products and services that provide a sense of security (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2003). UTAUT is a research model 
that stands out the most in technology acceptance and understands the driving factors in technology acceptance 
introduced by (Venkatesth, 2003). This research model is a combination of previous research, namely Theory 
of Reasoned Action (TRA) Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), and the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) in 
analyzing technology acceptance (Hanafizadeh et al, 2013).

The first Theory of Reasond Action was made by Ajzen and Fishbein in 2010. TRA uses the assumption that 
behavior towards certain objects is influenced or driven by one’s intention (behavioral intention), influenced by 
individual attitudes (attitude towards behavior) and social influence (subjective norms). According to (Hanafizadeh 
et al., 2014) Theory of Reasond Action comes from the social psychology field. In an effort to reveal the influence 
of subjective attitudes and norms on the intention to carry out behavior or not, complementing this theory of 
reaction with beliefs, he argues that attitudes come from behavioral beliefs, while subjective norms come from 
normative beliefs.

The theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) is a development of the theory of reaction action (TRA). TPB views a 
person’s behavioral intention to determine behavior is not only determined by subjective attitudes and norms, 
but is also influenced by perceived behavioral control which originates in a person’s belief in these controls 
(Azen, 1991 in Al-Qeisi, 2009). Based on the TPB model above, it is explained according to (Chi lee, 2009) that 
the attitude towards a person’s actual behavior in carrying out an action in determining is directly influenced by 
behavioral intention, this is determined by attitude (atitude), norms (subjective norms) and behavioral control.

TAM is an adaptation of the theory of Reasond Action (TRA) theory according to (Davis, (1993) in Al-Qeisi, (2009) 
TAM is a model to explain the acceptance of technology that will be used by technology users. This model connects 
cause and effect between system designs. features, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, attitude towards 
using and actual usage behavoral. Perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use variables are placed as variables 
that affect individual interest in technology acceptance (Davis, 1993). According to Davis (1993) in Al-Qeisi, (2009) 
variables have a direct influence on the actual use of the system, namely perceived usefulness is the subjective 
perceived benefit of the use of technology. Perceived ease of use is the ease felt by the use of technology. 
Attitude toward using is the feelings, thoughts and perceptions of consumers directly or indirectly in technology 
usage behavior. Meanwhile, the actual system use is one’s own explicit power to use information technology. 

The limitation of the TAM model most often found by researchers is that the measurement of technology usage 
in respondents only relies on answers from the respondents themselves so it is assumed that the use reported by 
respondents is considered to reflect actual use (Al-Qeisi, 2009). Venkatesh and Davis (2000), in Al-Qeisi, (2009) 
extend the first TAM model to explain perceived usefulness and usage intentions in social influence and cognitive 
instrument processing. This TAM 2 model has a key determinant of the constructs of perceived usefulness and 
usage intentions which explain changes in technology acceptance over time each individual uses predetermined 
technology (Al-Qeisi, 2009).

The UTAUT model above is divided by four independent variables, one dependent variable and four moderator 
variables. The independent variables in question are those that directly affect the dependent variable, the effect 
can be positive or negative (Indrawati, 2015: 73). The independent variables in question are: (1) Performance 
Expectancy (PE) is the extent to which an individual believes that using the system will help him to achieve 
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gains in job performance (Venkatesh et al, 2003 in Saibaba and Murthy, 2013: 80). (2) Effort Expectancy (EE) is 
the extent to which individuals understand the ease with which they use systems and technology (Venkatesh 
et al., 2003 in Saibaba and Murthy, 2013: 80). (3) Social Influence (SI) is the extent to which individuals feel 
that other people can make trust in using new systems and technologies (Venkatesh et al., 2003 in Saibaba and 
Murthy, 2013: 80). (4) Facilitating Conditions (FC) is an individual’s perception of the availability of resources and 
supporting elements in adopting a new system and technology (Venkatesh et al., 2003 in Saibaba and Murthy, 
2013: 80). The moderating variable has a contingent effect on the relationship between the independent variable 
and the dependent variable, the presence of a moderating variable can change the initial relationship between 
the independent variable and the dependent variable (Indrawati, 2015: 74). The initial variables of UTAUT were 
gender, age, experience and volunteerism (Venkatesh et al, 2003).

Hofstade’s national culture dimension (Hofstade, 2010,2001) is to form a framework for adopting a new system 
and technology by taking into account the impact of national cultural differences that make individuals fast in 
adopting systems and technology. Hofstede (2010) divides the cultural dimension into five dimensions, namely: 
power distance, individualism, masculinity, uncertainty avoidance, long term orientation and the understanding 
of the cultural dimension. Power distance (PD) focuses on the level of equality or inequality between individuals in 
society in a country. Individualism (IDV) focuses on the extent to which society reinforces individual achievements 
or the collectivity of the individuals themselves. Masculinity (MSC) is the extent to which level is measured 
masculine of values such as assertiveness, performance, success, and competition. Uncertainty Avoidance 
(UA) is the degree to which people feel threatened by uncertainty and ambiguity and try to avoid the situation. 
Meanwhile, Long Term Orientation (LTO) is where the individual’s situation is oriented towards the future and 
sees opportunities in the future by taking into account the level of success.

3. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
This research framework uses individual behavioral intentions in seeing individuals in technology absorption, 
focusing on the determinants of individual intentions in using or adopting technology services (Saibaba and 
Murthy, 2013). Several research models are mostly used in the acceptance of information technology including 
Fishbein’s Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) and Ajzen (1975), Ajzen’s Theory of Planned Behavior (1991), Davis’s 
(1989) Technology Acceptance Model theory. And the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology by 
Venkatesh et al (2003).

Figure 1 The Unfied Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT)

The selection model for adopting technology adoption Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology 
(UTAUT) developed by Venkatesh et al (2003) is considered a strong and comprehensive model to understand the 
acceptance of information technology adoption that integrates the eight models defined in the previous model 
on information technology delivery (Saibaba and Murthy, 2013). It was found that there are four factors that 
significantly influence the acceptance of work expectancy (performance expectancy), effort expectancy, social 
influence and facilitating conditions and moderators in the model are gender, age. (age), experience (experience) 
and volunteerism (voluntariness) (Venkatesh et al., 2003). The UTAUT model was found to explain 70 percent 
of the variance to users in terms of intention to use technology, whereas the previous eight models could only 
explain at a percentage of 53 percent (Saibaba and Murthy, 2013).
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This study uses UTAUT modifications, by eliminating facilitating conditions according to previous studies, 
facilitating conditions do not have a significant effect on individual factors for receiving adoption of information 
technology (Alhudait, 2015) because facilitating conditions are eliminated in this study. The moderator in this 
study was replaced with a cultural dimension (culture) Hofstede (2010). According to Bankole et al (2011), Srite 
and Kaharana, (2006), Alshare et al., (2011), Lauksen and Cruz (2012), and Baptista and Oliveira (2015: 426) states 
that culture is the most influential structure. on acceptance of information technology services. Culture has a 
significant effect in moderating the adoption of technology services. Cultural practices influence the acceptance 
of technology service adoption.

Figure 2 Modified UTAUT Model

Figure 2 is the author’s model framework based on previous research that supports this framework. By using the 
variable job expectancy (performance expectancy), business expectancy (effort expectancy) and social influence 
(social influence) from the basic model UTAUT (Vankatesh, et.al, 2003) and the moderator variable using culture 
(Hofstede, 2010). Distance, Indiviudalism, Masculinty, Uncertainty Avoidance, Long Term Orientation.

Based on the research model above, the research hypothesis is:

H1: Effort Expectancy (EE) has an influence on behavioral intention (BI).

H2: Performance Expectancy (PE) has an influence on behavioral intention (BI).

H3: Social Influence (SI) has an influence on behavioral intention (BI).

H4: Behavioral intention has an influence on usage intention (UI).

H5a: Masculinty has an influence on the relationship between Performance Expectancy (PE) and behavioral 
intention (BI).

H5b: Masculinty (MSC) has an influence on the relationship between Effort Expectancy (EE) and behavioral 
intention (BI).

H6: Uncertainty Avoidance (UA) has an influence on the relationship between Effort Expectancy (EE) and 
behavioral intention (BI).

H7: Individualism (INV) has an influence on the relationship between Social Influence (SI) and behavioral intention 
(BI).

H8: Power Distance (PD) has an influence on the relationship between Social Influence (SI) and behavioral 
intention (BI).

H9: Long Term Orientation (LTO) has an influence on the relationship between Social Influence (SI) and behavioral 
intention (BI).
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4. METHODOLOGY
This research used quantitative research methods. This study uses a Likert scale, the use of this scale has the 
advantage of diversity of values and has a higher reliability coefficient. The sampling technique used in this study 
is non-probability sampling using quota sampling, namely the selection of sample members according to the 
comfort conditions of the researcher from a limited population with a predetermined number of samples. The 
population used in this study are bank customers who live in the territory of Indonesia. Then the samples to 
be taken for this study are bank customers who have not or do not use internet banking services (non-users) in 
Indonesia.

This study uses primary data by distributing questionnaires to respondents. The minimum sample used in this 
study was 240 respondents. The questionnaire was collected online through social media such as lin This study 
uses primary data by distributing questionnaires to respondents. The minimum sample in this study was 185 
samples. The collection of questionnaires was carried out online through several social media, namely line, fuel, 
WhatsApp and Facebook with 1149 respondents. The distribution of questionnaires directly (offline) with a total 
of 150 respondents was as follows. Respondents in this study are bank customers in Indonesia who have not 
used internet banking, so respondents who are not bank customers in Indonesia and customers who have used 
internet banking cannot be sampled in this study. The number of respondents that can be taken in this study is 
900 respondents.

The validity test was performed using the product moment correlation formula to test the hypothesis of the 
relationship between one independence variable and one dependent variable. Meanwhile, the instrument 
reliability testing was carried out using internal consistency using the split half technique, which was analyzed 
using the Spearman Brown formula. Validity and reliability testing were carried out with the help of SPSS version 
20 for windows software. In this study, in the early stages of developing a measuring scale of indigo loading > 
0.50, it is considered sufficient to show the validity of a study (Sugiyono, 2011). So, it can be concluded that all 
indicators can be said to be valid because the value of the loading factor is> 0.50.

Table 1 Reliability Test Result

The results of the reliability test that have been analyzed using SPSS version 23 show that the Cronbach Alpha 
value is 0.744. The variables in this study are declared to meet the criteria in reliability, which is more than 0.70 
(Indrawati, 2015: 155).

5. RESULTS
This study uses Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) analysis techniques with the WarpPLS 5.0 computer 
program, which is an alternative approach that shifts from a covariance-based SEM approach to a variant-based 
approach. PLS is more of a predictive model. PLS is a powerful analytical method because it is not based on many 
assumptions. Multivariate analysis technique is a statistical analysis that involves more than two variables in each 
variable. The variables used in this study include effort expectancy, performance expectancy, social influence, 
behavioral intention and usage behavioral as well as moderator variables, namely Power Distance, Individualism, 
Masculinity, Uncertainty Avoidance and Longterm Orientation.

The characteristics of the respondents examined in this study were based on gender, occupation, monthly income, 
latest education, age and duration of internet use.

Table 2 Respondent Characteristics

Characteristic N Characteristic N Characteristic N

Gender Monthly income Age

Male 514 (57%) <= Rp 2.000.000 109 (12.1%) 17-20 3 (0.33%)

Female 386 (43%) Rp 2.000.001 -
Rp 

5.000.000 147 (16.3%) 21-30 245 (27.2%)
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Characteristic N Characteristic N Characteristic N

Rp 5.000.001 -
Rp 

10.000.000 509 (56.6%) 31-40 348 (38.7%)

Rp 10.000.001 -
Rp 

15.000.000 129 (14.3%) 41-50 273 (30.3%)

>Rp 15.000.001 6 (0.7%) >50 31 (3.4%)

Occupation E ducational Background Experience using the internet

Student 182 (20.2%) SMA/SMK 227 (25.22%) <1 year 9 (1%)

Entrepreneur 200 (22.2%) Diploma 10 (1.1%) 1-3 years 192 (21.3%)

Housewife 18 (2%) S1 492 (54.7%) 3-5 years 47 (5.22%)

Employee 470 (52%) S2 167 (18.6%) >5 years 652 (72.3%)

Others 30 (3.3%) S3 0 (0%)

The validity test of the measurement model in warpPLS is used to determine the relationship between 
interconnected variables and how precisely the manifest variable can explain the existing latent variables. In 
this study, in measuring the outer model by looking at several indicators including Reliability Indicator, Internal 
Consistency Reliability, Convergent Validity and Discriminant Validity. From this method the variable components 
in this study can be declared valid and reliable.

Table 3 Structural Model Test Results

Indicator Value Rule of Thumb Explenation

APC 0,192 P-value ≥ 0,05 Fit

P<0,001

ARS 0,549 P-value ≥ 0,05 Fit

P<0,001

AARS 0,546 P-value ≥ 0,05 Fit

P<0,001

AVIF 2,333 ≤ 3.3, ≤5 can be accepted Fit

AFVIF 2,315 ≤ 3.3, ≤5 can be accepted Fit

Gof 0,630 ≥ 0.10, ≥ 0.25, and ≥ 0.36 (small, medium, large) Fit

SPR 0,700 1: ideal, but ≥ 0.7 can be accepted Fit

RSCR 0,977 1: ideal, but ≥ 0.7 can be accepted Fit

SSR 1,000 ≥ 0.7 Fit

NLBCDR 0,500 ≥ 0.7 Less Fit

In WarpPLS there are 10 ways to determine the fit size of a model, namely Average Path Coefficient (APC), Average 
R-squared (ARS), Average Adjusted R-squared (AARS), Average Block Variance inflation factor (AVIF), average full 
collinearity VIF (AFVIF), Thenehaus GoF (GoF), Sympson’s paradox ratio (SPR), R-squared Contribution Ratio (RSCR), 
Statistical Suppression Ratio (SSR) and Nonlinear Bivariate Causality Direction Ratio (NLBCDR). The following is 
the fit size value for a model in the table. The results of testing of these 10 methods 9 of the requirements are 
met 1 is not met, that if the goal is only to test the hypothesis, where each path represents the hypothesis then 
the evaluation of the fit model is less important. On the other hand, if the objective of the analysis is to find a 
fit model with the original data, then the evaluation of the fit model is important and useful for determining the 
quality of the model. In this study, the researcher aims only to test the existing hypothesis.
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Figure 3 WarpPLS 5.0 Output Result

The hypothesis (H1) is Effort Expectancy (EE) has an influence on Behavioral Intention (BI) has a positive 
relationship with a parameter coefficient value of 0.336 and a P-value of 0.001, which is below 0.05, which means 
that H0 is rejected and H1 is accepted. 

The hypothesis (H2) is Performance Expectancy (PE) has an influence on Behavioral Intention (BI) which has a 
positive relationship with a parameter coefficient value of 0.261 and a P-value of 0.001 which is below 0.05 which 
can be seen in table 4.9 which means H0 rejected and H1 accepted. 

Hypothesis (H3) is Social Influence (SI) has an influence on behavioral intention (BI) has a positive relationship 
with the parameter coefficient value of 0.319 and a P-value of 0.001, which is below 0.05, which means that H0 
is rejected and H1 is accepted. 

The hypothesis (H4) is behavioral intention (BI) has an influence on usage intention (UB) which has a positive 
relationship with a parameter coefficient value of 0.725 and a P-value of 0.001, which is below 0.05, which means 
that H0 is rejected and H1 is accepted. 

The hypothesis (H5a) is Masculinty has an influence on the relationship between Performance Expectancy (PE) 
and behavioral intention (BI) which has a positive relationship with a parameter coefficient value of 0.031 and a 
P-value of 0.281 which is above 0.05, which means that H0 is accepted and H1 rejected. 

The hypothesis (H5b) is Masculinty has an influence on the relationship between Effort Expectancy (EE) and 
behavioral intention (BI) has a negative relationship with a parameter coefficient value of -0.027 and a P-value of 
0.279 which is above 0.05, which means that H0 is accepted and H1 is rejected. 

The hypothesis (H6), namely Uncertainty Avoidance (UA) has an influence on the relationship between Effort 
Expectancy (EE) and behavioral intention (BI) which has a positive relationship with a parameter coefficient value 
of 0.103 and a P-value of 0.013, which is below 0.05, which means H0 rejected and H1 accepted. 

The hypothesis (H7) is individualism (INV) has an influence on the relationship between Social Influence (SI) and 
behavioral intention (BI) which has a negative relationship with a parameter coefficient value of -0.019 and a 
P-value of 0.313, which is above 0.05, which means H0. accepted and H1 is rejected. 

The hypothesis (H8) is Power Distance (PD) has an influence on the relationship between Social Influence (SI) 
and behavioral intention (BI), which has a positive relationship with a parameter coefficient value of 0.023 and a 
P-value of 0.243 which is above 0.05, which means H0 accepted and H1 is rejected. 

The hypothesis (H9) is Long Term Orientation (LTO) has an influence on the relationship between Social Influence 
(SI) and behavioral intention (BI), which has a negative relationship with the parameter coefficient value of -0.088 
and a P-value of 0.023, which is below 0.05. which means that H0 is rejected and H1 is accepted.
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6. DISCUSSION
Based on the data collection, this study uses five main variables and five moderator variables, the main variables 
are Performance Expectancy (PE), Effort Expectancy (EE), Social Influence (SI), Behavioral Intention (BI), Usagae 
Behavioral (UB), and Modification variables are Masculinity (MSC), Individualism (INV), Long Term Orientation 
(LTO). Uncertainty Avoidance (UA), Power distance (PD) with 37 items of questionnaire questions. This study 
adopts the previous studies of Venkatesh (2003) in Al-Qeisi, 2009, Huang et al, 2010, and Alshare et al., 2011).

Effort Expectancy (EE) has a significant effect on Behavioral Intention (BI) with a coefficient value of 0.337, this 
means that the higher the level of expectation for convenience after using internet banking services, the higher 
the individual’s interest in using internet banking services. This statement supports the results of research 
conducted by Alshare et al. (2011) which states that Effort Expectancy (EE) is a key determinant of behavioral 
intention (BI) in the use or adoption of a new service.

In this study, the constructs that have a significant effect on forming behavioral intention (BI) are Effort Expectancy 
(EE) and Social Influence (SI). This result is the same as previous research conducted by Alshare et al, (2011). 
The construct variables Effort Expectancy (EE) and Social Influence (SI) are the constructs that most influence a 
person’s intention to use internet banking.

Behavioral Intention (BI) has a significant effect on Usagae Behavioral (UB) with a coefficient value of 0.725 with 
a coefficient value of 0.337.

The Hofstade culture moderator variables in this study are Masculinity (MSC), Individualism (INV), Power distance 
(PD) which do not moderate the relationship between the variables Performance Expectancy, Effort Expectancy 
Social Influence. It can be concluded that the cultural moderator variable above does not strengthen the influence 
of Performance Expectancy, Effort Expectancy Social Influence and Behavioral Intention. But in this study, there is 
a moderator variable (Long Term Orientation, Uncertainty Avoidance) which moderates the relationship between 
Effort Expectancy, Social Influence and Behavioral Intention.

Masculinity is the degree to which certain behavioral values, such as assertiveness, achievement, success, and 
competition among people. If the Masculinity score in an area is high, the higher the community in that area 
will be more aggressive in achieving its goals. It is assumed that countries with high masculine levels will be 
more interested in using technology if they believe that the technology can increase performance and facilitate 
the achievement of its goals (Hofstade, 2010). According to Hofstade (2010), the characteristics of Indonesian 
society have a low Masculinity score compared to other Asian countries. With a low masculine level, people are 
less motivated to increase expectations of convenience and someone’s intention to use these services is getting 
smaller so that they are less interested in adopting technology.

Therefore, the relationship between variables, Effort Expectancy and Behavioral Intention is not moderated by 
Masculinity. In research supporting previous research, Wanda and Giri (2015) state that Masculinity does not 
affect the relationship between Performance Expectancy and performance expectations that customers will get 
after using internet banking services on their interest in use, supporting the research of Huang et al (2010).

Uncertainty Avoidance is a level of society feeling threatened by uncertainty and trying to avoid it, the 
characteristics of Indonesian society tend to avoid uncertainty. This shows that the higher the level of Uncertinty 
Avoidance, the hope of convenience will affect one’s interest in using internet banking services.

Individualism is the degree to which individual traits are stronger in society. Low individualism means that there is 
a close relationship between individuals in community groups (collectivism). If Individualism in an area is high, it 
will be increasingly difficult for individuals to be influenced by other people to adopt internet banking services. If 
it is related to the culture of Hofstede (2010), Indonesia is stated to have a low individualism score, meaning that 
people have good social relations with each other. In this study, individualism has no influence on the relationship 
between social influence and behavioral intention. This supports the research conducted by Wanda and Giri 
(2015).

Power distance, Indonesia has a high score, which means that there is an inequality or gap between people 
who have higher power and lower power. For example, decisions made by a manager will be obeyed by his 
subordinates. With the highpower distance in a country, it will be easier for people to be influenced by other 
people, especially people who have higher power in adopting technology (Hofstede, 2010). In the results of 
this study, power distance has no relationship between the influence of social people that will be obtained by 
customers after using internet banking services on interest in use. This supports previous research conducted by 
Wanda and Giri (2015) Huang et al (2010).

Long term orientation is where an individual’s situation is oriented towards the future and sees opportunities 
in the current phase by taking into account their level of success, in this study the results of the Long term 
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orientation get negative results between the relationship of social influence and behavioral intentions, which in 
this study means that more High someone in the long term thinking will keep them from using internet banking 
services. But social influences that are not influenced by long-term thinking will have a major social influence on 
one’s intention to use internet banking services.

7. CONCLUSION
The results of research that variable Effort Expectancy (EE) or the hope of convenience has the greatest influence 
on customer interest in using internet banking services. This may imply that the higher the level of expectation 
for convenience after using internet banking services, the higher the individual’s interest in using internet banking 
services. Then the influential variable in this study is Social Influence which has the next biggest influence on 
customer interest in using internet banking services. This means that it shows that there is a role from other 
people / family environment that can influence them to use internet banking services. Then the variable that 
has the lowest influence on customer interest is Performance Expectancy. This means that the more benefits 
that will be felt when using internet banking services, the more they will want to use the service. The influencing 
variables in this study were the Longterm Orientation (LTO) and Uncertainty Avoidance (UA) variables and the 
variables that did not affect this study were Masculinity (MSC), Individualism (INV), Power distance (PD). It can 
be concluded that the characteristics of Indonesian society tend to be long term oriented and tend to avoid 
uncertainty in the interest in using internet banking services.

There are several things that can be used as suggestions for the banking sector as internet banking service 
providers with the aim that customers want to use internet banking services. Some suggestions include: 1). 
The expectation of convenience is the factor that most influences customer interest in using internet banking 
services. Banks can provide services that make it easier for customers to use with a user interface that is not only 
attractive but with easy-to-use navigation. Socialization regarding ease of use is also necessary so that customers 
are aware of the services offered by banks. 2) The characteristics of the Indonesian people tend to think about 
the short term rather than the longterm benefits so that internet banking service providers must provide services 
that can provide benefits and convenience in the long and short term so that people intend to use internet 
banking services. 3) The bank should make services that have benefits tailored to the expectations and needs of 
consumers

This study also has several limitations which are expected to be improved by conducting further research. Here 
are some suggestions that can be used for further research: 1) Looking for cultural moderators other than the 
Hofstede Culture that has a relationship that strengthens one’s intention to use a new service. 2) In this study, 
it is focused on urban areas, it is better if further research is carried out in rural or urban areas, to see the 
characteristics of rural culture. 3) Further research is carried out not only focusing on internet banking services 
but also for mobile banking services and other new technology services.
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Abstract

The number of internet users in Indonesia is the fourth largest in Asia Pacific in 2018 with an increasing internet 
penetration rate. However, this condition is not comparable to the number of internet banking service users which 
tends to be lower. Malaysia which has a lower number of internet users than Indonesia but has a larger number 
of internet banking users. This study aims to analyze the effects of the dimensions of trust (tendency to trust, 
structural assurance and trustworthiness), perceived risk and the UTAUT-Luo modification model on behavioral 
interest in using internet banking services in Indonesia. The data was collected using a sample quota method so 
that there were 450 respondents who were spread across Indonesia based on savings and loans. The analysis 
technique of this research uses Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) with AMOS version 21 software. The results 
of this study indicate that the variable trust belief is the main factor influencing individual interest in using internet 
banking services.

Keywords: Internet Banking, Trust, Perceived Risk, AMOS, Modified UTAUT

1. INTRODUCTION
The transformation of information and communication technology has changed all aspects of life from private 
to general aspects (Pratama and Al-Shaikh, 2012). The use of technology can increase productivity and cut 
costs (Moyer and Hughes, 2012). The combination of the use of technology and information is one indicator of 
technology capability for each country (Archibugi and Coco, 2004). This condition causes the internet to be an 
important component in individual life and a sign of the development of a country (Pratama and Al-Shaikh, 2012).

Table 1 Internet Growth in Indonesia

Year Internet Users Growth

2018 171.170.000 16%

2017 143.260.000 7%

2016 132.700.000 17%

2015 110.200.000 20%

2014 88.100.000 -

According to APJII (2019) internet users in Indonesia reach 171 million users and continues to growth every year 
and makes Indonesia as the fourth largest internet users in Asia Pacific. This growth made the banking industry 
competing to provide internet banking services as a form of interaction with customers, as these customers 
interact with other financial industries (Hanafizadeh et al., 2014). Internet banking services were first introduced 
in Indonesia by Bank Internasional Indonesia (BII) in 2000, which was limited to promoting the products offered 
(Utomo, 2012). The Indonesian banking industry offers this service to improve services to existing customers even 
though internet banking itself is still relatively new for most people in Indonesia (Utomo, 2012). 
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Indonesia is included in the top ten countries with the largest digital banking penetration in Asia Pacific with 56 
percent in 2018. This can be compared to Malaysia, where the number of internet users smaller than Indonesia, 
which was 29 million users in 2018, but has 85,1 % penetration rate.

Indonesian society has characteristics that tend to avoid risk, one of the causes of the low adoption rate of 
internet banking services in Indonesia (McKinsey and Company, 2013). One of the potential risks posed is security 
and confidentiality of customers’ personal financial data. The biggest risk that customers avoid before deciding 
to use internet banking services in Indonesia is cyber crime, such as the dissemination of personal financial data 
by irresponsible individuals (Maharsi and Fenny, 2006). This statement is supported by the level of cyber crime 
in Indonesia in 2014 which was ranked first in the world as a country that became victims of cybercrime with an 
average of 42,000 attacks per day (National Geographic Indonesia, 2014). Then the issue of trust, especially trust 
in the use of technology, is still a major issue in Indonesia and is still relatively low (Techinasia, 2013).

Several studies related to the level of internet banking service adoption have been conducted, where trust affects 
the level of online banking penetration (McKnight, 2002). Then the level of adoption or rejection of a technology, 
including internet banking, is influenced by trust and customer perceived risk (Luo et al., 2010). Customers will 
not receive or use a technology-based service without the trust that has been built previously (Kim et al., 2004) 
and security and data confidentiality considerations are not addressed (Gefen, 2003). So there is an assumption 
that trust and perceived risk by customers affect the adoption rate of internet banking service use (Luo et al, 
2010). Research on the effect of trust and perceived risk on the adoption rate of internet banking services is 
important to do.

Based on previous research on technology adoption, it is known that The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use 
of Technology (UTAUT) model by Venkatesh et al. (2003) and in particular the modified UTAUT Luo model is an 
appropriate model as a theoretical basis for research on internet banking. However, based on studies of several 
previous studies as well, there are several variables that are not contained in the UTAUT model and it is necessary 
to modify the addition of several variables. The use of the UTAUT-Luo modified model was used in this study.

Thus, the research questions for this research include:

1. Does Disposition to Trust affect Structural Assurance?

2. Does Self Efficacy affect Structural Assurance and Perceived Risk?

3. Does Perceived Risk affect Performance Expectations?

4. Does Trust Belief affect Performance Expectancy and Perceived Risk?

5. Do Trust Beliefs, Performance Expectancy and Perceived Risk influence Behavioral Intention?

6. How does the perceived dimension of trust (multidimensional trust) affect the acceptance rate of internet 
banking services?

7. How does the dimension of perceived risk (multi-faceted risk) affect the level of acceptance of internet banking 
services?

2. LITERATUR REVIEW
Internet banking is a service that allows banking customers to make transactions such as transfers, bill payments, 
access account balances, access account information via the internet (Muzividzi, 2013). Customers who have an 
internet banking account can perform several activities related to banking, such as viewing the amount of the 
account balance, transferring funds and paying bills (Tan and Teo, 2000). This is what makes internet banking 
a communication and information service center that promises benefits to both customers and the banking 
company itself (Tan and Teo, 2000). The benefits of internet banking for banking companies are increasing 
their competitive advantage through reducing transaction costs, providing better service to customers, fulfilling 
customer demands and creating more efficient transactions (Kalakota and Winston, 1996 in Takieddine and Sun, 
2015). Customers also feel the benefits of internet banking, including the flexibility it offers because customers 
can save time and effort to access services anytime and anywhere (Tan and Teo, 2000). This can be done without 
having to visit one of the bank’s branch offices with a limited operational schedule (Polasik and Wisniewski, 2009).
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Figure 1 The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT)

UTAUT is a research model that provides a useful tool for managers to access the possibility of success from 
the introduction of technology and helps them to understand the driving factors for acceptance in order to 
further design activities that are System Design Features Perceived Usefulness Actual System Use Attitude 
Toward Using Perceived Ease of Use interventions such as training and marketing (Venkatesh, 2003). This model 
is also a combination of previous theories and analyzes the reasons for the use or rejection of a new technology 
(Hanafizadeh et al., 2013). According to Venkatesh (2003), this model consists of three moderators, namely 
gender, age, experience and voluntariness as well as four core variables:

Performance Expectancy (PE) is the extent to which individuals believe that using a system will help them to gain 
benefits in job performance. In this context, performance expectancy is the level of individual confidence that 
using this service will improve performance on matters related to banking tasks (Venkatesh et al., 2003).

Effort Expectancy (EE) is the extent to which the level of ease is associated with the use of a system and technology 
(Venkatesh et al, 2003). Effort expectancy affects effort expectancy. When users feel that using the internet is easy 
and does not require a lot of effort, the expectation to get the desired performance will appear (Zhao et al, 2010).

Social Influence (SI) is a perception where many people advise individuals to use or not use a technology. This 
perception can come from the user’s friends, family or people who have used the technology first. This has 
similarities with the subjective norm variables contained in Theory of Reasoned Action (Venkatesh et al, 2003). 
These opinions and perceptions will influence users’ interest in adopting a technology (Martins et al., 2014).

Facilitating Conditions (FC) is the customer’s perception of the availability of resources and other supporting 
elements for adopting a technology including user knowledge, capabilities and existing resources (Venkatesh 
et al., 2003). This variable has similarities with the perceived behavioral control variable contained in Theory of 
Planned Behavior

Self-efficacy is an individual’s perception of the level of difficulty and ease of something that can lead to behavior 
(Ajzen, 2006). In its application to internet banking adoption, self-efficacy is the user’s assessment of one’s own 
capability to adopt internet banking services (Luo et al., 2010). The role of self-efficacy in the world of technology 
and information systems is to help understand individual responses to information technology (Luo et al., 2010).

Trust is the hope that an individual or company has when interacting with other parties and will not take undue 
advantage over dependence on that party (Gefen et al., 2003). This is one of the keys to supporting behavioral 
intention because transactions via the internet (e-commerce) are carried out without face to face (Gefen et al., 
2003).

The dimensions of trust based on information technology can be divided into disposition to trust, structural 
assurance and trust belief (Luo et al., 2010). Disposition to trust according to the perspective of trust attributes 
is a general tendency in which people believe and believe in something in a humanitarian context and adopt an 
attitude of mutual trust between each other (McKnight et al., 2002). Then structural assurance is the perception 
of individual trust in an organization or institutional institution (McKnight et al., 2002). In the context of electronic 
banking transactions, structural assurance is the perception of the availability of legal structures and techniques 
such as encryption, guarantees, insurance, regulations or other procedures on the wireless internet to ensure 
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the success of financial transactions with banks (McKnight et al., 2002). Trust belief is a perception of trust in a 
vendor which consists of specific beliefs about integrity, benevolence, and competence (McKnight et al., 2002).

Perceived risk is the customer’s perception of uncertainty which is a result related to searching and selecting 
information about a product or service before making a purchase decision (Kesharwani and Bisht, 2012). Then 
this variable can also be defined as the main obstacle felt by customers to use electronic services or e-service 
(Featherman and Pavlou, 2003). If the customer finds a difference between the purchase experience and the 
purchase goal, the level of perceived risk will be higher so that the customer can reduce or even stop consumption 
of the product or service (Kesharwani and Bisht, 2012). Perceived risk is a barrier to the use and adoption of 
internet banking (Laforet and Li, 2005).

Behavioral intention in the context of online transactions is a major variable of interest for web-based vendors, 
which is customer behavior, especially customer willingness to make transactions via web pages (McKnight et al., 
2002). This variable reflects individuals who are willing to try and are motivated to behave (Ajzen, 1991 in Gu et 
al., 2009).

3. METHODOLOGY
This study uses the basic model of The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) by Venkatesh 
at al (2003). UTAUT separates critical and continuation factors related to predictions regarding behavioral intention 
to use technology in an organizational context (Venkatesh et al., 2012). The UTAUT model used in this study is a 
modified UTAUT-Luo model and is a replication of previous research by Luo et al. (2010). Several variables were 
added to the UTAUT model, including disposition to trust, structural assurance, perceived risk, trust belief and 
self efficacy. Based on this explanation, this research model can be seen in Figure 2

Figure 2 Modified UTAUT-Luo Model

Some variables have a negative influence on other variables, based on previous research that has been done by 
Luo, the variables are still included in the research model with the aim of looking back at the influence between 
these variables. So based on the above thinking, the hypothesis of this study is:

H1: Disposition to Trust (DTT) has an influence on Structural Assurance (SA).

H2: Self Efficacy (SE) has an influence on Structural Assurance (SA).

H3: Self Efficacy (SE) has no effect on Perceived Risk (PR).

H4: Performance Expectancy (PE) has an influence on the Behavioral Intention (BI) of customers in adopting 
internet banking services.

H5: Perceived Risk (PR) has no effect on Performance Expectancy (PE).

H6: Trust Belief (TB) on banks has no influence on the Perceived Risk (PR) of customers in adopting internet 
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banking services.

H7: Structural Assurance (SA) has no influence on Perceived Risk (PR).

H8: Trust Belief (TB) has an influence on Performance Expectancy (PE).

H9: Trust Belief (TB) to banks has an influence on the Behavioral Intention (BI) of customers to adopt internet 
banking services.

H10: Perceived Risk (PR) has no effect on Behavioral Intention (BI) in adopting internet banking services.

The data analysis method used in this research is quantitative. This study uses a Likert scale where by using this 
scale the benefits obtained are the diversity of values   and have a higher reliability coefficient. The sampling 
technique used in this study is non-probability sampling with a quota sampling type (selection of sample members 
is in accordance with the comfort conditions of the researcher from a limited population with a predetermined 
number of samples). The population used in this study were bank customers domiciled throughout Indonesia 
with a sample of bank customers who had not or did not use internet banking services (non-users) in Indonesia.

This research uses Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) as a analysis method. SEM is a multivariate technique that 
combines aspects of multiple linear regression and factor analysis to estimate a series of interrelated dependency 
relationships simultaneously (Hair et al., 2006 in Dachlan, 2014: 4). Multivariate analysis technique is statistical 
analysis which involves more than two variables in each analysis (Dachlan, 2014: 6). SEM also allows researchers 
to answer research questions that are interrelated in a single, systematic and comprehensive analysis, namely 
through modeling the relationships between a number of independent and dependent construct variables 
simultaneously (Dachlan, 2014: 2).

SEM reflects the activities performed by several analytical techniques such as factor analysis, regression analysis 
and path analysis. Like regression analysis, SEM can also be used to test the causal relationship (statistical 
dependency) between the independent variables and the dependent variable in one test. Then this analysis 
technique also accommodates the ability of path analysis (path analysis) by displaying a path in the form of a 
schematic diagram to facilitate analysis with a visual display. The diagram shown illustrates the relationship of 
each variable along with its measuring indicators simultaneously (Dachlan, 2014: 8).

4. RESULTS
This study uses Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) analysis method using the AMOS version 21 computer 
program. This study uses seven variables: Disposition to Trust (DTT), Structural Assurance (SA), Self Efficacy (SE), 
Perceived Risk (PR), Trust Belief (TB), Performance Expectancy (PE) and Behavioral Intention (BI) with 48 question 
items.

This study uses primary data by distributing questionnaires to respondents. The minimum sample used in this 
study was 240 respondents. The questionnaire was collected online through social media such as line, WA and 
Facebook with a total of 291 respondents. Direct distribution of questionnaires was carried out by distributing 
questionnaires with a total of 172 respondents. Respondents in this study are bank customers in Indonesia who 
have not used internet banking. So that respondents who are not bank customers in Indonesia and have used 
internet banking, cannot be sampled in this study. The number of respondents taken in this study were 450 
respondents.

The characteristics of the respondents examined in this study were based on gender, domicile, occupation, 
monthly income, latest education, age and duration of internet use.

Table 2 Respondents Characteristic
Characteristic N Characteristic N Characteristic N

Gender Monthly income Age

Male 180 <= Rp 2.000.000 23 (5.1%) 17-20 15 (3.3%)
Female 270 Rp 2.000.001 - Rp 5.000.000 283 (62.9%) 21-30 211 (46.8%)

Rp 5.000.001 - Rp 10.000.000 111 (24.7%) 31-40 107 (23.7%)

Rp 10.000.001 - Rp 15.000.000 15 (3.3%) 41-50 77 (17.1%)
>Rp 15.000.001 18 (4%) >50 40 (8.9%)

Occupation Education Experience using the internet

Sivil servant 148 (32.9%) SMA/SMK 125 (27.8%) <1 year 16 (3.6%)
Entrepreneur 64 (14.2%) Diploma 7 (1.5%) 1-3 years 20 (4.4%)
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Housewife 13 (2.9%) S1 272 (60.4%) 3-5 years 89 (19.8%)
Others 23 (5.1%) S2 46 (10.2%) >5 years 325 (72.2%)

S3 0 (0%)

Respondents who use internet banking services are dominated by female respondents with a percentage value 
of 60 percent. Then respondents who do not use internet banking services are dominated by respondents aged 
between 21 years and 30 years with a percentage of 46.8 percent or as many as 211 people. Characteristics based 
on income who have not used internet banking services are dominated by respondents with incomes between 
Rp. 2,000,001 to Rp. 5,000,000 as many as 283 people or 62.9 percent. Respondents who have jobs as civil 
servants with a percentage of 32.9 percent or as many as 148 people are customers who have not used internet 
banking services

The validity test of the measurement model (α = 5%) is used to determine the relationship between interconnected 
variables and how precisely the manifest variable can explain the existing latent variables. The goodness of fit test 
is used to assess whether the model is fit by looking at the values of Absolute Fit Indices, Incremental Fit Indices 
and Parsimony Fit Indices. The results of data processing show that based on testing using a measurement model, 
the number of path coefficient (H1: 0.55, H2: 1.62, H3: 0.93, H4: 1.04, H5: 0.09, H6: 0.12, H7: 0.13, H8: 0.79, H9: 
0.93 and H10: 0.09) and a p value less than 0.05 indicates that the overall model is acceptable except for H45, H6 
and H10. Based on this, it can be interpreted that there is a significant positive influence between the variables 
of DTT on SA, SE on SA, SE on PR, PE on BI, TB on PR, SA on PR, TB on PE and TB on BI.

Testing the hypothesis in a structural model (α = 5%) is basically the same as testing a hypothesis using a 
measurement model, but in a structural model it only changes the arrangement during the measurement model 
test. The results in the structural model test indicate that H1, H2, H3, H6, H7, H8 and H9 are accepted. Meanwhile, 
H4, H5 and H10 were declared not accepted. A positive estimate value indicates a significant correlation, while 
a negative estimate value states that there is no correlation and is insignificant between latent variables and 
between latent variables and manifest variables. The CMIN value on the default model is 8447,177 and is between 
the saturated model (.000) and independence model (15235.151). So that based on the structural model test, it 
means that the model is considered fit and shows support for the results of the Chi-square. Then the value of GFI 
(0.521) and AGFI (0.474) is close to number one and the value of RMR (0.197) is close to zero. This shows that the 
covariance of the sample is close to the estimated covariance, thus showing support for the Chi-square results in 
the research model.

Based on the results in the structural model test, there is a significant relationship between the variables DTT-SA, 
SE-SA, TB-PR, SA-PR, TB-PE and TB-BI because the path coefficient number is positive and the p value is more than 
0.05. Whereas in the structural model test, there was no significant relationship between the variables SE-PR, 
PE-BI, PR-PE and PR-BI because the calculated p value was above 0.05.

Hipotesis Path Coefficient Estimate

H1: Disposition to Trust (DTT) – Structural Assurance (SA) 0.94 0.630

H2: Self Efficacy (SE) - Structural Assurance (SA) 0.41 0.343

H3: Self Efficacy (SE) - Perceived Risk (PR) 0.08 0.110

H4: Performance Expectancy (PE) – Beahavioral Intention (BI) 0.17 0.139

H5: Perceived Risk (PR) – Performance Expectancy (PE) 0.00 0.003

H6: Trust Belief (TB) – Perceived Risk (PR) -0.11 -0.168

H7: Structural Assurance (SA) – Perceived Risk (PR) 0.20 0.340

H8: Trust Belief (TB) – Performance Expectancy (PE) 0.67 0.799

Based on the results of data collection, this study uses seven variables, namely Disposition to Trust (DTT), 
Structural Assurance (SA), Self Efficacy (SE), Perceived Risk (PR), Trust Belief (TB), Performance Expectancy (PE) 
and Behavioral Intention. (BI) with 48 items of questionnaire questions.

The results showed that hypothesis one (H1), namely Disposition to Trust (DTT), has an influence on Structural 
Assurance (SA) with an estimate value of 0.630, thus indicating that H0 is rejected. This may imply that the 
higher the level of trust the respondent has, the more confidence in the structural guarantees of technical, 
technological and procedural guarantees. This statement supports the results of research conducted by Luo et 
al (2010). Disposition to Trust (DTT) is a general tendency in which people believe and believe in something 
in a humanitarian context and adopt an attitude of mutual trust between one another (McKnight et al, 2002 
in Gefen and Straub, 2004). Meanwhile, Structural Assurance (SA) is the perception of the availability of legal 
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structures and techniques such as encryption, guarantees, insurance, regulations or other procedures on the 
wireless internet to ensure the success of financial transactions with banks (McKnight, 2002).

Then the second hypothesis (H2) in this study states that Self Efficacy (SE) has an influence on Structural Assurance 
(SA) and shows that the estimate value is 0.343 and H0 is rejected. It can be concluded that the higher the 
respondent’s perception of his or her capability in adopting a technology, the more confidence in the structural 
guarantees of technical, technology and procedures in it will increase. This statement supports the results of 
research conducted by Luo et al (2010) that potential customers with a high level of self-efficacy will have a high 
level of trust in the system and regulations.

Hypothesis three (H3) in this study states that Self Efficacy (SE) has no effect on Perceived Risk (PR) with an 
estimated value of 0.110 and H0 is accepted. It can be concluded that the higher the respondent’s perception of 
his or her capability in adopting a technology, the more risk they feel about the technology.

Furthermore, hypothesis four (H4) in this study shows that Performance Expectancy (PE) has an influence on 
the Behavioral Intention (BI) of customers in adopting internet banking services with an estimate value of 0.139 
and H0 is accepted. This result can be concluded that the higher the respondent’s expectation of improving 
performance when using internet banking services, it will not affect the respondent’s interest in adopting the 
service.

Then hypothesis five (H5) in this study shows that Perceived Risk (PR) has no effect on Performance Expectancy 
(PE) with an estimated value of 0.003 and H0 is accepted. It can be concluded that the higher the level of risk 
felt by the respondent regarding an internet banking service, it will not affect the respondents’ expectations of 
improving performance when using internet banking services. This statement supports the results of research 
conducted by Featherman et al (2003) that the performance expectancy of the system or technology to be 
adopted is negatively affected by perceived risk. This is because the uncertainty and possible loss which are risk 
indicators can hinder the evaluation of technology adoption that will be carried out.

Hypothesis six (H6) shows that Trust Belief (TB) on banks has a negative effect on the Perceived Risk (PR) of 
customers in adopting internet banking services with an estimate value of -0.168 and H0 is rejected. It can be 
concluded that the higher the level of customer confidence in the bank, the lower the level of risk felt by the 
customer in using internet banking services. This condition supports the research conducted by Luo et al. (2010) 
which states that basically customers who trust in banks as internet banking service providers will overcome or 
even reduce the perceived risk perception related to the adoption of this technology. The higher the level of 
individual trust in an organization or institution, the lower the level of risk they will feel (Luo et al., 2010

Then hypothesis seven (H7) in this study shows that Structural Assurance (SA) has no effect on Perceived Risk 
(PR) with an estimate value of 0.340 and H0 is rejected. So it can be concluded that the higher the level of 
respondent’s confidence in the structural guarantees of technical, technological and procedural guarantees, the 
risk they feel when using internet banking services. This statement supports the results of research by Luo et al 
(2010) which states that there is no relationship between the level of confidence of respondents in structural 
guarantees of technical, technological and procedural guarantees and the risk that respondents feel when using 
internet banking services.

Hypothesis eight (H8) in this study shows that Trust Belief (TB) has an influence on Performance Expectancy (PE) 
with an estimate value of 0.799 and H0 is rejected. It can be concluded that the higher the level of respondent’s 
trust in internet banking service providers, the higher the respondents’ expectations of improving performance 
when using the service. This statement supports the results of research conducted by Gefen et al. (2003) which 
states that trust acts as a subjective guarantee, which ensures customers will receive the performance and 
usefulness of a product from this reciprocal relationship.

Furthermore, hypothesis nine (H9) in this study shows that Trust Belief (TB) to banks has an influence on the 
Behavioral Intention (BI) of customers to adopt internet banking services with an estimate value of 0.673 and 
H0 is rejected. It can be concluded that the higher the level of respondent’s trust in internet banking service 
providers, the higher the respondent’s interest in using these services. This statement supports the results of 
research conducted by Gefen et al. (2003) which states that Trust Belief (TB) is one of the key determinants of 
customer interest in carrying out an activity that contains risks.

Then the tenth hypothesis (H10) in this study shows that Perceived Risk (PR) has no influence on the Behavioral 
Intention (BI) of customers in adopting internet banking services with an estimate value of 0.004 and H0 is 
declared not to be rejected. It can be concluded that there is no influence between the perceived risk when using 
internet banking services and the respondent’s interest in using the service. This statement supports the research 
conducted by Luo et al. (2010) stated that determining the interest in using a technology is not only determined 
by the perceived risk, but must be followed by the level of trust that the individual has and cannot be separated.
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5. CONCLUSION
Overall, the factor that most influenced respondents’ interest in using internet banking services was the level of 
trust in internet banking service providers (trust belief). This shows that the characteristics of Indonesian people 
are more likely to use internet banking services when they already have trust in the banking sector.

Then the second factor that has an influence on the respondent’s interest in using internet banking services is the 
expectation of benefits that will be obtained after using the service. If the expectation of the benefits felt after 
using the service is high, the tendency of the Indonesian people to use internet banking services will be even 
greater. Based on the research results, the dominant respondent will use internet banking services to carry out 
fund transfer activities.

However, the perceived risk factor has the least influence on the interest in using internet banking services in 
Indonesia. The results show that the characteristics of Indonesian society tend not to consider the perceived 
risk problem of using these services. This is presumably because the research respondents are dominated by 
individuals who have an income of between Rp. 2,000,0001 to Rp. 5,000,000, are internet users and have been 
using the internet for more than five years. Individuals who have incomes in this range do not have a high level of 
risk when conducting financial transactions through internet banking services because the number of transactions 
made is relatively small (when compared to other characteristic options). Meanwhile, individuals who have used 
the internet for more than five years tend to have the capability of operating the internet (reliable) and have 
confidence in technology as evidenced by having a social media account which basically requires personal data 
such as a password to be accessed. Then the respondents are dominated by respondents who have jobs as 
Civil Servants (PNS) so that the possibility of making financial transactions through internet banking services is 
less frequent compared to other job options such as self-employment. So that the level of perceived risk is low 
because the estimated intensity of its use is also low.

Based on the research results, there are several things that can be used as suggestions for the banking sector as 
internet banking service providers with the aim that customers want to use internet banking services. Some of 
these suggestions include:

The level of trust in internet banking service providers is the strongest factor in influencing respondents’ interest 
in using the service. So that the banking sector can carry out activities that can increase the level of trust, such 
as by socializing the features and security aspects of the internet banking services offered. It is hoped that in this 
way, the number of customers who are interested in using internet banking services will increase.

Provision of internet banking services that are in accordance with the needs and benefits expected by customers 
can be carried out by banks in order to increase interest in using these services. This is because the respondent’s 
expectation of the benefits that will be obtained after using internet banking services is the next key determining 
factor.

Even though the perceived risk level has a low influence on the interest in using internet banking services, the 
banking sector must still guarantee the protection of customer data. Marketing activities regarding the features 
offered can also be carried out to customers who have not used internet banking services. So that customers do 
not only have conventional bank accounts but also have internet banking accounts.

This study also has several limitations which are expected to be improved by conducting further research. The 
following are some suggestions that can be used for further research:

The focus of this research is on respondents who are in urban areas, so that further research should be focused 
on respondents who are in rural areas who are interested in using internet banking services.

This research focuses on regions of Indonesia, so it is better if further research can be focused on the comparison 
of several regions in Indonesia but using the same research model.

The existence of other factors such as the level of security (security) which is suspected to be another important 
factor so that many customers do not or do not use internet banking services. This is because trust in internet 
banking service providers is the strongest factor in influencing customer interest in using these services.
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Abstract

Indonesia is the largest economy in the Southeast Asia and has recorded remarkable economic growth over the 
last ten years. More than 90% of domestic employment in MSMEs. MSMEs play a vital role in fighting poverty and 
unemployment, in fact MSMEs strengthen the national economy. Due to the fact that Covid-19 outbreak is dras-
tically change the face of economic, it reflects the largest economic shock the world has experienced in decades. 
That’s why this paper try to answer the research problem i.e. (i) What are the problem being faced by MSMEs 
in Covid-19? and (ii) What MSMEs need to do to protect their business and their workforce? The study is based 
on a summation of existing literature. We conducted discourse analysis using data from various media sources, 
ILO and WHO during the period of Covid-19, in which there are significant data of impact of Covid-19 on MSMEs. 
This study aims to know the deeper understanding of the current situation of Indonesian MSMEs in new era of 
pandemic Covid-19. The finding shows Covid-19 has negatively impacted the MSMEs mostly on manufacturing as 
a result there is huge decline in the economic as well as revenue so most of the MSMEs are being forced to shut 
down their business either temporarily or permanently. This research article provides an insight into Covid-19 
in the Indonesian MSMEs sector and suggests appropriate improvements to provide sustenance and support to 
Indonesian MSMEs.

Keywords: Economic growth, MSMEs, Covid-19

1. INTRODUCTION
The 2019 coronavirus (Covid-19) pandemic has spread at disquieting rate, infecting millions of people worldwide 
and cessation economic activity. This is much more than just a health crisis, it is significantly impacting economic 
and could lead to a global recession. Most of the countries have introduced strict restrictions to prevent the virus 
from spreading. As per the data recorded by WHO, there are 26,121,999 total cases, 864,618 total death and 216 
infected countries till date 4 September 2020 (WHO, 2020). In Indonesia there are total 187,537 confirmed cases, 
134,181 are recovered and 7,832 are dead till date 4 September 2020. On 2nd March 2020 the first two Covid-19 
infection was being announced in Indonesia (covid19.go.id, 2020). The virus spreads like a fire and it cross above 
3,000 infected people just within a month (Suryahadi, 2020).

The risks of the virus transmission caused public attention as a result it affects social life. The impact of Covid-19 
has negative supply shock on economic (Hausmann, 2020). This outbreak’s provoke world health emergencies 
and is likely to slow down the economy by increasing global poverty and inequality. In prevention, Government 
of Indonesia issued PSBB (Pembatasan Sosil Berskala Besar) regulation to control the rise in coronavirus cases 
as Large-scale social restriction which include closure of schools and workplace, limitation on religious activities, 
limitation on public places and facilities activities and limitation on moods of transportation (PMK Republik 
Indonesia No. 9, 2020). Ultimately, these lead to a demand shock in Indonesia as with incomplete markets and 
liquidity constrained consumers, the initial supply shock lead to magnified demand shocks (Guerrieri et al., 2020). 
In addition, there would be a great impact of investment, trade, and employment crisis on achieving sustainable 
development goals.

The rapidly increasing rate of coronavirus has impacted several sectors with loss which tend to be extensive 
and multi-sector. The most affected sectors are health, education, trade, and transportation (Albulescu, 2020). 
Even though under the influence of PSBB policy, business like as food and main basic products are expected to 
survive. However, the secondary needs for example tourism, clothing, and entertainment are collapsing due to 
PSBB policy. MSMEs are the most vulnerable group of entity due to they had very less resources to survive the 
pandemic. There could be an increase in the role of nation intervention and international financial institution due 
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to the rising crisis of global economy. The slowing down of economy give opportunity to delays in loan and tax 
payment, the takeover some section of employment or social security costs with a central budget, give national 
relief which is announced by government, prioritizing safety management and disaster medicine (Sułkowski, 
2020). Moreover, In the country, as part of the non-fiscal response, the rules will be relaxed by regulating the 
restructuring of bank loans to MSMEs, simplifying the certification process for exporters, and the government will 
facilitate the import of raw materials (straitstimes.com, 2020).

Indonesian finance minister Sri Mulyani Indrawati said there are four sectors which are most depressed because 
of Covid-19 outbreak, namely MSMEs, households, corporations, and Financial sector. Economic growth is 
also predicted to contraction (republika.co.id, 2020). However, business that remain open must adhere to the 
Covid-19 workplace protocols developed by the regulators, that includes restricting interactions, denying access 
to the workplace to unhealthy people, ensuring the cleanliness and hygiene of the workplace, allocating needed 
healthcare protections, maintaining physical distancing at least one meter, and particularly for restaurants 
providing only takeaway or online services. Before Covid-19, there has been an extensive scaling-up process 
in which MSMEs have come to account for a larger share of national employment and investment. In prefer of 
MSMEs, several policies were developed by the government to boost the rise in the number of MSMEs. Indonesia 
business environment offers mixed conditions for MSMEs and entrepreneurial activity. MSMEs have significant 
role in increasing gross domestic product (GDP), employment and allocating jobs specially to the poor people. 
About 64,199,06 MSMEs were operating in Indonesia in last year (depkop.co.id, 2020). About 97% of the total 
workforce is currently employed in MSMEs, 99.9% of the business are MSMEs. MSMEs account for approximately 
60% of the overall GDP of Indonesia (Alex, 2017). 

The informal sector dominates globally in all developing countries. Informal employees contain freelance, home 
industry, MSMEs, etc. Meanwhile, the formal sector contains civil servants, police officers, soldiers, etc. In 2019, 
the percentage of informal sector were 57.27% or 74.08 million as data recorded by BPS-statistics Indonesia 
(Badan Pusat Statistik). The informal sector is the most sensitive sector of economic crisis at the time of Covid-19 
outbreak that is caused by the social interaction restriction outside the home, so that several informal sector 
cannot able to deploy the Work From Home (WFH) regulations. As a result, the normal daily/weekly income 
earned were decreased or even temporarily stop. 

If the spread of Covid-19, and its influence cannot be cured quickly, micro small and medium enterprises are 
expected to deteriorate and global recession can occur. How serious and long this recession relies on the success 
of the regulation taken to prevent the spread of corona virus, the impact of government policies to overcome 
liquidity issues in MSMEs, policy to help families which are being suffering by money problem, policies to secure 
jobs, and supply chain are also major considerations (Fernandes, 2020).

2. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
I.  What are the problems being faced by MSMEs in Covid-19 outbreak?

II. What MSMEs need to do to protect their business and their workforce?

3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 
To know the deeper understanding of the current situation/challenges of Indonesian MSMEs in new era of 
pandemic Covid-19. Furthermore, to access the step is being adopted by MEMEs to protect their business and 
their workforce.

4. LITERATURE REVIEW
The real consequences of the pandemic in Indonesia were experienced around starting of March 2020, with two 
active cases and shut down of schools and campuses. Subsequently, in no time additional cases are being detected 
mainly in people who come from abroad, and the government introduced 14 days quarantine regulation to the 
traveler. In addition, lockdown have been implemented in several areas to prevent the virus from spreading. 
Occasionally, lockdown was released at prescribed time every day to enable people their daily basic needs 
specially foods, and preventive measures were introduced such as social distancing, mandatory use of face masks, 
check temperature and wash hand before entering any store and other personal protective equipment. With this 
situation, economic activity has been severely affected, causing MSMEs to have great difficulty. According to ILO, 
2020 the most impacted sector is food, drink and tobacco industries. MSMEs respondent that the jobs are at risk, 
mostly the day-to-day workers (people who work on a voluntary basis) were impacted worst. The regulation in 
the workplace related to prevention of spreading the virus provided by government such as, social distancing, 
temperature check, wearing mask and using sanitizer has become a vital problem. Several people shows difficulties 
to follow this precaution specially maintain social distancing (ILO, 2020). Therefore, it is becoming difficult to re-
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open the business however, various business shifted from traditional to the digital platform to continue the work.

During this pandemic most of the MSMEs experienced a great decline in the revenue therefore, they argue 
to the government for support related to financial scheme that include loans on low interest rate, relaxation 
of loan payments and taxation (Ganaie et al., 2020). However, the Covid-19 has negative impact on MSMEs 
as a result there is a massive crisis in demand and supply including substantial impact on productivity growth 
and employment. Economic activity and employment are falling abruptly (Fornaro & Wolf, 2020)the Covid-19 
coronavirus is spreading throughout the globe. Besides its impact on public health, this coronavirus outbreak 
is likely to have significant economic consequences. The consensus is that the virus will cause a negative supply 
shock to the world economy, by forcing factories to shut down and disrupting global supply chains (OECD, 2020. 
The ILO predicted that the effect of Covid-19 can led to global unemployment of between 5.3m and 24.7m (ILO, 
2020). Some author such as Musa & Aifuwa, (2020) concluded that MSMEs can able to victory in this pandemic 
time following the health protocol given by regulators. The authors also suggested some ways of protection such 
as MSMEs can build a temporary isolation room with basic kits in their business area and using more technology 
for work in order to prevent form spreading the virus (Musa & Aifuwa, 2020). The restriction of movement, 
decline in exports & imports and decrease in consumer spending ability is negatively impacting MSMEs as a result 
various firms forced to either shut down or slow down the business. Nevertheless, the regulators are providing 
various policies to save the MSMEs, but its need extra interventions and powers to empower them to endure the 
significance of the epidemic (Adiyoh et al., 2020).

Nevertheless, the year 2020 has been incredibly challenging for the global community. The spread of the novel 
coronavirus, has led to an unparalleled health crisis in countries across the world. The crisis has unprecedented 
and serious impacts on all aspects of how people communicate, work, produce, trade, consume and live. 
Furthermore, all businesses regardless of size, are facing serious challenges, especially those in the aviation, 
tourism and hospitality industries, with a real threat of significant declines in revenue, insolvencies and job 
losses in specific sectors. Sustaining business operations will be particularly difficult for Micro Small and Medium 
Enterprises. Following travel bans, border closures and quarantine measures, many workers cannot move to 
their places of work or carry out their jobs, which has knock-on effects on incomes, particularly for informal and 
casually employed workers.

5. METHOD AND DATA ANALYSIS
The research method we used is qualitative method which is based on the summation of existing literature 
review and several media information. Furthermore, the data is secondary data, collected from various media 
text as well as the survey initiated by ILO and WHO and analyzed by using discourse analysis. Discourse theory 
is a structured assortment of texts and practices that brings social reality into existence (Grant et al., 2016)  also 
it creates relationships among concepts, objects and subjects which enable growth to meaning (Howarth et al., 
2000).

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the starting days of pandemic, countries learned significant lesson as they rushed to strengthen their MSMEs. 
It became clear that stimulating business in good period would facilitate MSMEs overcome the crises, enhance 
the situation of the economy and reduce the likelihood of bankruptcy. In addition to overcoming the health crisis, 
regulators are also fighting to reduce the impact of Covid-19 on MSMEs and announcing new policies to support 
them to tackle with short-term financial risk and long-term business impact. However, still MSMEs facing many 
challenges to continue business and plan to stop temporarily. The major challenges of MSMEs in corona virus 
outbreak are discussed below.

Quarantine Policy: To the date, most of the cities require the travelers and the migrants to go on quarantine 
for 14 days. During this 14-day period, either the company or the workers themselves must have to cover the 
accommodation.

Demand shortage: Although the curfew/lockdown is being eased on the particular time to time, the people are 
avoiding coming out from home due to fear of virus and neglecting shopping which are not essential at this time. 
It will take unpredictable time for MSMEs to be able to develop a new demand for their products and services 
when the consumer will get ready for shopping again later or sooner. 

Raw material shortage and Broken supply chain: Without the parts and required logistic which brings in 
materials and transport the products, several factories hardly able to produce goods. Most of the international 
transportation companies are facing challenges to getting back to work due to several transport restrictions. The 
main problems for many MSMEs are the shortage of raw materials, due to the fact that, most of the MSMEs 
sector is comparatively more dependent on China (Origin of Covid-19) for the supply of raw materials. The cost 
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of raw materials rises up by a small amount, and this also impacting the overall manufacturing cost of the goods.

Government schemes and re-opening permits: Most of the MSMEs are struggling to meet the Covid-19 prevention 
requirements set by the government regulators. The industries should stay updated and must properly study and 
research the various schemes announced by the government to move on track and to avail the schemes which 
can be beneficial for the organizations. Furthermore, a through financial assessment of the current financial 
situation of the company is very important. In some cities the local government put burden on the MSMEs for 
prevention from virus, as if any cases of Covid-19 found in that company, then the business must have to stop 
working for long time. So that, taking all this factors into account, the business can develop working financial 
strategies to overcome the crisis. 

Scarcity of manpower: Because of covid-19 scare and lockdown, many laborers return back to their home towns, 
so that this leads to a huge scarcity of manpower within the MSMEs. Although MSMEs are facing theses big 
challenges, they should not loss their hopes and persistent efforts should made in the direction of getting back 
on their feet. The current situation shows the inability of the regulators and economists in solving the problems 
for the MSMEs sector. Therefore, the MSMEs themselves can take some steps in order to managed keep going. 

Depending on technology: Technology has always proven to be a great money savings for companies. Business 
software applications can be a great way to help companies simplify their business. Small and medium-sized 
businesses now have many government schemes available for technological upgrades, and business owners need 
to consider to take advantage of this opportunity.

Cost effective marketing: Marketing and advertising the products is never being easy for the MSMEs. With the 
current situation of new normal of the ecosystem, the total advertising rates across medium are drop down. A 
huge price drop is already being noticed in television, print, billboards and other advertising media. The digital 
media is one option that is highly economical. 

Cashflow worries and Liquidity issues: Small and medium-sized businesses struggle to find insufficient cash flows, 
such as a lack of funding. Now with the closure, conditions are even worse. According to the survey, only 7% of 
the manufacturing industries in the MSMEs sector has been shown to be able to survive with the available cash 
flow for three months without having to work every day. Despite the fact that the government has announced 
various schemes to help the industry at the moment, it is still far from reaching the cash starved companies in full 
force. Furthermore, the widespread of low market demand, various MSMEs have found that re-operating of their 
business only means they continue to pay rent and salaries without making any revenue. 

According to some survey, done till now, many MSMEs confess that they are working somehow, but not with full 
force. Many employees work from home as some business owners use downtime to explore different supply 
chains, look for new contracts overseas, plan staff training or redesign websites, or keep in touch with a regular 
customer through online platforms and social media. Their losses for the first quarter are seen as a natural disaster 
that their business has to bear; some people are worried about taking out more credit if their future income is 
uncertain. Many expect their business to gradually rebound by the end of the second quarter.

However, the new policies and regulations will progressively regulate cross-border trade including travel and 
tourism. Which helps firms to meet new market needs i.e. management system rules on quality, occupational 
safety, food safety, health and social accountability as well as specified products standard. Also helps to concern 
security, resilience and risk management that include company continuity management, crisis management 
emergency management and supply chain security. (ITC, 2020). Furthermore, when demand in market is low 
MSMEs are more breakable and cash-strapped financially. Emergency funding programs which target MSMEs 
could be one essential factor of a response. Deferred/waived taxes and fees, lower interest rates and making 
easier lending policies can also help MSMEs to stay afloat in pandemic situation. Government has begun to take 
actions through supplemental appropriations to address some of the financial challenges of MSMEs. The state 
Bank’s recent lending rate cut and relax debt repayments will also support MSMEs.

Apart from the above challenges MSMEs must need to take action to protect themselves and to face out 
the outbreak of coronavirus. They should grab all the possible opportunities which are being availing by the 
government for the relief of SMEs such as exempting manufacturing workers from income tax, reducing corporate 
tax, simplifying certification process for exporters and making easier to import raw materials etc. (straitstimes.
com, 2020). According to ILO, (2020) the following provisions/consideration can be taken by MSMEs to protect 
their business and workforce by utilizing the state government policy.

Enhanced and easier access to finance and working capital: MSMEs usually faces grater finance challenges than 
larger firms. In response to Covid-19 the Indonesian government allocate state budget of Rp 48.8 trillion to 
MSMEs towards accelerating the National Economic Recovery (PEN) (setkab.co.id, 2020). However, to stay afloat 
in Covid-19, the Indonesian government subsidize and ease interest payments for MSMEs. The government 
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is also roll out the working capital credit for MSMEs. As said by Indonesian finance minister, the government 
will cover 6% of the interest and suspend loan repayments, for six months under UMi (Ultra-Micro Financing) 
programs (thejakartapost.com, 2020). Providing unconditional cash transfer (Bantuan Langsung Tunai/BLT) as 
income substitute to ultra-micro and micro enterprises affected by Covid-19. Furthermore, many more schemes 
are being announced by Indonesian Government to defend MSMEs financial capabilities. The government has 
also allocated Rp 150 trillion for business recovery program.  By affordable loans and temporary tax exemptions 
policy can give a great relief in their short term cash flow. In addition, government must need to formulate 
stronger incentives to really boost their negative cash flow. 

Stimulating demand for products and services: Teten Masduki Minister of Cooperatives and MSMEs register 
their products to the government’s Goods and Services Procurement Agency (LKPP), adding that the government 
had already allocated Rp 307 trillion (US$20.8 billion) for state-owned enterprises to acquire goods and services 
from MSMEs (nasional.kompas.com, 2020). This can support for temporarily converting production to covid-19 
necessities.

Employment and social protection: Many of the impacted employers have been anticipating the possibility of 
temporarily suspension (laying off) workers. This decision for layoffs for struggling employers can lead the risk 
of losing skilled experienced employers in future. Therefore, it is decisive for Indonesian government to issue a 
policy/subsidy that facilitates employers to maintain their payroll so that when the Covid-19 will over, the workers 
can immediately recontinue full-capacity operations. The wage subsidy program would also help the government 
to avoid the burden of further unemployment benefits apart from the controversial training program.  

Re-operating firms during pandemic: Indonesian government announced some protocols to start easing the 
Covid-19 social restriction to allow business to resume operating gradually. The Ministry of Trade has issued 
circular no. 12/2020 on restoration of business activity in Covid-19 and the new normal. The circular sets out 
policies and protocols that business operators must follow, such as shopping malls and entertainment centers, 
that reopen their businesses as part of the government’s new normal campaign. The regulators also issued joint 
ministerial decrees on the technical guidelines for preventing and controlling virus. The joint decree contains 
guidelines for the reopening of cinemas, museums and other cultural and educational venues for general public 
during Covid-19 pandemic, and it includes protocols such as social distancing measures as well as making 
mandatory to all operators to wear health mask. Furthermore, the MSMEs which are reopened must have to 
follow the preventive guidelines such as facilitating costumer and worker hand wash and sanitizer on the venue, 
keeping social distancing and covering the counter with transparent glass/plastic in accordance of avoiding direct 
contraction to the people. The firms need to adopt to new market condition.

This will hopefully decrease redundancies, stimulating investment, preventing bankruptcy, and rebounding the 
economy as soon as possible after the crisis. Moreover diversity, linking to organization that support business 
and build a financial buffer can help to increase the resilience of small and medium-sized enterprises. For small 
businesses which are active in the global supply chains resilience will also make a lot of sense in their relationships 
with customers and suppliers.

Several authors argue there are negative impact of Covid-19 on MSMEs such as Fornaro & Wolf, (2020)the Covid-19 
coronavirus is spreading throughout the globe. Besides its impact on public health, this coronavirus outbreak is 
likely to have significant economic consequences. The consensus is that the virus will cause a negative supply 
shock to the world economy, by forcing factories to shut down and disrupting global supply chains (OECD, 2020 
argued that because of this pandemic demand and supply crisis lead to growth in unemployment and decline 
in productivity. While Adiyoh et al., (2020) argued the restriction of movement and several precaution policies 
enforced MSMEs to pause the business temporarily. However, some author focused on the survival of MSMEs 
they mentioned that the MSMEs can able to triumph this novel corona virus by adopting regulation and following 
policies given by government such as availing financial benefit, relaxation in tax, minimize loans interest rates, 
etc. (Pozhidaev, 2020). According to Aladejebi, (2020) MSMEs need to motivate their staff to achieve maximum 
result and should consider digitalization work. They must collaborate with information technology, research and 
development and also should take advantage of government initiatives like various palliative measures to survive 
in this pandemic. Besides those availing survival policies still MSMEs have difficulties in holding their revenue 
and facing huge decline in revenue. Furthermost important challenges faced by MSMEs in loan payment, wages 
payment to staff and rent. So, we can clearly say by considering our and other authors research, the Covid-19 has 
negatively impacted the MSMEs.

Nevertheless, in this pandemic situation the digital technologies play a vital role to continue the daily work. 
During lockdown, global economy shifted onto digital platforms. Remote learning, teleworking, teleconferencing, 
e-commerce and digital payments, online health services really made the world go round. Further we cannot say 
digital facilities as an optional. Clients, business partners, consumers and workers will come to expect them as 
essential course. Still, to continue towards digital technology must be accomplished by technical assistance, skills 
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development and infrastructure support to ensure inclusionary and equitable. MSMEs can get advantage from 
diversifying their business sectors. Online-based platforms and virtual service provisions can help them to sustain 
business during quarantines or travel bans. It would be beneficial if policymakers could bring better tax breaks 
and technical guidance to support MSMEs restructure their business operations.

7. CONCLUSION
Small and medium-sized enterprises are considered the backbone of the Indonesian economy. 2020 is a very 
challenging year for the international community. A novel coronavirus spreading has caused an unprecedented 
health crisis in countries around the world. The crisis has unprecedented and has had a profound impact on 
all aspects of how human communicate, situation, work, produce, trade, consume and live. The economic 
consequences of the pandemic soon became visible and MSMEs is in the lead. By staff, workers and customers 
are being lockdown, and supply chains disruption, the MSMEs that provide more than 70% of jobs in countries 
around the world and about half of economic activity have emphasized. By considering the challenges facing 
by MSMEs the government of Indonesia has announced and released regulations and subsidies to support 
them. Therefore, MSMEs can able to survive the pandemic by utilizing the guidelines and policies provided by 
government which indirectly also benefits to improve the national economy. 

However, Social distancing-based public health measures, like as mass quarantines, extensive travel bans and 
disruption of the transport system, shock the economy and reduce market demand in the service sector, which is 
crucial for various MSMEs that depend on regular customer visits. We already know various of the most affected 
sectors. Covid-19 crises could lead younger and less educated workers to suffer more to lose their jobs. The 
costs of small and medium-sized enterprises and jobs relief should be taken into account when considering this 
intervention. 

Humanity is now facing not only the Covid-19 epidemic, but also the sifting on technological, business, 
environmental and financial disruptions. These challenges are so complex, global and interconnected that there 
is no government or intergovernmental organization will be able to solve it alone. The post-pandemic recovery 
period provides a unique opportunity for international cooperation to rebuild international structures, including 
in areas of international trade. A global recession seems inevitable today. However, the depth and duration of 
the decline will depend on the effectiveness of measures taken to prevent the spread of Covid-19, the impact of 
government policies to reduce liquidity problems for small and medium-sized enterprises and to support families 
in financial distress. It also depends on how the company responds and prepares to continue the business. And 
most importantly, it depends on how long the current lockdown lasts. If the ongoing pandemic will last till end of 
the summer then the global economy will suffer the huge economy recession seen in the last two centuries. So, 
we concluded that corona virus has negative impact on MSMEs.
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Abstract

The development of information technology is currently growing so faster including financial technology. One of 
the developing financial technologies is electronic money or e-money. Indonesia, as the largest Muslim country in 
the world, has influenced the development of this financial technology, such as sharia e-money. In this study, the 
author researches electronic money based sharia e-money companies using an application. This application has 
features such as purchasing pulses and data packages, paying bills, purchasing airline tickets and train tickets, 
alms, zakat, and waqf. In the object of this research, in 2019 this sharia e-money-based application experienced a 
decrease in transactions through available features and also new users.  The authors researched to create a mar-
keting strategy so that transactions can build and grow again. To get the best marketing strategy, the author uses 
descriptive analysis using a collection of sharia e-money application data. This data used to determine the char-
acteristics of active application users to provide an appropriate marketing strategy. In data processing and data 
analysis, the authors use random forest for the classification of variables that affect the activeness of application 
users, then K-Means for clustering users. In the final stage, triangulation or interviews with marketing experts at 
the sharia e-money application company to obtain a company SWOT analysis and the right marketing strategy for 
the user cluster acquired. In this study, the authors found two clusters of application users, namely C1 and C2. C1 is 
a B2B (Business to Business) user, namely using applications to sell pulses, data packages, bill payments, airplane 
tickets, train tickets, and others, so C1 is a cluster with high prospects due to the high frequency and transactions 
using the application. C2 is a B2C (Business to Customer) user, namely using the application for personal needs 
so that the frequency and transactions are lower C1. After getting the user cluster, the given marketing strategy 
is different in the form of a marketing program. This marketing program provides C1 points and rewards that are 
much more attractive than C2. The similarity program for the two clusters is that every transaction made, the 
profit of the transaction will be shared between the company and alms so that each user makes a transaction on 
the sharia e-money application, so it contains elements of alms.

Keywords: Marketing Strategy; Big Data; Random Forest; K-Means; Triangulation

1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
The development of information technology is currently growing so faster including financial technology. One of 
the developing financial technologies is electronic money or e-money. Indonesia, as the largest Muslim country 
in the world, has influenced the development of this financial technology, such as sharia e-money. As the largest 
Muslim country in the world, causing the application of sharia to grow well in Indonesia. In this study, the 
author researches electronic money based sharia e-money companies using an application sharia e-money. This 
application sharia e-money has features such as:

• PPOB (Online Bank Payment Point) for purchasing pulses and data packages for Telkomsel, Indosat, XL, Three, 
Axis, Smartfren, and Voucher games

• Bill payments such as Telkom, Postpaid Telephone, PLN, PDAM, Gas, Pay TV, Internet, BPJS

• Purchase airline tickets and train tickets

• Alms, zakat, and waqf

In the object of this research, in 2019 this sharia e-money-based application experienced a decrease in 
transactions through available features and also new users. Figure 1, in 2017 and 2018, transactions through the 
sharia e-money application exceeded 2 trillion rupiahs annually. Meanwhile, there was a decline until Q3 2019 in 
the transactions via the sharia e-money application, only around 900 million. 

mailto:eristiartarigan@gmail.com
mailto:gadangramantoko@gmail.com
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Figure 1. Amount of Transactions using the Sharia e-money application

            Figure 2.  Number of new users in 2019

Figure 2, in 2017 and 2018, users of the sharia e-money application increased by around 500 thousand new users 
annually and decreased in 2019. Target in 2020 sharia e-money companies set a target amount of transactions of 
3 trillion and new users of 1.2 million and  700 thousand monthly active users. With 2019 conditions, a marketing 
strategy is needed to increase transactions to meet targets in 2020. The authors researched to create a marketing 
strategy so that transactions can build and grow again. To get the best marketing strategy, the author uses 
descriptive analysis using a collection of sharia e-money application data. 

In this study, the authors used a literature review related to marketing and data processing. According to 
(Armstrong & Kotler, 2015) marketing is the process of a company in creating value for customers and building 
stronger relationships with customers to get value from customers. In current business competition, companies 
must be able to understand consumer needs so that they can provide added value to consumers. The more 
consumers or customers you get and the higher the transaction, the more it will contribute to the company’s 
revenue. The purpose of marketing is to attract new customers by providing more value or advantage to customers 
and retaining existing customers while maintaining customer satisfaction. According to (Kotler & Keller, 2016), the 
essence of marketing is satisfying the needs and desires of customers or consumers. The main objective in this 
case is to provide the value needed by the customer to make a profit. 

For data processing, the author uses random forest for classification. Random forest is a scheme proposed by 
Leo Breiman in 2000 to build a predictor ensemble with a set of decision trees that grow on randomly selected 
data. Random forest is also an algorithm that is used in the classification of large amounts of data. Random forest 
classification is carried out through a combination of trees by conducting experiments on the data sample that 
has been provided. The use of more trees will affect the accuracy that will be obtained for better and optimal. In 
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determining the classification with random forest, it is taken based on the voting results of the trees that have 
been formed. Construction of trees in a random forest until reaching the highest size of the data tree, forming 
random forest trees is not done by pruning, which means a method to reduce space content. Forming is done by 
applying a randomization method to reduce errors. The formation of trees with sample data uses randomly drawn 
variables and classifies all the trees that have been formed. In random forest, all solutions are used to divide the 
data based on the type of attribute used. random forest is one way of applying the stochastic discrimination 
approach to classification. In the classification process that will run if all trees have been formed and when the 
classification process is complete, initialization is carried out with as much data based on the accuracy value. The 
random forest has its advantages, namely being able to classify data that has incomplete attributes, and can also 
be used for classification and regression but not too good for regression. Because it is more suitable for classifying 
data and also functions to process quite a lot of data. In the process after the process is formed, a selection is 
made for each class from the existing data. After that, a selection was made from each class and then the most 
selection was taken, data classification using random forest would produce the best selection.

For data processing, the author uses K-Means for clustering. K-Means is the most frequently used clustering 
method in which we determine the number of clusters (k) of a data set. The purpose of the K-mean is to 
determine the center point of each cluster which is called the centroid. K-means clustering creates k partitions 
in n-dimensional space, where n is the number of attributes in a data set. Partition the data set, it is necessary 
to define a measure of proximity. The most common measure used for attributes is Euclidean distance (Kotu & 
Deshpande, 2015). The stages of making clustering with the K-Means method based on the results of logistic 
regression are Identifying all input variables that will be used in clustering. Determine significant variables based 
on the results of logistic regression. Determine the K value of K-Means, namely the number of clusters that will 
be created for each important variable, Validate cluster accuracy by measuring the silhouette index. By creating 
clustering, we can find out what customer profiles have in common

To determine the company’s internal and external factors, the authors use SWOT analysis. SWOT analysis is a 
systematic study of the company’s internal strengths and weaknesses with the opportunities and environmental 
threats faced in the company. According to Rangkuti, in the Technical SWOT Analysis, Dissecting Business Cases 
(2014: 19) SWOT analysis is a way to systematically identify various factors to formulate a company strategy. 
This analysis is based on the logic that maximizes strengths and opportunities, but simultaneously minimizes 
weaknesses and threats. Meanwhile, according to Kotler which is translated by Molan (207) SWOT analysis is 
an evaluation of the overall strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of the company. The strategic 
decision-making process is always related to the development of the company’s mission, objectives, strategies, 
and policies. Thus the strategic planner must analyze the company’s strategic factors (strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, and threats) in the current conditions. This is called a situation analysis. A very popular model for 
situation analysis is the SWOT analysis (Rangkuti, 2014). SWOT analysis in the context of the strategy aims to find 
out how the conditions exist within the company, in this case, the internal conditions of the company running 
its business activities. Then this SWOT analysis aims to find out the actual external conditions that will be faced 
by the company. So that the company can maximize the advantages of its internal factors to deal with external 
conditions

For data validation and targets and marketing strategies, the authors used triangulation. According to Moloeng 
(2007: 330), triangulation is a technique of checking the validity of data that makes use of something else. Outside 
the data for checking purposes or as a comparison against that data. The triangulation technique most widely 
used is checking through other sources. Denzin in Moloeng (2007: 330) distinguishes four types of triangulation 
as an examination technique that utilizes the use of sources, methods, investigators, and theory. Triangulation 
is carried out through interviews, direct observation, and indirect observation. This indirect observation is 
meant in the form of observing several behaviors and events which are then derived from the results of these 
observations, a common thread that connects the two. The data collection techniques used will complement the 
primary and secondary data collection. Observations and interviews are used to collect primary data relating to 
the evaluation of employee performance on public services provided, while documentation studies are used to 
collect secondary data that can be picked up from various documentation about employee performance.

2. METHODOLOGY
In this study the authors used mixed methods to get the best marketing strategy. Below are the stages of research:
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Figure 3. Research Stages

Figure 3. In this study, to obtain a marketing strategy in the form of a marketing program that is following user 
clustering. Starting with the formulation of the problem about the background problem of the object of research. 
Then a literature study was carried out to explore similar problem theories from other studies. The research 
design using mixed methods, qualitative and quantitative methods then complemented by data from the company 
and interviews. In this study, data analysis was carried out in 2 parts, namely big data analysis for classification 
using random forest and clustering using K-means to obtain the descriptive analysis. Then to ensure that the 
data is triangulated or interviewed by the expert judgment. To ensure that the data has been processed and to 
determine marketing targets. After that to get a SWOT analysis and a marketing program for the user cluster.

Figure 4. Research framework
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Figure 4, The author collected data from sharia e-money companies. Data is collected and becomes variables.  In 
data processing and data analysis, the authors use random forest for the classification of variables that affect the 
activeness of application users, then K-Means for clustering users. In the final stage, triangulation or interviews 
with marketing experts at the sharia e-money application company to obtain a company SWOT analysis and the 
right marketing strategy for the user cluster acquired. In Table 1  it can be seen that the segmentation geography 
consists of 2 variables that are city name and province name. Segmentation demography consists of 7 variables 
that are religion, gender, age, marital status, last education, job type and PEP. Segmentation Psychography 
consists of 1 variable that is mobile type. Segmentation behavior consists of 3 variables that are recency, amount 
and frequency.

Table 1 Variable Data

Segmentation Variable Description
Geography City name The city area of   the application user

Province Name The Province of the application user
Demographics Religion Application user religion

Gender Application user gender
Age Age of the application user
Marital Status Marital application user status
Last Education Last Education app users
Job Type Job Type of application users
PEP PEP (risk level) of application users

Psychographics Mobile Type Type of mobile application user
Behavioural Recency When was the last time I used the app 

Amount The amount of the application user transaction 
amount 

Frequency Total frequency of application user transactions 

3. DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION AND LIMITATION
In this study, to create a marketing strategy, the authors made research questions to be discussed as follows:

• What are the most important variables (Important variable) for segmenting sharia e-money application 
customers

• How many the most optimal sharia e-money application customer segmentation?
• What are the characteristics of the targeted segment (highly prospect)?
• What are the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats of the case study company?
• What marketing programs are recommended to increase sales on the sharia e-money application for each 

cluster?

3.1   IMPORTANT VARIABLES FOR SEGMENTATION
To answer research questions, what are the most important variables (Important variable) for segmenting sharia 
e-money application customers. The author uses the orange lab application for data processing. Data processing 
with random forest models. In figure 5 is the random forest model in the orange application. The file in the model 
is given an input variable consisting of 13 variable data that are city name, province name, religion, gender, age, 
marital status, last education, job type, PEP, mobile type, recency, amount, and frequency. Variable input data will 
be processed using a random forest with a complete model as shown in Figure 5. The expected output is found 5 
important variables that affect the activeness of users of the sharia e-money application.
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Figure 5.  Random Forest Model

In Figure 6, we find the random forest results. The top 5 variables from Figure 6 are the 5 most important variables 
that affect the activeness of users of the sharia e-money application. The authors conclude that there are 5 
important variables for segmentation, that are variabel money, frequency, recency (last_trx), province name, and 
job type to be processed into input Clustering.

Figure 6. Result Best Rand Random Forest Model

3.2   OPTIMAL AMOUNT OF USER SEGMENTATION
To answer research questions, how many the most optimal sharia e-money application customer segmentation. 
The author uses the orange Lab application for data processing, data processing with K-means models. In figure 
7 is the K-Means model in the orange application. The file in the model is given an input variable important 
consisting of 5 variable data that are money, frequency, recency (last_trx), province name and job type. This 
data comes from the previous random forest output to find 5 important variables. Variable input data will be 
processed using a K-Means with a complete model as shown in Figure 7. The expected output is to find the best 
number of clusters for application user segmentation
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Figure 7. K-Means Model

Figure 8.  Silhouette Scores

In Figure 8, from Orange Lab, the highest score of silhouette Score is 0.873 with 2 clusters. In this study, the 
authors concluded that the most optimal cluster segmentation is with 2 clusters segmentations.

3.3   CHARACTERISTICS OF SEGMENTATION WITH HIGH PROSPECT
To answer research questions, What are the characteristics of the targeted segment (highly prospect). The author 
uses the orange lab application for data processing, data processing with scatter map model,box plot model and 
significant groups.
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Figure 9. Scatter map with 2 Cluster

In figure 9, the author tested the data on the scatter map model using 2 clusters (the most optimal cluster 
segmentation is with 2 cluster segmentations). When doing the scatter map test, it was found that the best 
pattern of division of the 2 clusters was using the money variable on the x-axis and the frequency variable on the 
y-axis. In Figure 9, the output of C1 or cluster 1 is blue and C2 or cluster 2 is red. In this scatter map we know that 
C1 or cluster 1 has a greater amount and frequency than C2 or cluster 2, so that the authors conclude that C1 or 
cluster 1 is a targeted segment (highly prospect).

To find out the characteristics of each cluster, first it can be done with a box plot model. The results of the Box 
Plot model are categorical and numeric exploratory analysis. In Figure 10, Cluster Plot and Money Variables, a 
cluster analysis is performed with the variable money in Rupiah. The dark blue vertical line is the mean (average) 
and the thin blue vertical line represents the standard deviation with the amount values of C1: 44,614,681.4 ± 
25,540,711.7 and C2: 3,612,889.4 ± 4,301,472.7.

Figure 10.  Box Plot Cluster and Money Variable

The results of the Box Plot model are categorical and numeric exploratory analysis. In Figure 11 Box Plot Clusters 
and Frequency Variables, a cluster analysis is performed with the variable frequency. The dark blue vertical line 
is the mean (average) and the thin blue vertical line represents the standard deviation with the frequency values 
C1: 463.4 ± 420.48 and C2: 95.3 ± 112.65
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Figure 11.  Box Plot Cluster and Frequency Variable

In Figure 12, the blox plot cluster model and Provincial Name Variables, it can be concluded that there are 5 
provincial attributes in C1 and C2, namely West Java, Central Java, East Java, Banten, and DKI Jakarta

Figure 12.  Box Plot Cluster and Province Name Variable

In Figure 13, the blox plot cluster model and the Job Type variable, it can be concluded that 5 attributes of high 
quantity user work types at C1 and C2 are housewives, private employees, entrepreneurs, students and traders.

Figure 13.  Box Plot Cluster and  Job Type Variable

In Figure 14, the Significant Group model using the maximum statistic in the money variable, it can be seen that 
C1 or cluster 1 as a high prospect has Job Type Private Employees, Entrepreneurs, Housewives, Students and 
Traders. The provinces consist of West Java, Central Java, East Java, Banten, DKI, Lampung, North Sumatra, South 
Sumatra and South Borneo.
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Figure 14. Significant Group Cluster, Job Type, and Money

In Figure 15, the Significant Group model using the maximum statistic in the frequency variable, it can be seen 
that C1 or cluster 1 as a high prospect has provinces consist of West Java, Central Java, East Java, Banten, DKI, 
Lampung, North Sumatra, South Sumatra and South Borneo. 

Figure 15. Significant Group Cluster, Job Type and Frequency

From data processing with scatter map model,box plot model and significant groups.

The authors conclude in table 2, the profile of customers with High Prospects, variable money obtained the 
average (mean) transaction of IDR 44,614,681.4 for 6 months of transactions or IDR 7,435,780.23 per month and 
the average (mean) frequency of transactions is 463 times for 6 months of transactions or 77 transactions every 
month. In other words, the average transaction divided by the average frequency of each month, the average 
transaction is IDR 96,568.57 and the average transaction per day is around 2.56 times a day or 2-3 times a day.
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Table 2. Characteristics of Segmentation with High Prospect 

VARIABLE HIGH PROSPECT CUSTOMER PROFILE
Money Average (mean) transactions of IDR 44,614,681.4 for 6 

months of transactions or IDR 7,435,780.23 per month
Frequency The average (mean) frequency of transactions was 463 times 

for 6 months of transactions or 77 transactions per month
Job Type Private Employees, Entrepreneurs, Housewives, Students 

and Merchants
Province Name West Java, Central Java, East Java, Banten, DKI, Lampung, 

North Sumatra, South Sumatra and South Borneo

3.4   SWOT ANALYST
To answer research questions, What are the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats of the case 
study company. The author conducted an interview with the Product & Marketing Head of the sharia e-money 
application company. 

In Table 3 explains about strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats application sharia e-money. From an 
internal factor, the main strength is because the owner of the company is a religious figure in Indonesia, the main 
weakness is that the company’s finances are not good. From an external factor, the main opportunity is because 
Indonesia is the largest Islamic country in the world and Indonesia’s demographic bonus, the main threat is the 
existence of other Islamic e-money application competitors.

Table 3.  SWOT Analysis Application Sharia E-money

Strengths 

• Branding owner as a public figure

• Strong Community Based

• Pioneer of sharia e-money in Indonesia

• Application is the work of the Nation’s Children

Weakness 

• Poor company finances

• The amount of incomplete or registered data

• Low active user

• Less competitive prices

• Internal has not yet focused on developing 
e-money

Opportunities 

• Indonesia is the largest Islamic country in the 
world

• Demographic Bonus starting in 2020

• There are still many untapped community bases

Threats 

• The existence of other sharia e-money players

• The amount of political influence on the branding 
owner

• e-money regulations are still changing

After swot analysis with the Product & Marketing Head interview method then proceed with mapping the TOWS 
strategy. TOWS The strategy is concluded from the interview results:

• SO (Strength Opportunities) Strategy: optimizing the internal strength of the company such as the owner is 
a public Islamic figure in Indonesia to take market opportunities

• WO (Weakness Opportunities) Strategy: increase the user community of the application and reduce costs

• ST (Strength Threats) Strategy: build positive perceptions about the application by dividing the profits of each 
application to the company and alms

• WT (Weakness Threats) Strategy: develop applications according to user needs

In the interview, also discussed marketing program ideas by considering SWOT Analysis and TOWS Strategy. 
Several marketing programs such as meet and greet the owner as public Islamic figures in Indonesia, points and 
reward systems.
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3.5   MARKETING PROGRAM
To answer research questions, What marketing programs are recommended to increase sales on the sharia 
e-money application for each cluster. The author conducted triangulation or interview with the Product & 
Marketing Head of the sharia e-money application company. 

In table 5 the authors validate each description analysis result such as important variables to identify active users, 
the most optimal number of segmentations, high prospect segment characteristics, and the given marketing 
program. 

Table 5. Triangulation Interview

INTERVIEW Discussion Result Expert Judgment
Variable Important Results of Random Forest 5 Best 

Rank Variable

- Money

- Frequency

- Last Trx

- Job Type

- Name of Province

Expert Judgment (Product & 
Marketing Head) agrees that 5 
important variables are

- Money

- Frequency

- Last Trx

- Job Type

- Name of Province
Optimal amount of 
segmentation

The K-means result from the 
Silhouette Score is 0.873. The 
most optimal number of clusters is 
2 clusters.

- Expert Judgment (Product & 
Marketing Head) agrees for the 
optimal number of 2 Clusters.

High Prospect segment 
characteristics

From K-Means Results. C1 
obtained box plot and significant 
group as high prospect with 
high frequency and number of 
transactions

Expert Judgment (Product & 
Marketing Head) agrees that C1 
is a High prospect in terms of 
frequency and money (number of 
transactions)

C1 as B2B (Business to Business) 
and C2 as B2C (Business to 
Customer)

Marketing program for 
clustering

C1 is a High prospect user and C2 
is a Normal user

Expert Judgment (Product & 
Marketing Head) divides the 
Marketing Program analysis with 
points and reward systems.

 
After triangulation and description analysis, it was found that 2 clusters, namely C1 and C2. C1 is a B2B (Business 
to Business) user, using applications to sell pulses, data packages, bill payments, airplane tickets, train tickets, and 
others, so C1 is a cluster with high prospects due to the high frequency and transactions using the application. 
C2 is a B2C (Business to Customer) user,  using the application for personal needs so that the frequency and 
transactions are lower C1. 

After getting the user cluster, the given marketing strategy is different in the form of a marketing program. This 
marketing program provides C1 points and rewards that are much more attractive than C2. Points and rewards 
are conducted through tearing, if the customer reaches a certain frequency and number of tearing, the points 
and reward levels will be even greater. The similarity program for the two clusters is that every transaction made, 
the profit of the transaction will be shared between the company and alms so that each user makes a transaction 
on the sharia e-money application, so it contains elements of alms.

4. ADDITIONAL IMPROVEMENT
This research can be developed again in the future with several methods and data completeness.

1. Data processing using the Next Best Action Marketing (One on One Marketing) by developing a Forecast the 
customer lifetime value (CLV)

2. Data processing using statistical methods such as neural networks, decision trees and others to produce the 
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most optimal model accuracy

3. Research and develop user clusters with more data so that the more clusters the more specific

4. Researching and developing new clusters such as C2C (Customer to Customer)

5. Researching and developing marketing programs and measuring programs that have been implemented
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Abstrack

Internet banking users still less when compared with the total population of customers. If seen from the number of 
Internet users in Indonesia, the development of Internet banking should be more massive. The purpose of this pa-
per is to further the understanding of innovation resistance by dividing internet banking non-adopters into three 
groups based on their intention to use the innovation. Thereafter, the aim si to identfy how the resistance differs in 
these customers groups. This study identifies three groups of internet banking non-adopters, namely postponers, 
opponents, and rejectors. The data were collected by conducting questionaire through online and offline among 
the retail banking customers in Indonesia who had not adopted internet banking. Thereafter, kruskal-wallis test 
used to analyzed data by using SPSS 22. The result showed that usage, value, risk, tradition and image barrier 
differ significantly between the groups. The result also showed that postponers had low resistance than oppo-
nents, while the rejectors show high resisntance. The postponers had some doubt about risk aspect. Risk barrier 
is the most intense barrier to internet banking adoption among opponents, followed by usage barrier. The results 
indicate that tradition barrier is the most intense barrier to internet banking adoption among the rejectors. This 
research suggested to the bank, the groups should be approached with different strategies and differentiated 
targeted marketing actions.

Keywords: Consumer resistance; Internet banking, Adoption.

1. INTRODUCTION
Information and communication technology (ICT) developing very rapidly nowadays. The Indonesian Internet 
Service Providers Association (APJII) argues that in 2018 most Indonesians can no longer escape from internet-
based communication activities. In 2017 the number of internet users in Indonesia was 143.3 million people with 
a penetration of 40%. In 2018, there was an increase in the number of internet users in Indonesia reaching 171.2 
million people with a penetration of 54,86%.

According to Jun and Cai (2001) in Kerti et al. 2014) revealed that the rapid growth of the internet has changed 
the way companies connect with their customers, the banking business is no exception. The Internet has helped 
the IT revolution in financial services in banking services. (Makris et al in Hanafizadeh et al., 2014). The flexibility 
and mobility of a person who is getting faster and the presence of internet services require easier and faster 
banking services. Internet banking service is one of the answers. (Prihiyani, 2012) 

Internet banking provides fast, safe, convenient, inexpensive service, and is available at any time (24 hours non-
stop), and can be accessed from anywhere, be it from cell phones, computers, laptops / notebooks, PDAs, and 
so on. Through internet banking, customers can perform an account in quiry, account opening, transfers, bill 
payments, information on interest rates and currency exchange rates, change PIN numbers and simulate credit 
calculations. (Prihiyani, 2012). Of the 5 largest banks in Indonesia based on total customers, customers who use 
internet banking services are still low. Table 1 shows the comparison of the number of customers with internet 
banking users in the 5 largest banks in Indonesia based on the number of customers.
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Tabel 1.  Comparison of Number of Customers and Internet Banking Users in the 5 Largest Banks in Indonesia in 
2019

No Bank
Number of 
Customers

2019

Internet banking 
Users %

1 BRI 90 mil 11 mil 12 %

2 BNI 44,9 mil 4,2 mil 9,4 %

3 Bank Mandiri 83,5 mil 8,3 mil 10 %

4 BCA 19,5 mil 9 mil 46 %

5 CIMB Niaga 8 mil 2,5 mil 31,3 %

To understand consumer adoption behavior, it is necessary to understand innovators and users of innovation but 
also the reasons why some people do not adopt and may reject innovation. (Laukanen et al., 2008). Banks are 
interested in finding ways and strategies for their customers to use internet banking. Understanding resistance 
to non-adopters can help to achieve these goals. (Laukanen et al., 2008). Non-adopters can be a vital source 
of information in the successful development, development, implementation and marketing of an innovation. 
Therefore, companies need to identify different sources of consumer resistance to innovation to reduce failed 
products (Ram in Lauksen et al., 2008).

There are several studies on consumer resistance to internet banking. One of them is research by Laukanen 
et al. (2007, 2008) in Finland who examined the barriers to the adoption of internet banking which became 
consumer resistance to internet banking using the theory of consumer resistance to innovation by Ram and 
Sheth. Innovation resistance is somewhat neglected in academic marketing research (Sheth in Laentuken et al. 
(2007, 2008). So far, the literature on innovation has been mostly concentrated on diffusion, innovation adoption, 
motivational factors in adoption, factors that accelerate adoption process, and the characteristics of innovation 
adopters (Rogers in Lauksen et al., 2007; Gatignon and Robertson; Ram in Lauksen et al., 2008), instead of the 
reasons that slow down or inhibit or prevent or delay diffusion, the adoption of an innovation (Lauksen et al., 
2007; Bradley and Stewart in Laentuken et al., 2008). However, studying the innovation resistance process may 
be even more important than learning adoption (Ram in Lauksen et al., 2007).

Even in the case of successful innovations, resistance can occur. Innovation resistance can hinder or even prevent 
the adoption of an innovation and therefore must be overcome before adoption can begin. (Ram in Laentuken 
et al., 2008). The adoption process can only begin after the resistance has been overcome (Ram; Bagozzi and Lee 
in Lauksen et al., 2007). Laukanen et al. (2008) assume that innovation resistance has an influence on consumer 
intentions in using an innovation.

Based on the background description above, the authors are interested in conducting a research related to 
internet banking and adopting the research that has been conducted by Laukanen et al. (2008). The purpose 
of this study is to determine the differences in consumer resistance to internet banking among postponers, 
opponents and rejectors.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW, FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY
Literature Review

Internet banking is another term used for online banking. Internet banking or online banking is defined as the use 
of the internet as a channel for delivering banking services through the World Wide Web. (Hamid et al. In Nasri 
et al., 2012). [13] Internet banking allows bank customers to carry out banking activities such as paying bills, 
checking account information, transferring funds, investing and checking services through bank websites (Tan 
and Teo, 2000; in Hanafizadeh et al., 2014). [2]

Innovation resistance is defined as resistance that consumers offer to an innovation, either because it raises the 
potential for a satisfactory change in the status quo or because it conflicts with their belief structure (Ram and 
Sheth, 1989) [15].

Innovation resistance is seen as a normal consumer response to changes in existing habits or supposed practices of 
the adoption of an innovation. (Ram in Laentuken et al., 2008) [10]. Thus, innovation resistance can be considered 
as a special form of resistance to change (Ram in Laentuken et al., 2007) [9].

Consumers face several obstacles that stifle their desire to adopt an innovation, and these obstacles are 
categorized into 2 obstacles, namely functional barriers and psychological barriers. Functional barriers (functional 
barrier) consists of usage barriers, value barriers, risk barriers. Meanwhile, psychological barriers (psychological 
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barrier) consist of traditional barriers (traditional barrier) and image barrier (image barrier). (Ram and Sheth in 
Laentuken et al., 2007) [9]. As illustrated in Figure 1 below.

Picture 1. Consumer Resistance to Innovation

Ram and Sheth in Laentuken et al. (2007) [9] argue that usage barrier is perhaps the most common cause of 
consumer resistance in an innovation. Usage barrier is mostly related to the usefulness of an innovation and the 
changes required from consumers. Barriers arise when an innovation is not compatible with existing workflows, 
practices and habits.

Value barrier is based on the monetary value of an innovation. If an innovation does not offer a good ratio of 
performance to change price, then there is no benefit for customers changing the way they do their jobs. (Ram & 
Sheth in Laentuken et al., 2007). [9]

Risk barrier refers to the level of risk of an innovation. Innovation always includes the level of risk that will be felt, 
because of the uncertainty of an innovation. (Ram & Sheth in Laentuken et al., 2007). [9]

Tradition barrier has implications for an innovation that causes changes in the daily routine of consumers. This 
routine can be very important for consumers. Consumers also have social and family values   and social norms. 
Behavior that is contrary to values   and norms will cause obstacles to tradition. (Ram & Sheth in Laentuken et al., 
2007). [9]

Image barrier comes from stereotypical thinking about an innovation. Each innovation achieves a certain 
identity from its origin, such as including which product category they come from, which country or brand of the 
innovation. Therefore, in general, the image barrier can be considered as the image of an innovation. (Ram & 
Sheth in Laentuken et al., 2007). [9]

Szmigin and Foxall in Laentuken et al. (2008) [10] categorize non-adopters into 3 groups based on their intended 
use in the adoption of an innovation, namely:

1. Postponers are a group of non-adopters who intend to adopt an innovation within 1 year.

2. Opponents are a group of non-adopters who intend to adopt an innovation but have not yet decided when 
to adopt it, but certainly not within 1 year.

3. Rejectors are a group of non-adopters who have no intention of adopting an innovation at all.

Framework

This study adopted the research of Laukanen et al. (2008) because they have the same objective, namely to 
identify the barriers that become consumer resistance to internet banking in the three non-adopter groups, 
which consist of postponers, opponents, and rejectors. As well as looking for differences in resistance among 
postponers, opponents, and rejectors. Laukanen et al. (2008) examined non-adopters because nonadopters 
unwittingly could become a vital source of information in the successful development, implementation and 
marketing of an innovation. In addition, companies need to identify different sources of consumer resistance to 
innovation to reduce failed products.
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Figur 2. Framework

Figure 2 shows the framework in this study which is based on research by Lauksen et al. (2008). This study 
will identify resistance among the three non-adopter groups to internet banking. Ram and Sheth (1989) used 
innovation resistance theory to explain consumer resistance to internet banking. Consumer resistance to 
innovation has been explained by different barriers that hinder or even prevent innovation adoption. Innovation 
resistance consists of functional barriers and psychological barriers. Where the barriers to use, value and risk 
include functional barriers and traditional and image barriers including psychological barriers. The following is 
the hypothesis of this study:

H1. The usage barrier in internet banking adoption differs significantly among postponers, opponents, and 
rejectors.
H2. The value barrier in internet banking adoption differs significantly among postponers, opponents and 
rejectors.
H3. The risk barrier in internet banking adoption differs significantly among postponers, opponents and rejectors.
H4. Tradition barriers to internet banking adoption differ significantly among postponers, opponents and rejectors.
H5. Image barriers to internet banking adoption differ significantly among postponers, opponents and rejectors.

Methodology

In this research, the method used is quantitative method. Based on the objectives of this study, it is included in 
descriptive research. This research is based on the type of investigation included in comparative research. In this 
study, based on the involvement of the researcher, the researcher did not manipulate (intervention) any data. 
The unit of analysis in this study is an individual because it examines the opinion of each person or individual. This 
study was based on the time of implementation included in a cross-sectional study.

The sampling technique used was non-probability sampling with the sampling technique used, namely purposive 
sampling. The population in this study are bank customers in Indonesia, while the sample of bank customers who 
have not used internet banking. The data was collected by distributing questionnaires through Google Forms 
and directly, obtained 593 respondents consisting of 225 (38%) postponers respondents, 271 (46%) respondent 
opponents, and 97 (16%) rejectors respondents. In this study, a Likert scale was used on a scale of 4, from strongly 
disagree (1) to strongly agree (4), in which the neutral choice is eliminated.

The data analysis technique used was the Kruskal-Wallis test. The Kruskal Wallis test (ranked one-way ANOVA) 
is a ranking-based nonparametric test whose purpose is to determine whether there is a statistically significant 
difference between two or more groups of independent variables on the dependent variable on the numeric data 
scale (interval / ratio) and ordinal scale. [16] Then a post hoc analysis was performed using the Mann-Whitney 
test to determine which groups had differences.

4. DISCUSSION
To find out whether there are differences in the barriers that exist in the adoption of internet banking among the 
non-adopter internet banking groups (postponers, opponents, and rejectors), an ANOVA test was performed on 
the answers to each variable from the three groups. However, because it did not meet the requirements (normal 
data distribution and homogeneous data variance) the ANOVA test could not be done so as an alternative, the 
Kruskal-Wallis test was used. Table 2 shows the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test.
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Table 2. Kruskal-Wallis Test Results

Indicator
Mean Rank Chi-Square

df Sig.
Postponers Opponents Rejectors

Usage barrier 210,51 321,83 428,24 122,148 2 0,000

UB1 214,45 315,29 437,39 145.583 2 0,000

UB2 223,12 317,94 409,89 107,527 2 0,000

UB3 241,19 300,27 417,31 86,999 2 0,000

UB4 225,85 310,75 423,61 109,931 2 0,000

UB5 258,82 311,84 344,12 23,454 2 0,000

Value barrier 220,02 298,56 471,18 152,012 2 0,000

VB1 226,77 306,24 434,10 119,612 2 0,000

VB2 226,05 277,13 424,29 71,383 2 0,000

VB3 236,59 311,98 395,27 74,576 2 0,000

Risk barrier 247,58 325,53 331,92 30,768 2 0,000

RB1 285,74 316,12 269,71 7,688 2 0,021

RB2 261,14 311,43 339,87 21,732 2 0,000

RB3 267,81 314,14 316,84 11,851 2 0,003

RB4 264,08 319,00 311,90 15,186 2 0,001

RB5 265,31 312,46 327,31 14,609 2 0,001

Tradition barrier 213,35 297,98 488,28 178,877 2 0,000

TB1 244,31 284,26 454,81 113,029 2 0,000

TB2 229,48 308,05 422,74 104,857 2 0,000

TB3 231,35 300,19 440,35 118,343 2 0,000

Image barrier 240,98 292,58 439,29 94,397 2 0,000

IB1 243,81 293,93 428,96 108,577 2 0,000

IB2 249,63 298,00 404,07 62,339 2 0,000

IB3 264,67 290,19 391,03 42,491 2 0,000

Based on the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test in Table 2, it shows that there are significant differences in the 
usage barrier, value barrier, risk barrier, traditional barrier and image barrier among postponers, opponents, and 
rejectors.

The results also showed the postponers had lower resistance compared to the other groups. This is because the 
results show the mean rank postponers are lower than the other groups. A closer examination reveals that in the 
postponers group there are some doubts regarding the risk aspects of internet banking. Most of the postponers 
seem to be concerned that they are incorrectly pressing or filling out their information on bills that are being paid. 
Moreover, they seem to be on average in the postponers group worried that the connection will suddenly drop 
when they use internet banking which shows a higher mean rank than the rejectors group.

This supports the results of the study by Laukanen et al. (2008) [9], where the postponers group has low 
resistance, and there are some doubts about the risk aspects of internet banking. The findings of Laukanen et al. 
(2008) revealed that most of the postponers had concerns that they incorrectly pressed or filled in the invoice 
information to be paid or they might lose their PIN records, and moreover, they were afraid that the internet 
connection would suddenly disconnect / disappear while using internet banking.

The results show that the risk barrier is the main obstacle in the adoption of internet banking among the 
opponents group. Then followed by a usage barrier. This is because the results show that the risk barrier obtains 
a high mean rank. These results also support the findings of Laentuken et al. (2008) [10] stated that the most 
important obstacle in the adoption of internet banking by the opponents group is risk barrier. Furthermore, the 
results show that opponents are concerned about the risk of pressing or filling in wrong information on bills to 
be paid and are worried if the internet connection suddenly drops / disappears while using internet banking. 
Moreover, they are worried that the PIN record might be lost. At the usage barrier, the opponent group has a 
perception that using internet banking is complicated or not easy to use.

Based on the results it was revealed that the rejectors group had higher resistance compared to postponers and 
opponents, the mean rank of rejectors was greater than the other two groups at each barrier. The examination 
of the results further showed that on the risk barrier, the mean RB1 rank of the rejectors group was lower than 
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the other two groups, it indicated that the level of concern that the internet connection was disconnected / 
disappeared when using internet banking was lower in the rejectors group than the opponents and posponers. 
The results reveal that tradition barrier is the main obstacle preventing the rejectors from adopting internet 
banking. They prefer to visit banks and transact through tellers and they think that internet banking does not 
provide a better option than other services. Then it was revealed that the value barrier is the second strongest 
obstacle in the adoption of internet banking. They consider that internet banking services are not economical and 
internet banking does not provide any benefit in managing finances compared to other methods.

Table 3. Mann-Whitney Test Results between Postponers and Opponents, Postponers dan Rejectors, and 
Opponents s dan Rejectors

Indicators

Mann-
Whitney U

Wilcoxon 
W Z Sig. Mann-

Whitney U
Wilcoxon 

W Z Sig. Mann-
Whitney U

Wilcoxon 
W Z Sig.

Postponers and Oppenents Postponers and Rejectors Opponents and Rejector
Usage 
barrier 18308 43733 -7,73 0 3632,5 29057,5 -9,59 0 7693 44549 -6,12 0

UB1 19599,5 45024,5 -7,7 0 3227 28652 -10,82 0 7211,5 44067,5 -7,36 0

UB2 20466 45891 -7,08 0 4310 29735 -9,34 0 8795,5 45651,5 -5,41 0

UB3 24336 49761 -4,3 0 4507,5 29932,5 -9,17 0 7878,5 44734,5 -6,45 0

UB4 21403 46828 -6,31 0 3988 29413 -9,66 0 7786,5 44642,5 -6,44 0

UB5 24922,5 50347,5 -3,75 0 7886 33311 -4,2 0 11599 48455 -1,83 0,066
Value 

barrier 22018 47443 -5,47 0 2062,5 27487,5 -11,77 0 5098 41954 -9,13 0

VB1 22227,5 47652,5 -5,73 0 3370,5 28795,5 -10,65 0 7387 44243 -6,99 0

VB2 28908,5 54333,5 -1,05 0,293 5527,5 30952,5 -7,32 0 6181 43037 -8,24 0

VB3 22578 48003 -5,56 0 5229 30654 -8,05 0 9294,5 46150,5 -4,66 0

Risk barrier 21931,5 47356,5 -5,44 0 8350 33775 -3,36 0,001 12318,5 49174,5 -0,92 0,355

RB1 27316,5 52741,5 -2,13 0,033 10275,5 15028,5 -0,87 0,38 11133 15886 -2,38 0,017

RB2 25122,5 50547,5 -3.79 0 8209 33634 -3,83 0 11689 48545 -1,78 0,074

RB3 25578,5 51003,5 -3,3 0,001 9253 34678 -2,27 0,023 12879 49735 -0,31 0,755

RB4 24778,5 50203,5 -3,81 0 9214,5 34639,5 -2,33 0,019 12891 17644 -0,3 0,764

RB5 25475 50900 -3,38 0,001 8794,5 34219,5 -2,92 0,003 12321,5 49177,5 -0,96 0,333
Tradition 
barrier 20991,5 46416,5 -6,07 0 1587,5 27012,5 -12,31 0 3914 40770 -10,4 0

TB1 26108 51533 -2,88 0,004 3436 28861 -10,09 0 5312 42168 -9,04 0

TB2 22371 47796 -5,51 0 3836,5 29261,5 -10,02 0 8022,5 44878,5 -6,5 0

TB3 23099 48524 -5.02 0 3530,5 28955,5 -10,28 0 6620,5 43476,5 -8,18 0
Image 
barrier 24631,5 50056,5 -3,76 0 4164 29589 -8,91 0 6089,5 42945,5 -8 0

IB1 25080 50505 -4,08 0 4351,5 29776,5 -9,61 0 6904 43760 -8,25 0

IB2 25261 50686 -3,53 0 5481,5 30906,5 -7,46 0 8189 45045 -5,87 0

IB3 27582,5 53007,5 -1,96 0,05 6542,5 31967,5 -5,95 0 8392,5 45348,5 -5,66 0

The results of the Mann-Whitney test show that based on the p-value in the column sig. There is no difference 
between postponers and opponents in the perception that internet banking does not provide significant benefits 
in managing financial matters compared to other means (VB2) because it has a p value> 0.05. There is no difference 
between postponers and rejectors when using internet banking, the internet connection suddenly disconnects 
(RB1) which is significant because it has a p value> 0.05. there is no difference in the perception that changing 
the PIN code periodically is not troublesome (UB5), the level of confidence that proof of transactions that can 
be printed through internet banking services can be used as valid proof of payment (RB2), the level of concern is 
that it is wrong to press or fill in the information on bills to be paid when using internet banking (RB3), the level 
of concern that the PIN code record may be lost and fall into the hands of an irresponsible person (RB4), and the 
level of confidence that when using internet banking no other party can use or see my account information (RB5 
) because it has a p value> 0.05.

On the usage barrier, value barrier, tradition barrier and image barrier, it can be concluded that the groups that 
have differences are between postponers and opponents, postponers and rejectors, opponents and rejectors. 
Meanwhile, the group that has differences in risk barrier is between postponers and opponents, postponers and 
rejectors.

Further results through the Mann-Whitney test between postponers and opponents show that between the 
two groups of non-adopters on the value barrier there is no difference in perceptions between postponers and 
opponents that internet banking does not provide benefits in managing my finances compared to other means. 
It also shows that based on the results, the mean rank of the postponers group has a lower resistance than the 
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opponents group.

The results of the Mann-Whitney test between Postponers and Rejectors show that between the two groups 
of non-adopters both have concerns when using internet banking services, the internet connection suddenly 
disappears / disconnects. It also shows that based on the results, the mean rank of the postponers group has a 
lower resistance than the rejectors group.

Furthermore, the Mann-Whitney test results between Opponents and Rejectors show that there is no significant 
difference in risk barrier. These results support the findings of Lee et al. (2005) in Lauksen et al., (2008) [10], which 
divides non-adopters into 2 groups, namely groups who will adopt in the next 12 months and groups who will 
not adopt at all. They found that there was no significant difference in risk perception between the 2 groups of 
non-adopters. Both groups have concerns that when using internet banking they will make mistakes in pressing 
and filling in billing information and are worried that the PIN code record may be lost and fall into irresponsible 
hands. Both groups also believe that printable proof of transaction can be used as proof of legal payment and 
believe that no other party can use or view their internet banking account.

The results also show that among the opponents and rejectors alike have the perception that changing the PIN 
code periodically is troublesome, and show that based on the results the mean rank of the opponents group has 
lower resistance compared to the rejectors group.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1   CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results, it can be concluded that usage barriers, value barriers, risk barriers, tradition barriers, 
and image barriers in the adoption of internet banking have significant differences between groups of non 
internet banking users (postponers, opponents and rejectors). Thus H1, H2, H3, H4, H5 which state that there are 
significant differences are proven to be true.

5.2   RECOMMENDATIONS

5.2.1   RECOMMENDATIONS FOR INTERNET BANKING SERVICE PROVIDER BANKS
Based on the results, the three groups of non-adopters had significant differences in resistance. Therefore it is 
recommended that banks providing internet banking services provide different strategic approaches and different 
marketing actions in each group to encourage customers to use internet banking services.

The postponers group is concerned about the risk aspects when transacting through internet banking services 
by wrongly pressing or filling in the information on bills to be paid. Moreover, the average postponers seem 
to be worried that the internet connection will suddenly disconnect / disappear when making transactions. To 
accelerate postponers adopting internet banking, banks can concentrate on security issues in marketing internet 
banking. In addition, banks can minimize errors that occur in internet banking services, especially errors during 
transactions.

The opponents group also concentrates on the risk aspect but also on the usefulness of internet banking. To 
accelerate the adoption of internet banking, banks can take a similar marketing approach to the postponers 
group. In addition, banks can improve the user authentication mechanism at login by providing an option if 
the PIN is lost. The bank also focuses on the use and convenience of internet banking when marketing internet 
banking.

Then to convince the rejectors group to adopt internet banking, banks can provide education and information 
about the ease, usefulness and benefits of using internet banking services. If necessary, demonstrations and 
training are conducted in the operation of internet banking services.

5.2.2   SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The object of this research is bank customers in Indonesia who have not used internet banking. With the non-
probability sampling technique, the research results do not represent Indonesia, so the suggestion for further 
research is to use probability sampling techniques to represent Indonesia. It is also suggested for further research 
to be carried out by narrowing the scope of the research, for example, namely only one or two cities / regencies 
/ provinces to be researched. It is also suggested for further research to examine urban communities (urban) and 
rural communities (rural).
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Abstract

In 2020, rotation money of e-commerce is increasingly significant due to changes in behavior caused by the Cov-
id-19 pandemic, which makes online shopping activity continuously increasing. Lazada is one of the major e-com-
merce companies in Indonesia, spotting the opportunity from behavior changes in online shopping by strengthen-
ing brand equity. Lazada’s strategy is to make brand experience becomes one way to form a strong brand. In the 
implementation, Lazada has quite active to offer brand experience through experience sensory, affective, intel-
lectual, and behavioral. This study is proposed to analyze factors that can influence brand experience and brand 
equity. The number of items used to measure brand experience is 12 items. Meanwhile, the number of items used 
to measure brand equity is 16 items. Pilot test has been tested for proposed variables to 30 respondents. The 
research instruments will be tested by pearson product moment to test the validity and cronbach’s alpha value 
to test the reliability. The result indicates that the 2 variables with 28 items are valid and reliable, therefore the 
measurement tools can be used for further study.

Keywords: Brand Equity, Brand Experience, E-commerce, Lazada, Online Shopping.

 INTRODUCTION 

In early 2020, internet user penetration in Indonesia has increased 64% with a total population of 272,1 million. 
It is significantly increasing the usage of digital technology in Indonesia, especially online shopping. In 2018-
2019, there was a 46% rising in online shopping. Then, in January 2020 the growth of online shopping activity 
was 88% (We Are Social & Hootsuite, 2020). The behavior changes that occurred during pandemic covid-19 has 
triggered e-commerce growth. E-commerce is considered to be an alternative solution to fulfill consumer needs 
during this pandemic. The high risk of spread, making all of the activities restricted and health protocol must be 
implemented, one of which is minimalize physical contact. 

There are big four e-commerce in Indonesia for instance Shopee, Tokopedia, Bukalapak, and Lazada. During 2018-
2020, Lazada’s monthly website visit performance has been always at the lowest place among them (Iprice, 2020). 
Spotting opportunity from this behavior changes and to grab the market chance, Lazada strengthening their brand 
equity by creating a brand experience. Lazada is quite active to provide experience through experience sensory, 
affective, intellectual, and behavioral. In providing a sensory experience, Lazada providing product category on 
their website and mobile apps to make activity shopping easier for customers. Lazada pleasing customer’s feeling 
by providing live chat 24 hours, it can make all of the problems solves in real-time and that is one of affective 
experience. Lazada’s intellectual experience providing LazLive features where sellers give information related to 
their products. Then, Lazada’s behavioral experience is conducting flash sale and interesting events by providing 
discounts and vouchers. Brand experience can assist a company to enamor its brand in the market, influence 
emotions/feelings, and psyche customers, also gaining loyalty (Beig and Nika, 2019). Brand equity helps the 
company in marketing and identifying customer’s wants (Rahmady and Purwanti, 2020). Strong brand equity 
can make a competitive advantage and increasing sales (Rahmady and Purwanti, 2020). A well-formed brand 
experience will ultimately create strong brand equity (Beig and Nika, 2019). 

Model brand experience and brand equity by Beig and Nika (2019) that adapted for this study will focus to 
analyze the indicator that can measure the dimension of brand experience and brand equity for further research.
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1. LITERATURE REVIEW
Brand Experience 

Brand Experience was developed by Brakus, J. J., Schmitt, B. H., & Zarantonello, L (2009). According to Brakus 
et al. (2009:53) brand experience is as subjective, consumer response (sensation, feeling, and cognition) and 
behavioral responses that arise due to brand-related stimuli which are part of design and identity, packaging, 
communication, and environment. Other statements stated by Harris et al. (2018) brand experience is beyond the 
benefits provided by product and services, authentic, something surprising and unexpected, and leads to positive 
memories. The experiential route can positively influence brand equity. Thus, brand experience is considered to 
be efficient and cost-effective to achieve brand success in the e-commerce industry (Beig and Nika, 2019).

There are four dimensions of brand experience. Firstly, sensory experience is described as how the brand can 
attract consumer’s senses such as vision and sound (Tafesse, 2016). Then, affective experience as an emotional 
assessment, it can represent emotional attraction and brand content (Tafesse, 2016). Thirdly, an intellectual 
experience is defined as how the brand can induce consumer’s cognitive thinking and increase curiosity (Tafesse, 
2016; Bapat, 2020). Fourthly, behavioral experience explaining how the brand can trigger physical actions 
(Tafesse, 2016).

Brand Equity

Brand equity is a brand value obtained from marketing efforts and considered as a company asset (Arora and 
Neha, 2016). When brand equity has a high value, it means that customers already know the brand, have a 
strong and positive association with a brand, good quality, and customers will be loyal to the brand (Brochado 
and Oliveira, 2017). Four dimensions of brand equity that related to customer or CBBE (Customer Based-Brand 
Equity) there are brand awareness, brand association, perceived quality, and brand loyalty. 

Brand awareness means that a brand can easily recognize and remembered in different situations, that provides 
opportunities for the brand to be purchased and if customers get satisfied, the company will achieve a competitive 
advantage (Shahid et al., 2017; Chiguvi et al., 2020). Brand association creating value for companies and 
customers by differentiates the brand and instilling positive behaviors or feelings into customer minds (Sharma, 
2017). If a group of associations is well managed, a brand image will be created (Borchado and Oliveira, 2017: 6). 
Perceived quality comes from customer’s perception of innovation and the ability of a product to meet customer 
expectations, so as can creating customer satisfaction (Inayati and Wahyuni, 2017; Chiguvi et al., 2020: 3). Brand 
loyalty is when customers show a positive response to the brand, buy the brand regularly, and do not switch to 
other brands while still being aware of product prices (Borchado and Oliveira, 2017: 7).

2.  MEASUREMENT MATERIAL
The quality of a study is assessed from research results. Therefore, data collection must meet the goodness of 
data criteria. To test the goodness of data, it is necessary to test the validity and reliability of the data that has 
been obtained (Indrawati, 2015:145). Firstly, test validity as a measurement in the quantitative study that showing 
questionnaire quality is approaching the target (Heale dan Twycross, 2015; Indrawati, 2015:147). Secondly, 
reliability tests indicating the degree of trust, reliability, consistency of measurement result, and showing that 
measurement is freed from error (Indrawati, 2015:155). The research questionnaire items were applied from the 
research of Beig and Nika (2019) by title “Impact of Brand Experience on Brand Equity of Online Shopping Portals: 
A Study of Select E-Commerce Sites in the State of Jammu and Kashmir”. There are 12 items of brand experience 
and 16 items of brand equity used to measure both variables and it is proven can be measured in the Jammu and 
Kashmir state. Table 1 shows the 28 items from brand experience and brand equity that will be proposed model.

Table 1: Questionnaire Items

Item code Items of Sensory Experience

SEN1 E-commerce Lazada makes a strong impression on my visual sense

SEN2 I find e-commerce Lazada interesting in a sensory way

SEN3 E-commerce Lazada does not appeal to my visual sense

Item code Items of Affective Experience

AFF1 E-commerce Lazada induces feelings and sentiments

AFF2 I do not have strong emotions for e-commerce Lazada

AFF3 E-commerce Lazada is an emotional brand

Item code Items of Intellectual Experience

INT1 I engage in a lot of thinking when I encounter e-commerce Lazada
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INT2 E-commerce Lazada does not make me think

INT3 E-commerce Lazada stimulates my curiosity and problem solving

Item code Items of Behavioural Experience

BEH1 I engage in physical actions and behaviours when I use services of e-commerce Lazada

BEH2 E-commerce Lazada result in bodily experiences

BEH3 E-commerce Lazada is not action oriented

Item code Items of Brand Awareness

BAW1 Some characteristics of e-commerce Lazada comes to my mind quickly

BAW2 I can quickly recognize Lazada among other e-commerce brands

BAW3 I am familiar with e-commerce Lazada

Item code Items of Brand Association

BAS1 In comparison to other e-commerce brands, Lazada has a very unique image

BAS2 I respect and admire people who shop from e-commerce Lazada.

BAS3 I like the brand image of e-commerce Lazada

BAS4 E-commerce Lazada is a customer friendly company

Item code Items of Perceived Quality

PQ1 I trust the quality of the products provided by e-commerce Lazada

PQ2 Product provided by e-commerce Lazada are good quality

PQ3 E-commerce Lazada provides excellent services

PQ4 Services offered by e-commerce Lazada are reliable

Item code Items of Brand Loyalty

BL1 I consider myself to be loyal to e-commerce Lazada

BL2 E-commerce Lazada would be my first choice when shopping online

BL3 I will keep buying from e-commerce Lazada as long as it provides me good products and 
excellent services

BL4 I am still willing to buy from e-commerce Lazada even if the price of products provided by 
it is a little higher than of other e-commerce brands

BL5 I would love to recommend e-commerce Lazada to my friends

3. METHOD AND RESULT 
This study is designed to analyze research indicators from brand experience and brand equity by the items of 
questionnaires. Pilot study was used to ascertain the validity and reliability constructs. Preliminary analysis 
using a pilot test is worthwhile for testing the questionnaires to find out that collected data can be answered by 
respondents, which there are no problems in processing the data research (Saunders et al., 2016).

Pilot test was tested on 30 respondents. The collected data was processed by IBM SPSS 24. The validity tested 
using pearson product moment correlation by comparing the pearson correlation value and R Table value with 
significance level 5%. If the correlation > 0.361, it indicates that item questionnaires are valid. It corresponds to 
Sugiyono (2018:198) that factor analysis is carried out by correlating the total factor score with the table score, if 
the correlation is positive and the amount is more than 0.3 then the factor is a strong construct. Furthermore, the 
reliability tested using Cronbach’s Alpha. According to Hair et al. (2010); Kaplan and Saccuzzo (1993: 126); Nunnally 
and Bernstein (1994); Pedhazur and Pedhazur (1991) in Indrawati (2015: 155) Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient with a 
minimum value of 0.70 indicates that the item questionnaires have a fairly good level of reliability. The pilot test 
result showed in table 2.

Table 2: Pilot Test Result

Item Code Pearson Correlation Cronbach’s Alpha

SEN1 0.668 0.936

SEN2 0.614 0.937

SEN3 0.452 0.939

AFF1 0.406 0.940

AFF2 0.422 0.940

AFF3 0.528 0.938
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INT1 0.396 0.940

INT2 0.425 0.940

INT3 0.675 0.936

BEH1 0.400 0.940

BEH2 0.462 0.939

BEH3 0.362 0.940

BAW1 0.706 0.936

BAW2 0.687 0.936

BAW3 0.653 0.937

BAS1 0.773 0.935

BAS2 0.573 0.937

BAS3 0.764 0.935

BAS4 0.769 0.936

PQ1 0.747 0.936

PQ2 0.775 0.935

PQ3 0.797 0.935

PQ4 0.755 0.935

BL1 0.884 0.934

BL2 0.773 0.935

BL3 0.655 0.936

BL4 0.565 0.938

BL5 0.784 0.935

The pilot test result indicates that all 28 questionnaire items in two variables of the measurement model proposed 
are valid and reliable. 

4. CONCLUSION
The conclusion is the pilot test has been done to 30 respondents of Lazada users and has shown the measurement 
materials of two variables with 28 items proposed are valid and reliable. Therefore, the measurement materials 
that will be proposed can be used for further research.
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Abstract

This study aims to test a research model about the effect of market orientation on marketing performance me-
diated by the product innovation construct and moderated by the level of education.  The market orientation 
construct consisting of competition orientation, customer service orientation and internal coordination is hypoth-
esized to have an effect on product innovation and market orientation.Hypothesis in each relationship were tested 
with empirical data collected from 200 respondents who manage food stalls around the campus who were asked 
to rate with seven ordinal scales on each statement of the 20 statement items.

Without a moderating variable, apart from internal coordination, market orientation variables have a positive 
and significant effect on product innovation. On marketing performance, the direct effect of competition orien-
tation was insignificant, while customer service orientation and internal coordination had a significant level of 
<0.05. 

The level of education has been shown to have a significant role in strengthening the influence of market orien-
tation variables on product innovation and marketing performance, except for the effect of internal coordination 
on product innovation. The level of experience also strengthens the influence of the variables in the market ori-
entation dimension on product innovation and marketing performance significantly except for the relationship 
between customer service orientation and internal coordination on product innovation, likewise the effect of 
customer orientation on marketing performance, the level of experience does not play a role in strengthening the 
effect.

The level of education and experience has implications for improving SME marketing performance and for improv-
ing research models.

1. INTRODUCTION
Studies on marketing performance will always attract business and the academia because it is the goal of all 
business processes of companies being operated. Marketing performance gives information about performance 
is eagerly awaited by all company stakeholders to make sure it’s financially benefited accepted as well as an 
evaluation for marketing improvement in the future, in order to maintain the survival of the company, including 
small and medium-sized companies like those that are often found around campus. Researchers agree on the 
need for companies that are oriented towards competition, customer service, and internal coordination. The 
facts show that not all companies that are oriented towards these three things have succeeded in increasing 
their marketing performance. Likewise, from the literature review indicate that not all factors having a significant 
impact on marketing performance. However, the ability to innovate is very likely to have a role in intervening 
the influence of these three factors on marketing performance. It is assumed that the experience and education 
of the owners and managers of SMEs will influence these causalities. This study aimed to investigate the role 
of innovation in mediating influence these three factors to the performance of the marketing and the role 
of education and experience of managing in moderating any causal relationships in the model. The causal 
relationship between the variables that make up the structural equation model (SEM) tested empirically through 
a survey of 200 respondents. The sample taken is using convenient-purposive of the managers SMEs opened a 
business nearby Telkom University campus.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
Previous studies have reported that competitor orientation, customer orientation, and coordination between 
internal functions are dimensions of market orientation. This integrated market presentation is an antecedent 
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for customer value creation (Chuang, 2018; Nasution et al., 2011b). In other service industries such as hotels, 
these three dimensions have a positive and significant effect on innovation (Nasution et al., 2011a), both product 
innovation, administrative innovation, and process innovation (Han et al., 1998; Nasution et al., 2011b). Small 
Medium Enterprise (SMEs) especially the street food stall entrepreneurs are a very simple form of business that 
needs product innovations practically comparing with innovation in the bigger business sector. The innovativeness 
of the company will increase the company’s performance (Han et al., 1998; Widodo, T., 2015), for example in the 
form of increased marketing performance.

2.1   COMPETITION ORIENTATION TOWARDS PRODUCT INNOVATION.
Market-based view of the firm theorized that the profit above the average sustained an enterprise can be 
achieved when a company can use the environment externally to develop the company’s strategy. Company 
oriented on a competition should understand the strengths and weaknesses of competitor as a consideration 
for managers in making decisions. The existence of competitors motivates employers do differentiation through 
the product innovation in accordance with market needs (Jorge Francisco Lengler., 2013). Innovation programs 
can also direct to increasing company efficiency, improving quality, and speeding up the product delivery process 
time. For companies operating in a dynamic competitive situation then product innovation can encourage the 
success of the long-term performance (Hans Lofsen., 2014).  

Companies oriented on competition will be encouraged to create an organizational environment that facilitates 
innovation (Aiqi Wu et al., 2014). A competition-oriented company will always search for information about its 
competitors and formulate it into the company’s knowledge of competitors. Information on competitors is a 
source for creating product innovation accordance with the wishes and needs of customers who can generate 
an increase in marketing performance. The presumption of a positive influence of competitive orientation on 
product innovation needs to be tested empirically and put forward in the following hypothesis statement:

H1: Competitor Orientation has a positive effect on Product Innovation.

2.2   CUSTOMER ORIENTATION TOWARDS PRODUCT INNOVATION
The intention of the company to innovate products is to create excellence through a value proposition for 
customers (Gruber Mueckedan and Hofer., 2015 in Bereket Mama Pangsit., 2017). Customer orientation is the 
company’s progress in understanding its target customers to create and provide the best value for its customers. 
The company’s actions that generate customer value will lead the company to generate long-term profitability 
(Jorge Francisco Lengler et al., 2013). Customer-oriented companies are generally able to achieve a higher level of 
performance than those that are not; Such companies generally understand customer needs, offer and innovate 
the right products and services for their customers (Deshpande’ et al., 2014).

Product innovation is also a major source of future revenue for the company. Product innovation needs to be done 
not only to improve obsolete product life cycles but also to maintain a competitive advantage; the higher the level 
of competition, the higher the need to innovate in an effort to maintain marketing performance. Managers are 
expected to be able to manage the complexity of product innovation and ensure the role of product innovation in 
improving marketing performance. The essence of the analysis above shows that there is a positive relationship 
between customer orientation and product innovation. Companies that have a strong customer orientation will 
be more likely to innovate products to meet dynamic customer needs, customer satisfaction, build customer 
relationships, and customer retention.

H2: Customer orientation has a positive effect on Product Innovation.

2.3   INTER-FUNCTIONAL COORDINATION TOWARDS PRODUCT INNOVATION 
Coordination between functions within the company will facilitate the running of business processes and the 
distribution of company resources to existing business units. Companies need to be proactive in exploring customer 
information to improve marketing performance. Customer information must be distributed immediately to related 
units so that each of them can contribute to product innovation to follow up on customer expectations (Amani 
et al., 2017). Many studies have reported on the importance of product innovation in improving the marketing 
performance of MSM Es (Hermert et al., 2013). Inter-function coordination affects Product Innovation which will 
improve quality products. The ability to produce quality products in turn can increase product innovation hastily 
(Raquel Machado et al., 2017).

H3: Inter-functional coordination has a positive effect on product innovation.

2.4   COMPETITOR ORIENTATION TOWARDS MARKETING PERFORMANCE
The company’s success, which is reflected in the marketing performance achievements, is the implementation 
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of the strategy (Johanna Frosen., 2013). Companies that are oriented towards competition are accustomed to 
making strategic formulations before developing strategic initiatives and actions to secure company goals. The 
results of the analysis of strategic environmental conditions are used as input for developing plans and executing 
the company’s strategic actions to maintain the company’s competitive position.

A competition-oriented company always pays attention to the strategies and activities of its competitors. 
Information obtained from monitoring is used as a source to maintain customer satisfaction and loyalty by 
creating products that are expected to prevent customers from moving to competing products. Information 
about competitors’ actions becomes material for marketing decision makers, for example in determining the 
time frame for new product launches, how to manage relationships with customers, improvements in handling 
customer complaints, how to manage the distribution and supply chain sides (Johanna Frosen., 2013).

H4: Competitor orientation has a positive relationship with marketing performance.

2.5   CUSTOMER ORIENTATION TOWARDS MARKETING PERFORMANCE.
Like food stalls scattered in various places in Indonesia, food stalls operating around the campus have more or 
less the same characteristics, namely that the manager who is concurrently the owner and employees interacts 
directly with visitors who come to eat their meals. Managers get direct information from their customers, both 
information conveyed in the form of feedback verbally and from direct observation of the manager and employees 
of each customer. Managers can immediately respond to visitor complaints by adjusting their products and 
services according to customer desires. Customer information can also be used as planning for future product and 
service development. Previous researchers have reported that the effect of customer orientation has a positive 
effect on company performance, unfortunately no one has examined this relationship in the SME sector (Colwell 
et al., 2009; Koshy, 2012; Li Sa et al., 2019).

Companies that are customer-oriented in relation to marketing performance need to be investigated further to 
see the differences between SMEs engaged in food stalls and other business fields. It is estimated that SMEs in 
the food sector have a much higher customer orientation because between customers and managers and their 
employees have a short value chain. The relationship between the manager and his employees to the customer 
is very close so that any complaints can be immediately handled, and a disappointed attitude can be immediately 
observed. Changes in products and services in response to dissatisfaction and complaints can be felt directly by 
customers. If the manager and its employees are able to respond well, it is believed that they will be able to retain 
existing customers and through the word-of-mouth process will attract new customers to come (Li et al., 2013).

H5: Customer Orientation has a positive effect on Marketing Performance.

2.6   INTER FUNCTIONAL COORDINATION TOWARDS MARKETING PERFORMANCE.
Inter-function coordination is the dissemination of information between internal functions of the company so 
that all individuals in the department have the same perspective on the market and customers and in organizing 
the company’s strategic resources to increase value for customers. Inter functional Coordination encourages 
cross-departmental business processes effectively and increases resource utilization efficiently through resource 
sharing (Kahn, 2010 in Tun-Chih Kou, Bruce CY Lee., 2015). This effective and efficient internal coordination 
allows the company to be responsive to market changes and customer preferences so that it has a direct impact 
on marketing performance. Thus, the internal organizational routines that are interrelated with the process 
of product development, pricing, channel management, marketing communications, marketing planning, and 
marketing implementation are also effective and efficient (Mahmoud Abdulai Mahmoud., 2016).

Marketing performance is a concept for measuring the marketing achievement of a company. Every company 
has an interest in knowing its achievements as a reflection of the success of its business in market competition. 
The role of marketing is important for business organizations, it can be shown by performance that reflects the 
achievement of the company’s profit level in a period. However, marketing activities have consequences for 
the allocation of several costs that should be responsible for increasing the level of company profits (Francesca 
Magno., 2017).

H6: Inter functional Coordination has a positive relationship to Marketing Performance.

2.7   PRODUCT INNOVATION TOWARDS MARKETING PERFORMANCE.
Product innovation is a change related to efforts to increase the use of existing resources, modify resources to 
create value and novelty, turn a material into a resource and combine each resource into a new, more productive 
configuration in an effort to achieve excellence in marketing performance (Juho-Petteri Huhtala, 2014). Innovation 
has been conceptualized in various ways (Damanpour and Gopalakrishnan., 2014), it is considered as a process, a 
result, or both, and different types of innovation. Product innovation refers to the development and introduction 
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of new, better products and or services.

Innovation driven by demands to stay ahead in a competitive market environment and demands to meet customer 
expectations will in turn result in product innovations that are valuable and different from competitors’ products 
and services. The ability to produce valuable product innovations and create differentiation is believed to be a 
company capability that leads to increased competitive advantage which ultimately increases the company’s 
marketing performance. This understanding inspires policymakers to make product innovation in order to 
improve marketing performance (Anabel Fernandez et al., 2013). The relationship between product innovation 
and marketing performance is hypothesized through the following statements:

H7: Product Innovation has a positive effect on Marketing Performance.

Practitioners and academics have not always succeeded in proving that there is a positive and significant influence 
of the variables in the market orientation variable group on product innovation and on marketing performance. 
This phenomenon is very likely to occur because there are variables outside the system that are very likely to 
influence the effectiveness of this influence. Practitioners and academics both believe that the level of education 
plays a role in moderating the effectiveness of the effect of a cause-and-effect relationship between variables. 
The education level of the management combined with years of daily experience produces competency at a 
certain level. With the level of experience that is evenly distributed among the sellers, the level of one’s education 
will determine the level of competence. In various research fields, it seems that it is agreed that a person’s 
competence will strengthen the causal effect of one variable on other variables, including the influence of a 
variable that leads to work performance (Kanibir et al., 2014; Pitafi et al., 2018; Swanson et al., 2020).

The education and experience level variables are  expected to strengthen the influence of the variables in the 
market orientation group (competition orientation, customer orientation, and coordination between functions) 
both on product innovation and on marketing performance, and product innovation on marketing performance. 

 

Figure 2: Research model and hypothesis

The construction of market orientation includes three dimensions, namely competition orientation, customer 
service orientation and coordination between functions within the organization. Product innovation is 
hypothesized to mediate the effect of these three dimensions on marketing performance. So, in addition to having 
a direct effect on product innovation, the three dimensions of market orientation are also hypothesized to have 
an indirect effect on marketing performance. The level of education of SME managers is hypothesized to play a 
role in increasing the influence of these three dimensions on product innovation and marketing performance. The 
level of education is also hypothesized to increase the effect of product innovation on marketing performance.

3. METHODOLOGY AND DATA ANALYSIS.
This quantitative research takes the object of small and medium entrepreneurs (SMEs) engaged in the street 
culinary business on the streets around the Telkom University campus. Guided directly by survey officers, 200 
business owners were asked to fill out a questionnaire containing five items of respondent profile questions and 
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26 main question items (Lengler, JF, 2013; Chun, CY, 2013; Fernandez, A., 2013; Frosen, J. et al., 2013). There are 
six question items issued because they have a loading factor smaller than 0.5.

Respondents were asked to provide their perceptions by giving a value on the five Likert scale of each statement 
item. All statements represent indicators of the five variables developed in the research model. Information on 
education level is taken from the profile of respondents and used as a control variable to moderate the effect of 
three exogenous variables on both endogenous variables and between product innovation indogenous variables 
on indogeneous variables of marketing performance.

The indicator of a variable is not merely the final result of a series of work processes of a variable (lagging 
indicators) but can also be a series of processes or efforts that have the consequence of generating sales (leading 
indicator). All variables in this study use leading indicators. Marketing performance, for example, is not indicated 
by the number of sales or the satisfaction and loyalty index (lagging indicators) but rather from a series of efforts 
made by a company in order to acquire new customers or retain existing customers.

The WrapPLS_6 application is used to process excel survey data and to perform various model tests. The loading 
factor of each indicator in a variable is used to test the validity and reliability of the measurement model; the 
estimated adequacy level (p-value) of each regression coefficient of the causal variable pair was used to test 
the hypothesis; The determined value (R-squared) is used to measure the ability of the independent variable, 
the mediating variable and the moderating variable to explain the dependent variable in all structural equation 
models. The hypothesis about the role of the Level of Education (LED) and Level of Experience (LEX) variables 
in moderating the influence of the Product Innovation (PIN) variable on Market Performance (MKP) was tested 
simultaneously using the same application.

Table 1: Questioaire Items

 

Latent Variables / 
Authors

Indicators Questionnaire Items

COR1 The number of street vendors selling around us affects our business 
COR2 We respond to new traders by offering the same but more diverse products  
COR3 The leadership discusses competition between similar traders  
COR4 We coordinate with the company's internal functions to serve the needs of target markets  
CSO1 We always take measurements regarding the level of customer satisfaction.
CSO2 Our leaders meet with customers regularly.
CSO3 Our competitive advantage depends on understanding customer needs.
ICO1 We include an integrated marketing function in the product development process. 
ICO2 We expand our target market for opportunities for excellence.         
ICO3 Cooperation and coordination of managers in integrating and using market information.

PIN1 We innovate old products to produce new products that are more varied and of higher 
quality.

PIN2 We use technology to generate innovation

PIN3 We get people who have ideas and the ability to innovate products from packaging to 
appearance and product types.

PIN4 We change the traditional way by utilizing modern technology to create product innovations.

PIN5 I came up with new design ideas, not imitations. 
MKP1 We determine the time frame for the launch of a new product.
MKP2 I pay attention to satisfaction and success in managing customer relationships.
MKP3 We have been successful in dealing with customer complaints.

MKP4 We are successful in managing the distribution side and supply chain of the raw materials we 
need.

MKP5 Participating in direct sales through a bazaar or event can increase our sales volume.

Competition Orientation 
(COR) / (Jorge Francisco 

Lengler et al., 2013).

Customer Service 
Orientation (CSO) / 

(Jorge Francisco Lengler 
et al., 2013)

Internal Coordination 
(ICO) / (Chen Yen-Chun 

et al., 2013)

Product Innovation (PIN) 
/ (Anabel Fernandez et al., 

2013)

Marketing Performance 
(MKP) / (Johanna Frosen 

et al., 2013).

3.1   VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY TESTS
The combined loadings and cross-loadings values generated by the software are used to calculate Average 
Variance Extracted (AVE) and Construct Reliability (CR). AVE and CR calculations yield the same values   that are 
generated by the software. A set of indicators is declared valid indicating a variable if the AVE value > 0.5 and is 
declared reliable when the CR > 0.6 (Hair, 2010).
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Table 2: Validity and Reliability Tests

Variables
Observed 
Variables

Combine X-
 Loading F ac

tors
Cronbach Alfa

Construct 
Reliability

Average Variance 
Extracted

COR1 0,555
COR2 0,528
COR3 0,55
COR4 0,535
CSO1 0,367
CSO2 0,6222
CSO3 0,615
ICO1 562
ICO2 0,515
ICO3 0,615
PIN1 0,591
PIN2 0,581
PIN3 0,489
PIN4 0,576
PIN5 0,562

MKP1 0,571
MKP2 0,576
MKP3 0,543
MKP4 0,416
MKP5 0,577

0,652

0,862 0,61

Customer Service Orientation (CSO) 0,674 0,824 0,662

0,786Competition Orientation (COR)

Product Innovation (PIN)

Marketing Performance (MKP) 0,833 0,833 0,605

Internal Coordination (ICO) 0,743 0,854 0,663

0,865 0,903

Table-2 above shows all the results of measuring the validity and reliability of all latent variables, which consist 
of loading factor values, Cronbach alpha, construct reliability and average variance extracted from each latent 
variable. Based on the above criteria, all indicators that will be used to observe each latent variable are declared 
valid and reliable. Cronbach alpha (α) is widely utilized to determine internal consistency reliability; this statistical 
tool tests the extent to which multiple indicators for a latent variable really belong together (D. Gefen and D.W. 
Straub, 2000). The software also provides a Cronbach alpha (α) value for each variable. A set of observed variables 
is declared reliable to measure a latent variable if the value of α> 0.6.

3.2   GOODNESS OF FIT TESTS.
The literature review has resulted in allegations of a causal relationship between variables which is then formulated 
into a research hypothesis. A set of hypotheses that are related to one another forms a structural equation model 
that is presented in the form of a research model. Despite the alleged existence of a causal relationship has been 
supported by previous research, but this study includes variables of education as a moderating variable inter-
relationship that need to be tested for their suitability. Besides, the collected sample data did not reflect the 
relationship is even might be opposite. The suitability of the relationship model is tested with a set of goodness 
of fit test tools. WarpPLS_6 provides 10 test parameters (Knock, 2019), the criteria and the results of such tests 
are shown in Table 2 below.

Table-3: Model Fit Tests

No Parameters Criteria Result Quality
1 Average path coefficient (APC)=0.149 significant if p≤0.05 p=0.008 significant
2 Average R-squared (ARS)=0.320 significant if p≤0.05 p<0.001 significant
3 Average adjusted R-squared (AARS)=0.296 significant if p≤0.05 p<0.001 significant
4 Average block VIF (AVIF) ideal if AVIF ≤3.3 1.317 Ideal
 accepted if AARS ≤5   
5 Average full collinearity VIF (AFVIF) ideal if AFVIF≤3.3 1.444 Ideal
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 accepted if AFVIF ≤5
66 Tenenhaus GoF (GoF)Tenenhaus GoF (GoF) Large if GoF≥ 0.36Large if GoF≥ 0.36 0.460.46 LargeLarge
  Medium if GoF≥ 0.25Medium if GoF≥ 0.25
    Small if GoF≥ 0.1Small if GoF≥ 0.1     
77 Sympson’s paradox ratio (SPR)Sympson’s paradox ratio (SPR) ideal if SPR=1ideal if SPR=1
    accepted if SPR≥0.7accepted if SPR≥0.7 0.9290.929 acceptedaccepted
88 R-squared contribution ratio (RSCR)R-squared contribution ratio (RSCR) ideal if RSCR=1ideal if RSCR=1
    accepted if RSCR≥0.9accepted if RSCR≥0.9 0.9940.994 acceptedaccepted
99 Statistical suppression ratio (SSR)Statistical suppression ratio (SSR) accepted if SSR≥0.7accepted if SSR≥0.7 0.7860.786 acceptedaccepted

1010 Nonlinear bivariate causality direction ratio Nonlinear bivariate causality direction ratio 
(NLBCDR)(NLBCDR)

accepted if NLBCDR≥0.7accepted if NLBCDR≥0.7 0.750.75 acceptedaccepted

The test results show that all the parameters in this study meet the specified criteria so that they are accepted 
so that overall, it can be concluded that the model fits the sample data.The effect of moderating variables was 
tested in three stages; the first stage examines the effect of all variables in the model without moderating var-
iables, the second stage examines the role of the education level (as a moderating variable) in moderating the 
causal relationship between exogenous variables (COR, CSO and ICO) on indogenous variables (PIN and MKP) 
and testing the role of the mediating variable in increasing the effect of PIN on MKP. The results of the three 
stages of testing are summarized in the following table:

3.3   RESULT OF HYPOTHESIS TESTS
Three hypothetical groups were tested simultaneously with the WarpPLS software, namely testing the effect of 
seven relationships without moderation, with moderation level of education and level of experience. 

The seven relationships of influence actually originate from the relationship between market orientation and 
marketing performance, which is moderated by the variable product performance. The hypothesis is accepted if 
the maximum significance level is 0.05 which is marked with**. 

The significance of the role of the level of education as moderation means that education acts as a reinforcement 
of the effect of the moderated relationship, likewise the significance of the role of experience in managing food 
stalls partly strengthens the influence of existing relationships.

Tabel-4 di bawah mempresentasikan semua hasil hipotesis dari ketiga kelompok pengujian tersebut.

Tabel-4: Hypothesis Tests

Without a moderating variable, apart from internal coordination, market orientation variables have a positive and 
significant effect on product innovation. On marketing performance, the direct effect of competition orientation 
was insignificant, while customer service orientation and internal coordination had a significant level of <0.05. 

The level of education has been shown to have a significant role in strengthening the influence of market 
orientation variables on product innovation and marketing performance, except for the effect of internal 
coordination on product innovation. The level of experience also strengthens the influence of the variables in 
the market orientation dimension on product innovation and marketing performance significantly except for the 
relationship between customer service orientation and internal coordination on product innovation, likewise 
the effect of customer orientation on marketing performance, the level of experience does not play a role in 
strengthening the effect.
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The level of education and experience has implications for improving SME marketing performance and for 
improving research models. 
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Abstract

Purpose - This study aims to empirically explore brand positioning’s effectiveness on purchase intention with 
brand knowledge from consumers’ perspective at The Executive Bandung.  

Design/methodology/approach - The method used in this research is a quantitative method with the type of 
research is descriptive verification, measurement scale used is Likert scale. The data analysis method used in this 
study is Structural Equation Modeling (SEM). 

Findings - This study’s results indicate that the type of positioning strategy used can affect brand positioning’s 
success in influencing purchase intention. More specifically, this study confirms the normative argument about 
the effectiveness of brand knowledge relative to the overall primary positioning strategy by revealing that gener-
al positioning can outperform the process of determining product features and advantages based on consumer 
perceptions of differentiation, brand advantages, and credibility, regarding brand-specific influence, particularly 
in product and socio-demographic categories.

Originality - This study highlights the impact of the brand positioning strategy’s effectiveness, which is influenced 
directly or indirectly by brand knowledge on purchase intention with consumers of The Executive in the city of 
Bandung.

Research limitations/implications - This study is limited to brand positioning as one of the strategies for deter-
mining the position and product category being evaluated, in addition to finding out how much impact and influ-
ence brand knowledge has on consumers in recognizing a known brand.

Contributions - This paper’s results are expected to show empirically that measuring the effectiveness of position-
ing should be more than just capturing the measure consumer attitudes and behavior toward a brand. 

Keywords: Brand positioning, brand knowledge, purchase intention

1. INTRODUCTION
The fashion industry continues to experience growth as the Badan Pusat Statistik (BPS) data in 2016 creative 
economy sector accounted for 18.15% of the entire national economy for the fashion sector. Even now, there 
is a constant movement to use local products, which allows us to quickly find various kinds of local products 
with well-known quality and brands, such as fashion with foreign terms. The Executive is a local brand that uses 
unfamiliar words like a brand that can compete with foreign brands amid the prevalence of today’s consumer 
environment. The brand is something fundamental in the fashion industry. 

The Executive is a fashion brand known to foreign countries by having a brand positioning (brand positioning) and 
informed knowledge of the brand (brand knowledge) in its products in the community to build consumer interest 
in buying the product. Besides, brand positioning has been suggested as an essential factor in its strategy with 
different product and service offerings (Wang, 2017). As integrated product and service offerings are becoming 
more common, it is not sufficient for companies to position themselves as “solutions providers” or as “total 
solutions providers.” Companies that want to integrate the service with the products they need to manage 
around their customers’ capabilities and objectives and determine how they will help customers achieve these 
objectives (Alimen & Cerit, 2010; Wang, 2017).
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Brand positioning is an effort to build and offer a corporate image in determining the different places in the 
target market’s minds. The result of positioning is a value proposition that focuses on customer dynamics that are 
compelling reasons why the target market should buy the product (Kotler & Keller, 2016). In general, a brand that 
has a good position should attract custuniquegments’ unique needs for excellence/value proposition (Kotler & 
Armstrong, 20excellence/value needs are met with more precision (Fuchs & Diamantopoulos, 2010). Positioning 
is expected to lead to consumer preferences and leads to high consumer loyalty, low consumer equity, and the 
willingness to search for brands (e.g., Kotler & Keller, 2016; Wang, 2017). Thus, choosing the most effective 
strategy is a significant challenge for marketers because it is the center of consumer perception and choice (Kotler 
& Keller, 2016). If positioning is done effectively, then brand positioning can potentially build a strong brand; 
however, it can lead to disaster (Kotler & Keller, 2016; Wang, 2017). 

Limited attention is related to empirical studies. The use of a brand positioning strategy that produces a brand is 
superior to implementing other strategies (e.g., user-based positioning) (Kotler & Armstrong, 2012; Morgan et 
al., 2003). This study aims to close that gap and compare brand positioning from a consumer perspective based 
on knowledge of empirical-based insights to make the right positioning decisions. The effectiveness of positioning 
as a multidimensional construct that captures consumer evaluation of brand positioning in terms of credible and 
profitable differentiation about competing brands allows an assessment of the extent to which these brands have 
credibility, distinction, and value in consumers’ minds.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1   BRAND POSITIONING
Brand positioning is a brand strategy that affects consumer perceptions of a brand initiative and provides the 
primary basis for brand differentiation from its competitors (Wang, 2017). Kotler and Armstrong (2012) stated 
that brand positioning is a communication strategy to enter the consumer’s window so that the product has a 
particular meaning and brand positioning is a way to place itself in the eyes of its target consumers in terms of 
advantages and advantages into the dimensions of brand positioning, including Attributes, Benefits, Beliefs, and 
values.

In some of the literature explaining the previous brand positioning, several researchers have explored the 
existence of issues. For example, Fuchs and Diamantopoulos (2010) classify brand positioning strategies as 
functional effectiveness and consumers’ perspectives. Through an experimental design, it was revealed that 
several factors support a brand positioning strategy having the most significant results in producing a positive and 
successful brand attitude that is related to alternative technology or company philosophy, which is determining 
a brand position plays an important role in maintaining the brand stays on track towards its goals. In addition, an 
empirical study by Alimen and Cerit, (2010) explains further about the relationship between brand knowledge 
and brand knowledge through surveys, especially when using brand knowledge as the dependent variable. 
Recently, Wang (2016) has explored corporate website content and branding’s structural relationship through 
content analysis and network analysis approaches.

On the other hand, brand positioning focuses on the process of creating and changing consumer perceptions of 
a product or company brand that can occupy a place in the market segment (Fuchs & Diamantopoulos, 2010). 
A strategic position determines the necessary direction of a development and brand positioning based on a 
company (Hooley et al., 2007). Conceptually, brand positioning is similar to constructing a brand image, which is 
defined as “the brand concept adopted by consumers is largely a subjective phenomenon and perceptions are 
formed through consumer interpretation of a product or service, both rationally and emotionally” (Dobni and 
Zinkhan)., 1990, p. 117). The main difference regarding brand position and image is that brand positioning uses 
an explicit frame of reference, which is usually in a competition between a company’s brands (Aaker and Shansby, 
1982; For a detailed explanation of the difference between this concept and other related concepts such as brand 
identity or reputation. Brand (Balmer) and Greyser, 2006; Brown et al., 2006; Dowling, 2001; Ellson, 2004).

2.2   BRAND KNOWLEDGE
Brands help differentiate a product or service from others (Kotler and Keller, 2016) and embody every company’s 
efforts and represent it as a hologram, which plays a role in forming relationships, and expresses and contributes 
to group affiliations (Alimen & Cerit, 2010). The brand is a sign of a company’s deals, and signs of quality, risk 
indicators for consumer confidence (Kotler and Armstrong, 2012). The total value of a point represents its equity 
(Kaplan, 2007). Brand equity is “a collection of brand assets and liabilities associated with brands, names and 
symbols that increase or decrease the value provided by a product or service to the company and / or company 
customers” (Aaker, 1991). There are two aspects of brand equity; the first is the company’s financial value for 
accounting purposes. The second is consumers’ perception of customer orientation towards the brand (Kotler 
and Armstrong, 2012).
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According to Kotler and Keller, (2016), brand knowledge is defined as the presence of information about a brand 
in consumers’ memories and associations related to the brand. The information recorded in the consumer’s 
memory can be verbal, visual, abstract, or contextual information. It was also shown that the brand’s knowledge 
in continuous communication with consumers who have a real understanding of the product or service (Richards 
et al., 1998). Therefore brand knowledge can understand tacit and explicit knowledge. Explicit theoretical 
knowledge can be seen through various media forms, such as documents, audiovisual equipment, computerized 
recordings, etc. Meanwhile, implicit knowledge is mostly subjective, practical, and personal (Sharif, 2004).

Furthermore, Kotler and Keller (2016) stated that brand knowledge dimensions include brand awareness, which 
is understood as consumer awareness of the existence of a brand in consumers’ minds and the ease of being 
traced (to remember) the brand when dealing with a product. The brand image leads to successful perceptions 
of consumers about a brand. The perception of a brand can be positive or negative for a brand.

2.3   PURCHASE INTENTION
Purchase intention is significant in consumer attitudes, determining other tools such as demographics or economic 
factors where it is a consumer’s preference to buy a product or service. (Ferrell and McIntosh 1992). The theory 
of Planned Behavior (TPB) was put forward by (Ajzen 1991), which is an extension of his own work in 1975, which 
was described in the previous concept, namely Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA). In TRA, it is proposed that 
behavior that comes out of individual intentions and from subjective attitudes and norms is both a function of 
belief (i.e., social influence). In other words, that a purchase intention has another aspect in which consumers 
will buy a product after evaluation. Many factors influence consumer intention when choosing a product, and the 
final decision depends on consumer intention with large external factors.

There are many other purchase intention indicators, perceived value, which implies a relationship with the 
product and consumers (Arshad, 2014). The literature says that the higher a value perceived by consumers, 
the higher the intention to buy, either directly influencing consumer intentions and indirectly also formed by 
consumer attitudes, purchase intentions, and behavior (Pomsanam, 2014). Purchase Intention can be seen from 
consumer attitudes and not by other factors (Arshad, 2014), as discussed in TPB, which shows inner self and past 
behavior (Ajzen 1991) is one of the best ways to understand human behavior and psyche. This model describes 
human behavior, but the decisions taken at the same time are about attitudes and norms that influence making 
a purchase intention. Therefore, the higher the perception of increasing value on purchasing decisions. However, 
based on product knowledge, consumers value products and make decisions.

2.4   THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This study focuses on brand positioning and brand knowledge that affects The Executive’s fashion products’ 
consumer purchase intentions. Brand positioning and brand knowledge create awareness and develop preferences 
among consumers that influence purchase intention (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Framework

Research hypothesis:

Based on the previous framework, the hypothesis in this study is formulated as follows:

1. Brand Positioning affects Brand Knowledge.

2. Brand Knowledge affects Purchase Intention.

3. Brand Positioning affects Purchase Intention.

4. Brand Positioning affects Purchase Intention with Brand Knowledge as an intervening.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The data has been collected through a structured questionnaire designed based on the objectives of this paper. 
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The number, type, relevance, wording, and measurement scale of the questions are weighted accordingly. 
The unit of analysis in this study is the consumer level. This study uses a questionnaire survey to verify the 
hypothesis and research framework from June 2019 to February 2020. The research object in this study focuses 
on consumers of The Executive in the city of Bandung, who have experience and intention to buy The Executive 
products. Questionnaires are distributed offline and randomly to consumers who have the purchase experience 
and the will to buy the executive product. The sample used in this study amounted to 100 respondents, using a 
level of accuracy α of 5%, 95% confidence level to obtain Z = 1.96. The error rate is set at 10%.

This study refers to previous research by designing questionnaire items. Before sending it to respondents, 
researchers conducted and modified the questionnaire on the pretest. Furthermore, the questionnaire is sent 
randomly to consumers who have experience purchasing the product and the intention to buy the exclusive product 
with the information obtained. The researcher confirmed each randomly selected consumer who had purchase 
experience and purchase intention to increase the valid survey response rate, explained the questionnaire’s 
research objectives and contents, and confirmed the respondents’ names and addresses. The measurement item 
questionnaire in this study is to use the vote “a five-point Likert scale of 1 to 5” from strongly disagree to be very 
agreed. This study asks each respondent to present specific information and executive products.

4. RESULTS 
Convergent validity is proven to the instrument’s score’s validity, measuring the concept, or measuring the 
concept with different methods has a high correlation. The correlation between the indicator score and the 
variable score is a measurement of the measurement model’s convergent validity. Indicators considered valid if 
the value of AVE (Average Variance Extracted) above 0.5 so that it can be said that the measurement meets the 
criteria of convergent validity (Hair et al., 2014).

Discriminant Validity can be seen through the measurement cross-loading factor with AVE comparison and 
correlation between variables in a study. Discriminant Validity can represent the extent to which the construct 
empirically differs from other constructs (Hair et al., 2014). In Partial Least Square (PLS), a reliability test can use 
two methods: Composite Reliability and Cronbach’s Alpha.

Table 1. Reliability Test

VariableVariable Composite ReliabilityComposite Reliability Critical ValueCritical Value Cronbach AlphaCronbach Alpha Critical ValueCritical Value Model EvaluationModel Evaluation

Brand PositioningBrand Positioning 0,8830,883

>0,7>0,7

0,8520,852

>0,6>0,6

ReliableReliable

Brand KnowledgeBrand Knowledge 0,9180,918 0,8810,881 ReliableReliable

Purchase IntentionPurchase Intention 0,8890,889 0,8450,845 ReliableReliable

Tests are carried out based on the path value to see the significant effect that can be displayed from the t value. 
The amount of t can be obtained by bootstrapping. The following is an image of the bootstrapping results in this 
study.

Figure 2. Display Bootstrapping Output

The R-Square value for the brand knowledge variable is 0.291, and the purchase intention variable is 0.425. 
R-square value for the variable of brand knowledge means there is the influence of brand knowledge brand 
positioning by 29.1%, and other variables outside of this study influence the remaining 0.709. Kotler and Keller
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 (2016) state that the dimension of brand knowledge includes: brand awareness and brand image. Based on this, 
the indicators used in this study can only explain 29.1% as a brand knowledge factor, while other factors explain 
0.709 outside of this study.

The variable purchase intention generated an R-Square value of 0.425. This means that the brand positioning 
variable on purchase intention is 42.5%, and other variables outside of this study influence the remaining 0.575. 
According to Chen & Chang (2012), purchase intention indicators include transactional interest, referential 
interest, preferential interest, and explorative interest. Based on this, the indicators used in this study can only 
explain 0.425 as a purchase intention factor, while other factors explain 42.5% outside of this study.

In conducting hypothesis testing, it is necessary to compare the t-statistic value (to) with the t-table value (tα) 
with the following conditions to accept the hypothesis:

Table 2. T-table value (tα) Criteria

Variable Original 
Sample (O)

Sample Mean 
(M)

Standard 
Deviation 
(STDEV)

T-Statistic (O/
STDEV) P Values Information

Brand Positioning -> Brand 
Knowledge 0,540 0,560 0,083 6,473 0,000 Significant

Brand Knowledge -> Purchase 
Intention 0,546 0,534 0,079 6,908 0,000 Significant

Brand Positioning -> Purchase 
Intention 0,167 0,174 0,104 1,602 0,110 N o t 

Significant

Brand Positioning ->  Brand 
knowledge -> Purchase Intention 0,295 0,299 0,063 4,656 0,000 Significant

5. DISCUSSION 
Based on the results of SEM analysis that has been carried out in this study, it can be seen from the effects of 
hypothesis testing in terms of brand positioning, which were analyzed using the PLS method, that the brand 
positioning variable affects the consumer brand knowledge variable on The Executive product brand. The four 
structural variables do not have a significant effect on the brand knowledge variable, with a to a value of 6.473> 
a tα value of 1.649 based on the results of Smart PLS processing with the Bootstrapping procedure.

The results show that consumers, The Executive in making purchasing decisions have related information products 
to buy based on knowledge and brand. Furthermore, in making purchasing decisions, consumers place a brand 
based on product quality and brands based on product categories. This is consistent with Huang and Yang (2014) 
research with the object of research club members’ lifestyle and sustainability (LOHAS) Taiwan.

Based on the SEM analysis results that have been carried out in this study using the PLS method, the brand 
knowledge variable affects the consumer’s purchase intention variable for The Executive product brand. According 
to the results of processing Smart PLS with a bootstrapping procedure, four structural variables no significant 
influence on purchase intention with a green variable to the value of 6.908> tα value of 1.649. Based on the 
results obtained indicate that consumers have a high buying interest after learning-related information product 
brands The Executive. Furthermore, consumers in their desire to buy The Executive product brand are based on 
their lifestyle needs. Based on these results, the company needs to pay attention to how the company builds a 
brand positioning in consumers’ minds using strategies, for example, by using an integrated marketing strategy 
that focuses on consumers. Consumers require more information about the brand and the product, which the 
company can provide education and educate and campaign on consumers of products of The Executive.

Brand positioning variables affect the variable purchase intention through brand knowledge as an intervening 
variable in the Executive Bandung. According to the results of processing Smart PLS with bootstrapping procedure, 
the four structural variables that influence complimentary messages and significant impact on purchase intention 
variable with a value amounting to 4,565> tα value of 1.649. Based on the results obtained show that consumers 
make purchasing decisions based on their knowledge of the brand The Executive. After learning the product 
brand The Executive, there is interest in purchasing the products Executive. Moreover, consumers who know the 
position of a product brand The Executive against their interest in buying the brand product Executive.

6. CONCLUSIONS
a) The brand positioning gets responses in good categories. This is because consumers judge that the product 
brand positioning The Executive is genuine Bandung local brands that are well known and competitive to foreign 
countries so that eventually arises a sense of confidence about the consumer information about the position of 
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the brand The Executive so as to convince the viewer. Based on eight research indicators describing the product 
brand positioning, The Executive stated that the brand product quality is important when consumers buy local 
products valued by consumers with 83%. Meanwhile, price is an important factor when consumers buy local 
products that are considered the lowest by consumers, with a percentage of 67%.

b) Brand knowledge gets responses in useful categories. This is due to the consumer’s assessment of The 
Executive’s product brands’ knowledge, which informs fashion products that are already competitive and well-
known to foreign countries.

c) Purchase intention received a response in either category. This can be seen from how much knowledge of The 
Executive’s product brand is and how the position of The Executive’s brand is so that it creates buying interest.

d) The result of this research, brand positioning, and significant positive effect on brand knowledge with a value 
amounting to 6.473> tα value of 1.649; then, the decision is H0 rejected, and H1 accepted. This is shown in figure 
bootstrapping output that shows the influence of the brand positioning of brand knowledge.

e) From these results, brand knowledge and significant positive effect on purchase intention with a value 
amounting to 6.908> tα value of 1.649; then, the decision is H0 rejected, and H1 accepted. This is shown in the 
figure showing the output bootstrapping effect of brand knowledge on purchase intention.

f) From the results of this research, brand positioning is not positive and significant effect on purchase intention 
with a value of 1.602 to <value tα amounted to 1,649; then, the decision is accepted H0 and H1 rejected. This 
is shown in figure bootstrapping output that shows the influence of the purchase intention’s brand positioning.

g) From the results of this research, brand positioning and significant positive effect on purchase intention through 
brand knowledge as an intervening variable with a value amounting to 4,565> tα value of 1.649; then the decision 
is H0 rejected, and H1 accepted. This is shown in the output image bootstrapping, which shows the influence of 
brand positioning and brand knowledge as an intervening variable on purchase intention.
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Abstract

The emergence of a new pandemic, namely COVID-19, has changed several aspects of consumers’ lives, includ-
ing the way they shop. One of the adaptations that consumers have taken with this pandemic is how they can 
shop for daily necessities without leaving the house but through applications. This study tries to implement an 
electronic satisfaction, trust, and loyalty model to examine the role of expanded marketing mix aspects in the 
context of shopping through applications during a pandemic. In short, this research is empirical testing of several 
hypotheses based on data from 160 users of the Grab Groceries application in the Jakarta area and its surround-
ings which were collected online. Data analysis was carried out through the Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) 
approach. The results of this study indicate that consumer loyalty in the context of digital shopping applications 
can be built by satisfaction and trust. Furthermore, this research indicates that aspects of product, place, price, 
and experience are needed to build satisfaction and trust which is interesting to discuss from the perspective of 
managerial implications. Another interesting finding is that in this research context the role of promotion is not so 
visible compared to the results of previous studies in the context of the adoption of new things. This research tries 
to contribute aspects of novelty to marketing disciplines in terms of generalization of the satisfaction-trust-loyalty 
model in the specific context of shifting digital lifestyles in the midst of a pandemic.

Keywords: marketing mix, customer experience, e-satisfaction, e-trust, customer loyalty.

1. INTRODUCTION 
Today, consumers, including in Indonesia, increasingly rely on the internet for their daily activities, such as 
searching for various information, shopping, fulfilling daily needs to business transaction activities. On average, 
everyone in Indonesia can shop online 3-5 times a month and spend up to 15% of the monthly income they 
receive and this trend will increase (Goyena & Fallis, 2019). This phenomenon is further escalated by the Covid-19 
pandemic with the spread of the virus which is very fast and endangers human lives, where consumers then 
have to move more from home #StayAtHome to reduce and if possible break the chain of spread of the Covid-19 
pandemic. 

The existence of online grocery shopping has become more present to help meet the daily needs of consumers in 
order to stay at home amid the Covid-19 pandemic, which has become known as the slogan “Stay at Home, Your 
Groceries Will Be Delivered to Your Door” (Shofa, 2020). One of the online grocery shopping applications that are 
no longer new but are increasingly being recognized because of the increasing consumer need for these services 
is the Grab Groceries application. This application is a third-party online shopping application that functions to 
bring consumers together with the provision of daily necessities services. With this application, consumers can 
get quality products and delivery according to the desired destination without having to worry in all conditions 
(Groceries, 2020).

The conditions described earlier illustrate that from the consumer side there has been a shift in behavior as a 
result of environmental changes, especially with the existence of the Covid-19 pandemic, which in turn can be 
seen as an increase in demand for online grocery application services. What then becomes a question from the 
perspective of marketing disciplines is how marketers should respond through their marketing activities to seize 
the opportunity for this shift in the demand side to be transformed into consumer loyalty. One of a number of 
studies in this discussion seeks to explain how customer loyalty is formed in the context of online groceries by 
reviewing e-satisfaction, e-trust, product, price, place, promotion and experience (Moriuchi & Takahashi, 2016)
following those of the Europeans and Americans (Salsberg, 2010. Departing from the research framework, this 
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research on the one hand seeks to meet the demand for further research, especially from the generalization 
aspect, where in the previous research it was only tested on Japanese consumers in Japan which of course still 
need re-research on other countries or ethnicities to add aspects of generalization. model. On the other hand, 
this study also seeks to expand the context of the application of the online grocery model to the online grocery 
application with additional information on facts captured in pandemic conditions.

One online grocery application that is well known to the public in Indonesia is the Grab Groceries application. 
The Grab Grocery application is a 3rd (third) party online shopping application, which is an application that brings 
together consumers and providers of daily necessities (Arini, 2018). Through the Grab Groceries application, 
which was released since September 2018, users can choose from more than 30 large supermarkets that have 
collaborated with grab groceries applications such as Ranch market, Farmers Market, Lotte Mart, Trans Carrefour, 
Super Indo, Giant, Hero, AEON, Papaya, Grand Lucky, The Food Hall and many others with a selection range of 
more than 20 thousand SKUs (Stock Keeping Units) and will continue to grow in the future (Nabila, 2018). The 
fact that it has been operating for quite a long time with a diverse range of merchants and goods choices certainly 
makes the Grab Groceries Application an attractive alternative as an object of data collection in this study.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The development of information technology and the internet has brought about a number of changes in how 
consumers, markets and businesses operate and interact, one of which is the transformation of grocery shopping 
into online grocery shopping with usage intensity which tends to increase from time to time (Ilyuk, 2018). As a 
result of the transformation that is relatively young, online grocery shopping still faces many challenges such 
as how to maintain and increase online consumer loyalty, how to increase profitability and how to understand 
online product buyers to increase the level of online purchases for consumers who are often skeptical of online 
shopping, become a more capable, trusting and frequent buyer of online shopping (Forsythe et al., 2006). 
Previous research has suggested paying attention to aspects of product, price, place, promotion (Marketing mix) 
and experience which are believed to increase e-satisfaction and e-trust on the consumer side and ultimately 
have the potential to increase consumer loyalty (Moriuchi & Takahashi, 2016)following those of the Europeans 
and Americans (Salsberg, 2010. 

The marketing mix element has long played an important role in marketing strategy and is believed to have a 
positive impact on the achievement of marketing objectives including the formation of the company’s equity 
value (Lee et al., 2014)”mendeley”:{“formattedCitation”:”(Lee et al., 2014. Along with changes in the marketing 
environment, especially with the existence of internet-based information technology, the role and positive 
impact of the marketing mix was also expanded in its application to the context of online marketing with a 
number of concept developments which were later referred to as the e-marketing mix (Kalyanam & McIntyre, 
2002). In general, online grocery shopping is an applicative expansion of the marketing mix, especially in the 
distribution aspect which is considered to be able to create more convenience for consumers to buy the desired 
product compared to the traditional distribution system that has been running so far (Moriuchi & Takahashi, 
2016)following those of the Europeans and Americans (Salsberg, 2010.

Consumer satisfaction, including that which occurs online, can be viewed as an overall evaluation of the 
consumer’s total purchasing experience and consumption with a product or service provided during a certain 
period of time (Moriuchi & Takahashi, 2016)following those of the Europeans and Americans (Salsberg, 2010. 
Satisfied customers will continue to buy through the e-vendor and will share their positive experiences online, 
and dissatisfied buyers will stop their purchases and will not repeat their purchases with the same e-vendor. 
Trust can be defined as a party’s belief that the other party will not be opportunistic in taking advantage of a 
condition, including in the online context (Ridings et al., 2002). When consumers feel confident in a service in 
its ability to meet consumer needs in the best way, this will become a separate barrier for competitors to enter, 
and customers tend to buy exclusively from the best service  (Moriuchi & Takahashi, 2016)following those of the 
Europeans and Americans (Salsberg, 2010.

3. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
In this study, product aspects are based on product quality according to consumer perceptions. Consumers can 
build perceptions of the quality of a product based on a general evaluation of a number of product-related 
information such as features, functions, and usage experiences, either personally or others (Zeithaml, 1988)
which defines and relates price, perceived quality, and perceived value. The exploratory investigation of quality 
and value is conducted in the beverage product category. Qualitative data that supplement past studies and 
serve as the basis for 14 propositions are generated through company interviews, a focus group interview, and 30 
in-depth consumer interviews. Empirical evidence supporting and refuting the proposition is reviewed for each 
proposition. The model suggests a number of strategies that can be implemented to understand and capitalize 
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on brand quality and value: 1. closing the gap between objective and perceived quality, which requires the firm to 
view quality the way the consumer does, 2. identifying the key intrinsic and extrinsic cues consumers use to signal 
quality, 3. acknowledging the dynamic nature of quality perceptions, 4. understanding how consumers encode 
monetary and nonmonetary prices, and 5. recognizing multiple ways to add value. A quality product is what 
most consumers expect. As an impact, consumers in general will determine a certain standard of expectations 
related to the quality of the product or service which in turn will affect the assessment of whether or not the 
consumer is satisfied with a product or service (Moriuchi & Takahashi, 2016)following those of the Europeans 
and Americans (Salsberg, 2010. The uniqueness, advantages or disadvantages of a product/service compared to 
similar products/services through differentiation efforts will have the potential to increase customer satisfaction 
(Parasuraman et al., 1988), considering the consumer’s higher perception of the quality of the product / service 
compared to expectations which are built based on market standards. This argument will be analogous to the 
aspects of place, price, promotion, and experience. If consumers’ perceptions of the performance or advantages 
of the aspects of place, price, promotion and experience of a product / service are higher than their expectations 
which are based on the standards of its competitors in the market, it will have an impact on consumer satisfaction 
with the product / service.

H1a: Product has a positive effect on e-satisfaction

H2a: Place has a positive effect on e-satisfaction

H3a: Promotion has a positive effect on e-satisfaction

H4  : Price has a positive effect on e-satisfaction 

H5a: Experience has a positive effect on e-satisfaction 

A unique or quality product / service can provide a positive experience to consumers. These positive experiences 
will gradually make consumers feel comfortable depending on the service which is believed to provide similar 
experiences in the future. The belief that a service will provide good and satisfying service in the future is what 
is known as trust (Sultan & Wong, 2012). Positive experiences of uniqueness, performance or service quality in 
the past will serve as standard norms in the minds of consumers where consumers have the confidence that 
service providers will still be able to provide such positive experiences in the future (Moriuchi & Takahashi, 
2016)following those of the Europeans and Americans (Salsberg, 2010. This condition will occur analogously in 
the aspects of place, promotion, and experience. This analogous condition does not apply to the price aspect 
considering that the credibility and trust aspects are usually associated with a premium price (Gregg & Walczak, 
2010)intention to transact and price premiums. Prior research on online auctions has focused on the use of 
reputation systems for building trust in online auction vendors and subsequently to generate price premiums. 
This study examines the extent to which trust can be induced by improving the quality of online auction listings. A 
survey of 701 eBay users is conducted which compares the price premiums of two nearly identical online auction 
businesses, one that has online auction listings with a perceived high quality and the other that has substantially 
lower perceived quality. Results of this study indicate that website quality can explain 49% of the variation in 
the trust for eBay sellers. In fact, it shows that sellers with good website quality are all perceived to be equally 
trustworthy regardless of their eBay reputation; whereas sellers with poor website quality are not perceived to 
be trustworthy even if they have a high eBay reputation score. The results also show that the trust resulting from 
increased website quality increases intention to transact and results in price premiums of 12% (on average not 
cheap or competitive prices which are appointed as the price context in this study. 

H1b: Product has a positive effect on e-trust

H2b: Place has a positive effect on e-trust 

H3b: Promotion has a positive effect on e-trust

H5b: Experience has a positive effect on e-trust 
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Figure 1. Research Model

Consumer loyalty to a brand can be viewed in terms of attitude, namely the urge to continue relationships with 
service providers or in terms of behavior shown through re-purchase of products/services or higher intensity of 
product / service use compared to other offerings in the same category (Yang & Peterson, 2004). The satisfaction 
construct has long been studied as a strong driver for the formation of consumer loyalty to a service either through 
direct or indirect relationships (Chen, 2012). Consumers who are satisfied with a product / service, including in 
the online context, tend to reuse the product / service even with higher intensity and also have a tendency to 
invite other people to use the product / service (Yang & Peterson, 2004). This condition can also be proven in 
the context of online groceries applications (Moriuchi & Takahashi, 2016)following those of the Europeans and 
Americans (Salsberg, 2010.

H6: E-Satisfaction has a positive effect on customer loyalty

Consumers who trust in a product / service tend to try to establish long-term relationships with product or 
service providers because they value previous relationships or avoid potential risks that may occur if they have 
relationships with other parties who have never interacted (Morgan & Hunt, 1994). Long-term relationships 
with product / service providers that are considered valuable by consumers as a result of the existence of trust 
will encourage consumer commitment to continue making transactions with these product / service providers 
(Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001). Online groceries application customers who feel confident tend to be loyal to the 
application (Moriuchi & Takahashi, 2016)following those of the Europeans and Americans (Salsberg, 2010. 

H7: E-Trust has a positive effect on customer loyalty

4. METHODOLOGY
The study was conducted with an explanatory descriptive design through empirical testing of a number of 
primary data collected through cross-sectional online surveys. Data was collected from 160 respondents using 
the Grab Groceries application in Jakarta. Measurement items were adopted from a number of previous studies 
with a number of combinations and sentence adjustments adapted to the context of the study in Indonesian. 
Hypothesis testing is carried out through the Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) approach with the help of 
AMOS 22 software.

Table 1. Measurement Item

CODE MEASUREMENT

PRD1 Grab groceries services are comparable to other online grocery applications
PRD2 Grab groceries offers a relatively complete product selection compared to other vendors
PRD3 Grab groceries offering good quality products

(Moriuchi & Takahashi, 2016)following those of the Europeans and Americans (Salsberg, 
2010
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CODE MEASUREMENT

PRD4 Grab groceries is a reliable shopping service
(van Riel & Ouwersloot, 2005)

PLC1 Grab groceries is an easy choice for my shopping activities
PLC2 I feel that the time when I place an order at grab groceries to delivery is relatively short
PLC3 I think grab groceries have an accurate estimate of order delivery times
PLC4 Items that usually make it difficult for me to buy can be purchased easily through grab gro-

ceries services (Moriuchi & Takahashi, 2016)following those of the Europeans and Ameri-
cans (Salsberg, 2010

PRM1 I often see commercials for grab groceries
PRM2 The promotion program of grab groceries is interesting

(Moriuchi & Takahashi, 2016)following those of the Europeans and Americans (Salsberg, 2010
PRM3 I often get discount coupons from grab groceries
PRM4 I always get promotional information updates from grab groceries

(Pappas et al., 2017)
PRC1 The product prices in grab groceries applications are cheaper than other online grocery ap-

plications
PRC2 I feel that I get a good price offer when buying through the grab groceries application
PRC3 The cost offered by grab groceries applications is cheaper than other grocery applications

(Moriuchi & Takahashi, 2016)following those of the Europeans and Americans (Salsberg, 
2010

PRC4 The product prices on the grab groceries application are reasonable
(Lien et al., 2015)

EXP1 For me, shopping through the grab groceries application is a fun thing
 For me, shopping through the grab groceries application is very exciting
EXP3 Shopping through the grab groceries app makes me feel better
EXP4 Shopping at the grab groceries application is an interesting thing

(Pappas et al., 2017)
EST1 I am satisfied with my product choice in the grab groceries application
EST2 I feel satisfied getting the opportunity to shop at the grab groceries application.
EST3 I feel satisfied shopping on the grab groceries application.

EST4 I am satisfied with my shopping experience on the grab groceries application (Moriuchi & 
Takahashi, 2016)

ETR1 I feel like I can trust the grab groceries app
ETR2 I feel safe when transacting on grab groceries application
ETR3 I feel safe with the payment methods provided by the grab groceries application

(Moriuchi & Takahashi, 2016)
ETR4 In general, I can trust the standard of service that the grab groceries app promises.

(Mortimer et al., 2016)
LOY1 I am sure of my choice of shopping using the grab groceries application.

(Moriuchi & Takahashi, 2016)0
LOY2 I will continue to use the grab groceries app.
LOY3 I would recommend to others to use the grab groceries app.
LOY4 I will use the grab groceries app for the future.

(Tao et al., 2018)
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5. RESULT
The estimation results of the measurement model as shown in Table 2 indicate that the measuring instruments 
used have a good level of validity and reliability. All measurement indicators used have a Standardized Loading 
Factor (SLF) value of ≥ 0.7, while each construct has a value of Average Variance Extracted (AVE) ≥ 0.5 and a value 
of Construct Reliability (CR) ≥ 0.7.

Table 2. Validity and Reliability Test Result

Variable Indicator Standardized Loading 
Factor (SLF) ≥0,5

Average Variance 
Extracted (AVE) ≥ 0.5

Construct Reliability 
(CR) ≥ 0.7

Product (PRD)

PRD1 0.716

0.633 0.873
PRD2 0.812

PRD3 0.831

PRD4 0.819

Place (PLC)

PLC1 0.775

0.633 0.887
PLC2 0.82

PLC3 0.846

PLC4 0.815

Promotion (PRM)

PRM1 0.805

0.741 0.919
PRM2 0.847

PRM3 0.928

PRM4 0.858

Price (PRC)

PRC1 0.821

0.715 0.909
PRC2 0.894

PRC3 0.852

PRC4 0.813

Experience (EXP)

EXP1 0.929

0.811 0.945
EXP2 0.924

EXP3 0.86

EXP4 0.887

E-Satisfaction (EST)

EST1 0.87

0.801 0.941
EST2 0.913

EST3 0.915

EST4 0.88

E-Trust (ETR)

ETR1 0.869

0.814 0.946
ETR2 0.937

ETR3 0.904

ETR4 0.898

Loyalty (LOY)

LOY1 0.893

0.719 0.911
LOY2 0.825

LOY3 0.842

LOY4 0.829
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Tabel 3. Structural Model Assessment Result

Hipotesis Nama Variabel Estimate P Kesimpulan

H1a PRD ---> EST 0.241 *** Supported

H1b PRD ---> ETR 0.356 *** Supported

H2a PLC ---> EST 0.116 *** Supported

H2b PLC ---> ETR 0.182 *** Supported

H3a PRM ---> EST 0.026 0.192 Not Supported

H3b PRM ---> ETR 0.044 0.149 Not Supported

H4 PRC ---> EST 0.260 *** Supported

H5a EXP ---> ETR 0.427 *** Supported

H5b EXP ---> EST 0.492 *** Supported

H6 EST ---> LOY 0.878 *** Supported

H7 ETR ---> LOY 0.196 0.004 Supported

Figure 2. Model with Research Result

Based on the results of the structural model estimation, it can be seen that the majority of the proposed 
hypotheses are supported by data (with a standard significance level of α of 0.05) except for the two hypotheses 
concerning the promotion construct which have not shown a significant effect on e-satisfaction and e-trust. The 
product aspect shows a significant positive effect both on E-Satisfaction (with p-value <0.001) and on E-Trust 
(with p-value <0.001). In line with the product, the place aspect also shows a positive influence on E-Satisfaction 
(with p-value <0.001) as well as for its effect on E-Trust (with p-value <0.001).

In this study, promotion is the only exogenous construct that has not been able to show a positive influence both 
on E-Satisfaction (with a p-value of 0.192) and on e-trust (with a p-value of 0.149). This may confirm the dualistic 
role of sales promotion which has a positive effect in the short term but can have a negative impact in the long run 
for satisfaction and trust (Moriuchi & Takahashi, 2016)following those of the Europeans and Americans (Salsberg, 
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2010. Sales promotion, including in the context of online groceries applications, actually has the opportunity to 
increase the level of customer satisfaction in the short term as the results of previous studies in the retail context 
(Ubeja, 2014). However, it seems that the sales promotions implemented at Grab Groceries have not been able 
to exceed consumer expectations compared to other services in the Grab application. Most likely grab groceries 
service users are also grab food users who are still in the same application. The grab food service has been 
serving grab application customers for a long time with a wide variety of promotions and a growing number of 
promos. The number and variety of promotions on grab food services that involve many merchants, of course, 
can then build a certain expectation about how many and varied promotions should be on similar application 
services. Meanwhile, the grab groceries service, which currently does not involve a large variety of merchants 
and does not offer promotions with a large number and variations, makes the performance assessment on 
the promotional aspect in the minds of customers is still relatively low with the reference standard of the grab 
food application. The condition of service performance perceptions that is not yet comparable with customer 
expectations is probably the reason why there is no consistent or significant effect between promotional aspects 
and e-satisfaction. On the other hand, the number of promotions that are still very limited and inconsistent is 
thought to be the explanation why consumers have not been able to depend on their trust in grab groceries 
services, especially in the promotion aspect. 

Unlike the facts read on the promotion aspect, the price aspect indicates a positive influence on E-Satisfaction 
(with p-value <0.001). This condition is logical considering that the price comparison is the market price which is 
more or less equivalent to the price offered at the grab groceries service unlike promotion where the comparator 
in the minds of consumers is another service from the grab application that has been more established. The 
experience aspect in this study is also proven to indicate a positive effect on e-satisfaction (with p-value <0.001) 
and on e-trust (with p-value <0.001). At the end of the model, this study also succeeded in clarifying the positive 
influence between e-satisfaction on customer loyalty (with a p-value <0.001) as well as the positive effect between 
e-trust on customer loyalty (with a pe value of 0.004) in the context of online application services. groceries.

6. RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS
Academically, this research contributes additional aspects of generalization in the form of facts in different country 
and cultural contexts in previous research on the discussion of online groceries applications which are currently 
and in the future predicted to be increasingly used especially with the pandemic situation and the emergence of 
a number of new normal in everyday consumer life. -day. The special thing that is interesting from the results of 
this study is that there is a potential boundary condition, especially in the promotion aspect, which has not shown 
any evidence of a significant effect on e-satisfaction or e-trust. The boundary conditions in this case are in terms 
of the number, variety and intensity of promotions which, if the amount is small, cannot yet have a significant 
positive impact on e-satisfaction and e-trust. This boundary condition will be more prominent if it is accompanied 
by a comparison service in the same application such as grab groceries and grab food in this study. 

Practically this research can provide several additional insights for marketing strategy decision making, especially 
in the context of online groceries applications. The first insight, in line with the context of the discussion of 
marketing in general, this study indicates an important role for satisfaction and then in shaping customer loyalty. 
Furthermore, based on the comparison of the regression coefficient, satisfaction has a more dominant role than 
trust in encouraging customer loyalty. This of course does not necessarily indicate that the role of trust is small, 
but that the aspect of trust is a basic aspect or necessary condition that all competing players generally strive to 
offer, especially in the context of digital services. With the existence of a trust standard that each player seeks to 
build on digital application services, ultimately the level of customer satisfaction will be more visible to determine 
the level of customer loyalty to a digital application service including online groceries application services as 
examined in this study.

The second insight, product, place, price, and experience aspects have an important role in increasing the level 
of customer satisfaction. With the highest order of importance, experience is dominated, followed by price, 
product, then place. Starting from these insights, it is important for groceries online application service managers 
to maintain a prime experience for customers during their interactions with groceries online application services. 
A positive customer experience can of course be pursued through many approaches, ranging from applications 
that are visually attractive, easy to use, reliable (rarely experience lags or crashes), to payment functions that 
have an error rate of almost 0. Product aspects can be pursued primarily by providing a range of lists and wide 
variety of products and/or merchants to provide a better one stop shopping experience and better freedom 
of choice for customers. To increase the uniqueness of the offering in terms of products, service providers can 
improve service capabilities with detailed product information and illustration functions, including up to the label 
standards owned by each product, such as halal, green, organic and genetic engineering free certification. For 
the price aspect in general, it is more straightforward, a price that is competitive with the market in general or at 
least a similar service is of course the basic thing expected by customers. Meanwhile, in the place aspect, control 
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on the accuracy of goods sent according to the order as well as the processing and delivery time in the hands 
of consumers are of course a fundamental thing that service providers and related partners need to strive for. 
The increase in the four driving aspects of satisfaction on the one hand, of course, on the other hand, will have 
a positive impact on the formation of trust which in the end also has an impact on increasing customer loyalty.

The third insight, although the promotion aspect in this study has not shown a significant role in the formation 
of consumer satisfaction and trust, it does not mean that this aspect is not important. As previously discussed, in 
this study this aspect was not consistent and had a significant impact on consumer satisfaction and trust because 
of the limited number and variety. If the number and variety of promotions on the online groceries’ application 
can be increased, it is not impossible that this aspect will be one of the important factors that play a role in 
increasing customer satisfaction and trust. This would play an even more important role if the services offered are 
still new in the minds of consumers which of course require intense efforts in order to attract consumer attention, 
educate them and encourage them to try. As has long been known, the promotion aspect is one of the main 
motivators for marketers in terms of attracting consumer attention and encouraging them to try.  

7. CONCLUSION
This study seeks to contribute to the generalization aspects of the satisfaction, trust and loyalty forming factor 
models in the context of online groceries applications that have been previously proposed in different country and 
cultural contexts. In general, this study confirms the results of previous studies that production, price, place and 
experience are important determinants of satisfaction and trust which in turn will have an impact on increasing 
customer loyalty to online groceries applications. The specific thing revealed in this study is that in the midst of 
the importance of the promotional aspect in the service introduction process to encourage potential customers to 
try to adopt a new service, the inadequate intensity and variety of promotions will obscure the role of promotion 
in increasing consumer satisfaction and trust in online groceries applications. Several managerial implications 
based on the results of this study as described in the previous section are expected to provide additional insight 
into managerial decision making, especially in the context of online groceries application services. 

In this study, there are several research limitations which certainly open up opportunities for further research. 
First, this research has only been conducted on one of the online groceries applications in Indonesia, research 
on similar applications or comparisons between several applications, especially perhaps with a wider variety of 
promotion intensity and will provide a more in-depth picture that complements the results of this study. Second, 
this research only raises aspects of product, place, price, promotion, and experience as a driver of e-satisfaction, 
e-trust, and customer loyalty. The involvement of other aspects that are often raised in the context of digital 
platforms such as consumer review features both inside and outside the application (word of mouth) will 
certainly broaden the picture obtained on the pattern of relationships between the constructs involved. Third, 
this study was conducted with a cross-sectional data approach, research with longitudinal or experimental data 
will certainly provide a view from another point of view to complement the results of this study and previous 
research on the context of online groceries applications, which are still not widely carried out in the midst of 
increasingly intense potential uses especially in the presence of special phenomena such as pandemics.
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Abstract 

One of challenges faced by the management of telecommunications companies (Telco) is the number of custom-
ers stopping subscribing them. The operators make various improvements to the quality of products and services 
to keep their customers. Because the customers moving to other operators illustrates a low customer loyalty. 
Various studies have been conducted to uncover this phenomenon but have not yet reached an established frame-
work, thus the opportunities are still open for further investigation.

This research implemented latent variables requiring a number of valid and reliable indicators to be measured. 
Questionnaires developed from 12 indicators were distributed to get 220 ordinal data samples from Telkomsel 
customers. Hypotheses about causal relationships between variables formed structural equality models. Lisrel 
8.80 was used to test CFA, goodness of fit of model, ditermination factor of each equation and hypothesis. 

The CFA test showed information that all indicators were valid and reliable. The structural model built was fit 
based on the goodness of fit testing. Customer trust to operator and company image strengthens the influence 
of service quality perceptions on switching costs, and switching costs mediate the influence of all antecedents on 
customer loyalty. Based on the t-test, all hypotheses were built were accepted.

Although the perceived quality is the source of customer loyalty, it is not the only thing having the influence. The 
efforts to improve the quality must also be accompanied by programs to improve company image and customer 
trust. As success in increasing switching costs has strong and direct impact on customer loyalty

Keywords: Image, Loyalty, Perceived Quality, Switching Cost, Trust.

JEL Classification: M31 

1. INTRODUCTION
The high number of customer churns is a common phenomenon experienced by all mobile telecommunications 
operators. In marketing journals, there are many researches aiming to uncover this phenomenon because the 
withdrawal of a customer from an operator is a dynamic one. In addition, there is not yet established frameworks 
for customer loyalty, especially the customer loyalty of high-tech products, such as mobile-phones.  

Researches on customer loyalty always gain the same conclusion, - the main source is the quality of products 
and services (Marakanon and Panjakajornsak, 2017; Eshghi et al., 2007; Aydin and Özer, 2005)industrial business 
competition causes producers to be aware of quality, price, and variety in developing new products to meet the 
consumers’ needs. This research reviewed the literature on green marketing and proposes a new conceptual 
framework of customer loyalty. It uses four constructsdperceived quality, perceived risk, customer trust, and 
customer loyaltydin the context of environmentally friendly electronics products in Thailand. This research 
employed an empirical study using the questionnaire survey method to verify the hypotheses. Data were 
obtained from 420 consumers who bought and used environmentally friendly electronic products, particularly 
mobile phones, computers, and laptops using a purposive sampling method. The data were analyzed using 
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA. The operators offer product packages including a combination of connectivity 
services for voice, data and internet, images and other multimedia content (Klein and Jakopin, 2014). Continuity 
of customers consuming products offered by an operator depends on how well the customer perceptions to the 
product quality (Izogo and Izogo, 2017). However, customer perceived service quality does not always have direct 
effects on customer loyalty (Lai et al., 2009). The relationship between the two requires mediating variables to 
produce significant total effects.  

If the operator provides high-quality products and services, it increases customer trust (Marakanon and 

mailto:teguhwi@telkomuniversity.ac.id
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Panjakajornsak, 2017; Rasheed and Abadi, 2014; Eshghi et al., 2007)industrial business competition causes 
producers to be aware of quality, price, and variety in developing new products to meet the consumers’ needs. 
This research reviewed the literature on green marketing and proposes a new conceptual framework of customer 
loyalty. It uses four constructsdperceived quality, perceived risk, customer trust, and customer loyaltydin the 
context of environmentally friendly electronics products in Thailand. This research employed an empirical study 
using the questionnaire survey method to verify the hypotheses. Data were obtained from 420 consumers who 
bought and used environmentally friendly electronic products, particularly mobile phones, computers, and 
laptops using a purposive sampling method. The data were analyzed using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA and 
the company’s image (Lai et al., 2009; Aydin and Özer, 2005). If the customer trusts the company, it is difficult to 
change operator (Picón-Berjoyo et al., 2016; Aydin and Özer, 2005). This study aims to examine the antecedent 
model of mobile telecommunications customer loyalty by including trust variables, image, and perceived 
switching cost as mediating variables strengthening perceived service quality influence on service quality.

2. HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
Understanding customer loyalty describes the attitudes and behaviour of customers (Namjoo Choi et al., 
2015) to consume certain products compared to the same products offered by other companies. In post-paid 
telecommunications products, customer loyalty is evaluated from the continuity level of customers using 
telephone numbers and marketing efforts to induce switching to competitors (Izogo and Izogo, 2017). Post-paid 
telephone revenue growth depends on the ability to maintain the existing customers and to get new customers. 
The operator receives income from subscription and usage fees paid by existing customers (Haverila, 2011; 
Sullivan and Kim, 2018). The customer loyalty program is intended to keep existing customers not to churn and 
switch (García-Mariñoso and Suárez, 2019; Halima and Gayatri, 2018; Nadarajan et al., 2017). Customer loyalty to 
post-paid card users is evaluated by whether users continue to pay bills regularly or churn. Whereas, for prepaid 
card users, loyalty is evaluated through a credit top-up pattern. 

Service quality is formed from tangible and intangible aspects of a product and service (Parasuraman et al., 
1994). The tangible aspects is evaluated from the appearance is sensed such as product display, customer service 
officer and room condition (Fernandes and Solimun, 2018; Rahman et al., 2017). Meanwhile, the intangible 
aspect includes aspects that customers feel when interacting with such as empathy, responsiveness, reliability 
of products and service equipment, security from risks (Belwal and Amireh, 2018; Kuo et al., 2009). Customer 
perceptions of service quality aspects fulfillment inherent in products and services generate customer trust. Trust 
refers to a psychological state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability based upon positive expectations 
(Bozic and Kuppelwieser, 2019; de Reuver et al., 2015). Trust is the most effective loyalty enhancement 
strategy when customers perceive high financial switching costs (El-Manstrly, 2016). Like trust, the image will 
be embedded long on customers’ minds when fulfilling the service quality dimensions. Adequate service quality 
must be well communicated to stimulate public emotional information from external information sources 
(Villena-Manzanares & Souto-Perez, 2016). The consideration to subscribe an operator is the service quality. 
Throughout the subscription period, customers evaluate the promised service quality and compare to what they 
experience. Customer perceptions of the value obtained and direct them to decide to keep subscribing or switch 
to another operator. In other words, efforts to improve service quality have the potential to increase customer 
loyalty (Belwal and Amireh, 2018; Izogo and Izogo, 2017; Edward and Sahadev, 2011).

H1: Service quality has a positive and significant effect on customer trust.

H2: Service quality has a positive and significant effect on image of company

H3: Service quality has a positive and significant effect on customer loyalty.

Previous studies mostly included trust and image variables as antecedents of customer loyalty. Both acts as 
intervening variables strengthening the influence of service quality on the variables afterwards. The role of rust 
and image roles are interrelated and difficult to be distinguished, thus in this study the two variables are modeled 
as reciprocally influencing. When service quality has improved the image and trust, the customer will feel bound 
and affection to move. The higher the trust and image of the customer towards the company, the more it makes 
customers feel dear to move. Customers having reached this level of trust will feel sacrificed when they have to 
switch to another operator. The sacrifice occurs when must move to another operator called switching cost (El-
Manstrly, 2016; Kaur and Soch, 2018; Miguel Villas-Boas, 2015; Milan et al., 2015)”container-title”:”Journal of 
Service Management”,”page”:”144-169”,”volume”:”27”,”issue”:”2”,”source”:”emeraldinsight.com (Atypon.

H4a : Image of operator has a positive and significant effect on customer trust.

H4b: Customer trust has a positive and significant effect on Image of operator.

H5  : Trust has a positive and significant effect on switching cost.
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The consequency of customers perception about the high sacrifice felt when move to another operators makes 
them keep subscribing the existing operator. The perception of switching cost is considered as barrier for 
customers to change operators, thus it is called as switching barriers (Chuah et al., 2017; Dawi et al., 2018; 
Gautam, 2013; Kim et al., 2018). Relating to trust variables, switching acts as a mediating variable reinforcing the 
trust influence on customer loyalty (El-Manstrly, 2016; Kaur and Soch, 2018). Switching costs are also intended to 
retain customers, where to keep customers to continue subscribing (Milan et al., 2015).  

H6: Switching cost has a positive and significant effect on customer loyalty.

The hypotheses developed created causal relationships forming structural equation models (SEM) as illustrated 
in Figure 1. 

 

3. METHOD 
The questionnaire developed from 12 indicators of latent variables was distributed to postpaid Telkomsel 
customers who were selected using purposive sampling. Respondents were asked to rate five Likert scales for 
each questionnaire according to their perceptions during the subscription. A total of 220 returned and complete 
questionnaires were tabulated as sample data for further testing. 

To overcome the problem of normality, the sample data in the ordinal form is converted into polycoric correlation 
matrix data before a series of tests are carried out (Ghozali, 2014). Lisrel 8.80 (Jöreskog et al., 2016; Joreskog, 
2004) was used to analyze confirmatory factors (CFA), test the Goodness of Fit of the model and test the research 
hypotheses. The Goodness of Fit of the model was conducted by evaluating the absolute fit indices, incremental 
fit indices, and parsimony fit indices. The indexes produced by the application are then compared with the cut-
off value of each parameter. The model is considered to be fit if a minimum of five parameters are met (Hair, 
2014). Hypothesis testing was conducted by evaluating the significance of the t-value calculated. The hypothesis 
is accepted if the t-value of the calculation results is greater than the t-value of the table which is +1.96. The 
strength of the influence of one variable on other variables can be seen from the regression coefficient. The R2  
value of each structural equation shows how well the independent variable is able to explain the dependent 
variable.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1   VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY TEST
Table-1 shows that the indicators used in this study are valid and reliable because the average variance extracted 
(AVE) is greater than 0.5, and construct reliability (CR) is greater than the criteria which is 0.6. 

Tabel -1: Validity and Reliability test

Variable Qestionnaire Item AVE CR

Customer
Loyalty

I will go on subscribing this Telkomsel line
If I bought a new GSM line, I would prefer this GSM operator

0.60 0.62

Switching 
Cost

Switching to a new operator causes monetary cost. 
If I switched to a new operator, the service offered by the new operator might not work as 
well as expected

0.63 0.72

Image This company is stable and firmly established
This company has a positive image
This company has a social contribution for society

0.62 0.69
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Trust I trust this company
I feel that I can rely on this company to serve well

0.61 0.75

Service 
Quality

I Given the quality of your operator’s coverage area, how would you rate the coverage 
area? 
Given the quality of your operator’s customer services, how would you rate the customer? 
Given the quality of your operator’s campaign, how would you rate the campaign for your 
operator?

0.63 074

4.2   GOODNESS OF FIT (GOF) OF MODEL 
The GOF shows how well and suitable the model used in representing the covariance matrix on the indicators 
used. Software provides a series of GOF test results which include absolute, incremental, and parsimony 
testing. Following Table-2 the parameter numbers 1 through 6 are classified as absolute parameters, 7 to 11 
are incremental parameters and the remaining three are parsimony parameters. Compared with the criteria, 
all parameters reach good fit unless parameters number 1 and 5 are almost fit. Hair et al (2010: 672) requires a 
minimum of five parameters to achieve good fit to conclude that the model is fit. 

Tabel-2: Goodness of Fit Test

Number of 
Parameter Goodness of Fit Parameters Cut-Off Value Test Result Remark

1 χ2 Significance Probability ≥ 0.05 0,012 almost fit

2 GFI ≥ 0.90 0.94 good fit

3 RMSEA ≤ 0.08 0.04 good fit

4 RMR ≤ 0.08 0.057 good fit

5 SRMR ≤ 0.08 0.09 almost fit

6 Nor. Chi-Square (χ2/DF) < 3 1.61 good fit

7 NFI ≥ 0.90 0.94 good fit

8 TLI (NNFI) ≥ 0.90 0.97 good fit

9 CFI (RNI) ≥ 0.90 0.97 good fit

10 RFI ≥ 0.90 0.90 good fit

11 IFI ≥ 0.90 0,98 good fit

12 AGFI ≥ 0.90 0.91 good fit

13 PNFI ≥ 0.50 0.70 good fit

14 PGFI ≥ 0.50 0.59 good fit
Source: Result of this research

4.3   HYPOTHESIS TEST 
The significance of the path coefficient of each of the hypothesized relationships is evaluated by comparing 
the t-value of the calculation with the t-value of the table. As shown in Table-3, all hypotheses are accepted 
because the t-value of each path is greater than 1.96. By the command ‘decomposition effect’ on simplis, Lisrel 
8.80 can provide the path coefficient and t-values of the indirect path QUATRS / IMGSWCLOY  so that the 
hypothesis H7 can be tested.

Tabel-3: Hypothesis Test

Hypotheses Relationships Path  Coefficients T-Values Conclusion
H1 QUA  TRS +0,47 4,22 Accepted
H2 QUA  IMG +0,52 3,53 Accepted
H3 QUA  LOY +0,46 3,99 Accepted

H4a TRS  IMG +0,66 3,31 Accepted
H4b IMG  TRS +0,66 3,31 Accepted
H5 TRS  SWC +0,71 4,61 Accepted
H6 SWC  LOY +0,66 4,72 Accepted

H7 QUATRS/IMGSWCLOY +0,72 6,33 Accepted

The role of switching cost variable is tested by comparing the magnitude of the direct effect of perceived quality 
variable on customer loyalty variables with the total effect as shown in the following Table-3: 
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Table 3: The role of mediating variables

Relationships Direct Effects Indirect Effects Total  Effects Role of  Switching Cost

QUA -> LOY 0,46 +0,26 +0,72 Strenghtening the effect

TRS -> LOY ns +0,47 +0,47 Strenghtening the effect

IMG -> LOY ns +0,23 +0,23 Strenghtening the effect

SWC -> LOY 0,66 --- +0,66

Mediating variables consisting of trust (TRS), image (IMG), and switching cost (SWC) amplify the effect of perceived 
quality (QUA) on customer loyalty (LOY) from +0.46 to +0.72. SWC has the role to strengthen  the influence of TRS 
on LOY which previously was not significant (ns) to be +0.47. Likewise, the effect of IMG on LOY, which initially 
had not significant effect (ns), was +0.23. The effect of SWC on LOY it self is +0.66 greater than the direct effect 
of QUA on LOY.

4.4   STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELING AND DETERMINATION FACTOR 
Testing of the empirical data from the proposed research model produces four structural equations. Each 
equation is equipped with a termination factor (R-square) which provides information about the ability of each 
independent variable to explain its dependent variable and the degree of error of variance resulting from the 
measurement.

The regression coefficient of each independent variable in each equation shows the strength and direction of 
the influence of each of these independent variables on the dependent variable. All equations show that each 
independent variable has a positive effect on the dependent variable. For example in equation-1, the regression 
coefficient for TRS is +0.5 and QUA is +0.55. The termination factor of 0.79 indicates that the TRS and QUA 
variance is able to explain the IMG variance of 79%, the remaining 21% indicates the variance of measurement 
error or the possibility that there are other variables that need to be included in the equation system. The 
regression coefficient illustrates that if there is an increase in variance in TRS and QUA, for example by one unit, 
it will increase the variance of IMG by 0.50+ 0.55.

1. IMG  = 0.50*TRS + 0.55*QUA, Errorvar.= 0.33 ,   R² = 0.79
2. TRS   = 0.50*IMG + 0.27*QUA, Errorvar.= 0.33 ,   R² = 0.74
3. SWC = 0.54*TRS, Errorvar.= 0.71 ,    R² = 0.34
4. LOY   = 0.66*SWC + 0.46*QUA, Errorvar.= 0.14 ,   R² = 0.87

5. CONCLUSION 
The CFA test shows that all indicators were declared valid and reliable. The structural model that was built 
was declared fit based on the testing of Goodness of Fit. Customer trust in an operator and company image 
strengthened the influence of service quality perceptions on switching costs, and switching costs mediate the 
influence of all antecedents on customer loyalty. Based on the t-test, all hypotheses that were built were accepted.

Although the perceived quality is the source of customer loyalty, it is not the only thing that influences. Efforts  
to improve the quality must also be accompanied by programs to improve company image and customer trust 
to operators because both can make customers feel lost if they switch to other operators. Success in increasing 
switching costs has strong and direct impacts on customer loyalty. 

Developing customer trust and operator image must be considered as one packet program because both of them 
influence each other
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Abstract

 This research was conducted with the aim of knowing the effect of my Telkomsel service quality on 
customer satisfaction and corporate image and its impact on customer loyalty. The research method used in this 
research is descriptive quantitative research method with a causality research approach. The population in this 
study are Telkomsel customers who have used the MyTelkomsel application, who are domiciled in Medan city, 
North Sumatra Province. The sample used is as many as 110 respondents.

The research results show that there is a positive and significant effect of electronic service quality on Telkomsel 
customer satisfaction, there is a positive and significant effect of electronic service quality on Telkomsel’s corpo-
rate image, there is a positive and significant effect of electronic service quality on Telkomsel customer loyalty, 
there is a positive and significant effect on customer satisfaction. To Telkomsel’s customer loyalty, there is a pos-
itive and significant effect on the company’s image on Telkomsel’s customer loyalty. Customer satisfaction can 
mediate the relationship between electronic service quality and Telkomsel customer loyalty, and company image 
can mediate the relationship between electronic service quality and Telkomsel customer loyalty.

Keywords: Electronic Service Quality, Customer Image, Corporate Image, Customer Loyalty.

1. INTRODUCTION
 Telkomsel is committed to providing the best experience for customers and presenting the latest 
telecommunication services which will become telecommunication technology trend in the future. As the 
primary choice of Indonesians for their various needs for all-digital lifestyle services, Telkomsel continues to 
provide various easy service channels through the MyTelkomsel application, 24-hour Call Center services, and 
GraPARI presence in all regions of Indonesia.

 Customer loyalty is the main key for service companies so that business activities can survive and 
develop. The competition that occurs can hardly affect customers who have high loyalty to the company and the 
products it offers. Customer loyalty needs great attention, because loyal customers will always use the company 
products or services and are reluctant to use products from other companies. However, at this time Telkomsel 
must pay more attention to customer loyalty issues, because more and more complaints are happening to this 
cellular company.

 Telkomsel company through the MyTelkomsel application can reach customers and is expected to 
increase customer loyalty. This can be explained in the following table.

No Top 5 Komplain Digital Service 
MyTelkomsel Apps

Jan-
20

Feb-
20

Mar-
20

Apr-
20

1 K34-Apps can not be accessed 532 224 467 2446

2 K22-Service Fiture can not be used 510 511 712 1787

3 K41-The points can not be redeemed 171 650 484 1406

4 K31-Can Login 705 376 616 1204

5 K41-Can’t get bonus 37 205 90 495

Tabel 1. Trend of MyTelkomsel Complaint Data 
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Based on Table 1.1. seen that the complaints submitted from January 2020-April 2020 increased significantly 
in April 2020. The complaints condition made by these customers including an alarming condition related to 
customer loyalty.

Customer loyalty in this study can be influenced by the quality of electronic services, customer satisfaction and 
corporate image. Electronic service quality is the level of excellence expected and control over that excellence 
level is to fulfill customer desires. The quality of electronic services is not seen from the point of view of the 
service provider or service provider, but is based on the perception of the community (customers) who receive 
the service.

If the service received or felt is in accordance with what is expected, then the service quality is perceived as 
good and satisfying. If the service received exceeds customer expectations, then service quality is perceived as 
ideal quality. Conversely, if the service received is lower than expected, then the service quality is perceived as 
bad. Thus, whether the service quality is good or bad depends on the ability of service providers to meet the 
expectations of the community (service recipients) consistently.

Customer satisfaction in this study can also affect customer loyalty. If the service level received or felt by the 
customer is in accordance with what is expected, then the service quality is perceived as good and satisfying by 
the customer. If the service level received exceeds customer expectations, then service quality is perceived as 
ideal quality.

MyTelkomsel must provide good service to its customers so that they can provide high satisfaction. The high 
satisfaction felt by customers can create a sense of loyalty to the company and can also recommend others to use 
MyTelkomsel. High customer satisfaction can affect customer loyalty.

Company image is another factor in research that can affect customer loyalty. Image is an impression that is 
obtained through someone’s knowledge and experience about something. For companies, image is defined as 
the public’s perception of the company’s identity.

Research on customer loyalty and the factors that influence it has been widely studied, but not all of the research 
results have the same. This can create a research gap and make it possible for other researchers to conduct 
similar themes. Apart from that, more attention must be paid to Telkomsel’s customer loyalty so that the number 
of customers and customer loyalty can increase in the following years.

2. LITERATUR REVIEW

2.1   ELECTRONIC SERVICE QUALITY
Service quality is a delivery of excellence or superior service aimed at satisfying customers according to their 
perceptions and expectations (Zeithaml and Betner, 2013). Service quality according to Wyckof (in Tjiptono, 2015: 
59) is defined as the excellence level expected and control over that excellence level to fulfill customer desires.

Along with the technology and information development, service quality develops into electronic service quality 
(e-servqual). E-service quality or also known as E-ServQual is a new version of Service Quality (ServQual). 
E-ServQual was developed to evaluate a service provided on the Internet network. e-service quality is defined 
as the expansion of a site’s ability to facilitate shopping, purchasing, and distribution activities effectively and 
efficiently

E-service quality is the ability of a service to deliver functional performance when shopping, purchasing, and 
delivery to customers via electronic media (Lasyakka, 2015; Demurkan et al, 2011; Parasuraman et al, 2005). 
The quality of electronic service is how high a website’s ability to provide an effective and efficient shopping 
experience, payment, and delivery services (Zeithaml et al., 2013: 115).

According to Tjiptono (2015:28) service has four main characteristics i.e.:

1. Intangibility

Services differ significantly from physical goods. If the item is an object, tool, material or thing that can be seen, 
touched and felt with the five senses; then service is actually an act, action, experience, process, performance, 
or business that is abstract in nature.

2. Varies (Heterogeneity)

Services are variable or heterogeneous because they are non-standardized outputs, meaning that the shape, 
quality and type vary widely, depending on who, when and where the service is produced.
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3. Inseparability

Goods are usually produced first, then sold, then consumed. Meanwhile, services are generally sold first, then 
produced and consumed at the same time and place.

4. Not durable (Perishability)

Perishability means that services are perishable commodities, which cannot be stored for future reuse, resale or 
return.

The quality of electronic services (e-servqual) according to Parasuraman and Malhotra (2005: 216) is defined as 
the expansion of the efficiency and effectiveness of site facilities in shopping, purchasing and shipping. Pasuraman 
et al. (2005) developed an electronic service quality measurement in four dimensions:

1. Efficiency: User can easily use the service easily without consuming a lot of resources.

2. Fulfillment: Fulfillment of service promises such as the conformity of goods obtained by users with the in-
formation they obtain.

3. System availability: Services are able to provide operational functions that are used by users to access ser-
vices.

4. Privacy: The ability of service providers to protect personal information and secure services from crime or 
damage.

2.2   CUSTOMERS SATISFACTION
According to Kotler (2014: 36) customer satisfaction is a feeling of pleasure or disappointment in someone who 
arises after comparing their perceptions or impressions of the performance or results of a product and their 
expectations. Supranto (2010: 44) the term customer satisfaction is a label used by customers to summarize a set 
of visible actions or actions related to a product or service.

According to Lupiyoadi (2014), there are five main factors that must be considered by company in determining 
the level of customer satisfaction, namely:

1.  Product Quality 

Customers will feel satisfied when their evaluation results show that the product they use is qualified. 
Rational consumers always demand a quality product for every sacrifice made to obtain the product. In this 
case, good product quality will provide added value in the minds of consumers.

2. Service Quality  

Service quality, especially in the service sector, customers will feel satisfied if they get good service or what 
is expected. A satisfied customer will indicate the possibility of purchasing the same product again. Satisfied 
customers tend to give perceptions of the company’s products.

3.  Emotional  

Customers will feel proud and get the confidence that other people will be amazed by him when using a 
product with a certain brand that tends to have a higher satisfaction level. Satisfaction obtained. Not because 
of the product quality but social value or self esteem that makes customers satisfied with certain brands.

4.  Price  

Products having the same quality but charge a relatively low price will provide higher value to their customers.

5.  Cost 

Customers do not need to pay additional costs or do not need to waste time getting a product or service 
tends to be satisfied with that product or service.

To determine the effectiveness of policies, implementation and procedures of service to consumers, the company 
must measure the customer satisfaction level regularly. Measuring and monitoring customer satisfaction can be 
carried out by several methods that can be used by every company. According to Kotler (2014: 148), there are 
four methods to measure customer satisfaction, i.e.: 

1. Complaint and suggestion systems 

2. Survey of customers satisfaction 

3. Ghost shopping
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4. Lost Customer Analysis

There are several strategies that can be combined to achieve and increase customer satisfaction (Tjiptono, 2015: 
161), i.e.:

1. Relationship marketing strategy

That is, the transactional relationship between a company and consumers is sustainable, does not end after 
the sale is completed, where the long-term partnership with the customer is continuous so that it is hoped 
that a business can be repeated.

2. Stretegy of superior customer service 

It is a strategy to offer the company’s services that are superior to its competitors.

3. Strategy of unconditional guarantees extraordinary

That is a strategy to increase customer satisfaction by developing a good after-sales service for the company.

4. Strategy to improve company performance

Strategies for continuous monitoring and measurement of satisfaction, job appraisal systems, rewards 
and employee promotions are based on their contribution, empowering employees so that they can make 
certain decisions related to their duties.

5. Effective complaint handling strategy

Effective treatment provides an opportunity to turn a disgruntled customer into a satisfied customer.

6. Strategy of quality funtion development 

The practice of designing a process in response to consumer needs.

2.3   COMPANY IMAGE
According to Kasali (2009: 30) company image is an identity reflection of an organization or a company, in a 
company that is able to have several different images in the eyes of the public. Company image is considered as 
an overall assessment of a company in people’s minds (Aydin and Ozer, 2005).

Kasali (2009:28) suggests that an understanding that comes from an incomplete information produces an 
imperfect image. According to Harrison (2005: 71) complete information about company image includes four 
elements as follows:

1. Personality: The overall characteristics of a company that are understood by the target public, such as com-
panies that can be trusted, companies that have social responsibility.

2. Reputation: What the company has carried out and is believed by the target public based on their own expe-
riences and those of other parties, such as the security performance of all bank transactions.

3. Value: Value of a company, in other words, corporate culture, such as a management attitude that cares 
about customers, employees who are responsive to customer requests and complaints.

4. Corporate Identity: Components that facilitate the introduction of the target public to a company, such as 
logos, colors, and slogans.

Image is a value that society views of a company. The company wants to provide an image in accordance with 
the corporate identity that supports the sustainability process. According to Sutojo (2011:63) company image 
is considered as a public perception of the identity of the company or organization. The benefits of a good and 
strong corporate image are:

1. Solid medium and long-term competitiveness: A company tries to win over market competition by formulat-
ing tactical marketing strategies.

2. Being a shield during a crisis: Most people can understand or forgive the mistakes company made in a good 
image, which caused them to experience crises.

3. To be the attraction of reliable executives, where reliable executives are company assets.

4. Increase the effectiveness of marketing strategies

5. Save on operating costs because of its good image.

The image formation of a company is closely related to the perception, attitude (stance), and public opinion 
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about a company. There are five factors for shaping the company’s image, including:

1. Physical identity, in this case what is seen is visual (name of organization, logo, text of choice of font, color, 
figure of building, and office lobby), audio (such as organization jingle), communication media (company 
profile, brochure, leaflet, report annual, and media coverage).

2. Non-physical identity, seen from the organization or company history, philosophy, beliefs, values   and culture.

3. Organizational management, such as vision, mission, systems, policies, rules, procedures, technology, hu-
man resources (HR), organizational strategy, job design, service systems, product positioning.

4. Quality results, product quality and service.

5. Relationship activities and patterns are assessed from the relationship between organization or company 
and public, the organization’s social responsibility response, communication quality, customer experience, 
and communication networks.

2.4   CUSTOMER LOYALTY
Mowen and Minor (2002) define loyalty as a condition where customers have a positive attitude towards a 
brand, have a commitment to the brand, and intend to continue their purchases in the future. According to 
Uncles and Laurent (1997) in Peter and Olson (2002), loyalty is conceptualized as a measure of attitude (including 
exclusive purchases and possible repurchases) as well as behavioral measures (including brand preference, likes, 
commitment and intention to buy).

According to Griffin (2005: 31) states that loyal customers are people who can:

1.  Make repeat purchases regularly.

This means customers who have used a product twice or more. They are those who use the same product 
twice, or buy two different products on two occasions.

2. Buying between product lines or services

It means using all the offered goods or services they need. They use regularly, the relationship with this 
customer type is strong and long lasting which makes them unaffected by foreign products.

3. Referring to others

It means the goods or services they offer and need, as well as making purchases on a regular basis. In 
addition, they encourage their friends to use that company’s goods or services or recommend the company 
to others, thus indirectly the brand has done marketing for the company and brought consumers to the 
company.

4.  Shows immunity to pull from competitors

This means that it is not easily influenced by the pull of competitors’ products or other similar service 
products.

One of the most relevant models in measuring loyalty is the four stage loyalty model (Oliver, 1999), which is 
divided as follows:

1. The first stage cognitive loyalty, loyalitas pada tahap ini berhubungan langsung dengan informasi yang terse-
dia dan barang atau jasa dalam harga dan manfaatnya. Hal ini karena pelanggan sadar atau peka akan harga 
dan manfaat produk. 

2. The second stage affective loyalty, Second stage affective loyalty, for example the convenience of service, 

3. cleanliness of the shop, atmosphere, competitive prices, ease of shopping, and so on.

4. The third stage conative loyalty, loyalty relates to commitment to repurchase a specific product. The cus-
tomer at this stage chooses to commit to purchasing another product or service consistently in the future.

5. The fourth stage: action loyalty, The last stage of customer loyalty is the existence of action, including respon-
sible behavior and behavior. Actions or acts are seen as very important in the previous stages.
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2.5   THOUGHT FRAMEWORK

Figure 1. Thought Framework

2.6   RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS
Based on this definition, the formulation of the hypothesis in this research is as follows:

H1 There is an effect of electronic service quality on the Telkomsel customers satisfaction.

H2 There is an effect of electronic service quality on company image of Telkomsel

H3 There is an effect of electronic service quality on customer loyality of Telkomsel.

H4 There is an effect of customer satisfaction on Telkomsel’s customer loyality.

H5 There is an effect of company image on Telkomsel’s customer loyalty.

H6 Customer satisfaction can mediate the relationship between the quality of electronic services and 
customer loyalty of Telkomsel.

H7 Company image can mediate the relationship between the quality of electronic services and customer 
loyalty of Telkomsel.

3. RESEARCH METHOD

3.1   TYPE OF RESEARCH 
The method used in this research is quantitative descriptive research with a causality research approach. This 
study used a survey research design to answer descriptive questions and questions about the relationship 
between variables.

3.2   OPERATIONAL VARIABLE
This research uses four (4) variables, i.e. one exogenous variable (Service Quality), two independent intermediary 
variables (Customer Satisfaction and Company Image), and one variable; indigenous dependent (Customer 
Loyalty)

3.3   POPULATION AND SAMPLE
Population in this research is Telkomsel customers who have used MyTelkomsel application, who domiciled in city 
of Medan, North Sumatra Province.

The sample calculation uses the Tabachnick & Fidell formula (2014: 123), namely N ≥ 104 + m, where N = number 
of samples, and m= number of independent variables. In this study, there are three (3) independent variables 
(service quality, customer satisfaction, and company image), so that the minimum sample size = 104 + 3 = 107 
respondents. The sample was rounded to 110 respondents.

3.4   ANALYSIS METHOD
Before the data is analyzed, the results of distributing questionnaires that have been compiled in the form of data 
tabulations, then for the validity, reliability the data that has been compiled is tested, data normality and testing 
the requirements of classical assumptions, to ensure the data quality when used in research.

In analyzing the effect of service quality, customer quality, and company image on customer loyality, analysis 
method of data used in this research  using path analysis.
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The Path Analysis Stages

Figure 2. Path Analysis

1. M1  = a + bX + e1 ………………………….  (Substructural 1)

2. M2  = a + bX + e2 ………………………….  (Substructural 2)

3. Y  = a + bX + bM1 + bM2 + e3 …………… (Substructural 3)

Remarks:

X = Quality of  Electronic Service

M1 = Customer Satisfaction

M2 = Company Image

Y = Customer Loyalty

e123 = Error

4. RESEARCH RESULTS 

4.1   REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF SUBSTRUCTURE 1

 Coefficientsa

Model Unstandardized 
Coefficients

Standardized 
Coefficients

t Sig.B Std. Error Beta
1 (Constant) 6.376 1.355 4.704 .000

Quality of 
Electronic

Service

.401 .029 .798 13.751 .000

a. Dependent Variable: Customer Satisfaction
Table 2. t-Test Results of  Substructure 1

From the calculation results in Table 2. obtained tcount value of 13,751 is greater than ttable value i.e. (0,05;110) of 1,982 
then Ho is rejected and Ha is received that meant there is the effect of electronic service quality on customer 
satisfaction. This case also refelected from significancy value 0,000 lesser than 0,05.

Model Summary

Model R

R 

Square

Adjusted R 

Square

Std. Error of the 

Estimate
1 .798a .636 .633 2.491
a. Predictors: (Constant), Quality of Electronic Service

Table 3.Coefficient of Determination of (R Square) Substructure 1

The determination coefficient is 0.636, this figure is used to see the effect percentage of electronic service quality 
on customer satisfaction by calculating R2 x 100%. So it can be said that this number means that the effect of 
electronic service quality on customer satisfaction is 79.8%, while the remaining 20.2% is influenced by other 
factors not examined.
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ANOVAb

Model
Sum of 
Squares df

Mean 
Square F Sig.

1 Regression 1173.541 1 1173.541 189.089 .000a

Residual 670.278 108 6.206
Total 1843.818 109

a. Predictors: (Constant), Electronic Service Quality 
b. Dependent Variable: Customer Satisfaction

Table 4. F-Test Results of Substructure 1

a. From the results of the SPSS output in column F, it is found that Fcount of 189.089 is greater than Ftable of 3.929, 
this means that the quality of electronic services has a significant effect on customer satisfaction.

b. Based on the results of the ANOVA analysis of variance calculation, the value of the significance level of the 
study is 0.000 lesser than the significance level of 5% (0.000 <0.05), this means that electronic services quality has 
a significant effect on customer satisfaction.

4.2   REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF SUBSTRUCTURE 2
Coefficientsa

Model

B

Unstandardized 
Coefficients

Standardized 
Coefficients

t Sig.
Std. 

Error Beta
1 (Constant) 1.893 .893 2.119 .036

Quality of 
Electronic 
Service

.387 .019 .889 20.158 .000

a. Dependent Variable: Company Image

Table 5. T-Test Results of Substructure 2

From the calculation results in Table 5. Obtained tcount value of 20,158 greater than ttable value i.e. (0,05;110) of 1,982 
then Ho is rejected and Ha is received that meant there is effect of electronic service quality   on company image. 
This case also reflected of significancy value 0,000 lesser than 0,05.

 Model Summary

Model R
R 

Square
Adjusted R 

Square
Std. Error of the 

Estimate
1 .889a .790 .788 1.642
a. Predictors: (Constant), Electronic Service Quality

Table 6. Coefficient of Determination  (R Square) of Substructure 2 

The determination coefficient is 0.790, this figure is used to see the influence percentage of electronic service 
quality on company image by calculating R2 x 100%. So it can be said that this figure means that the contribution 
of the effect of electronic service quality to the company’s image is 79%, while the remaining 21% is influenced 
by other factors not examined.

ANOVAb

Model
Sum of 
Squares df

Mean 
Square F Sig.

1 Regression 1094.939 1 1094.939 406.335 .000a

Residual 291.024 108 2.695
Total 1385.964 109

a. Predictors: (Constant), Electronic Service Quality 
b. Dependent Variable: Company Image

Table 7. F-Test Result of Substructure 2

a. From output SPSS results in F coloumn obtained Fcount of 406,335 the value is much bigger than Ftable 3,929 this 
case meant Electronic Service Quality influencing significantly on company image.

b. The research significance level value of 0.000 is lesser than the significance level of 5% (0.000 <0.05), this 
means that the quality of electronic services has a significant effect on company image.
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4.3   REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF SUBSTRUCTURE 3
Coefficientsa

Model

B

Unstandardized 
Coefficients

Standardized 
Coefficients

t Sig.
Std. 

Error Beta
1 (Constant) 1.280 1.525 .839 .403

Electronic 
Service 
Quality 

.240 .069 .408 3.457 .001

Customer 
Satisfaction

.221 .102 .189 2.159 .033

Company 
Image

.410 .155 .304 2.638 .010

a. Dependent Variable: Customer Loyality

Table 8. T-test Results of Substructure 3

a. From the calculation results in Table 8. obtained tcount value of 3,457 greater than ttable i,e t(0,05;110) of  1,982 then 
Ho is rejected and Ha is received meaning that there is effect of  Electronic Service Quality on customer loyality.  
This case also seen from  significancy value of 0,001 is lesser than 0,05.

b. From the calculation results in Table 8. obtained tcount value of 2,159 greater than ttable value (0,05;110) of  1,982 then 
Ho is rejected and Ha is received meaning that there is significant effect of customer satisfaction on customer 
loyality.  This case also seen from nilai significancy value of 0,033 is lesser  than 0,05.

c. From the calculation results in Table 8. obtained tcount value 2,638 is bigger than ttable value of (0,05;110) of  1,982 
then Ho is rejected dan Ha is received than mean there is significant effect of company image on customer 
loyality. This case also seen from significant value of 0,010 lesser than 0,05.

Model Summaryb

Model R R Square
Adjusted R 

Square
Std. Error of the 

Estimate
1 .853a .728 .720 2.546
a. Predictors: (Constant), Company Image, Customer 
Satisfaction, Electronic Service Quality 
b. Dependent Variable: Customer Loyalty

Table 9. Determination coefficient (R Square) of Substructure 3

The amount of determination coefficient using Adjusted R Square because the number of independent variables 
is more than two, with a value of 0.720, this figure is used to see the percentage of the effect of electronic 
service quality, customer satisfaction and company image on customer loyalty. So it can be said that this number 
means that the effect of electronic service quality, customer satisfaction and company image simultaneously on 
customer loyalty is 72%, while the remaining 28% is influenced by other factors not examined. 

ANOVAb

Model
Sum of 
Squares df

Mean 
Square F Sig.

1 Regression 1838.116 3 612.705 94.509 .000a

Residual 687.202 106 6.483
Total 2525.318 109

a. Predictors: (Constant), Company Image, Customer 
Satisfaction, Electronic Service Quality 
b. Dependent Variable: Customer Loyalty

Table 10. F-test Results of Substructure 3

a. From the output SPSS results in F column obtained Fcount  of 94,509 the valued is greater  than Ftable value of 2,69 
this case mean that eelectronic service quality, customer satisfaction and company image mutually  effecting on  
customer loyalty.

b. Based on calculation results of analysis of variance ANOVA, research significance level value of 0.000 is smaller 
than the significance level of 5% (0.000 <0.05), this means that the quality of electronic services, customer 
satisfaction and company image collectively have an effect on customer loyalty.

A summary of all tests for the effect between exogenous and endogenous variables is presented in the following 
table:
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Variable Effect Estimation Probability Remarks

Endogenous : Customer satisfaction

Electronic 
Service Quality 

0,798 0,000 Significant

Endogen : Company Image

Electronic 
Service Quality 

0,889 0,000 Significant

Endogenous :  Customer Loyalty

Electronic 
Service Quality 

0,408 0,001 Significant

Customer 
Satisfaction

0,189 0,033 Significant

Company 
Image

0,304 0,010 Significant

Table 11. Testing Results of Exogenous and Endogenous Effects

4.4   RESEARCH DISCUSSION
Based on the research results and the description above, the following will be discussed:

Effect of electronic service quality on customer satisfaction

Based on the test results obtained electronic service quality of 0.798 with a significant value of 0.000 < 0.05, 
which indicates that the quality of electronic services has a significant positive effect on customer satisfaction.

The quality of electronic service is how high a website’s ability to provide an effective and efficient shopping 
experience, payment, and delivery services (Zeithaml et al., 2013: 115). The electronic services quality that can 
meet customer wants and needs can affect customer satisfaction.

The results of this research support the research conducted by Shafiq et al. (2019), Al-Dweeri et al. (2017), 
Sundaram et al. (2017), which shows that the electronic services quality has an effect on customer satisfaction.

Effect of  Electronic Service Quality on company image

Based on the test results obtained electronic service quality of 0.889 with a significant value of 0.000 <0.05, which 
indicates that the electronic services quality has a significant positive effect on company image.

According to Kasali (2009: 30) company image is a reflection of an organization or company identity, in a company 
that is able to have several different images in the eyes of the public. The electronic services quality that can meet 
customer wants and needs can affect the company’s image.

The results of this research support the research conducted by Darmawan (2018), Ashraf et al. (2018), Anzie and 
Arifin (2017) who show that the quality of electronic services has an effect on company image.

Effect of electronic service quality on customer loyalty.

Based on the test results obtained electronic service quality of 0.408 with a significant value of 0.001 < 0.05, 
which indicates that the electronic services quality has a significant effect on customer loyalty.

If the service received or felt is in accordance with what is expected, then the service quality is perceived as good 
and satisfying by the customer. It can be concluded that the service quality depends on the ability of service 
providers to meet the expectations of the community (service recipients) consistently.

Results of this research support the research conducted by Sundaram et al. (2017), Al-Dweeri et al. (2017), 
Susanto and Subayyo (2019), Anzie and Arifin (2017), Darmawan et al. (2017), Wibowo et al. (2018) which states 
that the quality of electronic services affects customer loyalty.

Effect of Customer satisfaction on Customer loyalty

Based on the test results, it was found that customer satisfaction was 0.189 with a significant value of 0.033 < 
0.05, which indicates that customer satisfaction has a significant effect on customer loyalty.

Customer satisfaction that has been properly fulfilled by a company can create an emotional attachment to the 
company so that any products and services offered by a company will be in demand by loyal customers. It can be 
said that customer satisfaction affects customer loyalty.

This is consistent with research conducted by Al-Dweeri et al. (2017), Susanto and Subayyo (2019), Darmawan et 
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al. (2018), Anzie and Arifin (2017) which state that customer satisfaction affects customer loyalty.

The effect of company image on customer loyalty

Based on the test results, it is obtained that the company image is 0.304 with a significant value of 0.010 < 0.05, 
which indicates that the company image has a significant effect on customer loyalty.

The existence of a corporate image comes from experiences or corporate communication efforts on the basis of 
company sustainability and profit. If the company image is considered good by community and is embedded in 
the memory of consumers, it can affect the increase in customer loyalty.

This is consistent with research conducted by Darmawan et al. (2017), Ashraf et al. (2018), Anzie and Arifin (2017) 
which state that company image affects customer loyalty.

Effect of Electronic Service Quality on Customer loyality is mediated by Customer satisfaction.

Based on the test results, it was found that the electronic services quality on direct customer satisfaction was 
0.798 and customer satisfaction on customer loyalty was 0.189, so that the value of 0.798 x 0.189 = 0.151 was 
obtained. This means that customer satisfaction can mediate the influence between electronic service quality 
and customer loyalty.

Effect of Electronic Service Quality on Customer loyality is mediated by Company image

Based on the test results, it is obtained that the electronic services quality on the company image directly is 0.889 
and the company image on customer loyalty is 0.304, so that the value of 0.889 x 0.304 = 0.243 is obtained. This 
means that the company image can mediate the effect between electronic service quality and customer loyalty.

5. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1   CONCLUSION
Based on the research results obtained, several conclusions can be stated as follows:

1. There is positive and significant effect of Electronic Service Quality on Customer satisfaction of Telkomsel.
2. There is positive and significant effect of Electronic Service Quality on Company image of  Telkomsel
3. There is positive and significant effect of Electronic Service Quality on Customer loyality of Telkomsel.
4. There is positive and significant effect of Customer satisfaction on Customer loyality of Telkomsel.
5. There is positive and significant effect of  Company image on Customer loyality of Telkomsel.
6. Customer satisfaction can mediate relationship between Electronic Service Quality to Customer loyality of 
Telkomsel.
7. Company image can mediate  relationship between Electronic Service Quality to Customer loyality of 
Telkomsel.

7.1   SUGGESTIONS
Based on the results of the research and discussion in the previous chapters, some suggestions can be made 
which are expected to be useful for various parties who need the following:

1. The quality of electronic services directly affects customer satisfaction, company image and customer loyalty. 
For this reason, it is recommended for Telkomsel management to optimize the MyTelkomsel application such 
as an application design that can provide detailed information, easy transactions, reliability of applications 
that can order products directly, transaction security and better services.

2. Directly customer satisfaction affects customer loyalty. For this reason, it is suggested that company man-
agement can create high satisfaction for its customers by means of ease of ordering, accurate information, 
tracking order history and guaranteeing the suitability of the product ordered.

3. Directly company image affects customer loyalty. For this reason, it is recommended for Telkomsel manage-
ment to optimize the MyTelkomsel application such as application design, application reliability and transac-
tion security so that the company’s image is better and sticks in the minds of consumers.

4. For other researchers, it is expected to expand the research object and add several other variables that can 
affect customer satisfaction, company image and customer loyalty.
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Abstract

The innovation of internet banking services in line with technological advances that benefit customers, but In-
ternet banking usage rates still less than the awareness of innovation. This study wants to reveal the group of 
customer non-user internet banking groups that aware use of internet banking in Indonesia using consumer re-
sistance to the innovation approach and create a profile of each group. This study uses a two-step cluster analysis 
with the variable of demographic segmentation, consumer behavior, and consumer resistance to innovation. This 
study reaches out to customers across Indonesia and collects 900 responses online questionnaire from non-user 
of internet banking. This study revealed that non-users of internet banking in Indonesia consists of three groups, 
firstly Postponer group, customers who know the technology of internet banking but still have not used it,  sec-
ondly Opponent group, customers who want to use internet banking and still not know when to use them because 
they weigh the risks of the use, and the third is Rejector group, customers who have a negative view towards 
internet banking because they were less able to adapt to new technology. This study expected to give a view of 
the banking industry to approach each customer group. 

Keyword: Consumer resistance to innovation, Internet banking, two-step cluster,  Consumer Behavior  

1. INTRODUCTION
Technology has an important role in today’s market. Technological innovations have significantly changed the 
way services are provided to consumers in various market sectors Bitner et al study (2000, as cite in Guerrero 
et al., 2005). Banking is one of the sectors that the technological progress is monitored closely and used 
widespread (Suleymanov, 2019). Banking industry revolution and the globalization of the market have an impact 
to all companies. Most companies try to attract customers and win the competition in the highly competitive 
electronics market (Harahap, 2020).

Bank develops services according to customer needs and services develop in line with technological developments 
and lifestyles. Banks need reliable information systems that can be accessed easily by their customers to support 
operational success. This information system certainly depends on online information technology such as 
Internet banking. Internet banking is a   banking transaction using the internet network which makes it easier for 
customers to make transactions (Ayu, 2012). Internet banking answers the customer demands, its serve service 
fast, safe, convenient, inexpensive, timeless and can be accessed from anywhere, both cell phones, computers, 
and laptops  Suryasa et al., study (2018, as cited in Melaning & Giantari, 2019) internet banking, besides providing 
value added for their customers, is a means to cut costs and increase efficiency (Laukkanen et al., 2008). Internet 
banking has attained a widespread acceptance not only in developed countries but also has gained a foothold in 
developing countries (Patel & Patel, 2018)

Internet banking services in Indonesia have been started since 1998. According to the Indonesian Internet Service 
Providers Association (APJII), internet user’s year of 2018 in Indonesia have reached 171.17 million people. This 
is equivalent to 64.8% of Indonesia’s total population of 264.16 million. Based on the 14th February 2013 MARS 
Indonesia survey the awareness’ of internet banking in Indonesia which is publish in “34% of Customers are 
Internet Banking Literate”, it was revealed that out of 1,710 customers in 5 cities (Jakarta, Bandung, Semarang, 
Surabaya, Medan), the internet banking awareness level was 34.7% and internet banking penetration was 8.1%  
and Ngasuko (2019) stated that adult internet banking users are still around 23.41% from total user. Low level 
of penetration of internet banking usage among bank customers in Indonesia shows that consumers are slow to 
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change their preferences for bank services to new services. Internet banking as a new banking service does not 
replace traditional banking services or non-electronic services. Internet Banking is uneven and there are barriers 
to adopting the service (Hojjati et. al., 2015). All customers do not have the same reaction to the barriers of 
technology adoption, there are groups of customers who not use, or will use, but have not adopted the internet 
banking (Brahim, 2015).  The innovation resistance is a mediating factor influencing consumers’ intention to 
purchase (Yao and Lee, 2016) 

The theory of Consumer Resistance to innovation by Ram and Sheth explains the inhibiting factors in changing 
consumer preferences. Consumer Resistance to innovation is a common response for consumers because 
innovation requires changes in habits and practices in using services Ram and Sheth study (1989, as cited in 
Laukkanen et al., 2007). Consumer resistance to innovation is explained by several different barriers, which inhibit 
or prevent innovation adoption (Laukkanen et al., 2007) and identifying adoption barriers arguably represent a 
greater opportunity for practitioners (Laukkanen, 2016).

This study express the contention from the light of the earlier literature to discuss and analyze a group of non-
user of internet banking from customer resistance to innovation approach, see the unseen pattern from the 
cluster of non-user internet banking consumer in Indonesia. This study provides the result, draw the conclusions 
and present the implications for management. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Information communication technology has changed the delivery of banking services through the use of the 
internet as an effective medium (Chauhan et al., 2019). The use of internet  has become vital in the future 
development of retail banking (Bradley and Stewart, 2003 as cited in Chauhan et al.,2019).  Internet banking also 
called as online banking it is the equivalent of accessing a bank’s services via the Internet (Szopiński, 2016), it is 
a web-based banking method which has been developing with new solutions for security issues replacing the 
interactive software which allows for home and office banking (Yıldırım, 2017). Internet banking involves several 
services such as account balance checking, money transfers, payment, and gathering information on several 
subjects which bank customers can perform from their homes and offices through a telecommunication network  
Aparikyan’s study (2000, as cited in Yıldırım, 2017). Today, banks are being replaced by mobile phones, tablets, 
and laptops (Keskar & Pandey, 2018)

Consumer resistance model introduced by Ram and Seth (1989) is used to explain consumers’ intention to use 
and consumers’ rejection. Consumer resistance to innovation as a form of reaction or negative attitude to new 
products and services that trigger change or upset the status quo  (Ram, 1987; Ram and Sheth, 1989; Heidenreich 
and Spieth, 2013 as cited in Mani & Chouk, 2018). Heidenreich and Kraemer (2015) argued that consumer 
innovation resistance is a significant reason for new product failure. 

Mittelstaedt et al. study (1976, as cited in Laukkanen et al. 2008) evince three possible reason for non-adoption 
of an innovation, first when individual decide on the basis of information  available that it is not for him, second 
when individual symbolically accepted but for some reason unable to use the innovation, third is when innovation 
symbolically accepted but the individual postpone the use until an appropriate or in right situation. Szmigin 
& Foxall study (1998, as cited in Yao & Lee, 2016) suggesting three form of innovation resistance (rejection, 
postponement, and opposition) and Laukkanen (2008) categorize the non-adopter of internet banking customer  
into three groups based on their intentions to start using the service and explored differences in their reasons for 
not using internet banking, the categories are,  postponers, opponents and rejectors. 

The first group is postponers or procrastinators, Postponers are those who delay the decision of adopting 
innovation until a suitable time (Laukkanen et al., 2008), this group are consisting of consumer that intent to use 
the innovation within a year, they won’t do that at soon, because they are waiting for a suitable circumstance 
and time (Szmigin & Foxall 1998 as cited in Yao & Lee, 2016), postponement refers to the behavior that users 
postpone adoption even though they find the innovation is acceptable at the moment Gatignon & Robertson 
study (1989, as cited in Chen, 2019)

The second group is opponents, opponents are who hold a negative attitude toward the innovation (Kleijnen, 
Lee, & Wetzels, 2009), this group intends to use innovation but do not know when to use it, certainly not within 
a year, when consumers consider the innovation is unacceptable, they will resist adopting it uncompromisingly, 
and when they convinced that the new product is in appropriate, they would pass on negative word of mouth 
to prevent the spreading of this innovation. Opponents is an ambiguous adoption state of users vis-à-vis the 
innovation. It could either lead to rejection or adoption after a relatively long time (Kuisma et al., 2007 as cited 
in Chen, 2019)

The last group is rejectors, this group consist of customer that do not have the intention of using innovation at all 
(Lian & Yen, 2013). Being a rejector doesn’t mean the consumers are lack of awareness or ignorance about the 
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new products, the innovation (Szmigin & Foxall 1998 as cited in Yao & Lee, 2016) rejection implied consumers do 
not interest on innovations after evaluating the innovations (Rogers 1983, as cited in Yao & Lee, 2016), rejection 
is the strongest form among the three resistance behaviors (Patsiotis et al.,  2013 as cited in Chen, 2019)  resistance 
leads consumers to react in three ways, rejection, postponement, and opponent (Yao & Lee, 2016) and Laukkanen 
(2016) stated that the adoption barriers (Ram & Sheth, 1989) suggest are empirically being a valid predictors of 
consumer adoption, postponement, and rejection behavior, and  the service type significantly affects consumers’ 
adoption decisions (Nysveen et al., 2005, Laukkanen, 2016).

Rotchanakitumnuai & Speece study (2003, as cited in Laukkanen et al., 2008) state there is a few researches that 
addressed the barriers to internet banking adoption.  Ram and Seth (1989) as cited in Salim (2019) discovered 
that the causes of resistance to innovation derive from one or more barrier to adoption, these barriers are use, 
value, risk, image, and traditional barriers. Consumer resistance to an innovation is caused by functional and 
psychological barriers, the barriers to consumer resistance to innovations consists of functional barriers (usage, 
value dan risk barriers) and psychological barriers (tradition and risk barriers)  Ram & Seth study (1989, as cited 
in Laukkanen, 2008).

The usage barriers arise when innovation incompatible with work process, practices or habits of existing 
consumers (Ram & Seth 1989 as cited in Salim, 2019), usage barrier is mostly related to the usefulness of an 
innovation and the changes required from consumers. Usage barrier could relate to the service’s usability and 
necessary changes from the consumers’ perspective (Laukkanen et al., 2007). People adopt new innovations 
when it is believed to be more useful, such as increasing efficiency and effectiveness (Lin & Chen, 2012). Conflicts 
with existing usage patterns may cause consumers to postpone their innovation decision (Kleijnen, 2009 as cited 
in Salim 2019), complexity of the service in general is perceived to prevent some consumers from adopting the 
service Howcroft et al., Black et al., study (2002, as cited in Laukkanen et al., 2007). Complexity is defined as the 
extent to which an innovation can be considered relatively difficult to understand and use Rogers & Shoemaker 
study (1983, as cited in Min et al., 2019).    

The value barrier is a resistance to the use of goods or services when they do not meet the perception of per-
formance-to-price value by the consumer (Rammile & Nel, 2012). Value barrier refers to the lack of monetary 
and performance value of an innovation Ram and Seth study (1989 as cited in Laukkanen, 2008), Consumers 
have shown more concern about monetary benefits while adopting internet banking (Lee et. al., 2005), if an 
innovation does not offer a good comparison of performance and replacement price, there is no benefit for 
customers changing the way they perform their task. Information and direction given by a bank are the real 
cause of low utilization of internet banking (Karjaluoto et al., 2010), the value barrier is the strongest inhibi-
tor of innovation adoption and usage intention for mobile and Internet banking services  (Laukkanen, 2016).  
Risk barrier is the third functional barrier, risk barrier refers to the degree of threat and dan-
ger inherent in an innovation (Laukkanen, 2016) innovation often requires some degree of poten-
tial risk, as innovation is inherent in uncertainty. Due to the perception of uncertainty, risk is con-
sidered a critical factor that prevents individuals from adopting the innovation (Luo et al., 2010).
Tradition barrier has implications for an innovation to cause changes in the daily routine of consumers. This 
routine can be very important for consumers. Consumers also have social and family values and social norms. 
Behavior contrary to values and norms will cause obstacles to tradition. Image barrier comes from stereotypical 
thinking about an innovation. Each innovation achieves a certain identity from its origin, such as including which 
product category they come from, which country or brand of the innovation. Therefore, in general, the image 
barrier can be considered as the image of an innovation Ram and Seth study (1989 as cited in Laukkanen, 2008). 

Talwar et al., (2020) study customer resistance to digital innovation, they stated that consumer resistant behavior 
is just as important to understand as adoption behavior. (Abbas et al., 2017) stated that the best communication 
channels are one of the factors influencing the consumer resistance to innovation. Atienza (2018) study the 
level of resistance to innovation used five barriers (usage, value, risk, tradition and image barriers) to the user of 
Internet banking in Philippines with the result that risk barrier was the strongest barrier and  usage is the weakest 
barrier

The theory model of consumer resistance to innovation is a theory that is widely used in research in international 
journals to examine factors that  influence consumers barrier to innovation and then consumer groups can be 
formed based on the similarity of these factors by grouping consumers based on similar characteristics (Manero, 
2018) . Customer segmentation is described as the practice of grouping customer into the distinct classes 
(Makana, 2020). Every customer banking has differences in two segmentation factors, the demographic variable, 
and consumer behavior. Measuring customers demographic will helps bank to understand group-behavior of 
the customer and  market segmentation can lead to insights about the basic process of consumer behavior 
(Rashid & Hassan, 2009), Demographic differences among individuals help explain important aspects of human 
decision-making (Laukkanen, 2016), segmentation is carried out using geographic, demographic, psychographic, 
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and consumer behavior factors (Kotler & Keller, 2009), this study using two segmentation, demographic and 
consumer behavior to disclose the initial grouping of bank customers for non- user of internet banking users in 
Indonesia.   

Several studies have examined consumer resistance to internet banking by examining factors that hinder bank 
customers from using internet banking and classifying non-user of internet banking into groups based on the 
obstacles in the adoption of Internet Banking Innovations.  Laukkanen (2007) study barriers to the adoption 
of internet banking that become consumer resistance to internet banking,  Kleijnen et al. (2009) investigating 
customer resistance to innovations. Brahim (2015) study the typology resistance to e-banking adoption by 
Tunisian, Brahim study uses the consumer resistance variable to innovation and cluster analysis to reveal the non-
user of internet banking  groups, the results show that there are three groups of non-internet users in Tunisia who 
are divided into postponers (procrastinators), opponent (opponents), rejectors (rejectors) who have different 
obstacles to the adoption of internet banking innovation. There are also different barriers for each of the three 
groups of non-users of Internet Banking in Finlandia (Laukkanen et al., 2008). 

Based on the three reaction of consumer because of resistance to innovation and the form of innovation 
resistance (Szmigin & Foxall 1998 as cited in Yao & Lee, 2016),  barriers to adoption (Ram and Seth, 1989  as cited 
in Salim, 2019), and  customer demographic and consumer behavior segmentation (Kotler & Keller, 2009)  this 
study wants to analyze a group of non- user customers internet banking with a consumer resistance approach 
to innovation in Indonesia and investigates the differences in the resistance to internet banking between these 
group of consumers. 

3. METHOD 
Based on literature review this study used a descriptive quantitative research method focus on grouping of 
demographic segmentation, internet user behavior and explore the barrier of consumer resistance to innovation 
consumer of non-user internet banking. This study employed the survey method in which the questionnaires 
was developed from consumer resistance to innovation study by Laukkanen et al.( 2007) theory of consumer 
demographic segmentation and consumer behavior expressed by Kotler & Keller (2009), and using  internet 
usage behavior questionnaire questions from the internet user survey conducted by APJII (2014),  functional 
& physical Barriers question developed using Likert scale statement.  Data collection was carried out by online 
questionnaires, sent out to 900 respondents of non-user internet banking in Indonesia. A reliability analysis using 
Cronbach’s alpha was run on a 19 items questions, Pearson Product Moment correlation used for validity test all 
items of question by comparing r count variable with r table from 900 questionnaires which is equal to 0.065, and 
all question items are declared valid, and alpha Cronbach’s 0.8 greater than 0.7, our variables are reliable. 

The main objective of cluster analysis is to place a set of objects into two or more groups based on the similarity 
of objects on the basis of various characteristics (Hair et al., 2010) through the homogenates, this study focus 
to three targets, first taxonomy description, data simplification and relationship identification. Two-step cluster 
technique used to explore and identifies group by pre-clustering and do the hierarchical methods. Şchiopu (2010) 
used of two-step clusters to identify bank customer profiles. The variables used consisted of metric variables 
(continuous) and non-metric variables (categorical). The SPSS program provides a Two Step Cluster option to 
handle cluster analysis that contains metric and non-metric data (Simamora, 2005).

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
Result 

Two Step Cluster analysis used in this research data form three groups or clusters automatically, 46.7% in the first 
cluster with 420 respondents, 35% in the second cluster with 315 respondents and 18.3% in the third cluster with 
165 respondents (see Table 1.1). 

Table 1.1 Cluster Distribution 
N % of Combined % of Total

Cluster 1 420 46.7% 46.7%
2 315 35.0% 35.0%
3 165 18.3% 18.3%
Combined 900 100.0% 100.0%
Total 900 100.0%

The grouping was carried out on categorical and continuous variables which resulted in the formation of three 
clusters, then a profile was made of each group that was formed so that analysis and interpretation could be 
carried out. Profiling of categorical variables was carried out using SPSS 17 using the chi-square test with one 
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critical line (Critical Value). The variable is considered significant to differentiate a cluster from other clusters if 
the test results of these variables exceed the critical value. Meanwhile, the formation of profiles on continuous 
variables was carried out using SPSS 17 with Student’s t test with two critical lines. Variables that are considered 
significant if the test results of these variables exceed the critical line. If the statistical test line is pointing to the 
right it means the variable made a positive contribution, and if the statistical test line is pointing to the left it 
means that the variable made a negative contribution. Variables that exceed the critical line then these variables 
contribute to cluster formation. Chi-square graphs forming the profile of the first cluster or group based on 
categorical variables (Figure 1.1) 

The first cluster consisted of 420 respondents with the most dominating educational status in this cluster are the 
undergraduate graduates, most of them are private employees with range of age 21 to 30 years old, as many 
as 193 respondents aged 31 to 40 years as many as 176 respondents, the average income in this group was 
2,000,000 to 5,000,000 rupiah, using the internet per month around 100,000 to 300,000, using internet for more 
than 5 years, daily uses the internet more than 9 hours a day, more than 5 times a week and interested in using 
internet banking more often.

Figure 1.1 Chi-square and Student’s t Cluster 1 

The first cluster assumed that internet banking was easy to use, not complicated to use, the service was fast, and 
how to use it was clear and easy to understand, and did not mind if internet banking services required periodic 
PIN changes. They also think that internet banking is economical and can assist in managing financial matters. The 
risk in using internet banking is not felt by this first cluster because they are not worried about the disconnection 
of their internet connection when using the service, there is no concern about losing their internet banking PIN 
code. They did not like to visit banks and meet tellers to transact in person, they thought that internet banking 
services were better than customer service and other bank services. They hold a positive view of internet banking 
services and consider them easy to use, they think that new technology is not complicated to use. 

The profile of the results of clusters formed by chi-square and student’s t from the second cluster  in Figure 1.2, 
the second cluster consisted of 315 respondents, most of them are Senior High Schools - students from 21 to 
30 years old and 17 to 20 years old. The income of this cluster is less than 2,000,000, with  average use of the 
internet is more than 5 years, frequency of using  internet more than 5 times a week, more than 9 hours per day, 
they are interested in using internet banking but don’t know when. Respondents in this cluster have a significant 
variable focusing on the risk of using internet banking they are worried when using internet banking services, the 
connection will disappear or disconnect which is considered to be detrimental as well as concerns about the risk 
of losing the internet banking PIN code and fear of being misused by people who not responsible.

Figure 1.2 Chi-square and Student’s t Cluster 2
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The profile of the cluster results was formed by the chi-square and student’s t of the third cluster see Figure 1.3, 
the third cluster consisted of 165 respondents - 18.3% of the total data. Most of them are the undergraduate 
graduates who work as entrepreneurs with dominant age range at the age of 41 to 50 years old. The income 
rate in cluster three is around 5,000,000 to 10,000,000 rupiah with an average monthly internet cost of less than 
100,000 rupiah. Most of the respondents use the internet for less than 1 year, use the internet less than 1 hour a 
day, with 2 to 5 times a week, they are interested in using internet banking more often

Figure 1.3 Chi-square and student’s Cluster 3

 

Respondents in the third cluster stated that using internet banking is difficult and complicated, the service is slow, 
cluster three objected if the internet banking service required changing PIN periodically because it was a hassle. 
Respondents in cluster three thought that internet banking was uneconomical and useless in managing financial 
matters.

There is minimal risk  for cluster three in using internet banking because they are not worried about the internet 
connection being cut off when using the service, they do not believe the receipt from internet banking services 
can be used as valid proof of payment, and they are not worried about losing the internet banking PIN code.

Discussion

Based on the explanation, it can be seen from the knowledge of cluster one on internet banking, cluster one 
consists of young adults of productive age who have very broad knowledge of new technology or know the latest 
technology even though they have not used it but know its function. This cluster already intends to use this 
service soon or less than 1 year, this group seems delay the decision to adopt the innovation (Laukkanen at al., 
2008) and won’t adopt it to soon (Szmigin & Foxall 1998 as cited in Yao & Lee, 2016) they postpone adoption even 
though they find the innovation is acceptable (Gatignon & Robertson, 1989 as cited in Chen, 2019), therefore this 
group will be named Postponers.  

The second cluster consists of adolescents to young adults who are still cautious about the risks of using new 
technologies that they don’t know in depth about, they have an interest in using internet banking but don’t know 
when and for sure not in the near future, this group intends to use innovation but do not know when to use it 
(Kleijnen et al., 2009) This group will be named as an Opponent (Opponent) cluster where in nature they still do 
not want to use service because they are still looking for the service.

The third cluster consists of adults to the elderly who do not use technology in their daily lives, their internet 
usage is less than one hour per day, they don’t like new technology because they find it difficult to adapt to 
using new technology, they prefer transactions that interact directly with tellers and customers services, and 
have no intention of using internet banking at all. This group do not interest on innovations after evaluating the 
innovations (Rogers 1983, as cited in Yao & Lee, 2016), they not adopt at all (Lian & Yen, 2013). This third cluster 
is called the rejector according to its nature this group rejects the interest in using new technology.

Limitation 

In this study, segmentation of consumer  has not been done specifically, it is necessary to improve the segmentation 
analysis by comparing the  urban and regional areas by examining each province in order to improve the accuracy 
of data on grouping non user of  internet banking customer in every province in Indonesia. This will provide a 
lot of insight into the right marketing of internet banking for each region, this study  just looking at the grouping 
of non-user internet banking generally in  Indonesia using non-probability techniques, further research can 
use probability sampling for more accurate overview of the group of non-user of  internet banking customer in 
Indonesia.
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5. CONCLUSION 
This study results is found that non-user of  internet banking consumer  in Indonesia are divided into three 
cluster with different characteristics, the first cluster consist of people who know internet banking technology but 
have not used it and will use it in the near future. The second cluster consist of customers who think about the 
risks of using internet banking but will still use internet banking because they are still studying internet banking 
innovation and the third cluster consist of people who have a negative view of internet banking technology 
because they prefer conventional services. 

The first cluster is a potential user for internet banking services, this is insight for banking companies for conducting 
the marketing strategy based on cluster profile, the preference for internet banking clear and recognizable. 
Educate about the advantage of internet banking need to be done if we want to target the second cluster, this 
cluster consist of teenagers and young adults that being the potential user of internet banking, more advertising 
and introduce the product knowledge will reduce barriers to this cluster in using internet banking services. The 
third cluster, which consists of many adults to the elderly who do not understand technology, should be focused 
on being given an approach through the service demonstration so that they can learn, non-users are yet to identify 
the true benefits of these service innovations or banks have not demonstrated them well enough (Laukkanen, 
2016).  Banks can either “pull” customers by actively marketing the benefits of the service innovation, or “push” 
consumers towards online channels by increasing service fees in branch offices (Laukkanen, 2016). Laukkanen 
and Kiviniemi (2010) demonstrate that the value barrier falls significantly if banks offer sufficient information and 
guidance.

For future research this study suggest to be more specifically in segmenting, using variables that have not been 
studied, such as psychographic comparisons between cities and regions by examining each province in order to 
improve the accuracy of data on bank customer grouping who have not used internet banking in every city in 
Indonesia. 
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Abstract

Manuscript Type: Research Paper

Research Aims: This study aims to determine the effect of customer interaction in social media marketing activity 
on Purchase Intention for internet based on IMEI (TAU Plan)

Methodology: This research uses quantitative research methods with a causative relationship approach. The 
sample in this study amounted to 230 respondents with a sampling technique used in this study was purposive 
sampling.

Research Findings: Based on research results, customer interaction on Brand Page Commitment has a positive 
and significant effect on building Brand Awareness and creating eWOM. While Viral Advertisement & Brand Page 
Commitment has positive but not directly significant on Purchase Intention. Brand Awareness, Opinison Seeking 
& eWOM through social media have a positive and significant effect on Purchase Intention for TAU Plan.

Theoretical Contribution/Originality: The customer interaction on brand page commitment, Opinion Seeking 
activity, Viral Advertisment in social media are proven to have direct & indirect effect on Purchase Intention but 
also has a positive and significant effect through Brand Awareness & eWOM.

Practitioner/Policy Implication: In this research, it can be seen that the Indonesian people like to interact on mar-
keting campaign/content from social media. Therefore, Brand Page Commitment, Viral Advertisiment & Opinion 
seeking activity can be leveraged to increase customer interaction so it can be focused more to increase Purchase 
Intention for TAU Plan.

Research limitation: This study only examines Telkomsel prepaid smartphone users, therefore subsequent studies 
should examine other operators & different internet plan so that more accurate conclusions can be drawn about 
the characteristics of the Indonesian people in responding to marketing activities via Social Media.

Keywords: Brand Awareness, eWOM, Opinion Seeking, Purchase Intention, Viral Advertisement

Operators are developing the digital ecosystem in Indonesia through Device, Network & Application (DNA) 
development in order to achieve digitalized Indonesia people. 

Device/handphone is the enabler of going to digital era. 40% of the handphones sold in Indonesia were dominated 
by Chinese brand smartphone from all segments (GFK, 2017).

The current profile of Indonesia citiziens in social media is identified around 120 Million of them are using social 
media through handphone & 45% of them are active mobile users (We Are Social, 2018).

It shows the correlation between smartphone users & social media users in Indonesia. These active social media 
users have huge potential to be utilized for certain service promotion or marketing progam to increase customer 
engagement which eventually increasing sales (Yadav & Rahman, 2017); (Trainor, Andzulis, Rapp, & Agnihotri, 
2014). 

Because of the social media function covers all sales stage, then social media marketing has higher acceptance in 
marketing activity (Yadav & Rahman, 2017)

The smartphone users mentioned above are the focus of TELKOMSEL in developing DNA Ecosystem in order to 

mailto:ario.pudianingrat@gmail.com
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get additional revenue. Composition of smartphone users at TELKOMSEL mostly comes from smartphones with 
Android operating systems, followed by iOs, and so on. This information is in line with the information conveyed 
in the GFK data that the highest sales in Indonesia come from Android smartphones (GFK, 2017). 

TELKOMSEL recorded 35% from 139 million subscribers are using smartphone. 45% of them are using android 
smartphone. These 35% smartphone users are potential to be leveraged using a new device plan (Rachman, 
2014). Based on this condition, TELKOMSEL launched an innovation in the form of an-based internet plan IMEI 
called the TAU Plan. 

The TAU plan is a program brand in the form of internet plans offered to smartphone users in the TELKOMSEL with 
IMEI records of the smartphone has been registered in the database. The TAU plan has several variants, namely: 

1. Regular TAU: The plan is offered for smartphone customers with pricing based on the zone scheme

2. TAU Dynamic: This plan is designed for the Business to Business concept, which is offered to partners offered 
device who will later purchase this plan which bundled with starterpack & preloaded bonus for the customers.

3. TAU Lite 6 & 7: This plan aims to make these 2G & 3G customers migrate to smartphones 4G.

Since then TAU plan is always associated with every device related initiative from TELKOMSEL. 

Based on the projected result 2018/19, the number of transactions and the average monthly subscriptions have 
not yet showed a positive trend indicated by the average number of transactions per user which has shown 
consistent decrease. Estimated total TAU plan subscribers only around 0.5 - 1% from total smartphone user 
population in Telkomsel.

Recently Telkom Indonesia also announced that Telkomsel’s total data subscriber decreased 17.4% (111.2 Million 
subscribers) in Semester I-2019. (Sidik, 2019). Although It’s also reported that smartphone users increased in the 
same period. 

Based on above conditions, there is a potential of more than 100 million (excluding smartphone users who have 
subscribed to the TAU plan) who may not yet have known or understood the TAU plan. Yet if looking at the 
potential that exists in TELKOMSEL, then this opportunity is big enough to be maximized. 

In addition, it is also known that digital marketing communications through social media for TAU plans are still 
not widely used by TELKOMSEL. So far, the marketing of TAU plan has always been attached with direct selling 
advertisements carried out by device partners and is limited to offline (retail) marketing strategies.  

The marketing activitiy of TAU plan has never been independent, it always depends on tactical programs initiated 
by device partners. So that the brand of the TAU plan is not the main message in the promos being run (more as 
a complementary).

If the current marketing activities are not improved, Telkomsel could lose potential new smartphone users & 
additional revenues from TAU plan. 

To overcome the lack of exploration on social media platforms to achieve targets in marketing programs, it can 
be through Social media Marketing Activity (SMMA). With SMMA, we can trace the effect on Purchase Intention 
on the TAU plan. 

Based on the potential of SMMA, it is also the reason for researchers to uncover patterns of social media 
marketing (Kumar, Bezawada, Rishika, Janakiraman, & Kannan, 2016). Based on the research SMMA has been 
done known that many different definitions of social media activity that have an influence on brand awareness 
and Purchase Intention.

There are several customer interactions on perceived SMMA that affect Brand Awareness and WOM which have 
an impact on increasing Purchase Intention ((Hutter, Hautz, Dennhardt, & Fuller, 2013); (Jamali & Khan, 2018)) 
namely VIral Advertisement, Opinion Seeking, & Brand Page Commitment.  

So that research is needed on customer interactions at Perceived SMMA to Brand Awareness, eWOM and 
Purchase Intention so that telecommunications companies such as TELKOMSEL can make social media marketing 
plans more effective and efficient. 

This research hypotesess is expected to answer:

1. The influence of Brand Page Commitment on Brand Awareness in the TAU plan

2. The influence of Brand Page Commitment on electronic Word of Mouth in the TAU plan

3. The influence of Opinion Seeking on Purchase Intention in the TAU plan
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4. The influence of Viral Advertisment on Purchase Intention in the TAU plan

5. The influence of Brand Page Commitment on Purchase Intention in the TAU plan

6. The influence of Brand Awareness on Purchase Intention in the TAU plan

7. The influence of eWOM on Purchase Intention in the TAU plan

This study uses a quantitative research method with a causative relationship approach. Quantitative research 
illustrates how the research objectives are achieved through empirical data in the form of measuring numbers. 
The correlational approach is used following the objective of this study, namely, to find out the relationship and 
the level of relationship between the variables studied. Because with knowing the level of relationship, it will help 
in many decision-making afterward. While according to the time of the study, this study was a cross-sectional 
study. Cross-sectional is data collection carried out in a coherent period, that is, the data is processed, analyzed, 
and then drawn conclusions (Indrawati, 2015).

The population in this study are Indonesian people / subscribers of TELKOMSEL using smartphone in Telkomsel 
network and actively use social media.

This study uses SEM as a tool to analyze. The most popular estimation method used in SEM research is the 
Maximum Likelihood. The recommended amount so that the results can be trusted when the variables used is 
four variables at 100-200 (Ghozali, 2014). Because this study uses SEM, the number of samples that researchers 
use is a minimum of 200 data. While the sampling technique used in this study is Purposive sampling, which is a 
technique of determining samples with certain considerations. The reason for purposive sampling is because of 
the research target smartphone users who use social media.

This study received 230 samples from Indonesia.

The data collection technique used in this study is to use primary and secondary data, with the following 
explanation:

a. Primary data

Primary data is data can be obtained from respondents through multiple tools such as questionnaires, panels, 
and focus groups, and data from interviews with resource persons, Sujarweni (2015: 89). The primary data in this 
study is gathering the opinion of respondents through a questionnaire on google form.

b. Secondary Data

According to Sujarweni (2015: 89), secondary data is data obtained from records, books, articles or magazines in 
the form of financial reports published by a company, government reports, theory books and so on.

The data collected will be tested on its validity & reability with the following explanation:

a. Validity

Validity is the degree of the legality of an indicator in measuring the concept to be measured. In research using 
the SEM method, two stages must be passed to assess validity and reliability (Hair et al, 2010):

i. With the T-test

   The indicator is said to be valid if the -T value is from λ ≥1.96

ii. With average Variant Ext (AVE)

   The indicator is said to be valid if AVE ≥ 0.6

AVE=

b. Reliability

The purpose of a reliability test is to ensure consistency of indicators on each measurement. Reality is done by 
measuring Construct Reliability. The indicator is said to be consistent with the value of Construct Reliability (CR) 
≥ 0.7

CR =   ; CR > 0.7 
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CR          :  Construct Reliability

      :  Loading Factor setiap indikator

    :  Error pengukuran pada indikator

The researcher used the LISREL 8.80 application to measure the validity and reliability of this study and will be 
carried out on 230 samples.

The technical data analysis that the researcher uses is SEM (Structural Equation Modeling) using the LISREL 
8.80 application. This is what researchers do because the research framework consists of a lot of funding and 
relationships between complex constructs. Also, with SEM it is possible to analyze a series of relationships 
simultaneously to provide statistical efficiency. 

The analysis technique using the SEM model starts from determining what variables will be used and the indicators 
used to measure each variable in this study. The variables and indicators taken for research can see research 
models from previous studies that can be changed by researchers. After determining variables and indicators, 
relationships between variables can be described as a research model or framework.

The next step is this research will perform Validity & realibility testing to explain the relationship between these 
variables. Validity test can be done by looking at the results of the loading factor on each indicator and the results 
of the AVE value for each variable. While for reliability testing can be done by looking at the results of the value of 
construct reliability on each indicator. The research model used must be tested also for compatibility to be able 
to show the covariance matrix on each indicator used. The compatibility of the research model can be seen from 
the GOF assessment which has several criteria.

According to Hair et al (2010: 672), χ2, DF, CFI, and RMSEA have enough information to be able to evaluate the 
research model. The next step is to describe the research model and its indicators after the indicators have passed 
the validity, reliability, and GOF tests. Testing variables at this stage is also to see how the influence between 
variables in the research model is following the hypothesis that was made before. The last step is if the overall 
research model is good, the SEM method can be ended by drawing a conclusion and giving recommendations.
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Figure 1. Structural Drawing & Equation

The suitability of the model or Goodness of Fit can be used to assess a research model whether the model falls 
into the category of fit or does not see the indicators in the LISREL 8.80 software. The model that is stated to be 
good on one of the Goodness of Fit criteria will not necessarily be stated as well on other Goodness of Fit criteria.
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This study observes the loading value and significant parameters as a way of testing hypotheses. In LISREL, there is 
no significant value that can directly indicate the relationship between a variable and other variable is significant. 
However, in each LISREL estimate, there are three useful information to measure the accuracy of each parameter 
estimate. Under the standard error is the T value obtained from the comparison between the estimated value 
and the standard error: 

T table with a confidence interval of 5% is .

Validity tests in this study will use the second order confirmatory analysis test technique (Second order CFA) 
(Ghozali & Fuad, 2014). The first level of analysis is carried out from the dimensions to the indicators. The data 
from the processing of the author shows that:

• All indicators have a loading factor value (> 0.7 and AVE> 0.5, therefore it can be concluded that each indicator 
on each of these latent variables has been proven valid for use as a measuring instrument.

• All indicators have a T-Value> 1.96, therefore it can be concluded that each of these indicators is a significant 
indicator related to being used as an indicator

• All dimensions have a value of CR> 0.7, therefore, it can be concluded that all indicators can be considered 
reliable.

In addition to validity and reliability tests (VR Test), it is also necessary to ensure the model used is a model that 
is fit for the available data or called Goodness of fit (GoF). According to Hair et al. (2010), enough indicators to 
be reported are the chi-square value (𝜒 2), degrees of freedom (DF), comparative fit index (CFI), and root mean 
square error of approximation (RMSEA), but researchers will add other indicators as a companion and strengthen 
results. It can be concluded that the results of data processing above that of the 14 indicators, 10 indicators are 
stated Goodfit from a minimum of five indicators that are required to be fit, therefore the model used can be 
declared as a FIT model and can be used for research.

The hypothesis test in this study is determined by the direction of the relationship and the significance of the 
relationship. As for the assessment of significance, this study uses T-Value. This study sets a trusted standard of 
95% or a hypothesis about a significant relationship will be accepted if the value of T> 1.96 or smaller than -1.96. 
The results of processing by the LISREL program can be seen in the picture as follows:
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Figure 3. Structural Regression Coefficient Model
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To conclude the hypothesis that is built, it will be indicated by the table as follows:

Table 1. Hypothesis Testing

Hypothesis Regression 
Coefficient 

T-Value Validation 
Result 

H1 : BPC+  BA 0.53 8.58 H1 Accepted 
H2 : BPC+  eWOM 0.68 1.65 H2 Accepted 

H3 : OS+  PI 0.18 2.64 H3 Accepted 
H4 : VA+  PI 0.12 1.37 H4 Rejected 

H5 : BPC+  PI 0.18 1.78 H5 Rejected 
H6 : BA+  PI 0.15 2.10 H6 Accepted 

H7 : eWOM+  PI 0.29 3.55 H7 Accepted 
 

From table 1 it can be concluded that:

1. H1: BPC has a positive and significant effect on the development of Brand Awareness

2. H2: BPC has a positive and significant effect on eWOM 

3. H3: OS has a positive and significant effect on Purchase Intention 

4. H4: VA has a positive but insignificant effect on Purchase Intention

5. H5: BPC has a positive but not significant effect on Purchase Intention 

6. H6: BA has a positive and significant effect on Purchase Intention directly

7. H7: eWOM has a positive and significant effect on Purchase Intention  
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The relationship between variables contained in a research model will form a structural equation. This research 
produces structural equations:

  

 

After this research was conducted, it was found that there were in accordance with previous studies. The following 
are the results of analysis by researchers:

1. H1: The result is in accordance with previous research in the smartphone industry (Jamali & Khan, 2018) and 
the car industry (Hutter, Hautz, Dennhardt, & Fuller, 2013). Brand Page Commitment on Telkomsel social media 
such as Facebook fan pages, official Instagram and Twitter can increase Brand Awareness for the TAU plan. 

2. H2: The result is in accordance with previous research on the Samsung telecommunications industry (Jamali 
& Khan, 2018) and on research conducted (Hutter, Hautz, Dennhardt, & Fuller, 2013) and (Bamini KPD, Dahnil, & 
Yi, 2014). The more interaction between Telkomsel and customers on Telkomsel’s social media, the more eWOM 
that customers will do.

3. H3: The result is in accordance with previous research, namely OS plays an important role in influencing 
customer purchase intentions in research (Farki, 2016), (Ichsan, 2018), (Elwalda & Lu, 2014), (Wijiseno & Ariyanti, 
2015), (Bamini KPD, Dahnil , & Yi, 2014) & (Mulyati & Gesitera, 2020)

4. H4: The result is in accordance with previous research on the Samsung telecommunications industry (Jamali & 
Khan, 2018) where VA does not affect the intention of potential customers to buy certain products. This is also 
supported by a statement from Abigail Narulita Rahajeng (PressPlay Advertising Agency) that advertisements that 
are viral at least make people familiar with the product. an increase in sales can sometimes be at the start of a 
viral increase. However, over time, in reality it could only be temporary. Depending on the product, it is of good 
quality or not, if not, it will decline (Khoiri, Agniya; CNN Indonesia, 2018). So that the Viral Advertisement on the 
TAU plan / product does not necessarily increase purchase intention, another thing that needs to be considered 
in this case could be quality (plan price and quota of the plans offered). 

5. H5: The result is in accordance with previous research on the Samsung telecommunications industry (Jamali 
& Khan, 2018) and in the e-commerce industry (Ramadhita, 2019) where activities at BPC such as Facebook 
fanpages, official instagram and others do not directly affect potential customers’ intentions to buy products. 
certain. 

6. H6: The result is in accordance with previous research on different industries (Bamini KPD, Dahnil, & Yi, 2014), 
(Hutter, Hautz, Dennhardt, & Fuller, 2013) & (Jamali & Khan, 2018), where activities in BA affect the intention 
prospective customers to buy a certain product. Strengthening brand awareness on TAU products / plans will help 
generate purchase intention. 

7. H7: The result is in accordance with previous research in different industries (Bamini KPD, Dahnil, & Yi, 2014), 
(Hutter, Hautz, Dennhardt, & Fuller, 2013), (Jalilvand & Samiei, 2012) & (Jamali & Khan, 2018), where activity 
at eWOM affects potential customers’ intentions to buy certain products. So that Telkomsel needs to consider 
increasing eWOM through interaction with customers on Telkomsel social media, using celebrities or influencers 
who have many subscribers / followers and optimizing promoters to increase discussion on personal social media 
and Telkomsel.

The conclusions that can be drawn from this study are:

1. Brand Page Commitment have been able to expand and increase Brand Awareness to customers / users of 
Telkomsel smartphones. 

2. Brand Page Commitment have been able to trigger eWOM or discussions / discussions & reviews among 
Telkomsel customers / users regarding the TAU plan. 

BA = 0.53*BPC, Errorvar.= 0.72  , R² = 0.28

EWOM = 0.68*BPC, Errorvar.= 0.53  , R² = 0.47

PI = 0.29*EWOM + 0.15*BA + 0.18*OS + 
0.12*VA + 0.18*BPC, Errorvar.= 0.51  , 

R² = 0.49
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3. Opinion Seeking’s such as the results of customer reviews or feedback are very influential in generating purchase 
intentions among Telkomsel customers when discussing / discussing the TAU plan. 

4. Viral Adverstiment is not a major consideration / influence of Telkomsel customers in generatingPurchase 
Intentionfor TAU plans.

5. The role of BPC such as the Facebook fanpage, Instagram official page, and others does not have a direct 
influence in generating purchase intention (purchase intention) of Telkomsel customers for the TAU plan. 

6. Brand Awareness has an effect on creating purchase intentions for Telkomsel customers. the wider the 
customer’s brand awareness of the TAU plan, the easier it is for customers to recall the plan when the customer 
has an interest / intention to buy it. 

7. eWOM in the form of discussion or discussion has a direct effect on Telkomsel’s customers in generating 
Purchase Intention for TAU plans.  

Theoritical Aspect Recommendation:

1. For further research, you can examine plans or other products owned by Telkomsel. 

2. Subsequent research can also examine customer behavior / responses to other operators in order to draw more 
accurate conclusions about the characteristics of customer service providers in response to digital marketing 
activities. 

Recommendation for Practitioner Aspects:

1. To increase purchase intention for the TAU plan, Telkomsel can do the following:

a. Through strengthening Brand Awareness and increasing eWOM on the TAU plan. This can be achieved 
through the following:
i. Brand Awareness: Increasing activities on the Brand Page Commitment such as increasing 

Telkomsel’s interactions (represented by social media admins) with customers on Facebook fan 
pages, Instagram official pages and others. Interactions can be in the form of posting the latest 
advertising materials, holding plan promos that only apply to members / followers of the social 
media account. This will strengthen Brand Awareness in TAU’s product / plan. Positive Brand 
Awareness will make it easier for customers to remember the TAU plan and make decisions when 
buying the plan.

b. eWOM: The more interactions on the Brand Page Commitment will automatically lead to eWOM among 
followers on Telkomsel’s social media. Telkomsel can also periodically use celebrities / influencers to 
invite their followers to do special promos for followers who review, repost, retweet, regram promo 
material on the Telkomsel fanpage.

c. Take advantage of the influence of Opinion Seeking: 
i. Telkomsel can use competent influencers / celebrities to review TAU plans. This will make it easier 

for customers to find out, opinions, recommendations and references related to TAU plans, so 
that customers will be more easily influenced when they want to buy TAU plans. 

ii. Another thing that Telkomsel can do is use partner promoters, Telkomsel employees and their 
families to offer and provide reviews regarding the TAU plan through their respective social media. 

2. Through this research it is also known that Indonesian people, especially smartphone users, are easily exposed 
to information obtained through digital marketing activities, especially through social media. This is in line with 
Telkomsel’s digital marketing strategy which focuses more on digital channel campaigns such as advertising 
on social media and websites, no longer relies on conventional promotional media such as advertisements in 
newspapers, billboards, flyers, balighos or promos via SMS. 

There are several limitations in this research. First, it focuses only on TELKOMSEL prepaid smartphone users, 
especially those with social media. Second, the research didn’t compare to other similar data plan from 
TELKOMSEL or other operators. The next phase of the research can explore more on comparison of similar data 
plan from Telkomsel & other operators. 
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Abstract

Covid-19 pandemic, such as physical distancing, is already causing speeding up the Industry Revolution 4.0 (IR4.0), 
especially the utilization of artificial intelligence (AI) and followed by machine learning and deep learning. Society 
now is becoming more digital, and also data-driven analytic. All management and operational have to change, 
affecting how to manage people and even develop the corporate learning area.

IR 4.0, especially AI, has already impacted our daily lives, such as chatbot and voice recognition, to replace call 
center. World Economic Forum predicts that in the decade starting with 2020 will be the era of AI, and many jobs 
will disappear, such as driver, operator. Some businesses will also vanish, such a call center, banking ordinary, se-
curity, etc.. IR 4.0 is killing millions of jobs and creating millions of new jobs that collaborate between humans and 
AI. Besides, the IR 4.0 will also create new businesses, such as digital platforms, digital services, etc.

What should we do as a person or organization to survive and grow in the new era? As Charles Darwin quotes, 
“it is not the strongest of the species who survive, nor the most intelligent; rather, it is those most responsive to 
change.” Therefore, we have to change as personal and organization. The next question is, how and why? Learning 
is the answer to these questions, and this is stated by JRC European commission in 2011 that the future of learning 
is preparing for change.

LinkedIn Learning’s research shows that in early covid-19, the learning department’s first job is learning to work 
from home and maintain mental health & wellness. This research also revealed a significant increase in CEO active 
championing learning from 27% in 2019 to 70% in 2020.

This paper will summarize how organization leaders develop learning in an organization, significantly organiza-
tions that are not born digital, envision learning, implement its learning organization approach, develop corpo-
rate learning, and activate learning culture.

Keywords: corporate learning, leadership, learning organization

1. INTRODUCTION 
Impact Pandemic

The world suffers from the pandemic, and it is already going to a recession. WEF projected a deeper 
recession in 2020 and a slower recovery in 2021 [1]. Now, life is implementing physical distancing, which then 
restricts traveling & face to face meetings, and most countries are implementing lockdown to avoid virus spread. 
To survive, governments and companies are performing to working and learning from home. This online working 
& learning are increasing digital infrastructure and IR 4.0 technology, including AI, chatbots, data analytics, etc.

Online learning is stimulating learning anywhere, anytime, any device, any method, and now online is growing 
very fast. In the early stage of the pandemic, LinkedIn [2] reported that instructor lead training (ILT) or in-person 
classroom decrease 61% than 2019 but virtual Instructor lead (VLT) training, where live online training delivered in 
a virtual environment, increased by 66%. Online learning where recorded and on-demand learning content rises 
60%. This report also predicted that in the short and long term, ILT would decrease, and VILT and online learning 
increases significantly. However, moving the blended learning to virtual blended learning is becoming a challenge.

In social learning, physical & social distancing are making people feel more isolated. This was impacting social 
learning and learning together in a virtual environment is booming. LinkedIn [2] also shows a step-change in how 
learners interact with their peers online while pursuing a community sense. It is predicted that social learning 
will be a big part of learning programs going forward. Statistically, LinkedIn reported that there is increasing more 
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than 300% of professional joining learning groups, and sharing courses increase by 150%.

Technology in supporting online such as video conferences are also still having flaws as people could not see the 
gesture language and emotional. The solution of these flaws is again booming to reduce increase collaboration 
and opportunity to collaborate more intents, such as breakout room in an online class platform, web-based or 
applications on post-it replacement, quiz, survey, brainstorming, and question & answer, appreciation in emoji 
pictures.

The easiness of working or learning anywhere increases the number of classes, seminars, or meetings significantly. 
However, this situation is making no or limited physical activities and triggering new concerns: mental health 
and physical health. These conditions create more learning contexts such as self-awareness, coping with change, 
managing anxiety, and making an impact and helping all to get through together.

h

2. METHOD OF RESEARCH AND OBJECTIVES
The research objectives are to understand the basic theory of how a company or organization coping with the 
changes during pandemics and how leaders & top leaders respond to these changes to survive for themself and 
their organization. Methodology research is based on academic papers and reports from prominent institutions. 
This paper will discuss how leaders envision corporate learning after a pandemic based on the authors’ experiences 
and based on the academic papers and reports from the prominent institutions.

3. CORPORATE LEARNING
In Indonesia, some state-owned companies, government institutions, and big private companies are 
implementing the corporate university approach in developing learning in their organization. Many organizations 
are implementing the corpus; it may be concluded that this strategy is the most suitable. Allen [3] defined the 
corporate university as “an educational entity that is a strategic tool designed to assist its parent organization in 
achieving its goals by conducting activities that foster individual and organizational learning and knowledge.”

Based on the Allen definition, keywords of the corpus are education, strategic, and individual & organizational 
learning. Referring to the report from Mudakir [4] of ‘organizational learning is all about the learning process 
that transforms the local or individual knowledge into collective knowledge. Learning organization is about 
the mechanism of contextual to transform external knowledge internal knowledge’. Piyu [5] explains that 
organizational Learning focuses on learning by experience and knowledge employees who developed and collected 
from day to day activities. Organizational learning is also having the process and strategies and implementing 
change throughout an organization

With the covid-19 and pandemic experiences, and the speedy industrial revolution, an organization should also 
be ready for any changes at any time as the world becomes more vulnerable, uncertain, complex, and ambiguity. 
In facing this era, the organization has to focus on enhancing its competencies, capabilities, and capacity of 
employees & organization by cultivating systematic problem solving, testing new approaches, learning from 
others experiences and successful application, transferring knowledge to each member organization rapidly [5, 
6, 7]. An organization with these capabilities called a learning organization, a simple sentence, and a learning 
organization is a plan to change.

Based on VIMP [8, 9], corporate learning means all education methods, significantly further, and continuing 
education of the employee in the company environment with the objective is to meet the ideal of learning 
organization and pursuit of lifelong learning. Therefore, to impact corporate learning, an organization should 
be organizational learning, which has a learning organization mindset and discipline. Corporate learning should 
be seen as an organization that always enhances the organization and staff competencies, capabilities, and 
capacities. In developing corporate learning, an organization could establish a corporate university organization 
inside an organization to assist the organization.

To ensure that corporate learning will long-lasting, the discipline of learning organization should be understood 
and become part of the organization’s daily life as stated by Antonacolu [10] that the core of learning is individual, 
and then team, organization, industry or sector, and society. Individual Learning is the most influenced by any 
layers, and it shows that before becoming a learning organization, there should develop team learning.

According to Peter M Senge at al., learning organization has five disciplines grouped into three [11,12 ]. First, 
the group of aspirations which covers personal mastery and shared vision. Personal mastery is a discipline of 
aspiration that involves formulating a coherent picture of the results people most desire to gain as individuals 
(the personal vision), alongside a realistic assessment of their lives’ current state, learning to cultivate the tension 
between vision and reality. Shared Vision is a collective discipline that establishes a focus on mutual purpose. 
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People learn to nourish a sense of commitment in a group or organization by developing shared images of the 
future they seek to create and the principles and guiding practices to get there.

Second, Working Collaboration, which are mental models and team learning. The mental model is a discipline 
of reflection and inquiry skills, focuses on developing awareness of the attitudes and perceptions that influence 
thought and interaction. By continually reflecting upon, talking about, and reconsidering these internal pictures 
of the world, people can govern their actions and decisions. Team learning is a discipline of how each member of 
a group performs interaction, which will provide the opportunity for dialogue and skillful discussion, to transform 
their collective thinking & learning to mobilize their energies and ability more remarkable than the sum of 
individual members.

Finally, system thinking to deal with complexity. In this discipline, people learn to understand interdependency 
and change better, thereby dealing more effectively with the forces that shape actions’ consequences. Systems 
thinking is based upon a growing body of theory about the behavior of feedback and complexity, which will be 
tendencies of a system that leads to growth or stability over time naturally.

4. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The proposed framework for leaders in envisioning corporate learning is shown in the following pictures, which 
based on [13].

Purpose

Leaders of a learning organization have to have committed the critical role of learning and communicate 
that learning is vital to organizational success. To survive in the IR 4.0 will need efficiencies, better customer 
experiences, and new products and services. To be able to do this, learning as an organization is a must. The 
understanding of IR 4.0, shown by [14] that the most prominent mistakes leaders are to view AI as a plug and play 
technology with an immediate return, therefore, top leaders including CEO has to educate themself about the 
potential technology including AI, its impact on the organization now and future.

As reported by [15], the top leaders’ role is inevitably to develop their envisioning for their organization, and 
it is also working in dealing with IR 4.0 era after the pandemic. Thus, the CEO and top leaders will be the first 
key to understanding, envisioning, and communicating with all staff. Envisioning is the first step in addressing 
the new technology IR 4.0 & IR 5.0 challenges and pandemic to develop corporate learning. This step aims to 
create corporate learning to adapt its people, organization, knowledge, and technology and develop a culture to 
cultivate learning culture.

Develop Corporate Learning Building Blocks

Having envisioned and communicating the vision to all stakeholders and staff, leaders should articulate what and 
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how to build corporate learning. In this stage, there are five pillars of corporate learning [13].

People

The organization needs people who are having a growth mindset with reflective practitioners Serrat O [13]. 
Reflective practitioners understand their strengths and limitations and have a range of tools, methods, and 
approaches for knowledge management and learning, individually and in collaboration with others. Therefore, 
the organization has to develop personal mastery as one of the 5th disciplines of the learning organization.

Then, this personal learning needs to be transformed into team learning to develop a super team. A growth 
mindset and reflective condition may be achieved when people got experience psychological safety and trust. On 
the other hand, it may be diminished when people are exposed by unfair negative criticism and believe that they 
cannot rely on colleagues. Developing the safety and trust of reflective practice and positive collaboration requires 
careful attention to relationship building and individual and collective performance management.

Having learning and development for individuals and teams, a learning organization has to have maximum 
benefit by leveraging learning from others based on their day-to-day work experiences, team meetings, short-
term secondments, and membership task groups. Leaders should develop leadership competencies from the top 
to the lowest staff. Having similar essential leadership competencies will reduce office politics and create more 
fair competition.

Organization

The organization needs to value organizational effectiveness and have an inspiring vision for learning and a 
learning strategy that will support the organization in achieving its vision. The structure must be carefully aligned 
with the company’s strategy to avoid silos and minimize unnecessary hierarchy levels. The organization and the 
values should be communicated well to facilitate lateral information transfer and knowledge transfer across 
formal structural boundaries.

To stimulate creativity and generate new insights and innovative practices, a learning organization takes a balanced 
approach to the importance of both planned and emergent learning. The current methods, such as tribe, squad, 
chapter, can develop a learning organization that will make silo disappear and having more collaborative learning.

Knowledge

Knowledge is always a critical asset in every learning organization because learning is a product of experience and 
its source. A learning organization recognizes that these two are inextricably linked and manages them accordingly. 
The units of knowledge production are both the individual and the collective. The knowledge is stored in central 
repositories of knowledge, which is designed to deliver its products and services that can be used for all learning 
and to guide any decision-making.

Key (and often underutilized) sources of knowledge in organizations are the data and information that emerge from 
monitoring systems and the analyses, conclusions, and recommendations that arise from self- and independent 
evaluations, after-action review, retropacks product and services surveys, and also the voice of customers. 
Knowledge transfer methodologies have been proven in human development, such as leader as a teacher, peer 
learning, sharing experiences & wisdom for acquisition, refinement, share, and utilization.

Technology

Technology in developing corporate learning basically can be divided into two groups;

• Technology knows how in learning & development, such as ISD (Instructional System Design), integrated L&D 
(Learning & Development), data people analytics, AI (Artificial Intelligence), ML (Machine Learning).

• Technology in delivering learning, such as LXP (Learning Experience Platform) and its smart content, virtual 
learning, augmented Learning.

Technology know-how in L&D is a knowledge and skill to develop the best effective and efficient learning for 
individuals, teams, and organizations inside an organization. Then, technology learning itself is to support the 
learning process; currently, the most popular is web-based technology; such as learning management system 
(LMS), learning experienced platform, video and or audio virtual class platform, e-learning platform, online 
platform and other application to support the learning to have a similar quality with face to face meeting.

To develop a learning platform, companies may adopt the following concept introduced by McKinsey [16]. The 
idea provides more mobility and multiplatform base applications, allows companies to develop new skills and 
behavior, and allows companies to establish social learning, real-time feedback, and sharing and networking; 
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theses will be supported by data analytics.

Recent research by Gartner [17] shows that the universe of skills is expanding, and the required skills are changing 
rapidly. AI drives this evolution of skills by replacing repetitive tasks with technology and application, which are 
elevated and augmented human behavior. AI is developing and being deployed at an uneven rate, leading some 
skills, like social-creative, digital dexterity skills, and more future-stable than others. These skills need to be 
cultivated across roles rather than developing static skillsets for static functions. To proactively plan for rapidly 
changing skills, organizations have five options for role design: focus, acquire, broaden, redeploy, and downsize. 
Strategically redesigning roles based on potential AI impact will help HR leaders build their workforce for their 
future.

Base on the finding, Gartner [17] also recommends that companies need to map the impact of AI on critical roles 
by determining the importance of social-creative skills and the proportion of digital dexterity skills in each position. 
This rapid evolution of skills is showed when comparing job descriptions for the same role from 2016 and 2019, 
where research [17] reveals that 82% of jobs had more than one-third of their required skills disappear and 22% of 
jobs gained at least 10% new required skills, while 73% of jobs had at least 40% of their abilities change entirely.

Leading companies increasingly adopt the Learning Experience Platform (LXP) [18] for the platform. LXP is a 
consumer-grade learning software designed to create more personalized learning experiences and help users 
discover new learning opportunities. By combining learning contents from different sources, support of Artificial 
Intelligence across the digital touchpoints, e.g., desktop application, mobile learning app, and others, are 
recommended.

As Josh Bersin concludes in his report in 2018 [18], the LXP market exists because the Learning Management 
System’s paradigm is out of date. People no longer search course catalogs for

“courses” anymore and will explore any topic or themes to help their work, which is called “train and learn in the 
flow of work” or learning in workflow.

Culture

Having all the four pillars, people, organization, knowledge, and technology, how these pillars can be operated 
alive with a full meaning needs learning, especially for reflective, openness, data- driven, and growth mindset. 
This can be done by implementing mentoring and coaching with a leader who is open to ideas and critics. 
Westerman [19] concluded that digital culture’s four fundamental values stand out: impact, speed, openness, and 
autonomy. Recognizing the immense scalability of digital solutions, digital leaders typically focus on creating the 
effect, assuming that profit will follow. At their best, these companies revolutionize how people and organizations 
interact, reinvent industries, and break the power of entrenched gatekeepers.

The other three values support that mission. Speed helps companies stay ahead of competitors and keep up 
with rapidly changing customer desires. Openness encourages employees to challenge the status quo and work 
with anyone who can quickly achieve their goals. Autonomy gives people the freedom to do what is right for 
the company and its customers without waiting for formal approval at every turn. Together, these values can 
foster an engaged, empowered workforce where employees feel a personal responsibility to change the company 
continually — and often the world.

In summary, from research papers and prominent research institutions, these are challenges of corporate learning; 
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Cultivating a mindset of life-long learning, Cultivating a data-driven mindset in any decision making, Encourage 
and motivate employees in facing work side by side with robots, AI implementation on talent management, 
Upskilling and reskilling its employees and Invest in R&D

How to make corporate learning

Having envisioning, developing strategy & plan, the leaders should implement the project to achieve its goal. 
Learning from Cahyana [20] Executing the above framework for the best corporate learning need 4Cs, Content, 
Context Comprehends, Commit with the following explanation.

CONTENT: All people in all layers in the organization should understand, and some people should demonstrate 
competence in this learning development, including learning technology, how learning technology works, and 
also how to analyze the result and outcome of learning.

CONTEXT: In the implementation, all strategies should consider its environment, corporate culture, office 
politics in the organization, and external organization issues that have to be anticipated. If necessary, we should 
go back to the Content, review it, and mitigating any potential issues. If there is an employee union, understand 
their message, and good communication is needed.

COMPREHEND: Knowing the Content and context, leaders should understand comprehensively content 
and context, culture, office politics, and impact and outcome of learning, and any potential issues from the 
stakeholder. Understanding all these thoroughly, There should be not many surprises during development, but 
should be having a lot of fun and happiness.

COMMIT: with understanding content & context, and comprehensively understand, leaders should commit 
to the implementation. Leaders should show their intention and spirit of changes and provide rewards and 
punishment (or recognition). The development of corporate learning should be reported to all stakeholders to 
build common ownership at all levels, including shareholders. In some cases, the organization should inform 
customers how the organization implements a new learning strategy and ask the customer to provide feedback. 
It will be a guard from disgrace.

5. CONCLUSION
After the pandemic, top leaders have to have their vision for their company and learning to survive in the new 
era. Learning is the way to stay and grow. Therefore, learning incorporation is also inevitably needed to survive 
to increase competences, capabilities and enlarge the capacity. Having implemented the above actions, it is 
expected to boost efficiency, customers’ experiences, and create new products and services, which will ensure 
the success of organizations.
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Abstract

Since Covid19 entered to Indonesia, this pandemic has increased day by the day, which changed telecommunica-
tion business, especially operators, so they should make new updates on their business. The rule of companies 
has also changed therefore, their employees have to go to their company at working hours, now everyone has 
to work commonly from home. This cause a significant increase of data traffic. The pandemic also affects the 
revenue of all operators. We can see this from the annual report of operators in Indonesia from the last five years 
period (2015-2020) which consist of two periods, before the pandemic (2015-2019) and during the pandemic 
(financial reports Q2,2020). Based on this data it is known that the revenue tends to decline for the four major 
operators in Indonesia, so that this study will try to contribute projections of new strategic proposals for the oper-
ators in which their revenue can increase again with large traffic accommodation ability. New strategic proposals 
are blue ocean strategy (innovation in new technology / 5G) to accommodate big traffic, and cost of leadership 
strategy (bundling pulse with 5G application and open RAN or RAN sharing) to increase the revenue.

Keywords : Annual Report, Telecommunication, 5G, Blue Ocean Strategy, Cost of Leadership, Marketing, RAN 
Sharing, Open RAN

1. INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning of February 2020, it has been the start for all countries because the corona is still running all 
over the world. Recently, this pandemic has become more the worst, Indonesian government has implemented 
PSBB 1 (April 2020 - May 2020), then we are continuing PSBB 2 (October 2020), thereby creating new regulations 
for employees such as WFH (Work Form Home) and SCH (School From Home).

Covid-19 as now we have been experiencing for almost nine months, will bring a new normal to our society by 
making better use of information and communication technology. ITU recently reported that during the pandemic, 
the social total utility created by ICT particularly telecommunication services has increased significantly. The 
society perceives more benefit from ICT during the pandemic.

 This benefit at least has created six new behaviors of the society nowadays. First, people are now accustomed with 
work from home / teleworking and this method will be a considerable alternative in the new normal era. Second, 
people will become increasingly accustomed to shop online, using digital payments as well as utilizing delivery 
systems to get goods and services. Third, telemedicine is also getting used by society to access healthcare services 
from their home. People do not prefer to go to hospital or clinic because it may also risk them getting infected by 
covid-19. Fourth, distance learning is now becoming our part of life. This method actually has existed for years 
in higher education yet the realization in mass scale for all levels of education is just happening in this pandemic. 
This method should be considered after the pandemic ends because it can make the education particularly the 
higher education become more inclusive and the campuses do not have to think about building new classes 
to afford more students. Fifth, video-meeting is becoming the new normal for socialization. From the formal 
meetings included assembly up to halal bi halal is now being done with video conference. This behavior may also 
continue after the pandemic ends because of its simplicity. And the last, the industry 4.0 will be accelerated by 
covid-19. Industry will become more automated and connected to ensure its production process. IoT, robotics, 
and even digital twins will be adopted by more enterprises.
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Figure 1. Traffic data during WFH in Indonesia [Bakti Kominfo, 2020]

Based on Figure 1, when the implementation of WFH is running in Indonesia, data traffic has increase significantly. 
From BAKTI KOMINFO resources, we know that internet access has raise sharply until 7.3GB/day or 23%, during 
the government policy to enforce WFH and according to statistical data from July 2020, there are 4,57 billions of 
people are active as active internet users (Statista, 2020a), which is 59% of the total population (Dwivedi, 2020). 
People use internet data daily for their work, looking for information, accessing social media etc. In other words, 
as an Operator, it is a good place to take advantage of data packages, because everyone has access to the internet 
and uses their data packages.

However, in the middle of the pandemic we are fighting, The Operators must think about their marketing 
strategies for taking the many data packages used by their customers. So, this paper will discuss the marketing 
strategies that will be used by operators in dealing with this pandemic.

2. METHOD

2.1   ANNUAL REPORT ANALYSIS
Annual reports are very useful as decision makers, they are core values   to help investors make economic decisions 
(Luo, 2018), so this paper takes the annual report from Telecommunication Companies in Indonesia. Based on the 
company’s 2019 annual report, we can find out the market share of telecommunications companies in Indonesia, 
market share is the number of subscribers of each operator, market share data is divided into 5 companies, they 
are : Telkomsel 49.22%, Indosat 17.06%, XL Axiata 16, 1%, Hutchison Indonesia (3) 10.64%, Smartfren 6.76%.

Figure 2. Market Share of Indonesian Telecommunication Company (Annual Report 2019)
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Based on the market, we can know that the Telecommunication Companies still have chance to get big 
opportunities, then the businessmen can get revenue for each Operator.

According to the financial analysis for three Big Operator Companies: Telkomsel, Indosat, and XL, which is already 
represent 82.59% of the total market share of Telecommunications Companies, so they can represent the 
Telecommunications market as a whole (Heppy, 2018).

Figure 3. Revenue of Indonesian Telecommunication Companies (Telkomsel, XL and Indosat) (Annual Report 
2015 – Q2 2020)

Even though the traffic data increases based on figure 1, the purchasing power of customers has also decreased 
due to the impact of job reduction [Siswarini, 2020]. This is reinforced by the revenue obtained by the operator. 
Telecommunication company, Telkomsel has not issued a Financial Report in 2020 (during pandemic of corona), 
while for PT. XL Revenue has not reached the previous year’s revenue that it has decreased, because of the 
increasing traffic, PT XL has also increased their BTS number to 18-24 thousand to support this WFH [Darmayusa, 
2020], then  PT Indosat revenue continues decreased since 2017 until now, they are still unable to recover revenue 
due to the impact of COVID. This is a dilemma for telecommunication operators in Indonesia. This dilemma 
causes because data packages has increase significantly but not followed by increased revenue.

2.2   MARKETING CONCEPT
Marketing is the basis of the philosophy and ideology of the marketing concept which identifies and responds 
to consumer needs and wants of targets markets better than competitors (Kotler et al. 2019). More progressive 
organization have espoused variations of social marketing concept, where the company (this case, the operator) 
balances the short-run desires of the customer with long-term customer welfare (Kotler and Zaltman 1971; Kotler 
et al. 2019)

Since this pandemic entered Indonesia, several company regulations have changed which previously we had to 
come to the office and work from the office, now it has changed to Work From Home (WFH) and Education has 
changed to School From Home (SCH), this is what causes Traffic data increases according figure 1. In other words, 
communication is actually limited place, before covid, communication occurred directly, but we communicate 
only via media such as Skype, WhatsApp and Zoom now. Nowadays, we can purchase any item from offline 
to online (He. Hongwei and Harris.Lloyd, 2020), so that we can say now is the right moment in social media 
marketing.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1   MARKETING STRATEGY
Changes in the marketing environment, before the pandemic, during the pandemic and after the pandemic, have 
forcing telecommunication companies to always innovate new things so that they will get revenue higher than 
before. While innovative commentators lauded the need for strategic agility to create new markets that reach 
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new consumers and customers, namely the blue ocean strategy (Kim and Mauborgne, 2004). The blue ocean 
strategy, which is more suitable for companies that have large capital such as PT Telkomsel, by providing new 
innovations in the form of new technology, namely 5G which can carry data with a large throughput capacity of 
10.77 Gbps-11.8 Gbps (Situmorang. Anna C, 2019).

The second strategy is the cost leadership strategy, where a popular idea from many handbooks is that companies 
manage to maintain competitive advantages in the price structure by offering the lowest cost to customers 
(Coeurderoy, 2004). For this strategy, it can be used with a pulse bundling system with some content from the 
operator itself or if it is building new technology, it can be bundled with a 5G application. With the price offered 
is lower than competitors, the volume in sales will increase, so that the operators themselves maintain their 
advantage in the sales structure. Therefore, companies get a higher economy than their competitors by increasing 
the cost leadership strategy (Grant, 1998; Hitt et al., 2001). Another solution could be in the form of breakthrough 
technology. With the existing technology, covering all populations as the connectivity gap will be very expensive. 
A new approach like Open Radio Access Network (Open RAN) could be the alternative to make infrastructure 
more affordable. Most of the CAPEX required to deploy mobile broadband is associated with the RAN section. 
Any reduction in the RAN cost will meaningfully benefit the operators.

Economics of RAN sharing benefits can be divided into three sharing stages include rollout phase, steady state, 
modernization/obsolescence. Rollout phase is where bulk (assumption >80%) of sites and nodes to be deployed. 
CAPEX synergy potential is high for passive sharing (site build, mast, rack/ancillary) and medium for active 
sharing (microwave link/optical fiber, electronics, spectrum, resources). OPEX synergy potential is high by OPEX 
prevention method in site lease, non-telco services, telco services, energy, and resources. Restructuring cost can 
be low if little legacy infrastructure is present. Write-off can be relative low exposure if little legacy infrastructure 
is present. Steady state is where 80% of coverage and sites deployed. Mainly capacity additions and coverage 
maintenance. CAPEX synergy potential is high for passive sharing and low for active sharing. OPEX synergy 
potential is high by OPEX saving if absolute number of site locations are reduced. Primarily OPEX prevention 
in case of site number expansion. Cost restructuring is high by termination (site lease, site restoration, service, 
contracts, personal cost) and other (JV overhead, legal, etc). As most of the network has been deployed at this 
stage the write-off exposure can be significant even if equipment can be re-used. Modernization/obsolescence 
is a sharing stage with active element / node replacement, technology migration, and site consolidation. CAPEX 
synergy potential is high for passive sharing and medium/substantial for active sharing. OPEX synergy potential 
is high that can create OPEX saving if absolute number of site locations are reduced.Primarily OPEX prevention 
in case of site number expansion. Restructure cost can be significant. Although contract termination can be less 
costly due to longer operational period. If decision for network sharing is taken in   the renewal / obsolescence   
phase write-off exposure can be relative light both for equipment and site-build.

4. CONCLUSION
The current pandemic in Indonesia has an effect on the value of profits earned by cellular operators. This is shown 
in the graph of the annual report on the 2 largest cellular operators in Indonesia whose curves tend to decline. 
Some of the things that caused the decline in revenue were the existence of some free quota assistance from the 
government during the pandemic. To deal with the decline in revenue, it can be suggested that several strategies 
need to be implemented, such as: blue ocean strategy (proposed new technology 5G) and cost of leadership 
(Bundling pulse with 5G application and Open RAN or RAN Sharing).
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Abstract

Various small businesses in the food and beverage sector including coffee shops continue to grow and provide the 
best products for their consumers. The purpose of this study is to select the best coffee bean supplier to work with 
Kaikara Koffie in the long run, considering the inconsistent quality of coffee presently offered by Kaikara Koffie. 
The selection is based on criteria adopted from several previous studies. For this reason, the Analytical Hierarchy 
Process (AHP) method was used with the help of Expert Choice software. The results showed that criteria are 
important for determining priorities in the selection of coffee bean suppliers for Kaikara Koffie. The main priority 
criterion found is quality with a weight value of 0.492, the second priority is service criterion with a weight value 
of 0.227, the third priority is supplier relationship criterion with a weight value of 0.164, the fourth priority is cost 
criterion with a weight value of 0.067, and finally, the fifth priority is delivery criterion a weight value of 0.049. 
The outcomes of this supplier selection indicate that Supplier C (Spill) is considered the best with a weight value of 
0.539 followed by Supplier A (Java-G) with a weight value of 0.234, and Supplier B (Halu) with a weight value of 
0.227. Therefore, this study concludes that quality criterion is the top priority in supplier selection, and Supplier C 
(Spill) is the best to work with for a long time. The contribution of this study is to demonstrate the criteria used by 
a coffee shop SME in selecting their long-term suppliers to obtain the best coffee beans.

Keywords: analytical hierarchy process (AHP), Criteria of supplier selection, Coffee shop, supplier selection, 
Small business

1. INTRODUCTION
The fast development in the beverage industry has an impact on the business people as they are required to 
continue to do their best by following trends and maintaining quality to gain consumer trust (Stephanie, 2017). 
Iqbal (2018) mentioned 8 drinks that are currently trending among Indonesians, namely Milk Coffee, Cheese Tea, 
Thai Tea, Mango Thai, Monster Milkshakes, Drinks with unique packaging, Unicorn Frappuccino, and King Durian. 
Meanwhile, according to Krisna (2020), the favorite drinks of Indonesians today are Thai Tea, Iced Milk Coffee, 
and Brown Sugar Milk. On the other hand, Igiasi (2017) emphasized that coffee-based beverage products such 
as Milk Coffee always have a place among Indonesian people because coffee has long been known and enjoyed 
throughout the archipelago. Therefore, it is reasonable that coffee shops are one of the booming businesses 
today (Zuhriyah, 2019). The coffee shop business, which is included in the food and beverage industry, contributes 
consistently and significantly to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) (Ministry of Industry, 2017).

The significant growth of coffee shops in Indonesia, especially in the city of Bandung, has made competition in 
this business increasingly tighter. One of the business units participating in the beverage trend arena in Bandung 
is Kaikara Koffie, which offers coffee products as its flagship. According to Aditya (2020), the owner of Kaikara 
Koffie, the trend of coffee shops has spread everywhere and is growing very rapidly. This is supported by a 
large number of enthusiasts since drinking coffee has become a habit for Indonesian people, especially those in 
Bandung. Aditya (2020) also stated that many coffee shops including Kiakara Koffie want to be able to process 
their own coffee beans to maintain quality, reduce costs, resell their coffee products, and become suppliers of 
coffee beans for their future branches. The role of suppliers in running a business is very important and being 
able to choose quality suppliers is one of the important bases for maintaining the stability of a business (Ervina, 
2019). Every business certainly has several quality suppliers to work together to improve the quality of the 
company’s products for customer satisfaction (Questibrilia, 2020). The purpose of supplier selection is to find 
the right supplier with an efficiency that can meet the needs of the company consistently and minimize the 
risk of procuring raw materials and components (Pradipta and Diana, 2017), (Handayani and Darmianti, 2017). 
Therefore, this study aims to find the important criteria needed by a coffee shop as a small business in selecting 
its suppliers.
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2. LITERATURES AND FRAMEWORK
Operations management

The definition of operations management according to some experts such as Heizer et al (2017) is a scientific 
discipline in which there are a series of activities to create value in the form of goods and services by converting 
inputs into outputs (results). Stevenson (2015) argued that the notion of operations management is a management 
system or steps in a product or service manufacturing process.

Supply Chain

Supply chain management is a system that describes how an organization distributes or delivers products and 
services to customers. According to Rimantho et al. (2017), Supply Chain Management (SCM) is a management 
philosophy that seeks quality or competent sources of business functions to be integrated both inside and outside 
the company. The supply chain is also a sequence of processes and flows that take place within and between 
different stages of the supply chain and are combined to meet customer needs for a product (Chopra and Meindl, 
2013).

Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)

Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a general multi-criteria decision-making method developed by Thomas L. 
Saaty, a mathematician from the University of Pittsburg, the United States in the 1970s (Laksana and Zarkasy, 
2016), and later developed further by Thomas L. Saaty to help solve complex decision problems by capturing 
subjective and objective evaluation measures (Dweiri et al. 2016).

According to Kartaman and Rahmawati (2018), decision making using the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) 
method is arranged based on the hierarchy made by decision-makers to get a solution conclusion through the 
existing weights. Ishak and Parinduri (2019) stated that there are 3 principles for solving problems with the AHP 
method, namely (1) the principle of compiling hierarchy, (2) the principle of setting priorities, and (3) the principle 
of logical consistency.

Ervil and Rahman (2019) revealed that AHP is a decision-making method developed to prioritize several 
alternatives when several criteria must be considered, and also allows decision making to arrange complex 
problems into a hierarchy or a series of well-integrated levels. It can be concluded that the AHP method can solve 
complex problems and decompose them into a hierarchy that is developed to prioritize the criteria considered in 
several alternatives for decision making.

The criteria of supplier selection used in this study are a combination of the criteria in previous studies from 
Prawiro (2019), (Susetyo et al. 2019), and (Dweiri et al. 2016). Based on Prawiro’s research (2019), the criteria 
for selecting suppliers are cost, quality, delivery, service, and supplier relationship. The first criterion of cost has 
two sub-criteria, namely raw material prices (C1) and discounts (C2) (Susetyo et al. 2019). The second criterion of 
quality has three sub-criteria, namely quality management system (Q1), defect level (Q2), and product suitability 
(Q3). The third criterion of delivery has three sub-criteria, namely delivery time (D1), delivery error (D2), and 
on-time delivery (D3). The fourth criterion of service has three sub-criteria, namely renewal/order status (S1), 
warranty (S2), and geographic location (S3) (Dweiri et al. 2016). And, the fifth criterion of supplier relationship has 
three sub-criteria, namely supplier condition (R1), supplier reputation (R2), and supplier location (R3) (Prawiro, 
2019). Figure 1 below is the framework used in this study:

Figure 1 Framework Source: Dweiri et al. (2016); Prawiro (2019); Susetyo et al. (2019)

Based on the framework in Figure 1, there are several criteria for determining goals and weights in selecting 
suppliers, including cost, quality, delivery, service, and supplier relationship. Each of these criteria has three sub-
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criteria except for the criterion of cost with only two sub-criteria so that the total becomes fourteen sub-criteria. 
All criteria and sub-criteria are part of the supplier selection process. According to Ningsih (2016), the problem 
that often arises in the supplier selection process is to ensure the quality of the raw materials that suppliers offer 
to companies. Therefore, Kaikara Koffie needs to ensure the quality of suppliers by using the existing criteria for 
selecting the right supplier to support the availability of raw materials, especially coffee beans. The right supplier 
will be selected based on the ranking of each criterion by looking at the weight value obtained by each of these 
criteria.

3. METHODOLOGIES
This research uses a quantitative method. Data were obtained through questionnaires distributed to resource 
persons by researchers. The scale used in this study is the Saaty scale 1-9. The samples were the coffee shop 
owner, production manager, and logistics manager selected based on the purposive sampling technique. The 
data obtained were processed using the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) with the help of Expert Choice 
software. Expert Choice was used because it can help simplify data management and provide better and more 
measurable results for decision making (Expertchoice.com, 2020). The results of expert choice were validated 
using the source triangulation technique.

4. RESULTS
The results of the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) analysis showed that the most influential criterion in the 
selection of coffee bean suppliers for Kaikara Koffie is quality with a weight of 0.492. Other influential criteria 
are service with a weight of 0.227, supplier relationship with a weight value of 0.164, cost with a weight value 
of 0.067, and finally delivery with a weight value of 0.049. The matrix normalization between these criteria has 
the correct data consistency because the Consistency Ratio (CR) is ≤ 0.1 and the value obtained is 0.02. Figure 2 
illustrates the results of the matrix normalization between the criteria:

Figure 2 Normalization of the Inter-Criteria Matrix

Based on the criteria and sub-criteria in supplier selection and AHP calculations obtained from three respondents, 
it can be concluded that supplier C (Spill) is the best one with a weight value of 0.539 or 53.9%, followed by 
supplier A (Java-G) with a weight value of 0.234 or 23.4%, and supplier B (Halu) with a weight value of 0.227 or 
22.7% with the correct data consistency because Consistency Ratio (CR) ≤ 0.1 while the value obtained is 0.01. 
These results indicate that the alternative or supplier that can meet the priority of all criteria is supplier C (Spill). 
Figure 3 shows the final results of supplier selection:

Figure 3 Final Result of Supplier Selection 5 Analysis and Discussion

From the results of the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP), the most influential criterion in the selection of coffee 
bean suppliers for Kaikara Koffie is quality with a weight of 0.492. The next influential criteria are service with 
a weight of 0.227, supplier relationship with a weight of 0.164, cost with a weight of 0.067, and finally delivery 
with a weight of 0.049. The high weight value of quality criterion in the coffee bean supplier selection shows that 
Kaikara Koffie prioritizes high- quality raw materials to be used. This is in line with the owner’s desire to use good 
quality coffee because otherwise, it will have an impact on the quality of the coffee served.

The first criterion of cost has two sub-criteria used in the selection of alternatives, namely the sub- criteria of 
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raw material price (C1) and discount (C2). Of the two sub-criteria, discount (C2) has a weight value of 0.591, 
and raw material price (C1) only has a weight value of 0.409, which means  that discount is more important to 
respondents than the price of raw materials. Overall, the cost criterion is occupied by supplier C (Spill) as the top 
priority with a weight value of 0.658, then the second priority is supplier A (Java-G) with a weight value of 0.179, 
and the last priority is supplier B (Halu) with a weight value of 0.164. This shows that if the company chooses a 
supplier based solely on the cost criterion, then supplier C (Spill) will be selected.

The second criterion of quality in this study has three sub-criteria, namely quality management system (Q1), 
defect level (Q2), and product suitability (Q3). Of the three sub-criteria, product suitability (Q3) has a weight 
value of 0.484, defect level (Q2) has a weight value of 0.283, and the quality management system (Q1). ) has a 
weight value of 0.233. Overall in the quality criterion, supplier C (Spill) is the top priority with a weight value of 
0.501, then the second priority is supplier A (Java-G)

with a weight value of 0.304, and the last priority is supplier B (Halu) with a weight value of 0.195. This shows 
that if the company chooses a supplier based solely on quality criterion, then supplier C (Spill) will be selected.

The third criterion of delivery in this study has three sub-criteria, namely delivery time (D1), delivery error (D2), 
and on-time delivery (D3). Of the three sub-criteria, on-time delivery (D3) has a weight value of 0.590, delivery 
time (D1) has a weight value of 0.263, and delivery error (D2) has a weight value of 0.148. Overall in the delivery 
criterion, supplier C (Spill) is the top priority with a weight value of 0.533, then the second priority is supplier B 
(Halu) with a weight value of 0.254, and the last priority is supplier A (Java-G) with a weight value of 0.212. This 
shows that if the company selects a supplier based solely on the delivery criterion, then supplier C (Spill) will be 
selected.

The fourth criterion of service in this study has three sub-criteria, namely renewal/ordering status (S1), warranty 
(S2), and geographic location (S3). Of the three sub-criteria, geographic location (S3) has a weight value of 0.488, 
renewal/order status (S1) has a weight value of 0.278, and warranty (S2) has a weight value of 0.234. Overall in 
the service criterion, supplier C (Spill) is the top priority with  a weight value of 0.544, then the second priority is 
supplier B (Halu) with a weight value of 0.275, and the last priority is supplier A (Java-G) with a weight value of 
0.181. This shows that if the company selects a supplier based solely on service criterion, then supplier C (Spill) 
will be selected.

The fifth criterion of supplier relationships in this study has three sub-criteria, namely supplier condition (R1), 
supplier reputation (R2), and supplier location (R3). Of the three sub-criteria, supplier reputation (R2) has a 
weight value of 0.447, supplier condition (R1) has a weight value of 0.338, and supplier location (R3) has a weight 
value of 0.215. Overall in the supplier relationship criterion, supplier C (Spill) is the top priority with a weight 
value of 0.608, then the second priority is supplier B (Halu) with a weight value of 0.270, and the last priority is 
supplier A (Java-G) with a weight value of 0.122. This shows that if the company selects a supplier based solely on 
the supplier relationship criterion, then supplier C (Spill) will be selected.

Based on the criteria and sub-criteria of supplier selection and AHP calculations obtained from three respondents, 
it can be concluded that the main criterion chosen by respondents is quality with a weight value of 0.492 or 
49.2%. Besides, supplier C (Spill) was chosen as the best supplier with a weight value of 0.539 or 53.9%, followed 
by supplier A (Java-G) with a weight value of 0.234 or 23.4%, and supplier B (Halu) with a weight value of 0.227 or 
22.7%. These results indicate that supplier C (Spill) is the alternative or the supplier that meets all priority criteria. 
Supplier C (Spill) is the right choice for respondents to supply their coffee raw material needs because supplier 
C (Spill) fulfills all the criteria and sub-criteria elements specified in the study by obtaining the highest weight 
value on the main criterion of quality, which indicates that supplier C (Spill) is of high quality. Therefore, supplier 
C (Spill) is the best supplier to be Kaikara Koffie’s long-term partner.

5. 6 CONCLUSION
There are five criteria used for the Kaikara Koffie coffee bean supplier selection process, namely cost, quality, 
delivery, service, and supplier relationship. Except for the cost criterion which only has two sub-criteria, each 
of the other four criteria has three sub-criteria, so there are fourteen sub-criteria in total. The two sub-criteria 
of cost as the first criterion are raw material price and discount. The second criterion is quality which has three 
sub-criteria of the quality management system, defect level, and product suitability. The third criterion is delivery 
which has three sub-criteria of delivery time, delivery error, and on-time delivery. The fourth criterion is service 
which has three sub-criteria, namely renewal/order status, warranty, and geographic location. The fifth and 
final criterion is supplier relationship which has three sub-criteria of supplier condition, supplier reputation, and 
supplier location.

Data processing and analysis using the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) method has resulted in priority rankings 
and weight values for each of the criteria and suppliers of Kaikara Koffie. The results show that the criterion of 
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quality is the top priority with a weight value of 0.492, and then sequentially followed by the criteria of service 
with a weight value of 0.227, supplier relationships with a weight value of 0.164, costs with a weight value of 
0.067, and delivery with a weight value of

0.049. This shows that quality is the most important criterion in choosing a coffee bean supplier. Then based on 
data processing, supplier C (Spill) appears as the recommended supplier for Kaikara Koffie

to work together in the long term because it is the top priority supplier with a weight value of 0.539 and has met 
the existing criteria, especially quality.

Kaikara Koffie deserves to be more selective in choosing raw material suppliers so that their products will always 
have good and consistent quality considering that quality criterion is their main priority with the highest weight 
value of 0.492. Although quality is the top priority criterion with a value of 0.492, other criteria must also be 
considered due to their roles in the selection of coffee bean suppliers for Kaikara Koffie. Future studies can 
examine supplier selection in other small businesses using the criteria in this study.
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Abstract

Indonesia is an island nation also known as a maritime country. Today, Indonesia wants to achieve its vision to 
become the maritime axis of the world. Indonesia needs highly capable infrastructure, especially in the field of 
sea transportation. As a country that is also active in international trade, access and infrastructure for sea trans-
portation, especially container ports, has a very important and strategic role for economic growth, especially for 
international trade. As the best container port in Indonesia, PT Jakarta International Container Terminal (JICT) has 
an area of 100 Ha and makes it the largest container terminal in Indonesia.  PT JICT is also able to handle more 
than 2.4 million TEUs (Twenty-foot Equivalent Units) per year. 

Seeing that logistics activities are increasing because of e-commerce trend and land area is limited, this research 
aims to know how PT JICT utilizing their land and how the container capacity in PT JICT container terminals. Using 
a descriptive approach, secondary data from the company will be processed using the calculation formula of Yard 
Occupancy Ratio (YOR) and Throughput. The data types analyzed have a ratio scale.

The results show that the land utilization in container terminals can be categorized well. This is known by looking 
at the YOR score that below the company’s standard which is 65%. 

Keywords: Capacity, Container Port , Optimization, Yard Occupancy Ratio (YOR). 
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Abstract

Investing is one of the important things in preparing ourselves to guarantee life in the future. In investing, inves-
tors have the goal of obtaining profits in the future at a certain level and as expected by delaying current con-
sumption in a certain amount and for a certain period of efficient assets. To reduce the level of investment risk, 
investors can report through the portfolio by combining the expected return with the lowest risk. This study uses 
a descriptive quantitative method that aims to see optimal portfolio reporting using the single index model, also 
portfolio performance evaluation results from the Sharpe index, Jensen index, and Treynor index. The samples of 
this study use shares listed in 100 Excellent Growth Company Rank category successively in 2018 and 2019. the 
variables to be studied include excess return to beta, alpha, beta,  expected return, Sharpe Index, Jensen Index, 
and Treynor Index.. This research is based on a theoretical framework and definitions according to experts. The 
theoretical framework used includes investment theory, rate of return, level of risk, efficient and optimal portfo-
lio, and evaluation of portfolio performance. This research will show the results of the formation portfolio and 
its performance that can be used as a reference in investing for investors especially using the shares listed in 100 
Excellent Growth Company Ranks with a Single-Index Model.

Keywords: Investment, return, expected return, optimal portfolio, Single-Index Model, Sharpe Index,  Jensen 
Index, and Treynor Index.  
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Abstract

The development of Islamic Banking in Indonesia tends to show a slow improvement. Data from Otoritas Jasa 
Keuangan (OJK–Financial Service Authority) in December 2019 shows that there are 14 islamic banks with 20 
islamic business units, and more than 800 branch offices and 1.400 auxiliary branch offices. According to Islamic 
Finance Country Index (IFCI) which is the oldest index in determining countries rank based on Islamic Banking and 
Finance (IBF) shows that in 2019 Indonesia got the first rank, went up 5 ranks from the previous year which was 
in 6 place, overtakes Malaysia which since 2011 always in the first place. Based on the rapid improvement, this 
research needs to be done. This research has two main purposes, first to measure the productivity level of islamic 
banking in Indonesia. Second, this research is done to see the efficiency level of islamic banking in Indonesia. This 
research will study the productivity and efficiency of islamic banking in Indonesia during 2010-2019 period. Data 
that is used in this research is islamic banking financial data which is obtained from financial report and then 
divided into input and output variable.

Research about the productivity of islamic bank using Malquist index is rarely done in Indonesia, if compared to 
research of conventional bank. This research will use Malquist Productivity Index (MPI) approach that measure 
the relation between input and output together. The relation will be stated into ratio from output index towards 
agregat input index. Meanwhile, efficiency is a way to measure performance theoretically which is a performance 
that underline whole performance in organization by calculating input and output. This study uses Stochastic 
Frontier Analysis (SFA) in determining the efficiency of islamic banking expense in that period. Determination of 
output variable is taken from small business finance, other finance, securities and investment, and other income. 
While input variables are deposits, fixed assets, and general and administrative expenses. This research will be 
done by using analysis tool of DEAP 2.1 and Frontier 4.1.

Research result shows that the average productivity tends to decrease and the efficiency of islamic bank expense 
during reserach sampel increases. This finding shows the importance of islamic bank in Indonesia to be able to 
minimalize input in order to keep their productivity and efficiency level. The result can be a proposition for de-
cision maker that the decrease in productivity can be changed by using new technology including easy usage of 
ATM, mobile banking and internet banking, therefore it can improve the productivity especially in the utilization 
of technology.

Keywords: Islamic Banking, Productivity, Efficiency. 
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Abstract

The existence of the internet in the current era of globalization is very beneficial for various circles of society. 
The use of the internet allows people to access the website anywhere and anytime. With the company web-
site, it allows companies to disclose much more information than the traditional way. With developments in the 
communications industry, corporate reporting activities and investor relations have changed as a result of these 
increased developments. The use of the internet as a medium for submitting company reports, one of which is 
the submission of financial reports, known as the Internet Financial Reporting. The factors that influence internet 
financial reporting are profitability, leverage, and listing age. Company profitability is an indicator of good cor-
porate management, so management tends to disclose more information when there is an increase in company 
profitability. Likewise leverage and listing age.

The purpose of this study is to determine the effect of profitability, leverage, and listing age to internet financial 
reporting. This research is included in the type of descriptive research and is causal. The population in this study 
were LQ 45. LQ 45 is a composite index of 45 issuers with high liquidity, which are selected using several selection 
criteria. Data were analyzed through linear regression using SPSS. The results showed that simultaneously profit-
ability, leverage, and listing age affect the Internet Financial Reporting. Partially profitability, leverage, and listing 
age has a significant positive effect on the Internet Financial Reporting. 

Keywords: IFR, leverage, listing age, profitability
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Abstract

Based on the literature, tax avoidance is a legal action to minimize the tax burden. There are two different points 
of view, both from the company and government point of view. From the company’s point of view, tax avoidance 
can maximize company profits. However, when viewed from the government’s point of view, tax avoidance causes 
the loss of potential state revenue from the tax sector, this is proven by not achieving the tax revenue target each 
year. If the company has good corporate governance, it is hoped that it can minimize tax avoidance, so that state 
revenue from the tax sector will be maximized. In this study, corporate governance is measured using institutional 
ownership, managerial ownership, and independent commissioner.

This study aims to determine the effect of good corporate governance on tax avoidance. This research is a de-
scriptive and causal research. The population in this study are manufacturing companies listed on the Indonesian 
Stock Exchange, which are selected using several selection criteria. Data analysis was performed using panel data 
regression using Eviews 10 software. The results in this study indicate that both simultaneously and partially good 
corporate governance has an effect on tax avoidance.

Keywords: tax avoidance, good corporate governance, institutional ownership, managerial ownership, inde-
pendent commissioner
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Abstract

Every company has the ultimate goal to be achieved, namely obtaining maximum profit or profitability. ROA is 
one ratio for measuring profitability. Where ROA is defined as the ratio used to measure how much net income 
will be generated from each rupiah of funds embedded in total assets. This study aims to examine the effect of 
managerial ownership, institutional ownership and the size of the independent board of commissioners on ROA in 
the consumer goods manufacturing companies listed on the IDX. The sampling method uses a purposive sampling 
method with a total sample of 8 companies and a study period of 5 years to obtain a total sample of 40 data units. 
Data analysis techniques used descriptive statistics and hypothesis testing using panel data regression analysis 
using the Eviews 9 software application. The test results obtained from this study simultaneously showed mana-
gerial ownership, institutional ownership and the independent board of commissioners had a significant effect on 
ROA. Partially shows managerial ownership, institutional ownership and the independent board of commissioners 
do not have a significant influence on ROA.

Keywords : Return on Assets; Managerial ownership; Institutional Ownership; Independent Board of Commis-
sioners.

1. INTRODUCTION 
Profitability is the basic thing that is seen by investors in valuing a company. Companies with high profitability, 
stable and tend to increase will certainly be liked by investors. The profitability of a company can be measured 
using ROA, where ROA is a ratio that shows how much the contribution of assets in creating net profit. In other 
words, this ratio is used to measure how much net income will be generated from each rupiah of funds embedded 
in total assets (Hery, 2015: 228).

According to data from the author if the annual report of the company that is sampled in this study, shows 
that ROA of consumer goods sector companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange in 2014-2018 tended to 
decline. This decline is due to continued decline in product prices from the consumer goods sector. Besides being 
caused by a fall in product prices, the level of ROA of the company can also be influenced by how much share 
ownership of managerial and institutions as well as the proportion of independent commissioners.

According Alfinur (2016), defines that managerial ownership is the percentage of share ownership of the company 
by the directors, management, commissioners as well as every party directly involved in making decisions in the 
company. So in this case the management as the manager of the company is also the owner of the company or 
the company’s shareholders.

According Alfinur (2016), Institutional Ownership is ownership of shares owned by parties in the form of 
institutions such as insurance companies, investment and pension companies, and other institutions can reduce 
the influence of other interests in the company such as personal interests of managers and debtholders.

The board of commissioners can consist of Commissioners who are not from affiliated parties known as 
Independent Commissioners and affiliated Commissioners. Affiliated means parties that have business and family 
relations with the controlling shareholder, members of the board of directors and other board of commissioners.

The purpose of this study was to measure the value of managerial ownership, institutional ownership and the 
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size of the independent board of commissioners in the consumer goods sector manufacturing companies listed 
on the Indonesia Stock Exchange in 2014-2018. This study explains how to measure the effect of managerial 
ownership, institutional ownership, and independent board of commissioners on Return on Assets.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1   RETURN ON ASSETS
According to Hery (2015) the return on assets is a ratio that shows how much the contribution of assets in 
creating net income. In other words, this ratio is used to measure how much net income will be generated from 
each rupiah of funds embedded in total assets. This ratio is calculated by dividing net income from total assets.

2.2   MANAGERIAL OWNERSHIP
Managerial ownership is a number of shares owned by the internal company. Managerial ownership includes 
shareholders who have a position in the company as creditors or as a board of commissioners, or it can also be 
said that managerial ownership is shares owned by managers and directors of the company. This ownership will 
align the interests of management and shareholders, because with the amount of shares owned, management is 
expected to act more carefully in making decisions (Susanti and Riharjo, 2013).

According Alfinur (2016), defines that managerial ownership is the percentage of share ownership of the company 
by the directors, management, commissioners as well as every party directly involved in making decisions in the 
company. So in this case the management as the manager of the company is also the owner of the company or 
the company’s shareholders.

The formula used to calculate the percentage of managerial ownership based on Putrianis (2016) research is as 
follows:

2.3   INSTITUSIONAL OWNERSHIP
According Alfinur (2016), Institutional Ownership is ownership of shares owned by parties in the form of 
institutions such as insurance companies, investment and pension companies, and other institutions can reduce 
the influence of other interests in the company such as personal interests of managers and debtholders.

2.4   INDEPENDENT COMMISSIONER
The board of commissioners can consist of Commissioners who are not from affiliated parties known as 
Independent Commissioners and affiliated Commissioners. According to the Financial Services Authority 
Regulation (POJK) Number 33 Article 20 of 2014, states that the number of Independent Commissioners must be 
at least 30% of the total members of the Board of Commissioners. The composition of the independent board of 
commissioners is calculated using the following formula:
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2.5   HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
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3. RESEARCH RESULT AND DISCUSSION

3.1   DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics

ROA KM KI DKI

mean 0,12897 0,10545 0,37732 0,38021

median 0,07284 0,00673 0,36130 0,33333

maximum 0,64094 0,68275 0,75020 0,50000

minimum -0,05897 0,00016 0,15461 0,33333

st. Dev 0,17465 0,18100 0,15155 0,07135

3.2   DATA PANEL REGRESSION ANALYSIS
a. Chow Test

Table 2. Significance Test of Fixed Effect

Redundant Fixed Effects Tests
Equation: Untitled
Test cross-section fixed effects

Effects Test Statistic  d.f. Prob. 

Cross-section F 14.203858 (9,27) 0.0000
Cross-section Chi-square 69.860854 9 0.0000

 Chow test results in the table above shows, the value of prob (Cross-section Chi-square) of 0.0000 <0.05 
(significance level = 5%). Based on these data, it can be concluded that the panel data regression model used is 
the fixed effect model which is better than the common effect model.

b. Hausman Test

Table 3. Significance Test of Random Effect

Correlated Random Effects - Hausman Test
Equation: Untitled
Test cross-section random effects

Test Summary Chi-Sq. Statistic Chi-Sq. d.f. Prob.
Cross-section random 0.608302 3 0.8945
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Hausman test results in the table above show, the value of prob (cross-section random) of 0.8945> 0.05 
(significance level = 5%). Based on these results, according to the provisions of the decision that H1 was rejected, 
so the model used is a random effect model.

c. Lagrange Multiplier Test 

Table 4. Lagrenge Multiplier Test Results

Lagrange Multiplier Tests for Random Effects
Null hypotheses: No effects
Alternative hypotheses: Two-sided (Breusch-Pagan) and one-sided
        (all others) alternatives

Test Hypothesis
Cross-section Time Both

Breusch-Pagan  33.24538  1.683748  34.92912
(0.0000) (0.1944) (0.0000)

Honda  5.765880 -1.297593  3.159556
(0.0000) -- (0.0008)

Langrange Multiplier test results in the table above shows, the value of prob (Cross-section Breusch-Pagan) of 
0.0000 <0.05 (significance level = 5%). Based on these results, it is according to the decision making provisions 
that H1 is accepted, so the model used is the random effect model.

Based on the results of tests conducted by researchers using eviews 10. The results obtained through the Chow 
test, Hausman test and Lagerage Multiplier test get a panel data regression model in the form of Random Effect 
Model with the following equation:

Table 5. Random Effect Model

Dependent Variable: Y
Method: Panel EGLS (Cross-section random effects)
Date: 08/27/19   Time: 22:22
Sample: 2014 2017
Periods included: 4
Cross-sections included: 10
Total panel (balanced) observations: 40
Swamy and Arora estimator of component variances

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  

X1 -0.075493 0.112390 -0.671710 0.5061
X2 -0.112603 0.165865 -0.678881 0.5016
X3 -0.016996 0.419767 -0.040488 0.9679
C 0.185880 0.203301 0.914310 0.3666

Effects Specification
S.D.  Rho  

Cross-section random 0.190710 0.8310
Idiosyncratic random 0.086016 0.1690

Weighted Statistics

R-squared 0.022016    Mean dependent var 0.028372
Adjusted R-squared -0.059483    S.D. dependent var 0.080743
S.E. of regression 0.083109    Sum squared resid 0.248659
F-statistic 0.270139    Durbin-Watson stat 1.426708
Prob(F-statistic) 0.846496

ROA = 0,185880 – 0,075493 (KM) – 0,112603 (KI) – 0,016996 (DKI) + e
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3.3   RESEARCH RESULT AND DISCUSSION
a. Simultaneous Hypothesis Testing Results (F Test)

Based on table V it can be seen that the probability value or F-statistic of 0.022016 is smaller than the significance 
level of 0.05 (5%). In accordance with the provisions, it can be concluded that the independent variables namely 
managerial ownership, institutional ownership and the independent board of commissioners have a significant 
influence on the dependent variable that is ROA simultaneously.

b. Partial Hypothesis Testing Results (t Test)

Based on the results of the t test in table 8, it can be concluded as follows:

• Managerial ownership variable has a probability of 0.5061> 0.05, it can be concluded that the managerial 
ownership variable partially has no significant effect on ROA.

• The variable of institutional ownership has a probability of 0.5016> 0.05 so it can be concluded that the 
variable institutional ownership does not have a significant effect on ROA.

• The independent commissioner variable has a probability of 0.9679> 0.05, so it can be concluded that the 
independent commissioner variable partially has no significant effect on ROA.

c. Discussion

• Effect of Managerial Ownership on ROA

Managerial ownership does not affect the company’s ROA because of the data the authors carefully show that 
managerial ownership in goods and consumption sector companies in 2014-2018 still tends to be small, so the 
application of managerial ownership to help the unification of interests between managers and owners that can 
improve performance has not been running effective. it causes managers not moved to always try to improve 
the performance of their companies which will have an impact on company ROA. Managers think the amount of 
profits they can keep will be small because their share ownership is also small. The results of this study concur 
with the results of research by Imas Kusumandari (2016).

• Effect of Institutional Ownership on ROA

Institutional ownership has no effect on company ROA because from the data the authors carefully show that 
managerial ownership in goods and consumption sector companies in 2014-2018 still tends to be small, causing 
the manager’s monitoring process to be less effective, so that manager’s performance in increasing company 
ROA is not optimal . The results of this study agree with the results of the research Selviana Nugrahawati (2019).

• The influence of the Independent Board of Commissioners on ROA

The independent board of commissioners has no effect on the company’s ROA because from the data the 
author carefully shows that the existence of an independent board of commissioners is smaller than the non-
independent board of commissioners chosen by the majority shareholder. This causes the independent board of 
commissioners not to have a dominant influence in decision making in an effort to increase company profitability. 
This study agrees with Putra and Nuzula’s (2017) research that the proportion of independent commissioners 
does not have a significant influence on ROA.

4. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATION
Based on panel data regression it can be concluded that simultaneously the independent variables of managerial 
ownership, institutional ownership and the independent board of commissioners have a significant influence on 
ROA. Partially, the effect of each independent variable on the dependent variable ROA in this study is as follows: 
managerial ownership, institutional ownership and the independent board of commissioners have no influence 
on ROA.

Based on the results of research that has been done, the authors provide some suggestions for further research 
as follows:

1. Future studies are expected to use a longer research period, so as to obtain more comprehensive results from 
the research conducted.

2. Further research can add other research variables that can affect the company’s ROA, such as the size of the 
board of directors and audit committee.
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Abstract

This study aims to determine the effect of cash holding, public ownership, bonus plans, and winner/loser stocks 
on income smoothing in consumer goods industry sector listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange in 2015-2018. 
The method in this research uses quantitative methods with descriptive research type verification. The hypothesis 
in this study was tested using descriptive statistical analysis and logistic regression analysis using SPSS 25.0 soft-
ware. The sampling technique used in this study is a purposive sampling technique that resulted in 27 samples 
of selected companies within a period of 4 years in order to obtain 108 sample units of companies of consumer 
goods industry listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange in 2015-2018.

The results of this study indicate that the variable cash holding, public ownership, bonus plans, and winner/loser 
stocks simultaneously have a significant effect on income smoothing. Partially, cash holding, and public owner-
ship have no significant effect on income smoothing. While the bonus plan variable has a significant effect in a 
negative way on income, and winner/loser stocks have a significant effect in a positive way on income smoothing.

Keywords: Bonus Plan, Cash Holding, Income Smoothing, Public Ownership, Winner/Loser Stocks

1. INTRODUCTION
Investors for making investment decisions tend to pay attention to the size of the profits generated by the 
company, because the company’s ability to generate profits reflects its ability to manage business activities (Dewi 
& Suryanawa, 2019). This encourages every company to compete to increase the company’s profit in order to 
attract investors no matter what. One way that management usually does is practice accounting, namely earnings 
management.

According to Supriyono (2018: 123) earnings management is all the actions used by managers to influence earnings 
by increasing or decreasing profits according to their goals. There are three types of earnings management 
strategies according to Subramanyam (2017: 118), namely, (1) Increase, (2) Big bath, (3) Managers reduce 
profit fluctuations with income smoothing practices. Of the three types of earnings management strategies, 
management often performs income smoothing to reduce fluctuations in company profits through the choice 
of accounting procedures, because most investors assume that if the company’s earnings fluctuate, investors 
assume that the company has a high risk. So, it can reduce invest motivation (Revinsia, Rahayu, & Lestari, 2019).

Income smoothing is the practice of deliberately reducing reported profit fluctuations to be at a level considered 
normal for the company according to Henry (2014: 8). The occurrence of income smoothing is usually caused by 
the freedom to choose accounting methods or principles as regulated in PSAK 25 concerning accounting policies, 
changes in accounting estimates, and errors (Putri & Budiasih, 2018).

It is not without reason that company management practices income smoothing, management does this with 
the aim of: (1) obtaining tax advantages, (2) giving good impressions to owners and creditors on management 
performance, (3) reducing fluctuations in earnings reporting and reducing risk, (4) generate stable profit growth, 
(5) maintain the position / position of management in the company (Putri & Budiasih, 2018). In this study, the 
income smoothing action was tested with the Eckel index (1981), Eckel used the Coefficient Variation (CV) of 
variable income and variable net sales.

The purpose of this study is to determine whether there is affect simultaneous and partial between cash holding, 
public ownership, bonus plans, and winner/loser stocks on income smoothing. The benefits of this research 
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for Company Management are expected to be a suggestion for Company Management to not incorporate Self 
Interest into company affairs for making decisions, so that the information generated is truly in accordance with 
the actual situation. Meanwhile, this study for investors is expected to be able to provide information to them 
about several factors that can affect the company’s income smoothing practices, thereby helping investors for 
making decisions to invest.

This study uses logistic regression analysis. The goal of logistic regression is to create a regression model to 
predict the size of the dependent variable in the form of a binary variable (nominal data) by using an independent 
variable whose size is known according to Santoso (2018: 222). Statistical hypothesis by assessing the feasibility 
of the regression model using the Hosmer and Lemeshow’s Goodness of Fit Test. This model is to test the null 
hypothesis that the empirical data fits or fits the model (there is no difference between the model and the data 
so that the model can be said to be fit or fits the model) and to assess the fit model, the fit test is carried out to 
assess the model that has been hypothesized to be fit or not with Ghozali data (2018: 341).

The results of this study indicate that the variable cash holding, public ownership, bonus plans, and winner / 
loser stocks simultaneously have a significant effect on income smoothing. Partially, cash holding, and public 
ownership have no significant effect on income smoothing. While the bonus plan variable has a significant effect 
in a negative direction on income, and winner / loser stocks has a significant effect in a positive direction on 
income smoothing.

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
According to Hery (2015:15) Income smoothing is one aspect of earnings management, which is defined as a 
deliberate reduction of reported earnings fluctuations to be at a normal level. Income smoothing is one of the 
internal factors that can affect the profits gain by a company. Income smoothing is often used to stabilize the 
profit that the company gets, if the profit gain by the company is too high, the income will be reduced so that 
the profit can decrease and is in accordance with the expected profit, whereas if the profit is too low, a fictitious 
sales invoice will be created, and of course will greatly affect the company’s profit (Dwiadnyani & Mertha, 2018). 
Income smoothing was tested with the Eckel index (1981). The Eckel index can differentiate companies into two 
groups, namely income smoothing companies and non-income smoothing companies. The Eckel index uses the 
Coefficient Variation (CV) variable for income and net sales variables. The income smoothing index is calculated by 
comparing the coefficient of variation for changes in income (CV ΔI) with the coefficient of variation for changes in 
sales (CV ΔS). In this study, the measurement scale for the income smoothing index uses dummy variables. Group 
of companies that practice income smoothing is given a value of 1 (one), while groups of companies that do not 
practice income smoothing are given a value of 0 (zero).

Cash holding is the amount of cash held by the company to carry out various company activities (Mambraku & 
Hadiprajitno, 2014). The manager’s performance can be seen from the actions taken by the manager to keep the 
stable increase in cash at the company. Managers use cash holding to minimize external funding and company 
operations. The very liquid nature of cash holding makes cash very easy to disburse and easy to transfer, making it 
easy for cash to be hidden or used for improper actions. One of the actions taken to keep cash stable is by practice 
income smoothing. Higher cash holding, so higher the income smoothing practice the company will carry out. 
This is in line with research conducted by (Natalie & Astika, 2016) and (Dewi & Latrini, 2016) which state that cash 
holding has a positive effect on income smoothing practices.

Public ownership is the level of ownership of company shares by the public or the general public outside the 
company environment (Susanta Putra & Suardan, 2016). The high proportion level of company public ownership 
makes management showing good company performance through corporate financial reporting, and one of 
them is profit. This occurs because good company performance means that the level of the investor’s confidence 
is high to a company, and because of this management tends to practice income smoothing to make the company 
perform well in terms of profit, thereby increasing investor’s confidence. Higher level of proportion that company 
ownership owned by the public, the management tends to do income smoothing. This is supported by previous 
research conducted by (Susanta Putra & Suardan, 2016) which states that public ownership has a positive effect 
on income smoothing practices, it said higher level of public ownership proportion, the management tends to 
carry out income smoothing practices.

A bonus plan can be defined as a company’s plan of bonus that will give to managers which is calculated from 
the profits earned by the company (Mukhlasin, 2007). Companies that have a bonus plan will make their 
management to try their best for generate profits according to predetermined targets, so that management will 
get a bonus from the company. The existence of bonuses given to managers is thought to encourage managers 
to do practice income smoothing. The greater bonus plan or bonus compensation received by the manager, the 
more opportunities for managers to do practice income smoothing will also increase. This statement is supported 
by the results of previous research conducted (Dewi & Suryanawa, 2019) which states that bonus plans have a 
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positive effect on income smoothing practices.

Winner/loser stock is a grouping of companies based on the stock returns of each company (Adriani, Putri, & 
Tenaya, 2018). In the study of (Iskandar & Suardana, 2016), winner stocks are company’s stocks that have a 
stock return is greater than the market average return, which is called a positive return. On the other hand, loser 
stocks are stocks of companies whose stock return is negative, or has a return that is equal to or smaller than the 
average market return. Management has the possibility to practice income smoothing if the company is in winner 
stocks with the aim of maintaining its position in the winner stock position. Meanwhile, even in a loser stock 
position, the management also has the possibility to practice income smoothing with the aim of increasing the 
company’s value until it is in the position of winner stocks. This is done by management to achieve or maintain 
shareholder’s value. Previous research that is in line with that is the result of research (Supriastuti & Warnanti, 
2015) wich is the winner / loser stock has a significant effect on income smoothing practices. Winner / loser stock 
is calculated by calculating stock returns and market returns, then the results of the stock returns and market 
returns are compared. Winner / loser stock uses a dummy variable with the category Rt> Rmt given a value of 1 
(one) while Rt <Rmt is given a value of 0 (zero).

3. METHODOLOGY
The population in this study was consumer goods sector companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange for the 
period 2015-2018. The sample was selected using purposive sampling technique with the criteria of companies 
that have complete data during the study period. The selected sample is 27 companies in a period of 4 years 
in order to get a total sample of 108 companies. Data analysis techniques using logistic regression. The logistic 
regression analysis model used in this study is as follows:

  : Income Smoothing, (category 1 = companies that do income smoothing, and 0 

    = companies that not do income smoothing)

∝   : Constant

  : The regression coefficient of each variable

CH   : Cash Holding (Cash + Cash Equivalent / Total Assets)

PO  : Public Ownership (Shares owned by the public / Total Company Shares)

BP  : Bonus Plan (Ln Remuneration)

WLS  : Winner/loser Stock (category 1 = Rt> Rmt and 0 = Rt <Rmt)

ɛ   : Error term

4. RESULT
Descriptive statistical testing is carried out to provide descriptive explanations of each variable used in the study 
without any correlation between the independent variable and the dependent variable.

Table 1 Descriptive Statistical Test for Independent variables

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation

Cash Holding 108 .0004423926 .4156242861 .1146968730 .1097427258

Public Ownership 108 .0023002890 .8683895113 .2458638310 .1784648105

Bonus Plan 108 21.20877365 26.22452405 23.77832321 1.255177874

Valid N (listwise) 108

Source: Output SPSS 25.0

Based on table 1, it can be seen that the mean value of cash holding, public ownership and bonus plans have 
a higher average value than the standard deviation which means that the variables of cash holding, public 
ownership and bonus plans do not vary, the distribution of data is relatively homogeneous or grouped, so that 
indicates fairly good results.
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Table 2 Descriptive statistical test for Winner / Loser Stocks variable

Observed
Winner/Loser Stocks

Frequency Percent

loser stocks = 0 69 63.9%

winner stocks = 1 39 36.1%

Total 108 100.0%

Source: Output SPSS 25.0

From table 2 indicates that there are 63,9% of the 108 units of the sample belonging to the loser stocks in 2015-
2018. This happens because the stock returns (Rt) is smaller than the market return (Rmt), the company’s status 
as a loser stock (Rt <Rmt). While the sample unit belonging to the winner stocks in 2015-2018 amounted to 36.1% 
of the 108 units of the sample. This happens because the company’s stock return (Rt) is greater than the market 
return (Rmt), so the company is a winner stock (Rt> Rmt).

Table 3 Test Descriptive statistics of variables Income Smoothing

Observed
Income smoothig

Frequency Percent

non smoother = 0 58 53.7%

Smoother = 1 50 46.3%

Total 108 100.0%

Source: Output SPSS 25.0

From table 3 above shows that there are 58 sample units or 53,7% of the 108 sample units that not practice income 
smoothing (non-smoother) according to the Eckel Index from 2015-2018. This happens because the value of the 
income Variation Coefficient is higher than the Sales Variation Coefficient (CVΔI ≥ CVΔS). Meanwhile, companies 
that practice income smoothing (smoother) consist of 50 sample units or 46.3% of the 108 sample units in 2015-
2018 according to the Eckel Index. This happens because the value of the income Variation Coefficient is smaller 
than the Sales Variation Coefficient (CVΔI ≤ CVΔS).

There are two models in a logistic regression analysis technique that is testing to assess the feasibility of a 
regression model using the Hosmer and Lemeshow with notice to the value goodness of fit measured by the chi-
square value.

Table 4 Hosmer and Lemeshow Test

Step Chi-square df Sig.

1 5.556 8 .697

Based on test results obtained in table 4 chi-square value amounted to 5,556 with a significance level of 0,697. 
Due to the level of significance is greater than Sig> α (0,05), the null hypothesis (H0) is accepted. This shows that 
the model is fit and can be used for further analysis because it matches the observation data.

The next step is to assess the feasibility of the model (overall model fit). In this test, the value between -2log 
likelood (-2LogL) at the beginning (Block number = 0) and -2log likelood at the end (Block number = 1) will be 
compared. This test is used to determine if the independent variable is added to the model if it can significantly 
improve the data, Ghozali (2018: 333).

Table 5 Overall Model Fit

Overall model fit (-2LogL)

-2LogL Block Number =0 Has a Value = 149,127

-2LogL Block Number =1 Has a Value = 126,527

Source: Output SPSS 25.0

Table 5 shows that the initial value -2LogL (-2LogL Block Number = 0), where the model just inserts constants, 
showing the value of 149,127. While the value -2LogL in the next step (-2LogL Block Number = 1), where the 
model is inserted constants and variables showed a smaller value is 126,527. Comparison of these values can be 

Source: Output SPSS 25.0
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seen that the value -2LogL Block Number = 1 is smaller than the value -2LogL Block Number = 0 with a decrease 
of 22,6 so that it can be concluded that the model is in conformity with the data and proved that the variable 
cash holding, public ownership, bonus plan, and winners / losers stock can significantly improve the fit model.

a. Simultaneous Testing

Simultaneous testing using the Omnibus Test of Model Coefficients. Hypothesis testing using logit regression 
enter method significance level (α) of 5%.

Table 6 Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients

Chi-square df Sig.

Step 1 Step 22.599 4 .000

Block 22.599 4 .000

Model 22.599 4 .000

Source: Output SPSS 25

From the results of Table 6 shows that the value of Chi-Square obtained amounted to 22,599 with a degree of 
freedom = 4 and the level of significance of 0,000 (p-value <0,05). Thus, the research hypothesis H0,1 is rejected 
or hypothesis Ha,1 is accepted, which means that cash holding, public ownership, bonus plans, and winner / loser 
stocks simultaneously have a significant effect on income smoothing.

b. Partial Testing

In this study, a partial test was conducted to determine how the effect of cash holding, public ownership, bonus 
plans, and winner / loser stocks on income smoothing. This test is done by testing the regression coefficient by 
comparing the significance value with the significance level (α) = 5%.

Table 7 Variables in the Equation

B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B)

Step 1a Cash Holding -1.814 1.963 .854 1 .356 .163

Public Ownership -.643 1.272 .256 1 .613 .526

Bonus Plan -.654 .189 11.958 1 .001 .520

Winner Loser Stocks(1) 1.140 .463 6.063 1 .014 3.128

Constant 15.002 4.479 11.221 1 .001 3276568.825

Source: Output SPSS 25

Based on table 7, the regression model equation is obtained as follows:

IS=15,002-1,824CH-0,643PO-0,654BP+1,140 WLS+ɛ

a. Cash holding obtained a regression coefficient of -1,814 with a significant cash holding value of 0,356> α = 
0,05 which means that cash holding has no significant effect on income smoothing. The higher cash holdings 
of a company can’t encourage companies to undertake income smoothing, conversely the lower cash holdings 
of a company does not mean that the company does not perform income smoothing, especially on a sample 
of this research are industrial companies consumer goods sector listed in Indonesia Stock Exchange from 
2015-2018. Cash holding-owned by company is used only for its function is to fund operations, repay debt 
and pay dividends to shareholders, so that managers can’t use the cash for personal use. Public ownership is 
obtained by a regression coefficient of -0,643 with a significance value of 0,613> α = 0,05 which means that 
public ownership has no effect on income smoothing practices. In which, the higher percentage of public 
ownership of a company does not affect the company to do the practice income smoothing. On the other 
hand, companies with a low percentage of public ownership may not necessarily practice income smoothing. 
These results indicate that, a large percentage of public ownership do not necessarily make management 
want to practice income smoothing, because it could be that the increasing percentage of public ownership is 
form of high public trust in the company through a good corporate image or consumer interest in the products 
produced by the company.

b. Bonus plan has a regression coefficient of -0.654 with a significance value of 0.001 <α = 0.05, which means that 
the variable bonus plan significantly influence income smoothing practices but does not support the hypothesis 
because it’s resulting negative direction. The bonus plan has a negative effect on income smoothing, it’s 
mean that an increase of bonus plan will reduce management behavior to does income smoothing. Similarly, 
companies with lower bonus plan tend to practice a high income smoothing. The results of this study indicate 
that the management has been able to meet operating profit targets set by the company with the possibility 
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of small through income smoothing practices. This happens because the company can consistently maintain 
sales levels obtained and the costs incurred in accordance with what has been budgeted, so that management 
can still get a bonus plan that was previously set.

c. The winner / loser stocks get a regression coefficient of 1,140 with a significance value of 0.001 <α = 0.05, it 
means that the winner/loser stocks have a significant effect on income smoothing practices. Winner/loser 
stock variables have a positive effect on income smoothing, meaning that companies which have returns on 
both winner and loser stocks will tend to do income smoothing, because companies that have stable profits 
can affect changes in stock prices to be stable. In addition, having a stable profit gives investors perception 
that high stock returns and a low risk level of stock portfolios will make the company’s performance level look-
ing good. Companies that are classified as winner stocks will do income smoothing to maintain the stability 
of winner stock positions and try to avoid from loser stock. Meanwhile, loser stock companies will perform 
income smoothing to obtain the status of the winning stock by notice to the fluctuations of resulting profit.

5. CONCLUSION & RECCOMENDATION
The results of this study indicate a positive influence between Winner / loser stocks on income smoothing, this 
means that companies with winner and loser stocks return will tend to practice income smoothing. Therefore, 
the company can keep an eye on the level of winner / loser stock and for investors when investing that not 
only focuses on the level winner / loser stocks of a company, but investors can see the whole of the financial 
statements of a company.
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Abstract

This study aims to examine the effect of institutional ownership, managerial ownership and ownership concen-
tration on earnings persistence in property, real estate and construction companies listed on the Indonesia Stock 
Exchange in 2013-2017. The total sample of the study were 17 companies. Data analysis using multiple linear 
regression and the results of this study indicate that together institutional ownership, managerial ownership 
and ownership concentration as well as the level of debt and company size affect earnings persistence with a 
coefficient of determination of 30.18%. Partial test shows that institutional ownership, managerial ownership, 
ownership concentration and company size negatively affect earnings persistence while the level of debt does not 
affect earnings persistence. 

Keywords: Institusional Ownership, Managerial Ownership, Consentration of Ownership, Leverage, Company 
Size, Earnings Persistence.

1. INTRODUCTION
Financial reports serve as a source of financial information, company performance, changes in financial position 
that will be used for business decision making. One of the indicators of company performance is earnings. 
Earnings can be predicted through financial information and financial ratios contained in financial reports (IAI, 
2018). Earnings are one of the triggers for agency conflict, therefore corporate governance mechanism is needed 
to ensure and oversee the operations of an organization to minimize conflicts of interest between principals 
and agents (Nurrochman, 2015). Corporate governance can be defined as a system that regulates and controls 
the company to create value added for all stakeholders, governance also relates to the interactions that occur 
between government and society. Furthermore, the Financial Services Authority Regulation No.73 /POJK.05/2016 
states that corporate governance is a structure and process that is used and implemented by corporate organs 
in order to improve business results and optimize corporate value for all interests in an accountable manner. 
According to (KNKG, 2006) the principles of good governance include: transparency, accountability, responsibility, 
independence, fairness

To ensure the implementation of governance, a monitoring mechanism is needed which consists of two 
mechanisms, namely an internal mechanism as a way to control the company by using internal structures and 
processes. Meanwhile, external mechanism is a way of influencing the company by controlling the market. Internal 
mechanisms include the composition of the board of directors and commissioners, managerial ownership, 
institutional ownership, and executive compensation. External mechanisms include market control and level debt 
financing. Moreover to prevent agency problems, quality earnings are needed. Quality earnings are profits that 
are able to predict future earnings. There are four tools to measure earnings quality, namely earnings persistence, 
predictability, accrual quality and smoothness. Earnings persistence is a measuring tool for assessing the quality 
of sustainable earnings. Persistent earnings are earnings that tend not to fluctuate and reflect the sustainability 
of future earnings and are also sustainable for the long term. Persistent earnings are a very important discussion 
because investors have an information interest in company performance which is reflected in future earnings 
(Penman & Zhang, 1999).

Earnings persistence is an important thing because the more persistent  earnings will have an impact on investors 
to predict future earnings.The Real Estate, Property and Construction industry sectors in Indonesian stock 
exchange are experiencing good development (Aliya, 2014). The property and real estate sectors are able to drive 
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the construction sector to 174 derivative industrial sectors, such as cement, brick, sand, wood, iron, ceramics, 
paint, to furniture (Hafiyyan, 2015). Based on this, it can be said that the increase and decrease in demand for 
the property and real estate sector can affect other sectors. Along with the increasing population in Indonesia, 
this sector will have good prospects in the future, because there will be more developments in various sectors

 One of the companies in this sector, Ciputra Development (CTRA), has experienced good development from year 
to year, as reflected in the company’s earnings that do not fluctuate or be persistent. Ciputra Development (CTRA) 
during the 2013-2017 periods continued to have a stable net profit in the range of 1 trillion and experienced 
very little fluctuation, then increases and decreases in profits in line with the increase and decrease in sales. This 
shows that the CTRA has good operations in its company performance to show its earnings persistence. Based 
on this phenomenon, research is needed to determine the factors that can affect persistent earnings. In addition, 
previous research still found inconsistencies related to the factors that influence earnings persistence related 
to institutional ownership, managerial ownership, ownership concentration, level of debt and company size, 
therefore this study will re-explore these factors in the real estate, property and construction sector companies. 
listed on the IDX from 2013 to 2017.

2. AGENCY THEORY
Agency problems will arise because various parties have their respective interests in achieving their goals, with 
profits being the expectations of various parties, the way to achieve the profits expected by various parties will 
lead to agency conflicts. Agency theory itself is built to solve and understand problems that arise when there is 
incomplete information when making a contract. where in the contract the principal as the shareholder uses 
agent services, namely management to realize the principal’s interests. The manager as the contracted party will 
take every action to achieve the target

This theory is concerned with solving two problems that can occur in an agency relationship that arise when: (1) 
the desire or purpose of the principal and agent conflicts, (2) it is difficult or expensive for the principal to verify 
what the agent is doing. This concept is related to managerial behavior, agency cost and structure ownership 
(Jensen & Meckling, 1976). With efforts to minimize agency problems, there will be an alignment of objectives 
between the agent and the principal, this alignment of objectives will improve the performance of both parties 
which will result in financial statements as a source of information that will be relevant and reliable. To prevent 
agency problems, it can apply the ownership structure because in managerial ownership a manager owns the 
company’s shares so that the manager will be motivated to maximize performance to increase the profit received 
by the company because it will have an impact on the welfare that will be received. Likewise, institutional 
ownership consistently monitors the performance of managers to achieve targets. With the increase in profit, 
shareholders and management will be prosperous so that there will be an alignment of goals

3. EARNINGS PERSISTENCE
Earnings persistence is profit that has the ability as an indicator of future earnings generated by the company 
repeatedly over a long period of time. Persistent earnings tend not to fluctuate in each period, fluctuating (not 
persistent) earnings will reduce the predictive power of earnings to predict the company’s cash flow in the future. 
Decreasing earnings prediction power can result in earnings information for the current year being less useful in 
predicting future earnings (Nadya & Zultilisna, 2018).

4. CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
According to the Financial Services Authority regulation No.73 /POJK.05/2016 Corporate governance is a structure 
and process that is used and implemented by corporate organs in order to improve business results, and optimize 
corporate value for all interests in an accountable manner and based on statutory regulations and values. ethics. 
The principles of good governance themselves according to (KNKG, 2006) include: a) Transparency is openness in 
the decision-making and disclosure process, companies must have relevant and material information in an easily 
accessible and understood way about the company that is easily accessible to stakeholders. b) Accountability, 
namely the clarity of the function of implementing the responsibility of the company’s organs so that the company’s 
performance can run transparently, fairly, effectively and efficiently. c) Responsibility, namely having compliance 
with statutory regulations and carrying out responsibility for the community as well as the environment so 
that business continuity can be maintained in the long term. d) The independence of the company is managed 
independently and professionally and is free from conflicts of interest and the influence of pressure from any 
party that is not in accordance with the regulations, so that each company organ does not dominate each other 
and cannot be intervened by other parties. e) Equality and fairness, namely equality, balance and fairness in 
fulfilling the rights of stakeholders that arise based on the agreement, in carrying out its activities the company 
must be able to provide opportunities for stakeholders to provide input and express opinions for and provide 
equal treatment in accordance with benefits and contributions given to the company.
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The mechanisms for monitoring corporate governance are divided into two, namely internal and external 
mechanisms. Internal mechanisms control is using internal structures. Meanwhile, external mechanism is a way 
of influencing the company in ways such as controlling by companies and the market. The composition of the 
internal mechanism includes the composition of the board of directors and commissioners, managerial ownership, 
institutional ownership, and executive compensation. External mechanisms include market control and level 
debt financing. Corporate governance mechanisms are directed at ensuring and overseeing the operation of a 
governance system in an organization to minimize conflicts of interest between principals and agents due to the 
separation of company management (Noor, 2015).

5. OWNERSHIP
Ownership is a socially supported power to hold control over something that is owned exclusively and use it for 
personal purposes. In this study, the ownership used is the ownership of the company as seen by the number 
of shares owned in the company, usually a company whose ownership is spread out and is determined by the 
number of shares available.

Ownership of the company itself can be adjusted to the form of an existing company, including individual 
companies, CV, firms, limited liability companies and cooperatives. In general, corporate companies have more 
diverse ownership because this type of company can issue shares according to the company’s needs, and anyone 
is free to invest through investment and financial policies that are reflected in the capital market.

Tandelilin and Wilberforce (2015) state that the company has a very dispersed ownership structure, which 
effectively separates ownership and decision-making functions. Owner is another person or organization that 
owns shares in a company or is often referred to as a shareholder, the owner of the company’s shares can act 
as a principal or agent. Ownership itself is binding in accordance with the contract made. The risk of owning 
ownership can be found in agency problems, which may occur, unaligned agency relationships can cause the 
manager’s performance as an agent to be incompatible with the wishes and needs of shareholders as principal. 
(Tandelilin & Wilberforce, 2015)

6. INSTITUTIONAL OWNERSHIP AND EARNINGS PERSISTENCE
Institutional ownership is an investor who comes from outside the company and can influence company 
managers through pressure on certain issues and activities to control the internal decision process through the 
company’s board of directors. Institutional ownership has broader information in the financial sector. Therefore, 
institutional investors are the parties who can monitor managers to improve performance in generating profits 
rather than manipulating profits. This means that the greater the number of institutional ownership will increase 
the persistence of company earnings. (Dewata, Sari & Fithri, 2016)

H1: Institutional ownership has an effect on earnings persistence

7. MANAGERIAL OWNERSHIP AND EARNINGS PERSISTENCE
Managerial ownership can reflect the quality of future earnings because the more management owns the 
company’s shares, the greater the manager’s responsibility to be accountable for the financial statements. 
(Arisandi & Astika, 2019)

H2: Managerial ownership has an effect on earnings persistence

8. OWNERSHIP CONCENTRATION AND EARNINGS PERSISTENCE
The concentration of ownership is the factor that most influences company control, the majority shareholder 
controls the company with the aim of supervising managers so as not to behave fraudulently in reporting the 
company’s economic information. The majority shareholder wants the information reported to be relevant and 
reliable because earnings information in the financial statements is often used by the majority shareholder 
in determining and making accounting decisions (Junawatiningsih & Harto, 2014). The use of earnings in 
determining and making accounting decisions should be able to provide a predictive value of how future earnings 
will be valued. The ability of earnings to predict the future reflects the ability of earnings persistence. Control and 
supervision carried out by the majority shareholder can guarantee future earnings persistence.

H3: Ownership concentration affects earnings persistence 
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Below is a picture of the framework in this study:

9. RESEARCH METHODS
This research uses quantitative methods. The population used in this study is the real estate, property and 
construction sector companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange (BEI) for the period 2013-2017. The sample 
selection method used was purposive sampling, with the following company criteria:

1. Property, Real Estate and Construction Sector Companies that are consistently listed on the Indonesia Stock 
Exchange in 2013-2017.

2. Property, Real Estate and Construction Sector Companies that published financial reports on the Indonesia 
Stock Exchange in 2013-2017.

3. Property, Real Estate and Construction Sector Companies that did not experience losses during 2013-2017.

4. Property, Real Estate and Construction Sector Companies that have complete information required related 
to calculation indicators which are used as variables in this study.

The variables in this study include:

1. The independent variable (Y) in this study is Earnings Persistence.

2. The dependent variable (X) in this study is Institutional Ownership, Managerial Ownership, and Ownership 
Concentration.

3.  Control variables in this study are Debt Level and Company Size

The operational definitions of the variables in this study include: 

1.  Earnin Persistent earnings tend not to fluctuate in each period. 

Profit persistence as measured by the regression coefficient before tax for the current year against profit 
before tax for the next year. Then the equation used is as follows. (Arisandi & Astika, 2019).

Earnin Persistent =  PTBIt+1 = α + β PTBIt + e

2.  Institutional Ownership

Institutional ownership can be defined as a proportion of the shares owned by both domestic and foreign 
private institutions (Dewata, Sari & Fithri, 2016).

Institutional ownership is measured by the following formula:  

3. Managerial ownership

Managerial ownership is defined as the number of shareholdings owned by management and company 
directors. (Nurrochman & Solikhah, 2015). Managerial ownership is measured by the following formula:

4. Ownership Concentration

Shareholders who own the majority of shares will have higher authority or control (Junawatiningsih & Harto, 
2014).  
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5. Leverage

Leverage describes the extent to which the company’s activities are financed with debt. A company that has a 
high level of debt indicates that the company relies heavily on external loans to finance its assets. (Kasmir, 2017). 
Leverage measurement can be calculated by comparing debt and company assets.

   

6. Size 

size describes the size of a company indicated by total assets, total sales, average total sales and average total 
assets. (Arisandi & Astika, 2019).

 Size=Ln×Total Asset

Data analysis used multiple linear regression analysis techniques, then performed a classic assumption 
test to ensure that the regression model used was free from problems of normality, multicollinearity and 
heteroscedasticity.

The form of the multiple linear regression model is shown by the following equation:

 PRST=α+β1KIit+β2KMit+β3KKit+β4Lit+β5Sit+e

Keterangan:

 PRST  : Earnings Persistence

 α   : constanta

 KI  : Institusional Ownership

 KM  : Managerial Ownership

 KK  : Ownership Concentration

 L  : Leverage 

 S  : Size 

 β1-β5 : Coeficient regresion variable independen

 e  : error item

 t   : time

 i  : company

10. RESEARCH RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Classic assumption test

a. Normality test 

The normality test is considered good if it has a residual value that is normally distributed. The measure is if the 
significance value is greater than 0.05, the data is declared to have a normal spread residual value.

The following table 1 below shows when the data sample is 76 sample. 

Tabel 1 Normality test

Asymp sig (2-tailed) Keterangan

0,923778 Data berdistribusi normal

Dependent variabel: PL
Source: eviews 10

Based on table 1 above, it shows that the significance value is greater than 0.05, so it can be concluded that the 
data is normally distributed. 
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b. Multicollinearity Test

to determine the linear relationship between independent variables. The size uses a tolerance value or VIF (Varian 
Inflation factor) value. Data is said to be free from multicollinearity if it has a VIF value <10. The results of the 
multicollinearity test in this study can be seen in the table below:

Table 3 Multicollinearity Test

Variabel VIF

C NA

KI                                           1,520228

KM 1,755706

KK 1,078027

TH 2,038305

UP 2,448628
Source: eviews 10

Based on table 3 the multicollinearity test above shows that all independent variables have a VIF value <10, it can 
be concluded that this study passed the multicollinearity test.

c. Heteroscedasticity Test

To determine whether there is an inequality of the variance of the residuals between observations, a good model 
is homoscedasticity or heteroscedasticity does not occur, the probability value of each independent and control 
variable must be greater than 0.05. Following are the results of the heteroscedasticity test in this study.

Table 4. Heteroscedasticity Test

Variabel Prob.

KI 0,1799

KM 0,3998

KK 0,1735

TH 0,7467

UP 0,2597

C 0,2291
Source: eviews 10

Based on table 4 above, it shows that the results of the heteroscedasticity test that the probability of each 
independent and control variable is greater than 0.05. So that it can be concluded that the data is homogeny.

11. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICAL TEST AND HYPOTHESIS TEST
Descriptive research is a study that aims to identify and be able to explain or describe the characteristics of the 
variables studied in a situation from the data that has been collected. This study aims to explain the independent 
variables, namely institutional ownership, managerial ownership and ownership concentration as well as control 
variables, namely the level of debt and company size and to determine whether these variables have a significant 
effect on the dependent variable, namely earnings persistence.

Hypothesis testing consists of 3 tests, the first is the partial test or t test which shows how much influence one 
independent variable individually has in explaining the dependent variable. The second is with the simultaneous 
significance test or the f test which shows whether all the independent variables in the study have a joint 
influence on the dependent variable. Third, with the coefficient of determination or the R2 test, this test reflects 
the magnitude of the correlation between the independent and dependent variables. 

The test results can be seen in the table below:

Table 5 Descriptive statistics

Variabel N Minimum Maksimum Mean Std. Deviation

KI 76 0,08659 0,99467 0,64472 0,23507
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KM 76 0,00000 0,06818 0,01658 0,02031

KK 76 0,14343 0,82410 0,49707 0,17909

TH 76 0,07881 0,77286 0,47841 0,17321

UP 76 26,62761 32,21492 29,49327 1,22553

PL 76 -1,83924 1,74755 0,36141 0,73182
      Source: eviews 10

Table 6 Partial Hypothesis Test Results (t test)

Variabel Koefisien t Signifikansi

Konstanta 7,7096 2,9715 0,0041

KI -0,9226 -2,4914 0,0151

KM -11,0642 -2,4023 0,0189

KK -1,6458 -4,0206 0,0001

TH 0,5637 0,9687 0,3360

UP -0,2041 -2,2646 0,0266
     Source : eviews 10

12. DESCRIPTIVE STATISTIC
Earnings persistence is earnings that have the ability as an indicator of future earnings that are generated 
repeatedly in the long term or it can also be interpreted as a revision of expected earnings in the future, persistent 
earnings tend not to fluctuate in each period. (Penman and Zhang, 1999). The descriptive results of the earnings 
persistence variable are as follows:

Earnings persistence in property, real estate and construction sector companies listed on the Indonesia Stock 
Exchange (IDX) for the 2013-2017 period shows that it has a minimum value of -1.83924 and a maximum value 
of 1.74755. While the mean value of earnings persistence is 0.36141 with a standard deviation value of 0.73182. 
This shows that the earnings persistence variable has varied data.

Institutional ownership is ownership of a proportion of shares owned by external parties or companies including 
private, domestic and foreign institutions. In this research, the amount of institutional ownership is measured 
by the entire institutional ownership of the company divided by the total shares outstanding. The results of the 
descriptive analysis of institutional ownership variables are as follows:

Institutional ownership in property, real estate and construction sector companies listed on the Indonesia Stock 
Exchange (IDX) for the period 2013-2017 shows that it has a minimum value of 0.08659 and a maximum value 
of 0.99467. Meanwhile, the mean value of institutional ownership is 0.64472 with a standard deviation value of 
0.23507. This shows that the institutional ownership variable does not vary.

Managerial ownership is ownership of a proportion of shares owned by internal parties such as management 
and company directors. In this study, the number of managerial ownership is measured by the total number of 
company management shares divided by the total shares outstanding. The results of the descriptive analysis of 
managerial ownership variables are as follows:

Managerial ownership in property, real estate and construction sector companies listed on the Indonesia Stock 
Exchange (BEI) for the period 2013-2017 shows that it has a minimum value of 0.0000 and a maximum value of 
0.06818. Meanwhile, the mean value of managerial ownership is 0.01658 with a standard deviation of 0.02031. 
This shows that the managerial ownership variable has varied data.

The concentration of ownership through majority ownership describes how and who has total or most control 
over the ownership and control over the company’s business activities. Shareholders who have a greater 
proportion of share ownership are the controlling holders of the company. In this study, the amount of ownership 
concentration is measured by the largest number of ownership by an individual or group divided by the total 
shares outstanding. The results of the descriptive analysis of the ownership concentration variable are as follows:

The concentration of ownership in property, real estate and construction sector companies listed on the Indonesia 
Stock Exchange (IDX) for the 2013-2017 period shows that it has a minimum value of 0.14343 and a maximum 
value of 0.82410. Meanwhile, the mean value of the ownership concentration is 0.49707 with a standard deviation 
value of 0.17909. This shows that the ownership concentration variable has data that does not vary.

The level of debt or leverage describes how much the company’s activities are financed with debt. Companies 
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that have a high level of debt show that companies are very dependent on loans to finance their assets, while 
those with low debt levels mean that companies are more likely to finance their own assets (Kasmir, 2017). The 
results of the descriptive analysis of the variable level of debt are as follows:

The level of debt in property, real estate and construction sector companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange 
(IDX) for the 2013-2017 period shows that it has a minimum value of 0.07881 and a maximum value of 0.77286. 
Meanwhile, the mean value of the debt level is 0.47841 with a standard deviation value of 0.17321. This shows 
that the variable level of debt does not vary.

Company size or size describes the size or size of a company indicated by total assets. Companies with a larger size 
will attract the attention of shareholders. The descriptive results of the firm size variable are as follows:

The size of the company in the property, real estate and construction sector companies listed on the Indonesia 
Stock Exchange (IDX) for the 2013-2017 period shows that it has a minimum value of 26.62761 and a maximum 
value of 32.219492. While the mean value of the company size is 29.49327 with a standard deviation value of 
1.22553. This shows that the firm size variable has data that does not vary.

13. SIMULTANEOUS (F TEST) & COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION (R2 TEST)
The profitability value (F-Statistic) has a value of 0.000011 or less than the significance value of 0.05. So it can be 
concluded that the independent variables such as institutional ownership, managerial ownership and ownership 
concentration as well as control variables of debt level and company size simultaneously have a significant effect 
on the dependent variable, namely earnings persistence.

The adjusted R-square value is 0.301873 or 30.18%, it can be concluded that the independent variables of 
institutional ownership, managerial ownership and ownership concentration as well as control variables of 
debt level and company size can describe the variance of earnings persistence of 30.18% and the rest 69.82% is 
described by other factors outside the independent variables and control variables in this study.

14. PARTIAL TEST (T TEST)
Institutional ownership has a probability value of 0.0151 where this value is smaller than the significance level 
of 0.05 with a coefficient value of 0.922 towards the negative. This means that institutional ownership has a 
significant negative effect on earnings persistence. This is because 76 samples of institutional ownership variables 
that have values above the mean are 47 samples, while those with values below the mean are 29.

From these data, it can be seen that the value of institutional ownership in companies that are classified as 
non-persistent are 24 samples and 52 samples are classified as persistent, but 26 samples of companies that are 
persistent have institutional ownership values below the average.This indicates that institutional ownership has 
low monitoring of companies and also companies are owned by many institutions.

 Institutional ownership in agency theory is stated as minimizing the difference in interests between shareholders 
and managers because institutional shareholders are considered more capable of controlling company 
management because they have sufficient knowledge and resources, so that the higher institutional ownership, 
the company will be expected to have tighter monitoring so that affect company performance which can increase 
earnings persistence, but in this study the proxy used is the total institutional ownership which involves ownership 
between different institutions, so that it will have different objectives and decision-making interests, so this is 
what causes ownership. institutional in this study has no significant effect on earnings persistence. This is in line 
with research conducted by Dewata, Sari and Fithri (2016) where institutional ownership has a negative effect on 
earnings persistence.

Managerial ownership has a probability value of 0.0189 where this value is smaller than the significance level 
of 0.05 with a coefficient value of 11.064 towards the negative. This means that managerial ownership has a 
significant negative effect on earnings persistence. The average value of managerial ownership is closer to the 
minimum value of 0.01658, which means that the average managerial ownership in this sample tends to be low.

76 samples of managerial ownership variables that have a value above the mean are 31 samples, while those 
with a value below the mean are 45. From these data it can be seen that the value of managerial ownership in 
companies that are classified as non-persistent is 24 samples and 52 samples are classified as persistent but 
37 samples Companies that are already persistent have managerial ownership values below the average. This 
indicates that managerial ownership has a small proportion so that it has low monitoring and contribution to 
the company. The small ownership of shares owned by managers causes a lack of motivation for management to 
improve performance so that it negatively affects earnings persistence. Therefore companies are encouraged to 
provide incentives to managers in the form of company shares so as to increase share ownership by managers 
which will increase the manager’s sense of ownership and responsibility to perform well.
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Ownership concentration has a probability value of 0.0001 where this value is smaller than the significance level 
of 0.05 with a coefficient value of 1.645 which is negative. This means that the concentration of ownership as 
assessed by majority ownership has a significant negative effect on earnings persistence. Ownership concentration 
shows that from 76 samples of ownership concentration variables that have values above the mean are 38 
samples, while those with values below the mean are 38 samples. persistent but 28 samples of companies that 
were persistent had ownership concentration values below the average.

This indicates that ownership concentration has low monitoring. and the majority shareholder is deemed unable 
to control management to produce relevant and reliable information so that the company’s performance is 
also not optimal. So this is what causes majority ownership to negatively affect earnings persistence. Basically, 
majority share ownership has the discretion to determine the company’s goals and determine the manager who 
runs the company through a general meeting of shareholders. Therefore, when determining the manager, it is 
necessary to pay attention to the competence and ability of the manager to run the company.

15. CONCLUSION
Based on the simultaneous hypothesis testing, it shows that institutional ownership, managerial ownership and 
ownership concentration together have an effect on earnings persistence in property, real estate and construction 
sector companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) for the period 2013-2017 with a coefficient of 
determination by 30.18%. So that there are other factors that can affect earnings persistence so that further 
research is needed.

Based on the partial test shows that Institutional ownership has a negative effect on earnings persistence in 
property, real estate and construction companies on the IDX for the 2013-2017 period. Managerial ownership 
has a negative effect on earnings persistence in property, real estate and construction companies in BEl 2013-017. 
Ownership concentration has a negative effect on earnings persistence.
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Abstract

Handling fraud committed by certain parties cannot be separated from the role of the internal auditor’s catalyst, 
by continuing to provide escort to the organization to achieve its goals. Risk is one of the uncertainties that often 
occurs due to the lack of adequate information available about what will happen in the future. One of the ways 
that companies can do is internal control, which can have a big impact on the disclosure of fraud that will occur. 
This study aims to test and obtain results regarding internal control against fraud through the Coso ERM Frame-
work as an intervening variable in insurance companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange (BEI) 2017-2019, 
totaling 15 companies. The sampling technique used a purposive sampling method which resulted in 12 studies 
during the 2017-2019 period. The data used is secondary data with documentation techniques consisting of the 
2017-2019 annual report. The tool was used to test the hypothesis using SPSS Version 22.

The results showed that effectiveness, reliability and firm size had a significant effect on Coso ERM. However, the 
relationship doesn’t effect on Coso ERM and Coso ERM effect on Fraud Disclosure. For further researchers, they 
can use objects such as banking companies that have a higher potential for fraud.

Keywords: effectiveness; Reliability; Company size; Enterprise Risk Management (ERM); Actions of Cheating.
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Abstrack

This study aims to determine the effect of bank’s soundness, namely RGEC (Risk Profile, Good Corporate Govern-
ance, Earning, and Capital) which is projected through the ratio of Non-Performing Loans (NPL), Good Corporate 
Governance (GCG), Net Interest Margin (NIM), Return On Assets (ROA), and Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) to the 
stock price at the State-Owned Commercial Banks listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange for the period 2010-
2019. The sampling method uses saturated sampling, which is a technique with all members of the population 
being members of the sample and obtained 4 banks, namely Bank Mandiri, Bank BNI, Bank BRI, and Bank BTN. 
The analytical method used in this research is multiple linier regression analysis. The results of the partial test 
research found that Risk Profile, Good Corporate Governance, and Earning had no effect on stock prices while 
Capital affected stock prices. Simultaneously, Risk Profile, Good Corporate Governance, Earning, and Capital have 
no influence on stock prices.

Keywords: risk profile, good corporate governance, earnings, capital, stock prices

1. INTRODUCTION
A bank is an institution that has significant influence on a nation’s economic growth. The Indonesian Banking Act 
(Act of the Republic Indonesia Number 10 of 1998 on Banking) states that a bank is a business institution that 
operates in the financial sector to collect funds from the public in the form of savings and channel them back out 
in the form of loans or other services. Based on this definition, the bank’s business activity can be categorized 
into 2 types, commercial banks and rural banks. Commercial banks, which operate based on conventional funds 
or sharia principles, offer payment transaction services and create demand deposits, whereas rural banks (Bank 
Perkreditan Rakyat/BPR), which also operate based on conventional funds or sharia principles, do not offer 
payment transaction services (Apriani & Hartono, 2019). 

Commercial banks are further categorized into 3 types based on their ownership, which are the state-owned 
banks, private banks, and hybrid banks. State-owned commercial banks are owned entirely or partly by the state 
government, whereas private commercial banks operate their businesses with the permission of the Minister 
of Finance. Meanwhile, hybrid banks are commercial banks established by Indonesian citizens which consists of 
one or more foreign banks (Apriani & Hartono, 2019).

According to the Financial Services Authority (Otoritas Jasa Keuangan/OJK) (2019), there are 4 state-owned 
commercial banks, which are Bank Mandiri, Bank Negara Indonesia (BNI), Bank Rakyat Indonesia (BRI), and Bank 
Tabungan Negara (BTN). Ricard (2020) of finansial.bisnis.com said that these 4 state-owned banks are named in 
the top 5 banks with the largest assets at the end of 2019. BRI has the highest asset increase with 9,2 percent, 
making up to Rp1.416,76 trillion worth of asset, followed by Bank Mandiri with a 9,6 increase and a total of 
Rp1.318,24 worth of asset. BCA, a private bank, sits in the following position, followed by BNI with a total asset 
of Rp845,60 trillion and BTN with Rp311,77 trillion. Wiratmini (2020) said that, throughout 2019, state-owned 
commercial banks managed to dominate Indonesian banking market shares, owning 73 percent of domestic 
bank assets, compared to private commercial banks with only 27 percent.

State-owned commercial banks have become one of the most sought-after investment destinations in the capital 
market. The capital market is the market that trades long-term financial instruments (Indonesia Stock Exchange. 
2019). The capital market has an important role in a nation’s economy because it performs 2 functions; as a means 
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to fund businesses and a means for the public to invest in financial instruments such as stocks, bonds, mutual 
funds, and/or derivatives. One of the forms of capital market investment available in state-owned commercial 
banks is stock. Stock is the securities that indicate the ownership stock of a company (Indonesia Stock Exchange. 
2019).

As business institutions, banks are required to seek as much profit as possible for investors and stockholders, and 
as financial institutions, banks have the obligation to maintain monetary value, increase economic activities, and 
expand job opportunities (Apriani, 2019). The assessment of bank performance stability can be observed in the 
Bank Soundness Level. As Indonesia’s bank supervisory institution, the Financial Services Authority – who took 
over the role formerly held by Bank Indonesia (Financial Services Authority, 2011) – has issued the guidelines for 
bank performance assessment stipulated in the Circular Letter of the Financial Services Authority Number 14/
SEOJK.03/2017 concerning the Assessment of Commercial Bank Soundness Level. The circular letter contains 
guidelines on the assessment of the implementation of risk management, one of which explains that the bank is 
obliged to conduct a self-assessment using a risk-based approach (Risk-Based Bank Rating/RBBR) which consists 
of risk profile, good corporate governance, earning, and capital assessments, known as the RGEC Method.

The first factor is the Risk Profile. Risk Profile is the assessment of risk projected through credit risk using the Non-
Performing Loan (NPL) ratio.

Figure 1 NPL State-owned Commercial Banks for the 2010-2019 period

Source: Data Processing Result (https://www.idx.co.id/)

As displayed in Figure 1, the NPL ratio experienced both increases and decreases. A bank can be considered as 
sound or healthy if the NPL ranges between 0 percent to 8 percent. From the graph displayed in Figure 1, it can be 
observed that the NPL ratio of state-owned commercial banks from 2010 until 2019 reached the lowest point in 
2013 with 2,43 percent, while the highest point was reached in 2019 with 3,07 percent. It can then be concluded 
that the NPL ratio of state-owned commercial banks in the 2010-2019 period is categorized as sound. 

Second factor is the Good Corporate Governance (GCG). GCG is the assessment of the bank management quality 
based of the implementation of 11 aspects of GCG principles using the self-assessment method which will be 
disclosed to the public.

Figure 3 GCG State-owned Commercial Banks for the 2010-2019 period

Source: Data Processing Result (https://www.idx.co.id/)

https://www.idx.co.id/
https://www.idx.co.id/
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As displayed in Figure 2, the GCG Self-Assessment rating tends to become more stable when entering 2019. A 
bank can be considered sound if the GCG rating ranges froam under 1,5 to 3,5. The graph in Figure 2 shows that 
the GCG rating of state-owned commercial banks from 2010 until 2019 reached the lowest point in 2011 with 
1,21 and highest in 2013 with 1,81. It can be concluded that the GCG rating of state-owned commercial banks 
from 2010 until 2019 is considered sound.

Third factor is Earning. Earning means the bank’s ability to increase profit in each period, projected using the 
Return on Asset (ROA) and Net Interest Margin (NIM) methods.

Figure 3 NIM State-owned Commercial Banks for the 2010-2019 period

Source: Data Processing Result (https://www.idx.co.id/)

Based on Figure 3 above, the NIM ratio tends to decrease. The NIM ratio can be considered as sound if it is above 
1,5 percent. From Figure 3, it can be observed that the NIM ratio of state-owned commercial banks from 2010 
until 2019 reached the lowest point in 2019 with 5,02 percent and highest in 2010 with 6,2 percent. It can be 
concluded that the NIM ratio of state-owned commercial banks from 2010 until 2019 is considered sound.

Figure 4 ROA State-owned Commercial Banks for the 2010-2019 period

Source: Data Processing Result (https://www.idx.co.id/)

Based on Figure 4 above, the ROA ratio also tends to decrease. The ROA ratio can be considered as sound if it is 
above 0,5 percent. From the graph in Figure 4, it can be observed that the ROA ratio of state-owned commercial 
banks from 2010 until 2019 reached the lowest point in 2019 with 2,14 percent and highest in 2013 with 3,3 
percent. It can be concluded that the ROA ratio of state-owned commercial banks from 2010 until 2019 is 
considered sound.

Capital assessment is the assessment of the level of adequacy and capital management, projected using the 
Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) (Financial Services Authority, 2017).
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Figure 5 CAR State-owned Commercial Banks for the 2010-2019 period

Source: Data Processing Result (https://www.idx.co.id/)

As displayed in Figure 5 above, the CAR ratio tends to increase. The CAR ratio can be considered as sound if it 
is above 8 percent. Figure 5 shows that the CAR ratio of state-owned commercial banks from 2010 until 2019 
reached the lowest point in 2010 with15,6 percent and highest in 2016 with 20,9 percent. It can be concluded 
that the CAR ratio of state-owned commercial banks from 2010 until 2019 is considered sound.

Financial performance is the determinant of how good or bad the company is managed; therefore, it is perceived 
as an essential aspect for companies. The value of a company can be reflected by its stock prices in the capital 
market (Fauziah. 2017)

Figure 6 Stock Price State-owned Commercial Banks for the 2010-2019 period

Source: Data Processing Result (finance.yahoo.com) 

Figure 6 shows that the stock prices of state-owned commercial banks from 2010 until 2019 experienced some 
increases and slight decreases, indicating that companies generally experience increase in value. This is in line 
with the increase and decrease in the company’s financial performance.

The purpose of this study therefore is to analyze the effect of:

1. Risk Profile on the stock price of State-Owned Commercial Banks listed in the Indonesia Stock Exchange. 

2. Good Corporate Governance on the stock price of State-Owned Commercial Banks listed in the Indonesia Stock 
Exchange. 

3. Earning on the stock price of State-Owned Commercial Banks listed in the Indonesia Stock Exchange.

4. Capital on the stock price of State-Owned Commercial Banks listed in the Indonesia Stock Exchange.

5. Risk Profile, Good Corporate Governance, Earning, and Capital, simultaneously, on the stock price of State-
Owned Commercial Banks listed in the Indonesia Stock Exchange.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Bank

As stipulated in the Act of the Republic of Indonesia Number 10 of 1998 concerning Banking, a bank is “a business 
institution that operates in the financial sector to collect funds from the public in the form of savings and channel 
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them back out in the form of loans or other services in order to improve the welfare of the people.” Based on this 
definition, the function of banks can be categorized into 3 types; first, the bank that functions as credit recipients 
by receiving money and other funds from the public and carrying out lending operations by raising funds from 
other parties; second, the bank that functions as creditors that provides credit in the form of deposits or savings 
or other sources of credit, and; third, the bank that functions as credit providers to the community through their 
own capital, savings, or community savings.

Bank Soundness

Bank Soundness, which reflects the condition and performance of the bank, is a means for the supervisory 
authority in determining the strategy and focus of bank supervision (Financial Services Authority, 2016). In 
addition, Bank Soundness is also a concern for all stakeholders, including the owner, the management, and the 
public, as banking failure can have negative implications on the wider economy.

As Indonesia’s bank supervisory institution, the Financial Services Authority – who took over the role formerly 
held by Bank Indonesia (Financial Services Authority, 2011) – has issued the guidelines for bank performance 
assessment stipulated in the Circular Letter of the Financial Services Authority Number 14/SEOJK.03/2017 
concerning the Assessment of Commercial Bank Soundness Level. The circular letter contains guidelines on the 
assessment of the implementation of risk management, one of which explains that the bank is obliged to conduct 
a self-assessment using a risk-based approach (Risk-Based Bank Rating/RBBR) which consists of risk profile, good 
corporate governance, earning, and capital assessments, known as the RGEC Method.

According to Appendix II of the Circular Letter of the Financial Services Authority Number 14/SEOJK.03/2017, the 
Bank Soundness Level rating is based on the following

Table 1 Composite Rating

Composite Rating Description

PK-1 Very Healthy

PK-2 Healthy

PK-3 Fairly Healthy

PK-4 Less Healthy

PK-5 Unealthy
Source: Financial Service Authority, 2017

Risk Profile

Risk Profile is the assessment of inherent risk and the quality of risk management implementation within the 
bank’s operational activities. Risk Profile is projected through credit risk using the Non-Performing Loan (NPL) 
ratio. NPL refers to the amount of risk that arises due to the inability of the borrower to fulfill its financial 
obligations to the bank at maturity. 

Table 2 Criteria for NPL composite rating

• Composite Rating • Criteria • Description
• PK-1 0% < NPL < 2% • Very Healthy
• PK-2 2% ≤ NPL < 5% • Healthy
• PK-3 5% ≤ NPL < 8% • Fairly Healthy
• PK-4 8% ≤ NPL < 11% • Less Healthy
• PK-5 NPL > 11% • Unealthy

Source: Financial Service Authority, 2017

Good Corporate Governance

Good Corporate Governance (GCG) is the assessment of the quality of bank management on the implementation 
of GCG principles by taking into account 11 elements using the self-assessment method which will be disclosed 
to the public (Financial Services Authority, 2017). Those 11 elements include (1) implementation of duties and 
responsibilities of the Board of Commissioners; (2) implementation of duties and responsibilities of the Board of 
Directors; (3) adequacy and implementation of duties of committees and work units that carry out internal control 
functions; (4) handling of conflict of interest; (5) implementation of the compliance function; (6) implementation 
of the internal audit function; (7) implementation of the external audit function; (8) implementation of risk 
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management; (9) provision of funds to related parties and provision of large funds; (10) transparency of financial 
and non-financial conditions; and (11) strategic planning. (Financial Services Authority, 2017).

Table 3 Criteria for GCG composite rating

Composite Rating Criteria Description

PK-1 GCG < 1,5 Very Healthy

PK-2 1,5 ≤ GCG < 2,5 Healthy

PK-3 2,5 ≤ GCG < 3,5 Fairly Healthy

PK-4 3,5 ≤ GCG < 4,5 Less Healthy

PK-5 4,5 ≤ GCG < 5 Unealthy
Source: Financial Service Authority, 2017

Earning

Earning refers to the bank’s ability to increase profit in each period or to measure the level of business efficiency 
and profitability achieved by the company. Earning is projected using the Net Interest Margin (NIM) and Return 
on Asset (ROA) ratios.

NIM is the ratio used to measures the amount of net interest income in comparison to the company’s productive 
assets. The higher the NIM ratio, the higher the interest income on productive assets managed by the bank, and 
therefore reduces the possibility of the bank getting into a problematic condition.

Table 4 Criteria for NIM composite rating

Composite Rating Criteria Description

PK-1 3% < NIM Very Healthy

PK-2 2% < NIM ≤ 3% Healthy

PK-3 1,5% < NIM ≤ 2% Fairly Healthy

PK-4 1% < NIM ≤ 1,5% Less Healthy

PK-5 NIM ≤ 1% Unealthy
Source: Financial Service Authority, 2017

ROA refers to the assessment to measure the management’s ability to generate profits by comparing profit before 
tax with the average total assets in a period. A low ROA ratio indicates the bank management’s lack of ability in 
managing assets to reduce costs (Fauziah. 2017).

Table 5 Criteria for NIM composite rating

Composite Rating Criteria Description

PK-1 ROA > 1,5% Very Healthy

PK-2 1,25%<ROA≤1,5% Healthy

PK-3 0,5%<ROA≤1,25% Fairly Healthy

PK-4 0%< ROA≤0,5% Less Healthy

PK-5 ROA ≤ 0% Unealthy
Source: Financial Service Authority, 2017

Capital

Capital refers to the level of adequacy and capital management, projected using the Capital Adequacy Ratio 
(CAR). CAR is the tool used to measure the ability of existing capital to cover possible risks in lending activities, 
including the bank’s minimum capital adequacy requirements (Financial Services Authority, 2017).

Table 6 Criteria for NIM composite rating

Composite Rating Criteria Description

PK-1 CAR ≥ 11% Very Healthy

PK-2 9,5% ≤ CAR < 11% Healthy

PK-3 8% ≤ CAR < 9,5% Fairly Healthy
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PK-4 6,5% ≤ CAR < 8% Less Healthy

PK-5 CAR < 6,5% Unealthy
Source: Financial Service Authority, 2017

Stock Price

Stock refers to the capital market product in the form of securities that indicate the ownership stock of a company. 
The stock price is the value referenced by investors in spending their funds to invest in the capital market to earn 
a profit. The stock price that is listed in the stock exchange at a specific time is determined by market players as 
well as the supply and demand of related stock in the capital market (Indonesia Stock Exchange, 2019).

Previous Studies

Firstly, Naftali et al. (2018), in “Pengaruh Tingkat Kesehatan Bank Terhadap Harga Saham Perbankan yang 
Terdaftar di Bursa Efek Indonesia Periode 2012-2016”, used multiple regression as the data analysis technique. The 
results of the study showed that GCG, ROA, and CAR ratios partially and significantly affect stock prices, whereas 
Risk Profile do not have a partial effect on stock prices. Simultaneously, the bank soundness level, assessed using 
the RGEC method, significantly affects stock prices.

Secondly, Indriani and Dewi (2016), in “Pengaruh Variabel Tingkat Kesehatan Bank Terhadap Harga Saham 
Perbankan di Bursa Efek Indonesia”, showed that GCG and ROA ratios have a positive effect on stock prices 
whereas Risk Profile, NIM, and CAR ratios have a negative effect on banking stock prices listed on the Indonesia 
Stock Exchange in the 2012-2014 period.

Third, Sari et al. (2018), in “Pengaruh Kinerja Keuangan terhadap Harga Saham (Studi pada Sub Sektor Perbankan 
BUMN di Bursa Efek Indonesia Tahun 2012-2016)”, showed that ROA and NIM ratios partially and significantly 
affect stock prices whereas NPL, LDR, and CAR ratios do not. Furthermore, NPL, LDR, ROA, NIM, and CAR ratios 
simultaneously and significantly affect stock prices of the banking sector of Indonesia’s State-Owned Enterprises.

Fourth, Roswitasari et al. (2017), in “Banking Subsector: The Effect of Performance Ratio on Bank’s Stock Price 
during the 2010-2014 Period”, showed that NPL, ROE, and CAR ratios have a positive effect on stock prices, 
whereas LDR, GCG, and BOPO ratios have a negative effect.

Fifth, Egam et. al. (2017), in “Pengaruh Return On Asset (ROA), Return On Equity (ROE), Net Profit Margin (NPM), 
dan Earning Per Share (EPS) Terhadap Harga Saham Perusahaan yang Tergabung dalam Indeks LQ45 di Bursa Efek 
Indonesia Periode Tahun 2013-2015”, showed that NPM and EPS ratios have an effect on the LQ45 index stock 
prices, whereas ROA and ROE ratios do not.

Sixth, Medyawicesar et al. (2018), in “Analisis Komponen Tingkat Kesehatan Bank Terhadap Harga Saham Bank 
Umum Swasta Nasional Devisa Yang Terdaftar di Bursa Efek Indonesia Periode 2012-2016”, showed that NPL and 
ROA ratios have a positive effect on stock prices, whereas LDR, GCG, NIM, and CAR ratios have a negative effect. 
Simultaneously, NPL, LDR, GCG, ROA, NIM, and CAR ratios have an effect on stock prices.

Seventh, Akbar (2019), in “The Effect of Financial Institutions Banking Soundness on Stock Prices”, showed that 
ROA and CAR variables significantly and positively affect stock prices, whereas the NIM variable significantly but 
negatively affects stock prices.

Framework

Figure 7 Framework

  

Information:

   : Projection

   : Partial

   : Simultaneous
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Research Hypotheses

H1: Risk Profile has an effect on stock price changes. 

Non-Performing Loan (NPL) refers to the amount of credit which cannot be returned by the creditor or the amount 
of problematic loans categorized as substandard, doubtful, and non-performing towards the total credit extended 
by the bank (Fauziah. 2017). From this definition, it can be concluded that if the NPL increases, then stock prices 
will decrease and vice versa; if the NPL decreases, then stock prices will increase.

H2: Good Corporate Governance has an effect on stock price changes.

Corporate governance is a system designed to make the company more focused and controlled (Fauziah. 2017). In 
the GCG assessment, a low composite value indicates that the quality of management in running bank operations 
is excellent and therefore the bank is very profitable. This means that better GCG performance will earn higher 
trust level from customers as well as more positive response from investors.

H3: Earning has an effect on stock price changes.

Net Interest Margin (NIM) is a measuring tool to determine the bank’s profitability rate obtained from interest 
income on productive assets or assets that generate interest (Financial Services Authority, 2017). A high NIM 
value indicates that the bank is increasingly effective in placing company assets in the form of credit, therefore 
increasing bank interest income. This information can attract interest from investors to invest in banking stocks 
which has an impact on stock price increase. Another profitability variable that is thought to affect stock prices is 
Return on Assets (ROA). ROA is a profitability ratio that can measure the company’s ability to generate profit by 
comparing profit before tax with the average total assets in a period of time (Financial Services Authority, 2017). 
From this definition, it can be concluded that if the ROA increases, then stock prices will follow suit and vice versa; 
if the ROA decreases, then stock prices will also decrease.

H4: Capital has an effect on stock price changes.

Capital adequacy can be projected using the CAR (Capital Adequacy Ratio) which is used to measure the adequacy 
of bank capital in absorbing losses and fulfilling the applied Minimum Capital Adequacy Requirement (Kewajiban 
Penyediaan Modal Minimum/KPMM) regulations (Financial Services Authority, 2017). Higher CAR ratio indicates 
that the bank is more capable in facing the risk of loss. From this definition, it can be concluded that if CAR 
increases, then stock prices will also increase and vice versa; if the CAR decreases, then stock prices will also 
decrease.

H5: Risk Profile, Good Corporate Governance, Earning, and Capital have effect on stock price changes.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Research Method

Based on the purpose of this study, this study was focused on causality. Causal research is conducted to analyze 
the relationship between two or more variables (Timotius. 2017). For methodology, this research used the 
quantitative method. The quantitative method is a research method that observes a phenomenon that can be 
tested with theories by measuring variables with numbers and analyzing statistical data (Sugiarto. 2017).

Research Population and Sample

The studied population included the state-owned commercial banks listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange in the 
2010-2019 period. In selecting the sample, the researcher referred to the non-probability sampling technique. 
Non-probability sampling is a sampling technique which does not give each population member equal chance of 
being selected as a sample (Sugiyono, 2018). The researcher also used the saturated sampling technique, which 
is a sampling technique where each population member is selected as the sample (Sugiyono, 2018). Based on this 
technique, the researcher obtained the following sample:

Table 7 Sample List

No Stock Code Bank Name

1 BMRI PT. Bank Mandiri (Persero), Tbk. 

2 BBNI PT. Bank Negara Indonesia (Persero), Tbk. 

3 BBRI PT. Bank Rakyat Indonesia (Persero), Tbk. 

4 BBTN PT. Bank Tabungan Negara (Persero), Tbk. 
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Method of Analysis

The data analysis technique used in this research was the Multiple Regression Analysis with prior testing of the 
classical assumptions. Testing was conducted to determine whether the data are normally distributed and have 
no symptoms of multicollinearity, autocorrelation, and heteroscedasticity.

Normality Test

The purpose of the normality test was to determine whether each variable is normally distributed or not. The 
criteria used for this test was a two-way test, namely comparing the p value obtained with a predetermined 
significance level (0.05). If p > 0.05, then the data is normally distributed (Riyanto. 2020).

Multicollinearity Test

The multicollinearity test was used to determine whether a correlation between the independent variables is 
found in the regression model. Multicollinearity symptoms can be detected by observing the Variance Inflating 
Factor (VIF) value < 10 or tolerance value > 0.10. If these values are obtained, then there is no multicollinearity 
between variables (Riyanto. 2020).

Autocorrelation Test

The autocorrelation test aimed to determine whether there is a correlation between members of a series of 
observational data described according to time (time-series). The method used for this autocorrelation test was 
the Durbin-Watson method. The decision-making criterion was based on the value of dU ≤ d ≤ 4 - dU, meaning 
that there is no positive or negative autocorrelation.

Heteroscedasticity Test

The heteroscedasticity test was used to determine whether there is an inequality of variants in the regression 
model from the residuals of one observation to another. The heteroscedasticity test used in this study was the 
gleiser test (Riyanto. 2020). The standard of the gleiser test for non-heteroscedasticity was the sig value of ≥ 0,05.

Multiple Linear Regression Analysis

This method was used to determine the extent of the effect of NPL, GCG, ROA, NIM and CAR values on the stock 
prices of state-owned commercial banks. The multiple linear regression equation was:

Y = a + b1X1 + b2X2 + b3X3 + b4X4 + b5X5 + e

Coefficient of Determination

Coefficient of determination refers to the extent of the model’s ability to explain the variation in the dependent 
variable (Riyanto. 2020).

Statistical T-Test

The t-test was used to determine the partial effect of the independent variable on the dependent variable by 
comparing the significance of α = 0.05. For the acceptance of the hypothesis using the two-party test, the criterion 
was that if the tvalue < ttable or -tvalue > -ttable or sig > 0,05, then H0 is accepted. Meanwhile, if tvalue ≥ ttable or -tvalue ≤ -ttable 
or sig < 0,05, then H0 is rejected. (Riyanto. 2020).

Statistical F-Test

The f-test was used to test the effect of the independent variables simultaneously on the dependent variable by 
comparing the calculated F value with the F table and to determine the feasibility of the multiple linear regression 
model with the probability level of α = 5% or 0.05. The criterion for the acceptance of hypothesis was that if 
F value ≥ F table or if sig ≤ 0,05, then H0 is rejected. Meanwhile, if F value < F table or if sig > 0,05, then H0 is 
accepted (Riyanto. 2020).
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4. RESEARCH RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Research Results

Normality Test Results

Table 8 Normality Test Result

One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test

U n sta n d a rd i ze d 
Residual

N 33

Normal Parametersa,b Mean .0000000

Std. Deviation 1765.56165800

Most Extreme 
Differences

Absolute .119

Positive .119

Negative -.059

Test Statistic .119

Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .200c,d

a. Test distribution is Normal.

b. Calculated from data.

c. Lilliefors Significance Correction.

d. This is a lower bound of the true significance.
Source: SPSS Data Processing Result

If the sig value ≥ 0.05, the residual data is normally distributed and if sig <0.05 then the data is not normally 
distributed. Based on the results of the normality test, it shows a sig value of 0.200, which means that the sig 
value ≥ 0.05, the research data is normally distributed.

Multicollinearity Test

    Table 9 Multicollinearity Test Result

Coefficientsa

Model Collinierity Statistics

Tolerance VIF

1 (Constant)

NPL .283 3.539

GCGSelfAssessment .746 1.340

NIM .199 5.030

ROA .106 9.479

CAR .810 1.234

a. Dependent Variable: StockPrice
Source: SPSS Data Processing Result

If VIF < 10 or if the tolerance value is > 0,10, then there is no multicollinearity between variables. The 
multicollinearity test obtained the VIF value of 3,539 for NPL, VIF value of 1,340 for GCG, VIF value of 5,030 for 
NIM, VIF value of 9,479 for ROA, and VIF value of 1,234 for CAR. The VIF value of each variable was less than 10 
(VIF < 10) and therefore there was no multicollinearity detected in the research data.

Autocorrelation Test

    Table 10 Autocorrelation Test Result

Model Summaryb

Model Durbin-Watson

1 1.970

a. Predictors: (Constant), CAR, NIM, GCGSelfAssessment, NPL, 
ROA

b. Dependent Variable: StockPrice
Source: SPSS Data Processing Result
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The autocorrelation test obtained the value of dU < DW < 4-dU (1,1270 < 2,017 < 1,8128), meaning that there was 
no autocorrelation in the research data.

Heteroscedasticity Test

Table 11 Heteroscedasticity Test

Coefficientsa

Model

t Sig.

1 (Constant) .938 .356

NPL -1.250 .222

GCGSelfAssessment .665 .512

NIM .801 .430

ROA -1.107 .278

CAR .556 .583

a. Dependent Variable: Abs_Ut
Source: SPSS Data Processing Result

If sig ≥ 0,05, then there is no heteroscedasticity, whereas if sig < 0,05, then there is heteroscedasticity within the 
data. The heteroscedasticity test result displayed in Table 4.7 above shows that the sig value for NPL was 0.222, 
the sig value for GCG was 0.512, the sig value for NIM was 0.430, the sig value for ROA was 0.278, and the sig 
value for CAR was 0.583. Each variable had a sig value of ≥ 0.05 and therefore the research data did not contain 
heteroscedasticity.

Multiple Linear Regression Analysis

Table 12 Multiple Regression Analysis

Coefficientsa

Model

B

U n s t a n d a r d i z e d 
Coefficients

Std. Error

1 (Constant) 3284.381 4676.442

NPL -759.501 1019.573

GCGSelfAssessment -1499.261 917.214

NIM -309.722 764.484

ROA -247.389 1258.755

CAR 396.654 143.569

a. Dependent Variable: StockPrice
Source: SPSS Data Processing Result

Based on Table 11, the following equation is obtained:

Stock Price = 3284,38 - 759,50 NPL - 1499,26 GCG - 309,72 NIM - 247,39 ROA + 396,65 CAR

Coefficient of Determination

Table 13 Coefficient of Determination

Model Summaryb

Model R
R 
Square

Adjusted R 
Square

Std. Error of 
the Estimate

1 .491a .241 .100 1922.10008

a. Predictors: (Constant), CAR, NIM, GCGSelfAssessment, 
NPL, ROA

b. Dependent Variable: StockPrice
Source: SPSS Data Processing Result
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Based on Table 12, the amount of adjusted R2 was 0.100, indicating that 10% of the variation in stock prices could 
be explained by variations of the five independent variables (NPL, GCG, NIM, ROA, and CAR) while the remaining 
90% was explained by other causes outside the research model.

Statistical t-test

Table 14 t-Test

Independent Variables Sig. Tvalue ± ttable Description

NPL .463 -0.745 > -2.052 No effect 

GCGSelfAssessment .114 -1.635 > -2.052 No effect

NIM .689 -0.405 > -2.052 No effect

ROA .846 -0.197 > -2.052 No effect

CAR .010 2.763 > 2.052 Effect

Variabel Dependen: StockPrice
Source: SPSS Data Processing Result

From Table 13, it can be observed that:

1. the t value of NPL was -0.745 and -t table was -2.052 (-t value> -t table) with a sig value of 0.463, which is 
greater than 0.05 (0.463> 0.05), meaning that the NPL ratio has no effect on stock prices;

2. the t value of GCG was -1,635 and -t table was -2.052 (-t value> -t table) with a sig value of 0.114, which is 
greater than 0.05 (0,114 > 0,05), meaning that the GCG ratio has no effect on stock prices;

3. the t value of NIM was -0,405 and -t table was -2.052 (-t value> -t table) with a sig value of 0,689, which is 
greater than 0.05 (0,114 > 0,05), meaning that the NIM ratio has no effect on stock prices;

4. the t value of ROA was -0.197 and -t table was -2.052 (-t value> -t table) with a sig value of 0.846, which is 
greater than 0.05 (0,114 > 0,05), meaning that the ROA ratio has no effect on stock prices;

5. the t value of CAR was 2.763 and -t table was 2.052 (t value > t table) with a sig value of 0.010, which is small-
er than 0.05 (0,114 < 0,05), meaning that the CAR ratio has effect on stock prices.

Statistical F-Test

Table 1 F-Test

Sig. F value F table Description

0.165b 1.715 < 2,57 No Effect

a. Dependent Variable: StockPrice

b. Predictors: (Constant), CAR, NIM, GCGSelfAssessment, NPL, ROA
Source: SPSS Data Processing Result

From the table, it can be observed that F value < F table (1,715 < 2,57) with a sig value of 0,165 (0,165 > 0,05), 
meaning that H0 was accepted. From this, it can be concluded that the NPL, GCG, NIM, ROA, and CAR variables 
simultaneously do not affect stock prices of state-owned commercial banks in Indonesia for the 2010-2019 period.

Discussion

The first hypothesis states that Risk Profile has an effect on stock price. The results obtained from this study 
indicated that the NPL value, which is the projection of Risk Profile, does not affect stock prices. This is in line 
with Naftali et al. (2018), Indriani dan Dewi (2016), Sari et al. (2018), and Roswitasari et al. (2017) but contradicts 
Medyawicesar et al. (2018). According to Indriani and Dewi (2016), NPL or Risk Profile help investors in finding 
out the amount of risk and the effectiveness of risk management within the banking company. This may happen 
due to the majority state ownership of state-owned commercial banks which give investors reasons to be less 
worried of high risks.

The second hypothesis states that Good Corporate Governance (GCG) has an effect on stock price. However, 
research results indicated that GCG does not affect stock prices. This result is in line with Roswitasari et al. (2017) 
and Medyawicesar et al. (2018), but contradicts the result from Indriani and Dewi (2016). Roswitasari et al. (2017) 
and Medyawicesar et al. (2018) stated that GCG cannot be felt directly by the company, but instead will be felt in 
the long term. Therefore, investors do not generally refer to the GCG for investment decisions.
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The third hypothesis states that Earning has an effect on stock price. Earning is projected with Net Interest Margin 
(NIM) and Return On Assets (ROA). Research results indicated that the NIM value does not affect stock prices. 
This result is in line with Indriani and Dewi (2016), Medyawicesar et al. (2018), and Akbar (2019), but contradicts 
the result from Sari et al. (2018). According to Indriani and Dewi (2016), Medyawicesar et al. (2018), and Akbar 
(2019), profitability information observed through NIM cannot attract interest from investors to invest because 
banks focused a large portion of their business on Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSME) and micro 
loans, which resulted in large operational costs incurred in managing MSME and micro loans.

Furthermore, research results also indicated that the ROA does not affect stock prices. This is in line with Egam 
et al. (2017) but contradicts the result from Naftali et al. (2018), Indriani and Dewi (2016), Sari et al. (2018), 
Medyawicesar et al. (2018), and Akbar (2019). Egam et al. (2017) stated that investors do not focus only on the 
company’s internal ability to generate profits, but also to external risks and market conditions. External risks 
which include inflation, tariff increases, and the supply and demand in the capital market also influence the 
decision to invest.

The fourth hypothesis states that Capital has an effect on stock price. Research results indicated that the Capital 
value, projected using CAR, has an effect on stock prices. This is in line with Naftali et al. (2018), Roswitasari et 
al. (2017), and Akbar (2019), but contradicts the results from Indriani and Dewi (2016), Sari et al. (2018), and 
Medyawicesar et al. (2018). Naftali et al. (2018) stated that CAR can provide information that helps investors 
make investment decisions. The higher the CAR value of a bank, the higher the likelihood of that bank covering 
various risks that might impact the bank by using the capital it owns. The high amount of capital owned by the 
bank will attract investment from investors because there is a sense of security from the possibility of bankruptcy.

The fifth hypothesis states that Risk Profile, Good Corporate Governance, Earning, and Capital have an effect 
on stock price. However, research results indicated that Risk Profile, Good Corporate Governance, Earning, and 
Capital do not affect stock prices of state-owned commercial banks listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange, hence 
they would not affect the increase or decrease of stock prices. This contradicts the research results from Naftali 
et al. (2018), Sari et al. (2018), and Medyawicesar et al. (2018). 

5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Conclusion

The results of this study which observes the effect of bank soundness, measured using the RGEC method and 
projected using the Non-Performing Loan (NPL), Good Corporate Governance (GCG), Net Interest Margin (NIM), 
Return on Asset (ROA), dan Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) variables, on stock prices of state-owned commercial 
banks in the 2010-2019 period indicated that:

1. Risk Profile does not affect stock prices of state-owned commercial banks listed on the Indonesia Stock Ex-
change.

2. Good Corporate Governance (GCG) does not affect stock prices of state-owned commercial banks listed on 
the Indonesia Stock Exchange..

3. Earning does not affect stock prices of state-owned commercial banks listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange.
4. Capital affects stock prices of state-owned commercial banks listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange.
5. Risk Profile, Good Corporate Governance, Earning, Capital simultaneously does not affect stock prices of 

state-owned commercial banks listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange.

Recommendation

1. Investors and potential investors should consider the CAR ratio of a company to ensure the bank’s effective-
ness in covering possible losses using the bank’s capital.

2. Customers and potential customers should consider bank soundness to measure the bank’s ability to ensure 
security for customers in saving their money or carrying out other monetary transactions.

3. Banks should increase their capital to cover possible risks that might occur in the foreseeable future to give a 
sense of security for investors and to convince them that the bank will not go bankrupt.

4. Future researchers should consider taking into account other independent variables which are the projected 
variables of the Risk Profile, Good Corporate Governance, Earning, and Capital components, such as Core 
Return on Asset (ROA), Return On Equity (ROE), Load to Deposit Ratio (LDR), and others.
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Abstract

This study aims to describe the performance of companies in Indonesia in terms of implementing Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) based on the Triple Bottom Line concept. Applying purposive sampling technique, this study 
took companies listed in the SRI-KEHATI Index of Indonesia Stock Exchange as the samples. This is a quantitative 
study that uses a content analysis of CSR disclosures in the company’s sustainability reports within 2015 to 2019 
by applying the Fourth Generation of Global Reporting Initiative Index (GRI G4). The data analysis was done 
through descriptive statistics. The result of this study is a mapping of their CSR disclosure performances based 
on Triple Bottom Line concept which includes economic, social, and environmental aspects. This study also shows 
which of them are classified into high, medium, and low CSR actors. This preliminary study has implications for 
further research to relate CSR performance with other variables, such as corporate financial performance. 

Keyword: Corporate Social Responsibility, performance, Triple Bottom Line

1. INTRODUCTION
Companies today are not only concerned with the interests of shareholders but also must prioritize the interests 
of stakeholders for its sustainability. The form of attention to stakeholders can be seen from how the company 
implements Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in its responsibility for its business environment (Zhang, Cao, 
Zhang, Liu, & Li, 2020).

The definition of Corporate Social Responsibility or CSR  according to World Business Council For Sustainable 
Development (WBCSD) is “continuing commitment by business to behave ethically and contribute to economic 
development while improving the quality of life of the workforce and their families as well as of the local community 
and society at large” (WBCSD, 2020).

CSR implementation by applying the Triple Bottom Line (TBL), namely the three interests of sustainability as seen 
from the sustainability of profits (profit), sustainability of society (community), and environmental sustainability 
(planet), otherwise known as 3P can be an important tool to achieve sustainability (Elkington, 1998).

CSR performance is commonly assessed by implementing Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) which includes TBL 
aspects, i..e. profit, planet, and people (Krisnawati, 2013). GRI releases a CSR disclosure standard called GRI 
Standard G4. There are three indicators and 91 CSR disclosure items; (1) economic performance indicators consist 
of 9 items, (2) environmental performance indicators consist of 34 items, and (3) social performance indicators 
consist of 48 items (GRI , 2020).

This study aims to map companies that have implemented a triple bottom line in implementing CSR, assessment 
indicators by using GRI G4. This research was conducted on companies listed in the Sustainable and Responsible 
Investment (SRI) -KEHATI stock index. The SRI KEHATI index uses the principles of sustainability, finance, good 
governance, and concern for the environment as benchmarks in determining which companies can be included 
in the SRI KEHATI index (KEHATI, 2020). This research uses purposive sampling technique and descriptive analysis 
The results of this study are expected to map which companies get high, medium, and low CSR score   in their 
implementation. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Legitimacy Theory 

Legitimacy theory explained relationship between organization and its environment. Dowling and Pfeffer (1975) 

mailto:astriekrisnawati@telkomuniversity.ac.id
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defined that organization (company) is a part of social system in a society. An organization try to conform its 
norms or value with values, norms, and behavior of society around the organization. In practice, the organization 
has responsibility to society and has to disclose it.  Dowling and Pfeffer (1975) explained there are three things 
that organization can do to become legitimate. First, output, goals and methods operation of organization can be 
adjusted to apply definition of legitimacy. Second, organization’s practices, output and values can be reflected to 
definition of social legitimacy. Organization can try communication to society to achieve it. Third, symbols, values 
or institution can be strong fundamental in social legitimacy, organization can apply communication (Dowling & 
Pfeffer, 1975).

Stakeholder Theory 

Stakeholder theory is a theory that describes which parties the company is responsible for. Company is not an entity 
that operates only for its own interest, but it provides benefits to all stakeholders, such as society, government, 
vendor, bank, etc. Freeman (1984) divided this theory into two models; (1) policy model and business planning 
and (2) model of corporate social responsibility and stakeholder management. Company focuses on developing 
and expressing strategic decision agreements with groups that support for company’s sustainability. Company 
also has plans and analysis by entering possible external influences for company. The main objective of this 
theory is to assist company to increase its value as the result of its activities to stakeholders (Freeman, 1984). 

Corporate Social Responsibility  

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) was firstly introduced by Howard Bowen (1953). Bowen stated, “CSR refers to 
the obligations of businessmen to pursue those policies, to make those decisions, or to follow those lines of action 
which are desirable in terms of the objectives and values of our society” (Bowen, 1953). In practice, company 
has some motives to perform CSR. Carroll (1991) explained four motives which are arranged into a pyramid; (1) 
economic responsibility, (2) legal responsibility, (3) ethical responsibility, (4) philanthropic responsibility. 

Picture 1. The Pyramid of Corporate Social Responsibility

Source : Carroll (1991)

Economic responsibility is the basic responsibility for company. This responsibility indicates that the company is 
expected to produce goods or services so that company can make a profit by selling the goods or services. Legal 
responsibility means that the company has to comply with the existing law and regulation in a country. The third 
responsibility is ethical responsibility. In conducting its business, the company is expected to carry out good, 
honest and fair business practices. The norms that exist in society can be used as guidelines by the company. The 
top responsibility is philanthropic responsibility. The company is required to contribute for society to improve 
quality life for them (Carroll, 1991).

A company has to conduct CSR initiative for its sustainability. John Elkington proposed measurement for company 
sustainability in 1998. This measurement is called Triple Bottom Line that consists of Profit which represents 
economic aspect, Planet which represents environmental aspect, and People which represents social aspect. 
The most common reason to establish company is to generate profit. Every company will look profit as much as 
possible for its sustainability. In practice, company must support employee interest. This is an implementation 
of People. Employee is one of company important assets which running company’s operational activities. The 
last is Planet. When produce output for sell, company will produce waste too. This waste had bad impact to 
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environment and society where company established. Company must notice this impact because it will impact to 
sustainability itself (Elkington, 1998). 

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standard G4

CSR is an obligation for company. Public company has to disclose implementation of CSR to its stakeholders. 
Company can use Corporate Social Responsibility Index which issued by Global Reporting Initiative. Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI) is an independent international organization which focus in transparency reporting in 
company. GRI released standard for CSR disclosure, it called GRI Standard G4. This standard developed through 
process which involves stakeholders from several countries, such as from society, labor, company, government, 
etc. GRI Standard G4 used to measure company performance which related to law, regulation and norm in society 
(GRI , 2020). 

There are three indicator and 91 items of CSR Disclosure; (1) economic performance indicator, consist of 9 items, 
(2) environment performance indicator, consist of 34 items, and (3) social performance indicator, consist of 
48 items. Social performance indicator has 4 sub categories; labor practices and decent work, human rights 
performance, society and product responsibility performance. CSR Disclosure can be disclosed in Sustainability 
Report of company. This research used 91 items of GRI G4. If company disclosed it, scored 1, and if company 
didn’t disclosed it, scored 0. The formula to calculate CSR Disclosure Index is as follow (Filemon & Krisnawati, 
2014):

CSRDi  = CSR Disclosure Index

Xi = Total score for items disclosed of company i, using nominal scale  

    (score 1 for every item disclosed and score 0 for every item not 

      disclosed)

n  = Total items of CSR Disclosure based on GRI G.4 (n = 91 items)

3. METHODOLOGY
This quantitative study conducts a content analysis of CSR disclosures in the companies’ sustainability reports 
within 2015 to 2019 by applying the Fourth Generation of Global Reporting Initiative Index (GRI G4). The data 
analysis was done through descriptive statistics of mean and median value. The objects of this study are the 
companies listed in Indonesia Stock Exchange which are consistently included in SRI-KEHATI Index of Indonesia 
Stock Exchange and published the Sustainability Reports within 2015 to 2019. Applying a purposive sampling 
technique using those criteria, this study is conducted with ten companies as the samples, i.e. PT. Astra 
International, Tbk (ASII); PT. Bank Central Asia, Tbk. (BBCA); PT. Bank Negara Indonesia (Persero), Tbk. (BBNI); PT. 
Bank Rakyat Indonesia (Persero), Tbk. (BBRI); PT. Bank Mandiri (Persero), Tbk. (BMRI); PT. Jasa Marga (Persero), 
Tbk. (JSMR); PT. Semen Indonesia (Persero), Tbk. (SMGR); PT. United Tractors, Tbk. (UNTR); PT. Unilever Indonesia, 
tbk. (UNVR); PT. Wijaya Karya (Persero), Tbk. (WIKA).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
After doing content analysis for calculating CSR Disclosure Index based on GRI G4, we can measure the performance 
of companies in terms of their CSR initiatives. Thus, the companies can be categorized into high, medium, or low 
CSR performers. The more items disclosed in a company’s Sustainability Report, the higher the company’s CSR 
performance. It means that the higher the CSR Disclosure Index, the higher the category of the company. 

The category of high, medium, and low is referred to (Sandhu & Kapoor, 2010). The first step is to find the median 
value of the data. After finding the median value, we determine the lower limit and upper limit of the range. The 
lower limit = {median value – (20% x median value)}. The upper limit = {median value + (20% x median value)}.

This section will be divided into four sub-sections which explain the aspects of CSR Disclosure based on Triple 
Bottom Line concept. The discussion of this study will consist of economic aspect (Profit), environmental aspect 
(Planet), social aspect (People), and all aspects which accumulate the three former aspects.  

Economic Aspect (Profit)

The CSR Disclosure Index of Economic aspect based on GRI G4 in this research is shown by Table 1, as follow:
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Table 1. CSR Disclosure Index of Economic Aspect

NO. Company Aspect
CSRD Index

Mean
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

1 UNVR Economic 0,02 0,02 0,02 0,02 0,02 0,02

2 BBCA Economic 0,03 0,02 0,03 0,02 0,01 0,02

3 BBNI Economic 0,05 0,02 0,02 0,01 0,02 0,03

4 ASII Economic 0,03 0,03 0,03 0,03 0,03 0,03

5 SMGR Economic 0,08 0,03 0,01 0,02 0,03 0,04

6 UNTR Economic 0,04 0,04 0,07 0,01 0,02 0,04

7 BBRI Economic 0,08 0,03 0,01 0,02 0,05 0,04

8 BMRI Economic 0,05 0,07 0,02 0,01 0,04 0,04

9 JSMR Economic 0,04 0,04 0,02 0,04 0,05 0,04

10 WIKA Economic 0,05 0,04 0,03 0,05 0,07 0,05
Source: data processing

The data has been sorted from smallest to largest. Since there are ten objects in this study, then the median value 
of this data series is between the mean score of the fith and the sixth companies, i.e. SMGR and UNTR, that is 
(0.04 + 0.04) : 2 = 0.04. The lower limit is {0.04 – (20% x 0.04)} = 0.03. And the upper limit is {0.04 + (20% x 0.04)} 
= 0.04. Thus, the constraints of the classification are as follow:

a) Low performer :  < 0.03
b) Medium performer :  0.03 – 0.04
c) High performer :  > 0.04

Based on the range, the low CSR performers are UNVR (0.02) and BBCA (0.02); while the medium CSR performers 
are BBNI (0.03), ASII (0.03), SMGR (0.04), UNTR (0.04), BBRI (0.04), BMRI (0.04), JSMR (0.04); and the high CSR 
performer is only WIKA (0.05).      

Environmental Aspect (Planet)

The CSR Disclosure Index of Environmental aspect based on GRI G4 in this research can be seen on Table 2, as 
follow:

Table 2. CSR Disclosure Index of Environmental Aspect

NO. Company Aspect
CSRD Index

Mean
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

1 WIKA Environmental 0,08 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,08 0,03

2 BBRI Environmental 0,07 0,00 0,00 0,05 0,05 0,04

3 BBCA Environmental 0,03 0,05 0,05 0,03 0,11 0,06

4 JSMR Environmental 0,04 0,03 0,04 0,03 0,16 0,06

5 UNVR Environmental 0,07 0,07 0,07 0,10 0,08 0,07

6 UNTR Environmental 0,09 0,11 0,02 0,09 0,09 0,08

7 BMRI Environmental 0,11 0,12 0,11 0,00 0,07 0,08

8 BBNI Environmental 0,04 0,02 0,12 0,11 0,13 0,09

9 SMGR Environmental 0,12 0,12 0,07 0,08 0,10 0,10

10 ASII Environmental 0,12 0,11 0,11 0,11 0,11 0,11
Source: data processing

The data has been sorted from smallest to largest. Since there are ten objects in this study, then the median value 
of this data series is between the mean score of the fith and the sixth companies, i.e. UNVR and UNTR, that is 
(0.07 + 0.08) : 2 = 0.075. The lower limit is {0.075 – (20% x 0.075)} = 0.06. And the upper limit is {0.075 + (20% x 
0.075)} = 0.09. Thus, the constraints of the classification are as follow:
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a) Low performer :  < 0.06
b) Medium performer :  0.06 – 0.09
c) High performer :  > 0.09

Based on the range, the low CSR performers are WIKA (0.03) and BBRI (0.04); while the medium CSR performers 
are BBCA (0.06), JSMR (0.06), UNVR (0.07), UNTR (0.08), BMRI (0.08), BBNI (0.09); and the high CSR performers 
are SMGR (0.10) and ASII (0.11).

Social Aspect (People)

The CSR Disclosure Index of Social aspect based on GRI G4 in this research is shown by Table 3, as follow:

Table 3. CSR Disclosure Index of Social Aspect

NO. Company Aspect
CSRD Index

Mean
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

1 SMGR Social 0,15 0,05 0,03 0,04 0,10 0,08

2 BBNI Social 0,12 0,09 0,08 0,09 0,07 0,09

3 ASII Social 0,10 0,11 0,10 0,10 0,10 0,10

4 UNVR Social 0,09 0,09 0,10 0,13 0,10 0,10

5 WIKA Social 0,11 0,05 0,07 0,11 0,18 0,10

6 BBCA Social 0,08 0,10 0,11 0,09 0,16 0,11

7 BBRI Social 0,20 0,07 0,07 0,16 0,11 0,12

8 UNTR Social 0,11 0,20 0,15 0,07 0,08 0,12

9 JSMR Social 0,14 0,14 0,05 0,15 0,13 0,13

10 BMRI Social 0,29 0,44 0,09 0,11 0,14 0,21
Source: data processing

The data has been sorted from smallest to largest. Since there are ten objects in this study, then the median value 
of this data series is between the mean score of the fith and the sixth companies, i.e. WIKA and BBCA, that is (0.10 
+ 0.11) : 2 = 0.105. The lower limit is {0.105 – (20% x 0.105)} = 0.084. And the upper limit is {0.105 + (20% x 0.105)} 
= 0.126. Thus, the constraints of the classification are as follow:

a) Low performer  :  < 0.084
b) Medium performer  :  0.084 – 0.126
c) High performer  :  > 0.126

Based on the range, the low CSR performers is only SMGR (0.08); while the medium CSR performers are BBNI 
(0.09), ASII (0.10), UNVR (0.10), WIKA (0.10), BBCA 90.11), BBRI (0.12), UNTR (0.12); and the high CSR performers 
in social aspect are JSMR (0.13) and BMRI (0.21).

All Aspects (Economic, Environmental, and Social Aspects)

The CSR Disclosure Index of all aspects (Economic, Environmental, and Social aspects) based on GRI G4 in this 
research can be seen on Table 4, as follow:

Table 4. CSR Disclosure Index of All Aspects

NO. Company Aspect
CSRD Index

Mean
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

1 WIKA All Aspects 0,24 0,10 0,10 0,16 0,32 0,18

2 BBCA All Aspects 0,14 0,18 0,20 0,14 0,29 0,19

3 BBRI All Aspects 0,34 0,10 0,08 0,24 0,22 0,20

4 UNVR All Aspects 0,18 0,18 0,19 0,25 0,20 0,20

5 BBNI All Aspects 0,22 0,13 0,22 0,21 0,22 0,20
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6 SMGR All Aspects 0,35 0,21 0,11 0,14 0,23 0,21

7 JSMR All Aspects 0,23 0,22 0,12 0,23 0,35 0,23

8 UNTR All Aspects 0,24 0,35 0,24 0,16 0,19 0,24

9 ASII All Aspects 0,25 0,25 0,24 0,24 0,24 0,25

10 BMRI All Aspects 0,45 0,63 0,22 0,12 0,25 0,33
Source: data processing

The data has been sorted from smallest to largest. Since there are ten objects in this study, then the median value 
of this data series is between the mean score of the fith and the sixth companies, i.e. BBNI and SMGR, that is (0.20 
+ 0.21) : 2 = 0.205. The lower limit is {0.205 – (20% x 0.205)} = 0.164. And the upper limit is {0.205 + (20% x 0.205)} 
= 0.246. Thus, the constraints of the classification are as follow:

a) Low performer  :  < 0.164
b) Medium performer  :  0.164 – 0.246
c) High performer  :  > 0.246

Based on the range, there are no low CSR performers, it shows that all of companies have been performing 
quite well in terms of their CSR initiatives, and most of them are ranked as medium performers, i.e. WIKA (0.18), 
BBCA (0.19), BBRI (0.20), UNVR (0.20), BBNI (0.20), SMGR (0.21), JSMR (0.23), UNTR (0.24); and the high CSR 
performers are ASII (0.25) and BMRI (0.33).

Thus, based on the CSR Disclosure Index of Economic, Environmental, Social, and All aspects, we can create a 
mapping of CSR performance for companies listed in SRI-KEHATI Index of Indonesia Stock Exchange within 2015-
2019 as seen on Table 5:

Table 5. Mapping of CSR Performance of SRI-KEHATI Index within 2015-2019

NO. Company
Category of Performance

Economic Environmental Social All Aspects
1 ASII medium high medium high
2 BBCA low medium medium medium
3 BBNI medium medium medium medium
4 BBRI medium low medium medium
5 BMRI medium medium high high
6 JSMR medium medium high medium
7 SMGR medium high low medium
8 UNTR medium medium medium medium
9 UNVR low medium medium medium

10 WIKA high low medium medium

5. CONCLUSION
Based on the mapping of CSR performance of SRI-KEHATI Index within 2015-2019, it can be seen that there five 
companies that have been categorized into high performers, i.e. ASII in environmental and all aspects, BMRI 
in social and all aspects, JSMR in social aspect, SMGR in environmental aspect, and WIKA in economic aspect. 
However, although SMGR and WIKA are categorized in high performers, yet SMGR is still low in social aspect, 
and WIKA is still low in economic aspect. Thus, the practical suggestion based on the results of this research is to 
improve CSR performance in terms of economic aspect for BBCA and UNVR, environmental aspect for BBRI and 
WIKA, and social aspect for SMGR. The implication for further research is to relate the CSR performance with 
other variables, such as financial performance of the companies.
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Abstract

Regional and Commercial Banks are institutions that have important role as intermediary for various fields related 
to development of regional and country’s economy so that it really requires great attention which can be seen 
from the bank health. This study aims to examine Regional and Commercial Banks Health level of their financial 
performance ratios (Capital Adequacy Ratio, Non-Performing Loan, Return on Assets, Return on Equity, Net Inter-
est Margin, Operational Cost of Operating Income, Loan to Deposit Ratio) after the third global economic crisis 
(from 2009 to 2019) by using the Chow Test and Hausman Test. Population of this study was 97 banks and 76 
samples which were selected using purposive sampling technique. Based on the results, it can be seen from its 
ratios and after the global economic crisis, Regional and Commercial Banks have six very healthy financial ratios, 
while the Loan to Deposit Ratio is quite healthy both in terms of ratio and time. The Chow Test and Hausman Test 
show that all ratios have a significant effect, except for the ratio of Non-Performing Loan at Regional Banks and 
Capital Adequacy Ratio at Commercial Banks with adjusted R-squared of 63% and 87%. Comparison of the health 
of Regional t Banks and Commercial Banks shows that Regional Banks tend to have very healthy performance. It 
is hoped that this research can provide input for improving the performance of banks in Indonesia so as to reduce 
the problems faced by banks, especially after the economic crisis.

Keywords: Regional Bank, Commercial Bank, Capital Adequacy Ratio, Non-Performing Loan,  Return on 
Assets,  Return on Equity, Net Interest Margin, Operational Cost of  Operating Income, Loan to Deposit Ra-
tio, Chow Test, and Hausman Test.

1. INTRODUCTION
Law of the Republic of Indonesia No 10/1998 stated bank is a business entity that functions to collect public funds 
in the form of deposits, then distributed to the public in various forms such as credit with the aim of improving 
the standard of society (Hery, 2020). So, indirectly, banks have a very large role in the economic activity of a 
country so that the progress of banking in a country can be used as a benchmark for the progress of the country 
concerned. The more developed a country is, the greater the role of banks in controlling the country and this 
shows that the government and society really need the banking sector (Kasmir, 2016).

Along with economic progress, banks must also be able to create various products and services that can facilitate 
and satisfy their customers. So that banks are now a financial institution that can facilitate and expedite the 
economic activities of the community as well as what happens to Regional Banks in their respective regions 
(Kamal, 2019).

Currently, Indonesia has several types of banks as regulated by the Banking Law No 14/1967 and Regional Banks 
are included in the category of commercial banks based on their function classification (Kasmir, 2016). And 
the Regional Bank is a commercial bank that shares are owned by the provincial government, where indirectly 
the Regional Bank plays a very large role in regional development so, its function as a partner of the provincial 
government in supporting work programs in the financial sector. Thus, the government really hopes that the 
Regional Bank can assist the government in accelerating regional development because Regional Banks also have 
factors of proximity, cultural understanding, and regional sociology of their customers.

Investor Magazine 2019 reported that 9 (Nine) Regional Banks became the Best Banks in 2019 and this proves 
Regional Banks have been able to compete with other banks in Indonesia. From 2016 to 2019, Regional 
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Development Banks had the lowest assets in 2016 amounting to 5,622,275 billion rupiah and the highest assets 
were in 2019 amounting to 112,250,729 billion rupiah. During the past 4 (four) years, the total assets owned 
by Regional Banks have tended to increase by around 5.6% - 7.9%. This condition shows the seriousness of the 
Regional Bank in Indonesia to progress and strengthen its presence in the community.

In order to maintain progress and existence in society, Regional Banks and Commercial Banks need to pay 
attention to the assessment of their soundness level as stated in Bank Indonesia Regulation No. 6/10 / PBI / 2004 
and Bank Indonesia Regulation No. 13/1 / PBI / 2011 (Octafilia & Wijaya, 2019).

Assessment of the health level of a bank is an assessment to see the ability of a bank to carry out all its operational 
activities in accordance with applicable banking regulations (Saputra, 2016). One of the indicators that assesses 
the health of a bank is the financial statement of the bank concerned because financial statements can show the 
bank’s overall financial condition, including its weaknesses and strengths (Gandawari, Areros, & Keles, 2016).

The occurrence of several times the global economic crisis has also had a major impact on the Indonesian banking 
sector so that the government needs to be more strict in monitoring the soundness of banks. Where to assess the 
health of a bank can see various aspects including the capital aspect represented by the Capital Adequacy Ratio 
(CAR), the earning aspect which includes Return on Assets (ROA), Return on Equity (ROE), Net Interest Margin 
(NIM), Non-Performing Loan (NPL), and Operational Cost of Operating Income (BOPO), as well as the liquidity 
aspect which includes the Loan to Deposit Ratio (LDR) (Anggraeni & Sudarno, 2010; Gandawari et al., 2016).

Previous research that also examined the health of banks in Indonesia used different methods (CAMEL, CAMELS, 
and RGEC) and also different periods. In general, there are still few studies that examine the health of Regional 
Banks both individually and as a whole and are supported by the Chow Test and Hausman Test.

Based on the description above, the purpose of this study is to analyze the health performance of Regional 
Development Banks after the 2008 global economic crisis using the Chow Test and the Hausman Test.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Regional Bank is a financial institution that has a role as a regional economic developer as well as a regional 
economic development driver in order to improve the standard of living of the community, provide financing for 
regional development, raise funds and implement and save regional treasury. This is supported by KEPMENDAGRI 
No. 62 of 1999 concerning Guidelines for the Organization and Work Procedure of Regional Banks, article 2 which 
states that the Regional Bank is a financial institution that aims to support economic development and drive 
regional development (Anan & Albarqis, 2017).

Commercial Bank is a bank that has conventional business activities and / or is based on sharia principles through 
the provision of services in financial transaction activities (Tridiyani, 2011)Non Performing Loan (NPL where is a 
bank that in its operational activities applies interest method and can obtain funds from outside parties in the 
form of demand deposits, deposit on call, transfer funds, shares and obligation. Conventional bank operational 
activities are done by producing various products that can raise public funds, channel funds that have been 
collected, and provide financial services (Octafilia & Wijaya, 2020)dari CAMEL, CAMELS menjadi RGEC merupakan 
strategi Bank Indonesia dalam rangka melindungi sektor perbankan yang rentan terhadap krisis ekonomi. Menarik 
karena metode RGEC baru diterapkan di sektor perbankan Indonesia dan diketahui dari penelitian internasional 
yang masih menggunakan CAMELS seperti Vietnam, Afrika Selatan, India dan Bangladesh. Penelitian ini bertujuan 
untuk menganalisis bank kesehatan konvensional di Indonesia dengan mengkombinasikan metode CAMELS dan 
RGEC; aset, rentabilitas, likuiditas, solvabilitas, dan sensitivitas risiko pasar. Objek penelitian ini adalah bank 
konvensional di Indonesia dengan sampel sebanyak 50 bank dan periode penelitian tahun 2012 hingga 2017. 
Hasil penelitian menunjukkan bahwa rasio aset yang diwakili oleh Capital Adequacy Ratio dan Net Interest Margin 
sebagian besar berada pada komposit 1 dan 2. tingkat. Rasio rentabilitas yang diwakili oleh Return on Assets 
dan Net Profit Margin berada pada level komposit 1 dan 3, sedangkan Loan to Deposit Ratio dan Net Performing 
Loan yang mewakili rasio likuiditas sebagian besar berada pada komposit level 1. Kemudian rasio solvabilitas 
diwakili oleh Biaya Operasional. Rasio Pendapatan Operasional dan sensitivitas risiko pasar diwakili oleh Risiko 
Suku Bunga berada pada komposit level 1 secara umum. Artinya bank kesehatan konvensional di Indonesia dari 
tahun 2012 hingga 2017 sangat sehat atau memadai. Dari hasil penelitian ini diharapkan dapat meningkatkan 
kepercayaan masyarakat terhadap perbankan sehingga dapat meningkatkan investasi masyarakat di bank yang 
secara langsung dapat mendukung pertumbuhan ekonomi Indonesia.”,”author”:[{“dropping-particle”:””,”fam
ily”:”Octafilia”,”given”:”Yusnita”,”non-dropping-particle”:””,”parse-names”:false,”suffix”:””},{“dropping-parti
cle”:””,”family”:”Wijaya”,”given”:”Evelyn”,”non-dropping-particle”:””,”parse-names”:false,”suffix”:””}],”contai
ner-title”:”Advances in Economics, Business and Management Research, volume 132 6th Annual International 
Conference on Management Research (AICMaR 2019.

Analysis of bank financial ratios is a form of reporting that provides an overview of the financial condition, 
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health and business achievements of the bank which aims to analyze the internal and financial conditions of the 
bank, both in general and specifically. The financial statements presented show several financial ratios including 
liquidity ratios, activity ratios, profitability ratios, solvency ratios (leverage ratios), and firm value ratios (Mirdhani 
& Budiyanto, 2014).

This study uses the ratios contained in each Regional Bank annual report, namely the capital ratio represented 
by the Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR), the earnings ratio represented by Return on Equity (ROE), Return on Assets 
(ROA), Net Interest Margin (NIM). ), and the Operational Cost of Operating Income as well as the liquidity ratio 
represented by Non-Performing Loans (NPL) and Loan to Deposit Ratio (LDR).

Capital is one of the most important factors for a bank is having sufficient capital where capital is used to assess 
a bank’s ability to meet its capital. Capital ratio is a ratio to show a bank’s ability to provide funds so that it can 
overcome the risk of loss (Saputra, 2016; Syahputra & Saragih, 2018). The capital ratio in this study uses the 
Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR).

Table 1. CAR Ranking Criteria Matrix

Level Description Criteria
1 Very Health CAR > 15%
2 Health 9% < CAR < 15%
3 Pretty Health 8% < CAR < 9%
4 Less Health 6% < CAR < 8%
5 Un-Health CAR < 6%

Source: Surat Edaran BI No. 6/23/DPNP tahun 2004, 2020

Earning or rentability is one of the factors used in measuring the soundness of a bank which includes performance, 
resources, sustainability, and profitability management. Rentability is a ratio used to assess a bank’s ability to 
generate profits (Suhartono, ZA, & Azizah, 2017; Widyaningrum, Suhadak, & Topowijono, 2014)Faktor profil 
risiko, risiko kredit dengan menggunakan rasio Net Performing Loan (NPL. Rentability ratios in this study use 
Return on Equity (ROE), Return on Assets (ROA), Net Interest Margin (NIM), and Operational Costs to Operating 
Income (BOPO).

Table 2. ROE Ranking Criteria Matrix 

Level Description Criteria
1 Very Health ROE > 20%
2 Health ROE > 12,5% - 20%
3 Pretty Health 0,5% - 12,5%
4 Less Health 0% < ROE < 0,5%
5 Un-Health ROE NEGATIF

Sourcer: Surat Edaran BI No. 6/23/DPNP tahun 2004, 2020

Table 3. ROA Ranking Criteria Matrix 

Level Description Criteria
1 Very Health ROA > 1,5%
2 Health 1,25% < ROA < 1,5%
3 Pretty Health 0,5% < ROA < 1,25%
4 Less Health 0% < ROA < 0,5%
5 Un-Health ROA < 0%

Source: Surat Edaran BI No. 6/23/DPNP tahun 2004, 2020
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Table 4. NIM Ranking Criteria Matrix 

Level Description Criteria
1 Very Health 3% < NIM
2 Health 2% < NIM < 3%
3 Pretty Health 1,5% < NIM < 2%
4 Less Health 1% < NIM < 1,5%
5 Un-Health NIM < 1%

Source: Surat Edaran BI No. 6/23/DPNP tahun 2004, 2020

Table 5. BOPO Ranking Criteria Matrix 

Level Description Criteria
1 Very Health 83% < BOPO < 88%
2 Health 89% < BOPO < 93%
3 Pretty Health 94% < BOPO < 96%
4 Less Health 97% < BOPO < 100%
5 Un-Health BOPO < 100%

Source: Surat Edaran BI No. 6/23/DPNP tahun 2004, 2020

Liquidity is an assessment of a bank’s ability to pay all its obligations and fulfill all credit applications that are 
eligible for funding (Yanti, Suwendra, & Susila, 2014). This study uses the ratio of Non-Performing Loan (NPL) and 
Loan to Deposit Ratio (LDR).

Table 6. NPL Ranking Criteria Matrix 

Level Description Criteria
1 Very Health NPL < 2%
2 Health 2% < NPL < 5%
3 Pretty Health 5% < NPL < 8%
4 Less Health 8% < NPL < 12%
5 Un-Health NPL > 12%

Source: Surat Edaran BI No. 6/23/DPNP tahun 2004, 2020

Table 7. LDR ranking Criteria Matrix 

Level Description Criteria
1 Very Health LDR < 75%
2 Health 75% < LDR < 85%
3 Pretty Health 85% < LDR < 100%
4 Less Health 100% < LDR < 120%
5 Un-Health LDR > 120%

Source: Surat Edaran BI No. 6/23/DPNP tahun 2004, 2020

3. METHOD
The data in this study is secondary data where the source of data is from various documents in the form of 
books, journals, articles, annual reports and banking financial reports which are the object of research and other 
documents obtained from various media, including the internet.

This study employed purposive sampling data collection technique. Purposive sampling is a technique to 
determine the research samples based on certain considerations or criteria. The criteria used in this study are 
complete banking financial statements from 2009 to 2019.
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The population used in this study is regional and conventional banking companies that have financial statements 
from the period of 2009 to 2019 totaling 96 banks. Meanwhile, the banks that became the sample of this study 
amounted to 69 banks after being selected using several criteria.

The criteria used in determining the sample are (1) regional and conventional banking companies with the 
2009-2019 period, (2) banks that have complete financial statements for the period of 2009 to 2019 (Octafilia & 
Wijaya, 2020)dari CAMEL, CAMELS menjadi RGEC merupakan strategi Bank Indonesia dalam rangka melindungi 
sektor perbankan yang rentan terhadap krisis ekonomi. Menarik karena metode RGEC baru diterapkan di sektor 
perbankan Indonesia dan diketahui dari penelitian internasional yang masih menggunakan CAMELS seperti 
Vietnam, Afrika Selatan, India dan Bangladesh. Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk menganalisis bank kesehatan 
konvensional di Indonesia dengan mengkombinasikan metode CAMELS dan RGEC; aset, rentabilitas, likuiditas, 
solvabilitas, dan sensitivitas risiko pasar. Objek penelitian ini adalah bank konvensional di Indonesia dengan 
sampel sebanyak 50 bank dan periode penelitian tahun 2012 hingga 2017. Hasil penelitian menunjukkan bahwa 
rasio aset yang diwakili oleh Capital Adequacy Ratio dan Net Interest Margin sebagian besar berada pada komposit 
1 dan 2. tingkat. Rasio rentabilitas yang diwakili oleh Return on Assets dan Net Profit Margin berada pada level 
komposit 1 dan 3, sedangkan Loan to Deposit Ratio dan Net Performing Loan yang mewakili rasio likuiditas 
sebagian besar berada pada komposit level 1. Kemudian rasio solvabilitas diwakili oleh Biaya Operasional. Rasio 
Pendapatan Operasional dan sensitivitas risiko pasar diwakili oleh Risiko Suku Bunga berada pada komposit 
level 1 secara umum. Artinya bank kesehatan konvensional di Indonesia dari tahun 2012 hingga 2017 sangat 
sehat atau memadai. Dari hasil penelitian ini diharapkan dapat meningkatkan kepercayaan masyarakat terhadap 
perbankan sehingga dapat meningkatkan investasi masyarakat di bank yang secara langsung dapat mendukung 
pertumbuhan ekonomi Indonesia.”,”author”:[{“dropping-particle”:””,”family”:”Octafilia”,”given”:”Yusnita”,”non-
dropping-particle”:””,”parse-names”:false,”suffix”:””},{“dropping-particle”:””,”family”:”Wijaya”,”given”:”Evelyn”
,”non-dropping-particle”:””,”parse-names”:false,”suffix”:””}],”container-title”:”Advances in Economics, Business 
and Management Research, volume 132 6th Annual International Conference on Management Research (AICMaR 
2019.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The sample used in this study is a Regional Development Bank registered with Bank Indonesia for the period 2009 
to 2019, is included in the category of commercial banks, and has complete data.

Table 1. Regional Bank Financial Ratio

NO NAMA BANK CAR NPL ROA ROE NIM BOPO LDR

1 BANK ACEH 19,56 0,88 2,78 22,20 7,53 77,31 80,31

2 BANK DKI 19,11 2,53 2,11 17,58 6,04 80,89 82,21

3 B A N K 
KALTENG

25,66 0,28 3,70 23,31 8,87 66,19 86,56

4 B A N K 
KALTIMTARA

21,39 2,26 3,02 16,38 6,71 72,26 80,57

5 B A N K 
LAMPUNG

21,01 0,57 3,02 28,05 6,45 74,04 94,82

6 BANK BPD 
BALI

18,61 0,56 3,68 25,98 7,67 67,67 92,81

7 B A N K 
BENGKULU

20,07 0,12 3,22 26,64 9,80 76,31 92,19

8 BANK BJB 17,88 0,65 2,34 21,94 6,95 81,05 86,32

9 BANK JAMBI 25,02 0,17 3,62 26,10 8,59 67,45 95,76

10 BANK JATENG 17,10 1,21 2,78 26,44 7,62 76,03 88,47

11 BANK JATIM 22,32 2,96 3,58 22,44 7,08 68,37 78,96

12 BANK KALBAR 19,89 0,65 3,23 24,47 8,79 73,10 84,01

13 BANK KALSEL 20,27 3,05 2,35 17,42 6,70 77,74 84,97

14 BANK NTB 22,87 0,39 4,27 25,67 9,15 71,66 98,85

15 BANK NTT 21,99 0,76 3,48 21,20 9,66 71,74 100,39

16 BANK PAPUA 23,66 5,91 1,90 13,50 7,24 82,30 69,35

17 B A N K 
RIAUKEPRI

20,82 0,32 2,63 20,37 6,77 75,68 89,17
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18 BANK SULTRA 26,30 0,56 4,75 28,46 9,46 67,88 97,84

19 B A N K 
SULSEBAR

26,93 0,95 4,35 28,08 10,23 66,41 112,67

20 B A N K 
SULTENG

26,11 0,67 3,23 20,09 8,76 71,15 95,56

21 BANK SULUT 15,37 0,55 2,33 24,80 9,21 83,57 103,02

22 BANK NAGARI 17,19 1,60 2,41 21,97 7,42 80,58 95,64

23 B A N K 
SUMSELBABEL

16,51 2,42 2,15 17,55 8,26 81,23 81,12

24 BANK SUMUT 14,89 1,65 3,02 28,21 8,64 77,19 94,72

25 BANK BPD DIY 18,13 1,19 2,86 19,97 8,27 72,41 78,65
 Source: Processed Data, 2020

Table 1 shows that Regional Banks are in composite rank 1 on the ratio of Capital Adequacy Ratio, Return on 
Assets, Net Interest Margin, Operational Cost of Operating Income, and Loan to Deposit Ratio which means that 
these five (5) ratios are in very healthy condition. The Return on Assets Ratio is ranked 1/2, indicating that this 
ratio is in a very healthy condition. Meanwhile, the ratio of Non-Performing Loan is in the composite 1-3 which 
indicates that this ratio is in a very healthy, healthy, or fairly healthy condition.

Table 2. Commercial Bank Financial Ratio

NO NAMA BANK CAR NPL ROA ROE NIM BOPO LDR

1 BANK NEGARA INDONESIA 
(PERSERO) TBK

17,60 0,74 2,74 18,61 5,85 56,49 81,76

2 BANK RAKYAT INDONESIA 
(PERSERO) TBK

18,58 1,13 4,28 24,53 8,50 52,01 83,88

3 BANK TABUNGAN NEGARA 
(PERSERO) TBK

17,54 2,45 1,54 15,21 4,94 67,12 105,25

4 BANK MANDIRI (PERSERO) 
TBK

17,75 0,66 3,15 20,36 5,61 50,66 81,08

5 BANK RAKYAT INDONESIA 
AGRONIAGA TBK

21,22 1,78 1,21 9,35 4,60 68,51 84,78

6 BANK ARTHA GRAHA 
INTERNASIONAL TBK

16,28 2,14 0,51 6,57 4,56 96,15 81,98

7 BANK BUKOPIN TBK 13,47 2,97 1,11 12,21 3,70 89,69 82,56

8 BANK BUMI ARTA 22,63 0,71 1,73 13,14 5,58 68,15 75,54

9 BANK MNC INTERNATIONAL 
TBK

14,30 3,64 -0,78 -6,73 4,29 107,61 81,85

10 BANK CENTRAL ASIA TBK 18,11 0,26 3,51 21,29 6,15 52,21 71,50

11 BANK CIMB NIAGA TBK 16,42 1,62 1,83 12,75 5,67 64,38 95,83

12 BANK DANAMON 
INDONESIA TBK

20,16 1,13 2,22 12,04 9,46 61,38 94,37

13 BANK GANESHA 21,54 1,46 0,71 6,68 5,15 74,42 74,69

14 BANK WOORI SAUDARA 
INDONESIA 1906 TBK

19,46 0,99 2,12 13,01 5,35 51,32 105,18

15 BANK INDEX SELINDO 18,83 1,11 1,80 13,93 5,09 62,30 86,61

16 BANK MAYBANK INDONESIA 
TBK

15,49 1,65 1,25 10,32 5,19 66,96 90,21

17 BANK QNB INDONESIA TBK 20,82 1,62 -1,02 -2,97 3,34 105,34 86,05

18 BANK MASPION INDONESIA 18,76 0,85 1,43 7,71 5,11 88,45 86,72

19 BANK MAYAPADA 
INTERNASIONAL TBK

14,54 2,03 1,64 17,13 5,18 66,62 85,58

20 BANK MEGA TBK 19,30 1,92 2,14 14,69 5,57 63,94 60,51

21 BANK MUAMALAT 
INDONESIA TBK

12,66 3,32 0,62 12,36 3,72 74,14 87,04

22 BANK J TRUST INDONESIA 
TBK

12,89 3,78 -1,32 -2,30 1,52 113,35 80,28
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23 BANK OCBC NISP TBK 18,71 0,70 1,92 12,14 4,62 52,65 89,43

24 BANK PAN INDONESIA TBK 19,14 0,85 1,83 12,43 4,48 64,27 91,68

25 BANK PERMATA TBK 15,64 1,13 0,68 9,97 4,49 74,82 87,39

26 BANK SINARMAS TBK 17,07 2,18 1,14 9,37 6,21 72,35 78,90

27 BANK UOB INDONESIA 17,75 1,91 1,70 11,43 4,60 72,12 91,65

28 BANK BNP PARIBAS 
INDONESIA

24,17 0,51 2,01 9,77 2,97 71,63 130,34

29 BANK CAPITAL INDONESIA 22,03 1,26 1,01 7,70 4,23 90,32 54,48

30 BANK RESONA PERDANIA 20,33 1,19 2,05 11,80 3,50 79,73 136,68

31 BANK AGRIS 17,70 1,97 0,79 -0,06 4,06 100,38 83,31

32 BANK ARTOS INDONESIA 35,46 2,47 -2,15 -2,71 5,37 102,95 86,63

33 BANK JASA JAKARTA 26,92 0,11 2,63 13,40 4,20 62,89 86,86

34 BANK KESEJAHTERAAN 
EKONOMI

14,20 1,23 1,20 6,53 6,12 73,24 91,82

35 BANK INA PERDANA TBK 30,50 1,32 0,96 8,64 4,58 73,13 77,80

36 BANK HARDA 
INTERNASIONAL TBK

16,66 2,58 -0,14 7,23 4,94 81,42 85,23

37 BANK FAMA 
INTERNASIONAL

26,22 3,30 3,08 12,41 5,50 65,26 92,43

38 BANK SAHABAT 
SAMPOERNA

24,46 2,43 1,24 9,68 5,95 75,39 87,72

39 BANK MAYORA 23,62 1,11 0,74 7,52 4,51 73,51 74,02

40 BANK MULTI ARTA SENTOSA 41,10 1,49 1,83 12,32 4,67 67,16 81,97

41 BANK NATIONALNOBU TBK 312,36 0,23 0,89 2,01 4,46 89,22 63,25

42 BANK TABUNGAN 
PENSIUNAN NASIONAL TBK

22,61 0,48 3,47 19,55 11,77 56,49 98,17

43 BANK VICTORIA 
INTERNASIONAL TBK

17,85 1,85 1,13 10,54 2,00 71,19 65,95

44 BANK YUDHA BHAKTI 17,13 3,30 0,79 4,94 5,91 73,76 88,33
        Source: Processed Data, 2020

Commercial Bank Financial Ratio shown in Table 2 shows that the Capital Adequacy Ratio and Operational Cost of 
Operating Income are in composite 1, which is very healthy. The Non-Performing Loan ratio is in the ½ composite 
which means very healthy / healthy, while the Net Interest Margin ratio is between 1-3 composites which is very 
healthy Loan to Deposit Ratio. The Return on Assets and Return on Equity ratios are in the 1st, 2nd, and 5th rank, 
which means that the two ratios are still in an unhealthy condition. Meanwhile, the Loan to Deposit Ratio is in the 
composite 1-5, which means that this ratio is in a very healthy to unhealthy condition.

Table 3. Regional Bank Financial Performance in 2009 - 2019

NO RASIO 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

1 CAR 21,30 19,54 18,02 18,91 19,06 19,89 22,26 22,11 22,42 22,61 22,10

2 NPL 1,11 0,92 0,83 1,15 0,98 1,41 1,59 1,83 1,88 1,41 1,35

3 ROA 3,70 4,17 3,37 3,15 3,32 3,12 2,76 2,82 2,60 2,45 2,31

4 ROE 26,50 30,62 26,45 26,61 26,16 23,47 21,44 19,71 17,72 16,20 15,41

5 NIM 9,68 10,37 8,74 7,60 8,28 7,91 7,37 7,84 7,29 7,10 6,64

6 BOPO 71,37 70,79 72,90 73,34 71,20 74,43 76,33 76,32 76,56 77,48 77,78

7 LDR 88,20 83,71 72,28 85,38 96,19 92,99 94,58 96,82 90,74 92,37 88,53
 Source: Processed Data, 2020

Table 3 shows the financial performance of Regional Banks after the global economic crisis in 2008 where the 
ratio of Capital Adequacy Ratio, Non-Performing Loan, Return on Assets, Net Interest Margin, and Operational 
Cost of Operating Income were in very healthy condition. Meanwhile, the Return on Equity ratio was in a very 
healthy condition from 2009 to 2015 but changed to a healthy condition from 2016 to 2019. The Loan to Deposit 
Ratio is the only ratio that tends to be in a fairly healthy condition during 2009 to 2019. with 2019.
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Table 4. Commercial Bank Financial Performance in 2009 - 2019

NO RASIO 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

1 CAR 76,89 29,11 19,33 19,18 22,04 19,00 19,81 21,65 21,94 21,66 24,39

2 NPL 1,84 1,46 1,18 1,20 1,03 1,65 1,60 1,71 1,86 2,06 2,30

3 ROA 1,70 2,00 1,88 1,84 1,66 1,36 1,14 1,02 1,00 1,00 0,70

4 ROE 25,51 16,52 14,91 14,10 9,37 7,39 6,55 4,20 4,83 5,67 1,51

5 NIM 5,66 5,79 5,43 5,35 5,13 4,60 4,89 5,12 4,85 4,83 4,18

6 BOPO 34,96 34,51 37,26 80,51 83,81 87,07 88,73 90,12 90,55 89,19 94,54

7 LDR 78,28 80,27 81,37 85,53 88,24 87,10 91,41 88,57 86,64 90,29 88,12
 Source: Processed Data, 2020

Based on Table 4, it can be seen that the financial performance of Commercial Banks from 2009 to 2019 where 
the Capital Adequacy Ratio, Net Interest Margin, and Operational Cost of Operating Income are in very healthy 
condition. Meanwhile, the Non-Performing Loan ratio was in a very healthy condition from 2009 to 2017 and was 
in a healthy condition in 2018 and 2019. The Return on Assets ratio is a ratio that tends to be in a very healthy 
condition in the 5 years after the global economic crisis and has been in good health since 2014. The Return 
on Equity ratio was only in a healthy condition in 2019, while after the crisis until 2018, it was in a very healthy 
condition. For three consecutive years after the crisis, the Loan to Deposit Ratio has shown a healthy condition 
and from 2012 to 2019 it has been in a fairly healthy condition.

Table 5. Regional Bank Chow Test Result

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  
C 5.695150 0.478870 11.89288 0.0000

CAR 0.019267 0.005498 3.504120 0.0005
NPL 0.018800 0.016233 1.158096 0.2478
ROE 0.046586 0.004800 9.704528 0.0000
NIM 0.111685 0.014223 7.852369 0.0000

BOPO -0.075677 0.004414 -17.14547 0.0000
LDR 0.006997 0.001706 4.101882 0.0001

  Source: Processed Data, 2020

The Chow Test result of the Regional Bank in Table 5 shows that the Capital Adequacy Ratio, Return on Equity, Net 
Interest Margin, and Loan to Deposit Ratio have a significant positive effect, while the Non-Performing Loan ratio 
has a positive and insignificant effect, and the Operational Cost to Operating Income has an significant negative 
effect to Return on Assets with a significance level of below 1%.

Table 6. Commercial Bank Chow Test Result

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  
C 0.488634 0.353467 1.382404 0.1675

CAR 0.000400 0.000477 0.839879 0.4014
NPL -0.231647 0.041973 -5.518992 0.0000
ROE 0.031186 0.002614 11.92945 0.0000
NIM 0.207942 0.030978 6.712572 0.0000

BOPO -0.016855 0.001940 -8.690219 0.0000
LDR 0.013259 0.002939 4.511126 0.0000

  Source: Processed Data, 2020

Based on Table 6, the Chow Test result of the Commercial Bank shows that the Capital Adequacy Ratio has 
no significant effect, then Return on Equity, Net Interest Margin, and Loan to Deposit Ratio have a significant 
positive effect, while the Non-Performing Loan and Operational Cost to Operating Income ratios have a significant 
negative effect on Return on Assets with a significance level of below 1%.
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Table 7. Regional Bank Hausman Test Result 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  

C 5.665357 0.496759 11.40463 0.0000
CAR 0.021427 0.005759 3.720686 0.0002
NPL 0.018344 0.016788 1.092653 0.2756
ROE 0.042347 0.005283 8.016198 0.0000
NIM 0.077998 0.015699 4.968292 0.0000
BOPO -0.076222 0.004444 -17.15147 0.0000
LDR 0.011379 0.001974 5.763552 0.0000

Source: Processed Data, 2020

The results of the Hausman Test for Regional Banks in Table 5 shows that the Capital Adequacy Ratio, Return on 
Equity, Net Interest Margin, and Loan to Deposit Ratio have a significant positive effect, while the Non-Performing 
Loan ratio has a positive and insignificant effect, and the Operational Cost to Operating Income has an significant 
negative effect towards Return on Assets with a significance level of below 1%.

Table 8. Commercial Bank Hausman Test Result

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.  

C 2.064786 0.375438 5.499680 0.0000
CAR 0.000960 0.000460 2.088000 0.0374

NPL -0.135135 0.041717 -3.239340 0.0013
ROE 0.031158 0.002504 12.44199 0.0000
NIM 0.192316 0.029730 6.468645 0.0000
BOPO -0.032267 0.002537 -12.71832 0.0000
LDR 0.007074 0.002869 2.465932 0.0141

 Source: Processed Data, 2020

Table 8 shows the results of the Hausman Test for Commercial Banks where the Capital Adequacy Ratio, Return on 
Equity, Net Interest Margin, and Loan to Deposit Ratio have a significant positive effect, while the Non-Performing 
Loan and Operational Cost to Operating Income ratios have a significant negative effect on Return on Assets with 
significance level below 1%.

Table 9. Regional Bank Koefisien Determinasi (R2) Result

R-squared 0.867284     Mean dependent var 3.063601
Adjusted R-squared 0.864430     S.D. dependent var 1.084440
S.E. of regression 0.399288     Akaike info criterion 1.025906
Sum squared resid 44.48133     Schwarz criterion 1.115388
Log likelihood -139.7045     Hannan-Quinn criter. 1.061773
F-statistic 303.8733     Durbin-Watson stat 1.869085
Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000

Source: Processed Data, 2020

The adjusted R2 results in Table 9 show that the ratio of Capital Adequacy Ratio, Non-Performing Loan, Return on 
Equity, Net Interest Margin, Operational Cost of Operating Income, Loan to Deposit Ratio of Regional Development 
Banks has an effect of 86% on Return on Assets. So that 14% Return on Assets is influenced by other factors not 
examined in this study.
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Table 10. Commercial Bank Koefisien Determinasi (R2) Result

R-squared 0.665725     Mean dependent var 1.388716
Adjusted R-squared 0.627897     S.D. dependent var 1.806961
S.E. of regression 1.102250     Akaike info criterion 3.130344
Sum squared resid 526.0754     Schwarz criterion 3.563058
Log likelihood -705.9782     Hannan-Quinn criter. 3.300390
F-statistic 17.59881     Durbin-Watson stat 2.377146
Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000

Source: Processed Data, 2020

Table 10 shows the results of the adjusted R2 Capital Adequacy Ratio, Non-Performing Loan, Return on Equity, 
Net Interest Margin, Operational Cost of Operating Income, Commercial Bank Loan to Deposit Ratio 63% effect on 
Return on Assets. So that 37% Return on Assets is influenced by other factors not examined in this study.

5. DISCUSSION
Overall, the performance of all financial ratios of Regional Banks, both in terms of the ratio, and after the global 
economic crisis in 2008 were in a very healthy condition so that it can be concluded that the performance of 
Regional Banks is very good.

Commercial banks show that the performance of all financial ratios for commercial banks is in a very healthy 
condition, even though there are some ratios that are still in unhealthy and even unhealthy conditions. When 
viewed from the aftermath of the global economic crisis, commercial banks are in a very healthy, sound and 
healthy enough condition so that it can be concluded that the performance of commercial banks is good.

The results of the Chow Test and Hausman Test for Regional Banks show the same results where the Capital 
Adequacy Ratio, Return on Equity, Net Interest Margin, and Loan to Deposit Ratio have a significant positive effect, 
meaning that these ratios increase or decrease these ratios very much. increase / decrease assets. Meanwhile, 
the Non-Performing Loan ratio has a positive and insignificant effect, meaning that the increase / decrease in this 
ratio will not have a significant effect on assets, and the Operational Cost to Operating Income has a significant 
negative effect on Return on Assets, meaning that a decrease in this ratio will greatly affect the increase in assets 
and vice versa.

The results of the Chow Test and Hausman Test for Commercial Banks show different results where the Capital 
Adequacy Ratio has no significant effect, meaning that the increase / decrease in this ratio has no effect on assets, 
while the Capital Adequacy Ratio, Return on Equity, Net Interest Margin, and Loan to Deposit Ratio have a positive 
effect. This means that the increase / decrease in these ratios will greatly affect the increase / decrease in assets. 
, while the ratio of Non-Performing Loans and Operational Cost to Operating Income has a significant negative 
effect on Return on Assets, which means that the increase in these two ratios will greatly affect the decline in 
assets, and vice versa.

The results of the adjusted R2 of Regional Banks show that the Capital Adequacy Ratio, Non-Performing Loan, 
Return on Equity, Net Interest Margin, Operational Cost of Operating Income, Regional Development Bank Loan 
to Deposit Ratio have an effect of 86% on Return on Assets. Meanwhile, the adjusted R2 results of Commercial 
Banks have an effect of 63% on Return on Assets. This means that the ratio of this study has a greater influence on 
the Return on Assets of Regional Banks, which means that it supports the results of the analysis based on the ratio 
and the study period as well as the results of the Chow Test and Hausman Test. Likewise, the adjusted R2 results 
for commercial banks which are not as big as regional development banks have been supported by the results of 
the analysis based on the ratio and the study period as well as the results of the Chow Test and Hausman Test.

6. CONCLUSION
This study can conclude that (1) The financial ratio performance of Regional Banks is generally in very good 
condition and the financial ratio performance of Commercial Banks is in good condition. (2) After the global 
economic crisis in 2008, the financial performance of Regional Banks and Commercial Banks showed very healthy 
conditions. (3) The results of the Chow Test and Hausman Test for Regional Banks show that the Capital Adequacy 
Ratio, Return on Equity, Net Interest Margin, and Loan to Deposit Ratio have a significant positive effect, while 
the Non-Performing Loan ratio has a positive and insignificant effect, and Operational Cost to Operating Income 
has a significant negative effect on Return on Assets. (4) The results of the Chow Test and Hausman Test for 
Commercial Banks show that the Capital Adequacy Ratio has a significant positive effect and has no effect, Return 
on Equity, Net Interest Margin, and Loan to Deposit Ratio have a significant positive effect, while the ratio of Non-
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Performing Loan and Operational Cost to Operating Income has a significant negative effect on Return on Assets.

There are several limitations to this study, such as (1) This research has the object of research for Regional Banks 
and Commercial Banks so that it cannot describe the condition of banking in Indonesia as a whole. (2) The 
financial ratios used to assess the health performance of a bank are Capital Adequacy Ratio, Non-Performing 
Loan, Return on Equity, Net Interest Margin, Operational Cost of Operating Income, Loan to Deposit Ratio, and 
Return on Assets while many other factors which is also used in assessing the health of a bank. (3) The period of 
this research is after the third global economic crisis in 2008, while the first and second global economic crises are 
not included in the research period so that they cannot describe the development of banking health in Indonesia 
since the onset of the global economic crisis.

The suggestions that can be given from this research are (1) For academics: the object of research is not only 
Regional Banks and Commercial Banks as well as the Capital Adequacy Ratio, Non-Performing Loan, Return on 
Equity, Net Interest Margin, Operational Cost of Operating Income, Loans to Deposit Ratio and Capital Adequacy 
Ratio with the period from the first global economic crisis to the third global economic crisis in order to describe 
banking conditions in Indonesia more thoroughly. (2) For the banking industry: in order to maintain a very healthy 
ratio and increase the ratio that is still in an unhealthy and unhealthy condition while still paying attention to 
other factors as a whole. (3) For investors: investors can make decisions to invest and increase their investment 
in Regional Banks and Commercial Banks.
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Abstract

This study examines the service-oriented Organizational citizen behavior of nurses in the regional general hospi-
tal dr. SOEDIRAN Mangun Sumarso District Wonogiri Central Jawa Province. The analysis was carried out using 
data from questionnaires distributed to 69 nurses. The results showed that there was a positive direct influence 
between organizational culture on service-oriented Organizational Citizenship Behavior of nurses with a path 
coefficient value of 0.345. Based on this research, it can be explained that to improve service-oriented Organiza-
tional citizen behavior nurses can be started by improving and continuing to improve the organizational culture 
that is applied in the hospital.

Keyword: Organizational Culture, service-oriented Organizational citizen behavior

1. INTRODUCTION
Health is one of the basic needs of citizens guaranteed by the 1945 Constitution in Article 34 point 3 which reads 
“The state is responsible for the provision of proper health service facilities and public service facilities. (Undang-
Undang Dasar, 1945). The local government is responsible for meeting the basic needs of the community. One 
of the responsibilities of local governments is to provide public hospitals as health facilities for the community 
(Grisleda & Tagor, 2007). The provision of health services by public hospitals emphasizes the service delivery 
system, which is delivering services to citizens whose costs are borne by the state budget. (Abidin & Banga, 2019). 
Types of health services in public hospitals consist of promotive health services, preventive health services, 
curative health services, and rehabilitative health services. The choice of service strategy and the type of service 
offered can be measured by the quality of service. Quality service is indicated by tangible, reliable, responsive, 
assurance, and empathy (Zeithaml et al., 2012).

Regional General Hospital (RSUD) dr. Soediran Mangun Sumarso has the task “RSUD has the main task of providing 
health services with efforts to cure, recover, improve, prevent, referral services, research, and development as 
well as community service (Mangun Sumarso, 2020). Providing quality services at regional public hospitals is not 
easy. The quality of public services at regional public hospitals is often questioned by the public as consumers. 
Based on the data obtained from the performance report of dr. Soediran Mangun Sumarso found the community 
satisfaction index as follows:

Table 1 Achievement of Year Performance of Dr. Soediran Mangun Sumarso Hospital

Based on the data above, it is obtained that the community satisfaction index has reached 82% for services at 
the dr. Soediran Mangun Summers. The aspects of the quality of public services in regional public hospitals that 
are often complained of by the community include inadequate waiting room facilities for patients in polyclinics, 
irregular queues, inadequate information facilities so that patients are sometimes confused, and the lack of 
explanation about their rights. -Patient rights and the hospital’s obligations in the service process. Health services 
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in hospitals that are run by government agencies have social motives, namely carrying out basic tasks, and finding 
solutions to overcome public health problems, although often possessed by political motives, where serving well 
is a political reputation.

However, to date, only a few studies have investigated the antecedent factors that studied service-oriented 
Organizational Citizenship Behavior in nurses, especially in Regional General Hospitals. One common limitation 
of previous investigations is the focus on OCB which can be widely applied in various positions, for example, 
punctuality and helping colleagues. Hospital is an institution whose services are provided by medical personnel 
such as doctors, nurses, and so on. Hospitals today are the main alternative for all people in all groups, from the 
lower, middle, to upper economies to undergo treatment

The concept of service quality has attracted a lot of attention from academics and practitioners, because of this 
quality of service will create loyalty. In addition to the quality of services and benefits sought, another factor 
that affects customer satisfaction and loyalty is service-oriented organizational citizenship behavior, which is the 
behavior shown by employees who do not only do because of their obligations and responsibilities, but employees 
also play a role that is more than what they are responsible for. answer without any reward or anything from the 
organization and solely for the benefit of achieving organizational goals (Harsono et al., 2020).

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1   SERVICE-ORIENTED ORGANIZATIONAL CITIZENSHIP BEHAVIOR
The concept of service quality has attracted a lot of attention from academics and practitioners, because of this 
quality of service will create loyalty. In addition to the quality of services and benefits sought, another factor 
that affects customer satisfaction and loyalty is Service-oriented organizational citizenship behavior (SOCBs), 
which is behavior shown by employees who do not only do because of their obligations and responsibilities but 
employees also do more than what they do. who become their responsibility without any reward or anything 
from the organization and solely for the sake of achieving organizational goals (Harsono et al., 2020).

Bettencourt, Gwinner, and Mauter (2001) service-oriented organizational citizenship behavior (SOCBs) have three 
dimensions, namely loyalty, service delivery, and participation. Loyalty, employees act as representatives of the 
organization and can improve or reduce the image of the organization. For service delivery, employees provide 
a strategic relationship between the external environment and the internal operations of the organization by 
providing information about client needs and improving service delivery. Participation, especially employee 
initiatives in communication, to improve service delivery of organizations, colleagues, and individuals for the 
company’s ability to meet changing client needs. So, for the survival of the company it is necessary to apply these 
three dimensions to every employee (Gwinner et al., 2005).

Bitner explains SOCBs as follows, service-oriented organizational citizenship behaviors (SOCBs) are service 
behaviors that go beyond prescribed roles and are believed to enhance customers’ experience and service quality 
(Bitner et al., 1990). Service-oriented organizational citizenship behaviors (SOCBs) are service behaviors that go 
beyond defined roles and are believed to enhance the experience and quality of service to customers. Gwinner 
further explained that service-oriented organizational citizenship behaviors as adaptive behaviors correspond to 
the notion that employees in the service context are expected to proactively evaluate their surrounding tasks and 
to modify their basic approaches in their interactions with customers (Gwinner et al., 2005). The extra attitude of 
an employee is working with maximum service orientation, apart from that (SOCBs) is the adaptive behavior of 
an employee that is following the idea that employees in the service context are expected to proactively evaluate 
their duties in addition to changing the approach according to the conditions the employee interacts with. with 
customers.

There have been many studies that prove that service-oriented organizational citizenship behaviors (SOCBs) can 
improve performance. Service-oriented organizational citizenship behaviors (SOCBs) represent discretionary 
and adaptive types of behavior (Gwinner et al., 2005) what depends on employee flexibility is the ability and 
willingness of employees to be flexible to meet the needs of a variety of patients. Service quality for employees, 
especially service-oriented OCBs, is an important source of an organization’s competitive advantage. Service-
oriented OCB focuses on being extra friendly, empathic, caring about the well-being of customers (i.e., communal 
characteristics), as well as solving problems, taking initiative when helping customers, and being conscientious.

While many service-oriented OCBs can be likened to communal behavior, such as showing extra care and 
empathy, there are also service-oriented OCBs who can be agents. Service-oriented OCBs can be communal or 
agency. Many agentic characteristics such as charisma, problem-solving, professionalism, and the use of technical 
skills to solve problems have also been recognized as service-oriented OCB (Torres et al., 2014).

Likewise, many communal characteristics such as friendliness, empathy, caring, and showing concern for 
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others - have also been recognized as service-oriented OCBs. (Bettencourt & Brown, 1997). Since many service-
oriented OCBs can be similar to communal or agency characteristics, evaluation of service-oriented OCBs may 
be particularly vulnerable to the influence of gender role stereotypes. Gender role stereotypes lead to the 
expectation that women should engage in communal behavior, such as being friendly, empathetic, and caring for 
the welfare of others. 

Hogan. Hogan and Busch define service-oriented organizational citizenship behaviors (SOCBs) as follows, service-
oriented  OCB as an active and proactive behavior of service through which service personnel provides high-
quality services to satisfy customer requirements enthusiastically and courteously (Hogan et al., 1984). OCB is 
service-oriented as an active and proactive service behavior where employees provide high-quality services to 
meet customer needs enthusiastically and courteously. Furthermore, Van Dyne and Bettencourt have presented 
a new service-oriented OCB model with three dimensions: loyalty, service delivery, and participation. This model 
presupposes that when an employee takes the initiative to provide information to customers and proposes 
recommendations for improving the organization to management, this OCB enhances employees’ depiction of 
the organization’s image and directly affects purchase intention and customer satisfaction levels. (Kao, 2017). 
Furthermore, Payne and Weber (2006) replacing the dimensions of participation with altruism in his research 
claims that altruism is more meaningful in the context of service than participation (Payne & Webber, 2006)  
In contrast to OCB, which involves civic behavior that benefits the organization or customers, service-oriented 
OCB is a number of behaviors that emphasize active and proactive service. Service-oriented OCB emphasizes 
employee loyalty to the organization, enthusiastic service to customers, and altruistic action. As we all know that 
Organizational Behavior or what we usually call extra behavior in organizations is a science that studies human 
behavior in an organization and how that behavior impacts the organization. One of the behaviors that have an 
impact.

2.2   ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE
Organizational culture is a characteristic that is upheld by organizations and becomes a role model for 
organizations as a differentiator between one organization and another (Desselle et al., 2018). Organizational 
culture is also defined as the values and norms of behavior that are accepted and understood jointly by members 
of the organization as the basis for the rules of behavior contained in the organization. (Jain, 2015). Edgar H. 
Schein defines organizational culture as follows:  Organizational culture is a pattern of shared basic assumptions 
that a group has learned as it solved its problems of external adaptation and internal integration, that has worked 
well enough to be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, 
think, and feel about those problems (Indarti et al., 2017). Organizational culture is a pattern of shared basic 
assumptions that groups have learned for solving problems of external adaptation and internal integration, 
which have worked well enough to be considered valid and are therefore taught to recruits as the correct way 
to think and feel about problems. The shared meaning system is adopted by the members that differentiate 
the organization from others. Furthermore, Schein et.al, quoted by Al-Adaileh, defines organizational culture 
as follows, organizational culture is an important issue in both academic research and management practice 
because it is the most important factor that can make the organization succeed or fail (Al-Adaileh & Al-Atawi, 
2011).  Furthermore, Edgar H. Schein in his work “organizational culture and leadership”, which has become a 
reference for writing about organizational culture, defines more broadly that organizational culture is as follows:  
A pattern of basic assumptions invented discovered developed by a given group as it learns to cope with its 
problems of external adaptation and internal integration that has worked well enough to be considered valuable 
and therefore to be taught to new members as the correct way to perceive, think and feel about those problems 
(Luthans et al., 2012). A basic assumption pattern that was discovered, created, and developed by the group 
while learning to solve problems with external adaptation and internal integration which is considered sufficiently 
functional to be considered valuable, therefore it should be taught to new members as the right way to see, think 
and feel about the problem. Organizational culture is conscious or unconscious assumptions and values that can 
bind an organization together.

Robert Kreitner and Angelo Kinicki define organizational culture as follows, organizational culture is the set of 
shared, taken for granted implicit assumptions that a group holds and that determines how it perceives, thinks 
about, and reacts to its various environment (Kreitner & Kinicki, 2010). Organizational culture is a collection 
of assumptions from an organization that is shared and often ignored, where these assumptions determine 
how the organization views, thinks and reacts to various conditions. Organizational culture consists of agreed 
values and beliefs and provides meaning and guidelines for organizational members to behave. To understand 
comprehensively the understanding of organizational culture, it is better if we refer to experts including Jones 
defining organizational culture as follows,  the set on shared values and norms that controls organizational 
members’ interactions with each other and with people outside the organization (George & Jones, 2012). 

Angelo Kinicki and Brian Williams describe organizational culture as follows, organizational culture, sometimes 
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called corporate culture, is a system of shared beliefs and values that develops within an organization and guides 
the behavior of its members (Kinicki & Williams, 2016). Organizational culture or often called corporate culture 
is a system of shared beliefs and values that develop in the organization and guide the behavior of its members. 
Norms and values that direct the behavior of organizational members. Every member of the organization will 
behave following the prevailing culture to be accepted by the environment. According to Sarpin, organizational 
culture is a system of values, beliefs, and habits in an organization that interacts with each other’s formal system 
structures to produce norms of organizational behavior. 

Gareth R.Jones defines organizational culture as follows, organizational culture as the set of shared values and 
norms that control organizational members’ interactions with each other and with suppliers customers, and 
other people outside the organization (Jones, 2013). Organizational culture can be interpreted as a set of shared 
values and norms that control interactions among members of the organization as well as with customers, 
suppliers, and other parties outside the organization. Organizational culture is the essence of the social tradition 
of the organization and norms of behavior. The definition of organizational culture is also said to be agreed 
upon by Rhenald Kasali, which states that organizational culture is a set of values, a guiding belief in something, 
understanding, and thinking that are brought together by members of the organization and accepted by new 
members completely.

3. METHODOLOGY
As mentioned in the background of the problem above, that many variables affect service-oriented organizational 
citizenship behavior considering the limitations of research in terms of time, cost, knowledge, and energy, this 
research is only limited to efforts to reveal organizational culture. The research took the object of nurses at the 
Regional General Hospital dr. Soediran Mangun Sumarso, Wonogiri Regency, Central Java Province. The following 
is the formulation of the problem in this study, namely Is there a direct influence of organizational culture on 
service-oriented organizational citizenship behavior (SOBCs)? This study uses a quantitative approach, survey 
methods, and path analysis techniques. The variables in the path analysis consist of exogenous variables and 
endogenous variables.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Organizational culture data has an empirical score range between 114 to 139 so that the score range is 25. The 
results of data calculations obtained an average of 127.67; a standard deviation of 6,07; the variance of 36.8726; 
median of 127; and mode of 127. Organizational culture data grouping can be seen in the frequency distribution 
table as follows.

Tabel 2. Organizational Culture Frequency Distribution

Interval Class

Limit Frekuensi

Under On Absolut Related Cumulative

114 - 117 113,5 117,5 3 4,35% 4,35%

118 - 121 117,5 121,5 9 13,04% 17,39%

122 - 125 121,5 125,5 13 18,84% 36,23%

126 - 129 125,5 129,5 17 24,64% 60,87%

130 - 133 129,5 133,5 13 18,84% 79,71%

134 - 137 133,5 137,5 11 15,94% 95,65%

138 - 141 137,5 141,5 3 4,35% 100%

69 100%

Based on the table above, the histogram will then be made. There are two axes needed in making a histogram, 
namely the vertical axis is the absolute frequency axis, and the horizontal axis is the score axis for organizational 
culture. In this case on the horizontal axis, the class boundaries of the interval are written from 113.5 to 141.5. 
These prices are obtained by subtracting the number 0.5 from the smallest data and adding the 0.5 number for 
each class boundary to the highest limit. From the data obtained in the field which is then processed statistically 
into a frequency distribution list, the number of classes is calculated according to the Sturges rule, there are seven 
classes with a maximum score of 147 and a minimum score of 122 so that the score range is 25. The results of 
the calculation of the data obtained an average amounting to 135.20; a standard deviation of 6.09; variance of 
37.0759; a median of 135; and a mode of 134. Service-oriented organizational citizenship behavior grouping can 
be seen in the frequency distribution table as follows.
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Table 4.1 Frequency Distribution Service-oriented organizational citizenship behavior

No Kelas Interval
Batas Frekuensi

Bawah Atas Absolut Relatif Komulatif
1 122 - 125 121,5 125,5 4 5,80% 5,80%
2 126 - 129 125,5 129,5 10 14,49% 20,29%
3 130 - 133 129,5 133,5 12 17,39% 37,68%
4 134 - 137 133,5 137,5 18 26,09% 63,77%
5 138 - 141 137,5 141,5 12 17,39% 81,16%
6 142 - 145 141,5 145,5 10 14,49% 95,65%
7 146 - 149 145,5 149,5 3 4,35% 100%

69 100%

Based on the table above, the histogram will then be made. There are two axes needed in making a histogram, 
namely the vertical axis is the absolute frequency axis, and the horizontal axis is the score axis for Service-oriented 
organizational citizenship behavior. In this case on the horizontal axis written the class boundaries of the interval 
ranging from 121.5 to 149.5. These prices are obtained by subtracting the number 0.5 from the smallest data and 
adding the 0.5 number for each class boundary to the highest limit.

Normality test.
The data used in compiling the regression model must meet the assumption that the data come from a normally 
distributed population. The assumption of normality states that a regression model must be normally distributed. 
The assumption test in this study was carried out by testing the normality of the data from the six regression 
estimates of the study to be analyzed. The normality test uses the SPSS program to find out whether the Y 
regression on X is normally distributed or not, the results can be seen in the column Kolmogorov Smirnov (Sig.).

Table 3 Results of Normality Test for Estimated Regression Error

Kolmogorov-Smirnov(a) Shapiro-Wilk

Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig.

Y Atas X ,056 69 ,200(*) ,983 69 ,447

The table above shows that the probability value (Sig.) Of all regression estimate errors is 0.200. The probability 
value is greater than the significant level (α) 0.05, so all the regression estimation error data are normally 
distributed. From the calculated data for the preparation of a regression equation model between Service-
oriented organizational citizenship behavior and organizational culture in Appendix 5, the regression constant a = 
56.55, and the regression coefficient b = 0.62 is obtained. Thus the relationship to the simple regression equation 
model is Ŷ = 56.55 + 0.62X2. Testing the concern of the regression equation Service-oriented organizational 
citizenship behavior on organizational culture can be seen in the following table.

Tabel 4. Test of Significance of Service-oriented organizational citizenship behavior on Organizational Culture

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1 Regression 951,607 1 951,607 40,622 ,000(a)

Residual 1569,553 67 23,426   

Total 2521,159 68    

F distribution table using degrees of freedom (db) numerator = 1 and db (db) denominator (n - 2) = 67 with 
a significant level of 0.05. Obtained Ftable of 3.98 and Fcount of 40.622. This shows that Fcount> Ftable and 
the probability value is Sig. (0.000) <significant level (0.05), the regression equation Y on X is declared very 
significantly. A linearity test is conducted to test whether the two variables have a linear influence or not, the 
results can be seen in the following table.
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Tabel 5. Regression Linear Test Service-oriented organizational citizenship behavior on Organizational Culture

 
Sum of Squares df Mean 

Square F Sig.

SOBCs (Y) * 
Organizational 
Culture (X)

B e t w e e n 
Groups

(Combined) 1598,064 23 69,481 3,387 ,000

Linearity 951,607 1 951,607 46,390 ,000

Deviation from 
Linearity 646,458 22 29,384 1,432 ,152

Within Groups 923,095 45 20,513   

Total 2521,159 68    

F distribution table using degrees of freedom (db) numerator = 22 and db = 45 with a significant level of 0.05. 
Obtained F table of 1.78 and Fcount of 1.432. This shows that Fcount <Ftable and the probability value is Sig. 
deviation from linearity (0.152)> significant level (0.05), then the estimated point distribution forming a linear 
line is acceptable. Visually, Y regression on X can be seen in Figure 1

Picture 1. Regression Equation Graph Ŷ = 56,55 + 0,62X2

The hypothesis being tested is:

H0: βy1 ≤ 0

H1: βy1 > 0

The path coefficient value of organizational culture on Service-oriented organizational citizenship behavior is 
0.345 with at-count value of 4.34. Because the t-count value is greater than the t-table value at dk = 65 for α 
= 0.05 of 2.00, H0 is rejected and H1 is accepted, which means that there is a very significant positive direct 
influence of organizational culture variables on the Service-oriented organizational citizenship behavior variable.

5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Organizational culture is a series of principle systems that are jointly recognized and applied by all elements of 
the organization, this is similarly expressed by Che’su quoted by Al-Sada as saying organizational culture has 
a big role in the formation of attitudes. service-oriented organization citizenship behavior: OCB is important 
in promoting organizational effectiveness. The absence of OCB may generate negative outcomes, leading to 
organizational dysfunction such as a decline in work performances, absenteeism, and high turnover. The belief 
among theorists is that as more employees engage in OCB, the organization becomes more successful. Therefore, 
factors influencing OCB have been the central theme of many past OCB researchers. organizational culture can 
influence OCB (Al-Sada et al., 2017). The attitude of service-oriented organizational citizenship behavior is the 
fruit of a good organizational culture and the high trust of nurses in their colleagues and the organizations where 
they work. Therefore, if you want to improve the attitude of service-oriented organizational citizenship behavior 
among nurses, the first step that must be improved or formed is an organizational culture system that is following 
the conditions and vision, and mission of the organization. Organizational culture refers to values, ideologies, 
philosophies, beliefs, informal rules, and rituals, which make organizational members into a coherent whole.

The same thing was expressed by Kadar Khan in his research explaining that organizational culture is one of 
the influencing factors service-oriented organization citizenship behavior; Carmeli stated there is a relationship 
between organizational culture and withdrawal intentions and behavior. When an employee shows or has 
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intentions of such behavior it will affect the functioning or productivity of the organization. The study concluded 
that employee’s withdrawal behavior and intentions are partly by-products of organizational culture (Khan & 
Rashid, 2012). Organizational culture is a series of basic assumptions in the workplace. These assumptions then 
develop in a group to become a reference for behavior in the organization. This can help create the behavior of 
service-oriented organization citizenship behavior. When a nurse shows extra behavior it can directly increase 
organizational productivity. Based on the research that has been done, it is proven and it can be concluded that 
the extra nurse behavior (OCB) is part of the results of a good organizational culture and runs following the vision 
and mission of the organization.

A good organizational culture will help shape OCB behavior. One of the functions of culture is to facilitate the 
growth of commitment to something broader than one’s interests. Culture also serves as the stability of the social 
system and guides in shaping the attitudes and behavior of nurses. This is a tangible form of OCB that nurses 
can apply. In testing the first hypothesis which states that organizational culture affects OCB. This indicates that 
the organizational culture variable has a significant effect on nurses’ OCB. The results of this study are in line 
with previous research conducted by Bharata which found that all dimensions of organizational culture have a 
significant positive effect on OCB (Bharata, Zunaidah, M.Diah, 2016).
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Abstract 

Technological developments have made business data cheaper. This presents a challenge for TT Company to 
innovate and turn its business into a digital business. This digital change or transformation requires employees 
to have digital readiness, including digital culture and digital attitudes. The purpose of this research is to see the 
condition of digital transformation in TT Company as the basis for preparing human resources for digital business. 
The method of how the data is done through disproportional stratified random sampling. The results showed 
that the readiness of TT company in facing digital transformation entered the Digital Master category. Strategies 
for increasing employee readiness emphasize aggressive strategies with several technical programs that can be 
implemented.

Keywords: Digital Culture, Digital Attitude, Digital Readiness, Digital Transformation

1. INTRODUCTION
The development of digital technology has brought a revolution in the daily life of modern society (Memarzadeh 
& Jahany, 2014). Every current technological breakthrough encourages companies to improve new solutions 
for customers, offer a wider variety of opportunities, services, products, and do so at an unprecedented pace 
(Shaughnessy, 2018). Digital innovation has changed the old way of doing things into a new way that is faster, 
easier, and cheaper. As a result, even old products are disrupted by new digital products, which then affect the 
income of old / incumbent product producers. The use of technology to build new business models, processes, 
software and systems is called digital transformation. This transformation has led the company to achieve 
more satisfying income, stronger competitive advantage, create customer experience, and higher efficiency. 
(Schwertner, 2017). TT company is a company engaged in the information and communication sector which 
was founded on October 23, 1856 by the Dutch government under the name “Post en Telegraafdienst” which 
was originally a postal and telegraph service institution. The spirit of the transformation of the TT company into 
a digital company departs from 3 paradigms, namely digital aims to build and strengthen digital business, lean 
which means more agile, faster, more productive, and customer experience, which is always oriented to provide 
the best experience for customers.

Disruptive competitive growth or growth based on innovative and out of the ordinary competitiveness is the 
foundation of the current TT company and for the years to come. Digital disruption is believed to continue so 
that the company must continue to transform into a digital master if it wants to escape the dangers of disruption 
and achieve sustainable growth (Rudito & Sinaga, 2017). Currently, TT company is the company with the largest 
revenue in the data business with the mobile segment being the first contributor to company revenue. Meanwhile, 
the digital service business, which is categorized in the “Others” segment, only contributed 0.1 percent of the 
company’s total revenue. Meanwhile other companies pushed down prices and even promised free internet to 
their customers. This makes the company change the way it does business into a digital business. This digital 
business includes digitizing products, services and also information. With the challenges of digital business and 
the importance of human resources in the digital transformation process, TT Company has not yet known the 
digital readiness of the company’s human resources (HR). By knowing the digital readiness of HR, TT Company 
is expected to be able to formulate a strategy to strengthen its HR so that the change from traditional business 
to digital business can run smoothly and maximize revenue that the company gets. Kwon & Park (2017) also 
refer to the human factor as the most influential factor in strengthening the company’s transformation capacity. 
Thus, human resources are important to be prepared in transforming into a digital company, given the main 
difficulties and challenges of companies in making changes to information on technology, but the human factor 
and employee resistance to change (Schwertner, 2017). The purpose of this research is to map the conditions of 
the digital culture and digital attitudes of the TT Company in facing digital transformation and formulate strategies 
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to improve employee digital readiness.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Condrobimo (2017) states that digital business refers to the use of internet information technology (IT) in each 
of its business and industrial value chains. The advantage of digital business in increasing competitiveness 
requires a transformation or change from a traditional business to a digital business. Digital transformation 
according to Schwertner (2017) is the use of technology to build new business models, processes, software and 
systems to achieve more profitable revenue, stronger competitive advantages, create customer experience, and 
higher efficiency. Mazzone (2014) said digital transformation is the deliberate and continuous digital evolution 
of a company, business model, idea process, or methodology, either strategically or tactical. Kozina & Kirinić 
(2018) also added that digital business transformation creates new value for customers. Digital change or 
transformation contains technological elements at several levels in the organization. These changes include the 
exploitation of digital technology and digital innovation to improve previous processes and have the potential 
to change business models (Berghaus & Back, 2016). Meanwhile, Rudito and Sinaga (2017) state that digital 
transformation is not only about adopting technology but is a comprehensive transformation including changes 
in strategy, processes, human resources, culture, to leadership. Digital Business Transformation is the process of 
reinventing the business to digitize operations and formulate an extended supply chain (Schallmo et.al, 2017). 
From existing sources, it can be concluded that digital transformation is changing. conditions from previously 
existing to a condition where digital technology is utilized to gain more profitable revenue, achieve stronger 
competitive advantage, create new value and customer experience, and higher efficiency. This transformation 
was also followed by changes in strategy, process, model business, human resources, culture, to leadership in 
balancing the use of digital technology. Cichosz (2020) said that several success factor for digital transformation 
are leadership, supportive organizational culture, employee and partner engagement, aligning business and IT 
strategies, process standardization, employee training and skill, agile transformation management.

The ability of companies / organizations to carry out digital transformation is divided into four Westerman 
quadrants, namely Beginners, Conservatives, Fashionistas, and Digital Masters (Westerman et.al, 2014). This 
quadrant is formed from two dimensions, namely digital capabilities (DC) and digital leadership capabilities (DL), 
which are then formed four quadrants, namely:

a. Beginners is a category that has low digital capabilities and digital leadership capabilities.
b. Conservatives. Conservatives category companies have high digital leadership capabilities, but 

they do not yet have capable digital capabilities.
c. Fashionistas. Slightly different from Conservatives, the Fashionistas category actually has high 

digital capabilities. They follow the adoption of technological developments, but they do not have 
sufficient digital leadership capabilities.

d. Digital Masters. Companies in the Digital Masters category are mature on both dimensions. They 
are able to adopt technological developments and be able to make it happen in the form of busi-
ness and financial performance.

Digital capability is the ability to use resources in the form of technology to run or change the way of doing 
business (Westerman, 2014). Leadership is a role that is able to think through tasks thoroughly from all aspects 
to achieve the maximum potential of the company (Balan & Cavendish, 2017).

Digital culture is an organizational culture that is conducive to supporting the adoption and development 
process of digital technology in an organization. Meanwhile, the digital attitude is the way employees perceive 
the technology that the company uses and implement to do work. Employees are expected to be able to have 
a positive view in following the development of digital technology and make good use of it and believe that 
digital technology can be applied by the company (Rudito & Sinaga, 2017). The dimensions of digital culture 
include anticipation, creativity, innovation, agility, experimentation, open-mindedness and networking. Then the 
dimensions for digital attitudes include digital knowledge and digital experience.

1. Anticipation is the capacity to anticipate and act quickly in urgent conditions. With this anticipatory 
ability, when digital disruption occurs, companies or individuals quickly respond, adapt, and make it an 
opportunity to win the competition. In Rosengren et.al (2017) the ability to anticipate can be seen from 
how a person continues to develop at any time, is able to adapt to change, thinks about several consid-
erations / factors in making decisions, and has a long-term view

2. Innovation, namely the ability to find ideas about something that creates value (consumers want to 
buy). Digital technology is used as a catalyst for innovation.

3. Creativity, namely the capacity to turn an imagination into something new and fresh. The creative pro-
cess is characterized by the ability to see things in a new way, find hidden patterns, or connect an unre-
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lated phenomenon (Grzybowska & Łupicka, 2017).
4. Agility, namely the ability to transform continuously and conduct experiments / experiments through a 

process of trying (trial and error). Agility is a combination of the ability to change, learn continuously, 
act quickly and flexibly at both the organizational and individual levels (Ulrich & Yeung, 2019). An estab-
lished organization must encourage agility including the ability of the organization to take advantage of 
digital business opportunities faster than its competitors (Gimpel, et. al, 2018).

5. Experiment is the willingness to find and try something new related to advances in digital technology 
and always prioritizing entrepreneurship in responding to digital technology.

6. Open-mindedness, namely the capacity to open up and accept the possibilities offered by advances in 
digital technology.

7. Networking, namely the capacity to establish relationships with all parties. Technological developments 
create large amounts of data or big data. This requires companies and individuals to build a network of 
relationships with all company stakeholders in order to utilize the data / information to create value.

3. METHODOLOGY
This type of research is descriptive exploratory, namely the depiction of a phenomenon, symptoms and conditions 
without testing the hypothesis to describe the conditions of digital culture and digital attitudes and formulate 
appropriate strategies. The variable of digital transformation readiness is measured through two variables, namely 
digital culture as the first variable which includes anticipation, creativity, innovation, agility, experimentation, 
open-mindedness and networking. While the second variable is digital attitudes which include digital knowledge 
and digital experience. The samples in this study. The population in this study were permanent employees in the 
TT company with a sample size of 228 employees who were selected using the proportional random sampling 
stratified technique based on the level of position in the company.

The steps taken in carrying out a descriptive analysis are as follows:

1. Each indicator assessed by the respondent is given a score as determined. For indicators with positive 
statements, the score calculation is as follows:

a. Score 1 for Very Strongly Disagree
b. Score 2 for Strongly Disagree
c. Score 3 for Disagree
d. Score 4 for Neutral (N)
e. Score 5 for Agree (S)
f. Score 6 for Strongly Agree (SS)
g. Score 7 for Very Strongly Agree (SSS)

2. Whereas indicators with negative statements, score adjustments must be made. However, in this study, 
there are no indicators with negative statements, so score adjustments are not necessary.

3. Add up the total score of each indicator from all respondents.

4. Calculating the average score in each indicator.

5. Calculating the average score in each sub-variable (the average score of all the average scores of the sub-
variable indicators for all respondents).

6. Comparing the average score of each sub-variable against the threshold score for the digital master 
category, namely 4.30.

7. If the average score of the sub-variables is below the threshold value, namely 4.30, then the sub-variable 
is said to be not yet in the digital master category. And strategies will be sought to increase the score.

8. If the average score of the sub-variables is above or equal to the threshold value, namely 4.30, then the 
sub-variable is said to be in the digital master category.

Furthermore, TOWS analysis is an analysis used to analyze and explain factors related to strengths (S), weaknesses 
(W), opportunities (O), and threats (T) that are owned and faced by companies to formulate employee digital 
transformation strategies. Before making the TOWS matrix, first determine the EFAS (external factor analysis) 
and IFAS (internal factor analysis summary) matrices. The company strategic factors obtained are then entered 
in the EFAS and IFAS tables by weighting each factor of the company’s strategy. Internal and external weighting 
is based on the calculation of the value category of the assessment of each of the company’s strategic factors. 
The sum of all internal and external weights should not exceed 1.00 each. By giving weight, it can be seen which 
factors have the greatest influence and the smallest influence to provide an assessment. Then the next column 
is given a rating. The function of weighting and rating is to determine the company’s strategic factors that can 
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have a positive and negative impact. Positive impacts can be a factor of strength (S) and opportunities (O), while 
negative impacts become weaknesses (W) and threats (T). (Sari, 2015). After getting the weight and rating, the 
two values   are multiplied. The sum of the product of weight and rating of all factors becomes the score value to 
be mapped in the EFAS and IFAS recapitulation table.

4. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
Respondent Characteristic

Respondent in this study consist of 39% in 26 – 40 years old, 66,23% is bachelor and 72,80% already in company 
more than 5 years. Detail composition of respondent in this study can be seen on figure 1, figure 2 and figure 3.

Figure 1. Percentage Based on Age

Figure 2. Percentage Based on Educational Background

Figure 3. Percentage Based on Tenure
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Desciptive Analysis

To explain respondents’ responses to the research variables, an analysis of the answers given by respondents was 
carried out in relation to the statements of each variable. The statement consists of 43 items with 27 items for 
digital culture variables and 16 items for digital attitude variables. The researcher will describe each statement 
item separately in the sub-variables and from the analysis it is known that the number of respondents who chose 
a particular alternative answer and the highest to lowest average score obtained. To explain the respondents’ 
responses to the sub-variables, the researcher used the threshold value previously used by Rudito & Sinaga 
(2017: 119) in determining the digital master category of an organization. Measuring instruments for respondent 
responses to research variables are:

1. If Value Response < 4.30 : It means “Not yet Digital Master”
2. If Value Response ≥ 4.30 : It means “Digital Master”

Table 1. Employee’s Readiness based on Level Position

Variable Dimension
Based on Level

Result
I II III IV V VI

D i g i t a l 
Culture

Anticipation 6,75 6,46 6,25 5,63 5,58 5,70 D i g i t a l 
Master

Creativity 6,33 5,94 5,52 4,91 4,81 5,08 D i g i t a l 
Master

Innovation 6,17 6,25 5,72 5,39 5,38 5,28 D i g i t a l 
Master

Agility 5,30 6,17 5,79 5,24 5,31 5,28 D i g i t a l 
Master

Experiment 6,00 5,78 5,16 4,74 4,95 4,82 D i g i t a l 
Master

Open mind 7 6,25 5,98 5,43 5,58 5,95 D i g i t a l 
Master

Network 6 6,08 5,34 4,89 4,71 4,83 D i g i t a l 
Master

D i g i t a l 
Attitude

D i g i t a l 
Knowledge 5,75 5,25 4,97 4,57 4,71 4,84 D i g i t a l 

Master

D i g i t a l 
Experience 5,19 5,38 4,82 4,57 4,73 4,71 D i g i t a l 

Master

The results of the study on the cultural variables and digital attitudes of employees in TT companies are separated 
according to the level of employee position. Here the TT company consistently encourages employees to develop 
themselves through training and official assignments on leadership to train how to make decisions with various 
considerations, find new ways to help their operations, participate in innovation events organized by the 
company, create new ideas and products, open to change, try something new, and collaborate with stakeholders. 
Meanwhile, the average value of all digital attitude sub-variables also has an average value above 4.30, so it can 
be concluded that the digital attitude which consists of digital knowledge and digital experience is in the digital 
master category or ready to face digital transformation. This shows that employees are aware of today’s digital 
technologies from sharing sessions, training, work tools, and products sold by the company. Companies with 
digital products require employees to know and experience for themselves how the technology works and the 
benefits of it. Employees also work with the support of digital technology to shorten time, optimize work results, 
and provide the best service for customers.

If it is depicted in the digital mastery levers diagram, the digital readiness condition of the TT company employees 
looks like in Figure 4. From data processing for digital culture variables, the highest average value is 6.24 from the 
indicator “Customers are the core of product development”. Meanwhile, the lowest average value is 4.36 from 
the indicator “I dare to try something new to produce a solution even though there is no data / information”. The 
threshold value for this indicator shows that sometimes employees are not confident enough in finding solutions 
without the support of clear data and information. what needs to be grown is employee initiative to be active in 
finding information more broadly from various existing sources. Meanwhile, for the digital attitude variable, the 
highest average score is 5.70 from the indicator “I have experience using Social Media”. While the lowest average 
value is 4.30 from the indicator “I have experience using Artificial Intelligence technology”. This condition shows 
that employees still need support from the company to gain more experience in using technology.
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Figure 4. Digital Master Levers of Digital Readiness

TOWS Analysis

The next analysis is External and Internal Factor Analysis (EFAS and IFAS) as part of the TOWS Analysis formulated 
by the Human Capital team consisting of Senior Managers, Managers, and Officer units in the TT company. 
The company strategic factors obtained are then entered in the form of the EFAS and IFAS tables before being 
weighted. The giving of external and internal weights is based on the calculation of the category value of the 
assessment of each factor so that it can be seen which has the greatest influence and the least effect. From the 
results of determining the weight value on the external and internal factors of the TT company, the next step is 
to calculate the weight value and rating. From the analysis results obtained a score of Strength (Strength) of 1.96; 
Weakness (Weakness) of 0.73; Opportunity of 2.54; Threat (Threat) of 0.83. By looking at the Strength-Weakness 
difference of 1.23 and the Opportunity-Threat difference of 1.71, a TOWS analysis diagram can be drawn up with 
the intersection points on the X, Y axes (1.23,1.71) as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. TOWS Diagram

From the digram, a suitable strategy for TT company management to improve employee digital readiness is an 
aggressive strategy. While the strategy formulation for the TOWS diagram can be seen in Table 2.
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Table 2 TOWS Strategy

STRENGTH WEAKNESS

Employees are familiar for using digital 
tools for work

Employees find it difficult to learn new 
digital knowledge

Employees are accustomed to using digital 
tools for everyday life

Some employees lack the enthusiasm 
and interest in learning new things 
because they are approaching retire-
ment age

Employees have an awareness of the 
importance of “digital literacy”

Expecting reciprocity for his efforts to 
learn new things

Employees’ desire to actualize them-
selves with digital knowledge and 
become digital talents

Feeling sufficient with the digital knowl-
edge and fluency that they currently 
have

Have experience using digital tools to 
facilitate and streamline work and social 
activities

The habit of asking other people for 
help

Leaders as Role Models have very high 
digital awareness and actively transmit it 
to employees

Local company facilities (buildings, 
devices, etc.) are far from being digital

OPPORTUNITY
S-O Strategy:

1. Maximizing programs from the 
parent company for the develop-
ment of employee digital culture 
and skills

2. Create mandatory activities in 
developing employee digital culture 
and skills

 W-O strategy:

1. Increase employee opportunities 
to learn digital technology and 
develop digital culture more 
regularly within company

2. Utilizing the discourse of relo-
cating the national capital to 
suggest the parent company to 
modernize its human resources, 
facilities and infrastructure for 
company

3. To promote the vision, belief, and 
digital programs of the parent 
company by leaders / role mod-
els on a regular basis.

Increasing public awareness of the use 
of digital products and services

The parent company continues to intro-
duce new digital tools and mindsets

There are many and open places for 
learning and developing digital knowl-
edge that can be followed easily

Indonesian government support for the 
development of digital technology

There are demands for company to be 
prepared as the state capital

THREAT S-T strategy:

1. Take advantage of external condi-
tions that are less digital as a place 
to improve conditions for digital 
culture and expertise

2. Increase employee opportunities to 
learn digital technology and devel-
op a digital culture more regularly 
through operational assignments in 
the office.

 W-T strategy:

Increase employee opportunities to 
learn digital technology and develop 
a digital culture more regularly 
through operational assignments.

The emergence of competitors with 
digital products and services

There are still many people who do not 
realize how to utilize digital products 
and services

5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
The digital culture condition of TT Company is ready to face digital transformation because it is included in the 
digital master category. The condition of the digital attitude of TT Company is classified as ready to face digital 
transformation because it is included in the digital master category. From the results of the EFAS and IFAS analysis, 
the TT Company shows that its strengths are higher than the weaknesses and the opportunities that exist are 
quite large compared to the threats that will arise. These results led TT Company to implement a strategy in 
quadrant I, namely an aggressive strategy by:

1. Maximizing the company’s programs in developing employee digital culture and skills.

2. Creating employee digital skills and culture development activities.

The programs formulated to support this strategy are:

IFAS

EFAS
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1. Require each head office and branch offices to participate in digital innovation programs that are routinely 
held by the company. The participation of the unit will be one of the points in the unit performance assessment.

2. Require all employees at every level of position at the head office and branch offices to participate in digital 
innovation programs that are routinely held by the company. Employee participation will be one of the points in 
the individual performance appraisal

3. Conduct training, courses, and e-learning on new competencies related to digital such as Youthful Thinking, Data-
Driven, Own Your Customer, Global Mindset, Out-of-the Box, Execution Focus, Business Savvy, and Networking.

4. Conducting seminars on an ongoing basis to build digital understanding and strengthen the digital mindset. 
This can be done by discussing business cases that illustrate realities in the external environment

5. Provide opportunities for every qualified employee to join real projects related to OPEX and CAPEX, synergy 
projects, start-up incubation projects, or projects that are being financed by the current budget to form key digital 
behaviours such as agility, anticipation, openness thought, experimentation, innovation, and creativity.
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Abstract

     Indonesia has now entered a new normal era and is on the verge of a recession which of course has an impact 
on companies in Indonesia, to survive in this condition requires an appropriate and fast strategy, the implemen-
tation of lean manufacturing and learning organization is one of the strategies that can be used by company. 
The purpose of this study is to determine how the implementation of lean manufacturing is able to optimize all 
the resources owned by the company. The method used is a literature review. The results of this study indicate 
that when a company wants to optimize its existing resources, it can be done by implementing techniques lean 
manufacturing so that excess inventory can be reduced, so the company can manage and maintain inventory. The 
implementation of lean manufacturing in the form of processes and equipment, planning and control, supplier 
relations, human resources and customer relations are important practices in lean manufacturing, practices lean 
manufacturing in analysing productivity from a multidimensional point of view, lean manufacturing also improves 
operational performance, cost reduction is considered as the greatest benefits that can be achieved by adopting 
lean, followed by customer satisfaction, and better delivery times. A way to better understand how the application 
of practices lean manufacturing certain supports the improvement of capabilities organizational learning in the 
organization and vice versa.

 Keywords: Lean Manufacturing, Learning Organisation.
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JOBSATISFACTION OF GOJEK BANDUNG DRIVER PARTNER
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Abstract

Gojek Bandung is one of the largest online transportationcompanies in Bandung. In this study the conditions expe-
riencedby Gojek Bandung related to compensation, motivation, and jobsatisfaction for partner drivers that have 
been found by theauthors based on the results of preliminary tests show thatcompensation for partner drivers 
is medium, for motivation isquite high, as well as the level of work satisfaction of partnersDrivers that are in the 
high category.

The method in this study used quantitative methods. The datacollection technique used was through distributing 
questionnairesto 340 Gojek Bandung driver partners. The questionnaire that has been spread consists of 37 items 
using five (5) Likert scales.Sampling used a method with incidental sampling. The dataanalysis technique used 
descriptive analysis and multiple linearregression to interpreting the result of the study.

Based on the processing of data performed shows thatperceptions of compensation is classified in the low cat-
egory, butmotivation and job satisfaction are classified in the high categoryFurthermore, the result of the study 
indicate that there is apositive significant effect of compensation and motivation on jobsatisfaction simultane-
ously or partially.
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Abstract

Compared to the productivity of the office as a workplace, the legitimacy of working from home (WFH) produc-
tivity is still questioned by many organizations. This paper aims to examine the impact of personal, group, and 
organizational factors on the productivity of WFH personnel. This raises the question of whether motivation, 
digital leadership, and performance management are good predictors for WFH productivity? This paper is based 
on quantitative research which involved 824 respondents who are working from home for the first time. They 
worked for governmental institutions, state-owned, private, and multinational companies in 32 out of 34 prov-
inces in Indonesia. Data analysis was conducted by using structural equation modelling and SmartPLS version 3. 
The analysis results revealed that WFH productivity is influenced directly by working motivation of the employee 
and the digital leadership capability of the supervisor. Performance management was influenced indirectly. By 
strengthening working motivation and digital leadership as mediators, performance management has an impact 
on WFH productivity. 

JEL: M54

Keywords: Work Productivity, Leadership, Motivation, Performance Management

1. INTRODUCTION
In an intensively connected world, the impacts of the COVID-19 disease beyond morbidity (those who are unable 
to work for a period of time) and mortality (those who die) have become apparent since the outbreak (McKibbin 
& Fernando, 2020). The direct impact of COVID-19 outbreaks is slowing down or even making negative growth 
of the economy. The GDP can drop significantly. The precise number will depend on what proportion of the 
population get sick, on the mortality rate, and how many people are out of work in order not to get the disease 
(Wren-Lewis, 2020).

COVID-19 provides a valuable learning experience for today’s society. The pandemic has changed all aspects of 
life globally and has accelerated the growth of digitization. COVID-19 has forced the migration of the workplace 
from offices into homes. WFH is triggered by the massive growth of Coronavirus-infected victims and is expected 
to be an effective way to flatten the curve of COVID-19 victims. The Indonesian government asked all working 
citizens to WFH during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

In the United States, only 37 percent of jobs can be done entirely from home (Dingel & Neilman, 2020). The 
sudden WFH instruction for all working citizens made workers’ productivity, business survival ability, and national 
economic growth drop. The share of jobs that could be conducted from home is an important input for estimating 
the economic performance during this social distancing period. Individual productivity of the workers may differ 
considerably when working from home rather than from their usual workplace (Dingel & Neilman, 2020). Based 
on this point of view, WFH productivity becomes a crucial issue in macro and micro-economic perspectives.

Compared to traditional work arrangement, WFH provides many benefits (e.g. shorter breaks, fewer sick days, 
less time taken off, reduced carbon emissions) and barriers such as income levels, gender, differing skill levels, 
job positions, and space levels (Bakker, Du, & Derks, 2019). The study concludes that the higher the skill level and 
the bigger proportion of professional or managerial staff in the workplace, the more likely WFH is to be offered 
as a permanent employment option (Felstead, Jewson, Phizacklea, & Walter, 2002). One-third of the productivity 
increase in WFH is due to having a quieter environment, which makes it easier to process work. Offices are 
distracting places for working. The other two-thirds can be attributed to the fact that the people at home worked 
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more hours (Bloom, 2014). 

As an alternative working arrangement, WFH productivity is still questioned by organizations, especially for those 
which have conducted WFH extensively for the first time. Many studies have explained that WFH provides benefits 
for individuals and organizations. Unfortunately for the organizations, it is not easy to agree with. They need to 
measure WFH productivity and to identify its influential factors. Many studies also explained there are many 
predictors influencing WFH productivity. Work duration is an influential predictor. Doing WFH for fewer than 
18 hours per week has a larger positive impact on productivity than full-time work (Kazekami, 2018). Reduced 
communication with co-workers, supervisor’s support and trust, suitability of the working place at home, and 
the possibility to take care of family were found to be influential predictors for WFH productivity (Nakrošienė, 
Bučiūnienė, , & Goštautaitė, 2019).

This paper is based on organizational behavior theory which views WFH productivity as behavior in an 
organization. As a behavior, WFH productivity is influenced by individual, group, and organizational factors. In 
remote work arrangement, where supervision from direct supervisor is limited, work motivation is viewed as 
key element of individual factor which influences work productivity. Because of distance, the influence of direct 
supervisor’s leadership is also limited and filtered. The supervisor is leading his/ her team through the internet. 
So that’s why the digital leadership is a crucial element of work productivity in remote work arrangement. 
Performance management should be clearly defined and communicated to the employee. Employee need a clear 
guidance how his or her performance is measured remotely.  o So that’s why, this paper determines that working 
motivation as personal antecedent, digital leadership as a group antecedent, and performance management 
as an organizational antecedent.  This paper aims to measure WFH productivity and to identify its influential 
predictors. Are working motivation, digital leadership, and performance management good predictors for WFH 
productivity?

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
WFH Productivity

WFH was already known in the 1990s as telework, telecommuting, remote working, or virtual work and is defined 
as a flexible work arrangement that allows people to work from any location other than the traditional office on 
either a temporary or regular basis (Maruyama, Hopkinson, & James, 2009). In the case of COVID-19, especially 
in Indonesia, WFH is conducted on a temporary basis. WFH as an alternative work arrangement provides 
opportunities for protecting people for being infected by diseases in shared spaces and also improves social 
inclusion by enabling individuals with specific constraints to contribute to the workforce (Bosua, Kurnia, & Moza, 
2017).  

A number of studies indicate that WFH improves productivity and enhances work-life balance while it also reduces 
traffic congestion, provides spatial and temporal flexibility, lowers stress levels and infrastructure costs (Baruch, 
2000; Marumaya & Tietze, 2012; Troup & Rose, 2012). A study from 11 oil and gas companies located in Malaysia 
revealed that WFH impacts on job autonomy, work-family balance, work productivity and level of occupation 
(Khan, Mohammed, & Harith, 2018) Another study revealed that WFH has a weak but positive relationship with 
better quality of work. It means that other variables can improve the quality of work of employees (Onyemaechi, 
Chinyere, & Emmanuel, 2018).  

Working Motivation

Working motivation is perceived as an influential factor in reaching business success in a dynamic environment 
(Sitthiwarongchai, Wichayanuparp, Chantaki, & Charoenboon, 2020). Working motivation refers to factors 
that boost, direct and sustain worker behavior over time. There are three main directors of motivation theory: 
content, process, and justice-based theory. The content-based theory aims to identify factors positively related 
with motivation. It includes Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, Herzberg’s theory of motivator-hygiene factors, and 
McClelland’s theory of needs (Rybnicek, Bergner, & Gutschelhofer, 2019). This paper uses McClelland’s theory 
of needs to describe the working motivation. Working motivation is reflected into three needs – need for 
achievement, need for affiliation, and need for power.    

An online survey from 242 employees of public universities in northern Malaysia has proved that motivation 
has a significant positive effect on employee productivity (Hanaysha & Majid, 2018). The empirical study which 
involved 276 employees of private companies in Jordan has proved that low morale and low motivation affect 
productivity and competitiveness (Shaban, Al-Zubi, Ali, & Alqotaish, 2017). Based on the previous research, 
this study formulates its hypothesis of whether working motivation has a positive, significant impact on WFH 
productivity.

H1: Working motivation has a significant positive impact on WFH productivity
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Digital Leadership

Digital leadership is triggered by technological disruption that not only affects daily life, but also the business life 
of an organization (Westerman, Bonnet, & McAfee, 2014). Several previous studies defined digital leadership as: 
(1) key skills managers need for digital transformation (Zeike, Bradbury, Lindert, & Pfaff, 2019); (2) the capability 
of leaders to create a clear and meaningful vision and to actualize strategies for the digitization process (Zeike, 
Bradbury, Lindert, & Pfaff, 2019); (3) the ability of the leader to identify strategic digital technology and bring all 
employees to produce strategic digital capabilities of the company (Rudito & Sinaga, 2017); and (4) a combination 
of culture and leadership competence in utilizing digital technology for creating value in the firms (Mihardjo, 
Sasmoko, Alamsjah, & Elidjen, 2019). Based on those definitions, this paper defined digital leadership as the 
capability of the leader to involve and transform all the employees to utilize digital technology for supporting 
the company to support sustainable business growth. This paper divides digital leadership into two dimensions: 
digital attitude and leadership skills (Rudito & Sinaga, 2017).

Previous studies have stated that leadership impacts on work productivity. A study revealed that authentic 
leadership style affects employee resilience and individual productivity (Zehira & Narcikara, 2016). In Egypt, 
leadership styles influence employees’ satisfaction and team performance, through the mediating role of wise 
leadership (Elbaz & Haddoud, 2017). In Indonesia, the instructional leadership of principals impacts on the 
productivity of educators in police language schools (Roniyah, Santosa, & Tantri, 2019). Based on these studies, 
this paper plans to examine the impact of digital leadership on WFH productivity.

H2: Digital leadership has a significant positive impact on WFH productivity

A study in Korea argued that transformational leadership has a positive main effect on motivation, while 
transactional leadership did not (Lee, 2020). The study which involved 61 supervisors and their 244 subordinates 
showed that supervisors’ autonomous work motivation was linked with supervisors’ transformational leadership 
which, in turn, was linked with subordinates’ autonomous work motivation (Kanat-Maymon, Elimelech, & Roth, 
2020). A study in Pakistani software firms which involved 164 supervisor-employee dyads in 31 companies 
explained that intrinsic motivation played a moderating effect on relationship transformational leadership and 
employee creativity (Shafi, Lei, Song, & Sarker, 2020). A study in India which involved 493 scientists working in 
India’s largest civilian research and development (R&D) organizations found evidence that there was a positive 
relationship between leadership, employee autonomous motivation, and employee-level innovation (Gupta, 
2020). In the Thai pharmaceutical industry, a study stated that leadership style impacted on employee motivation. 
The employees prefer a transactional style of leadership than a transformational one (Sitthiwarongchai, 
Wichayanuparp, Chantaki, & Charoenboon, 2020). Based on the previous studies, this paper aimed to test the 
impact of digital leadership on working motivation.

H3: Digital leadership has a significant positive impact on working motivation

Performance Management

Performance management is a critical practice of human resource management which intends to accommodate 
performance and development in organizations (Tseng & Levy, 2019). Performance management is a process of 
building common understanding about what is to be achieved and how is to be accomplished in an organization. 
It holds many aspects of organization including environmental dynamics, organizational strategies, business 
processes, innovation with managers and employees at the process epicenter (Iyswarya & Rajaram, 2017).

An experimental study on captains in the commercial aviation sector revealed that performance monitoring 
and target setting significantly increased captains’ productivity with respect to targeted fuel-saving dimensions 
(Goesnell, List, & Metcalfe, 2020). In Kenya, a study which involved 972 employees discovered that appraisal 
feedback, method, and standards influenced employee productivity (Kihama & Wainaina, 2019). A study involving 
219 US employees and 203 Mexican employees concluded the fairness of performance appraisal, leader-member 
exchange, and motivation impact on individual performance of productivity (Selvarajan, Singh, & Solansky, 
2018). In line with these studies, this paper aimed to examine the impact of performance management on WFH 
productivity. 

H4: Performance management has a significant positive impact on WFH productivity

A study in Turkey which involved 432 employees of 14 forest products companies stated that performance 
appraisal was a major predictor of employee motivation and productivity (Aydin & Tiryaki, 2018). In Manila, a study 
involving 155 employees from nine companies argued that implementing continuous performance management 
strongly influences the job autonomy and motivation of employees (Pagdonsolan, Balan, Mariscal, & Chiu, 2020). 
Considering these studies, this paper intended to diagnose the impact of performance management on working 
motivation.
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H5: Performance management has a significant positive impact on working motivation

A study in Korea explained that transactional leadership has a positive moderating effect on the relationship 
between performance management on motivation, while transformational leadership does not (Lee, 2020). 
Based on this empirical study, this paper examined the impact of performance management on digital leadership.

H6: Performance management has a significant positive impact on digital leadership 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

3.1   MATERIALS AND METHOD
This paper was based on a quantitative study of office workers in Indonesia. Data was collected by distributing the 
digital questionnaires in social media to the professional network of the researchers. The researchers came from 
eight universities in Indonesia: Universitas Bina Nusantara (Jakarta), Universitas Trunojoyo Madura (Bangkalan), 
STIE Pariwisata Indonesia (Semarang), Universitas Islam Malang (Malang), Universitas Riau (Pekan Baru), STMIK 
Indonesia (Padang), Universitas Jember (Jember), and Universitas Widya Mataram (Yogyakarta).

This paper involved 824 office workers as respondents. Most of them (75%) were permanently engaged with an 
organization (75%) and the rest were professional freelancers. The largest group of respondents were employees 
of private companies (40%) and government officers (28%). The respondents were mostly in structural positions 
in their organizations (63%), which were 36% as individual contributors (e.g. staff, officers) and 27 % as structural 
managers. The rest (37%) were in functional positions (e.g. specialist, expert, advisor). Most of them (70%) 
were also new to WFH, while only 18.6% of them usually worked from home before the COVID-19 outbreak. 
The demographic profile of respondent was well-distributed by gender; males were 50.36% and females were 
49.64%. Their age was mostly over-30 (64%) with more than five years of service in their organization (72%). 
They held bachelor’s and master’s degrees (70%). Most (81%) were domiciled in six provinces – East Java, Central 
Java, West Sumatra, North Java, Yogyakarta, and Jakarta. Generally, most respondents were from Java (70%) and 
Sumatra (21%). This paper involved working citizens from 32 of 34 provinces in Indonesia, except Gorontalo and 
West Papua.

  Table 1. Profile of Respondents

Profile of Respondents Profile of Respondents

Gender
Male 415 50.36% 50.36% Institution Government 230 27.91% 27.91%

Female 409 49.64% 100%
S t a t e -
owned 38 4.61% 32.52%

Age

Under 20 12 1.46% 1.46%
P r i v a t e 
company 327 39.68% 72.21%

21 – 30 283 34.34% 35.8%
F o r e i g n 
company 22 2.67% 74.88%

31 – 40 259 31.43% 67.23% Others 207 25.12% 100%

41 - 50 169 20.51% 87.74% Position Staff or officer 295 35.8% 35.80%

51 – 60 91 11.04% 98.79% Supervisor 84 10.19% 46%

Over 60 10 1.21% 100% Manager 53 6.43% 52.43%

Education 

Diploma 67 8.13% 8.13%
S e n i o r 
Manager 25 3.03% 55.46%

Bachelor 249 30.22% 38.35%
Director or 
MD 40 4.85% 60.32%

Master 330 40.05% 78.4%
B u s i n e s s 
owner 24 2.91% 63.23%

Doctoral 79 9.59% 87.99% Functional 303 36.77% 100%

Others 99 12.01% 100% Location East Java 284 34.47% 34.47%
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Years of 
service

0 - 2 years 94 11.41% 11.41% Central Java 113 13.71% 48.18%

3 - 5 years 135 16.38% 27.79%
W e s t 
Sumatra 110 13.35% 61.53%

6 - 10 years 174 21.12% 48.91% West Java 56 6.8% 68.33%

11 - 20 
years 231 28.03% 76.94% Jakarta 54 6.55% 74.88%

21 - 30 
years 135 16.38% 93.33% Yogyakarta 48 5.83% 80.7%

More 30 
years 55 6.67% 100% Rest of Java 23 2.79% 83.5%

W F H 
Experience

First timer 572 69.42% 69.42%
Rest of 
Sumatra 60 7.28% 90.78%

Ever before 53 6.43% 75.85% Kalimantan 39 4.73% 95.51%

Usually do 153 18.57% 94.42% Sulawesi 16 1.94% 97.45%

Others 46 5.58% 100% Papua 2 0.24% 97.69%

Others 19 2.31% 100%

This paper used the principles of partial least squares structural equation modeling (PLS SEM, variance-based 
SEM) and SmartPLS version 3 application as the statistic tool for testing the research model. The research model 
is second order in which all variables reflected into dimensions and all dimensions are indicated by several items. 

• WFH Productivity is adapted from the concept of telework productivity and well-being (Bosua, Kurnia, & 
Moza, 2017). WFH is reflected into two dimensions: Quantitative Objectives - which are indicated by three 
items (WFH01, WFH02, and WFH03) and Qualitative Objectives which are indicated by three items (WFH04, 
WFH05, and WFH06). 

• Working Motivation is adapted from achievement motivation theory which was developed as an instrument 
by previous researchers (Rybnicek, Bergner, & Gutschelhofer, 2019). Working motivation is defined into 
three dimensions and each dimension is measured by two items: Achievement (MOT01, MOT02); Affiliation 
(MOT03, MOT04); and Power (MOT05, MOT06). 

• Digital leadership is adapted from a concept developed by previous research (Rudito & Sinaga, 2017) which 
defined digital leadership into: Leadership Skill (DLE01, DLE02, DLE03) and Digital Attitude (DLE04, DLE05, 
DLE06). 

• Performance Management is adapted from a concept developed by previous research (Iyswarya & Rajaram, 
2017). Performance management is defined into four main processes: Performance Planning (PER01, PER02); 
Performance Development (PER03, PER04); Performance Appraisal (PER05, PER06) and Reward Recognition 
(PER07, PER08).  

3.2   MEASUREMENT MODEL
The measurement model of this paper is a second order model in which all variables are reflected into dimensions 
and indicators. The measurement model is demonstrated in Figure 1. The validity of indicators used outer loading 
or loading factor. Validity analysis of dimensions and variables used discriminant validity and/or convergent validity 
which is indicated by AVE. Reliability analysis is based on composite and/or internal consistency reliability which 
is indicated by Cronbach’s Alpha. The results of validity and reliability analysis on the measurement model are 
available in Table 2 and Table 3. Table 2 displays outer loading (OL), Cronbach’s Alpha (CA), composite reliability 
(CR), and average variance extracted (AVE). Table 3 displays the discriminant validity. An item or indicator is 
valid when the OL is more than 0.7 for confirmatory research and more than 0.6 for exploratory. Because it is 
exploratory research, an item is valid when the OL is more than 0.6 (Hair, Hufit, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2014). Table 2 
shows that all indicators of all variables had an OL score of more than 0.7; except the OL score of MOT04 which 
was 0.659. It is more than 0.6, so all items of the measurement model are valid. 

Table 2. Validity and Reliability Analysis

Dimension Item OL CA CR AVE Dimension Item OL CA CR AVE

WORK FROM HOME PRODUCTIVITY 0.893 0.919 0.654 DIGITAL LEADERSHIP 0.893 0.919 0.653

Q u a nt i tat i ve 
Objectives

WFH01 0.864

0.779 0.873 0.698 Leadership Skill

DLE01 0.874

0.861 0.915 0.783WFH02 0.908 DLE02 0.901

WFH03 0.724 DLE03 0.879
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Q u a l i t a t i v e 
Objectives

WFH04 0.854

0.852 0.91 0.772 Digital Attitude

DLE04 0.873

0.868 0.919 0.791WFH05 0.905 DLE05 0.9

WFH06 0.877 DLE06 0.894

WORKING MOTIVATION 0.665 0.781 0.516 PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT 0.887 0.910 0.559

Achievement
MOT01 0.848

0.65 0.851 0.74 Planning
PER01 0.885

0.755 0.89 0.803
MOT02 0.873 PER02 0.907

Affiliation
MOT03 0.897

0.412 0.761 0.62 Development
PER03 0.878

0.725 0.879 0.784
MOT04 0.659 PER04 0.893

Power
MOT05 0.87

0.671 0.859 0.752 Appraisal
PER05 0.896

0.75 0.889 0.8
MOT06 0.865 PER06 0.893

Note:  CA = Cronbach Alpha. CR = Composite Reliability
Reward 

PER07 0.902
0.715 0.875 0.777

AVE = Average Variance Extracted. OL = Outer Loading PER08 0.86

Table 2 shows all variables and dimensions had AVE score more than 0.5; it means that all variables and its 
dimensions were convergent valid. Table 3 shows the diagonal bold blue colored scores (squared root of AVE) 
are higher than its highest correlation with any other constructs. It means that all dimensions of all variables are 
discriminant valid. Based on items, convergence, and discriminant validity analysis, all items, dimensions, and 
variables of the measurement model are valid. Table 2 also shows the Cronbach’s Alpha score of all variables and 
its dimensions are more than 0.7; except the Working Motivation variable and its dimensions are less than 0.7. 
The composite reliability score of all variables and its dimensions are more than 0.7. It means that all variables and 
its dimensions are reliable in internal consistency and composite; except Working Motivation and its dimensions 
are composite reliable only. Based on validity and reliability analysis, the measurement model which is used in 
this paper is valid and reliable. 

Table 3. Discriminant Validity

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

1 Achievement 0.86

2 Affiliation 0.441 0.787

3 Digital Attitude 0.287 0.26 0.889

4 Performance Planning 0.239 0.295 0.494 0.896

5 Performance Development 0.34 0.269 0.489 0.622 0.886

6 Leadership Skill 0.259 0.253 0.664 0.455 0.475 0.885

7 Performance Appraisal 0.327 0.315 0.478 0.596 0.602 0.397 0.895

8 Power 0.314 0.174 0.232 0.246 0.26 0.15 0.251 0.867

9 Qualitative Objectives 0.525 0.3 0.218 0.191 0.262 0.215 0.215 0.181 0.879

10 Quantitative Objectives 0.527 0.326 0.242 0.188 0.286 0.244 0.214 0.2 0.78 0.836

11 Reward & Recognition 0.276 0.258 0.471 0.562 0.608 0.387 0.671 0.201 0.194 0.181 0.882

Table 4 shows the path coefficient, t-statistics, and p-values of all variables to their dimensions. The scores of the 
t-statistics range from 24.490 to 235.742. The score of the p-values is 0.000. If the t-statistic is more than 1.96 
or the p-value is less than 0.05, it means that all path coefficients are significant. WFH productivity is reflected 
into quantitative (0.937) and qualitative (0.949) objectives significantly and equally. Working motivation is 
reflected into achievement (0.854), affiliation (0.704) and power (0.636) significantly. Digital leadersip is reflected 
into leadership skill (0.909) and digital attitude (0.916) significantly and equally. Performance management is 
reflected in peformance planning (0.826), development (0.843), appraisal (0.855), and reward recognition (0.841) 
significantly and equally. 

Table 4. Outer Path Coefficient 

Variable Dimensions Path Coefficient t- Statistics p-Values Result

WFH Productivity
Quantitative Objectives 0.937 182.633 0.000 Significant

Qualitative Objectives 0.949 235.742 0.000 Significant
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Working Motivation

Achievement 0.854 70.404 0.000 Significant

Affiliation 0.704 24.49 0.000 Significant

Power 0.636 15.642 0.000 Significant

Digital Leadership
Leadership Skill 0.909 115.128 0.000 Significant

Digital Attitude 0.916 126.288 0.000 Significant

Performance Management

Planning 0.826 52.368 0.000 Significant

Development 0.843 58.464 0.000 Significant

Appraisal 0.855 62.681 0.000 Significant

Reward 0.841 55.308 0.000 Significant

4.  RESULTS & DISCUSSION
The research model is demonstrated in Figure 1. It consists of measurement and structural models. The 
measurement model explains the relationship variables and its dimensions and items. Structural model describes 
the relationship among variables. Hypothesis testing is conducted to test the structural model. The results of 
statistical analysis are displayed in Table 5.  

Figure 1. Research Model

From Table 5, five hypotheses (H1, H2, H3, H5, and H6) have t-statistics of more than 1.96 or p-values of less 
than 0.05. It means that those hypotheses are accepted. Only one hypothesis is rejected. H4 has a t-statistic 
lower than 1.96 or a p-value of more than 0.05, so H4 is rejected. Based on the result of hypothesis testing, WFH 
Productivity is influenced significantly by Working Motivation (H1) and Digital Leadership (H2). Work motivation 
is influenced significantly by Digital Leadership (H3) and Performance Management (H5). Digital leadership is 
influenced significantly by Performance Management (H6).

From Figure 1, Working Motivation and Digital Leadership play a mediating role in the relationship between 
Performance Management and WFH Productivity. Performance Management may not influence WFH Productivity 
directly, but indirectly through Work Motivation (with indirect impact = 0.170) or Digital Leadership (with indirect 
impact = 0.052). In the relationship between Performance Management and Work Motivation, Digital Leadership 
does not play a mediating role. Because the indirect impact (0.090 = 0.595 x 0.151) is smaller than the direct 
impact (0.350). Working Motivation does not play a mediating role on the relationship between Digital Leadership 
and WFH Productivity, because the direct impact (0.087) is still bigger then the indirect impact (0.073 = 0.151 x 
0.485).

Table 5. Hypothesis Testing

Hypothesis Path Coefficient t-Statistics p-Values Result

H1: Working Motivation -> WFH Productivity 0.485 12.511 0.000 Accepted

H2: Digital Leadership -> WFH Productivity 0.087 2.053 0.040 Accepted

H3: Digital Leadership -> Working Motivation 0.151 3.437 0.001 Accepted
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H4: Performance Management -> WFH Productivity 0.008 0.168 0.866 Rejected

H5: Performance Management -> Working Motivation 0.350 7.219 0.000 Accepted

H6: Performance Management ->  Digital Leadership 0.595 20.832 0.000 Accepted

WFH productivity is defined as an achievement of quantitative and qualitative objectives and is influenced directly 
by working motivation as an individual factor and digital leadership as a group factor. Performance management 
as an organizational factor does not influence directly. Performance management should be directed to influence 
the improvement in working motivation of employees and digital leadership of the supervisor in order to impact 
indirectly on WFH productivity.

This paper has several limitations. For better further research we recommend several things: (1) sampling 
method should be probabilistic. This study used convenience approach on collecting data from the network 
of the researcher. It should collaborate with national wide institution such as ministry of workforce or national 
statistics bureau for applying simple or cluster random sampling for collecting data. (2)  using the covariance-
based SEM application for testing the research model. This research used SmartPLS as variance-based SEM for 
testing research model as exploratory study.  Covariance-based SEM – such as Lisrel application will confirm the 
result as confirmatory study, (3) using another variable as individual, group, and organizational antecedents. 
Digital skill of employee, digital collaboration ability, digital culture, and availability of digital technology at home 
are essential and interesting issues to be examined.

5. CONCLUSION
WFH productivity in Indonesia is predominantly influenced by individual and group factors rather than 
organizational factors. Working motivation is a key factor for improving WFH productivity. Business organizations 
should direct their performance management and supervisor’s leadership capability to impact on working 
motivation in order to improve WFH productivity. For future research, we recommend elaborating other 
constructs of individual, group and organization factors for expanding the research model.
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ABSTRACT

Based on the provisions of the Islamic religion, conventional banking which involves interest or usury results in 
increased turnover rates in Bank X from 1.22% to 2.97%. The results of the author’s observations in gathering 
facts on the problem of finding former employees of banking companies through the anti-usury community. The 
reasons of resigning from banking companies because they do not feel happy and do not feel meaningful in work-
ing based on the provisions of Islam.

The research method used in this research is quantitative research methods. For the data filling method, the writ-
er distributed questionnaires to 338 respondents. The questionnaire has 34 questions on a 5-point Likert scale. The 
sampling method used was purposive sampling. Due to the large population, this study also uses cluster sampling, 
where samples will be taken in each area or group. In explaining the results of this study, researchers used data 
analysis techniques is path analysis.

This study has the result that there is an effect of Islamic religiosity on turnover intention through subjective 
well-being. Islamic religiosity has a significant negative effect on subjective well-being. Subjective well-being has 
a significant negative effect on turnover intention. Islamic religiosity has a significant positive effect on turnover 
intention.

Keywords: Islamic Religiosity; Turnover Intention; Subjective Well-Being; Banking Sector

1. INTRODUCTION
In modern times, relying heavily on technology today affects that information is always moving quickly to be 
accepted by every human being. Dawah media are increasingly accessible and can be guidelines and changes in 
human mindset. Islam teaches all its people to obey every rule taught, one of the teachings believed by adherers 
of Islam is about the issue of compassion or flowering (interest). This order of prohibition of usury is conveyed 
through the Qur’an (QS Ar-Rum:39, QS An-Nisa:160-161, QS Ali Imron:130 and QS Al Baqarah:278-280). In 
addition, MUI fatwa No. 1 of 2004 concerning bank interest decided that the practice of flowering is legal, 
whether done by banks, insurance, capital markets, pawnshops, cooperatives, and other financial institutions 
or carried out by individuals. In accordance with the Order of the Quran and the explanation of MUI fatwa No. 1 
Year 2004 became a guide for employees of The Islamic religion who work in conventional banking companies to 
leave their jobs because it is required to stay away from usury.

Turnover in general can be influenced by a variety of factors, namely organizational factors that include the 
size of the organization, the small size of the work unit, payroll, the weight of the workers and the leadership 
style. Other factors include, job satisfaction, pay, promotion, employment weight, working relatives, attachment 
to the organization, hope to find another job, intention to leave work, mental stress and work environment 
(Mobley, 2011:121). However, according to the staff of Human Capital Bank X division there is another factor that 
causes turnover is the religiosity factor with the resignation carried out due to the desire to change itself so as to 
get good blessings and practices for the future towards true Islam. This is reinforced by the fact that in 2019, Bank 
X experienced the highest turnover rate increase in recent years which can be seen in Figure 1.

mailto:harryridho@student.telkomuniversity.ac.id1
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Figure 1. Turnover Rate Bank X

Source: Company Internal Data (2019)

Previous research has also revealed a significant positive influence between religiosity and turnover intention 
in the banking sector. As research conducted by (Zafar et al., 2012) proves that there is a significant positive 
relationship between religiosity and turnover intention in the banking sector. Research conducted by (Zafar et al., 
2012) is a study using exploratory studies to find out the relationship between religiosity and turnover intention in 
banking employees and the first study that discussed the relationship between religiosity and turnover intention in 
banking employees.

According to the authors’ observations in gathering the facts of the problem, found the anti-usury community 
namely XBankIndonesia with a following of 484,000 people. In general, the reason XBankIndonesia members 
who are former employees of banking companies to resign is inconvenience, unhappy and have no sense of 
meaning (Subjective Well-Being) in the job so as to get guidance to follow the teachings and orders of Allah SWT 
not to earn income derived from usury or all things illegal.

However, according to human capital division staff Bank X stated that there has not been a reason to exit the 
company because the salary in Bank X is competitive with the market and also competitive at every level, 
clear career level, there are self-development opportunities, work-life balance facilitated by the company and 
feel meaning when sharing the company’s profits to the government of the Republic of Indonesia which will be 
allocated again to programs for the poor or less prosperous and help improve the welfare of the Indonesian people 
indirectly.

According to previous research conducted by (Irwansyah, 2017) quoting from (Diener et al., 1999) confirms that 
the influence of religiosity can be done using intervening variables with subjective well-being because the meaning 
and purpose of life is often associated with religiosity and there is a positive correlation between the concept of 
religiosity and the concept of subjective well-being. In addition, according to research from (Gordon et al., 2018) 
confirms that one of the variables that can affect turnover intention is subjective well-being. However, there has 
been no previous research examining the effect of religiosity on turnover intentions by subjective well-being as 
intervening variables together.

2. LITERATURE RIVIEW
Turnover intention is the tendency or intensity of individuals to leave the organization for a variety of reasons 
and among others the desire to get a better job (Ronald and Milkha, 2014). According to Robbins and Judge 
(2015), Turnover intention is a trend or level at which an employee has the possibility to leave the company either 
voluntary or unvoluntary due to the lack of attractive current work and the availability of other job alternatives.

 Mobley, (2011:150) suggests, there are three indicators used to measure turnover intention, namely:

 1. Thoughts to stop

 It reflects individuals to think out of work or stay in a work environment. Starting with the dissatisfaction of the 
work felt by the employee, then the employee begins to think about leaving his current place of work resulting in 
a high intensity of not being present to the place of work.

 2. Intention to leave

Reflects individuals looking for work in other organizations. If the employee has started to often think about 
getting out of his job, the employee will try to find a job outside his company that feels better.
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 3. Intention to find another job

Reflects the individual who intends to exit. The employee intends to leave if he or she has got a better job, sooner 
or later will end with the employee’s decision to stay or leave his/her job.

Religio comes from the Latin religious word “religio” whose root is religure which means binding. Thus, it means 
that religion or religion in general has rules and obligations that must be adhered to and carried out by its 
adherers. All of them serve to bind a person or group of people in relation to God, fellow humans, and the 
surrounding world (Ghufron, 2012). Gani (2016) defines religiosity as a diversity that means covering various 
sides or dimensions that not only occur when a person performs ritual behavior (worship), but also performs 
other activities driven by supernatural forces.

According to (Djamaluddin and Saroso, 2001; cited by Gani, 2016) the dimensions of religiosity are divided into 
5 dimensions, namely:

 1. The Ideological Dimension

Also referred to as the dimension of faith is the degree to which one accepts dogmatic things in religion, such as 
belief in God, angels, heaven and hell. Although it must be acknowledged each religion certainly has a different 
set of doctrinal beliefs than other religions, even with its religion that sometimes seems to understand differently 
and is often contradictory. Basically, every religion also wants an element of obedience to every believer. As for 
the religion embraced by a person, the most important meaning is the willingness to obey the rules that apply 
in the teachings of their religion. So that belief is more of a doctrinal dimension that adheres to by adherents of 
religion.

 2. The Ritual Dimension

 Religious practice is the extent to which a person works in his or her religious rituals. The elements in this 
dimension include worship, culture and things that better demonstrate one’s commitment to religion. The 
realization of this dimension is the public behavior of followers of certain religions in carrying out rituals related 
to religion. The dimension of practice in Islam can be done by doing prayer, reading the Quran, fasting, alms, 
zakat.

3. The Experience Dimension

The dimension of the experience is the feeling or experience that has been experienced and felt. For example, 
feeling closer to God, fearing sin, feeling his prayer granted, being saved by God.

4. Knowledge (The Intellectual Dimension)

The dimension of religious knowledge is the dimension that describes how many people know about the teachings 
of their religion. Especially in the dimension of religious knowledge is the dimension that describes how much 
a person knows about the teachings of their religion, especially in the scriptures again. At least someone who is 
religious should know the basics of the basics of faith, rituals, and traditions.

5. Effect (The Consequential Dimension)

Dimensions that measure the extent to which a person’s behavior is motivated by religious teachings in social 
life, such as whether he visits his sick neighbor, helps a troubled person, donates his property, and so on. The 
dimension of experience refers to the feeling of having to interact with God, the experience of a person believing 
there has been a revelation from God, or a strong experience capable of convincing himself, for example because 
he is out of danger of being saved by God.

Diener (2009) argues subjective well-being is part of happiness and where the individual level assesses his quality 
of life as something to expect and feel positive emotions. Irwansyah (2017) subjective well-being shows how 
one’s life satisfaction and evaluation of important life domains such as work, relationships and health.

In (Diener, 2009) confirms that subjective well-being has 2 (two) dimensions, namely cognitive dimensions and 
affective dimensions. The explanation of these dimensions is as follows:

 1. Cognitive Dimensions

Life satisfaction is part of the cognitive dimension of subjective well-being. Life satisfaction is a person’s cognitive 
assessment of his or her life, whether life is good or not. It is a feeling of sufficient, peaceful and satisfied from the 
gap between desire or need and achievement and fulfillment that has been achieved or fulfilled.

 2. Affective Dimensions

The basic dimension of subjective well-being is afek, which includes pleasant or unpleasant moods and 
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emotions. People react with pleasant emotions when they assume something good is happening within them, 
and react with unpleasant emotions when they think something bad is happening to them, hence mood and 
emotion are not only pleasant or unpleasant but also indicated whether the event was expected or not.

 Based on the previous theories and studies outlined and previously the basis for this research, the framework of 
this research comes from a variable measuring instrument that will be examined can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Framework

Based on previous research and the previously described frame of mind, the authors set a temporary or 
hypothetical conjecture as follows:

H1: There is an Influence of Islamic religiosity (X) on turnover intention (Y) through subjective well-being (Z).

H2: Islamic religiosity (X) has a significant influence on subjective well-being (Z).

H3: Subjective well-being (Z) has a significant influence on turnover intention (Y).

H4: There is an Islamic religiosity (X) influence on employee turnover intention (Y)

3. METODELOGI

3.1   SAMPLE AND DATA COLLECTION
This study selected employees working in Bank X with the criteria of being Muslim, working period of more than 
3 years, work from office (research was conducted during the Covid-19 pandemic) and without coercion become 
respondents because the research topic is very sensitive.

In this research, it was found that the number of respondents was 338 employee who were divided into several 
directorates. Table 1 summarized the demographic profile of the employee sample.
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Table 1. Demographic profile

Variable Category Number Percentage (%)

Sex Male 212 63

Female 126 37

Working Period 3-5 years 118 35

5-10 years 102 30

10-15 years 49 15

15-20 years 32 9

>20 years 37 11

Directorates Micro business 34 10

Small, retail and medium business 33 10

Consumers 33 10

Human capital 31 9

Finance 35 10

Digital, Information Technology and 
Operations

42 12

Risk Management 32 10

Institutional and state-owned 
enterprises relations

34 10

Obedience 28 8

Network and service 36 11

Source: Authors, 2020

3.2   MEASUREMENTS
Islamic religiosity.

Islamic religiosity scale is referred to Djalamudin and Saroso (2016) including belief, practice, feeling, knowledge 
and effect. There are 14 items. Such as “I know that my religion prohibits usury”. We used a five-point scale, 
ranging from 1, “strongly disagree”, to 5 “strongly agree”.

Turnover intention.

Turnover intention scale is referred to Mobley (2011) including thought to leave, intention to leave and intention 
to search for another job. There are 4 items. Such as “I often think about leaving the company”. We used a five-
point scale, ranging from 1, “strongly disagree”, to 5 “strongly agree”.

Subjective well-being.

Subjective well-being scale is referred to Diener (2009) including cognitive, positive and negative affective. There 
are 16 items. Such as “I live in a good and meaningful life”. We used a five-point scale, ranging from 1, “strongly 
disagree”, to 5 “strongly agree”.

3.3   DATA ANALYSIS
According to Ghozali (2016:52) a validity test is used to measure whether or not a questionnaire is valid if a 
question on a questionnaire is able to reveal something that the questionnaire will measure. It is therefore 
necessary to conduct a validity test to find out how valid the instruments used in this study are.

Please explain that an indicator is said to be valid can be seen from the level of significance, if the significance ≤ 
0.05 then the indicator is valid and if the significance > 0.05 then the indicator is invalid. Below the authors will 
describe the validity test results in Table 2.
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Table 2. Validity test results

Variabel Nomor Item Rtabel Rhitung Keterangan

Islamic Religiosity

Item 1 0,361 0,796 Valid

Item 2 0,361 0,392 Valid

Item 3 0,361 0,733 Valid

Item 4 0,361 0,862 Valid

Item 5 0,361 0,676 Valid

Item 6 0,361 0,594 Valid

Item 7 0,361 0,736 Valid

Item 8 0,361 0,805 Valid

Item 9 0,361 0,713 Valid

Item 10 0,361 0,765 Valid

Item 11 0,361 0,783 Valid

Item 12 0,361 0,758 Valid

Item 13 0,361 0,649 Valid

Item 14 0,361 0,681 Valid

Subjective Well-Being

Item 1 0,361 0,505 Valid

Item 2 0,361 0,822 Valid

Item 3 0,361 0,648 Valid

Item 4 0,361 0,482 Valid

Item 5 0,361 0,648 Valid

Item 6 0,361 0,659 Valid

Item 7 0,361 0,651 Valid

Item 8 0,361 0,892 Valid

Item 9 0,361 0,753 Valid

Item 10 0,361 0,822 Valid

Item 11 0,361 0,695 Valid

Item 12 0,361 0,730 Valid

Item 13 0,361 0,800 Valid

Item 14 0,361 0,862 Valid

Item 15 0,361 0,872 Valid

Item 16 0,361 0,586 Valid

Turnover Intention

Item 1 0,361 0,807 Valid

Item 2 0,361 0,860 Valid

Item 3 0,361 0,805 Valid

Item 4 0,361 0,800 Valid
Source: Authors, 2020

Ghozali (2016:47) says reliability is a tool for measuring a questionnaire that is an indicator of a variable or 
construct. A questionnaire is said to be reliable or reliable if a person’s answer to a question is consistent and 
stable over time.

The instrument’s reliability rate from the test results using the Cronbach method is determined by its correlation 
coefficient (Silalahi, 2015:471). If the reliability test results show α ≥ 0.7 then the instrument of that size indicates 
the feasibility to be used as a research size instrument and if < 0.5 then it is not feasible to be used as a research 
size instrument. The reliability results of using Cronbach are further described in Table 3.
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Table 3. Reliability Test Data Processing Results

Variabel Croncbach’s Alpha Keterangan

Islamic Religiosity 0,923 Reliabel

Subjective Well-Being 0,935 Reliabel

Turnover Intention 0,886 Reliabel
Sumber: Authors, 2020

Based on the results of questionnaire responses on Islamic religiosity assessment in Bank X, the average score of 
1484.6 from the ideal score of 1690 with a percentage of 87.84% is categorized as very high. Then it can be seen 
from the continuum line as follows:

Figure 3. Islamic Religiosity Continuum Line

Source: Authors, 2020

The conclusion of the respondents’ responses in this study can be found that at the percentage of scores, the 
Islamic religiosity assessment gets an average total score of 1484.6 or 87.84% and it can be found that the highest 
percentage is in the first question item of 94.73%, while for the lowest percentage there is on the fifth question 
item with a percentage of 77.69%. Based on the results of the continuum line has shown that Islamic religiosity 
assessment in employees at Bank X headquarters belongs to a very high category where the level of religiosity of 
muslims can be interpreted very highly.

Based on the respondent’s response to subjective well-being, the interpretation of the score is displayed in the 
form of a continuum line as follows:

Figure 4. Subjective Well-Being Continuum Line

Source: Authors, 2020

In respondents’ responses to subjective well-being variables it can be noted that the percentage of subjective 
well-being scoring scores averaged 1305.1 or 77.22% and it can be found that the highest percentage is found 
in sixteen question items with a percentage of 82.95%, while for the lowest percentage there is on the ninth 
question item with a percentage of 73.13%. Based on the results of the continuum line has shown that subjective 
well-being assessments on employees at Bank X headquarters fall into a high category where the subjective 
welfare level of the employee can be interpreted as high.

Based on the respondent’s response to turnover intention, the interpretation of the score is displayed in the form 
of a continuum line as follows:
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Figure 5. Turnover Intention Continuum Line

Source: Authors, 2020

In respondents’ responses to variable turnover intentions it can be noted that the percentage of turnover 
intention scoring score scoring an average of 1289 or 76.27% and it can be noted that the highest percentage is 
in the fourth question item with a percentage of 82.60%, while for the lowest percentage there is in the second 
question item with a percentage of 72.30%. Based on the results of the continuum line has shown that the 
turnover intention assessment in Bank X employees belongs to a high category where it can be known that Bank 
X employees have a high tendency to leave the company.

This research uses track analysis. For track analysis testing, there are 2 path structure equations as follows:

A. Path structure Islamic religiosity to subjective well-being.

Table 4. Coefficients Islamic religiosity on subjective well-being

Source: Authors, 2020

Figure 6. Path structure Islamic religiosity on subjective well-being

Sumber: Authors, 2020

Based on figure 6, So it can be concluded that the first path structural equation that explains the relationship 
between Islamic religiosity on subjective well-being is: 

Z = -0,574 + 0,8191

𝜌zx = -0,574 means that the path coefficient value of Islamic religiosity variable (X) is -0,574 which has an effect 
on variable (Z), so the subjective well-being of Bank X will decrease by 0.574.

Ԑ1 = 0,8191 means that other factors that affect subjective well-being are 0.8191.

B. Path structure Islamic religiosity on turnover intention through by subjective well-being.
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Table 5. Coeffiecients Islamic religiosity on turnover intention through by subjective well-being

Coefficientsa

Model

B
Unstandardized Coefficients

S t a n d a r d i z e d 
Coefficients

t Sig.Std. Error Beta
1 (Constant) 19.283 1.433 13.459 .000

Islamic Religiosity .087 .009 .430 9.177 .000
Subjective Well-being -.138 .017 -.373 -7.955 .000

a. Dependent Variable: Turnover Intention
Sumber: Authors, 2020

Figure 7. Path structure Islamic religiosity on turnover intention through by subjective well-being

Source: Authors, 2020

Based on figure 7, So it can be concluded that the first path structural equation that explains the relationship 
between Islamic religiosity on turnover intention through by subjective well-being is:

Y = -0,574 + -0,373 + 0,7021

𝜌xz = -0,574 means that the path coefficient value of Islamic religiosity variable (X) is -0,574 which has an effect 
on variable (Z), so the subjective well-being of Bank X will decrease by 0.574.

𝜌yz = -0,373 means that the path coeffiecient value of subjective well-being is -0,373 which has an effect on variable 
(Y), so the turnover intention PT. Bank X will decrease by 0,373

Ԑ2 = 0,7021 means that other factors that affect subjective well-being are 0,7021.

Overall, path analysis can be concluded that as follows figure 4.

Figure 8. Path Analysis

Sumber: Authors, 2020

Correlations were found among the three variables indicating that relationships are present. The correlation 
between Islamic religiosity and turnover intention directly was positive and significant (r = 0,430). The correlation 
between Islamic religiosity and subjective well-being was negative and significant (r = -0,574). The correlation 
between subjective well-being and turnover intention was negative and significant (r = -0,373). The correlation 
between Islamic religiosity and turnover intention through by subjective well-being indirectly can be calculated 
by (-0,547 x -0,373) and it was found positive (r = 0,214). Meanwhile, the effect of Islamic religiosity and turnover 
intention directly was higher than indirect because the correlation between Islamic religiosity and turnover 
intention directly is (r = 0,430).

To calculate how much contribution Islamic religiosity contributes to turnover intention through subjective well-
being can be known in R2 model summary table as follows:
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Table 6. Determination Coefficient Analysis

Model Summary

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square
Std. Error of the 
Estimate

1 .712a .507 .504 2.26361
a. Predictors: (Constant), Subjective Well-being, Islamic Religiosity

Source: Authors, 2020

Based on SPSS output results, it is obtained a value of R2 of 0.507 or 50.7%. This means Islamic religiosity against 
turnover intention through subjective well-being contributes by 50.7% while the remaining 49.3% is influenced 
by other variables not studied in this study.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Firstly, in this study proves that one factor in the occurrence of turnover intention is the religiosity factor in 
banking companies, because Islamic religiosity has a significant positive impact on turnover intention. This study 
has the same results as research conducted by Zafar (2012) which states that Islamic religiosity has an effect on 
increasing turnover intention of banking employees. This is caused to the element of usury in the line of business 
by banking companies.

Secondly, Islamic religiosity has a significant negative impact on subjective well-being. The higher level of Islamic 
religiosity will be impact to the lower level of subjective well-being. In this study, the employees of Bank X not 
feel comfortable and not happy while working because the prohibiting of usury in Islam. This study has the 
same result as research conducted by Brown and Tierney (2009) on elder people in China due the anxiety about 
intolerance to religious activities during the Chinese cultural revolution.

Thirdly, subjective well-being has a significant negative impact on turnover intention. The higher level of subjective 
well-being will be impact to the lower level of turnover intention. This study has the same result as research 
conducted by (Gordon, 2018; Hao, 2013; De Neve and Diener, 2013) which states that subjective well-being has 
an effect to decrease turnover intention. Subjective well-being is an important variable at the individual level of 
enterprise’s staff, therefore the high level of life satisfaction and meaningfulness will decrease employee turnover 
intention.

Finally, subjective well-being as intervening variable role on the negative significant relationship between Islamic 
religiosity and turnover intention. The direct influence of Islamic religiosity on turnover intention is greater than 
the indirect effect through subjective well-being. That’s happened because partially subjective well-being has a 
negative significant on turnover intention.

Although this study got some meaningful conclusions, but there is still be some limitations. First, the study 
related to Islamic religiosity on turnover intention in banking companies are very rare. Second, previous research 
on Islamic religiosity, subjective well-being and turnover intention simultaneous has not been found. Third, there 
is no update on previous citation, consequently we cited the research 5-15 years ago.

5. CONCLUSION 
In this study, we collected data base on the field survey, used correlation and path analysis to the relationship 
among Islamic religiosity, subjective well-being and turnover intention. These conclusion through analysis were 
confirmed: Islamic religiosity has a negative significant effect on subjective well-being; subjective well-being has 
a negative significant effect on turnover intention; Islamic religiosity has a positive significant effect on turnover 
intention; Islamic religiosity on turnover intention through subjective well-being as intervening variable has a 
positive effect, however the direct impact is greater than indirect effect.

In this paper, we made the following comments on the practice of human resource management to reduce 
turnover intention:

Firstly, subjective well-being is an important factor to reduce turnover intention caused by Islamic religiosity. 
Enterprises should be comply the employees standard of happiness. Because, questionnaires item about 
happiness are lower than the others item.

Secondly, suggested evaluating the work culture slogan of Bank X. currently there are 5 cultures, there are 
integrity, professionalism, trust, innovation and consumer satisfaction. This work culture only focuses on 
improving company performance. It should also be implied that Bank X works for the country and indirectly 
helps the less prosperous people. So that increasing the meaning of working for employees because, the item of 
subjective well-being statement regarding meaningfulness “I live a good and meaningful life” can be categorized 
as low compared to other statement items.
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And the last comment, enterprises should do evaluate the recruitment system. Example, conducted a banking 
perception test in Islam on recruitment process.

Suggestions given by researcher for further research, as follows:

1. In future research, it is expected to develop this research by reviewing or adding other variables such as anxiety, 
quality of life or work-life balance that can be affect the relationship between Islamic religiosity on turnover 
intention in banking companies.

2. In the upcoming research, it is expected to conduct research on Islamic religiosity in banking companies 
because in previous research has never been done in Indonesia. This is very unfortunate because Indonesia is a 
population with a majority muslim religion.
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Abstract

Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to investigate the effects of employee behavior with variable of online 
behavior through the knowledge sharing intention on knowledge sharing behavior.

Methodology - This paper proposes using the online behavior by adopting the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), 
social capital theory and information system success model, which uses a quantitative causality method. 

Findings - The results reveal that attitudes towards knowledge sharing, subjective norms, website use satisfac-
tion, perceived behavioral control, and social interaction affect the knowledge sharing intentions since the value 
of p-value < 0.05, while the information/knowledge quality does not since the p-value > 0.05. Information/knowl-
edge quality, social interaction, and knowledge sharing intention affect the knowledge sharing behavior since 
p-value < 0.05, while perceived behavioural control does not since the p-value > 0.5.

Originality – The previous research majority focuses on the TPB and social capital theory. This study seeks to 
understand the significances of online behaviour affects the employee behavior of Directorate of DB PT Telkom. 
We realize that it is important to explain using online media in online behavior on knowledge sharing behaviour 
through knowledge sharing intention.

Implications - According to the research on the effect of online media in online behavior, data indicates that 
media YouTube not yet effective in knowledge sharing activities. In addition, data indicate that viewers run into 
decreased and founding that knowledge sharing activities do not related to work.

Contributions - The findings of this study will redound to the benefit for the employees of Directors at DB PT 
Telkom in solving problems in online behavior. From a practical perspective, it is able to increase the level of effec-
tiveness of the media used by the DB Directorate as a means of online knowledge sharing.

Keywords: Theory of Planned Behavior, Social Capital Theory, Information Success Model System, Knowledge 
Sharing Intention, Knowledge Sharing Behavior. 

1. INTRODUCTION
The current business landscape is very turbulent, global, uncertain, changing, and increasingly competitive. 
Hence, every company is required to innovate in the field of products and services, Directorate of Digital Business 
or PT Telkom’s DDB continues to develop innovations through knowledge sharing activities. DDB PT Telkom is one 
of the Directorates in PT Telkom. DDB is a centralized Directorate which handles the implementation of business 
activities with a focus on managing product scooping development, especially digital product innovation through 
coherence innovation, discovery, incubation & acceleration (DIA) process, research, standardization & quality 
assurance (RSQA) process, and big data analytics.

This knowledge sharing activity was carried out on a limited basis and was intended for the DB Directorate called 
the Innovation Day. Innovation Day is a successful knowledge sharing activity began in 2017 and is still ongoing 
until 2020. Every employee has the opportunity to share knowledge, receive knowledge and experience from 
other employees. Besides that, PT Telkom DDB in knowledge sharing activities also brings in experts from outside 
the company to provide some knowledge in the field of work to improve performance and creating innovation 
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in each individual. 

Currently, the development of information technology has provided many new opportunities. Accordingly, 
that knowledge exchange can take place even though it is constrained by distance, time, and place (Mao et.
al., 2016). One of the latest information technologies that can be used as a solution. Even as a medium for 
sharing knowledge is the internet with its social media facilities. Social media stores some information which, 
when accessed by individual serves as a source of knowledge (Ahern et.al., 2016; McLaughlin & Sillence, 2018). 
Social media serves as a tool for fostering effective communication, interaction, and knowledge sharing at the 
individual, group, community, and organizational levels. The goals of Knowledge Management (KM) and social 
media are considered to have similarities as they both generate new knowledge and skills based on various 
technologies. Social media has brought changes in the way humans interact, communicate, collaborate, and 
share content (Ahmed et.al., 2018).

DDB PT Telkom initiated the use of social media as a means of sharing knowledge among employees involved in 
the DB Directorate. One of the social media options for PT Telkom’s DB Directorate is YouTube. YouTube is social 
media with a website that provides various kind of videos created by anyone. Based on Hootsuite data (2019), 
YouTube ranks second as the social media with the most users. There are two billion YouTube users worldwide. 

The Innovation Day YouTube channel is intended for all employees of PT Telkom DDB. Innovation Day provides 
various kinds of videos that users can view through playlists and live streaming by distributing links to all 
employees. Based on data supporting the phenomenon through the Innovation Day account YouTube statistics, 
the number of viewers has decreased significantly; there were 671 viewers compared to 2019 which had an 
audience of 804 viewers. The decrease of employee interest in watching Innovation Day show. It can be seen by 
the number of viewers based on a theme that is only dominant in the digital product theme with a total audience 
of 1,206. Besides that, if it is seen based on gender preference, the male has the largest percentage, it is 67.3%. 
It is caused by the theme of the Innovation Day program that can not attract the attention of the entire audience 
segmentation, especially for women and the people under the age of 44 years old.

This means that the Innovation Day program is still not effective in developing knowledge sharing activities among 
employees of the DB Directorate. Impressions become less attractive or less valuable if they do not contain 
sufficient knowledge and are needed by employees. The low level of online activity indicates that the Innovation 
Day program has not been successful in facilitating online knowledge sharing. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct 
research to test a person’s behavior carried out with online media on knowledge sharing behavior.

Based on the pre-research results, it shows that 70% of DDB employees have watched and followed the latest 
Innovation Day program. However, there are still employees who perceive that Innovation Day is not in accordance 
with their needs, namely by 30%. There are about 30% of employees stated that the impression of Innovation Day 
did not increase their productivity. Consequently, it is necessary to do this research to examine an individual’s 
behavior carried out with online media on knowledge sharing behavior. Accompanied by the aim of getting an 
idea of how the influence of a person’s behavior in sharing knowledge through online media, yet it has been done 
by DB Directorate employees, can be an input for policy development in increasing employee productivity and 
performance.

This study will examine theories related to online behavior or individual’s behavior in online media using several 
models that integrate the Theory of Planner Behavior (Ajzen., 2004), Social Capital Theory (Chang & Chuang., 
2011), Social Cognitive Theory (Chiu et. al., 2006), and the Information System Success Model (ISSM) model 
(DeLone & McLean., 2003).  The final model of online behavior in this paper is the process of assessing knowledge 
sharing behavior to someone by intermediating one’s intention to share knowledge as a basic concept.

Therefore, it can be used as a reference for further research to test theories related to one’s behavior in sharing 
knowledge through online media. This study will test theories related to one’s behavior in online media using 
several models that integrate Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen., 2004), Social Capital Theory (Chang & Chuang., 
2011), Social Cognitive Theory (Chiu et.al., 2006), and the Information System Success Model (ISSM) (DeLone 
& McLean., 2003). The final model of this paper is PT Telkom’s DB Directorwhich be the final model of online 
behavior in the process of assessing the behavior of PT Telkom’s DB Directorate employees in sharing knowledge 
with YouTube online media.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1   KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
In the research of Ahmed et.al., (2018) stated that knowledge management or KM is about building intelligence 
in organizations to improve one›s performance in capturing, sharing, and using knowledge. Meanwhile, based 
on A. Arbabi (2016) by adopting the model proposed by Nonaka and Takeuchi (2001), it explained that there is 
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four steps model for creating knowledge, namely: socialization, combination, externalization, and internalization. 
Socialization is the sharing of experiences as a known process that results in the creation of subjective knowledge 
and defined skills. A combination is the composition of the conceptual arrangement process in the form of 
knowledge. Externalization is a process of externalization in which tacit knowledge can be expressed in the 
form of objective concepts. Internalization is an objective thought that passes through the process of objective 
knowledge in one’s mindset.

The knowledge that is not appropriately managed and shared will result in this knowledge having no value and 
no use to others. Among other knowledge management processes, sharing knowledge or knowledge sharing has 
been identified as the most vital thing. As confessed by Asrar-ul-Haq (2016), defining knowledge sharing is part of 
a building that has a role in organizational success and is adopted as a survival strategy.

2.2   KNOWLEDGE SHARING
Knowledge Sharing (KS) is defined as a medium for sharing relevant organizational information, ideas, suggestions, 
and expertise between individuals (Podrug et.al., 2017). The concept of sharing knowledge denotes the giving 
and receiving of information framed in context by source knowledge. Knowledge sharing is considered as an 
organizational routine when exchanging data, information, skills, feedback, and expertise regarding products, 
procedures, and processes. According to Aristanto (2017), knowledge sharing is the process of each exchanging 
knowledge both in tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge. This activity is closely related to increasing the ability 
of individuals to innovate. Capability or ability in innovation is the ability to adapt, integrate, and reconfigure all 
skills, functional competencies, and resources. Explicit and Tacit knowledge has a significant effect on the speed 
and quality of innovation.

2.3   KNOWLEDGE SHARING BEHAVIOR
Knowledge Sharing Behavior in the work environment refers to the actions of employees providing their own 
knowledge that is relevant for the achievement of goals and collaboration with others. It is needed when 
they want to solve problems and develop new ideas (Edu-Valsania et.al., 2016). Related to this, according to 
Abd-Mutalib et.al., (2019), Knowledge Sharing Behavior (KSB) is more likely about how behaviour routine of 
sharing what they know with everyone. Organizational management can apply knowledge sharing behavior as 
organizational norms or values. They will emphasize the long-term effects that will bring opportunities for every 
member of the organization to become part of the companies’ assets.

In achieving successful knowledge sharing, it is important to understand further implications related to knowledge 
sharing behavior. Several challenges are leading to knowledge sharing practices. A study conducted by Nguyen et.
al., (2019) which identified as «major crisis barriers» for knowledge-sharing behavior which constitute individual 
barriers consisting of psychological ownership, lack of motivation, and lack of trust.

2.4   KNOWLEDGE SHARING INTENTION
The intention of sharing knowledge is the basis for every employee before knowledge sharing activities within the 
organization (Zain et.al., 2019). In the first step, employees must have the intention to share knowledge before 
they want to share knowledge with colleagues. If employees do not, then it can be argued that the organization 
cannot function properly as a knowledge-based entity.

Based on a conceptual and practical perspective, understanding the influence of individuals in order to share 
knowledge yet how organizations can encourage the intention to share knowledge is very important (Zain et.
al., 2019). Sharing knowledge in organizations is very important for each individual. Since it can improve 
organizational performance, increase competitive advantage, organizational learning, and can trigger innovation 
in the organization.

2.5   ONLINE BEHAVIOR
Online behavior or individual’s behavior on online media intermediaries can be influenced by several things 
based on the model developed. They are: Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 2004), Social Capital Theory (Chang 
& Chuang, 2011), Social Cognitive Theory (Chiu et.al., 2006), and the Information System Success Model (DeLone 
& McLean, 2003). The model will be described in detail as follows:

a. Theory of Planned Behavior

The theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) consists of five components, namely attitudes, subjective norms, 
perceptions of behavior control, intention, and behavior (Abd-Mutalib et.al., 2019). In TPB, the first three 
components (attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control) are causing behavioral intention, 
while perceived behavioral control and intention to share are determinants of behavior. Attitude represents 
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one’s belief in the consequences of performing instinctive behavior by evaluating actions.

Figure 1. Theory of Planned Behavior Model, Ajzen (2004)

Source: in Xu Cheng research (2017)

Figure 1. is a Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 2004) model which has been used to study various 
individual behaviors in social psychology. TPB shows that intention is determined by three constructs there 
are attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control. The intention is defined as readiness to 
engage in certain behavior. Intention can predict behavior. That is, intention indicates the likelihood that a 
person will perform a given behavior within a certain period based on TPB (Ajzen, 2004). An attitude refers 
to a positive or negative evaluation of a person in carrying out a behavior. The more positive the attitude, 
the stronger the intention to engage in a particular behavior. Subjective norms, or perceived social pressure, 
refer to an individual’s perception to people who are important to them (as a role model for them). They 
have an ability to judge whether it is good or bad if the role model does such behavior (Ajzen, 2004). The 
stronger the social pressure that is felt, the greater the intention to perform certain behaviors. Perceived 
behavioral control refers to the ease or difficulty a person feels in performing a behavior. The greater the 
perceived behavioral control, the stronger the intention to perform the given behavior.

b. Social Capital Theory

Social capital or the concept of social capital has been used in various social, organizational, and management 
studies and at various levels of analysis (Lefebvre et.al., 2016). Social capital represents the resources owned 
by individuals or social entities through their network of relationships (Chang & Chuang, 2006) in Lefebvre et.
al., (2016), the social capital theory has been defined in different ways that have been conceptualized and 
operationalized.

Figure 2. Social Capital Theory Model

Source: in research Lefebvre, et.al (2016)

Figure 2. is the research model used by Lefebvre et.al (2016) in a study entitled “Social Capital and Knowledge 
Sharing Performance of Learning Networks” by adopting the concept of social capital. One of the dimensions 
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contained in social capital, namely structural social capital (social interaction). It refers to the process of 
building and forming social bonds and having a tendency to establish a relationship. It is assumed that, when 
information and resources circulate through social ties, a person has the potential to gain access to other 
people’s resources through social interactions.

c. Social Cognitive Theory

Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) is a combination of behaviorism and the concept of social learning concerned 
by Chiu et.al (Liou et.al., 2016). The social cognitive theory argues that the extrinsic environment and intrinsic 
personal beliefs influence human behavior. Specific strategies for strengthening behavioral, emotional, 
observational learning, and self-control are derived from social cognitive theory concepts. People must rely 
on the knowledge, skills, and resources of others when they cannot complete tasks on their own. SCT is 
a learning theory based on the idea that people learn by observing other people (Wang et.al., 2018). SCT 
shows how environment, behavior, and person interact with each other. This theory suggests that a wide 
variety of personal and environmental factors can significantly influence people’s behavior.

d. Information System Success Model

In Yasa’s research (2017), the Information System Success Model (ISSM) by William H. DeLone and Ephraim 
R. McLean is a model created to measure the success of implementing an information system. This model 
was first published in 1992 with the process and relationship of six variables as a measure of the success of a 
system, namely: system quality, information quality, use, user satisfaction, and individual impact. Individual 
impact, as well as the organizational impact (organizational impact). This theory was developed in 2003 by 
adding service quality and combining individual impact and organization impact into net benefits.

Figure 3. Information System Success Model DeLone & McLean Model (2003)

Source: in research of Rahayu et.al (2018)

3. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
The research framework is a conceptual model of how theory relates to various factors that have been identified 
as important problems according to Sekaran in Sugioyono (2015: 91). This study uses exogenous latent variables 
that represent online behavior or individual’s behavior through online media. In order to get knowledge-
sharing behavior, exogenous latent variables include attitude toward knowledge, subjective norms, website 
use satisfaction, information/knowledge quality, perceived behavioral control. and social interaction. This study 
also uses endogenous latent variables, namely knowledge sharing behavior and intervening variables, known as 
knowledge sharing intention, where these variables become a link between exogenous and endogenous latent 
variables.
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Figure 4. Research Framework

Source: Lefebvre et.al (2016) and Abd-Mutalib et.al (2019)

This study developed ten hypotheses that describe the relationship between variables in the study. Based on the 
formulation of the problem concerned, the research hypothesis can be formulated as follows:
H1: Attitude Toward Knowledge Sharing has a positive effect on Knowledge Sharing Intention.
H2: Subjective Norm has a positive effect on Knowledge Sharing Intention.
H3: Website Use Satisfaction has a positive effect on Knowledge Sharing Intention.
H4: Information/Knowledge Quality has a positive effect on Knowledge Sharing Intention.
H5: Information/Knowledge Quality has a positive effect on Knowledge Sharing Behavior.
H6: Perceived Behavioral Control has a positive effect on Knowledge Sharing Intention.
H7: Perceived Behavioral Control has a positive effect on Knowledge Sharing Behavior.
H8: Social Interaction has a positive effect on Knowledge Sharing Intention.
H9: Social Interaction has a positive effect on Knowledge Sharing Behavior.
H10: Knowledge Sharing Intention has a positive effect on Knowledge Sharing Behavior.

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This research uses quantitative methods. The quantitative method is a research method based on positivist 
philosophy. This method is used to research a particular population or sample to get an overview and testing of 
predetermined hypotheses (Sugiyono, 2018: 15). This study uses a causal relationship approach, according to 
Sugiyono (2016: 19), quantitative research is looking at the relationship of variables to the object under study 
is more causal. In order to describe the causes of a problem, whether carried out through experiment or non-
experiment by paying attention to exogenous variables, endogenous variables, and intervening variables.

This study uses data analysis techniques, namely Partial Least Squares - Structural Equation Model (PLS-SEM). PLS 
is a part of SEM. SEM is a model that explains the relationship between latent variables and manifest variables 
in a structural relationship (Jogiyanto & Abdillah, 2015: 84). The author will use a variant-based SEM analysis 
technique in accordance with the statistical technique used is PLS. PLS analysis is used in this study since PLS can 
test research models that do not require normally distributed data, can model many exogenous and endogenous 
variables, even though the data is not normal (missioning value) the results will remain solid and can examine 
weak theoretical foundations. It can also be used to test different types of scales, namely: nominal, ordinal, and 
continuous simultaneously in a study. To analyze PLS, the author will use the SmartPLS 3.0 software because the 
software is suitable for data exploration (Jogiyanto & Abdillah, 2015: 84).

Variable operationalization describes the variables to be studied as well as the measurement scale that will be 
understood in the operationalization of research variables. Has the aim to facilitate understanding and avoid 
differences in perceptions in research.
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Table 1. Operationalization of Variables

Variable Dimension Indicator Scale

Attitude Toward Knowledge 
Sharing

(Xu Cheng, 2017)

Attitude 1 Conative

Ordinal

2 Affective

Information system quality
3 Ease of user

4
Flexibility

Subjective Norm

(Xu Cheng, 2017)

Normative beliefs 5 Consciousness acts

Ordinal
6 Faith acts

Motivation to comply 7 Secondary motive
8 Primary motive

Website Use Satisfaction

(Rahayu et.al., 2018)

Satisfaction of use
9 Fill in the content

Ordinal
10 Accuracy

Overall satisfaction 11 Image quality
12 Sound quality

Information/ Knowledge 
Quality

(Rahayu et.al., 2018)

Punctually
13 Use of time

Ordinal
14 Maximizing time

Relevance
15 Conciseness
16 Benefits obtained

Perceived Behavioral Control

(Xu Cheng, 2017)

Knowledge creation self-
efficacy

17 Understanding ability

Ordinal
18 Ability to produce

Web-specific self-efficacy
19 Confidence in information systems

20
Continued confidence in information 
systems

Social Interaction

(Lefebvre et.al., 2016)

Perceived online relationship 
commitment

21 The satisfaction received due to online 
relationships

Ordinal22
Commitments built on online 
relationships

Perceived online attachment 
motivation

23 Impulse of behavior to achieve goals
24 Individual willingness to act

Knowledge Sharing Intention

(Zain et.al., 2019)

 

Sharing experience
25 Understanding of views

Ordinal

26 To action

Sharing knowledge is easy
27 Ease of receiving knowledge
28 Ease of sharing knowledge

Knowledge sharing is sure 
improve workability

29 Happy feeling in sharing knowledge

30
Positive action in sharing knowledge

Knowledge Sharing Behavior

(Abd-Mutalib et.al., 2019)

Tacit knowledge sharing 
behavior

31 Individual understanding level expertise

Ordinal32 Individual communication skills
Explicit knowledge sharing 
behavior

33 Increased productivity
34 Know the destination (output)

4.1   VALIDITY TEST
The validity test in research is used to measure whether a research instrument is valid. According to Sugiyono 
(2018: 193), a valid instrument means that the measuring instrument used is valid. Valid means that the 
instrument used is successful in measuring what it should be measured. In testing the validity of the instrument, 
a sample size of 30 people will be used.

Table 2. Validity Test

Variable Item Code Loading Factor AVE Evidence

Attitude Toward Knowledge Sharing

X101

X102

0.573

0.555 Valid
0.888

X103 0.734

X104 0.751

Subjective Norm

X201 0.909

0.751 Valid
X202 0.836

X203 0.894

X204 0.825
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Website Use Satisfaction

X301 0.871

0.899 Valid
X302 0.660

X303 0.868

X304 0.910

Information/Knowledge Quality

X401 0.857

0.781 ValidX402 0.893

X403 0.901

Perceived Behavioral Control
X501 0.887

0.771 Valid
X502 0.869

Social Interaction

X601 0.850

0.581 Valid
X602 0.710

X603 0.745

X604 0.738

Knowledge Sharing Intention

Z01 0.829

0.696 Valid

Z02 0.840

Z03 0.874

Z04 0.766

Z05 0.931

Z06 0.750

Knowledge Sharing Behavior

Y01 0.737

0.690 Valid
Y02 0.856

Y03 0.926

Y04 0.791

Based on the results of the validity test using the SmartPLS software, the indicators on eight (8) variables are 
declared valid, but there are several indicators when tested are invalid. Due to the outer loading value < 0.7 and 
the AVE value < 0.5. According to Ghozali (2015) if there are indicators that have an outer loading value of < 0.7 
but above 0.50, then the indicator is still declared valid because the theory is still in the development process. 
When the validity test was carried out, there were indicators with outer loading values < 0.70 but had a value 
above 0.50, so the researchers still included these indicators in this study.

4.2   RELIABILITY TEST
According to Silalahi (2017: 462), reliability is a tool for measuring a questionnaire as an indicator of a variable. A 
questionnaire is reliable if it meets the criteria for the value of Cronbach’s alpha or composite reliability must be 
greater than 0.70 although the value of 0.60 is still acceptable (Hair et al., 2008) according to Jogiyanto & Abdillah 
(2015: 196). In testing the reliability of the instrument, a total sample of 30 people will be used.

Table 3. Reliability Test

Variable Alpha Cronbach rho.A Compostie Reliability Evidence

Attitude Toward Knowledge 
Sharing 0.748 0.903 0.830 Reliable

Subjective Norm 0.889 0.901 0.923 Reliable

Website Use Satisfaction 0.847 0.852 0.899 Reliable

Information/Knowledge Quality 0.860 0.869 0.914 Reliable

Perceived Behavioral Control 0.703 0.705 0.870 Reliable

Social Interaction 0.760 0.781 0.847 Reliable

Knowledge Sharing Intention 0.911 0.916 0.932 Reliable

Based on the results of the validity test that has been done previously, the author found a condition where 
the outer loading value is < 0.70 but has a value above 0.50. It is still declared valid because the theory is still 
in the development process to be tested (Ghozali, 2015). The same is the case with the reliability test if the 
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indicator value is declared valid and fulfilled, so when the reliable test is carried out, it has a reliable indicator 
value (Cooper et al., 2006).

5. DISCUSSION AND RESEARCH RESULTS

5.1   COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION (R2)

Table 4. r-square results

r-square r-square Adjusted

Knowledge Sharing Intention 0,796 0,790

Knowledge Sharing Behavior 0,857 0,854

Based on table 4 regarding the results of the R2 test that has been carried out on the intervening variable (Z) and 
the endogenous variable (Y), it is found that knowledge sharing intention (Z) has a strong degree of accuracy with 
an r-square adjusted value of 0.790, while knowledge sharing behavior (Y) also has a strong degree of accuracy 
with an r-square adjusted value of 0.854.

5.2   HYPOTHESIS TEST RESULTS
To examine the hypothesis using the simultaneous t-statistic test, which is intended to investigate the effect 
of exogenous variables (X) through intervening variables (Z) on endogenous variables (Y). This test is done by 
comparing the T value generated by the calculation of the t-statistic value with the t-table value. The research 
hypothesis will be accepted if the t-statistic > t-table, otherwise, the hypothesis is rejected if the t-statistic < 
t-table (Hair et.al., 2017). This study will use a 95% confidence level with an error rate of 5% and is one-tailed. The 
number of samples used in this study was 190 respondents.

This study also examines the inner model to explore the level of significance. It can be concluded that there is a 
significant effect of exogenous variables on endogenous variables through intervening variables. Meanwhile, the 
strong influence of the relationship between variables can pay attention to the p-value and the patch coefficient 
value. If the p-value < 0.05, this variable has a significant effect. Conversely, if the p-value > 0.05, then this variable 
has no significant impact (Hair et.al., 2017).

Table 5. Direct Effect Hypothesis Test Results

S t a t i s t i c 
Hyphothesis The Relationship P a t h 

Coefficient t-statistic p-values Evidence Effect

H5

I n f o r m a t i o n / K n o w l e d g e 
Quality has a positive effect on 
Knowledge Sharing Behavior

0,183 3,010 0,001 Accepted Significant

H7

Perceived Behavioral Control has 
a positive effect on Knowledge 
Sharing Behavior

0,010 0,156 0,438 Rejected Not Significant

H9

Social Interaction has a positive 
effect on Knowledge Sharing 
Behavior

0,187 2,663 0,004 Accepted Significant

H10

Knowledge Sharing Intention has 
a positive effect on Knowledge 
Sharing Behavior

0,605 9,053 0,000 Accepted Significant

Based on table 5. related to the results of the direct effect hypothesis test, it can be seen that information/
knowledge quality has a positive effect on knowledge sharing behavior since the p-value is: 0.001 < 0.05. It can 
be interpreted that the quality of information from Innovation Day show has an influence on the behavior of 
DDB employees to watch this show. Where to seek knowledge and information has become a habit for DDB 
employees. Based on the results of Assegaf’s research, 2017 states that information/knowledge quality has a 
contribution to the success or failure of using an information system and shows that the use of social media is 
mainly influenced by the quality of information available.

Perceived behavioral control does not have a positive effect on knowledge sharing behavior because the p-value: 
0.438 > 0.05. It can be interpreted that DDB employees do not have control over perceived behavior in an attempt 
to watching Innovation Day show. In view of the fact that some respondents have difficulty getting access or 
forgetting the Innovation Day broadcast schedule.
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Social interaction has a positive effect on knowledge sharing behavior since the p-value is: 0.004 < 0.05. Social 
interaction refers to the process of building and forming social bonds and having a tendency to have a relationship. 
It is assumed that, when information and resources circulate through social ties, a person has the potential to 
gain access to other people’s resources through social interactions (Lefebvre et.al., 2016). This can be interpreted 
that the social ties of DDB employees are strong, causing an individual to behave to watch Innovation Day show.

Knowledge sharing intention has a positive effect on knowledge sharing behavior on account of the p-values: 
0,000 < 0.05. Previous research conducted by Gunawan et.al. (2017) revealed that in general, the intention to 
share knowledge would shape knowledge sharing behavior. It can be interpreted that DDB employees who have 
the intention are willing to perform certain behaviors to watch Innovation Day show.

Table 6. Hypothesis Test Results of Indirect Effects through Mediation

S t a t i s t i c 
Hyphothesis Relationship P a t h 

Coefficient t-statistic p-values Evidence Effect

H1

Attitude Toward Knowledge 
Sharing has a positive effect on 
Knowledge Sharing Behavior 
through Knowledge Sharing 
Intention

-0,116 1,914 0,028 Accepted Significant

H2

Subjective Norm has a positive 
effect on Knowledge Sharing 
Behavior through Knowledge 
Sharing Intention

0,227 2,658 0,004 Accepted Significant

H3

Website Use Satisfaction has a 
positive effect on Knowledge 
Sharing Behavior through 
Knowledge Sharing Intention

0,132 1,855 0,032 Accepted Significant

H4

I n f o r m a t i o n / K n o w l e d g e 
Quality has a positive effect on 
Knowledge Sharing Behavior 
through  Knowledge Sharing 
Intention

0,102 1,452 0,074 Rejected N o t 
Significant

H6

Perceived Behavioral Control has 
a positive effect on Knowledge 
Sharing Behavior through 
Knowledge Sharing Intention

0,216 3,250 0,001 Accepted Significant

H8

Social Interaction has a positive 
effect on Knowledge Sharing 
Behavior through Knowledge 
Sharing Intention

0,395 4,406 0,000 Accepted Significant

Based on table 6 regarding the results of the indirect effect hypothesis testing through mediation, it can be 
seen that attitude toward knowledge sharing has a positive effect on knowledge sharing intention on account 
of the p-value: 0.028 < 0.05. The attitude in sharing knowledge refers to a positive or negative evaluation of a 
person in carrying out a behavior. The more positive the intention, the stronger one’s intention to engage in 
certain behaviors. Conversely, the more negative the intention, the weaker one’s intention to engage in certain 
behaviors (Cheng, 2016). Based on the response of respondents as a whole that the attitude of the DB Directorate 
employees affects their intention to watch Innovation Day show. They find it easy to get access to watch this 
show, so they also feel that watching this show is easy to gain knowledge. With the ease they experience, the 
attitude of the DB Directorate employees refer to have positive evaluations, which results in their strong intention 
to watch Innovation Day show.

Subjective Norm has a positive effect on knowledge sharing intention on account of the p-values: 0.004 < 0.05. 
Subjective norms or perceived social pressure refer to the individual’s perception that people who are important 
to them think s/he should or should not do certain behavior (Cheng, 2016). The stronger the social pressure that 
is felt, the greater the intention to perform certain behaviors. Conversely, the weaker the social pressure, the less 
the intention to perform certain behaviors. It can be interpreted that the subjective norms of the DB Directorate 
employees affect their intention to watch the Innovation Day program. These impressions have fulfilled their 
needs of gaining knowledge. Gained in the current field of work and outside the field of work. DB Directorate 
employees feel socially pressured on people who have an important role to them, such as managers/supervisors 
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so that they have the urge to watch Innovation Day show.

Website use satisfaction has a positive effect on knowledge sharing intention on account of the p-values: 0.032 < 
0.05. This user satisfaction is responses submitted by users after using the information system to the extent of the 
performance shown by the system when the user uses the information system. This can be interpreted that the 
satisfaction of using the information system used in Innovation Day show, namely the YouTube media influences 
an individual’s intention to watch this show.

Information/knowledge quality does not have a positive effect on knowledge sharing intention on account of 
the p-values: 0.074 < 0.05. The quality of information or knowledge describes the presentation of information, 
the relevance of needs, and the ease of understanding. So it can be interpreted that the quality of information 
from the Innovation Day program does not influence the intention of the DB Directorate employees to watch the 
program. Based on the response of the respondents as a whole, according to the employees of the DB Directorate, 
the themes currently presented did not meet their needs. It is because the themes during the broadcast were 
more directed to the fields of technical work, while the employees of the DB Directorate came from different 
fields of work.

Perceived behavioral control has a positive effect on knowledge sharing intention on account of the p-values: 
0.001 < 0.05. Perceived behavioral control refers to the ease or difficulty a person feels in performing a behavior. 
The greater the perceived behavioral control, the stronger the individual’s intention to perform the given behavior. 
Conversely, the smaller the perceived behavioral control, the weaker an individual’s intention to perform the 
given behavior. It can be interpreted that DB Directorate employees have behavioral control that is felt in the ease 
of watching Innovation Day show.

Social interaction has a positive effect on knowledge sharing intention on account of the p-values: 0,000 < 0.05. 
Social interaction refers to the process of building and forming social bonds and having a tendency to engage in 
a relationship. It is assumed that, when information and resources circulate through social ties, a person has the 
potential to gain access to other people’s resources through social interaction (Lefebvre et.al., 2016). It can be 
interpreted that the social ties to the employees of the DB Directorate are strong, resulting in someone having 
the intention of watching Innovation Day show. The interplay between employees can result in a person having 
high intentions.

6. CONCLUSION
Based on the results of research and discussion that has been stated previously regarding the effect of online 
behavior through knowledge sharing intention on knowledge sharing behavior at the DB Directorate of PT Telkom 
Bandung with 10 proposed hypotheses. There is a conclusion that is expected to provide answers to the objectives 
formulated in this study, namely that 8 out of 10 hypotheses are accepted and have influence. H1: Attitude toward 
knowledge sharing has a positive effect on knowledge sharing intention. H2: Subjective norms have a positive 
effect on knowledge sharing intention. H3: website use satisfaction has a positive effect on knowledge sharing 
intention. H4: Information / knowledge quality does not have a positive effect on knowledge sharing intention. 
H5: Information / knowledge quality has a positive effect on knowledge sharing behavior. H6: Perceived behavioral 
control has no positive effect on knowledge sharing intention. H7: Perceived behavioral control has a positive 
effect on knowledge sharing behavior H8: Social interaction has a positive effect on knowledge sharing intention. 
H9: Social interaction has a positive effect on knowledge sharing behavior. H10: knowledge sharing intention has a 
positive effect on knowledge sharing behavior.

This research is expected to provide answers to practical uses including the development of knowledge-sharing 
activities, such as PT Telkom’s DB Directorate can make shows with a maximum duration of 60 minutes so that 
employees can focus on receiving knowledge so that it will lead to good behavior, formatting events with webinars, 
podcast, & talkshow, making general broadcast themes around business, digital & several special sessions for 
senior leader talk as an effort to provide motivation to employees.

7. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The findings of this research have various implications and limitations. These limitations should be considered 
because they can inversely impact on the generalizability of results. The research was limited to employees of 
the DB Directorate of PT Telkom, Bandung city and the premiere data of the study were obtained from internal 
companies and distributed questionnaires. However, a mixture of diverse data collection tools, sources and 
analytical techniques can offer a richer explanation to future researchers about the use of social networking tools 
to foster knowledge sharing practices in the workplace. Additionally, the proposed conceptual framework can 
vary based on the culture, regions, sector and nature of organizational activities.
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Abstract

The Covid-19 outbreak has forced a migration of education, which initially took place centrally on the campus, to 
become distributed and spread to the homes. Learning engagement and e-satisfaction is becoming a crucial issue 
for ensuring the effectiveness of education during Covid-19. This article aims to explore further about learning en-
gagement and e-satisfaction along with the factors that affect them. Do the perseverance of the student, collabo-
rative learning capability, and digital lecturing capability of the lecturers have a significant impact? This article is 
based on a cross-sectional quantitative study, which involved 1.094 students from state, private, and foreign uni-
versities. SEM PLS and SmartPLS version 3 is utilized for constructing data analysis. The results recommend that 
digital lecturing skills have a dominant effect on both e-satisfaction and learning engagement of online learning 
arrangement. Meanwhile, student perseverance influences e-satisfaction only and collaborative learning affects 
learning engagement only Based on the analysis of the results, this study will provide a comprehensive diagnosis 
of the effectiveness of online learning experiences which will later become new research findings in the form of 
strategic solution for improve the effectiveness of online learning  in higher educational institution. 

Keywords : Learning engagement, collaborative learning, e-satisfaction, digital lecturing skill

1. INTRODUCTION
Education, especially high-quality education is the right of citizens and the obligation of the Government, to 
prepare the nation’s children to face the changing needs of the world of work and prepare themselves to face 
intense global competition and socio-economic changes in the world. Indonesia as part of the world community 
must be able to play a role in global competition in various fields, including in the field of education. Therefore, 
education is a long-term investment, which is not only limited to economic benefits but also whole human 
development. In line with the dynamic nature of society and the order of life in general, the transformation of 
education needs to be seen as a cycle or a continuous process to ensure that the changes made are relevant and 
effective in improving the quality of student learning achievement according to the expectations of the wider 
community.

The end of 2019 and continuing into 2020, with an end that is still yet to be determined, will always be 
remembered as the era of global lockdown caused by Covid-19. The resulting widespread impact is global social 
and economic conditions, as well as global education, which is mainly based on the urgent need to protect 
and save the entire academic and the nation (Dhawan, 2020). The Covid-19 pandemic has changed the way of 
education, both now and in the future, namely in the form of a) education processes around the world will be 
increasingly interconnected; b) redefining the role of the educator; c) improvement of life skills in the future; and 
d) opening up the wider role of technology in supporting (Afriansyah, 2020).

The form of fundamental changes in global education as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic, in particular related 
to (1) the way education is delivered from face to face to distance learning; (2) innovation in educational 
management; and (3) new ergonomics as a form of new approach due to digital gap. The transformation of 
education into online learning using various media (Afriansyah, 2020) is also supported by its various advantages, 
namely learning: accessibility, affordability, flexibility, learning pedagogy, lifelong learning that allows students to 
learn anytime and anywhere and is considered a panacea. in facing the biggest crisis in modern human history 
(Dhawan, 2020).

mailto:nopriadi.saputra@binus.ac.id
mailto:harry.sutanto@binus.ac.id
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Acceleration of online education in the world and Indonesia desperately needs support from various parties and 
fields including political policy, technology support, adequate infrastructure and support from the community 
so that it continues to run optimally to meet the needs of society. Particularly in Indonesia, the realization of 
policy Number 4 of the Ministry of Education and Culture in 2020 concerning the Implementation of Education 
in the Covid-19 Emergency is highly dependent on factors including a) digital literacy capacity; b) inequality in 
supporting infrastructure for the implementation of online learning, such as internet connection, supporting 
equipment; c) teacher creativity in designing online learning; d) parental participation (Afriansyah, 2020).

Although online learning has become a new norm in the education system in Indonesia during the Covid-10 
pandemic, there is still a gap in student expectations (which determines the level of satisfaction and learning 
engagement) that has not been fulfilled, namely a more interesting learning design and more ways of delivering 
more material. right. Particularly because the position of students in the educational process has shifted from 
being only passive recipients and spectators, to being active participants or partners involved in the educational 
process by producing decisions or understanding with educators (Speight et al, 2020). By fulfilling this gap, it is 
hoped that they will be able to a) encourage students to reflect on their aspirations related to learning; b) provide 
a conducive environment for discussing multiple perspectives; c) guide in exploring, validating and broadening 
perspectives; and d) guide to develop new roles (Afriansyah, 2020).

Relating to the whole above explanation, this paper aims to elaborate learning engagement and e-satisfaction as 
the student’s response on online learning experience. This paper also supposes to examine   the impact of three 
resources of learning experience on learning engagement and e-satisfaction. Three elaborated learning resources 
on this paper are personal perseverance as personal resources, collaborative learning as social resources and 
digital lecturing capability as institutional resources. Do personal perseverance, collaborative learning and digital 
lecturing skills impact on online learning experience? 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Learning Engagement

Student involvement in the learning process, which is usually measured by student retention, learning, 
achievement test scores and graduation rates, has been seen as urgent especially in facing enormous global 
challenges and meeting educational expectations to be more able to align with the business supply chain and 
needs the business world and the region for the qualifications of quality graduates (Speight et al, 2020). 

There are several factors that influence the retention and online learning experience of students, namely time 
management skills, a balance between various interests, a sense of autonomy, a sense of belonging, motivation, 
design and structure of education, as well as lectures and educational institutions (Farrell and Brunton, 2020). 

e-Satisfaction

There are several factors that influence the retention and online learning experience of students, namely time 
management skills, a balance between various interests, a sense of autonomy, a sense of belonging, motivation, 
design and structure of education, as well as lectures and educational institutions (Farrell and Brunton, 2020). 
e-Satisfaction as a part of learning motivation is predicted as antecedent of learning engagement. So that’s why 
this paper supposes to examine the impact of e-Satisfaction on learning engagement. 

H1: e-Satisfaction impacts on Learning Engagement significantly

Personal Perseverance

Grit is a reflection of perseverance and enthusiasm to continue to achieve long-term goals based on talents 
and abilities above common standards (Duckworth et al, 2007) so that they can be an inspiration to become a 
better person, able to develop emotionally, take actions that may be risky and live the best life despite facing 
difficult challenges. Meanwhile, according to Rogers ((2017) there are several definitions of grit according to 
experts, namely a) diligent, conscious and personality traits (Roberts et al); b) passion and perseverance based 
on courage, conscientiousness, endurance, resilience and excellence (Duckworth); c) will based on the ability to 
complete tasks through a series of systematic steps (Deci and Ryan).

H2: Personal Perseverance impacts on Learning Engagement significantly

H3: Personal Perseverance impact on e-Satisfaction significantly

Collaborative Learning

Collaboration is a way of interaction and personal attitude in which individuals are responsible for their actions, 
learning, abilities and contribution to the group (Chandra, 2015) to achieve goals greater than their own 
achievements (Barfield, 2016). Broadly speaking, collaboration includes setting the atmosphere, relationships 
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among participants, types of behavior, disbursement and honor among participants (Markee and Kasper, 2004 
cited by Zalyaeva; and Solodkova, 2014).  Based on the description above, the following hypotheses are arranged:

H4: Collaborative Learning impacts on Learning Engagement significantly

H5: Collaborative Learning impacts on e-Satisfaction significantly

Digital Lecturing Capability

The pandemic related crises have been associated with enormous negative impacts on the health economy, 
society and security of national and global communities, As well, they have caused political and social disruption 
(Qiu et al, 2017). And although the term pandemic has not been defined by many medical texts, there are some 
key features of a pandemic i.e wide geographic extension, disease movement, novelty, severity, high attach rates 
and explosiveness, minimal population immunity, infectious and contagiousness. Pandemics also represent a 
serious threat not only to the population of the world, but also its economy through direct costs, long term 
burdens and indirect costs which further results in instability of the economy (Qiu et al, 2017).

The pedagogical role of lecturers, supported by their digital lecturing capability, is seen as the key to students’ 
success in online learning (Bawane and Spector, 2009 cited by Muller et al, 2016). The value of technology 
in supporting the effectiveness of digital learning is largely determined by the extent of the authenticity and 
proficiency of lecturers in using it (Fulton et al., 2004 cited by A-Ruz and Khaswaneh, 2011) as well as the 
persuasive ability of lecturers to ensure that active learning by optimizing the use of digital facilities, is a fun thing 
(Speight et al, 2020). 

To attract more students’ interests and bridge the gap between lecturers as digital immigrants and students 
as digital savvy, lecturers must be able to build a nuance of the future in their learning material. In this case 
it is necessary to redesign existing learning content by administrators, policy makers and even the Ministry of 
Education, to be able to meet the expectations and challenges of increasingly dynamic developments in the 
digital age (Hashmi, 2018).  Strategic steps to improve digital competence in education are through increasing 
the ability of all parties, providing access to the use of technology supporting infrastructure, and evaluating the 
effectiveness of using digital infrastructure (Spante et al, 2018).  Thus it is hoped that the suitability of learning 
technology will be built, through the suitability between individual learners and the technology used, both 
including an understanding of technological mechanisms and learner motivation that are closely related to social 
psychology and cognitive theory (Yu and Yu, 2010).

H6: Digital Lecturing Capability impacts on Learning Engagement significantly

H7: Digital Lecturing Capability impacts on e-Satisfaction significantly

3. RESEARCH METHOD AND RESULT
Material and Method

This paper used the principles of partial least squares structural equation modeling (PLS SEM, variance-based 
SEM) and SmartPLS version 3 application as the statistic tool for testing the research model.  The research model 
is second order which all variables reflected into dimensions and all dimensions are indicated by several items. 

Collecting data is conducted by distributing online questionnaire to Binus University students and ask them to 
do ‘snowballing” in which Binus students were asked to invite two of his/her friends who is studying in state or 
private universities in Indonesia or foreign university in outside Indonesia.  This paper is based on quantitative 
study which involved 1.094 students from Binus University (54%), state universities (21%), private universities 
(23%), and foreign universities (2%). The respondents are dominated by female (59,2%), undergraduate student 
(94%), with study in business, management, and finance program (62,6%). They are in first year (35%), second 
year (26%), and third year (24,7%). Collected data was analyzed by Partial Least Square based Structural Equation 
Modelling (PLS-SEM). 

The respondents are form 29 state university, 52 private universities and 19foreign universities. State university 
respondents are from (1)  Universitas Indonesia, (2)  Universitas Gadjah Mada, (3) Institut Teknologi Bandung,  
(4) IPB University, Universitas Padjajaran, (5) Universitas Diponegoro, (6) Universitas Brawijaya,  (7) Universitas 
Andalas,(8) Universitas Negri Jakarta, (9) Universitas Negeri Malang, (10) Universitas Negeri Gorontalo, (11) 
Universitas Sriwijaya, (12) Universitas Airlangga, (13) Universitas Udayana, (14) Universitas Jenderal Sudirman, 
(15) Universitas Sultan Ageng Tirtayasa, (16) Universitas Sebelas Maret, (17) Universitas Lampung, (18) Universitas 
Lambung Mangkurat, (19) Universitas Pendidikan Indonesia, (20) Universitas Syiah Kuala, (21) Universitas Sam 
Ratulangi, (22) Poltek Statistika STIS, (23) Poltek Kemenkes Semarang,  (24) Poltek Kemenkes Surabaya,  (25) 
Sekolah Tinggi Akuntansi Negara, (26) Universitas Islam Negeri Jakarta, (27)  Universitas Islam Negeri Yogjakarta, 
(28) Universitas Halu Olee, and (29) Universitas Jambi.
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Private university respondents are from: (1) Universitas Trisakti, (2) Universitas Tarumanagara, (3) Universitas 
Atmajaya, (4) Universitas Mercubuana, (5) Universitas Gunadharma,  (6) Universitas Parahyangan, (7) Univesitas 
Telkom, (8)Universitas Maranatha, (9) Universitas Multimedia Nusantara, (10) Universitas Muhamadyah 
Jakarta, (11)Universitas Muhammadyah Yogyakarta, (12) Universitas Muhammadyah Surakarta, (13) Universitas 
Muhammadyah Palembang, (14) Universitas HAMKA, (15)Universitas Esa Unggul, (16) Universitas Ciputra, (17) 
Universitas Podomoro, (18)Universitas Pertamina, (19) Universitas Budi Mulia, (20) Universitas Budi Luhur, (21) 
Universitas Buddi Dharma, (22) Universitas BSI, (23) Universitas Ahmad Dahlan, (24) Universitas Al Azhar Indonesia, 
(25) Universitas ‘Aisyiyah Yogyakarta, (26) London School of Public Relation, (27)  Universitas Pradipta, (28) 
Universitas Ibnu Khaldun, (29) Institut Kwik Kian Gie, (30) Universitas Pamulang, (31) Universitas Pancasila,  (32) 
Universitas Pelita Harapan, (33) Universitas Pembangunan Jaya, (34) Universitas Prasetya Mulya, (35)Universitas 
Nasional, (36) Universitas Trilogi, (37) Universitas YARSI, (38) UPN Veteran,  (39) Universitas Sahid, (40) Universitas 
Sanata Dharma,  (41) Universitas Islam Indonesia, (42) Universitas Kristen Indonesia, (43) Universitas Indraprasta 
PGRI, (44) Universitas Sarimutiara, (45) Universitas Satya Negara Indonesia, (46) Universitas Satyagama, (47) 
Universitas Singaperbangsa Karawang,  (48) Sekolah Tinggi Filsafat Driyarkara, (49) Lasalle College Jakarta, (50) 
Poltek LP31 Jakarta,  (51)  Universitas Katholik Soegijapranata, and (52) Sekolah Tinggi Manajemen PPM. 

Foreign university  respondents are from (1) University of Adelaide, University of Edinburgh, (2) University of 
Groningen, (3) University of Melbourne,  (4) University of Queensland,  (5) University of Sunderland,  (6) William 
Angliss Institute Singapore,  (7) Taiwan University, (8)  Tamkang University,  (9) Taylor’s University,  (10) Tokyo 
International University, (11) Tokyo University, (13) Monash University, (14) Nanjing Xiaozhuang University,  (15) 
Nicholas Alexander, (16) PSB Academy Singapore, (17) Shoreline Community College, (18) Singapore Institure of 
Management, and (19) SP Jain School of Global Management.

Research Model

Based on literature review, research model is developed. Figure 1 demonstrates research model holistically which 
all variables are developed into second order construct.  

Figure 1 Research Model

Measurement Model

For second order model, measurement model is defined as logical relationship between variables and its 
dimensions and between dimension and its items or indicators. For being utilized in this study, the measurement 
model should be valid and reliable. Validity analysis is based on outer loading (OL) score for items or indicators. 
For dimension and variable, validity analysis is based on AVE score or Discriminant Validity. For reliability analysis 
on dimension and variable, it is based on Cronbach Alpha (CA) or Composite Reliability (CR) score. An item is valid, 
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when its OL score is more than 0,7; Table 1 show that all items in table have OL score more than 0,70. If an item 
has OL score less than 0,70; the items is excluded from the research model. 

Table 1.  Validity and Reliability Analysis

Dimension Item OL CA CR AVE Dimension Item OL CA CR AVE

LEARNING ENGAGEMENT 0,86 0,89 0,54 COLLABORATIVE LEARNING 0,75 0,84 0,57

B e h a v i o u r a l 
Engagement

LE03 0,80
0,57 0,82 0,70

Cognitive Skill

CL01 0,74

0,71 0,84 0,63LE02 0,87 CL03 0,81

E m o t i o n a l 
Engagement

LE06 0,66

0,68 0,83 0,61

CL02 0,84

LE04 0,81 Collaborative Skill CL05 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00

LE05 0,87 DIGITAL LECTURING CAPABILITY 0,91 0,93 0,62

C o g n i t i v e 
Engagement

LE09 0,91
0,80 0,91 0,84

Lecturing Skill

DL02 0,81

0,76 0,86 0,68LE07 0,92 DL03 0,82

e-SATISFACTION 0,88 0,90 0,54 DL01 0,83

Communication & 
Usability

ES08 0,84
0,50 0,80 0,66

Digital Attitude

DL04 0,85

0,84 0,90 0,75ES07 0,85 DL06 0,87

Teaching Process
ES05 0,88

0,80 0,91 0,83
DL05 0,88

ES06 0,90 Perceived Trust of 
Learner

DL07 0,90
0,78 0,90 0,82

I n s t r u c t i o n a l 
Content

ES03 0,91
0,74 0,89 0,79

DL08 0,91

ES04 0,91 PERSONAL PERSEVERANCE 0,53 0,73 0,35

Interaction and 
Evaluation

ES01 0,73
0,61 0,84 0,72

Consistence of Interest

GR01 0,69

0,52 0,76 0,51ES02 0,89 GR03 0,72

NOTE: OL = Outer Loading; CA = Cronbach’s Alpha GR02 0,73

CR = Composite Reliability; AVE = Average Variance Extracted
Persistence of Effort

GR06 0,73
0,40 0,77 0,62

      GR05 0,84

A variable or dimension is valid when it has AVE score more than 0,500. According to Table 1, Learning Engagement 
e-Satisfaction, Collaborative Learning, Digital Lecturing Capability and all its dimensions have AVE score more 
than 0,500.; except Personal Perseverance.  It means that all variables and its dimension are valid; except 
Personal Perseverance. Personal Perseverance is not valid, but all its dimensions are valid. It is a suggestion that 
for constructing Personal Perseverance in first order construct.  For reliability test, this article used Cronbach’s 
Alpha (CA) or Composite Reliability (CR). If a variable or dimension has CA or CR score more than 0,70; it means 
that variable or dimension is valid.  Table 1 shows that CR score of all variables and its dimension. The scores are 
more than 0,70; it means that all variables and its dimension are reliable. Based on validity and reliability test; all 
items and dimension are valid. Al variables and its dimensions are reliable. 

Table 2 shows the path coefficient of variables to its dimensions. All path coefficients have t-Statistics more than 
1,96 or p-Values less than 0,05. It means that all variables are reflected significantly to its dimension. The second 
order measurement model are relevant to be used in hypothesize testing. 

Table 2.  Measurement Model

Variable Dimensions P a t h 
Coefficient t- Statistics p-Values Result

L e a r n i n g 
Engagement

Behavioural Engagement 0,85 79,28 0,00 Significant

Cognitive Engagement 0,86 88,38 0,00 Significant

Emotional Engagement 0,91 129,76 0,00 Significant

e-Satisfaction

Communication and Usability 0,72 38,17 0,00 Significant

Instructional Content 0,90 126,80 0,00 Significant

Teaching Process 0,89 124,85 0,00 Significant

Interaction and Evaluation 0,86 80,12 0,00 Significant
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Table 2.  Measurement Model

Variable Dimensions P a t h 
Coefficient t- Statistics p-Values Result

P e r s o n a l 
Perseverance

Consistence of Interest 0,86 60,95 0,00 Significant

Perseverance of Effort 0,70 22,70 0,00 Significant

C o l l a b o r a t i v e 
Learning

Cognitive Skill 0,95 257,06 0,00 Significant

Collaborative Skill 0,76 43,31 0,00 Significant

Digital Lecturing 
Capability

Lecturing Skill 0,92 126,54 0,00 Significant

Digital Attitude 0,93 158,59 0,00 Significant

Perceived Trust of Learner 0,90 107,13 0,00 Significant

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSTION
By using bootstrapping with 1000 subsamples; the proposed seven hypothesizes were tested. Table 3 explains 
that from seven hypothesizes; three hypothesizes are rejected; and four hypothesizes are accepted. Learning 
engagement is influenced by e-Satisfaction, collaborative learning, and digital lecturing capability. Meanwhile, 
e-Satisfaction is only influenced by digital lecturing capability. Digital lecturing capability influenced directly and 
indirectly to learning engagement.

Table 3.  Hypotheses Testing

Hypothesis P a t h 
Coefficient t-Statistics p-Values Result

H1 e-Satisfaction ==> Learning Engagement 0,839 51,28 0,000 Accepted

H2 Personal Perseverance ==> Learning Engagement 0,012 0,65 0,528 Rejected

H3 Personal Perseverance ==> e-Satisfaction -0,054 1,95 0,061 Rejected

H4 Collaborative Learning ==> Learning Engagement 0,098 4,43 0,000 Accepted

H5 Collaborative Learning ==>e-Satisfaction -0,019 0,56 0,584 Rejected

H6 Digital Lecturing Capability ==> Learning Engagement -0,055 2,06 0,047 Accepted

H7 Digital Lecturing Capability ==> e-Satisfaction 0,578 19,30 0,00 Accepted

The results of testing the hypothesis are depicted in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2.  Computed Research Result
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Online student satisfaction is one of the important factors that shape the implementation, delivery and design 
of online learning and almost certainly has an impact on quality. As the dependent variable, online learning 
satisfaction can even reveal what happens during the process in a holistic manner and can be considered as a 
key factor in how successful the design is, the technology chosen, the facilitator, and the form and content of the 
learning delivered.

The results of this study, in some ways, are in line with previous empirical studies, where online learning 
satisfaction is strongly influenced by personal factors of related students such as competence and self-efficacy. 
From the studies that have been conducted, it turns out that the level of satisfaction of students who have 
positive attitudes towards online technology and have adequate ICT competencies is higher than those who 
do not (Beqiri, Chase & Bishka, 2009). The conclusion is the same as other studies that the level of satisfaction 
decreased in line with the decline in ICT competence (Pena and Yeung (2010).

Meanwhile, other research reveals that the existence of self-efficacy plays an important role in acceptance 
and awareness of the meaning and benefits of online learning, which in turn will have an impact on student 
satisfaction (Jung-Wan and Mendlinger, 2011) This conclusion is supported by other researchers who found that 
most of the satisfaction is learners come from how students have a high level of self-confidence to learn and 
communicate online, have a clear awareness of what they need to progress, and have a personal self-perception 
about the success of online learning (Palmer and Holt, 2009).

Previous research has also found that online learning satisfaction is influenced by external factors such 
as interaction and learning content. Where it is concluded that online students who are actively involved in 
structured courses are more satisfied with the structure, while online students who are involved in interactive 
courses are more satisfied with interpersonal interactions (Lee & Rha, 2009). Another study also found that 
students value the features of the learning platform and their satisfaction can increase based on the features 
provided by the learning platform (Palmer and Holt (2010). Therefore, from this study, it can be concluded that 
the online learners’ technical abilities, the teaching process, instructional content, and the usability of the learning 
platform and the level of interaction all have important roles in determining online learner satisfaction. The level 
of student satisfaction in the implementation of online learning, especially during the Covid-19 pandemic, can 
be explained in four aspects, namely (1) communication and usability, (2) learning content, (3) teaching process, 
and (4) interaction and evaluation. In addition, the level of student satisfaction in online learning is more directly 
affected by collaborative learning and the magnitude of the crisis. This confirms that e-Satisfaction in the online 
learning experience is influenced more by social resources than by personal resources. The ability of students in 
collaborative learning, especially in using collaborative and cognitive skills simultaneously, has a significant effect 
on satisfaction in the online learning experience. Students with high score grit but lacking collaborative abilities 
will experience dissatisfaction in online learning during the Covid-19 pandemic in Indonesia

But apart from the research results, we also assume that online learning during Covid-19 is not like the usual 
online learning program, because Covid-19 makes online learning unplanned or suddenly occurs in regular 
program students. This is because the Covid-19 pandemic was initially seen as very identical to the black swan 
phenomenon, namely an unexpected event of large magnitude and consequence and their dominant role in 
history such as the Black Death in mainland Europe in the 1930s era, swine flu. , bird flu, MERS. Black swan theory 
was developed by Taleb (2017) to clarify a) The disproportionate role of high-profile, hard-to-predict, and rare 
events that are beyond the realm of normal expectations in history, science, finance, and technology; b) The 
non-computability of the probability of the consequential rare events using scientific methods (owing to the very 
nature of small probabilities); and c) the psychological biases that blind people, both individually and collectively, 
to uncertainty and to a rare event’s massive role in historical affairs.

Although the Covid-19 pandemic subsequently categorizes as a White Swan because the scale of its impact and 
risk can still be determined by the success of most countries in the world controlling it, but it all depends on the 
ability and seriousness of the countries in the world to overcome them (Roubini, 2020). The biggest obstacle 
to this is because most people are trapped in a generalization paradigm that does not specifically estimate the 
potential for certain events, simplify the problem, categorize in general and rule out the possibility of something 
irrational or impossible (Winston, 2020).

Based on hypothesis testing, the magnitude of the crisis also affects e-satisfaction. During the Covid-19 outbreak, 
online learning was seen as something that suddenly happened, had a big impact, and conveyed the new normal 
in their lives. The perception of the Covid-19 outbreak as the magnitude of the crisis has an impact on student 
satisfaction with the online learning experience. Online learning is seen as the only alternative to maintaining 
learning activities during the outbreak. Online learning may not provide a comprehensive or better learning 
experience than in-class or offline learning, but it is still valued as an alternative available. Therefore, students are 
still satisfied with online learning by lowering their expectations.
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5. CONCLUSION
Research Conclusion

Conclusion of Research Result

Student satisfaction on digital learning experience during Covid-19 can be predicted by social resource rather 
than personal resources. The ability to learning collaboratively and perception on Covid-19 as crisis magnitude 
will impact on the satisfaction in online learning during Covid-19 outbreak.  

Implications for Future Research

Although this research may have limited sampling and also that the suitability of the framework is limited to 
one private university in Jakarta, Indonesia, the resulting estimation framework is quite reasonable and has the 
potential to be continued in the form of further studies with a wider number of respondents and variables.
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Abstract

The performance of public organizations in Indonesia is still weak, especially performance at the level of district / 
city government. The cause of the problem of organizational performance is due to issues related to innovation, 
collaboration and knowledge management.  This study is aimed to analyze the influence of collaboration and 
knowledge management on innovation and its implications on organizational performance (study of the local 
government work unit in South Sulawesi). The method that used in this research is descriptive verification method 
by quantitative approach, with research data were collected by observations and questionnaires to 117 civil serv-
ant of the local government work unit in South Sulawesi using by simple random sampling. The analysis technique 
was using structural equation modeling by Lisrel. 

The results showed that knowledge management have a significant effect on both innovation and Performance of 
Public Sector Organization. Likewise collaboration and innovation has a significant effect on Performance of Pub-
lic Sector Organization. While collaboration does not have a significant effect on innovation and innovation can 
not mediated relationship among knowledge management and collaboration on performance. Implications for 
management: findings can be applied by government to improve organizational performance. Conclusion: results 
stated that to improve the organizational performance should be made by increase Collaboration, knowledge 
management and innovation.

Keywords: organizational performance; innovation; Collaboration; knowledge management. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Indonesia is a developing country with a relatively low government performance. This statement can be seen 
from Global Competitiveness Index released by Word Economic Forum 2017-2018 period which is put Indonesia 
in the 36 position from 137 countries. Even though Indonesia’s position has increased compared last year’s period 
which ranked 41st, but is still below Thailand ranked 32nd, Malaysia ranked 23rd, and Singapore at rank 3rd. The 
results of this survey imply that the performance of public organizations in Indonesia is still weak and is one the 
main factor inhibiting investment in Indonesia.

The global description above is reinforced by public performance of accountability report from the Ministry 
of State Apparatus Empowerment and Reform The 2017 bureaucracy which shown that public performance is 
mainly on District / City Government levels have not met expectations. Majority Regency / City Governments in 
Indonesia, amounting to 85.47% or 406 District / City Governments out of the 475 evaluated scored in under the 
good category or in other words only 14.63% are performing well. While the level of ministries and institutions 
has reached 82.93% which is categorized as good and for the level of Provincial Government has reached 64.71% 
are categorized as good.

The problem of the performance of public organizations has become very urgent to improvements, especially 
performance at the level of district / city government, given the era The decentralization, the authority, roles and 
responsibilities of the government district / city becomes very large and must be able to answer the demands 
for bringing development in all fields and public services quality as its main task as mandated in Law Number 
23 of 2014 concerning Regional Government. Organizational performance is a description of the work of the 
organization in achieving its goals which of course will be influenced by the resources owned by the organization. 
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The resources in question can be physical such as human and non-physical resources such as regulations, 
information, and policies, so as to better understand the factors that can affect an organization’s performance. 
Meanwhile, according to Robbins and Judge (2013) the term of organizational performance is used based on 
the organization of behavior theories. This theory has three important parts of the theory of organizational 
behavior that is input, process, and output. Input is the initial setting of the situation and the location where the 
process will take place. This component is defined at the beginning before the work relationship occurs. A process 
component is an action and decision made by the individuals, groups, and organizations involved in it as a result 
of input and leads to certain results. Output is the predicted outcome that is affected by some other variables.

In order to maintaining and improving organizational performance, an organization needs to continue for to do 
something new. These new things can be product development, process, how to market or anything else related 
to organizational aspects. In short, an organization needs to innovate, because according to Serrat (2017) public 
organization operates under an exigent set of concerns, demands, interests, pressures, and restrictions that make 
it a far more open—and therefore complex when not chaotic system. However, not all organizations can afford 
to innovate. It takes enough resources to make an innovation. For example, South Sulawesi as one of province 
in Indonesia has made various innovations to improve government performance. however the achievements 
of innovation by regional apparatus organizations in the Government Districts / Cities in South Sulawesi have 
not shown any results satisfying, in terms of quantity, the amount of innovation produced by the organization 
Regency / City regional apparatus in South Sulawesi and registered at kemenpan RB for 2018 only 116 types of 
innovations.

The current innovation achievements must be used as evaluation material separately for regional apparatus 
organizations in district / city governments in South Sulawesi province remembers several empirical studies that 
innovation has a positive effect on organizational performance both in the public and private sector as disclosed 
by Damanpour, et al (2009) and Noruzy, et al. (2013). In particular in the public sector, innovation has identified 
as one of the main factors in the increase and performance improvement (Osborne and Gaebler, 1992).

This poor innovation achievement occurs because it shows knowledge management in the organization Regional 
apparatus in South Sulawesi has not been running well. Even though, the government has issued a regulation that 
encouraged the government district / city to be able to implement knowledge management optimally. Various 
previous empirical studies have proven that knowledge management has a positive effect on organizational 
performance, innovation and intellectual capital in organizations (Reychav and Weisberg, 2009; Andreeva and 
Kianto, 2011; Noruzy, et al., 2013; Nawab, et al., 2015).

Beside knowledge management, it turns out that this innovation problem is also related to the lack of cooperation 
activities carried out by device organizations District / City Government areas in South Sulawesi with third parties 
in outside the scope of district / city government shows that collaboration on district / city government regional 
apparatus organizations in Sulawesi Province The South is not doing well. While some empirical research shown 
that collaboration has a positive effect on innovation and organizational performance in organizations (Stuart, 
2000; Sanders and Premus, 2005).

Although in fact there are many other factors that affect organizational performance, based on the phenomena 
that found in the South Sulawesi government, it can be seen that several causes of organizational performance 
problems are related to innovation, collaboration and knowledge management. Low organizational performance, 
minimal quality and collaboration achievements of innovations that have not been as expected as described 
above, no can be separated from the capabilities of the Regional Apparatus Organization within implementing 
knowledge management that is still not optimal. Insufficient implementation of knowledge management in the 
organization District / City Government Regional Apparatuses can be observed from the phenomenon, poor 
management of complaints facilities, is less than optimal activities to explore ideas / ideas from employees, and 
still minimal the use of information technology in document storage. This too coupled with collaborations that 
have not been well implemented, are reflected through cooperative activities that have not been optimal.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The Grand theory that used in this study is Human Resource Management from Raymond (2015) and Dessler 
(2003), while Middle range theory using Organizational Behavior theory from Robbin and Judge (2012) and Cross 
and Carbery (2016).and Strategic Human Resources Management from Mathis and Jackson (2008) Organizational 
behavior theory is considered appropriate as a middle range theory because it is related with applied theory 
raised, namely knowledge management theory. Then Strategic Human Resources Management is considered 
appropriate as a middle range theory because it is related with applied theory raised, namely innovation, 
collaboration and performance theory.
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2.1   ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE
Tomal and Jones (2015) revealed that organizational performance is the achievement or output of the organization 
in order to achieve the goals set, influenced by internal factors and external factors of the organization, in order 
to achieve organizational goals that have been set for a certain period of time. Internal factors that influence 
include skills, attitudes, employee motivation and performance of employees / work teams, while external 
factors include technological developments, changes in social and economic conditions, and customer desires. 
Organizational performance according to Koohang et al. (2017) is a measure of process and development in 
organizations, organizational performance shows how well the organization achieves its goals.

Anthony and Bhattacharyya (2010) defined organizational performance as a measure of how well the organization 
is run and measured from the value the organization produces to service recipients and stakeholders. Laihonen 
and Jaaskelainen (2013) in their article revealed that organizational performance illustrates how well the 
organization achieves its objectives both in the business sector and in the public sector.

2.2   DIMENSIONS OF PERFORMANCE
Measuring the performance of public organizations is important in the process of management control, especially 
to find out the level of achievement of organizational goals, performance measurement in public organizations 
will help leaders and decision makers to evaluate and improve if there are things that are not appropriate and 
deviate.

Items that are conditioned as dimensions of performance are mainly taken from items or scales that are widely 
used by previous studies as in the following table.

Table 1 Comparison of Performance Dimensions

Dimensions Kim (2005) Nicolas & Cerdan (2011) Akil (2018)
Internal performance V V V
Internal performance V V V

2.3   INNOVATION
Borghini (2005) revealed that innovation is an effort in the framework of the discovery, experiment and development 
of new technologies, new products and services, new production processes, and new organizational structures, 
innovation related to the implementation of new ideas. Innovation is widely known as the development or use 
of new ideas or habits (Walker, 2006). Innovation is important in organizations because it helps organizations 
achieve their goals, especially in the face of competition, market changes, scarcity of resources, and the high 
expectations and demands of the community and other stakeholders for quality products or services (Jansen, et 
al., 2006).

Innovation is a new structure, a new administrative system, a new program or plan, new policies, and new 
products and services resulting from internal organization. Organizations give birth to innovations to respond to 
changes that continue to occur due to changes in the concepts of management and technology, changes in the 
constellation of competition, increasing community demands, or the existence of directives from organizational 
leaders in order to improve organizational performance (Damanpour et al., 2009). 

Bloch and Bugge (2013) defined innovation in the public sector as renewal in services, operational processes, 
organizational methods and ways of delivering services to service recipients. Furthermore according to 
Drucker (2014) Innovation is the activity of creating new products, new services, new work processes, 
or management procedures to achieve an organization’s competitive advantage or organizational goals. 

2.4   DIMENSIONS OF INNOVATION
For the selection of innovation dimensions and indicators, this study refers to the dimensions suggested by Murat 
and Baki (2011) and Hilman and Kaliappen (2015), namely the dimensions of product / service innovation and 
process innovation as well as several previous studies as in the following table.

Table 2 Comparison of Innovation Dimensions

Dimensions Mavondo et 
al. (2005)

Murat & Baki 
(2011)

Hilman & Kaliappen 
(2015)

Crowley  & McCann 
(2015)

product / service V V V V

process V V V V
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2.5   KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
McNabb (2007) defined public sector knowledge management as an effort carried out by government institutions 
in managing information and knowledge, so that the information and knowledge can be used in order to resolve 
constraints and problems faced by organizations, as well as in terms of improving innovation and organizational 
performance government. Whereas Dalkir (2011) defined knowledge management as a series of systematic cycles 
in obtaining, creating, organizing, sharing, distributing, storing, applying, and updating all forms of knowledge in 
order to improve organizational performance and create value.

The next definition is expressed by Wang, et.al., (2011) who seen knowledge management as a combination 
of several aspects incorporated in a learning system and defines knowledge management as a system that 
integrates people, processes and technology in achieving sustainable performance improvement through 
learning. Furthermore, according to Dahiya et al. (2012) Knowledge management is a process that starts from 
gaining knowledge, creating knowledge, storing knowledge, sharing knowledge, and utilizing knowledge to 
support better productivity, improving financial performance and human resource performance, and achieving 
sustainable competitive advantage. A more specific view of the notion of knowledge management is outlined 
by Sprinkle and Urick (2018) who defined knowledge management as the process of transferring specific skills 
related to the performance of tasks, and also the transfer of knowledge related to organizational behavior that is 
relevant to the achievement of organizational goals.

2.6   DIMENSION OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
For the selection of Knowledge Management dimensions, this study refers to the dimensions suggested by several 
previous studies as in the following table.

Table 3 Comparison of Knowledge Management Dimensions 

Dimensions
Gholami et. al.

(2013)

Seleim & Khalil

(2011)

Donate & Pablo

(2014)
Creating knowledge V V V
Acquiring knowledge V V V

Sharing knowledge V V

2.7   COLLABORATION
According to Thompson (2006), Collaboration is a process of interaction between independent or semi-
independent organizations through formal or informal agreements, jointly formulating common rules, patterns 
of mutual relations and systems of collective work related to important matters relating to mutually beneficial 
mutual interests. Chiocchio et al. (2012) defined collaboration as a process of mutual influence between 
communication, work synchronization, and cooperation of two or more entities in the context of achieving 
common goals. Furthermore Bedwell et al. (2012) defined collaboration as an evolving process characterized by, 
two or more entities actively and mutually engaging in joint activities in the context of achieving one or more 
shared goals.

Nissen et al. (2014) added that collaboration is a relationship that is supported by trust and dialogue between 
several work units in the internal organization or between organizations that work together in the context 
of carrying out tasks and achieving common goals. Coordination and cooperation are an inseparable part of 
collaboration; collaboration is a continuation of the process of coordination and cooperation. Cooperation is 
defined as a joint effort in achieving goals through efforts based on an understanding of the tasks and functions 
of the parties involved, while coordination is defined as an effort to align activities or programs in the context of 
achieving common goals that have been set (Gulati et al., 2012). Grimmelikhuijsen and Feeney (2016) defined 
collaboration in the public sector as a process of interaction and involvement of the community and stakeholders 
in activities that are compiled by government agencies. 

Of the several definitions that have been described above and adjusted to the objects in this study, collaboration 
is defined as communication, coordination, and collaboration carried out by the Regional Apparatus Organization 
with stakeholders, other agencies both government and private agencies within and outside the scope of the 
Regional Government for the achievement of common goals.

2.8   DIMENSION OF COLLABORATION
This study uses inter-organizational and intra-organizational dimensions in measuring collaboration variables 
as used by Stank et al. (2001) because this dimension is commonly used by previous researchers to measure 
collaboration such as the following table.
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Table 4 Comparison of collaboration Dimensions

Dimensions Sanders & Premus 
(2005)

Schleimer & 
Shulman (2011)

Luzzini et al. 
(2015)

inter-organizational V V V
intra-organizational V V V

3. HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT AND MODEL
These research are reinforced by several previous studies such as done by Yousif Al-Hakim and Hassan (2013) 
stated that knowledge management strategy directly influences organizational performance and also indirectly 
through innovation as a mediating variable. The research results of Yousif Al-Hakim and Hassan (2013) are 
supported Carolina and Angel (2011) research analyzing the relationship of Strategic knowledge management, 
corporate innovation strategy and organizational performance in 310 Spanish organizations. The results showed 
that both knowledge management (codification and personalization) strategies had an effect on the innovation 
and performance of the organization directly or indirectly. So did Gholami et al.(2013); Jyoti dan Rani (2015); 
Kasim (2008) stated that knowledge management influences organizational performance. Si did Angelis (2013), 
Alegre et al. (2011) stated that knowledge management influence innovations. 

Ojasalo and Kauppinen (2016) founded that there was a positive effect of collaboration between government 
organizations and the private sector, non-governmental organizations, and their own communities on the process 
and service innovations produced by government agencies in various countries. Similarly, research conducted by 
Faems et. al. (2005), stated that there is a positive effect of collaboration between manufacturing companies in 
Belgium on the achievement of innovations of companies involved in collaboration. This opinion is also supported 
by research conducted by Stuart (2000) which results in the finding that collaboration between companies in the 
United States, Europe, and Asia has a positive effect on innovation in the companies involved in the collaboration. 
So did Whitford, et al. (2010), Sanders and Premus (2005).

The same research was also conducted by Abdi and Senin (2015), Toillier, et.al., (2015), Nawab, et.al., (2015) 
whose results supported by the previous research. Meanwhile, Odumeru (2013), Tuan, et.al., (2016), Tajuddin, 
et.al., (2015), Suhag, et.al., (2017), Torugsa & Arundel(2016), Noruzy et al.(2013) stated that innovation have the 
positive influence on performance. Further Budiarti (2017) stated that knowledge management give potential 
opportunities to gain innovation. Budiarta (2015) who stated that knowledge management, human capital and 
innovative strategy directly influenced the performance of the university. 

Some previous research indicated that various research settings and present different results about the factors 
or variables that affect organizational performance and innovation, so from this gap researchers tried to examine 
more deeply the factors or variables that affect the level of organizational performance and innovation. Based on 
the existing phenomena, it is necessary to formulate some hypothesis as follows: 

H1: There is influence of knowledge management to innovation in the Regional Government Organizations in 
South Sulawesi Government

H2: There is influence of collaboration to innovation in the Regional Government Organizations in South Sulawesi 
Government

H3: There is influence of knowledge management to innovation in the Regional Government Organizations in 
South Sulawesi Government

H4: There is influence of collaboration to the organizational performance of the Regional Government Organization 
in South Sulawesi Government

H5: There is influence innovation on organizational performance in the Regional Government Organization in 
South Sulawesi Government

H6: Knowledge management and collaboration, either simultaneously or partially, have a positive effect on 
organizational performance through innovation in the Regional Government Organizations of Regency / City in 
South Sulawesi Province

Based on the previously described framework of thought which is based on theoretical thinking, it produces a 
thinking paradigm as shown in Figure 1 as follows:
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Figure 1 Hypothesized model

 knowledge management                 
(X1) 

collaboration                 
(X3) 

innovation            
(Y) 

performance              
(Z) 

4. METHODOLOGY 

4.1   RESEARCH METHOD
Research method according to Creswell (2013) is a way to get the solution to various research problems. The 
research method which is used in this study is descriptive and verification research. Descriptive research used to 
analyze data by describing data that has been collected then will be analyzed and interpreted in accordance with 
the research objectives. Verification research used to test the hypothesis implemented through data collection in 
the field. This study aims to determine the influence of Collaboration and knowledge management on innovation 
and its implications on organizational performance.

4.2   DATA COLLECTION AND MEASUREMENT
The data collection method used in this research is as follows:

1. Questionnaire, which is to collect data through distribution of a list of questions to respondents from each 
regional apparatus organization as previously described.

2. Literature study, namely the collection of secondary data that is considered relevant with this research both 
sourced from reports and agency documents government, laws and regulations, books and scientific jour-
nals.

While the analysis unit in this research is South Sulawesi Government and observation unit is the local government 
work unit in South Sulawesi. So, the populations which are used in this research are employees in the environment 
of South Sulawesi Government. Because this research is a pre-survey research then the research sample is done 
by simple random sampling and got 117 samples according to the minimum requirement of research.

The measurement tool that used in this research is questionnaire that contain variable which is measured by 
using a Likert scale (scale of measurement that used to measure the respondents’ responses to the research 
object), this scale requires respondents to choose whether they agree or disagree with a series of statements 
about the variables used in the study using a value of 1 to 5 categories of responses ranging from strongly agree 
to strongly disagree.

4.3   DATA ANALYSIS
Data analysis and interpretation will be used in this research to answer research questions and hypothesis. So 
the data analysis is using the causality or relationship model and to test the proposed hypothesis, the analysis 
technique used is path analysis by SEM (Structural Equation Modeling), because according to Ferdinand (2006) 
SEM is a combination of factor analysis and multiple regression analysis (Its use in this study is very appropriate 
because this research is a social research that uses latent variables (variables that cannot be measured directly). 

Before analyzing the data obtained from the questionnaire, the data is first tested for validity and reliability to 
determine whether the variables used are valid and suitable for use. The results of the validity and reliability tests 
can be seen in the following table.
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Table 5 Result of Validity Test 

Dimensions Indicators Correlations (r)
Knowledge Management
Creating knowledge Get ideas from employees (Mp1.1) .501**

Get information from service recipients (Mp1.2) .538**

Management of complaint facilities (Mp1.3) .676**

Acquiring knowledge Document (Mp2.1) .609**

Education and training (Mp2.2) .563**

Comparative study (Mp2.3) .630**

Expert input (Mp2.4) .557**

Sharing knowledge Sharing knowledge  in organization(Mp3.1) .580**

Sharing knowledge in teamwork (Mp3.2) .555**

Facilitate the process (Mp3.3) .538**

Keeping knowledge Keeping document (Mp4.1) .517**

Using of information technology (Mp4.2)    .444*

Information access (Mp4.3) .536**

Using knowledge Decision making (Mp5.1) .547**

Overcoming obstacles (Mp5.2) .551**

Development of work processes and services (Mp5.3)    .454*

Collaboration
Intra-organizational Intra-organizational  communication(Ki1.1) .613**

Intra-organizational  coordination(Ki1.2) .630**

Sharing Intra-organizational  resources(Ki1.3) .513**

Intra-organizational  cooperation (Ki1.4) .635**

Strategy alignment (Ki1.5) .479**

Inter-organizational Inter-organizational  communication(Ki2.1) .513**

Inter-organizational  coordination(Ki2.2) .571**

Sharing Inter-organizational  resources(Ki2.3)    .448*

Community and stakeholder involvement (Ki2.4) .532**

Inter-organizational  cooperation (Ki2.5) .512**

Innovation
Service Innovation New types of services (In1.1) .561**

Development from old service (In1.2)    .687**

Updates to service access ways (In1.3) .637**

Process Innovation Update work procedures (In2.1) .594**

Use of information technology (In2.2) .478**

Change of work team (In2.3) .659**

Change in the allocation of organizational resources (In2.4) .608**

Performance
Internal performance Work process improvement (1.1) .628**

Output performance (Ko1.2) .634**

Quality of work programs (Ko1.3)    .628**

Quality of use of budget (Ko1.4) .604**

External performance Service quality (Ko2.1) .586**

outcome performance (Ko2.2) .638**

Service recipient satisfaction (Ko2.3) .588**

Responsiveness (Ko2.4) .658**

From the results of the validity test of the data obtained, it can be concluded that the product moment correlation 
value (r) of all indicators or question items is above 0.3 and is significant at the 95% degree of confidence so that 
it can be concluded that all indicators are valid and multicollinearity does not occur.

Table 6 Result of Reliability Test 

Variables Reliability value Statement
Knowledge management 0,842 Reliable
Collaboration 0,730 Reliable
Innovation 0,701 Reliable
Performance 0,770 Reliable

Based on the results of the reliability test as outlined above, the Cronbach’s alpha value for all latent variables is 
greater than 0.7 and from the categorization results according to table 3.9, it is known that the Cronbach’s alpha 
value of knowledge management variables is classified as good, while the other four variables are categorized as 
quite good. So it can be concluded that all the instruments describing the variables are reliable

While, a goodness of fit indicator is used to assess the suitability of the entire model can be seen as following 
table:
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Table 7 Empirical Model of Goodness of Fit

No Indicators Cut-off Calculate Conclusion
1 Chi-Square < 279,287 df 242 137,731 Good 
2 Probability ³ 0.05 0,073 Good
3 RMSEA £ 0.08 0,041 Good
4 GFI ³ 0.90 0,884 Marginal
5 AGFI ³ 0.90 0,845 Marginal
6 CMIN/df ≤2,00 1,198 Good
7 TLI ³ 0.95 0,980 Good
8 CFI ³ 0.95 0,983 Good

Form result of data, it can be shown that the model meets the fit criteria, the result of chi-square test in full model 
obtained chi-square value of 1,377,014> 137,731 (chi square output). The results show that the overall model 
meets the fit model criteria. A probability value of 0.073 which is above 0.05 and most other criteria that meets 
most well. These results show that the overall model in the fit model criteria.

5. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
The results of structural modeling based on the results of SEM analysis using the Lisrel software can be seen in 
the following figure:

Figure 2 Standardize Model Structural

From figure above 

IN = 0.018*KM + 0.90*CO, Errorvar.= 0.19  , R² = 0.81

           (0.041)    (0.055)             (0.085)           

            2.44       0.38               2.22             

PP =  0.017*IN + 0.24*KM + 0.020*CO, Errorvar.= 0.95 , R² = 0.054

              (0.30)     (0.081)   (0.24)               (0.54)            

              2.057      2.95     2.081                1.74         

We applied the measurement model results to evaluate the structural model (Figure 2) after the SEM analysis. 
Table 6 reports the statistical significance of the standardized regression weights (t-values) for the hypotheses, as 
well as the R2 values for the endogenous variables.
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 Table 8 Structural model results: direct hypothesis tests

Variables T-count t-table Hypothesis

KM --> IN 2.44 1,960 Significant

CO --> IN 0.38               1,960 Not significant

KM --> PP 2.95     1,960 Significant

CO --> PP 2.081                1,960 significant

IN --> PP 2.057      1,960 significant

Table 9 Mediating effect of job satisfaction

Variables Sobel Value Mediating

KM IN PP 1.88 Not Mediating

CO IN PP 0.37 Not Mediating

Based on Table 8, shown that the perception of respondents on knowledge management has a positive and 
significant effect on innovation. It can be seen from path coefficient marked positive 0.018 with t-value 2.44 > 
1,96, its means hypothesis of this research acceptable. These findings support the research of Yousif Al-Hakim 
and Hassan (2013) are supported Carolina and Angel (2011), Abdi and Senin (2015), Toillier, et.al., (2015), Nawab, 
et.al. (2015), Angelis (2013), Alegre et al. (2011) stated that knowledge management has a positive and significant 
effect on innovation

Based on Table 8, shown that the perception of respondents on Collaboration has positive and not significant 
effect on innovation. It can be seen from path coefficient marked positive 0.90 with t-value 0.38 < 1,96. Thus the 
hypothesis of this study is not acceptable. This research is no support research by Stuart (2000) and Faems et. al. 
(2005), Hartley et al. (2013), Ojasalo dan Kauppinen (2016), found that there is a positive effect of collaboration 
on the achievement of innovations. The insignificance that occurs between collaboration on innovation can be 
due to a lack of trust and openness in sharing information, as well as the existence of competition in the learning 
process from parties involved in collaboration

Based on Table 8, shown that the perception of respondents on knowledge management has a positive and 
significant effect on performance. It can be seen from path coefficient marked positive 0.24 with t-value 2.95 > 
1,96, its means hypothesis of this research acceptable. These findings support the research of Yousif Al-Hakim 
and Hassan (2013), Carolina and Angel (2011), Abdi and Senin (2015), Toillier, et.al., (2015), Nawab, et.al., (2015), 
Gholami et al.(2013); Jyoti dan Rani (2015); Kasim (2008) stated that knowledge management has a positive and 
significant effect on performance.

Based on Table 8, shown that the perception of respondents on Collaboration has positive and significant effect 
on performance. It can be seen from path coefficient marked positive 0.018 with t-value 2.44 > 1,96, its means 
hypothesis of this research acceptable. This research is support research by Whitford, et al. (2010), Faems et. 
al. (2005), Sanders and Premus (2005), Ojasalo and Kauppinen (2016) found that there is a positive effect of 
collaboration on performance.

Based on Table 8, shown that the perception of respondents on innovation has a positive and significant impact 
on organizational performance. It can be seen from path coefficient marked positive 0.017 with t-value 2.057 
> 1,96, its means hypothesis of this research acceptable. Hypothesis testing resulted in this research proves 
the existence of significant and positive influence between innovations with organizational performance. These 
findings support Odumeru (2013), Tuan, et.al., (2016), Tajuddin, et.al., (2015), Suhag, et.al., (2017), Torugsa & 
Arundel(2016), Noruzy, et. al. (2013) stated that innovation have the positive influence on performance.

Based on table 9, shown the results of the calculation of the Sobel test with the statistical test values   are 1.88 
and 0.37. Thus it can be concluded that innovation does not mediate the relationship between knowledge 
management and collaboration on performance. In other words, in improving performance, employees only 
need to increase knowledge management and collaboration without having to involve existing innovation.

Further, from the equation that measures the amount of performance is only equal to 0.054 or 5,4%. The results 
of this study indicate that there are other contributing factors towards improving knowledge management, 
collaboration, innovation and organizational performance, so that further research is still potential and possible 
examine these other factors in order to enrich knowledge management models, collaboration, innovation and 
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organizational performance. 

Based on the results of the analysis compared with previous research, the findings that can be put forward as 
a result of research are that the performance can improving with high innovation and supported by knowledge 
management and collaboration. This study shows that innovation is in the high category. Innovation can improving 
performance supported by high knowledge management and good collaboration. In summary, these findings can 
be described as a conceptual model produced in this study, namely: “Conceptualization Model of innovation 
based on knowledge management and collaboration in Improving Performance of Public Sector Organization “. 
The model produced is novelty because this research has a novelty with the category of development (innovation).

6.  CONCLUSIONS 
The result of this study is that based on SEM analysis using Lisrel, known that knowledge management have 
a significant effect on both innovation and Performance of Public Sector Organization. Likewise collaboration 
and innovation has a significant effect on Performance of Public Sector Organization. While collaboration does 
not have a significant effect on innovation and innovation can not mediated relationship among knowledge 
management and collaboration on performance. 

This study has several limitations such as the number of samples is still insufficient representative, information 
provided by respondents through questionnaires sometimes it does not show the respondent’s opinion In fact, 
this happens because of differences in thoughts, assumptions and different understanding of each respondent, 
only focused on internal and external performance variables without paying attention to other factors outside 
of performance, innovation, knowledge management and innovation, should thus be considered a pilot study 
about Performance of Public Sector Organization scale. The findings of this study are useful for organization, 
policymakers and employers to address collaboration among employees in organization and improve their 
knowledge management and innovation and use it to improving Performance of Public Sector Organization. 
Future research could utilize this study’s model to examine the correlation between knowledge management, 
collaboration and innovation, toward Performance of Public Sector Organization on a broader scale, for example 
in other sectors both public and private agencies on a larger scale to strengthen generalization. Future research 
also can test the influence of other variables such as culture organization, leadership, and strategic HRM as aspects 
that affect innovation and organizational performance, or as moderating variables that affect the relationship of 
independent variables with the dependent variable.
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Abstract 

Purpose: to propose a knowledge-based training system (KBTS) that triggers the development of knowledge shar-
ing culture through suitable training methodology. The culture led to a higher success rate on converting employ-
ees’ tacit knowledge about customers into firm’s training materials.

Design/methodology/approach: the idea for integrating training practices with knowledge management arose 
based on literature review. In-depth interviews with bank management and employees were conducted. Focus 
group discussions with experts were held for evaluating the proposed KBTS.

Findings: KBTS that integrates experts from the sales departments with experts from the human resources de-
partment is highly recommended. The KBTS has two main functions. The first is to support HR experts in identi-
fying modifications needed for training materials about adaptive selling, customer networking, communication 
quality, customer order quality. The second is to support the HR experts in designing and implementing training 
methodology that lead to knowledge sharing culture. 

Originality: System to support the creation of knowledge sharing culture is the key for implementing knowledge 
acquisition into the practise in the banking industry. Using the system, knowledge sharing culture can be inter-
nalized by the employees naturally.

Research limitations/implications: more research is needed to determine KBTS’ adaptability when facing rapid 
changes in customers’ behaviours of the banking industry, as the result of Covid-19 pandemic. 

Contributions: It is highly needed to convert tacit knowledge about customers from every salesperson to explicit 
knowledge. The knowledge acquisition process can only happen if every salesperson is willing to share their 
knowledge. Thus, the bank needs to create a knowledge sharing culture among employees.

Keywords: knowledge-based training system, knowledge sharing culture, training methodology 

* Corresponding author

1. INTRODUCTION
The demand for using digital technologies in the banking industry is increasing significantly (Craig, 2020). (Gara, 
2020) shows that clients under the age of 70 are already familiar with the use of digital technologies in their 
daily life, thus, they have accepted the change of banks’ way in serving its clients. In Indonesia, physical bank 
statements in the form of a book, as the evidence of the client’s money ownership in their account, was gradually 
replaced by a printed letter sent monthly to the client’s house. Then, the sent letter is also replaced with e-mail 
as the means of delivery. Lately, the clients can use their handphones or smart devices to help manage their 
financial needs (Gross, 2020).

From the start of pandemic Covid-19, the use of digital technologies are increasing significantly (Bensley 
et al., 2020). The clients are advised to work from home and conduct social distancing as priority. For sure, 
the pandemic triggers the banks’ need in optimizing the use of digital technologies for serving the clients into 
significant higher levels. For instance, in the past, a bank supervisor had to sign a money withdrawal form as the 
means of authorizing the withdrawal process conducted by a teller. Now the process is changed by using high 
resolution camera technology that captures money withdrawal form signed by the client and sends the pictures 
to the supervisor’s computer. Authorization processes that physically occurred in every branch now become 
centralized. Banks are trying to cope with COVID-19 by providing new ways of support for clients  (LaSala, 2020). 

These rapid changes bring different challenges for the bank’s salesperson that lead to different training and 
development needed by them. In the past, the salesperson, as the change agent, is equipped with skills to teach 

https://paperpile.com/c/fJAA0E/1NU5u
https://paperpile.com/c/fJAA0E/G64G0
https://paperpile.com/c/fJAA0E/G64G0
https://paperpile.com/c/fJAA0E/epkbN
https://paperpile.com/c/fJAA0E/Q699Q
https://paperpile.com/c/fJAA0E/Q699Q
https://paperpile.com/c/fJAA0E/Q699Q
https://paperpile.com/c/fJAA0E/Vwqef
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clients on how to use digital banking tools (Catmull, 2020). They are trained on how to teach the client to log 
into banks applications with different methods and pace that are suitable with the client characteristics, so every 
client can learn the logging process comfortably (Bensley et al., 2020). For the case of a key client who put money 
minimum 500 millions in his/her bank account, the salesperson will visit the client privately to teach them on 
how to use the digital banking tools. During the process, the salesperson will have more qualified interaction with 
the client. The salesperson can increase his/her understanding of the client’s characteristics and needs. With the 
information, the salesperson can offer suitable bank products to the clients with higher success rate. Now, the 
challenge is higher because not all of the key customers are willingly to be visited by the salesperson. Offering 
bank products to the key customers by phone call or even video call bring more challenges than meeting with 
them in person. 

Based on an in-depth interview with a bank manager from one of the banks in Bandung whose major income 
is from mortgage services, the biggest challenge is how to make the mortgage lenders to have active banking 
transactions, instead of only paying mortgage payment. The bank usually gets new clients from its sister company 
that sells houses in high profile real estate areas. Most of the clients open bank accounts in the bank in order to 
get easier funding for buying or investing in the houses sold by the sister company. They already have active bank 
accounts in other banks. Facing the pandemic, the bank finds difficulties in getting new clients who want to buy 
houses. So, it is highly important to optimize transactions from existing clients. It means the bank needs to find 
a way in offering the right products that trigger client interest in depositing or investing their money in the bank.

The key success for optimizing the transaction relies on the bank’s salesperson capabilities to identify the clients’ 
needs (Alnakhli et al., 2020). Most successful salespeople are able to identify the needs and offer the right program 
after they know in depth about the clients. They know the clients background and preferences so they can decide 
the appropriate way in proposing the program. Unfortunately it remains in the head of the salesperson as tacit 
knowledge. A new challenge arose when the salesperson resigned from the bank. In some cases they even bring 
the clients to the bank competitor. Thus, the manager finds it is crucial for the bank to be able to obtain and to 
share the salesperson knowledge about clients. It should be stored in some kind of knowledge management 
systems (KMS) which can be easily accessed by every salesperson (Utami et al., 2017; Mattiacci et al., 2019). 

Supported by the KMS and adequate training, any salesperson can be assigned to handle any existing clients and 
get the clients’ trust faster. Even a new recruited salesperson can use the systems directly in practice (Mattiacci 
et al., 2019). However, when a salesperson keeps their knowledge about the customers in his/her mind and 
does not want to share the knowledge with the bank, the bank will not be able to have a good quality of KMS. 
For successfully obtaining the knowledge from existing salespeople and sharing them among the salesperson, 
knowledge sharing culture must be encouraged (Luturmas and Indarti, 2017). As a consequence, the bank needs 
a support system, which is called “knowledge-based training system” (KBTS). The question is what kind of data 
needs to be collected, how to collect the data and transform it into the information and then into knowledge?

The article provides a theoretical framework and the application of the KBTS that is able to convert the 
salespersons’ tacit knowledge about customers into the bank’s training materials. Supported also with other 
up-to-date training materials, the salesperson will be able to offer the right product to the right customer in the 
right time. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Bank performance can be measured by its profitability (Zarrouk, Ben Jedidia and Moualhi, 2016). To achieve higher 
profitability, the bank must focus on four main activities: (1) liquidity management, (2) assets management, (3) 
liabilities management, and (4) capital adequacy (Aviliani et al., 2015). The success rate of those activities depend 
on the bank salesperson’s ability to enhance the clients transactions and retain the clients funds (Rehman, 2012).

The bank competitive advantage comes from the salesperson’s knowledge (Mansour, Gara and Gaha, 2014). The 
salesperson knowledge consists of explicit knowledge and tacit knowledge. The salesperson’s explicit knowledge 
is information that is already put into words, such as the bank products. On the other side, tacit knowledge such 
as skills to retain existing clients cannot easily put into words (Zaqout and Abbas, 2012a). 

Knowledge is processed information that resides in employees’ heads which is important for value creation (Lee 
et al., 2020) and will result in “brain drain” if the salespersons take their knowledge when leaving the organization 
(Fong et al., 2011a). Organizations must facilitate and encourage the salespersons to share knowledge (Caniëls, 
Neghina and Schaetsaert, 2017) in order to obtain and store the tacit knowledge within the organization.

Lee et al., ((Lee et al., 2020) specify that there are two types of knowledge sharing, namely formal and informal 
knowledge sharing. Most of the case, explicit knowledge shared through formal knowledge sharing, and tacit 
knowledge shared through informal knowledge sharing. Employees willingly share explicit knowledge, whereas 
there is reluctance from employees to share tacit knowledge (Fong et al., 2011a). Explicit knowledge can be easily 
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shared using technology, but tacit knowledge relies on social relationships between employees (Reychav and 
Weisberg, 2010).

Some researchers found that organizations can treat explicit and tacit knowledge as separate aspects which 
complete each other, because tacit knowledge contains experience and best practices from employees that are 
not easily put into words (Zaqout and Abbas, 2012a). The others empathize that tacit knowledge needs to be 
shared in the form of explicit knowledge (Thomas, 2019). If the tacit knowledge is stored, combined, and used 
for improving productive activities, it will lead to increased organizational performance (Gope, Elia and Passiante, 
2018).

For successfully transforming tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge, knowledge sharing is the key ingredient. 
The sales and marketing department’s performance in maintaining and enhancing transactions of the clients 
depend on knowledge sharing about the clients. Better product and service offering strategy is also dependent 
on the success rate of the department in creating knowledge sharing (Fong et al., 2011a). With the success in 
sharing the bank’s explicit knowledge about their products and the salesperson’s tacit knowledge about the 
clients, salesperson productivity and performance will lead to the bank growth (Lee et al., 2020).

For having a successful knowledge sharing, a salesperson’s willingness to share the best practices needs to be 
supported by adequate organizational culture. (Chión, Charles and Morales, 2019) concludes that organisational 
culture has impacts on the salesperson productivity and performance through knowledge sharing. To achieve 
the desired work culture, the bank must provide training and development programmes which are designed 
specifically to increase the salesperson skills and knowledge (Rowland, Hall and Altarawneh, 2017), and the topics 
are continually updated (Shepherd et al., 2011). Knowledge obtained from the salesperson’ tacit knowledge 
can enhance the knowledge on how to have effective interaction with clients. This knowledge should be given 
to the person in charge in composing training materials. The person in charge for training and development 
also needs to update the salesperson profile in order to obtain better understanding of their characteristics. 
This understanding will lead to better decisions on determining which training methodology will match with 
each salesperson. Better interaction between the trainer with the salesperson will lead to higher success rate in 
creating a conducive informal atmosphere. This atmosphere will support knowledge sharing culture. In the end, 
the training and development programmes will increase the salesperson knowledge sharing in the organization 
(Gope, Elia and Passiante, 2018).

The right information technology approach is needed for supporting a knowledge sharing environment 
and transferring knowledge in the form of training and development (henceforth we called this concept as 
knowledge-based training system or KBTS). Knowledge-intensive system, which is commonly used in this field, is 
the combination of various techniques in transforming data into knowledge. It is a combination of a knowledge-
based system, which is based on if-rules, and data mining. The benefit of combining the techniques is that the 
best practice obtained from human experts will be cross checked with continuous data analysis. Combination 
of several techniques are recommended when dealing with complex problem solving (Gunawan, 2010). The 
combination is mimicking how human experts conduct analysis by using framework and data.

The basic principles for KBTS are based on the solid collaboration between sales and marketing departments 
with the human resource department, in particular the training and development division. With the good level 
of collaboration between those departments. Knowledge sharing from the salesperson is the key ingredient. 
Knowledge sharing between the sales department and training division must be encouraged (Caniëls, Neghina 
and Schaetsaert, 2017) and supported by the bank (Jayasingam, Govindasamy and Singh, 2016). Thus, knowledge 
sharing must become the bank work culture, in which the bank resources are used efficiently (Caniëls, Neghina 
and Schaetsaert, 2017). 

With the knowledge obtained from the salesperson, the training and development division can modify training 
methods and the training material. It is important for the training and development division to focus on the 
most effective ways to train (Reychav and Weisberg, 2010) by having appropriate knowledge from all related 
departments (Jayasingam, Govindasamy and Singh, 2016) to create the best style of training methodology 
(Ibrahim, Boerhannoeddin and Bakare, 2017). 

The explanation of figure 1 is as follows. Having more access to knowledge sharing, each salesperson, even 
the new one, can decide faster and accurately on what the client most likely prefers and this leads to better 
performance (Fong et al., 2011b). Relevant and up to date training material combined with the suitable training 
methodology will have a significant impact on the performance (Ibrahim, Boerhannoeddin and Bakare, 2017)
(Manresa, Bikfalvi and Simon, 2019); (Pousa, Liu and Aman, 2020)(Ibrahim, Boerhannoeddin and Bakare, 2017). 
For obtaining relevant and up to date knowledge, knowledge sharing is the key ingredient (Rowland, Hall and 
Altarawneh, 2017). Most of the important knowledge is stored inside the salesperson’s mind as the form of 
tacit knowledge (Zaqout and Abbas, 2012b). The knowledge sharing can be seen from the level of free-flowing 
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information, trust among salespeople, and prosocial behavior norms (Caniëls, Neghina and Schaetsaert, 2017). 
However, the salesperson’s willingness to share the knowledge is also crucial. In order to influence a salesperson’s 
behaviour to share his/her knowledge successfully, suitable training methodology takes into account (Gope, Elia 
and Passiante, 2018). 

 
Figure 1. Relationship between Knowledge Sharing, Training and Development, and Performance

3. DATA AND METHODS
The respondents of the research are 14 staff of the whole bank staff (26 staff). For obtaining up to date information 
technology approach, two people whose specialization of IT was assigned. Data collection techniques used are 
observations, interviews, focus group discussion, and analyze relevant documents (see the five phases for the 
research below).

There are five phases for the research. First, in order to have a strong basic foundation for developing the design 
of the knowledge management system (called KBTS), literature reviews are conducted. The literature study is 
grouped into four categories, namely: banking performance, knowledge sharing, training and development 
(specifically on training material development and training methodology), and knowledge-intensive system. 
Confirmation on the research model that shows relationship between variables is the result of the first phase. 

Second, different sessions of interview were conducted to a bank manager (head of the bank), a sales manager, 
a human resource manager, a person in charge for training and development, the whole salespeople, and two 
in-house bank trainers. Confirmation on what has been obtained from the interview with the manager/head of 
department to the bank employees who do the daily routine works was conducted by interviewing the employees. 
The goal is to get a full understanding about how the existing business process, challenges faced, and how they 
can overcome the challenges. 

Third, the findings of the second phase were compared with the data recorded by the bank. In this phase, revision 
on the findings of the second phase was done after further discussion with the participants of the second phase. 
Data recorded by the bank was used as supporting evidence from what has been gathered from the second 
phase.

Fourth phase is focused on the information system part. Here, we analyse all the data gathered from the previous 
phases and create a combination between transaction processing system, management information system, and 
knowledge management into a comprehensive information system model as the basic of module creation. Each 
module will be designed in order to fulfill what is needed (based on the findings of previous phases). A selection 
of various data analysis and artificial intelligence techniques was decided and consulted through focus group 
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discussion with two system analysts and two salesperson as the representatives from the bank (one from sales 
department and one from training and development department).

Finally, a focus group discussion was conducted with the managers of the bank. The goal is for obtaining 
confirmation whether competencies needed, knowledge on the bank clients, standard operating procedures has 
been fully covered by the KBTS (the system design that is proposed to the bank). After accommodating the 
revision from this phase, the KBTS design will be handed over to the programmers who are assigned by the bank. 

The existing procedural data analyzed by constructing a business process model and notation diagram. For 
obtaining the reliability and validity, cross checked was conducted for the results of (1) relevant documents 
analysis, (2) interviews, (3) focus group discussions. Nodes are created for analyzing the qualitative data. Proposed 
KBTS model was constructed by following the knowledge intensive systems approach. Prototype of each module 
was presented in the final confirmation with top management and the users. The analysis follows a spiral model 
of the system development lifecycle methodology.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Good practice in liquidity management, assets management, liabilities management, and capital adequacy 
are the essential key for the bank to have good performance. First, liquidity management focuses on ensuring 
that the bank will have enough money whenever the clients want to withdraw their deposit. Failure to have 
liquidity management will lead to the clients’ distrust of the bank. Second, in asset management, the bank 
needs to measure the risk rate of the asset before acquiring them and to diversify the asset ownership. Risk 
management is calculated and conducted with caution for maximizing the asset management. Third, under 
liability management, the bank needs to make sure that the bank obtains funding with minimal cost. The lower 
the cost for obtaining the funding, the bigger the profit margin of the bank from lending the money. Finally, 
capital adequacy management put emphasis on determining the level of capital needed to be managed and on 
maximizing the effort for obtaining the capital. 

Although there is specialization among the bank employees that is organized in order to optimize the practice of 
those four types of management, each of the employees, in particular the salesperson, needs to put all those four 
essential keys in their mind. The more experience of a salesperson in the banking industry, the higher success rate 
of the salesperson in optimizing his/her relationship with the client. 

Tacit knowledge of a bank salesperson is very useful for keeping himself competitive, especially for increasing the 
customer transactions and retaining customer funds in the long term. If all salespeople are able to do these 2 
things, the bank will be able to get a good performance. Therefore, the bank realizes that tacit knowledge should 
not only be stored in the head of the salesperson, in other words it must be shared. In this paper, three modules 
of KBTS will be discussed.

The first module is for providing information about the most up to date standar of competency needed by each 
salesperson. In order to make sure that training and development division will have recent standards and prepare 
the training material based on it, only human resources (HR) staff are allowed to create or to modify data in 
the first module. Sales manager is only able to view the content of this module. However, the sales manager 
has a task to review and revise the standard regularly. When the sales manager wants to make a revision, he/
she will notify the HR staff. The HR staff needs to understand fully about the changes and then will update the 
competency standard. Every change will be informed to the training and development division who has a task to 
update related material training. 

The salesperson is ordered to optimize the transaction of his/her clients, in particular the key clients. When the 
salesperson visits or makes contact with the client, he/she is asked to try suggestive selling, where the salesperson 
tries to improve customer relationships and customer satisfaction through good experience. The salesperson 
needs to conduct cross selling by offering different investment products that have a high success rate. When the 
salesperson finds that the client may be reluctant to buy the product because of the total amount spent, the 
salesperson may offer different investment products with lower price (conducting down selling). 

The second module is for providing information about what has been planned and what was the result of the 
plan. The salesperson is ordered to report his/her weekly plan and to report any result of the plan. Salesperson 
needs to make plans to make key clients have more transactions in the bank. The sales plan is made for three 
goals. First, as a media for the salesperson to think critically on what kind of product and how to offer that product 
to the specific client. Second, as evidence that will be used for evaluating performance of the salesperson. Third, 
to build knowledge sharing culture among the salesperson. 

In the weekly plan, the salesperson needs to identify what kind of product will be suitable for the specific key client 
and write down a proposed method for offering the product. The method selection is based on the salesperson’s 
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understanding about the customer (in the KBTS can also be seen in customer profile). After the salesperson fills in 
the weekly plan (see Figure 2), the sales manager can make an evaluation on the salesperson’s active selling level 
in offering the product to existing customers. This evaluation is part of the salesperson’s performance indicator.

Figure 2. Salesperson weekly plan

In module 2, the salesperson also must make a report every day and relate it with the plan. Salesperson needs 
to record all his activities in detail in the daily report. in the daily report the salesperson will record the suitability 
between the plan and the results obtained, whether the plan was successful or failed. In addition, they need 
to describe why the selling is successful or why the selling does not happen. A brief information about how 
the salesperson offers the product to the client differs from the plan should be reported. Furthermore, the 
salesperson needs to describe the obstacles he/she faces during the process. Finally, the salesperson needs to 
write down the suggestion on how to deal with the client in the future (see Figure 3).

For the salesperson, KBTS will make customer profiles based on the client’s reaction to the salesperson plan. By 
doing this, KBTS will be able to obtain the knowledge possessed by the salesperson regularly. KBTS will provide 
an overview of the customer profiles to the salesperson so the salesperson can use them as a second opinion. 
If the salesperson feels the suggestion provided by the KBTS does not match with the salesperson perceived 
on the clients, the salesperson is allowed to put notes in the system. With an up to date customer profile, the 
salesperson can modify his sales plan to the specific customer.

For the sales manager, KBTS will not only provide customer profile information but also salesperson profile. KBTS 
will make each salesperson profile mainly based on (1) his/her planning, (2) result, and (3) suggested corrective 
action. From the salesperson profile, the sales manager will be able to see the salesperson’s tendency, such as 
how many regular interaction was made between the salesperson and the clients under his/her, what type of 
media the client is preferably used, what type of selling method that has higher success rate for the client, what 
is the client put as priority in his/her mind, etc. KBTS will summarize those points and provide scores for the 
salesperson based on four categories, namely: (1) adaptive selling, (2) customer networking, (3) communication 
quality, and (4) customer order quality. For the detailed information, KBTS will provide a percentage of interaction 
with clients that is initialized by the salesperson, percentage of successful sales based on the plan, percentage 
of the reason for the failure, etc. This information will be used by the sales manager when assigning specific 
salesperson to follow specific training.
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Figure 3. Salesperson daily report

The sales manager also can use the profiles in the form of graphical reports, namely salesperson activities 
dashboard (see Figure 4). By observing the dashboard, the sales manager can obtain deep insight about the 
salesperson easily. For instance, the sales manager can identify which client was successfully handled by the 
salesperson. When the success rate for a specific client reaches a specific standard value, KBTS will put the report 
into the customer profile. Thus the bank will be able to know which product and which method are preferable 
for the client. When the sales manager finds that there is a client whom the salesperson mostly fails to offer the 
products (i.g. low success rate) the sales manager can ask the salesperson to have further discussion. If during 
the discussion, they agree that the salesperson needs to improve his/her specific sales competencies, then the 
sales manager will ask the HR department to provide the training for the salesperson. But if the salesperson is no 
longer able to handle the client, the sales manager may reassign the client into another salesperson.

Figure 4. Salesperson activities dashboard

The third module is for providing information about which salesperson who need to be trained. This module is 
used for ensuring that the communication between the sales manager and the HR department becomes smooth. 
Salesperson profile information from the second module will be used as competency mapping. It show information 
about existing condition and will be compared with the salesperson’s result after following the training (to get 
insight about the training effectiveness)

In the third module, training needs assessment was conducted and stored in KBTS. Training needs assessment 
focused on identifying training needs before it is conducted. The output of this activity consists of (1) a brief 
overview about what is the needs of the bank (organizational level) and the needs of the training participants 
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(individual level), (2) identified gap or special needs that should be taken into concern, (3) training material that 
suitable for the comprehensive needs, (4) allocation of time for training, and (5) training strategy for optimizing 
the training.

Based on the output of the second module, the person in charge of training will revise training material. However, 
in most of the cases, there is still a lot of tacit knowledge kept hidden from KBTS. Indeed the bank can use 
KBTS to record all activities of the salesperson, however, the more detailed the things that need to be reported 
by a salesperson, the higher the level of incompleteness or filling errors. Therefore, it is the task of training 
and development for conducting training and development sessions to build trust between the trainer and the 
salesperson. The trainer needs to dig more about customer knowledge stored in the head of the salesperson. 
When the trust is successfully built, free flowing information can occur where the salesperson voluntarily shares 
his / her knowledge. It is the duty of the trainer to add knowledge obtained through training and development 
sessions into KBTS.

The success implementation of KBTS depends on the bank leadership in creating organizational culture that 
nurtures the salesperson’s trust for actively involved in knowledge sharing. It is inline with the finding of (Mafabi 
et al., 2017). The leadership role is really important and cannot be automatically replaced by the KBTS. Thus, the 
role of leadership and change management strategy become the limitation.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Based on the interview, salespeople often take their customers and tacit knowledge with them to competitors 
when they resign from their current jobs (from one bank to another). So, before this happens, the Bank needs to 
ensure that the knowledge possessed by these employees is left behind in the bank so the remaining employees 
can learn them.

To successfully implement KBTS, solid collaboration between the sales department and the HR department 
becomes crucial. This finding is inline with the finding from (Haraldsdottir and Gunnlaugsdottir, 2018). The 
following are three important remarks for minimizing error in KBTS. First, the sales manager must verify which 
report content needs to be added into the customer and salesperson profile. The process can be automatically 
run after the sales manager sets the value in the KBTS setting. Here, the sales manager becomes a content expert 
and the team in the training division acts as a training material developer. Second, based on the data collected by 
the previous modules, each salesperson’s tendencies can be studied, and then becomes the basis to understand 
more about each salesperson. This becomes the basis for a trainer to determine which training and development 
should be scheduled for the salesperson and how to deliver the training. Third, by conducting training need 
assessment with concern also to individual needs, the training and development division needs to put effort in 
building trust among salespeople and to record additional knowledge obtained during the training.

In order for tacit knowledge to be disseminated, several studies confirm that tacit knowledge needs to be 
converted into explicit knowledge. This means that recording tacit knowledge is the main thing that must be 
done. The proposed KBTS use two approach for creating knowledge sharing culture, namely (1) formal approach 
where the salesperson need to record their planning and realisation as the basis for the performance appraisal, 
and (2) informal approach where the trainer need to build trust atmosphere by customizing training material and 
training methodology used. With trust, free-flow of information can be guaranteed.  

Although the combination of formal and informal approaches in creating knowledge sharing culture need to 
be done, in particular for making rapid progress in acquiring the knowledge and sharing the knowledge, from 
a theoretical standpoint, the combination may bring negative impact. The use of an informal approach may 
maintain the salesperson’s satisfaction rate in a positive level. However, the use of informal approaches need 
longer time for obtaining the knowledge. It is not easy to build trust. Formal approaches where the salesperson 
must be obliged to fill in the KBTS (compulsory report) may lead to dissatisfaction, but it is a rapid way to get the 
knowledge. Further research should be conducted by taking these into consideration.

Another consideration is about the impact of pandemic Covid-19. With the great changes in social and economic 
aspects of the clients, knowledge about customers gathered before the pandemic may have different patterns 
during the pandemic. Further research should be conducted by having pandemic as a moderating variable, in 
particular if research on the effectiveness of KBTS is conducted. 

For practical implications, KBTS can be used by banks for obtaining knowledge about customers and salespeople. 
Having the knowledge, management can make better planning and the right way of offering specific products 
to the clients. This will lead to better performance, individually and organizationally. Specific weaknesses of the 
salesperson can be fixed through training and development programs. To support the implementation of KBTS, the 
bank needs to have a suitable reward and punishment system. The reward and punishment system is needed for 
motivating the salesperson. Furthermore, tight control on activities of the sales department and HR department 
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that is related to the KBTS should be conducted, in particular for the first stage of KBTS implementation. This 
means an abundance of work should be done, at least till the employee feels comfortable. A good change 
management program should be considered. This is in line with the recommendation of Harnadi (2020). 
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Abstract

Training is an important activity held to improve new or existing employees capabilities in order to achieve com-
petitive advantages. Evaluation process of training is one of activities should done in order  to get highest benefial 
of training programs since the trainings itself has spend not only a lot of money but also energi.

The objective of this research is to eavaluate the efectiveness of training program by using four-level Kirkpatrick 
method, consist of reaction, learning, behavior, and result. Research method used quantitatively, by using path 
analysis to explore the influence of reaction, learning, behavior toward result. The respondent are 108 partici-
pants of training program of a company in west java Indonesia. 

Result shows that simoultanously and partially Reaction and Learning have siginificant influence toward  behav-
ior, and behavior as intervening variable is also has significat influnce to result. This research result indicates that 
all stages of training process are important to the result. Thus, company in conducting the traiing should consider 
all stages of training.

Key words: Reaction, Learning, Behavior, Result
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Abstract 

Customer profile is a way for companies to define customer segments, create value according to the needs of 
potential customers, deliver value effectively to those customer needs. Empathy maps can be used to analyze 
customer profiles, empathy map can analyze in more detail how the conditions, behavior, activities, fears, and 
expectations of customers get the expected value. The research tried using descriptive qualitative research type 
by observing, documenting, and interviewing with Manen.ID and nine key informants who are under the written 
predetermined criteria for primary data, while for secondary data the writer uses references to various theories 
and previous research. In Addition, this research also discussed source triangulation to the results credibility test 
of this study to clarify who is the target of the interview, where is the place, and when the interview is conducted 
which supports the research conducted by the author. The results of this research are B2B as the most potential 
segment, Manen.ID’s customer profile are customers who angry, disappointed, dissatisfied and always want com-
pensation when suppliers often make mistakes such as being late until the product arrives. Therefore, they wants 
products that are cheaper than elsewhere, good quality, and still fresh and also expect their suppliers to work 
more professionally, have a pay-later system for payment systems, often provide promotions, and products are 
sent by good quality suppliers. Customer’s pain of their suppliers is the process of taking products that is so long 
that it makes consumer’s time inefficient.

Keywords: Customer Profile, Empathy Map, Market Segmentation

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1   BACKGROUND OF STUDY
People who work as farmers in Indonesia always decline every year. The first factor that causes this can be 
seen from the internal side of the farmer, such as agricultural land which changes of function every year, the 
agricultural sector is considered less socially prestigious, the income of Farmers are low, dirty, risky, the more 
children of farmers continue their education to a higher level so that many farmers expect their children not to 
become farmers. Moreover, there are external factors, such as higher income in non-agricultural jobs, higher 
prestige when working outside the agricultural sector, and job prospects in cities that have greater opportunities 
(Susilowati, 2016). 

Currently, many digital startup entrepreneurs have chosen the agricultural sector as the focus of their business 
as one of the existing contributions in overcoming these problems and they claim that they are the answer to 
problems in the agriculture world. Most of the entrepreneurs in the agricultural digitization sector currently apply 
the concept of social entrepreneurship.  

The social entrepreneurship system in agriculture is a link between farmers and consumers or end customers, 
namely simplifying the supply chain so that consumers get cheaper and fresher agricultural products and farmers 
also get an increase in profitability. However, some business actors differentiate and even diversify so that they 
do not appear the same as competitors so that consumers are more interested in choosing their business than 
competitors. The author takes one of the many companies that make the agricultural digitization sector the focus 
of their business as research material. the author does that to find out whether there are problems faced by the 
company in carrying out its business activities and the authors try to solve these problems through research that 
the authors do. the author here makes Manen.ID as the company that the author will research

Manen.ID is an agricultural crowdsourcing platform based on web and application that will provide information 
on agricultural commodity market opportunities according to the number of consumers who want or need that 
commodities in an area. Manen.ID offers features that can facilitate farmers in determining what commodity 
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farmers should plant or harvest farmers immediately based on-demand data from consumers who have used 
Manen.ID and also interested potential consumers. So that with this feature Manen.ID hopes that there will 
be many agricultural products in each region as well as product price affordability because the sales chain from 
farmers to consumers is getting shorter (Manen.ID Bank Data, 2020). 

The author has conducted observations and interviews with Manen.ID and found the results that currently 
Manen.ID is still in the application development stage, but Manen.ID has carried out several activities in the 
pre-introduction phase, including education and training, market research, and beta launching. Manen.ID using 
a crowdsourcing business model. Because farmers can participate in carrying out activities in Manen.ID business, 
such as input How many agricultural products have been harvested and will be chosen by Manen.ID and farmers 
can also determine what commodities will be planted or harvested directly based on demand data collected from 
consumers and potential consumers who are interested in using this application.

Observations and interviews that the author conducted with Manen.ID also get the fact that currently Manen.
ID still has problems especially in determining customer segmentation for Manen.ID. Because of Manen.ID has 
three customer types and each type of customer has different behavior. This makes Manen.ID also has to adjust 
Manen.ID products and services according to the segment. Manen.ID already has a plan for what value they will 
provide to consumers. But, because of the many types of customer segmentation that will be served by Manen.
ID, besides Manen.ID does not yet know who is the focus of the customer segment, Manen.ID still does not 
know whether its planning values   are relevant to needs and consumer expectations that will be their focus and 
also how Manen.ID provides this value according to the needs and expectations of consumers who will be their 
priority.

The author tries to solve the problem in Manen.ID by analyzing the Manen.ID customer profile. The customer 
profile has a function to assist in identifying and knowing how to behave or habits of potential customers who 
are the Manen.ID target. The customer profile will analyze how the  customer condition at that time from several 
internal sides that exist in customer. Manen.ID can determine customer segments in two ways, first Manen.ID 
makes a product, then Manen.ID to find the market for the product. The second way is to analyze and determine 
the needs and expectations of Manen.ID customers and after that, Manen.ID makes products and services 
according to the needs and expectations of potential customers.

Customer profile analysis of Manen.ID is the determination of the customer based on the second way because 
the customer profile first analyzes the condition of the prospect customer and after that, manen.ID can create 
value according to customer needs and provide effective value for consumers. Customer profiles can analyze 
the customer segment not only on demographics, geography, or psychological customer but also can determine 
from the conditions, needs, hope, fear, and behavior of customers. that is an important aspect for the company 
in analyzing the customer segment. One example of research on the use of consumer profiles is Elsa Agustine’s 
research which analyzes the customer profile of Ketringan startup to find out the problem of the income gap 
between individual customers types with the type of large order consumers. So she used a consumer profile to 
analyze customer internal based on the habits, behavior, and hopes of customers when ordering online food.

Another research conducted by Raihan Mahdi to find out how the consumer profile of household assistant users 
from a household assistant service provider company in Bandung found the fact that the consumer profile can 
see what criteria the consumer wants, the results obtained by these authors are the Household assistant service 
users want household assistants who are skilled, punctual, experienced in work, honest, and service tenants do 
not hesitate to pay more than household assistants work optimally.

One of the tools that can be used to analyze customer profiles using an empathy map approach. The empathy 
map aims to get consumer demographic character and developed several definitions such as environment, 
behavior, and aspirations better. collaboration between consumer profiles and empathy map can be clearer to 
determine the value that the company will provide to customers because companies are easier to get important 
information from the customer in detail and the customer easier to convey their aspirations regarding their hopes 
and needs (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2017).

An example of research that uses empathy maps as a research analysis tool is a study by Kintaro Aditya Rahmadi 
which examines the consumer profile of the tenants of the apartment “The Suite Metro” in Bandung. This is 
because the apartment often receives customer complaints with various problems so that the company wants 
to know what the deepest hopes and needs of the company’s consumers. The results obtained in this study 
include apartment tenants who want an environment that is not too noisy, complete room service, guaranteed 
safety for occupants, and apartment cleanliness that must always be maintained. Another example is Widya Ayu 
Prabasari’s research uses empathy maps as her research analysis tool. The results of the research obtained by 
these authors are that using empathy maps can see the consumer profile of a tourism application called “KITA”.  
The consumer profile of that application are consumers who want lots of discounts and promotions, use the 
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application efficiently, and they hope complete features according to customer needs.

When researchers analyze customer profiles using the empathy map approach, researchers must bring the 
same situation to customers at that time, so that companies can more freely explore detailed information about 
customer aspirations. Customers also comfortable because they convey their aspirations to those who experience 
the same conditions as they.

Customers can be likened to companies as life partners, meaning when 
Someone who chooses a life partner must know the ins and outs of a partner their life. If someone does not 
understand the condition of their life partner, they can not find harmony between them. This is also the same 
as the condition of the company and consumers if the company does not know much about the ins and outs 
of consumers, companies cannot meet consumer expectations and needs. From here the company needs an 
empathy map position to find deep information about consumer needs. 

The empathy map makes consumers feel confident that the company is the right place for them to share their 
hopes and needs. In the future, the company can be the answer to customer problems. Besides that, customers 
in the future certainly do not hesitate to spend the money they have given to the company because it has met 
their needs and expectations.

One empathy map only for analyzing one customer segment. The author takes one customer segment that will 
be served by Manen.ID when the author analyze Manen.ID customer profiles, namely Business to Business (B2B) 
customer. The reason the author chose this segment over other segments because the first is Manen.ID who said 
it would enter the existing market and take 10% market share from its competitors. The author made observations 
to determine the customer segments of Manen.ID’s competitors through the Manen.ID competitors website 
and also several other websites on the internet that discuss customer segmentation of Manen.ID’s competitors. 
After the authors made observations, the authors found data that the majority of Manen.ID’s competitors were 
already focused on B2B customers in their business activities. The author reconfirms the results to Manen.ID and 
Manen.ID confirmed this. 

Another reason is the business model used by Manen.ID is a crowdsourcing business model involving farmers to 
participate in activities in their business, such as inputting how many agricultural products have been harvested 
and will be select by Manen.ID and can also determine what commodities have been harvest must be planted or 
harvested immediately based on the accumulated demand data from consumers and potential consumers who 
are interested in using this application. 

The business model fits the characteristics of B2B customer because B2B consumers buy products in large 
quantities, buy products repeatedly, B2B consumers have the desire that the products they buy are cheaper than 
B2C type consumers. So that with the involvement of farmers who have various types of agricultural commodities 
and the number of harvests from each farmer who is a partner, the characteristics of B2B customers in the 
quantity of buying agricultural products have been fulfilled. This is what the authors see as an opportunity for 
Manen.ID to define customer segment characteristics.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND FRAMEWORK OF THINKING

2.1   BUSINESS MODEL
The business model is a description of the basic foundation of how the company processes in creating, deliver 
value, and filter existing values. The nature of the business models aims to implement strategies throughout the 
organization, processes, and systems. A business model that can be said to be complete if it has the following 
elements which can be used as a representative company: who it serves, what it provides, how it creates money 
and profit, how it differentiates itself from its competitors (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2017).

2.1.1   BUSINESS MODEL BENEFIT
Business models have benefits when companies create or know the business model they use, namely as follows:

1.  Decision making can be effective and easier;

2. Can test whether the planned elements have a relationship;

3. Can be useful to see how market conditions and perspectives are carried out by the company;

4. Can see what percentage or urgency of the changes made or made by the company.

2.2   MARKET SEGMENTATION 
The definition of market segmentation is a market that is consists of a group of customers where these consumers 
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have various types of needs and want in common with each other (Kotler, 2017). Meanwhile, according to Kasali 
(1998), the definition of market segmentation are the stages in grouping the various types of markets into various 
groups of potential consumers where these customers have the same wants and needs and the same character 
which has a similar response when it comes to spending money to get out. Osterwalder and Pigneur (2017) state 
that customers are at the center of all business models. The company cannot survive in the market competition if 
no customer buys products from the company. One of the strategies that companies often use pamper consumers 
more by creating consumer groups classified based on certain criteria, for example, based on the same needs, 
wants, and individual behavior. Also, there are several types of customer segmentation, namely mass market, 
limited market, segmented, diversified, and multi-sided (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2017).

2.2.1   MARKET SEGMENTATION CLASSIFICATION
Assauri (2017) assume that market segmentation is divided into four types of variables, namely as follows:

A. Geographical segmentation

Geographical segmentation is the division of market segments based on a location that affects the operational 
costs incurred by the company and the amount of product demand in the market at a location. In market 
classification, demographic segmentation is divided into several variables, namely:

1. Territory

2. Climate

3. City or village.

B. Demographic Segmentation 

In demographic segmentation, the division of market segmentation is based on demographic elements, 
such as age, gender, social status, income, creed, and race. Among the types of segmentation, there is 
demographic segmentation is the one most often used by companies in determining segments its customers.

C. Psychographic segmentation

Psychographic segmentation classifies consumers based on two types of variables, namely community 
personality, and community lifestyle. As examples of consumers who tend to prefer a thrifty and productive 
lifestyle, of course, you will choose a product with a low price but good quality. In contrast to consumers 
who have a luxurious lifestyle consumptive certainly doesn’t matter if you buy a product at a high price as 
long as it can meet self-satisfaction.

D. Behavioral Segmentation

Behavioral segmentation classifies consumers into characteristics or 
a habit that comes from within them. An example is science possession, insights, experiences or responses, 
expectations, and wants of consumers against a product that has been used. Behavioral segmentation is a 
type of segmentation that is viewed from the internal non-psychological side of consumers so can be seen 
how the characteristics of these consumers.

2.3   CUSTOMER PERCEPTION
Perception is something that is not based solely on physical stimuli but also based on stimuli that have relevance 
to the environment in around and how is the state of the individual concerned who receives the stimulus (Kotler 
and Keller, 2016).

perception is a processor stage that starts when the consumer explains and pays attention to a marketing 
stimulus and ends up with an interpretation consumer. A marketer who wants a brand message 
effectively understand the nature of the perception (Hawkins and Mothersbaugh. 2016). Information processing 
is the activity of sensing stimuli, converting them into information, and storing them. Information processing 
useful to have four main steps or stages, namely exposure, attention, interpretation, and memory

2.4   BUSINESS STRATEGY
Strategic management is an activity to formulate, define, and evaluate the conclusions between existing elements 
and those that the organization uses to align the goals the organization wants to achieve with the environmental 
conditions in which the company is located. The flow in strategic management aims so that what the organization 
will achieve runs effectively, starting with how current decisions flow, how the company informs alternative 
strategies, how companies make decision designs and companies can implement these strategies to be effective 
(Amirullah, 2015:5).
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Picture 2.1 Strategy Goals For The Company

Source: Management Strategy (Amirullah, 2015)

2.5   CUSTOMER PROFILE
The customer profile has the purpose of classifying consumers’ specific criteria based on a structured and detailed 
business model. Customer profile has three main elements in its division, namely Customer Jobs, Customer Gains, 
and Customer Pains which have a function to describe how the company’s customer segments are (Osterwalder 
and Pigneur, 2017).

Customer profiles can be decisive customer segmentation  specifically on a structured and detailed business 
model because in the customer profile is divided into three sections that define each of the consumer activity 
and behaviour (Osterwalder, 2017).

2.6   EMPATHY MAP
The empathy map was first developed by Xplanae a visual thinking company. The empathy map serves a purpose 
to get a customer’s demographic character and develop some definitions such as the environment, behavior, 
and customers’ aspirations for the better. The empathy map has six blocks where each block has questions and 
can use it to know the wants and hopes of customers or it can be also to find out how the company understands 
more deeply these customers (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2017:131). the company create an empathy map to 
make a business model which be better, because the empathy map can guide in designing the value owned by 
the company to be better, how to get closer to the consumers who make consumers more comfortable until 
consumers feel the company does the right way in establishing relationships with consumers. After that, the 
company can solve customer problems based on what consumers expect and consumers are also satisfied with 
the value of the company’s products or services when compared to the price customers have to pay to buy these 
goods or services.

Picture 2.2 Empathy Map Framework of Thinking

Source: Business Model Generation, 2017
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Table 2.1 Question of Empathy Map

see the questions here are questions 
related to what consumers see in 
their environment..

hear questions on this element explain 
how the environment affects 
consumers.

say and do the questions on the say and 
do element explain what the 
customer might say and how the 
customer behaves.

think and feel The questions on this element 
explain what consumers think 
about a value they expect and 
how they react to that value.

pain The questions on this element 
are to see what has been making 
consumers suffer or hurt about a 
value they expect.

gain The questions on this element 
explain what consumers expect 
regarding the upcoming updates.

  Source: Business Model Generation, 2017

2.7   VALUE PROPOSITION
The value proposition has the essence as a strong reason why consumers have the thought of switching to use a 
product or service from one company to another. the value proposition can answer the problems that have been 
with customers so that the problem solving that customers experience in other words can satisfy customer needs 
related to offering value to customers (Osterwalder and Pigneur, 2017).

Osterwalder and Pigneur (2017) suggest Several elements can affect how companies create the value customers 
need

a. Newtraits 

b. Performance

c. Adjustments

d. Finish the job

e. Design

f. Brand

g. Price

h. Cost reduction

i. Reduction of risk

j. Ability to access

k. Comfort

2.8   FRAMEWORK OF THINKING
The author researched consumer profiles to get the right customer segment information for Manen.ID. The 
variables that the author use for this study are based on the six elements in the empathy map. Below is the 
framework that the author made for this research:
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Picture 2.3 Research Framework of Thinking

3. METHODOLOGY
The research conducted by the writer used qualitative research, in qualitative research, a researcher functions 
as an instrument when researching a phenomenon that is scientifically conditioned or experimental. The stages 
in collecting data by conducting a combination of observation, interviewing, and documentation activities, and 
inductive data analysis where the data have a qualitative nature and meaning is highly emphasized in the research 
results that have been found. (Sugiyono, 2018). 

The research that the writer did use descriptive qualitative research. The author argues that the purpose of using 
the descriptive method is because the writer wants to reveal the facts and events in the research, to find out 
the problems, difficulties, to a desire that comes from the expectations of consumers who use digital business 
services in the agricultural sector more deeply. The hope that the authors want when this happens is that the 
author can analyze consumer profiles on Manen.ID more effectively and accurately. In this study, the authors 
conducted data collection techniques using observation, documentation, and interviews with key informants. 
In addition to getting primary data from observations, interviews, and documentation, the author also gets 
secondary data from the Manen.ID data bank, previous studies, reliable articles sourced from trusted sites on the 
internet that can be justified.

The author conducted a credibility test using the source triangulation or data triangulation approach, where 
this triangulation type to clarify who is the target of the interview, where is the place, and when the interview is 
conducted which supports the research conducted by the author. The author conducted interviews with several 
sources to test the validity of the data’s credibility. The author conducted interviews with several sources to test the 
validity of the data’s credibility. Interviews with Manen.ID was to clarify and confirm the Manen.ID problems after 
the author made observations. Besides, the author also conducted interviews with the customer segmentation 
Manen.ID who bought agricultural products for them to resell, either directly reselling them or going through 
the processing stage before they were resold, this segmentation is known as B2B customers. The writer specifies 
the types of B2B customers to be business actors in the culinary field and shop owners who sell groceries where 
the two types of B2B customers are very closely related to agricultural product suppliers, domiciled in the 
Bandung Raya area, that is because of Manen.ID targets customers in the Bandung Raya area, especially some 
sub-districts around the Telkom University. the prospective participants must have the criteria that the authors 
wants, whether they have a smartphone in their daily activities, do they know of a digital agricultural product 
supplier, have they ever used the service of a supplier that provides digital agricultural products, do they want to 
try other suppliers, and how regularly they buy agricultural produce during the week. The hope that the author 
wants when classifying this to happen is that the writer can analyze the consumer profile at startup Manen.ID 
more effectively and accurately. 

Picture 3.1 Source Triangulation Approach

Source: Sugiyono, 2018
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4.  RESULT OF RESEARCH

4.1          INFORMANT CHARACTERISTICS
The characteristics of the informants that the author needs are informants who live in Bandung City and Bandung 
Regency according to the target area from Manen.ID. Manen.ID is targeting to take a maximum of 10% market 
share from the three existing competitors. because the market share that Manen.ID want is a maximum of 10% 
but Manen.ID targets consumers who live in Bandung Raya, the authors chose key informants who are in several 
sub-districts around the Telkom University for the Bandung regency area. The reason the authors chose several 
districts around the Telkom University was that the location of the Manen.ID office and factory was inside the 
Telkom University so that it made it easier for Manen.ID to controlling and attract existing potential customers. The 
key informants that the author chose for the Bandung Regency area were not only Telkom University students but 
all entrepreneurs who were in several sub-districts around the Telkom University and met the criteria of the key 
informant’s author wanted. So the key informants who are in Bandung Regency are the surrounding community, 
be it Telkom University students who have entrepreneurs, residents who have businesses, as well as migrants 
from other areas who are entrepreneurs in the area. they have businesses in the sale of agricultural products, 
either directly resold or processed before being resold. For Bandung city, the author conducts interviews that 
are scattered to each point as representatives in four directions points of the compass. The key informants 
that the authors interviewed are customers who regularly buy agricultural products for them to resell, either 
selling directly to the end consumer or processing these products into something before they are sold to the end 
consumer. the author did this to see if there were one a different perspective on the two types of the informant 
characteristics although they are all B2B consumer types for Manen.ID.

The author also in determinined the key informants by looking at the scale of their new business in the Greater 
Bandung area, even though they have several business branches but not outside Bandung Raya. The author 
chooses respondents who have never tried and have tried using technological developments in ordering 
agricultural products, whether they use smart phones in their daily activities, if not already ever used the 
application in ordering agricultural products is there desire to try it, their behavior towards the suppliers they 
currently use, how often they buy products in a week, and whether respondents wish to try new suppliers. From 
the description, the author has nine respondents who the author feel are sufficient to represent each of the key 
informant criteria that the author needs.

Table 4.1 Informants Identity

Source: Researcher’s Data Processed, June 2020
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4.2   RESULT OF RESEARCH
After the authors collected data through interviews with respondents are processed the data and analyzed it. The 
tools that the authors use to process data from the results of these interviews are using TagCrowd. TagCrowd is 
a useful website for visualizing several words or word frequencies in a more familiar sentence (Tagcrowd, 2006). 
The author has classified the word groups into the top three words that are most pronounced by the speakers in 
the word grouping results tables below:

Table 4.2 Result of Think and Feel Block

Table 4.3 Result of Say and Do Block
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Table 4.4 Result of Hear Block

Table 4.5 Result of See Block

Table 4.6 Result of Pain Block
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Table 4.7 Result of Gain Block

Picture 4.1 Result of Manen.ID Customer Profile

 Respondents said the product must be of good quality. For example, the rice must be clean and has not rice lice, 
packaging that is not broken and does not smell, and it is not mixed rice. if the product a vegetable it must be it 
is already clean, there are no broken or falling parts, nothing else caterpillar, and the product according to the 
sample, and the customers are more concerned about the condition of the packaging,

The majority of respondents wanted a 5% discount price from their current supplier. Respondents said that even 
though the difference was only 5% or less than 10% it could save their operational costs. Because they buy in 
large quantities, so they can save the remaining costs they have or use for other activities. Seven consumers said 
that the low price was one of their thoughts in buying the product.

Five respondents said the products that suppliers send must be fresh. Such as vegetables that have not wilted or 
are not old stocks that have not been sold. The respondents argued that if the products sent were no longer fresh 
then most likely when the product arrives they can no longer use it and reduce the stock of raw materials they 
are supposed to use each time delivery. 

Six respondents said they were dissatisfied with the delivery of products from suppliers becaus still not 
professional. for example, the item sent was the incorrect amount or there are raw materials that are exchanged 
with other consumers. other than that it’s very long deep waiting whether the item to be ordered is still in stock 
on request until the length of the queue or the service that the supplier provides in ordering product.
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Six respondents also said that they were disappointed to the supplier because often mistakes in the number of 
products they ship, products that come in sometimes no longer fresh so that the goods arrive late on purpose. 

Five respondents said that suppliers deliver the product are often late and the suppliers always have a reason that 
they are has carried out their duties properly, but constrained stuck or have to wait for products coming upstream 
of their supply chain. So that the respondents forgive and give the next opportunity to the supplier. 

Four respondents understand that the price of the product rises gradually suddenly when suppliers have reasons 
that can be accepted by respondents. For example, such as transportation costs that have risen, suppliers must 
increase the price, or the product is still slightly harvested which results in a lot of demand but still low production. 

Eight respondents said that it is a necessary supplier that can provide various types of products because in addition 
to time efficiency it is also due to price efficiency. usually, if raw materials are ordered from more suppliers then 
more price to pay. Five respondents also said that if there were suppliers that could provide a variety of products, 
it would not makes them confused to find a place within buy products because of integrity in one place.

The comments that Respondents often hear about suppliers are suppliers selling at relatively high prices. The point 
is the product has the same price when the supplier sells to all types of consumers. That what the respondent 
wants is that the price of the product must be cheaper compared to end consumers who buy products in small 
quantities.

Six of these respondents also said that the delivery from suppliers not quickly, suppliers not being on time from 
agreements that have been made or automated on the system or indeed from the supplier who was unable to 
deliver the time suggested by the respondent.

The rest of the respondents said they did not care about comments given to suppliers both positive and negative 
comments from other consumers who order from the supplier. They argued that in fact, the suppliers were doing 
their best to provide the best service, but if there are obstacles, the supplier cannot avoid it, and they also feel it is 
useless to move to another supplier because of the supplier others according to them also often make mistakes. 

Five respondents said they heard a lot there are so many business model that are similar to Manen.ID both the 
ones they currently using and the ones they don’t use. Three out of five respondents said that haven’t used 
another supplier whereas two people said they used but returned to the old supplier because it was valued does 
not have a significant difference. Meanwhile, the other respondents each stated that it was not heard about 
the same app with that supplier they use. The reason that they heard but lacked sure if what they hear is a 
similar business to a supplier they use today.  Because they once mistook the application for ordering agricultural 
products but an agriculture equity crowdfunding application and also a simple farming based training application.

Six respondents actively use social media so they can easily get information whether they knowingly or 
unintentionally get the information. Five respondents also said they usually see news on television be it 
advertisements. Four respondents said they often get information directly from people’s conversations who are 
in the environment.

Eight respondents said that suppliers still attach importance to a large personal advantage so that the product they 
sell is still expensive for those who buy the product to sell back. suppliers do meet the needs of consumers but 
not the welfare of consumers. Of the eight respondents, seven of them also said that currently, service providers 
are still not professional in delivering products that do not only happen to respondents but also other consumers. 
There is only one respondent who saw that the supplier has a good purpose because it meets consumer needs 
and helps farmers.

Respondents feel hurt to suppliers when the products sent by suppliers arrive late, which makes consumers feel 
lost because these products are always needed by respondents and very quickly run out when sold.  For example, 
rice and vegetables that do not arrive for the respondents who own the restaurant will make they are hampered 
in cooking food for consumers, the respondent could buy spare products elsewhere but it will take time wasted a 
lot and there is no cost-efficiency. Three respondents said that very long lines to buy products sometimes made 
consumers feel they were not well served, tired of waiting, and not getting the goods because it was sold out even 
though been waiting in line for a long time.  And also found that products that do not meet expectations become 
taste Respondent’s hurt towards suppliers. Products that do not meet the expectations of the respondents also 
become tastes Resentment towards suppliers. 

Four respondents felt when ordering online products or did not see the product directly before buying, the 
respondent afraid that the quality of the goods delivered is not the same as the sample image they see so they 
fear fraud. This is based on experience consumer pain when ordering goods from their old supplier. Minimum 
order that makes respondents have to pay more. Respondents were afraid and sick be careful if the product 
ordered is excess and can not use it because exceed the capacity required by the respondent, other than that 
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shipping costs that are usually calculated based on the weight of the goods make the price of the product they 
ordered to be expensive because they have to pay additional costs.

Five respondents said that their supplier has a paylater feature. Paylater features owned by their suppliers 
of various kinds. Some use what limits the maximum owed and it depends on the membership status of the 
consumer, there is also, that do not require a limit but must be paid in a short time and no consumers cannot 
pay it in installments. Three respondents also said that often the suppliers they use provide discounts or sales 
promotions, which is also a strong reason why the respondents still maintain their suppliers. because not directly 
the products they buy become cheaper. three respondents said that the services provided by suppliers in 
responding to customer complaints were considered polite even though they were these suppliers often make 
mistakes. According to the respondents because polite and friendly suppliers when there are consumers who 
complain will make respondents become melted and their emotions decline about the wrongdoing done by the 
supplier.

Six of the respondents expected that they had a professional supplier to minimize errors during the ordering 
process and when the product arrives at the respondent’s place. Four respondents also said that they expect the 
supplier to have a product that is as diverse and as good as that of a clean product, odorless, non-wilted, usable, 
and fresh, and not a product remaining unsold. And the last four respondents said that the suppliers should be 
fixing a cheaper price to sell to consumers, it could be with countless promotions and discounts, absence or 
downsizing of the system minimum order, or no shipping costs for the product respondent messages. But even 
so, the respondents said that if so prices from suppliers could not be cheaper for fear the loss of market balance 
and the price is indeed the cheapest the respondent will compare through the quality of the product that the 
supplier sends what is under the price and also see from how suppliers serve consumers, not only because they 
provide needs But consumers are also present because of answers to values   that suppliers cannot long time fulfill.

5. CONCLUSION
Of the many types of target customers for Manen.ID, the type of Business to Business (B2B) customer is the 
most potential segment for developing Manen.ID. Customer profile from Manen.ID is B2B customer who want 
high-quality products and are still fresh when they arrive at the customer’s place. Also, customers from Manen.ID 
considers that they will try to use a new supplier if the supplier is professional in running his business, especially 
product delivery. This is because of Manen.ID customers think that professionalism is the main thing to attract 
their attention. 

Manen.ID customers want low prices, either because the prices are cheap or suppliers often provide discounts 
or promotions. But customers are aware that in reality, cheap products are difficult for them to get, so they will 
see the supplier from the service point of view and the products that the suppliers send are under the prices 
offered by the suppliers. So far, customers have persisted with their former suppliers for two reasons, firstly 
because suppliers often compensate for mistakes made by suppliers and secondly because customers feel that 
each existing supplier has no advantages over other suppliers, so it makes them feel useless to change suppliers. 
they also said that if a supplier can create the needs of those customers they would be happy to try using a new 
supplier.
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Abstract

When COVID-19 outbreaks happened in early 2020, the education sector was one of the most impacted by health 
and safety measures. Face-to-face meetings in the class were restricted, making many firms in the education and 
training industry cannot conduct their business. Young Entrepreneur Academy Indonesia, also known as YEA, was 
one of them. Providing entrepreneurship courses with experiential learning method requires the company to hold 
various activities that involve face-to-face meetings, which was restricted. To cope with the situation, the compa-
ny needs to formulate new strategies to stay in business.

Author represents YEA in doing this qualitative research that uses case study method. The focus of the study is 
how the organization can manage to cope with the new normal era. Data are collected using interviews, survey, 
focus group discussions, observations, and other documents and reports related to the case as well. Internal and 
external analysis is done by considering the resources, values, products and services, organization, customers 
behaviour, competitiveness, and various other factors, to propose strategies for YEA to shift their way of doing 
business. The chosen strategy is product differentiation. While keeping the core value to provide quality entrepre-
neurship learning, courses are delivered in an interactive online course format and branded as YEA Virtual. After 
conducting a trial dan gathering feedback from customers for validation, the proposed strategy was considered 
effective. This pivotal strategy not only retains existing customers but also gives the opportunity to reach new 
customer segment. 

Keywords: COVID-19, entrepreneurship learning, business strategy, online course

1. INTRODUCTION
In developing countries, the level of entrepreneurial activities correlates positively with growth in GDP and 
employment.  Meyer (2017) come up with this insight when researching this topic in BRICS countries. This 
fact drives governments to increase entrepreneurial activity in their countries. Since Indonesia has similar 
characteristics with BRICS countries, the same insight could apply here as well.

According to Badan Pusat Statistik Indonesia (BPS, 2019), unemployment rate in Indonesia is 5,28%, and numbered 
6.816.840 individuals, majority of them are high school graduates.  From the total workforce of 129.366.192 
persons, 50.400.553 identified as self-employed or doing business. This seemed like a big number, but figure 1 
shown that those who do a proper business with permanent or paid workers are only about 3,6%.
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Figure 1. Main Job Status of Indonesia Workforce, February 2019

(source: BPS, processed by author)

Reported by Katadata (2019), the ratio of Indonesian entrepreneurs is currently at 5%, quite far behind the 
government target of 14%. To reach the target number of entrepreneurs, Indonesian Government have attempted 
a lot of entrepreneurship development programs involving various ministry, including education, funding, training, 
exhibition, tax incentive, and many more. Not only the government, various private organizations also contribute 
to reduce the gap.

Entrepreneurship education contribute quiet well in this matter. Numerous education institutions shifted to be 
entrepreneurial university. The younger generations also seemed to follow the trend of starting or having their 
own business. Their paradigm shifts from seeking jobs, to creating jobs. 

PT. Momentum Entrepreneur Mindset with its brand Young Entrepreneur Academy (YEA) try to fit in this sector 
by providing non-formal entrepreneurship education programs for youth. The company was first established in 
2005 in the field of finance business and entrepreneurship coaching, while the YEA brand itself was first known 
on 31 October 2007, right when the first batch of YEA program is started on Batam city. In 2009, the operation 
of the company moved to Bandung as the city is considered to have better environment for learning creative 
entrepreneurship. Since 2007, mostly everything is going well, and the company grow steadily. Now, it has several 
products and services, namely YEA Regular Program, Entrepreneur Camp, YEA Virtual, YEA XPRO, and customized 
programs for corporate. The company profile can be seen on their website www.yea-indonesia.com.

To manage the business, the company setup so that each products and services are treated as a strategic business 
unit with their own program director that answer directly to the Director of PT. Momentum Entrepreneur Mindset. 
Meanwhile, basic corporate functions such as marketing and sales, accounting and finance, human resources, 
legal, general affairs, and public relations are treated as divisions that support the strategic business units. The 
organization structure is shown in figure 2.

http://www.yea-indonesia.com
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Figure 2. Organization Structure of PT. Momentum Entrepreneur Mindset

(source: Company internal data)

With this structure, the company hoped that each strategic business units and corporate functions to be able to 
operate in synergy. Despite the organization structure, every team member support each other units regardless 
of their position. 

However, the COVID-19 pandemic changed the situation. Industries continues to deal with the effects of the 
lockdown measures that are in place to stem the spread of COVID-19. Young Entrepreneur Academy, as an 
educational institution, also suffered from the impact of the pandemic. Government advised that face-to-face in 
class activities are put on hold since March 2020 to help slow the virus spread. This means all of YEA services are 
halted. Even though some class activities can be shifted to live online class using conferencing app, things are not 
looking good. 

Moreover, people may behave differently than they did before the crisis. Certain attitudes and habits may have 
changed which may have a significant and lasting impact on education industry. The economic activities shifted 
to what called low touch economy.

The new normal era brought by the pandemic situation raised questions: (1.) What kind of strategy should be 
taken by YEA to cope with the new normal era? (2.) What kind business model should YEA adapt to align with 
that strategy? (3.) How should YEA implement that strategy? Furthermore, the firm must also prepare for the 
post-pandemic situation as well. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Low Touch Economy

When the COVID-19 outbreak happened, people’s behavior changed quite drastically, shifting how economy 
works. People do less activities with direct interaction. Board of Innovation (2020) called this phenomenon the 
Low Touch Economy, and suggested businesses to re-think their strategies. The firm proposed a tool to assess 
the impact of COVID-19 pandemic to an organization and a matrix of how to adapt the strategies. This matrix is 
shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3. Low Touch Economy Strategy Matrix

(source: Board of Innovation, 2020)

VRIO Analysis

VRIO framework is a theoretical framework that explains and predicts firm-level competitive advantages. 
Rothaermel (2015) suggested that a firm can gain a competitive advantage if it has internal resources that fulfill 
four attributes. The attributes of VRIO analysis can be described in the following details:

1. Valuable (V). A resource is considered valuable if it can increase the value of the product or services.

2. Rare (R). A resource is considered rare if it is unique and difficult to find in the market.

3. Costly to Imitate (I). A resource is considered costly to imitate if it difficult and/or take a long time to develop 
or obtained at a reasonable price. 

4. Organized to capture value (O). This criterion is related to the organizational readiness to be organized to 
capture the value of the resources.

If a firm’s resources meet the four VRIO criteria, that resources are considered as sustained competitive 
advantages.

Value Chain Analysis

Value chain analysis is the internal activities a firm engages in while transforming inputs into outputs, where 
each of the activities adds incremental value (Rothaermel, 2015). It consists of two main activities: the primary 
activities that directly add values; and the support activities that indirectly add values.

PESTLE Analysis

PESTLE analysis is a tool that can be used by companies to track the environment they are operating in or are 
planning to launch a new project/product/service. It is the abbreviation of political, economic, sociocultural, 
technological, law, and environment. (PESTLEAnalysis.com, 2016).

Porter’s Five Forces

Porter’s Five Forces analysis is a framework that helps analyzing the level of competition within a certain industry. 
According to this framework from Porter (2008), competitiveness does not only come from competitors. Rather, 
the state of competition in an industry depends on five basic forces: threat of new entrants, bargaining power 
of suppliers, bargaining power of buyers, threat of substitute products or services, and existing industry rivalry.

SWOT Analysis

SWOT analysis is a framework to synthesize insights obtained from an internal analysis of a company’s strengths 
and weaknesses (S and W) with those from an analysis of external opportunities and threats (O and T) (Rothaermel, 
2015). SWOT analysis is typically followed by creating TOWS matrix to formulate actionable strategies and tactics 
utilizing the internal and external factors.
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Generic Business Strategy

M. E. Porter (1980) stated that there are two fundamentally different generic business strategies:

•  Cost leadership strategy

A cost leadership strategy seeks to create the same or similar value for customers by delivering products 
or services at a lower cost than competitors, which enables the firm to offer lower prices to its customers.

• Differentiation strategy

A differentiation strategy seeks to create higher value for customers compared to the value created by 
competitors, which achieved by delivering products or services with unique features while keeping costs at 
the same or similar level.

Business Model Canvas

Osterwalder (2010) introduced a visual reference model that can describe four main elements of a business: 
customers, offers, infrastructure, and financial. These elements are mapped into nine building blocks called 
Business Model Canvas to describe how an organization do their business. The nine building blocks are Customer 
Segments (CS), Value Proposition (VP), Channels (CH), Customer Relationships (CR), Revenue Streams (R$), Key 
Resources (KR), Key Activities (KA), Key Partnerships (KP), and Cost Structure (C$). When mapped, the business 
model canvas can be used to design, invent, pivot, improve, or innovate a business.

3. METHODOLOGY
This qualitative research uses the case study method. Some sort of ethnography method also applied by blending 
into the studied organization activities. The focus of the study is how the organization can manage its strategies to 
cope with the new normal era. Data are collected using interviews, survey, focus group discussions, observations, 
company’s documents and reports, and external reports data related to the case as well. The collected data 
is used to explore and describe the case. In this case, author represents YEA to act as a researcher to help the 
company formulate and implement the new strategy. The research was conducted between April 2020 when the 
outbreaks began, until early October 2020 when the strategies are validated.

The methodology of this research can be described with conceptual framework, which is a structure that author 
believes can explain how this research is conducted. It is linked with the concepts, theories, tools, and empirical 
research used to formulate the results. The conceptual framework of this research is shown on figure 4.

Figure 4. Conceptual Framework of the Research
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The research begins with business issue exploration, where information gathered using internal and external 
analysis. For internal analysis, Resource Based View, VRIO Analysis, and Value Chain Analysis are used. For 
external analysis, PESTLE and Porter’s Five Forces are used to understand the situation outside of the company. 
After having the fact from the preliminary analysis, a focus group discussion involving internal team of Young 
Entrepreneur Academy is conducted. It is then followed by SWOT Analysis to compile the major factors that need 
to be considered to discuss what strategy should be taken.

In the business strategy formulation stage, several tools are used, including Porter’s Generic Strategy, TOWS 
Matrix, and Business Model Canvas. The proposed strategy then implemented and validated by gathering 
feedback from customers to get valuable insights. This feedback is gathered through interviews done by author 
and YEA team to 23 out of 31 participants of the new product and services. 

4. ANALYSIS

4.1   INTERNAL ANALYSIS

4.1.1   RESOURCE BASED VIEW AND VRIO ANALYSIS
To analyse the competitive advantage of the firm, the company most important resources are listed and then 
VRIO analysis is used. Each important resource was determined if they are valuable, rare, costly to imitate, 
and organized to capture value. Should they fulfil the four criteria, the resource can be considered a sustained 
competitive advantage. The analysis is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. VRIO Analysis – Young Entrepreneur Academy

Resources Valuable? Rare? Costly to 
imitate?

Organized to 
capture value?

VRIO Result

Facilities Yes Yes No No Temporary Competitive Advantages

Human Resources Yes Yes Yes No Temporary Competitive Advantages

Teaching Equipment Yes No No No Temporary Competitive Advantages

Network of mentors Yes Yes Yes No Temporary Competitive Advantages

Curriculum Yes Yes Yes No Temporary Competitive Advantages

Learning method & tools Yes Yes Yes No Temporary Competitive Advantages

Core Values Yes Yes Yes Yes Sustained Competitive Advantages

Reputation Yes Yes Yes Yes Sustained Competitive Advantages

Based on the VRIO analysis, core values and reputation are the resources considered as sustained competitive 
advantage. This is due to the company consistent focus on entrepreneurship for more than ten years. However, 
human resources, network of mentors, curriculum, and learning method also have potential to become sustained 
competitive advantage if they can be organized to capture value. Curriculum and learning method are typically 
not costly to imitate, but in this case, they need certain skillset from the human resource who conducted them. 
In YEA, these human resources are trained internally in a long period, with a low turnover rate, which makes it 
costly to imitate.

4.1.2   VALUE CHAIN ANALYSIS
The value chain of Young Entrepreneur Academy is shown in figure 5. All primary activities in Young Entrepreneur 
Academy are conducted by internal team, including marketing and sales activities. There are some partnerships 
to support the activities, but it does not affect the activities greatly even if the partnerships ended. In this way, 
the strategic plan can be aligned on all business units.
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Figure 5. Value Chain Analysis of Young Entrepreneur Academy

4.2   EXTERNAL ANALYSIS

4.2.1   PESTLE ANALYSIS
The PESTLE analysis in this research examines the entrepreneurship education industry, particularly the factors 
that can possibly impact Young Entrepreneur Academy right now and in the future. The summarized analysis is 
shown in table 2.

Table 2. PESTLE Analysis for Young Entrepreneur Academy

Political Economic Sociocultural Technological Law Environmental

G o v e r n m e n t 
scrutiny due to 
responses to 
COVID-19.

Changes in trade 
policy and budget.

Kartu Prakerja 
encourage people 
to gain new skills.

Ministry of 
Education policy 
is expected to 
lean towards 
e n t r e p r e n e u r i a l 
& digital learning 
activities.

Capital market 
crashed.

Massive layoffs 
(Tirto.id, 2020).

D e c r e a s e d 
economic output.

Bank Indonesia 
decreased interest 
rate.

Online learning 
business on the 
rise.

P r o j e c t e d 
demographic bonus 
in 2025.

Travel fear.

Tendency to stay 
home.

Low touch behavior.

People engaging in 
remote work and 
learning (McKinsey, 
2020).

Increase in 
e-learning adoption 
(BCG, 2020)

Remote learning 
expected to stick 
around post 
COVID-19.

Advances in virology.

Increased PCR test 
capacity.

Better treatment for 
COVID-19 patients.

Possible COVID-19 
vaccine in shorter 
time.

A c c e l e r a t e d 
t e c h n o l o g y 
adaptation by 
people.

Increase in internet 
usage.

Increase in laptop 
sales.

New remote 
c o l l a b o r a t i o n 
technologies.

C o o p e r a t i o n 
from partners to 
distribute learning 
materials.

Obligation to obey 
restrictions and 
health protocol.

Increase in electrical 
energy consumption.

Pollution from power 
plants increase, 
pollution from vehicle 
decreases.

Decrease in paper 
waste.

Increase in medical 
waste.

4.2.2   PORTER’ FIVE FORCES
Porter’s Five Forces helps analysing the level of competition within a certain industry. In this research, the one 
that will be analysed is the entrepreneurship education industry which YEA focus on. The Porter’s Five Forces 
analysis can be summarized on figure 6.
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Figure 6. Porter’s Five Forces Analysis of Entrepreneurship Education Industry

(source: Author)

As the five forces threat are mostly considered as medium, it means that a firm in this industry need to continuously 
improve and innovate themselves to be competitive.

4.3   FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION
To discuss the problems faced by the company, an unstructured focus group discussion was conducted in form 
of a meeting involving all YEA team member who were in Bandung that time. Each FGD participant would share 
their concerns and the information they had.

From this FGD, it is known that the main concerns for this COVID-19 pandemic situation for the company were: 

1. The value proposition of YEA programs is that it offers a complete package of entrepreneurship learning for 
beginner. Currently, YEA do not offer individual subjects as a single product.

2. The capacity for YEA Regular is only at 20-30 participants per semester. Entrepreneur Camp at 20-40 partici-
pants per batch and conducted 10 times each year. YEA XPRO is even lower at a maximum of 20 participants 
per batch. This limitation is necessary to maintain the quality of delivery and because the limited space and 
human resource to conduct them. The only product that has no limitation of customer number is YEA Virtu-
al, since it is a retail product.

3. Currently, YEA Regular and Entrepreneur Camp contribute about 70% of company revenue, but they are 
expected to go down because of the pandemic.

4. Offline class should be avoided to minimize health risks. Restrictions from authorities are likely to get stricter 
in the following months.

5. Entrepreneur Camp and YEA XPRO are postponed until the situation is safe. YEA Regular is switched to online 
class.

6. Class activities are hindered due to improper remote teaching equipment.

7. Since the pandemic is predicted to last for quite a long time, opening offline class for the next terms maybe 
unlikely.

8. After some calculation, the company is projected to be able stay in business for a year without revenue be-
fore the cash reserve run out.

9. Some facilities and assets of YEA become underutilized since the pandemic began. 

10. The administration system in YEA is unoptimized, which make inferring insights from customer quite diffi-
cult. Should the customer’s data managed right, it can be used for the company’s advantage.

11. The YEA community has strong relationship among its participants but need to be organized more properly, 
starting from updating the database and then doing community activities. The community environment 
itself is already good for learning entrepreneurship.

The immediate concern at the beginning of the pandemic is that the learning activities should continue. Because 
the delivery method needs to change, YEA need to know the preference of their customers. With author’s help, 
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the company have conducted a survey to 177 potential customer that have been in contact with the company. 
They were the customer segment of YEA Regular program, mostly youngsters aged 18-25, have not started their 
business yet, and have known Young Entrepreneur Academy either directly or via social media. The survey was 
on April-May 2020, when restriction of activities due to COVID-19 begin. The survey intended to know their 
preferred delivery method (each person can answer more than one method) if they are going to learn about 
entrepreneurship. From the survey, it was found that majority of them, 138 out of 177, still preferred face-to-face 
in class meetings. For a note, in class meeting in YEA includes training, workshops, challenges, practice, coaching, 
and mentoring. The next preferred learning delivery is through video and live streaming. The data was plotted 
into a pareto diagram shown in figure 7. 

Figure 7. Pareto of Preferred Learning Delivery Method in YEA

(source: Company internal data, processed by author)

However, face-to-face in class meeting was restricted at the time and possibly until the pandemic is over. To work 
around this, the company need to design a remote learning that can be as engaging as the usual face-to-face class 
in YEA.

In the discussion, the company agrees that it need not only to cope with the pandemic impact, but also prepare 
for the likely upcoming recession, the potential economic rebound after that, and restructuring for the post-
pandemic world. But the urgency at the time is the sustainability of the company. The upper management realize 
that certain education technology start-ups get a massive growth because of the pandemic, and there are new 
firms established to take on the opportunity. However, most of them are more focused on general skills or higher 
education exam preparation, not on entrepreneurship topic like YEA do. The upper management believes that 
in the long run, maintaining sustainability by focusing on strong core values will be more beneficial for YEA and 
there is no need to get caught in the hype. 

4.4   SWOT ANALYSIS
In addition to the previous internal and external analysis, discussion with the company’s team are also conducted 
to examine the SWOT factors. The SWOT analysis of Young Entrepreneur Academy business issue is shown in 
figure 8.
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Figure 8. SWOT Analysis of Young Entrepreneur Academy

5. BUSINESS SOLUTION

5.1   STRATEGY FORMULATION
Referring to Porter’s generic strategy (Porter, 1980), the most suitable business strategy for YEA is product 
differentiation. The programs offered by YEA are rather unique, and currently, no other institution offers the 
same programs. There are a few private firms who tried to imitate YEA’s programs, but they did not sustain even 
though they offer cheaper price. On the other hand, they also deliver differently because they do not have human 
resources with the same qualification. YEA see this phenomenon and consider that price leadership is not the 
strategy to go, but rather focus on product differentiation.

To formulate the product differentiation strategy, TOWS Matrix is used. This tool leverages the SWOT analysis 
by formulating actionable strategies and tactics utilizing the internal and external factors. It is shown in figure 9.
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Figure 9. TOWS Matrix of Young Entrepreneur Academy

The strategy formulation suggest that the company should pivot to digital, shifting from physical to virtual 
training. This strategy would allow the company to keep existing customers while also reach previously unserved 
customers. However, the company must implement this strategy in a way that would still focusing on core values 
to keep the good reputation. Creating new online course by leveraging existing knowledge and the YEA brand itself 
should be suitable. Company sustainability should also be prioritized rather than growth. The upper management 
believes if the company can sustain, then growth will come along. To support the creation of the online course 
products, some resources will need to be repurposed or procured.

5.2   PRODUCT AND MARKET SELECTION
To implement the strategy, YEA need to redefine the existing product and design new product and services. The 
existing product of YEA and their future implementation plan are as follow:

1.  YEA Regular program includes six months entrepreneurial training course which is designed to be interactive 
and based on experiential learning method where 70% of the learning process are practical activities and the 
other 30% are delivery of business theories. It is for pre-startup – business starting stage, so the course cover 
subjects of business mindset, fundamentals, marketing and sales, product and operational management, 
finance, human resource, and personal development that can be used to start, manage, and expand a busi-
ness. This course is intended for younger participants aged 17-25 years old, currently not in marriage, not 
in employment in other company, have not started their own business, and can stay in Bandung during the 
course. This is required because they will need to be willing to spare at least six months to focus enrolling on 
the program. The course is conducted around six business projects, starting from selling, digital marketing, 
business analysis, internship, event organizing, and home business. At the end of the program, the students 
are expected to have run their own business. YEA Regular program itself is priced at Rp 24.600.000. 

2. This program is set to reopen in July 2020 with health protocol and shift system for students. The class 
will utilize hybrid system, where half of the students attend the class in person and the other half attend 
remotely using online conferencing app. Maximum number of students in class is 15 persons with physical 
distancing and masks are made mandatory.

3.  Entrepreneur Camp is a three days and two nights training program to form an entrepreneurial mindset. Par-
ticipants in this program range from young people who are not yet entrepreneurs, entrepreneurs who want 
to develop themselves and their businesses, employees who want to become entrepreneurs, to prospective 
retirees. There is no demographic limitation for joining Entrepreneur Camp if the participant is mentally and 
physically in good condition. This program is full of simulations and applies NLP (Neuro Linguistic Program-
ming) to instil the mindset of entrepreneurs. Each batch of Entrepreneur Camp usually range between 20-40 
participants. This training is priced at Rp 4.950.000. To reopen, strict health protocol must be applied.
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4.  YEA XPRO is a two months extension program for business mastery with the direct guidance of entrepreneur 
mentors. The goal of the program is to incubate or accelerate the business growth and intended for business 
in managing – expanding stage. In this program, participants are people who already have a business and 
want to develop the business or solve problems that are being experienced in their respective businesses. 
They will learn about business management in four sectors: sales and marketing, operation, finance, and 
human resources in strategic level. At the beginning of the program, participants will be assessed with a 
business diagnostic tool from YEA XPRO, where each participant will be rated based on how well they man-
age their business. The diagnostic rate their business financial performance, marketing, product and opera-
tion, human resource management, and the business outlook, by giving a score from 0 to 5 for each of the 
33 scoring components. The diagnostic result points out each participant’s business areas that need to be 
improved. With the direction of entrepreneur mentors, the business development process is expected to be 
faster. The YEA XPRO program is intended for those 23-50 years old, already running a business, and passing 
the personal and business assessment. 

5.  Since gathering people from various area every week posed high risk in the pandemic situation, it is decid-
ed that YEA XPRO will be postponed and its resources will be allocated toward developing the new online 
course program. The existing knowledge and tools will be leveraged in the new products. The curriculum and 
the business diagnostic tool from YEA XPRO will be adjusted and used in the new programs.

Meanwhile, the new products being developed are as follows:

1. YEA Virtual will be re-launched with new concept in form of live interactive entrepreneurship online course 
series. The class will utilize live conferencing app and various online collaboration tools. YEA set up a studio 
to conduct the class in hope that the participants will get different experience from other webinars that only 
utilize webcam and broadcasted from home. The business diagnostic tool from YEA XPRO will be used here. 
The program is priced more affordable at around ¼ of YEA Regular pricing. The duration for this program is 
two months and each batch can accommodate 50 participants. But once the program is standardized, it is 
expected to be able to accommodate even 100 participants per batch. 

2. This concept replaces the previous version of YEA Virtual. The old version was a self-learning course in form 
of a six series multimedia book, distributed using DVD and downloadable file. The course covers most of the 
subjects taught in YEA Regular program using curriculum of year 2013, except the practice part. Back then, 
the product sold for more than 6000 copies. It is not going to be scrapped, but rather get a remake and pos-
sibly re-branded. Since then, the curriculum has been updated. To accommodate the change, the new retail 
version of YEA Virtual subjects and delivery model will be updated. 

3. YEA Class is a short online class that discuss trending issue on entrepreneurship in 2-4 hours, and offered as 
free or very affordable paid class, depending on the topic. The topic can be niche, such as social media mar-
keting, culinary business, financial analysis for MSME, and other specific issue based on trending demand. 
This new service act as sales funnel to gather new potential customer for the other products and services. 

A side from all those programs, YEA also conduct custom entrepreneurship program for government institution 
and corporate clients. Up until now, has conducted these custom programs for various clients in form of training, 
workshop, business coaching, community development, and business competition. The custom program itself 
could be derived from the combination of existing programs.

All the subjects covered in YEA courses might also be found in business major on reputable universities. The 
key difference is that they are presented in a way that make it easy for MSME in Indonesia to understand and 
implement them. 

5.3   BUSINESS MODEL
To accommodate the change of business strategy, the business model of Young Entrepreneur Academy also 
changed. To illustrate it, the business model canvas tool (Osterwalder, 2010) shown in figure 10 is used. 
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      Figure 10. Business Model Canvas of Young Entrepreneur Academy

In this business model, the YEA Virtual online course is added to the value proposition of YEA. This online course is 
aimed at a wider customer segment that previously not captured by YEA Regular and XPRO, with no demographic 
limitation or requirement to pass certain assessment. As seen on the figure, each value proposition and their 
respective customer segment are colour coded. To deliver the value, YEA use online channels such as website, 
social media, lice conference app, and online collaboration app. In the customer relationship, early bird discount 
is given, and participants who can finish the course are given free mentoring sessions regularly. Main revenue 
streams come from the course fee that the customer pay, while custom programs fees contribute as secondary 
revenue. Both are non-recurring revenue streams, except if the government and corporate clients keep using 
YEA’s services.

To make sure the front end of the business model can be conducted, the company need to have the necessary back 
end part. The key resources of YEA business model are its brand, curriculum and learning method, its qualified 
human resources, and the firm’s access to mentors. YEA will also need to procure new resources to conduct 
the proper online class. The key activities that need to be done are program preparation, marketing and sales, 
admission process, the learning activities itself, and research and development for continuous improvement. 
Meanwhile, the key partners needed are the mentors, YEA and Entrepreneur Camp community which numbered 
more than 6000 members, and other entrepreneurial communities. This back end part of the business model 
require a cost structure consisting salary, rent, and utilities as fixed cost, teaching fees, marketing cost, and 
stationery supplies as variable cost, and capital expenditure to procure equipment and developing the learning 
tools and platform.

With this business model, where the values are delivered via online channels, the company can offer products 
and services at more range of prices, from affordable to premium price, and target a wider range of customer 
segment. Meanwhile, the cost in the long run can also be reduced. In the future, the company may need to 
consider creating recurring revenue streams.

6. IMPLEMENTATION AND VALIDATION
Implementation

Existing products of YEA were reopened, and the new product got launched. YEA Regular reopened in July 2020. 
The class utilize hybrid system, where half of the students attend the class in person with health protocol and 
the other half attend remotely using online conferencing app. Most simulation that previously require in class 
presence, can now be done virtually using some online collaboration app. Maximum number of students in class 
is 15 persons with physical distancing and masks are made mandatory. Up until September 2020, there is no 
COVID-19 infection case from this learning activities, and the company hope to keep it that way by tracing the 
students and facilitators activities regularly. Gradually, the learning activities are shifted towards full online class 
activities.

Entrepreneur Camp got reopened in July, August, and September 2020 with strict health protocol. Due to the 
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pandemic condition getting worse in Indonesia, Entrepreneur Camp is decided to be postponed again to avoid 
the risk of COVID-19 infection.

YEA XPRO were originally prepared to reopen in November 2020, but it eventually got postponed again until the 
pandemic situation gets better in Indonesia. Meanwhile, the resources for YEA XPRO are allocated for developing 
the new version of YEA Virtual, both the online class and the new retail product.

YEA Virtual launched live interactive online class and managed to get 31 participants. The first batch was conducted 
in June-August 2020, for a total duration of two and half month, divided into 25 session. The subjects delivered 
includes business foundation, marketing and sales, product and operation management, finance, and human 
resources management for SME. To promote this program, YEA launched the www.yeavirtual.com website and 
also offer the new program to potential customer that previously has shown their interest to enrol in other YEA 
programs but was unable to do it because of the condition. For the first batch, this version of YEA Virtual were 
offered at a discounted price of Rp 5.200.000. The second batch is offered at normal price of Rp 6.200.000 and 
start at October 2020. It eventually got 40 participants, 29% increase from the first batch.

Beside the live online class, the new retail multimedia book version of YEA Virtual are also being prepared. It 
is planned to be an upgrade from the old version. The course’s subjects and delivery platform will be updated 
using curriculum of year 2020. The development process on this YEA Virtual retail product are still ongoing and 
projected to be launched in Q1 2021.

Validation

To validate the new product and services, near the end of the YEA Virtual first batch of live online class, 23 out of 
31 participants were able to be interviewed in an unstructured phone call interview. The interview mainly discuss 
about: 1. Their business problem; 2. How they are using what they get in YEA Virtual for their business; 3. Their 
expectation and satisfaction of the program; 4. What can be improved; and 5. What they think about the price 
they paid to participate in YEA Virtual. 

Most of interviewee shared that their concern at this moment are mostly about marketing, sales, and managing to 
survive during the pandemic. This is in line with the YEA business diagnostic for the participants at the beginning 
of the program, where the average marketing management score for this batch is one of the lowest (1.51 out of 
5) compared to the other management sectors which got a score of more than 2.3 out of 5. The lowest average 
score is the human resource management score (1.41 out of 5), which is understandable because majority of 
them have less than five persons in their organization, thus their human resources management system is not 
developed yet.

All interviewee was satisfied with the program. They were expecting a one-way communication like other online 
class they had try before, but instead, they got a highly engaging interactive online class. The participants said they 
enjoy live collaboration session on several subjects and suggest that similar approach should be implemented on 
other subjects as well. Other suggestion was regarding the class schedule because some of them must work on 
certain days and cannot attend the class. To accommodate them, 

Seven participants said the price of YEA Virtual program should be more expensive, considering the value they 
got. Only one person said that the price is too expensive for him. The 15 other interviewees said that the price 
is right. 

YEA Class launched in September 2020, with the first class about how to manage a business to survive during the 
pandemic, offered for free. It managed to get 90 participants. The paid class is launched in October 2020 with 
social media marketing topic and it managed to get 80 participants.

In the last discussion, the company consider this strategy implementation as temporary success that will need 
improvement over time. The key insights from this pivotal business strategy are as follows:

1. Focusing on core values gives the company a better sense of credibility from its customers and keep the good 
reputation. 

2. Decreasing the barrier – by providing more affordable price and less requirement – for customers to access 
new products and services can ease their adoption process.

3. Knowing the participant’s problems in their business greatly helps with determining what and how to teach 
them.

4. By standardizing the delivery method of the new YEA Virtual program, it can be replicated and developed 
with adjustments for future programs.

5. The COVID-19 pandemic situation accelerates the technological adaptation in the company.

http://www.yeavirtual.com
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7. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Conclusion

The conclusion of this research are as follows:

1. To cope with the new normal era, Young Entrepreneur Academy should stick with product differentiation 
strategy.

2. To align with that strategy, Young Entrepreneur Academy should adapt its business model by switching their 
offering to similar but online services to their existing market while trying to grab new market with new 
products and services.

3. To implement that strategy, Young Entrepreneur Academy should re-allocate their resources, develop new 
product and services by switching from physical to virtual, quickly test and validate the new products, make 
improvements, and prepare to scale.

Recommendation

This research was based on the analysis and findings in Young Entrepreneur Academy until early October 2020. 
In the future, the company’s strategy and business model might be updated again if necessary. Further research 
regarding the online course delivery method may be needed, so the company can improve the course delivery for 
higher number of audiences, more than the current capacity.
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Abstract

Beginning of year 2020 has seen an unprecedented disruption of society in entire world due to the coronavirus dis-
ease 2019 (COVID-19). This is no exception to higher education institutions (HEIs) which have immediately pivoted 
to online teaching and learning entirely, working from home for majority of employees, and closed innumerous 
public areas. This lockdown circumstance requires management educators to be able to utilize technology in their 
teaching. Thus, this study aims to explore how management educators conduct the online teaching and learning 
process; and what  challenges and barriers they face during online teaching and learning. Transformative learning 
theory is adopted as a theoretical lens to investigate whether transformation process takes place in the online 
teaching and learning processes during the lockdown. Online surveys have been employed with 100 academics 
from Indonesian HEIs to grasp their perspectives and experiences on online teaching and learning process. This 
study reveals that various online teaching platforms were adopted. Some barriers and challenges from different 
aspects were identified, among others are the use of technology, internet connection, educators and students’ 
engagement. Additionally, this study identifies that most of the Indonesian HEIs provide supports to online teach-
ing and learning; and various teaching and learning styles were adopted. In terms of transformative learning, 
this study discovers that transformation process takes place during the online teaching and learning process. This 
study also brings a practical contribution to the enhancement of online teaching and learning processes.

Keywords: online teaching and learning, transformative learning, COVID-19, HEIs
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Abstract

One alternative way that can be done to advance the economy in Indonesia is by increasing the number of start-
up businesses. The development of startups in Indonesia has grown rapidly in the past five years, but few have 
survived or succeeded in running their businesses. Business incubators becoming one vehicle to help startups deal 
with problems, to grow, and survive.

This research aims to discover the influence of the business incubator of X Incubator in Bandung, on the perfor-
mance of startups incubated in their incubation program. The business incubators itself consist of four constructs, 
namely Infrastructure and Facilities, Financial Support Service, Network and Connectivity, and Business Manage-
ment Advice.

The research method used is a quantitative method with the purpose of conclusive research. The population in 
this study is all startups incubated at X Incubator Bandung. Sampling technique using a saturated sampling tech-
nique that uses the entire population to sample with the number of samples thirty-six startups. The data analysis 
technique is a multivariate technique through Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) Partial Least Square (PLS) 
analysis tool. For data analysis using SmartPLS version 3.2.9.

The results of this study showed that the incubator program as a whole had a positive and significant impact 
on Startup performance, but partial analysis toward its dimensions shows that only Infrastructure and Facilities 
dimension having a positive impact on startups’ performance, while the other three dimensions of Incubator such 
as Network and Connectivity, Financial Support Services and Business Management Advice did not have a positive 
effect toward startups’ performance.

Keywords: Business Incubator, Startup Performances, Infrastructure and Facilities, Financial Support Service, 
Network and Connectivity, dan Business Management Advice.

1. INTRODUCTION
The growth of Startup development in Indonesia happens very fast in the last five years, some of them that have 
been recognized worldwide and become the notable unicorn of decacorn (cnbcindonesia.com). With its large 
number of startups in Indonesia, has already make Indonesia to become the fifth in startups’ number in the world 
(Startup rank 2019). 

However, the startup success rate is very low,  according to Wisono (2019) among 1,700 startups in Indonesia, 
only 1% successfully sustaining their business, while the other 99% fail. Another study shows that the startup 
incubated in a business incubation program has a relatively higher success rate ranging from 15% to 29% (Sudiana 
et al 2020).  There are at least five things that put a startup on the verge of collapse: poor business performance, 
founders were continuing on a bad idea, did not pay attention to consumer’s voice, the high-flown plans compare 
money they have, difficulty to have investors from the beginning (Damar, 2016).

To increase the survival rate of startups, business incubator centers were established. These centers aim to help 
supporting entrepreneurs to survive and thrive running their business. Many parties have established business 
incubators, ranging from private companies, non-government organizations, local as well as central governments. 
Business incubators are becoming one of the efforts in growing and nurturing new businesses. They support new 
entrepreneurs by providing facilities, coaching support, advice, connections, and intensive mentoring. 

However, other study shows that business incubators are not effectively helping the new entrepreneurs (Bank 
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Indonesia, 2006), while other studies show that Business Incubators are having a positive impact on startup 
performance (Supangkat 2011, Mungai & Njeru 2016, Mahani 2019). Therefore, this study is intrigued to discover 
the influence of business incubator on startup performance, especially studying the case of Incubator X in 
Bandung.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1   STARTUPS
According to Soemohadiwidjojo (2018), startups are companies that have just been founded and are in the 
development phase, startup companies are identical with technology-related business, or newly established digital 
business. While  Ramadhan (2016) defines that a startup is a company founded by an individual or institution to 
sell new products or services in highly uncertain conditions. From those definitions above it can be concluded 
that startups are companies that have just been founded and are in the development phase, established by 
individuals or institutions to sell new products or services based on technology.

According to Soemohadiwidjojo (2018) startup companies have some characteristic such as the age of the 
company is less than three years, the number of employees is less than twenty people, income is less than USD 
100,000/year, generally doing business in technology, with marketing utilizing the web and products in the form 
of digital applications, and the company is in the developing stage.

2.2   STARTUP PERFORMANCE
Performance is a result of work that has a strong relationship with the strategic purpose of the organization, 
customer satisfaction, and give a contribution to the economy (Hamali 2016). While according to Mahani (2019), 
observing startup performance before and after entering the incubator, it is considered a success by observing 
from (1) an increase in sales, (2) an increased number of workers and for the last (3) increased ease in obtaining 
business funding.

Adhrevi & Wessiani (2018) studied startup performance measurement through an Integrated Performance 
Measurement System (IPMS) approach. IPMS is an information system to help the performance management 
process function effectively and efficiently. Key goals set in digital startups generically includes, (1) Increased 
customer satisfaction with products, (2) increased customer conversion rates,(3) increased startup revenue, (4) 
improved startup cost efficiency, (5) improved technology quality in product development, (6) improvement 
of HR quality, and (7) improved network cooperation with business partners. According to Mahani (2019) was 
identifying startup performance before entering the incubator and after entering the incubator in the category 
successfully when looking at (1) increased turnover, (2) an increase in the number of workers, and the last (3) 
increased ease in obtaining business financing.

2.3   BUSINESS INCUBATOR
The term incubator and incubation was first used in medicine for the treatment of newborn babies, A small box-
shaped room whose condition is controlled to meet the living needs of the baby inside is called an incubator and 
then the activity is called incubation (Tontowi, 2016). While a business incubator is a business support process 
that can accelerate the success and development of startups by providing the necessary service resources. The 
accelerator bears a resemblance to an incubator. What sets only three main things apart is the size and quality 
of the mentoring network, pressure, and discipline, as well as future capital funding facilities (Adiningsi 2019).

Moreover, the Ministry of Cooperatives and MSMEs of Republic Indonesia stated that: Incubation is a process 
of coaching for small businesses or the development of new products carried out by business incubators in this 
case the provision of business facilities and infrastructure, business development, and management support as 
well as technology. The ministry also stated that Incubator is an institution engaged in the provision of facilities 
and business development, both management and technology for small and medium enterprises to increase and 
develop their business activities and develop new products to develop into a resilient entrepreneur and or new 
product that is highly competitive.

2.4   BUSINESS INCUBATOR CONSTRUCT
According to the Cooperative Department and small entrepreneurs, 1998/1999 in the ministry of KUKM in 2002, 
the incubator is a corporate institution that provides 7 (seven) S, called 7S namely: Space, Shared, Services, 
Support, Skill development, Seed capital, and Synergy As for 7S are:

1. Space, the incubator provides startups a place to operate the business at an early stage.

2. Shared Facilities, the incubator provides office facilities that can be used together, e.g. reception, meeting 
rooms, conference room, telephone system, facsimile, computer, and security.
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3. Services, covering management consulting and market issues, financial and legal aspects of trade informa-
tion and technology.

4. Support, incubator helps startups to access to research, professional networking, technology, international, 
and investment.

5. Skill Development, can be done through the practice of preparing business plans, management, and other 
capabilities.

6. Seed Capital, can be done through internal rolling funds or by assisting small businesses to access to existing 
funding sources or financial institutions.

7. Synergy, tenant cooperation, or competition between tenants and networks with universities, research insti-
tutions, private businesses, professionals, and with the international community.

On the other view, Hasbullah et al (2015) set a construct of incubator into four perspectives:

1. Internal perspective, (facilities and infrastructure, management team, and incubation activities).

2. Innovation and development perspective, (incubator performance and tenant business performance).

3. Financial perspective of the Incubator, (financial efficiency).

4. Perspective of tenant satisfaction, (level of tenant satisfaction and business growth).

Based on Mungai & Njeru (2016) in business incubation program there are:

1. Infrastructure and Facilities, in which the incubator as an office equipped with meeting service, reception 
service, internet access, etc. Incubator also optimizes the use of a common room to open an informal net-
work between startups, financial support services, subsidy, sponsor, and suspended income. 

2. Building contact networks and partners in the financial sector, giving startups advice about how to find cap-
ital funding. 

3. Network and Connectivity, Network service helps encouraging startups to develop, helps to provide infor-
mation and exchanging ideas, helps the startups who feel isolated, and help to lobby a good business envi-
ronment. 

4. Business Management Advice, management advice helps the incubator to obtain experience from successful 
companies, that can provide business expertise access which provides the best business consultation ser-
vice, giving guidance and helping the startups solving the problems they have.

2.5   GENERAL PROBLEM FACTORS OF BUSINESS INCUBATOR
Implementation of small business development program through a business incubator in Indonesia both concept 
and operationalization is not by the basic concept of the incubator, this is partly due Panggabean (2005):

1. Coaching is done generally on an outwall. Whereas ideally done inwall.

2. The autonomous status of the institution that handles the incubator is unclear.

3. The incubator manager has not worked full time.

4. Facilities are limited because it has not fully utilized the facilities owned by the college.

5. Lack of commitment and support of all parties (local government, business world, etc.) in the operationali-
zation of incubator programs.

6. Startup development through incubators is partially implemented, inconsistent, and unsustainable.

The problems commonly faced in tenant incubation are as follows: the first problem is not having adequate 
supporting facilities/infrastructure, the second problem is that the manager has not worked full time, the next 
problem of the institution that handles the incubator is not autonomy, the fourth problem is that the technology 
is still at a modest level up to the municipality, then the fifth problem in the tenant is not having a wide network 
among others in terms of marketing, the sixth problem is administration (Panggabean, 2005).

The problems faced by tenants in business incubation programs are usually Panggabean, 2005): Still weak business 
skills and skills, still weak in the capital, not able to access the market, not yet able to access with technology.

2.6   SUCCESS FACTORS OF BUSINESS INCUBATOR
According to Supangkat (2011), Business incubators of various types require measuring success indicators, to 
know the extent of the success that has been achieved in carrying out the incubation process. The management 
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of incubators needs to have the ability to evaluate the activities that have been carried out. Indicators of success 
indicators that can be expressed as a benchmark for incubator success include (1) new business growth, (2) job 
creation, (2) economic turnover, (3) failure rate of new business development, and (4) ability to obtain investment 
funds. Manalo (2011) pointed out factors supporting the success of incubators in some countries, such as:

1. Government policy and operational strategy for the construction of incubators.

2. Support local or regional governments in the form of development funding, facilities, physical incubators, 
and long-term soft credit for incubator management.

3. Support of financial institutions both government and private in the form of business loans for incubator 
tenants.

4. A commitment of universities and research institutions to develop technology and technology experts for 
incubator tenants.

5. Synergy with a science park or technology park built simultaneously with the construction of incubators.

6. Establishment of an incubator legal entity with a team of indicator managers working full, professional, and 
efficiently, and given a proper award

7. Selection of the right location in the central business district.

8. Complete support of information technology facilities and infrastructure.

9. Provision of startup business support facilities.

3. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESIS
For Incubators construct, this study uses indicators that previously employed by Dorcas Njoki Mungai and Dr. 
Agnes Njeru (2016), which consisted of: (1) infrastructure and facilities, (2) financial support services, (3) Network 
and connections, and (4) business management advice. For analyzing Startup Performance this study used three 
main indicators namely: (1) increased sales turnover, (2) increased workforce, and (3) increased ease in obtaining 
business fundings as previously used by Mahani (2019)

The research hypothesis takes the form of a statement sentence formulated from a frame of mind based on 
theories. The frame of thought in research is used as a basic foundation for compiling research hypotheses, in 
research using adoption from several sources such as books and journals. This research aims to determine the 
effect of incubator programs on the performance of X-built startups. Based on the above research framework, the 
hypothesis in this study is as follows:

H1: Incubator’s infrastructure and the facility has a positive impact on the startup’s performance.

H2: Incubator’s financial support service has a positive impact on the startup’s performance.

H3: Incubator’s network and connections have a positive impact on the startup’s performance.

H4: Incubator’s business management advice has a positive impact on the startup’s performance.

H5: Incubator as a whole has a positive impact on the startup’s performance.

Figure 1. Research Framework
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4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The population in this study refers to the number of all startups present in incubator X with a total of 36 startups 
focusing on the ICT sector. Thus a full population or Saturation sampling was employed. Saturation sampling is 
a technique in determining sample if all population members are used as samples, this is often used when the 
population is relatively low in number that all the whole population is used as samples (Sugiyono, 2017). Data 
were gathered through (1) Interview, to find the issues that should be addressed researched, and also if the 
researcher wants to know everything about the respondents and the number of respondents is small or small and 
(2) Questionnaire, In this research we publish the questionnaire through Google Form (online-based). Statistical 
analysis techniques used were: Partial Least Square (PLS) with Hypothesis Test (F Test and T-Test) at 5% significant 
level.  

4.1   VALIDITY TEST.
A validity test is used to know the feasibility of several indicators of a constructed question in defining a variable. 
Validity is defined as how far the decision and precision of a measuring instrument are in performing its measuring 
function (Tarjo, 2019). All items were valid concerning the r-test.

Table1. Validity Test of Operational Variable Items

No. Item (r)calc (r)table Explanation

1 0,736 0,361 Valid

2 0,920 0,361 Valid

3 0,820 0,361 Valid

4 0,553 0,361 Valid

5 0,781 0,361 Valid

6 0,852 0,361 Valid

7 0,818 0,361 Valid

8 0,917 0,361 Valid

9 0,878 0,361 Valid

10 0,937 0,361 Valid

11 0,866 0,361 Valid

12 0,895 0,361 Valid

13 0,859 0,361 Valid

14 0,794 0,361 Valid

15 0,927 0,361 Valid

16 0,840 0,361 Valid

17 0,902 0,361 Valid

18 0,860 0,361 Valid

19 0,806 0,361 Valid

4.2   DATA RELIABILITY
Reliability is a value to evaluate the consistency and stability of respondents to answer related to the details 
of questions formed in the questionnaire (Rukajat, 2018). According to Indrawati (2015), reliability is one of 
the characteristics of measuring instruments in research can be said to be good, this is because the concept of 
reliability is the extent to which the measuring instrument in the research can be trusted or the measurement 
results are free from measurement errors. From the explanation of the definition expressed by experts can be 
concluded the realization test has the purpose to know how far the measuring instrument can be trusted and 
relied upon to measure a research concept.

To measure reliability, researchers used Cronbach’s Alpha technique, according to Abdillah (2018) Cronbach’s 
Alpha technique is a technique used to measure how far internal consistency is with multiple-item scales. The 
coefficient in Cronbach’s Alpha technique that is considered good enough is at least 0.70 (Indrawati, 2017). So it 
can be concluded that Cronbach’s Alpha value exceeding 0.70 is considered valid, and can be seen in the following 
table.
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Table 2.  Validity Test of Operational Variable

Variable Cronbach’s Alpha (CA) N of Item Conclusion

Infrastructure and Facility 0,757 4 Reliable

Financial Support Services 0,877 4 Reliable

Network and Connections 0,791 2 Reliable

Business Management Advice 0,876 4 Reliable

Startups’ Performance 0,981 5 Reliable

All variables were declared as reliable since that Cronbach’s Alpha value was greater than 0.7. Thus, all the 
questions in the research questionnaire was good and well to be used as measuring instruments in research.

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Based on the hypothesis testing, it appears that only one independent latent variable in the study has a positive 
relationship and is significant to the dependent latent variable. Here is the amount of effect between independent 
latent variables to the dependent latent variable: Business Management Advice to Startup Performance is 0.18, 
Financial Support Services to Startup Performance if -0.2, Infrastructure and Facilities to Startup Performance is 
0.61, Network and Connectivity to Startups’ Performance is 0.15. Based on hypothesis testing, it can be stated that 
the Infrastructure and Facility variable is the only variable that has a positive influence on Startup Performance.

Table 3.  T-test Calculation

No Paths B e t a 
Standardized t-value Sig. Conclusion

    1. Infrastructure and Facilities 
=>Startup Performance 0,61 2,757 0,010 Significant

    2. Financial Support Services 
=>Startup Performance -0,2 1,124 0,288     H2, 

denied

    3. Network and Connectivity

=> Startup Performance
0,15 0,612 0,552     H3, 

denied

    4. Business Management 
Advice  

=> Startup Performance
0,18 0,701 0,478

 

    H4, 
denied

f-value f-table Conclusion

    5. Infrastructure and Facilities,  
Financial Support Services,  
Network and Connectivity, 
Business Management 
Advice   => Startups’ 
Performance

n/a 8,240 1.42

 

    H5, 
accepted

Financial support service variables have negative values, this condition happens considering that the incubated 
startups are still in their early stages, so they do not need support from financial institutions, especially in the 
form of loans from banks which will bring difficulties for them.

For Network and Connectivity as well as Business Management Advice dimensions were not significant in 
supporting Startups’ Performance. These conditions might be as a result that the incubator was not performing 
well in those dimensions in serving their incubatee. This could be a room for improvement for the incubator to 
enhance their service.

But overall, all of the independent variables simultaneously have a positive and significant effect on startups’ 
performance. These findings indicate the importance of incubator managers to synergize all programs and 
infrastructure harmoniously so that they can have a positive effect on their startups.

6. CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to know the effects between Infrastructure and Facilities, Financial Support Services, 
Network and Connectivity, Business Management Advice variables on startups’ performance. Data collection and 
data processing has been done so that these conclusions are obtained: Based on the analysis performed, in the 
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case of X Incubator in Bandung, researcher could make some conclusions as follow: Infrastructure and Facilities 
affects startups’ performance positively, Financial Support Services does not affect startups’ performance,  
Network and Connectivity do not have a positive effect on startups’ performance and Business Management 
Advice also does not influence startups’ performance positively.

Meanwhile, the f test showed that the Incubator as a whole has a positive effects on startups’ performance. 

7. LIMITATION AND FURTHER RESEARCH.
he limitation in this study is that all of the population were coming from one Incubators, it is recommended to 
conduct further research with a higher size of the respondents and coming from several incubators so that better 
generalization can be made.
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Abstract

MSMEs have a strong role in providing income to the country in the form of foreign exchange, where these 
MSMEs can absorb labor so that it helps increase people’s income. This proves that MSMEs have a strategic role 
in fighting poverty and unemployment. Covid-19 is an epidemic that has a huge impact on all aspects of life. In-
cluding obstruction of activities in the economic sector which in turn affects state revenues. On the other hand, the 
community experienced a decline in demand and purchasing power which had an impact on the production and 
trade processes. Data shows the impact of COVID-19 in reducing the turnover of the non-culinary MSMEs sector 
by 30-35%. This change causes MSMEs to be able to adopt and adapt to circumstances. Switching to the online 
model is an alternative to be able to survive amid economic difficulties during COVID-19. Creating customer value 
with a business domain and a collaborative network is one strategy in creating value creation from MSMEs in 
the midst of a pandemic. Kotler and Keller (2016) explain that the creation and delivery of value are divided into 
three phases: 1). Choosing the value, 2). Providing the value, 3). Communicating the value. These three phases 
will try to analyze the value creation strategies of West Java MSMEs to survive against COVID-19 through online 
businesses. The method used in this research is quantitative with an explanatory survey. Meanwhile, the unit of 
observation is MSME actors in West Java. The results of this research can obtain data on the value creation strate-
gy of West Java MSMEs in dealing with COVID-19 so that it becomes findings and input to enrich business strategy 
management knowledge, especially the adaptation of online businesses in the era of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Keywords: Business Strategy, COVID-19. MSMEs, Value Creation, West Java.
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Abstract

Purpose- This paper start with the question “How the enterprise can implement Humane Entrepreneurship (HE) 
completely, what kind of situation that must be exist or create?”. Humane Entrepreneurship is a model of Ki Chan 
Kim that suggest to combine entrepreneurship cycle with human cycle. Main ide of this model is the happiness 
of people in the enterprise will bring the great performance of the enterprise if leader also take a good role in 
entrepreneurship. 

Methodology- survey conducted to 114 small and medium enterprises in Indonesia. Questionnaires related to 
humane enterprise and organization atmosphere used as a main data collecting in this research. Linear and mul-
ti-linear regression were used to evaluate the proposed model.

Humane entrepreneurship model declared by ICSB global in 2017 and become a main agenda in any activities of 
ICSB globally. In Indonesia, HE research still few and need more exploration to confirm the HE concept become a 
main approach in developing small and medium enterprise in Indonesia.

Finding- HE implementation need openness and trust from leader to member of the enterprise. A spirit to find a 
better solution, a new product or services supported by positive thinking, optimistic, and willingness to learn from 
every sources and every accident. Empowering always need trust, but also need a great spirit of learning. Discus-
sion about all factors in HE show the importance of human-centered entrepreneurship-a new era of managing 
enterprise.

Keywords: Humane Entrepreneurship; organization atmosphere; entrepreneurship; human-centered, human 
resource management; change management
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Abstract

The aim of this study was to determine the effect of family background on entrepreneurial intentions. This study 
used a quantitative approach by providing participants with a research instrument. This study’s sample amounted 
to 59 final year students of the Faculty of Psychology Education at the Jakarta State University. This study used a 
measuring tool for entrepreneurial intention and family background. This study’s results indicate that there was 
an effect of family background on entrepreneurial intentions with a contribution of 16.5%. The results of this study 
imply that parents’ background could be one of the supports for a person to become a successful entrepreneur. Al-
though it is proven that family background could influence entrepreneurial intentions, further research is needed 
regarding variations in family backgrounds.

Keywords: entrepreneur, entrepreneurial intention, family background, students

1.  INTRODUCTION 
Entrepreneurship has become one of the most researched topics in the research literature because entrepreneurship 
is an essential part of economic development and can motivate someone to open up opportunities for success 
(Natalita & Slamet, 2019). Therefore, various scientific approaches also research the relationship between this 
science and the topic of entrepreneurship, including psychology.

In psychology, of course, entrepreneurship is very close because entrepreneurs are inseparable from one’s 
behavior. Several studies have discussed the relationship between certain variables in the field of psychology and 
entrepreneurial variables. For example, it is related to an entrepreneur’s personality, which can predict the type 
of personality with entrepreneurial intentions. This will later describe the success of an entrepreneur based on 
his personality.

Furthermore, several studies looking at the relationship of entrepreneurial found that it is influenced by several 
factors. Some studies looked at individual factors, including personality, internal motivation, and other variables 
that come from a person’s internal. However, some studies looked at the relationship between individual 
environmental factors and entrepreneurial intentions. For instance, the family background factor because to be 
a successful entrepreneur, it needs a long and mature process.

Becoming an entrepreneur is a career choice that can be considered for students who will or will graduate soon 
(Nguyen, 2018). Becoming an entrepreneur is certainly not easy. It needs the interests and expertise that one 
needs to have. Several factors influence a person to become an entrepreneur. One of them is family background. 
According to Bullough et al., (2014), several significant supporting factors among students and female students 
towards entrepreneurial intentions are family background, personality, and efficacy. Family background plays a 
vital role in influencing a child’s intention to have a strong preference for entrepreneurship (Krueger, Reilly, and 
Carsrud, 2000).

Researchers who studied the influence of family factors on entrepreneurial intentions seemed to focus on the 
influence of modeling and family history of these entrepreneurial activities (Akanbi, 2013). A person who lives in 
a family that models his parents’ entrepreneurial activities may have entrepreneurial intentions.

Family background is a form of social learning for someone, where someone who has a business in his family 
can lead to personal experiences in entrepreneurship (Sucipta et al., 2018). Therefore someone who has a family 
background will tend to have the intention of entrepreneurship.

mailto:jamaludin.erik@gmail.com
mailto:lupiyudhaningrum@unj.ac.id
mailto:rafadhallah@unj.ac.id
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Research conducted by Sucipta et al., (2018) showed that there were significant direct and indirect effects of 
family background and entrepreneurial education on entrepreneurial intentions through the intervening variable 
entrepreneurial self-efficacy. Other research related to family background influencing entrepreneurial intentions 
is shown by (Prastiwi, 2004), which demonstrated that there were significant direct and indirect effects of family 
background on entrepreneurship’s intention through perceived feasibility and perceived desirability. Other 
research showed that family background and gender were moderating variables that positively affected individual 
entrepreneurial orientation (Marques et al., 2018).

The intention of entrepreneurship is a creative and innovative process in adding product selling value, creating 
job opportunities, increasing productivity, revitalization, market diversity, increasing social welfare, more broadly, 
i.e., to develop the economy (Guerrero et al., 2008). Entrepreneurial intention is defined as a conscious state of 
mind that precedes action and directs attention to entrepreneurial behavior such as starting a new business and 
becoming an entrepreneur (Moriano et al., 2012).

This study aimed to determine the influence of family background on entrepreneurial intentions in final year 
students of the Faculty of Psychology Education at the State University of Jakarta. The results of this study are 
expected to map entrepreneurial intentions based on family backgrounds so that, in the future, interventions can 
be made to foster interest in entrepreneurship. This research is important to map the results and follow up with 
the results by providing appropriate interventions to improve Indonesia’s young entrepreneurs.

2. METHOD 
This research was quantitative. This study aimed to see the effect of family background on entrepreneurial 
intentions. The sample in this study amounted to 59 psychology students at the State University of Jakarta. The 
sampling technique in this study used purposive sampling because the participants who participated in this study 
were under predetermined criteria, i.e., students of Psychology and the final year. The way to obtain data in this 
study was to distribute research questionnaires using Google form distributed based on research criteria.

The instrument in this study used an instrument of entrepreneurial family background and entrepreneurial 
intentions adapted from (Prastiwi & Agustina, 2004) with the respective reliability coefficients of 0.711 and 0.732. 
An example of the instrument statement on entrepreneurial family backgrounds was, “Parents provide views and 
examples of how to become an entrepreneur from an early age.” An example of the entrepreneurial intention 
statement instrument was, “I will choose a career to be an entrepreneur.”

In this study, data processing was carried out using a statistical calculation software SPSS (Statistical Package for 
Social Science) version 24. Descriptive analysis was also carried out on research demographic data to provide an 
overview of the research sample. Hypothesis analysis was using regression. This analysis was used to determine 
the effect and size of influence on the research variables.

3. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

3.1   FINDINGS
Based on the statistical calculation findings, there were several characteristics of the 59 participants collected. 
Characteristics of participants based on gender (table.3.1.) and entrepreneurial experience (table. 3.2) are as 
follows;

Table. 3.1. Descriptive statistic 

Sex N %

Male

Female

Total

19 32.2

40 67.8

59 100.0

Table. 3.2. Descriptive statistic 

E n t r e p r e n e u r i a l 
Experience N %

Yes

No

Total

44 74.6

15 25.4

59 100.0
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Next will be presented the table of the results of the statistical regression calculations. The results of the model 
calculation are in table.3.3., and Anova calculations are in table 3.4. as follows:

Table. 3.3. Model summary

Model R
R 
Square Adjusted R Square

Std. Error of the 
Estimate

1 .406a .165 .150 1.167

a. Predictors: (Constant), family background

Table. 3.4. Anova

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1 Regression 15.284 1 15.284 11.232 .001b

                          Residual                            77.564                         57                            1.361

Total 92.847 58

a. Dependent Variable: entrepreneurial intention
b. Predictors: (Constant), family background

Based on table 3.4., Anova shows that the value of sig.0.01 <0.05, indicating an influence between family 
background on entrepreneurial intentions. Then based on table 3.3., the summary model shows that the research 
results contributed 16.5%.

3.2   DISCUSSION
Based on the findings above, several things will be discussed to provide further enrichment for research. This 
study’s findings are in line with the results of research conducted by Prastiwi and Agustina (2004), stating that 
there was an influence of family background on entrepreneurial intentions. In their research, they stated that 
the influence of family background is considerable on entrepreneurial intentions; therefore, parents’ role is 
significant to contribute to creating a child who is interested in entrepreneurship.

In this study, it shows that the contribution of family background to entrepreneurial intentions was 16.5%. 
These results indicate that parents’ role is sufficient to contribute to creating an entrepreneur from an early 
age. Providing support and motivation is what parents can do with their children. In addition to a child being the 
successor of their parents’ business, many entrepreneurs will also create more jobs and help the government 
economy.

The results of this study are also supported by Krueger, Reilly and Carsrud (2000), which asserted that family 
background played an important role in influencing a child’s intention so that the child has a strong preference 
for entrepreneurship. The preferences that come from parents also play a critical role because parents are the 
closest people to a child. Parents’ backgrounds also positively affected entrepreneurial intentions in a child 
(Farrukh et al., 2018).

In family life, of course, there are processes of mutual interaction and social learning processes that can increase 
the transfer of knowledge about entrepreneurship. This is in line with Sucipta et al., (2018) research, which 
showed that a family background is a form of social learning for someone, where someone who has a business in 
his family can lead to personal experiences in entrepreneurship.

The process of transferring knowledge and experience certainly requires full support from parents. Therefore, 
parents who have experience or an entrepreneurial background are very possible and supported by the existing 
situation to create young entrepreneurs who can continue the entrepreneurial work of their parents.

This study’s limitations are that the number of participants was minimal, and variations in family backgrounds 
had not been explored much. Further research is suggested to explore family backgrounds, for example, first, 
second, or third-generation families in an entrepreneurial organization.

4. CONCLUSION
This study’s conclusion is that there was an influence of family background on entrepreneurial intentions with a 
16.5% contribution. Parents who provide motivation and support also contributed to the creation of entrepreneurs 
from an early age.
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Abstract

As a developing country, Indonesia is still much that needs to be improved from all sectors that must be achieved 
so that Indonesia can compete with other countries. One of them is the unemployment rate. A country’s econo-
my cannot run optimally if the number of entrepreneurs is still relatively low. This study aimed to determine the 
relationship between self-efficacy and risk-taking on entrepreneurial intentions. Participants in this study were 
260 students, consisting of undergraduate students of Universitas Negeri Jakarta, who used incidental sampling 
technique and quantitative approach methodology. This research measurement used the General Self-Efficacy 
Scale of Schwarzer and Jerusalem (1995), Linan and Chen’s Entrepreneurial Intention Questionaire (2009), and 
DOSPERT (Domain-Specific Risk-Taking) adopted from Weber & Blais (2003). The statistical analysis used in this 
study is multiple linear regression analysis.

The results of the study provided a significance value F count of 29.056. This value is greater than the F table 
with df2, which is 257, with a value of 0.05. Another result obtained was the significance value of 0.000, smaller 
than 0.05. It showed that there was a very significant relationship between self-efficacy and risk-taking toward 
entrepreneurial intentions. This research implied that the higher self-efficacy and risk-taking, the higher the en-
trepreneurial intentions among students

Keywords: self-efficacy, risk taking, entrepreneurial intention, students. 

1. BACKGROUND
Being in the Industrial Revolution era 4.0, Competition between nations is getting tougher because technology 
and industry are developing rapidly. As a developing country, Indonesia still needs to be improved in all sectors 
to compete in the international world. Several indicators must be achieved so that Indonesia can compete 
with other countries, even becoming a developed country. One of them is the unemployment rate. A country’s 
economy cannot run optimally if the number of entrepreneurs is still relatively low.

Indonesia is a developing country that is still experiencing unemployment problems. Research results from 
(Novalia, 2018) explain that unemployment occurs because the available employment opportunities are not 
proportional to the existing workforce. Indonesia’s unemployment rate can be seen from the Central Statistics 
Agency (BPS, 2020), which includes labor force data. The workforce is the population aged 15 years and over 
who is actively working, temporarily not working, or not having a job. The latest data published in February 2020, 
there are 137.91 million people who belong to the labor force, of which 6.88 million people are unemployed.

According to (Pratomo, 2017), one of Indonesia’s characteristics is high unemployment with higher education. 
This is commonly referred to as educated unemployment. The number of secondary school and tertiary school 
graduates is increasing every year, while the number of jobs in Indonesia is limited and unable to accommodate 
all graduates so that the educated unemployment rate is getting out of control. Uneducated unemployed are 
residents who have completed their education level, but are not yet working, are looking for work, or have got a 
job but have not started work. Secondary schools (general and vocational) accounted for the largest percentage 
of educated unemployment by 8.92 percent, followed by college graduates of 5.73 percent.

Pratomo (2017) stated that the background to the phenomenon of educated unemployment, namely the long 
transition between education and the labor market, as well as difficulties in entering the labor market, several 
conditions that exacerbate this transition is the lack of training institutions and institutions that channel the 
skilled labor force into the job market. In other words, Indonesia has an open unemployment rate until recently.

Responding to this, efforts are needed to overcome it. The Minister of Trade, Enggartiasto (2018) said in republica.
co.id that Indonesia has a low level of entrepreneurship. Currently, Indonesia is ranked 94th out of 137 countries. 
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This is due to the lack of Indonesia’s education system in encouraging students to develop into entrepreneurs. 
This means that Indonesia still needs many new entrepreneurs to create jobs, reduce open unemployment, 
and reduce poverty in Indonesia. Bahlil Lahadialia (2017), as chairman of the Indonesian Young Entrepreneurs 
Association (HIPMI), revealed in kompas.nasional.com that the number of entrepreneurs in Indonesia is still 
small, from the younger generation who are oriented to civil servants or office employees.

Hidayatullah et al., (2018) explained that the millennial generation is the generation born between 1980 to 2000. 
The age range of the millennial generation is between 20-40 years old. This age is following the average age 
of students who are currently studying in college. The millennial generation is at the most productive age to 
contribute to the economy. According to (Hidayatullah et al., 2018), the millennial generation’s characteristics have 
a positive view of technology and information that can affect their lives. Millennial generation can get information 
easily by taking advantage of existing technological advances. According to ajzsn, the millennial generation is 
expected to prepare and respond to any changes that will occur, seize the available opportunities, and maximize 
the moments created by the increasingly rapid cyclical flow of information and technology. Therefore, the access 
of students included in the millennial generation to information for entrepreneurship is open. 

Government has responsibility for the phenomenon of unemployment has attempted to provide a stimulus so 
that university graduates have the knowledge and skills before entering the world of work. One form of stimulus 
provided by the government is working with universities in creating the Student Creativity Program. This program 
has seven types of activities according to the student’s interests. Likewise, the university provides courses to hone 
students’ abilities to be oriented to become job creators. To increase the entrepreneurial intention of students, 
since 1998, the Director General of Learning and Student Affairs, Ministry of Research, Technology and Higher 
Education, has held a Student Creativity Program divided into several fields, one of which is entrepreneurship. In 
2009 the government again developed the Student Entrepreneurship Program (PMW). This program became a 
forum that facilitates students interested and talented in entrepreneurship to start entrepreneurship by making 
science and technology the basis. The facilities provided are in the form of entrepreneurship training in the 
form of an apprenticeship program, preparation of plans to start a business, and capital assistance and business 
assistance. This program aims so that college graduates are not only job seekers but can become job creators by 
fostering entrepreneurial motivation among students, building an entrepreneurial mentality, improving student 
skills in the business world, fostering new, highly educated entrepreneurs, creating new business units based on 
science, technology, and business, and building business networks between business people, especially startup 
entrepreneurs with established entrepreneurs. The program was formed to encourage students’ interest in 
entrepreneurship to increase the intention to open their own entrepreneurship.

Researchers’ interviews with several Jakarta State University students stated that entrepreneurial intentions 
were quite important among students. According to them, teaching science about entrepreneurship can help in 
developing students’ creative mindset. Entrepreneurship can be used as a stepping stone and an alternative for 
students to implement creativity. The most important thing is that students dare to take one step further than 
before.

Graduates who have been equipped with the insights described above are expected to pay attention to job 
openings. If you have paid attention, there will be an inner urge to make changes. This is what researchers call 
the intention (intention). Ajzen and Fishbein (1975) stated that intention is the degree of a person’s strength to 
manifest a certain behavior and how much effort the person makes to realize the intended behavior. Furthermore, 
according to (Sarwoko, 2011), the intention has a relationship with how hard a person tries to plan the next 
behavior. Syaifuddin, Mahmudin, and Zaid (2016) suggested that entrepreneurship is an activity carried out by 
a person who can see and assess business opportunities, looking for the necessary resources to make a profit. 
Hisrich (2008) defined an entrepreneur as an individual ready to take risks to start something new. (Indarti and 
Rostiani, 2008) stated that entrepreneurial intention is a process of seeking information that can be used to 
achieve the goals of forming a business. Before someone starts a business, it takes a strong commitment to start 
it. Therefore, entrepreneurial intention represents planned actions to carry out entrepreneurial activities (Tubbs 
and Ekeberg, in Gozukara and Colakoglu, 2016).

Intention (intention) is the first part before humans do any work. So that intention can be said as the strength 
that is in each individual. Because with this intention, you will realize that there is a very large force that drives 
you to achieve your goals and dreams (Cahyono, 2016). Intention (intention) is a struggle to achieve one goal, 
characteristics that can be distinguished from psychological processes, which include a reference or relation to an 
object (Chaplin in (Evendi & Dwiyanti, 2013).

Intention is a motivational factor that affects behavior. Entrepreneurial intention is the motivational factors that 
influence individuals to pursue the results of entrepreneurial Hisrich, Peters & Sheperd in (Fadhillah & Way, 2015) 
and their desires in a person to show entrepreneurial behavior (Farida and Mahmud, 2015).
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According to Kadiyono (in Nisa, 2018), the entrepreneurial intention is the most appropriate predictor to see 
whether individuals have a tendency to carry out entrepreneurial behavior in the future. Hattab in (Agustin, 2017) 
said that entrepreneurial intention is a state of mind that directs and guides individuals in developing and applying 
new business concepts. Entrepreneurial intentions can also be intended as the first step in building a business 
that generally takes a long time. Entrepreneurial intention represents a person’s responsibility for starting a new 
venture and is a central issue to consider in understanding the entrepreneurial process of establishing a new Lee 
& Wong venture; Krueger in (Cahyono, 2016).

Adhimursandi (2016) stated that to build entrepreneurial intentions, it is necessary to instill things that can also 
build an entrepreneurial spirit, among others, by providing more motivation and support to be able to generate 
entrepreneurial intentions. So that if the individual has the intention to channel his entrepreneurial spirit, he has 
a tendency to be interested in things related to a business.

Based on several experts’ opinions above, the authors conclude that the intention can be said to be the degree 
of measure a person can measure in seeing his efforts to realize a certain expected behavior. Meanwhile, 
entrepreneurship is an activity taken by someone who feels that he can overcome risk in every step he chooses 
in running a business. The intention of entrepreneurship is the intention of someone who can see an opportunity 
presented by a resource that can provide an advantage for himself, for others, and for the country. As well as 
planting a strong commitment in an entrepreneur, to make up his mind in entrepreneurship, and to take the risks 
that will be faced.

Even though the government has provided a platform to facilitate students who want to become entrepreneurs, 
the percentage of entrepreneurs in Indonesia is far from other Asian countries. Based on data obtained from 
the Global Entrepreneurship Index (2018), which is an annual index that measures the health of entrepreneurial 
ecosystems in 137 countries, Indonesia is in 94th position compared to other ASEAN countries, namely Singapore, 
at 27th, Malaysia at 58th place, Thailand on the ranking. 71, and the Philippines, which was ranked 84. These 
platforms have made it easier for students to develop independently in their lives to start an entrepreneur, but 
this has led to the lack of entrepreneurs in Indonesia because there is still a culture of job seekers embedded in 
students. This is a common problem for the government and educational institutions in Indonesia.

Satrya and Suwandana (2015) said that cultivating an entrepreneurial spirit can be started from intention, which 
is accompanied by self-efficacy. Without both, individuals will find it difficult to develop ideas and creative ideas to 
develop and manage a business. Currently, there are many ways to grow by individuals themselves independently. 
Based on the theory (Bandura, 1977), the formation of self-efficacy is obtained from the experience of individual 
success, imitating someone’s success by reading books, and watching informative videos from people who 
have been successful first, then being in an environment that can have a positive influence to encourage and 
convince individuals. In carrying out a certain task and creating conditions for oneself to avoid anxiety, there will 
be positive energy that can build self-determination and self-efficacy that can help students develop their own 
entrepreneurship through the self-confidence they have obtained.

In his book (King, 2010) said that self-efficacy is a person’s belief that he can master a certain situation and 
produce various positive results. Hisrich (2008) revealed that people who believe that their abilities will show 
good results so that an entrepreneur must have high self-efficacy. Hisrich (2008) continued, individuals with high 
self-efficacy have a greater chance of success than individuals who always feel that they will fail. Self-efficacy is 
something that was coined by Bandura (1977) based on social cognitive theory. Therefore individuals with high 
self-efficacy have embedded themselves to be able to deal with problems effectively, are willing to accept failure 
as a fault in themselves and will fix it again, likes challenges and new situations, and is persistent in carrying out 
a job in a sense, someone who has high self-efficacy has a feeling of being able to control certain situations and 
can minimize the negative impact of the behavior. Self-efficacy has an important role in human life to influence 
individual efforts to do something by measuring and predicting the success that can be achieved. This self-
confidence can help students determine the behavior raised and think about how the reaction will be obtained 
after the behavior appears.

Bandura (1977) said that someone with high self-efficacy will be more optimistic. This needs to be owned by 
students as prospective entrepreneurs to develop their ideas and ideas. Self-efficacy can help individuals measure 
the extent to which they can manage the business they are going to run and the extent to which individuals can 
reduce the negative impact of the steps taken. So if it is drawn broadly, self-efficacy is a person’s ability to control 
situations and conditions to get good results and as much as possible suppress the possibility of negative results 
arising from any resulting behavior.

Creativity and innovation in students need to be released and manifested in the form of a product or service 
that will later help themselves and others. Several previous studies also raised the topic of self-efficacy and 
entrepreneurial intentions by Sarwoko (2011) with the title “Empirical Study of Student Entrepreneurial 
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Intention”. The analysis results obtained a regression coefficient value of 0.244, with a significance value 
of 0.012. A significant value of 0.012 <0.05 indicates a 5% error rate. Self-efficacy has a significant effect on 
entrepreneurial intentions. Furthermore, Karimah’s (2016) research entitled “The Relationship Between Self-
Efficacy and Entrepreneurial Intention in Students of the Faculty of Psychology, Muhammadiyah University of 
Surakarta” states that the results of the data analysis indicate that there is a very significant positive relationship 
between self-efficacy and entrepreneurial intentions in students. This means that the higher the self-efficacy, the 
stronger the entrepreneurial intention of the students. Conversely, if the lower the self-efficacy, the lower the 
entrepreneurial intention of the students.

Then research by Indarti and Rostiani (2008) entitled “Student Entrepreneurial intention: Comparative Study 
Between Indonesia, Japan, and Norway”, the study results found that the factors that influence entrepreneurial 
intentions differ from one country to another. Self-efficacy has been shown to affect the intentions of 
Indonesian and Norwegian students. However, this study found that self-efficacy did not significantly affect the 
entrepreneurial intentions of Japanese students. Furthermore, Hutasuhut’s (2018) research entitled “The Roles 
of Entrepreneurship Knowledge, Self-Efficacy, Family, Education, and Gender on Entrepreneurial Intention” shows 
that self-efficacy, family background, and educational background simultaneously influence entrepreneurial 
intentions. Another study conducted by Rachmat (2012) entitled “Entrepreneur as a Career Choice for North 
Maluku Students: The Role of Self-Efficacy and Personality” showed that the path coefficient between self-
efficacy and intention to become an entrepreneur was not significant at 5% (0.0273, p. > 0.05). This means that 
statistically, self-efficacy has no significant effect on entrepreneurial intentions. From the results of the research 
above, there were still differences of opinion regarding the relationship and the effect of self-efficacy on student 
entrepreneurial intentions. Based on the description of the problem above, researchers are interested in finding 
out more about the relationship between self-efficacy and entrepreneurial intentions in students.

Furthermore, several recent empirical studies have shown that entrepreneurial intentions, some of which consider 
students a source of entrepreneurship in the future. Their attitudes and knowledge about entrepreneurship are 
likely to shape them to start their own business in the future (Wang and Wong, 2004). This is following the 
Theory Planned Behavior (TPB), where according to Hamidi, Weennberg & Berglund (in Vemmy, 2012), quoted 
by Kristiadi, Sudarma, & Khafid (2016) stated that “the theory of planned behavior can be used to predict 
employment status choice intention. “ The TPB theory explains that behavioral attitudes, subjective norms, and 
self-efficacy are variables that precede intention.

Furthermore, several other studies have shown the analysis of internal factors that determine individual 
entrepreneurial intentions, including if the individual has personal and social awareness, manifested by an 
understanding of self-efficacy, self-confidence, self-motivation, and having a fighting power in life (Douglas, 
2002). ; Yurtkorua, Acarb, & Teramanc, 2014). The existence of a person’s intention to be entrepreneurial raises 
an interest in entrepreneurship, which is the tendency of individuals who have the courage and desire to create 
a business field through creative, innovative ideas then plan, organize, manage, assume risks and develop new 
businesses to achieve goals, and can see opportunities existing and able to manage it by working hard, with high 
enthusiasm (Shoimah, 2019). However, several students have their own concerns in realizing their intention to 
become entrepreneurs. The fear of facing risks is one reason that students do not dare to become entrepreneurs.

The tendency to take risks (risk-taking) is one of the characteristics or characteristics of entrepreneurship. Some 
experts classify the tendency to take risks as an inseparable part of entrepreneurship (Wijaya, Nurhadi, & Kuncoro, 
2015). Yates explained that risk-taking behavior is how someone behaves in a risky situation, where this situation 
contains a high level of uncertainty and possible loss. According to Stelmach & Vroon of risk-taking, another 
definition is any behavior that is controlled consciously or unconsciously with a perception of uncertainty about 
the outcome (Kurniawan, 2011).

According to (Wijaya, Nurhadi, & Kuncoro, 2015), the nature of risk-taking is not worrying about facing an 
uncertain situation where the business will not necessarily result in success. Dare to take risks of failure and 
always anticipate the possibility of failure through careful consideration, innovative nature that is always working 
hard to find new ways to improve performance.

Because entrepreneurial orientation tends to face more uncertainty, there are often some risks involved in the 
entrepreneurial process; hence, the higher the tendency to quantify risk, the higher the entrepreneurial intention 
should be (Sagie and Elizur, 1999). According to Smejkal and Raise (in Kozubíková, Dvorský, Cepel, & Balcerzak, 
2017), risks were characterized differently. Some of them are the probability or probability of loss or failure and 
the variability of the possible outcome or the uncertainty of its achievement.

However, most students do not yet have the courage to become entrepreneurs even though they understand 
the risks that will occur in the future. Although various ways have been made to foster an entrepreneurial spirit 
in students, many students do not yet have the intention to become entrepreneurs. Yuwono and Partini (2008) 
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stated that people who have higher education are less interested in becoming entrepreneurs.

Research conducted by Gunawan and Puspitowati (2019), Douglas and Shepherd (2012) proved that to predict 
an individual’s desire to become an entrepreneur can see from the individual’s tolerance for risk, where it is 
said that the more tolerant the individual is in facing risks, the more individual desires increase is to become 
an entrepreneur. In line with this, Vemmy (2012) proved that the risk-taking variable has a significant effect 
on entrepreneurial intentions. Also, Triawan & Sumaryono (2008) stated that risk-taking has a positive and 
significant effect on becoming entrepreneurial. The tendency to take risks and independence shows individuals’ 
great intention of starting entrepreneurship (Ertuna and Gurel, 2010). Likewise, the results of research conducted 
by Agbim, KC, Oriarewo, GO, & Owocho, M. (2013) proved that the courage of an individual in taking high risks 
means that the entrepreneurial intention of the individual is also high.

Based on the exposure of several experts related to the notion of risk-taking, the researchers concluded that 
risk-taking is an action that must be taken by a person when faced with situations that have uncertain results. 
The intention or desire of students to become entrepreneurs, coupled with taking courses on entrepreneurship, 
and the holding of the Student Creativity Program (PKM) as a form of government support in accommodating 
and channeling student interest, so that researchers are encouraged to conduct research related to the effect of 
risk-taking students have on their entrepreneurial intention.

2. METHODS
This type of research was a quantitative study with a correlation research method. This study’s variables were 
self-efficacy and risk-taking as independent variables and entrepreneurial intention as the dependent variable. 
The population in this study were students of DKI Jakarta. Meanwhile, for the sample, students at the State 
University of Jakarta. This study’s sampling technique used nonprobability sampling, a sampling technique that 
does not provide equal opportunities or opportunities for each element or member of the population to be 
selected as samples. The sampling technique used in this research is an incidental sampling. Incidental sampling 
is a sampling technique based on chance, in which anyone who accidentally or incidentally meets the researcher 
can be used as a sample if it is considered that the person who happened to be met is suitable as the source of 
the data.

Collecting data in this study used an instrument technique in the form of a questionnaire. Researchers used the 
Entrepreneurial Intention Questionnaireinstrument (EIQ) to measure entrepreneurial intentions. General Self-
Efficacy Scale (GSE), which has 10 statement items. Schwarzer and Jerusalem (1995) to measure self-efficacy. 
Researchers used the DOSPERT (instrument domain-Specific Risk Taking) developed by Weber and Blais (2006) 
to measure risk-taking.

The data analysis technique used multiple linear regression analysis to determine the independent variable’s 
influence on the dependent variable. The multiple regression coefficient test criteria if F count> F table and 
the significance result <0.05 show a significant influence between the independent variable on the dependent 
variable. Conversely, if F count <F table and the significance> 0.05, then there is no significant influence between 
the independent variable on the dependent variable. The analysis aimed to determine whether the research 
hypothesis that has been prepared is acceptable or not.

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This study’s subjects were 260 students with 187 women (71.9%) and 73 men (28.1%). Based on the results of 
processing the descriptive data on final entrepreneurial intentions, the data obtained are as follows:

Table 1. Descriptive Analysis

Statistical Measurement E n t e r p r e n e u r a l 
Intention

Self Efficacy Risk Taking

Mean 30.73 30.58 90.35

Median 32 30.00 91.00

Skewness 0.715 0.238 0.058

Cutorsis 0.535 0.220 0.192

Deviation standard 7.088 3.620 11.592

Variance 50.236 13.102 134.366

Minimum 6 21 59

Maximum 42 40 126

Sum 119.068 138.76 512.558
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Table 2. Multiple Linear Regression Analysis

ANOVAa

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1 Regression 2399.505 2 1199.753 29.056 .000b

Residual 10611.649 257 41.290

Total 13011.154 259

a. Dependent Variable: ENTREPRENEURIAL INTENTION

b. Predictors: (Constant), RISK-TAKING, SELF-EFFICACY

Based on the research results conducted by researchers using multiple linear regression analysis, it can be 
concluded that the hypothesis is accepted, which means that there is a relationship between self-efficacy 
and risk-taking towards entrepreneurial intentions in students. So it can be said that the higher the level of 
student’s self-efficacy and risk-taking, the higher the entrepreneurial intention that is felt. So that if students have 
entrepreneurial intentions, the tendency to analyze and be aware of the risks that will be faced is also getting 
bigger.

Based on the results obtained, it shows that the F count is 29,056. This value is greater than the F table with df2, 
which is 257, with a value of 0.05. Another result obtained is the significance value of 0.000, which is smaller than 
0.05. Therefore it can be concluded that 29.056> 0.05 and 0.000 <0.05, so there is a significant influence between 
the self-efficacy variable, risk-taking on the entrepreneurial intention variable.

This study’s results have a positive relationship, which means that the higher the self-efficacy, the entrepreneurial 
intention also increases. The same results can also be seen in the risk-taking variable, which shows that the 
higher the risk-taking, the higher the entrepreneurial intention will be. This is in line with the research of Wijaya, 
Nurhadi, Kuncoro (2015) with the title “Student Entrepreneurial Intention: Risk-Taking Perspective,” which shows 
the tendency to take risks affects entrepreneurial intentions significantly.

The research and discussion results contain the findings in the study that are considered important and main, and 
the interpretation of the research results. Students are a population with a higher education level who will face 
professional career choices (will graduate) tend to show a greater tendency towards Roynald entrepreneurship 
in (Linan & Chen, 2009). The close relationship between risk-taking and entrepreneurial intentions shows that 
students with high entrepreneurial intentions are followed by their behavior towards the risks to be faced.

Different tests on demographic data in this study show that there are differences in entrepreneurial intentions 
with gender. The same result is also found in the variable, risk-taking behavior, which states that there are 
differences in entrepreneurial intentions with gender. This shows that gender affects a person’s propensity both 
towards entrepreneurial intentions and risk-taking.

Different results were generated in different tests on entrepreneurial intentions in demographic data on age, year 
of generation, regional origin, and parent’s occupation. The different test shows that there is no difference in 
entrepreneurial intentions in the four demographic data. Likewise, with the results of different tests of risk-taking 
on demographic data. There is no difference between risk-taking with the factors of age, year of generation, 
regional origin, and parent’s occupation. The results of this study are in line with research conducted by Linan 
& Chen (2006) entitled “Testing the Entrepreneurial Intention Model on a Two-Country Sample,” which shows 
that although there are significant cultural differences between Spain and Taiwan, there is no direct effect on 
entrepreneurial intentions.

4. CONCLUSION
Based on the results of the research and data analysis carried out in this study, the researcher can conclude that 
there is a significant relationship between self-efficacy and risk-taking with students’ entrepreneurial intentions. 
This means that the higher the self-efficacy and risk-taking, the higher the entrepreneurial intention. Conversely, 
the lower the self-efficacy and risk-taking, the lower the entrepreneurial intention.

The implication of this research is that as a student who will face a professional career ladder in the future, 
entrepreneurship is an option to have a job while creating new jobs to help the government reduce unemployment. 
By paying attention to self-efficacy and risk-taking, students who have entrepreneurial intentions can think of 
business strategies to reduce the risk level.

Although self-efficacy is only one factor in entrepreneurial intentions, self-efficacy, which can be built from the 
environment, can be of greater concern to educational institutions. Taking risks really needs to be considered 
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by students to build entrepreneurial intentions in students. For example, by following courses related to 
entrepreneurship and the need for an entrepreneurial activity assistance program from the campus for students.

Based on the research results that have been done, researchers hope that students can have entrepreneurial 
intentions. Then students can do small businesses such as selling credit, online marketing, and so on.
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Abstract

The purpose of this research is to find out the image of captions uploads on Instagram as well as the mapping 
of smart city programs informed by Ganjar Pranowo’s Instagram account that impacts the public response in 
response to information about smart city programs viewed from Ganjar Pranowo’s Instagram account. The 
methodology used by the researcher is qualitative, and the data collection in this method is obtained through 
crawling data and processed using pythons. The results of this study are expected to help the development and 
application of science on sentiment mapping analysis of the delivery of information of the governor in using 
sentiment analysis to know the community’s response to the program information submitted by the leader and 
as a reference and reference for other research that is more in-depth and also know the mapping of information 
delivery by the governor in the use of Social media Instagram The Governor of Central Java Province in com-
municating the Smart City program based on the results of the sentiment analysis Instagram owned by Ganjar 
Pranowo.

Keywords: Social Media, Smart City, Leadership, Mapping, Instagram.

1. PRELIMINARY
The era of globalization that is currently happening affects the lifestyle of today’s society; This can be seen from the 
use of the internet today. In 1995 internet users worldwide were less than 1%. In 2013, internet users increased 
tenfold. Its users have increased rapidly from year to year, and currently, around 45% of the world’s population 
has used an internet connection (Emarsys, 2019). Technological developments and people’s lifestyles affect cities’ 
development, where every country wants to create a city with excellent and modern urban infrastructure both 
physical and easy government services in serving the community, which is also called a smart city.  One of the 
most critical determinants in a smart city is technological development. The internet provides much information 
that can be used as an essential and needed resource in all aspects and form perceptions, opinions, insights, and 
knowledge. In the current globalization era, information is increasingly easy to obtain on the internet and social 
media platforms. Social media changes how people live their lives, starting from how we react when we see news 
and how we interact with other people (Mohsin, 2019). According to Budiarti et al. (2016), social media has a 
significant influence on a person’s life. Someone small initially can make it big with social media or vice versa. 
Social media provide feedback openly, provide comments, and share information in a fast and unlimited time. 
With data on social media users dominated by ages 18-34 and have a significant influence, government leadership 
must adapt to this new phenomenon. Digital technology is currently a significant change that is happening now; a 
good leader is a leader who can understand the conditions and understand the situation, including transforming 
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into the digital realm (Brett, 2019).

Many Indonesian people use social media, namely Instagram, including Central Java Province. It is hoped that 
the public’s use of Instagram has been used optimally in obtaining information about smart cities. People who 
generally like fast, easy, and cheap are expected to contribute to smart cities’ development. Based on this 
phenomenon, many leaders use social media as a tool to communicate with the public, and many people aspire 
to their opinions through comments on Instagram. With the increasing number of population in an area, cities, 
and provinces, leaders’ use of Instagram can be considered a significant step to communicate their work programs 
and to know about people’s responses directly and quickly by knowing people’s responses quickly, precisely, and 
efficiently. To illustrate the public’s response regarding the delivery of the smart city program and the government 
is expected to be responsive and quick in responding to people who provide solutions or have problems regarding 
the smart city program, which is socialized by the government through the Ganjar Pranowo Instagram account.

In Indonesia, several cities have implemented the Smart City concept, including DKI Jakarta, the City of Tangerang 
Government, the City of Bandung Government, the City of Balikpapan Government, the City of Makassar 
Government, the City of Stone Government, the City of Surabaya Government, Central Java Provincial Government, 
and other Provincial / District / City Governments. Central Java Province is an example of implementing the first 
smart province in Indonesia. As many as 13 countries/cities in Central Java are picked as smart city models. The 13 
districts/cities selected are Surakarta City, Banyumas Regency, Batang, Blora, Grobogan, Pati, Sukoharjo, Pemalang, 
Boyolali, Kudus, Jepara, Kendal, and Magelang. Collaboration and coordination between districts/cities that have 
been selected as raw models for the Movement Towards 100 Smart Cities are needed. It takes commitment from 
all regional heads and the governor to intensify and provide counseling and campaigns in implementing the smart 
city movement to the community. The smart city movement runs well and is implemented by all Central Java 
provincial governments and Central Java people. “The city of Semarang, as the capital of Central Java, is one of 
the pilot cities in implementing the smart city concept. The goal is to improve services for the community at the 
Movement Towards Smart City Summit 2017, “said Director General of Post and Information Technology, Ahmad 
M Ramli, at a discussion on the theme of improving digital infrastructure in Semarang, Central Java. According 
to him, the smart city concept applied by Semarang’s city is applied in various online service systems. https://
mediaindonesia.com/read/detail/140225-semarang-jadi-contoh-smart-city).

Figure 1.Semarang Smart City Web

The smart city program in Semarang city is an example of applying other smart cities in Central Java. The 
application of smart city programs in Semarang city, namely: Smart Governance, Smart Branding, Smart Economy, 
Smart Living, Smart Society, and Smart Environment.

This study wants to look at the relationship between the Smart City program’s socialization and the use of Instagram 
in the people of Central Java Province and the public response to the smart city program’s communication. Many 
social media are used by Central Java Province people such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, or other social 
media. However, in this study, Instagram was chosen because it has characteristics that make it easier for people 
to write captions and are free to enter photos and videos. Mr.Ganjar Pranowo has more followers than his other 
social media. The sentiment analysis technique used this analysis, so the information on Instagram analysis was 

https://mediaindonesia.com/read/detail/140225-semarang-jadi-contoh-smart-city
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drawn. It was then analyzed so that its expectations would result from positive, neutral, or negative influences on 
public opinion in social media regarding the Smart City program. This sentiment analysis approach is used to map 
the community’s response to the program conveyed by Ganjar Pranowo through Instagram social media. The 
benefits to be achieved from this research are to help parties such as the Government in seeing public responses. 
This study will take several data samples (captions) and comments on the data (captions) from the Governor of 
Central Java, namely Ganjar Pranowo. Leadership is one of the factors for the success of a Smart City. Ganjar 
Pranowo is a figure of the Governor who is open to interacting using social media with Central Java Province. 
Especially through his personal Instagram account. Thus, the research questions are:

1. What is the caption’s description of the photo or video uploaded by Ganjar Pranowo in communicating and 
disseminating the Smart City program to the people of Central Java Province?

2. How is the presentation of the Smart City program of the Governor of Central Java Province Ganjar Pranowo 
in implementing Smart City based on communication and socialization carried out on Instagram?

3. How is the public response to the upload of the Smart City program that is mostly communicated by the 
Instagram account Ganjar Pranowo with the Sentiment Analysis Approach?

Thus, this research has the following objectives:

1. To find out the description of the captions on photos or videos uploaded by Ganjar Pranowo in communicat-
ing and disseminating the Smart City program to the people of Central Java Province.

2. To find out the orientation of the Smart City program, the Governor of Central Java Province Ganjar Pranowo, 
in implementing Smart City based on communication and socialization carried out on Instagram.

3. This is to find out the public response to the most uploaded Smart City programs communicate by Instagram 
account Ganjar Pranowo with the Sentiment Analysis Approach.

This research will be organized as follows. First, we will review and build a research framework for analyzing 
research questions, then propose appropriate research methods to implement the research framework. 
Furthermore, it will be concluded by suggesting research hypotheses, implications of existing theories and 
practices, and providing further research suggestions.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Smart cities result from intensive knowledge development and creative strategies in improving the socio-
economic, ecological, and competitive qualities of cities. The emergence of a smart city is the result of a 
combination of human capital (such as an educated workforce), infrastructure structure capital (such as high-tech 
communication facilities), social capital (such as open communication networks), and entrepreneurial capital 
(such as creative business activities). & Nijkamp (2012).

Social media is Internet-based media that allows users to interact and present themselves, either real-time or 
delayed, with a broad audience or not, which encourages them to get value from user-generated content and the 
perception of interactions with other people. (Carr & Hayes, 2015).

Figure 2. Social Media Frequently Used 2020
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Youtube is the platform most frequently used by social media users in Indonesia aged 16 to 64 years. The 
percentage of users accessing Youtube reaches 88%. The next most frequently accessed social media were 
WhatsApp at 84%, Facebook at 82%, and Instagram 79%.

For information, the average time Indonesian people spend accessing social media is 3 hours 26 minutes. The 
total active social media users are 160 million, or 59% of Indonesia’s total population. 99% of social media users 
surf through cellphones (katadata.co.id, 2020).

Figure 3. Countries with the Largest Number of Active Instagram Users 2018

According to the picture above, the survey results from WeAreSocial.net and Hootsuite, Instagram is the social 
media platform with the seventh-highest number of users globally. Apart from being a social network for sharing 
photos, Instagram is used to market business products. The total number of Instagram users in the world reached 
800 million in January 2018.

The largest number of active Instagram users come from the United States, as many as 110 million. They are 
followed by Brazil, with 57 million active users, and Indonesia in third place with 55 million. In Indonesia, Instagram 
is the fourth most-used social media after Youtube, Facebook, and Whatsapp (https://databoks.katadata.co.id/
datapublish/2018/02/09/berapa-pengguna-instagram-dari-indonesia).

Instagram is an application used to share photos and videos. Instagram itself is still part of Facebook, which 
allows our Facebook friends to follow - our Instagram account. Social media Instagram is a message delivery tool 
(application) to communicate with a broader audience by sharing photos or videos, including other features such 
as DM (direct message), comments, love, etc.

According to Amirullah (2015: 167), while the theory is related to leadership, people who have the authority to 
give assignments can persuade or influence others through good relationship patterns to achieve predetermined 
goals. Meanwhile, according to Tjiptono (2011: 67), leadership style is a method used by leaders in interacting 
with their subordinates. Meanwhile, another opinion states that leadership style is a pattern of behavior (words 
and actions) of a leader that is felt by others (Hersey, 2004). According to (Liu 2012), the definition of sentiment 
analysis or opinion mining refers to a broad field of natural language processing, linguistic computing, and text 
mining. It aims to analyze a person’s opinion, sentiment, evaluation, attitude, judgment, and emotions whether 
the speaker or writer is pleased with a particular topic, product, service, organization, individual, or activity. The 
sentiment analysis task is to group text into sentences or documents and then determine the opinions expressed 
in the sentences or documents analyzed, whether positive, negative, or neutral (Dehhaf, 2010). Sentiment 
analysis also uses algorithms to process and classify the data built. In sentiment analysis research using many 
algorithms. Ten best algorithms are commonly used, including C4.5, The K-Means, Support Vector Machine, 
Apriori, Maximum Entropy PageRank, AdaBoost,

From some of the opinions above, it can be concluded that sentiment analysis is a process to determine a person’s 
sentiment or opinion, which is manifested in text form and can be categorized as a positive or negative sentiment. 
As previously written, internet users write a lot about their experiences, opinions, and other concerns. Writing 
about what they feel is positive, neutral, and negative feelings expressed in quite complex ways (Troussas et al., 
2013). From the related theories above, the following is an overview of the framework that the authors get.

https://databoks.katadata.co.id/datapublish/2018/02/09/berapa-pengguna-instagram-dari-indonesia
https://databoks.katadata.co.id/datapublish/2018/02/09/berapa-pengguna-instagram-dari-indonesia
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Figure 4. Research Framework

Ganjar Pranowo uses Instagram to communicate Smart City’s Central Java Province programs to the people of 
Central Java Province. There are six priority areas for Semarang Smart City, namely:

1. Smart Governance

2. Smart Branding

3. Smart Economy

4. Smart Living

5. Smart Society

6. Smart Environment

Based on the description of the framework of thought above illustrates the concept of research, namely, the 
object of this research is the content caption in the Ganjar Pranowo Instagram account related to the smart city 
run by the smart city pilot city, namely the city of Semarang, then from the results obtained programs that are 
often communicated, after focusing on The program communicated by Ganjar Pranowo then the researcher 
collected comments from Instagram users to be able to map the clusters contained in the classification using 
the sentiment analysis approach, on Instagram Ganjar Pranowo will describe the response of using Instagram 
to the delivery of Ganjar Pranowo in delivering Smart City programs in Java Province Middle and will classify the 
response which will generate positive sentiment,net sentiment and negative sentiment that will be obtained 
by the largest classification group from the sentiment analysis on comments on Instagram Ganjar Pranowo in 
delivering Smart City programs in Central Java Province.

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study’s research approach is a qualitative research method with descriptive research based on the type 
of sentiment analysis inquiry. Researchers conducted an analysis and literature review of previous studies that 
discussed the smart city and sentiment analysis. Most of the studies that researchers review are in the form of 
journals, both national and international. Besides, in this study, the researcher tries to analyze the effectiveness of 
delivering smart city program information via Instagram with a sentiment analysis approach based on the @ganjar_
pranowo Instagram account for January 20, 2019.

Until February 20, 2020, the tools used in this research are Python to facilitate data processing and determine 
the word could or words often communicated by Instagram @ganjar_pranowo or those often communicated by 
the public.

According to Sugiyono (2018: 2), the research method is a scientific way to get data with specific purposes and 
uses. The research method used is to use the causal associative method. By using causal associations, it can be 
seen the relationship between two or more variables that can explain symptoms, namely testing ICT literacy on 
critical thinking skills. 

The research stages in this study are described as follows:
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Figure 5. Research Implementation Stages

The stage in writing this research begins by looking for the problem phenomena that occur, and the problem is 
identified and then determining the research topic. In making it easier for researchers to understand this research 
before the data collection process begins, the researcher conducts literature studies and previous research to get 
an idea of   what this research will look like. The next stage is qualitative data collection. The researcher collects 
caption data on image/video content uploaded on Ganjar Pranowo’s personal Instagram and comments made by 
followers of the Ganjar Pranowo account on social media Instagram relating to the delivery of socialization about 
Smart City during January 20, 2019, the period until February 20, 2020.

Furthermore, the filtering or reduction stage is carried out on the collected captions. The filtering stage aims 
to obtain captions that contain relevant content to Smart City through content analysis techniques using code 
as keywords. The caption containing relevant content with Smart City programs will be processed again to find 
comments submitted by Instagram users. Then the results are classified based on the cluster with the sentiment 
analysis approach. It is known how the response to the use of Instagram Ganjar Pranowo’s social media on Smart 
City.

The object of this research is the Instagram account of Ganjar Pranowo @ganjar_pranowo and the Governor of 
Central Java Province 2018-2023.

 Account name  : @ganjar_pranowo

 Number of Followers : 2,616,695 followers as of October 8, 2019

 Number of Uploads : 1,129 uploads as of March 24, 2020

 Number of Following : 3 followings as of May 12, 2020

 Name of the owner : Ganjar Pranowo

 Position   : Governor of Central Java (2017-2022)

 Upload Period  : 20 January 2019 to 20 February 2020

Researchers use secondary data, according to M. Hussein Umar (2013: 42) secondary data is: “Secondary data 
is primary data that has been further processed and presented either by primary data collectors or by other 
parties, for example in the form of tables or diagrams.” Meanwhile, according to Nur Indrianto and Bambang 
Supomo (2013: 143), secondary data are: “Secondary data is a source of research data obtained by researchers 
indirectly through intermediary media (obtained and recorded by other parties).” In this study, only secondary 
data obtained from uploads and comments of social media users Instagram on the Instagram account of Ganjar 
Pranowo during the period January 20, 2019 - February 20, 2020. Books, journals, internet, research results, and 
other resources regarding the use of social media in communication between people and the government are 
also being used to enhance understanding of the study.
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Table 1. Number of Uploads @ganjar_pranowo (Period 20 January 2019 - 20 February 2020)

No. Smart City Program Total Uploads @ganjar_
pranowo

1 Smart Governance 36 Uploads

2 Smart Branding 120 Uploads

3 Smart Economy 10 Uploads

4 Smart Living 22 Uploads

5 Smart Society 50 Uploads

This study uses triangulation techniques to prove the truth of the data. According to Sugiyono (2017, p. 273) 
that “Triangulation is defined as checking data from various sources in various ways and at various times.” In this 
study, triangulation was conducted by comparing interviews, observations, and documentation conducted by 
researchers with different data sources. 

In this study, the authors used the following triangulation techniques:

1.  Source Triangulation

Triangulation of sources to test the credibility for data done by checking data obtained through multiple 
sources. The source at this Triangulation stage is to compare three sources. Data from these three sources 
cannot be averaged but described, categorized, which are the same views, which are different and specific 
from the three sources. The data that has been analyzed by the researcher is asked for an agreement 
(member check) with the three data sources and produces conclusions. The source triangulation processing 
process is carried out based on the image below:

Figure 6. Triangulation Processing Process

2.  Technical Triangulation

Technique triangulation aims to test the data’s credibility by checking the data to the same source with 
different techniques, such as interviews, observations, and questionnaires.

This research’s data source comes from the captions and comments of Instagram social media users on 
Instagram Ganjar Pranowo, written by him as the Governor of Central Java Province, so the data used can be 
trusted. To improve the accuracy of collecting caption data sources, researchers also collected data on Smart 
City, which is used as a pilot in Central Java Province, to match the two data.  Researchers also used different 
techniques in testing the validity of the data, namely, by using qualitative content analysis techniques and 
using PHYTON. Thus, this study uses the validation test technique of source triangulation and technical 
triangulation.

Qualitative research requires many data sources in researching because it can provide a deeper picture of 
the research process.  The data obtained in this qualitative research can be collected and classified according 
to the need for further description in a report. According to Bogdan (in Sugiyono, 2017, p. 244):

Data analysis is the process of systematically finding and compiling data obtained from interviews, field 
notes, and other materials so that they can be easily understood. Others can share their findings. Data 
analysis is done by compiling data, describing it into several units, synthesizing it, arranging it into patterns, 
choosing which ones are important and what will be studied, and making conclusions that can be shared 
with others. Then, in other words, data analysis is the process of identifying data, which is then arranged in 
an idea that is contained in the data obtained during the research process.

For this study, researchers used a tool that helps in analyzing data called Python. Python is an interpreted, 
object-oriented, high-level programming language with dynamic semantics. (source python.org) The use of 
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the python programming language is very popular because:

 1. Free (Opensource)
 2. Can be used on any platform.
 3. Easy to learn
 4. Work fast
 5. Lightweight. 

Advantages:

 1. Can interact with other programming languages
 2. Multifunctional
 3. Lightweight
 4. More efficient
 5. Easy to learn
 6. Many libraries

Deficiency:

 1. when compared to the programming language R python is still lacking in terms of package availability

Figure 7. System diagrams built to operate Python

Figure 7 shows the flow of the system built in this study to process data using Python tools. The first step is taking 
every post uploaded to the Instagram account @ganjar_pranowo. From this data retrieval, it produces data on 
the overall posting of rewards. The data is then filtered based on the period they want to take, starting from 

January 20, 2019, to February 20, 2020, explicitly discussing smart city programs. After obtaining the post data 
that has been submitted, the posting data is mapped based on the smart city program that is communicated 
and retrieved with the most number of posts about smart city communication that is often informed. After 
communicating the smart city program, the data is reprocessed by taking comments from Instagram users who 
comment on the frequently communicated smart city program. The data obtained will be divided into 2, namely 
research data to build models and predictive data to obtain positive, negative, and neutral sentiment information 
from the @ganjar_pranowo Instagram account.

Furthermore, manual labeling of the research data will be carried out. Research data that already has a label will 
be processed with data such as tokenization, stopword removal, lowercase conversion, and stemming. After data 
processing, the research data is then processed in the TF-IDF feature weighting process. Then the data obtained 
from the final process is divided into test data and training data to build a multi-class SVM classification model.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In digitalization, social media is often used by regional and city leaders in delivering government programs. 
Instagram is one of the social media used by Ganjar Pranowo in communicating with the people of Central Java 
Province. He conveyed many things through his account, one of which was about the Central Java Smart City 
programs. Based on the caption data of Ganjar Pranowo for the period January 20, 2019, to February 20, 2020, 
the Central Java Smart City programs communicated will be described as follows.

Table 2. Caption Overview of Ganjar Pranowo Regarding the Smart City Program

No. Program Smart City Caption

1. Smart Governance

Central Java is starting to pioneer electronic signatures, with this it is hoped that 
it will be more effective and bye-bye 👋👋heaps of tiring file with conventional 
signatures. OK or not? @BSSN_RI @BSrE_ID

#JatengGayeng https://t.co/95UxGoqh2lada is a public servant

(12 December 2019)

2. Smart Branding

We will start by making this Esemka commercial car for the benefit of our assistance 
to farmer groups, fishermen and UKM players. These steps are important in an 
effort to make Esemka the national car.

I can’t wait for the newest non-commercial products, such as SUVs and other 
products. I want to buy quickly, and feel the car made by the nation’s children. 
Maybe it could be the official car of the governor and regent mayor in Central Java.

(6 September 2019)

3. Smart Economy

Let’s sell your own crops through the Agro Jowo Application !! .. Launching the 
Agro Jowo Application at the opening of # SAE2019 (04/07/2019) @SBanendro @
provjateng @kominfo_jtg #JatengGayeng https://t.co/tAJJ7feaWh

(5 July 2019)

4. Smart Living

Reducing the risk of flood disasters & anticipating predictions of @bmkg_semarang 
in the next week (05-12 / 01/20), Kadis @ ekoyunianto1055 checks the waru pump 
@pemkotsmg 

(1 May 2020)

5. Smart Society

Reposted from @ humas.jateng - The online PPDB stage for SMA and SMK Negeri 
in Central Java has started. One of the steps is taking accounts for both SMA and 
SMK. .

Regarding the zoning route for SMA, in Central Java it is 90 percent by prioritizing 
20 percent for prospective students who live in the zone.

In addition, there is also a selection on the achievement pathway outside the zone 
as much as five percent, and the path for moving parents by five percent..

Meanwhile, PPDB SMK does not use a zoning system..

Complete information about PPDB SMA / SMK Negeri in Central Java can be 
accessed through the ppdb.jatengprov.go.id website. If you are confused, please 
contact the Provincial PPDB Online Posko 024-86041265.

Listen carefully to the information, ok ... slide ...

Governor @ganjar_pranowo

Deputy Governor @tajyasinmz.

#JatengGayeng

# PPDBJateng2019

#PPDBOnline - #regrann

(22 June 2019)
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6. Smart Environment

Hello #SahabatTangguh. Let’s take a look at @bnpb_indonesia’s explanation 
regarding the following Disaster Cycle (Pre-Disaster). Is this info important for 
you? #SiapUntukSelamat #KenaliAncamannya #SreparedStrategy https://t.
co/6qhErsDihc

(January 22, 2020)

Based on the data in Table 1, the Smart Branding program is the program most frequently communicated through 
the Instagram account Ganjar Pranowo with a total of 119 captions, followed by the Smart Society program with 
50 uploads, then Smart Governance with 36 uploads, and Smart Environment with 31 uploads from 268 uploads 
discussing Central Java Smart City. 

Figure 8. Percentage of Captions Per Priority Area of   Central Java Smart City

The data in Figure 8 shows that the Smart City Central Java Priority Area that is most often communicated by 
Ganjar Pranowo is Smart Branding with a percentage of 44.4% or 119 captions from a total of 268 uploads 
discussing Central Java Smart City. The Smart Economy priority area has the lowest percentage at only 3.7%.

Based on the data in Table 1, the greater the number of captions, the more it illustrates that these programs are 
often communicated between @ganjar_pranowo and the community. Conversely, the fewer captions, the less a 
Central Java Smart City program is communicated. The more information is communicated, the public will better 
understand and know the program. It is hoped that this will increase public awareness and participation in the 
program’s implementation so that the program can run according to its function.

Based on the data obtained from Figure 8, the Smart City Central Java program that is often communicated is 
Smart Branding. Other programs have not been communicated maximally in the caption uploaded by Ganjar 
Pranowo. However, it can be said that the data above shows that the implementation of Smart City programs 
is running quite well. The following are some of Ganjar Pranowo’s captions regarding the awards he received 
regarding the Central Java Smart City programs running well, according to Table 3.
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Table 3. Ganjar Pranowo Award Table in Advancing Central Java Province.

No. Appreciation Picture Caption

1 Award as Public 
Service Builder in the 
Very Good category 
from Kemenpan-RB

 

Source:Instagram @ganjar_pranowo, 
2019

Yesterday (5/11) received an award as a 
Public Service Builder in the Very Good 
category from Kemenpan-RB.

All of the public services that the Central 
Java Provincial Government are doing 
now can report and complain through 
social media, the bureaucracy is cut-off 
so that public services can run easily, 
cheaply, quickly and completely.

Now in the millennial era, people want to 
report, complain, or even just chat with us 
(government, ed) via social media. So we 
have to be ready, currently the regulation 
is every OPD (Regional Apparatus 
Organization) is obliged to respond to 
public complaints a maximum of 1x24 
hours. If it is more than 1x24 hours, they 
already know the risk.

2 The award was won 
by Central Java as 
the most innovative 
province in 2019 
in the Innovative 
Government Award 3 
from the Ministry of 
Home Affairs

 

Source:Instagram @ganjar_pranowo, 
2019

Alhamdulillah, Central Java became the 
most innovative province in 2019 in the 
Innovative Government Award 3 from 
the Ministry of Home Affairs last Monday 
(7/10). Smart Government which is the 
focus in Central Java is implemented in 
Easy, Cheap and Fast services. The point 
is accountability and transparency. HR is 
increasingly well, and the community is 
well served.

3 Award as the first 
province to have 
regional regulations 
on Smart Central Java 
Province

 

Source:Instagram @ganjar_pranowo, 
2019

Reposted from @tajyasinmz (@get_
regrann) - Central Java, the first province 
to have a smart Central Java provincial 
perda. 

Hopefully this regional regulation 
will further improve services to the 
community quickly, easily and cheaply. - 
#regrann

Figure 9.

Upload Award Received by the 
Governor of Central Java 

Figure 10.

Upload Award Received by the 
Governor of Central Java 

Figure 11.

Upload Award Received by the Governor 
of Central Java 
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4 Award as the 
province with 
the best Regional 
Planning and 
Development (PPD) 
2019 by Bappenas.

Source:Instagram @ganjar_pranowo, 
2019

Today, at the Musrenbangnas, Central 
Java received an award as the province 
with the best Regional Planning and 
Development (PPD) 2019 by Bappenas.

I received the award from President Joko 
Widodo with superior values   in Central 
Java in terms of planning, innovation, 
poverty reduction and program 
integration.

The bureaucratic reform that we have 
formed is the pioneer and key to this 
award.

This is just the beginning, let’s carry 
on what we have built together. 
#ganjarpranowo

5 Provincial Public 
Service Innovations

 

Source:Instagram @ganjar_pranowo, 
2019

Innovation Guarantees Doctors Come on 
Time through TELE APIK (TEyeng ndeLeng 
Queue Registration and Polyclinic) won 
the Top 45 Public Service Innovation 
Award in the Provincial Category, 
Congratulations to friends ASN @
provjateng, especially @rsudmargono 

6 The Top 45 Public 
Innovation Award 
presented by the Vice 
President

 

Source:Instagram @ganjar_pranowo, 
2019

Yesterday, the application of the 
innovation results of the Dr. Margono 
Hospital, received the Top 45 Public 
Innovation award which was handed over 
by the Vice President @jusufkalla

7 Received a very 
good predicate 
and appreciated 
by Kemenpan RB 
with 3 functions; 
governance, service 
to the community 
and the business 
world.

 

Source:Instagram @ganjar_pranowo, 
2019

I am happy that my friends from the 
Central Java Provincial Government are 
serious about handling our bureaucracy 
that migrates using electronics. Today 
received a very good predicate and 
appreciated by Kemenpan RB with 3 
functions; governance, service to the 
community and the business world.

With this achievement, hopefully it can 
be used by the community and integrate 
the services we provide according 
to procedures, easy, cheap and fast. 
#jatenggayeng

Figure 12.

Upload Award Received by the 
Governor of Central Java 

Figure 13.

Upload Award Received by the Governor 
of Central Java 

Figure 14.

Upload Award Received by the Governor 
of Central Java 

Figure 15. 

Upload Award Received by the 
Governor of Central Java 
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Based on the caption in Ganjar Pranowo’s uploads in Table 3, it is illustrated that the implementation of the 
Central Java Smart City through its programs has been running well, as evidenced by receiving awards showing 
progress in developing the province. However, when viewed from the data in Figure 8 regarding the Number of 
Captions for Central Java Smart City Programs, some programs are already running. However, the communication 
delivered by Ganjar Pranowo is not evenly distributed because it tends to highlight one smart city, namely smart 
branding, that is continuously being socialized and communicated.

Figure 16. Word Could Caption Smart City account @ganjar_pranowo

From the entire caption uploaded by the @ganjar_pranowo account, the word could as above is formed which 
features tourism and culinary, which means that Pranowo’s reward communicates more often with smart 
branding, it can be seen from the word could which is formed from smart branding below:

Figure 17. Word Could Caption Smart Branding account @ganjar_pranowo

After the Central Java Smart City program was described, the researchers then carried out an accumulation to 
determine the categories of High Priorities, Moderate Priorities, and Low Priorities for the Central Java Smart City 
area. The Central Java Smart City priority areas, namely:

a. Smart Governance
b. Smart Branding
c. Smart Society
d. Smart Economy
e. Smart Living
f. Smart Environment

PHYTON is used to make it easier to calculate the number of captions of programs that are categorized as 
supporting the priority areas of Central Java Smart City through crawling data on Instagram belonging to @
ganjar_pranowo for each Central Java Smart City program. As shown in Figure 18, The following is a comparison 
of the six areas.

Figure 18. Smart City Category Bar Charts Communicated by @ganjar_pranowo Through Instagram.
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In categorizing priority areas based on High Priorities, Moderate Priorities, and Low Priorities, a calculation is 
determined based on Figure’s accumulated captions. Table 4 shows the terms determined by determining the 
calculation based on the accumulated information using the three quartile calculation with the average calculation 
as below: 

and obtained with an average result (average) 16.7% 

1. Calculating the percentage value

The presentation value is calculated by calculating three quartiles. The caption score per variable is assumed to 
be a number jump distance. The communicated number of Smart City areas is valuable. This study obtained the 
following percentages:
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2. The classification of the scores in this studyis described as follows: 

Table 4. Priority Area Category on The Provinions.

No Priority Category Caption Number Characteristics

1 High Priorities > 22 Caption

2 Moderate Priorities 22 - 50 Caption

3 Low Priorities <50 Caption

Based on this classification, the classification results can be described in the form of a continuum line as follows:

Figure 19. Quartil Line

Table 5. Category Six Priority Areas in Central Java Smart City

High Priorities Moderate Priorities Low Priorities

- Smart Branding

Smart Environment

Smart Society

Smart Governance

Smart Economy

Smart Living

Table 5 shows the following six categories of priority areas for Central Java Smart City based on the data caption 
@ganjar_pranowo from January 20, 2019 - February 20, 2020, the high, medium, and low priority areas are 
described. The following is an explanation of the three priority categories.

a. High Priorities

There is one area of   highest priority, namely Smart Branding. It shows that from January 20, 2019, through 
February 20, 2020, in @ganjar_pranowo communication activities to the people of Central Java Province via 
Instagram,> 50 (greater than 50) captions were delivered @ganjar_pranowo for that area. So that the Smart 
Branding area is the area most communicated by @ganjar_pranowo compared to the other five areas, it 
can be concluded that the more these areas are communicated, the more likely they are to be prioritized.

b. Moderate Priorities

There are three medium priority areas, namely Smart Society, Smart Governance, and Smart Environment. 
It shows that from January 20, 2019 - February 20, 2020, in the communication activity @ganjar_pranowo 
to Central Java Province people via Instagram, as many as 22-50 captions were delivered @ganjar_pranowo 
for that area. Smart Society, Smart Governance, and Smart Environment are the second areas after High 
Priorities, which are mostly communicated by @ganjar_pranowo

c.  Priorities

There are two lowest priority areas, namely the Smart Economy and Smart Living. It shows that from January 
20, 2019 - February 20, 2020, in the communication activity @ganjar_pranowo to Central Java Province 
people via Instagram, as many as <22 (less than 22) captions were delivered @ganjar_pranowo for that area. 
So that the Smart Economy and Smart Living areas are the area least communicated by @ganjar_pranowo 
compared to the other five areas. It can be concluded that the less the area is communicated, it indicates 
that the area is less prioritized.

After getting the areas most frequently communicated by Ganjar Pranowo, the caption data is processed through 
the PHYTON tool to get comments and responses from Instagram users. The following are examples of comments 
submitted or typed by Instagram users.
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Table 6. Caption Overview of Ganjar Pranowo and Community Response Regarding the Smart City Program

No. Smart City Program Caption Comment

1. Smart Governance

Central Java is starting to pioneer electronic signatures, with 
this it is expected to be more effective and bye-bye  the
tedious pile of files with conventional signatures. OK or not? 
@BSSN_RI @BSrE_ID

#JatengGayeng https://t.co/95UxGoqh2lada is a public servant

(12 December 2019)

irayunita.sari: “Okey more steady”; 
purnama.herri: “This signature 
should not be mistakenly used 
by irresponsible persons who 
include your name and signature.”; 
aryapurwati: “is it definitely safe 
ndoro?” ...

2. Smart Branding

We will start by making this Esemka commercial car for the 
benefit of our assistance to farmer groups, fishermen and 
UKM players. These steps are important in an effort to make 
Esemka the national car.

I can’t wait for the newest non-commercial products, such as 
SUVs and other products. I want to buy quickly, and feel the car 
made by the nation’s children. Maybe it could be the official 
car of the governor and regent mayor in Central Java.

(6 September 2019)

ahmadsaefulaziz: “Starting from 
you ... if you dare to use the 
national car with esemka products 
... then go down to the Central 
Java government ... who don’t 
want to use a brush, sir, don’t 
give the national car facility if you 
don’t want to use it”; syifa.faaa:
“CHANGAN’s car haha. Esemka + 
Changan = Esem Kacangan  ”; ali.
shodikin.798: “Excellent”

3. Smart Economy

Come on, sell your own crops through the Agro Jowo Application !! .. 
Launching the Agro Jowo application at the opening of # 
SAE2019 (04/07/2019) @SBanendro @provjateng @kominfo_
jtg #JatengGayeng https://t.co/tAJJ7feaWh

(5 July 2019)

romaemae: “Hopefully all regional 
leaders in Indonesia will get better, 
in fact, like Pak Ganjar #amin”; 
endrabagusw: “Great ... Central 
Java style tenan. Let’s be a farmer 
... ”; agusya91: “Mantapppp sir. I 
will study this latest application 
sir. I will market the product of 
combat coffee to make it even 
more famous ..... ”

4. Smart Living
Reducing the risk of flood disasters & anticipating predictions 
of @bmkg_semarang in the next week (05-12 / 01/20), Kadis 
@ ekoyunianto1055 checks the waru pump @pemkotsmg

(1 May 2020)

anabele.lucky.006: “never told 
you to shake hands, friendly, 
smiling, handsome again ”;
ndutzcrochhet: “Proud to be 
a resident of Central Java, the 
governor is on the fly..not there”; 
sheno769215: “The governor who 
sono pump is not even functioning 
,, auto floods ... koyo ngono cah SD 
yo iso thinking ,,”
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5. Smart Society

Reposted from @ humas.jateng - The online PPDB stage for 
SMA and SMK Negeri in Central Java has started. One of the 
steps is taking accounts for both SMA and SMK. .

Regarding the zoning route for SMA, in Central Java it is 90 
percent by prioritizing 20 percent for prospective students 
who live in the zone.

.

In addition, there is also a selection on the achievement 
pathway outside the zone as much as five percent, and the 
path for moving parents by five percent.

.

Meanwhile, PPDB SMK does not use a zoning system.

.

Complete information about PPDB SMA / SMK Negeri in 
Central Java can be accessed through the ppdb.jatengprov.
go.id website. If you are confused, please contact the Provincial 
PPDB Online Posko 024-86041265.

.

Listen carefully to the information, ok ... slide ...

.

Governor @ganjar_pranowo

Deputy Governor @tajyasinmz

.

#JatengGayeng

# PPDBJateng2019

#PPDBOnline - #regrann

(22 June 2019)

nisaul.husna: “Sir ganjar. 
Elementary school children 
who want to go to junior high 
school but are not accepted by 
the nearest school in our area 
declare that they have dropped 
out of school. Due to the Zoning 
system. Already directed to private 
schools do not want. Poor sir 
 “; ayuni9362: “Sir, I agree with
zoning ... but mbok, don’t say it 
is 90%, please gradually ... keep 
using the National Examination 
scores so that the 3 year old 
students are rewarded ... sorry 
for being active in studying the 
National Examination ... kepakai..
good grades but the distance 
from home to public schools is 
far away ... maybe you can’t get 
a public school, sir..nuwun ”; 
ameliapradana: “Sir, I am willing to 
tutor every day to get a good nem 
sir :( eh it turns out using zoning is 
useless sir :))))”

6. Smart Environment

Hello #SahabatTangguh. Let’s take a look at @bnpb_
indonesia’s explanation regarding the following Disaster 
Cycle (Pre-Disaster). Is this info important for you? 
#SiapUntukSelamat #KenaliAncamannya #SreparedStrategy 
https://t.co/6qhErsDihc

(January 22, 2020)

atmojo.agustri: “Disaster 
mitigation education and 
training will be held for the rt..rw 
community”; erwin.id363: “Mr. 
@ganjar_pranowo, how do I as a 
waste researcher want to provide 
technology information for 
overcoming waste into clean water 
and energy, large amounts of 
waste can be broken down without 
residue, I DM yes sir @ganjar_
pranowo”; defanoer8: “Hopefully 
the program runs smoothly sir’e 
Governor @ganjar_pranowo .. 
”

These comments will result in positive, neutral, and negative comments. Comments taken are based on the smart 
city area that is Ganjar Pranowo’s priority or the one most frequently communicated by the @ganjar_pranowo 
Instagram account. The following image below is a picture of the negative words contained in the Instagram 
account upload comment @ganjar_pranowo.
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Figure 20. Negative Word Response Upload the @ganjar_pranowo account. 

Figure 20 above shows the word from Instagram users’ response regarding the upload of a reward that disagrees 
with or supports uploading the Instagram account @ganjar_pranowo. The words that are often typed in negative 
comments are Duren (26 words), coffee (23 words), noodles (20 words), area (18 words), business (17 words), 
and expensive (17).

Figure 21. Response Words Neutral Upload the @ganjar_pranowo account

Based on the image above is a neutral response submitted by Instagram users in response to Ganjar Pranowo’s 
upload. In this neutral response, there are words such as picnic (267 words), tourism (261 words), tourism (259 
words), export (166 words), and private (165 words).

Figure 22. Positive Word Response Upload the @ganjar_pranowo account.

The picture in 22 above is a form of positive response words conveyed by the public (Instagram users) in response 
to Ganjar Pranowo’s upload. In this positive response, there are examples of words, namely coffee (2007 words), 
meatball (1984 words), culinary (1940 words), noodles (1922 words), and tourism (1902 words).
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Figure 23. Number of Word Comments on the @ganjar_pranowo account upload

All comments submitted by Instagram users (the community) in Figure 23 above show the positive response 
words submitted by the public (Instagram users) in response to Ganjar Pranowo’s uploads dominant than neutral 
or negative responses. The results above show that many people have responded positively to the uploads 
communicated by @ganjar_pranowo regarding the Smart Branding priority area in Central Java Province.

To assess the performance of the classification results on the effectiveness of the delivery of the Smart City program 
in Central Java Province, data that is only related to Smart Branding is implemented in Central Java Province. The 
dataset will be done using a method, namely by Naïve Bayes, which produces an accuracy calculation as below:

Figure 24. Accuracy Indicator

Figure 25. Accuracy Indicator Chart

It can be seen in Figure 25 above that the accuracy results obtained from Python tools using the Navie Bayes 
method have an average accuracy of 72%.

Study on the Effectiveness of Information Delivery through Instagram on Public Response Based on the Proportion 
of Smart City Programs Frequently Communicated by Ganjar Pranowo in Central Java Smart City Using the 
Sentiment Analysis Approach.

Word cloud is a method for displaying text data visually. The word cloud works by displaying a set of words whose 
frequency often appears in an exciting but still informative form. The more the word appears, the bigger the word 
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cloud size (Tantriyanti, 2018). There are 268 captions uploaded by the @ganjar_pranowo account on January 20, 
2019 - February 20, 2020; the program most frequently communicated is the Smart Branding program, which 
generates comments or responses from Instagram users. The researcher processed several comments that were 
often typed by responders including in the following image:

Figure 26. Word Cloud Response Upload @ganjar_pranowo account

From the Word Cloud above, it can be seen that the overall responses submitted by Instagram users or those that 
are often typed by the public (Instagram users) who comment on the @ganjar_pranowo account include: coffee 
(2007 words), bakso (1984 words), culinary (1940 words), noodles (1922 words), and travel (1902 words).

Figure 27. Word Cloud Neutral Response Upload @ganjar_pranowo account

From the results of the Word Cloud, the neutral response above, it can be seen that the overall neutral responses 
submitted by Instagram users or those often typed by the public (Instagram users) who comment on the @
ganjar_pranowo account include: picnics (267 words), travel (261 words), tourism (259 words), export (166 
words), and private (165 words).

And it can be seen from the response of the neutral comments that the Word Cloud, which is formed, is more 
conical than all the comments if it is put together into Word Cloud.

.

Figure 28. Instagram User Response Graph on Instagram @ganjar_pranowo account upload
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The results of the comments obtained in the graphic image above show that the responses received by the 
Instagram account @ganjar_pranowo tend to have positive responses or comments, indicated by the number 
of positive comments many as 36319. Then neutral comments as many as 4092, and the smallest negative 
comments are 197 comments from total comments 40608

5. DISCUSSION
Social media is one of the fastest and easiest tools for disseminating information in the current era of globalization. 
Compared to reading newspapers or printed newspapers, today’s society prefers to read news via the internet 
and social media because there is no need to carry and buy. Just open and search for information using a simple 
smartphone and always carried everywhere, making it easier for people to get the desired information. Social 
media is a huge source of information. And it is increasingly being used by governments, companies, and marketers 
to understand how people think. Sentiment analysis aims to determine the attitude of a group of people who 
use one or more social media platforms concerning a particular topic (Tartir, 2017). Therefore, many leaders now 
create accounts on social media and are active in campaigning for government programs through their respective 
social media accounts. The activeness of regional leaders on social media makes the community respond happily 
by following the regional leaders’ media accounts, as evidenced by the regional leaders who have very many 
followers or followers in their social media to millions of followers. The delivery of information using social media 
is considered very efficient because of its fast delivery and reaching all active social media people.

Instagram is a social media for sharing images, photos, and videos. Having many active users from all walks of life, 
from general users, artists, and public figures to senior officials, make Instagram the most popular photo-based 
social media globally. Besides, to share submissions, Instagram users can also provide likes and comments to other 
users’ posts (Bimantara, 2019). Based on the big picture of the caption uploaded by Instagram, Ganjar Pranowo 
socializes, or communicates government program programs on his social media accounts, Instagram. One of 
the delivered programs is smart city programs. Kourtit & Nijkamp (2012) states that a smart city is a description 
of a strong and trustworthy government accompanied by creative and open-minded people who will increase 
local productivity and accelerate a city’s economic growth. The delivery of a smart city that Ganjar Pranowo 
communicates highlights smart cities, namely, smart branding. But the response (comments from Instagram 
users or the public) delivered by the public is very enthusiastic and good can be seen from Figure 28, which 
shows a graph that positive is superior to neutral or negative. There are priority areas that support the efficiency 
of political, social, and cultural infrastructure development, namely Smart Governance, Smart Branding, Smart 
Economy, Smart Living, Smart Society, and Smart Environment, to realize Smart City during the Ganjar Pranowo 
era.  In this case, it can be said that the application of the Smart Province is at the implementation stage, which is 
quite good. However, not all smart city sectors have been communicated properly and often because the smart 
city in Central Java has not been implemented optimally and evenly. However, only a few have been used and 
highlighted to boost economic growth and introduce Central Java; therefore, smart branding is more emphasized 
than other smart cities.

This phenomenon can prove that in terms of delivery of information conveyed by Ganjar Pranowo has a very 
positive response. The Governor of Central Java Province Ganjar Pranowo can be indicated as being active in 
social media use because he can exercise a situational leadership style that can be seen from the use of Instagram 
social media as a means of communication to the community, especially millennials.

A leader like Ganjar Pranowo is very popular with the community because he has a humble and prevalent attitude 
who listens to all his people’s aspirations, from the elderly to millennials. Ganjar Pranowo also operates all of 
his social media accounts such as Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook, not managed by the admin. It means that 
the people’s responses will be read and replied to by Ganjar Pranowo himself so that the interactions that occur 
can be heard and replied directly by Ganjar Pranowo. Besides, the number of active Instagram users ranks third 
globally in social media based on social networks / social networks. It is ranked third in Indonesia as the social 
media most used by its users, dominated by millennials aged 18-34 years. Therefore, Ganjar Pranowo can adjust 
his leadership style to the current situation.

Based on the classification comments, which are divided into 3, namely positive, negative, and neutral. Many 
Instagram users give positive responses, as evidenced by the bar graph image in Figure 28. comments divided into 
three classifications, and those that are not classified are categorized as residues or words that are not needed. It 
is comparable to what was conveyed by Faradhillah (2016) ) which states that “Comments that have been given 
by the public will be classified into three types of sentiment, namely positive, negative, and neutral. Positive, 
negative, and neutral labels are given to comments containing the sentiments of these words. For the type of 
comment which does not contain any sentiment or has nothing to do with it is labeled unrelated”.

The basis of sentiment analysis is the polarity classification of a sentence, text, or document. Classification is 
carried out simply, namely by determining positive, negative, or neutral. A more complex classification can 
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determine emotions, where the text reflects the emotions of anger, sadness, or happiness (Syaifudin, 2017). 
The sentiment is done by comparing the many positive and negative words in the data. If the number of positive 
words is more than negative words, then the data has a positive sentiment and vice versa. Thus a list of positive 
and negative words is very important in research (Tantriyati and Tanone, 2018). From this statement, it can be 
found that the sentiment obtained from the research that the author takes produces positive sentiment, as 
evidenced by the comments of Instagram users showing a positive response, which can be seen in Figure 28.

Figure 24 illustrates the amount of accuracy of the method used, namely Naive Bayes, which produces an accuracy 
rate of 73% in the classification of positive, negative, and neutral sentiments. Syaifudin (2017) said that “Naive 
Bayes is a classification technique based on Bayes theory with independent assumptions among predictors. 
In simple terms, the Naive Bayes classifier assumes that a certain feature in a class is not related to another 
feature’s presence. For example, if three features describe an object, then the three features independently 
contribute to the probability of describing the object, called “Naive.” The Naive Bayes model is useful for large 
data sets. These accuracy results depend on the accuracy of reading and sharing informant data based on their 
classification. The results of positive and negative classification of comments are said to be “true” if the system 
manages to recognize and classify comments according to the training data class (Salma, 2018). The approaches 
and tests show that the semantic approach, even when dealing with little sentiment to analyze posts, can better 
understand the overall picture of a particular entity (Tartir, 2017). True positive (TP) and true negative (TN) values   
are the correct classification results. The false-positive value (FP) is the value where the result is predicted as 
class-1 but is class-2. At the same time, a false negative (FN) is the value where the prediction classifies as class-2 
but is classified as class-1 (Hidayatullah, 2014). This distribution of values   can explain the image in Figure 24, 
which measures the magnitude of the accuracy, precision, and recall indicators.

Word Could, which is formed on neutral comments, is more conical in the smart city while the Word cloud on 
all comments is still less conical than in Figure 26 and Figure 27. Word Could is a method for displaying text data 
visually. The word cloud works by displaying a set of words whose frequency often appears in an exciting but 
still informative form. The more the word appears, the bigger the word cloud size (Tantriyati and Tanone, 2018). 
The word that is formed in the word could, which has a large size, is the word that most often appears, namely 
the words tourism, tourism, picnic, Borobudur, and others, which show that smart branding gets an accurate 
response.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
Conclusions that can be drawn based on the results of data processing and analysis that have been carried 
out can provide conclusions to answer research questions in this study, namely: During the period January 20, 
2019 - February 20, 2020, there were six priority areas for the Central Java Smart City program that had been 
communicated by the Provincial Governor Central Java Ganjar Pranowo to the public through a caption in each 
upload on his personal Instagram social media. Central Java Priority Area The Smart City that Ganjar Pranowo 
communicates most often is Smart Branding, with a percentage of 44.4% or 119 captions from a total of 268 
uploads that discuss Central Java Smart City. The Smart Economy priority area has the lowest percentage, which 
is only 3.7%, with 222 captions out of 268 total captions. The responses given by the community tend to be 
positive in responding to every pranowo reward upload related to Smart Branding. The results of the comments 
obtained in this study show that the responses obtained by the @ganjar_pranowo Instagram account tend to 
have positive responses or comments, indicated by the number of positive comments as many as 36319. Then 
neutral comments as many as 4092, and the smallest negative comments, namely as many as 197 comments 
from the total. 40608 comments.

The Central Java Smart City priority area category is High Priorities, which is the Smart Branding area. Moderate 
Priorities are Smart Society, Smart Governance, and Smart Environment. Meanwhile, Low Priorities are Smart 
Economy and Smart Living.

Practical Suggestions

Based on the analysis and discussion and conclusions obtained, the author submitted several suggestions to the 
parties involved in this study. The practical suggestions that the authors suggest in this study are addressed to 
the Governor of Central Java Ganjar Pranowo Based on Instagram caption data on each upload for the period 
January 20, 2019 - February 20, 2020. Ganjar Pranowo tends to highlight one smart city, namely, smart branding. 
Therefore, it is recommended that Ganjar Pranowo increase the socialization of other smart city programs such 
as the smart economy and others so that the public’s information on Instagram is evenly distributed from the six 
smart city categories in Central Java and the practical advice. The author shows to local governments Central Java 
Province to support the communication that Mr. Ganjar Pranowo did by reposting all people. Especially Central 
Java, which can reach every upload of Mr. Ganjar Pranowo related to the smart city, can carry out sustainable 
activities and information.
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Academic Advice

Here are some academic suggestions that are useful for future researchers: Researcher’s suggestions in this study 
are intended for those who will examine the sentiment of the subsequent analysis. To not use many classifications 
because the accuracy value that appears will be lower if the classification is getting less. The greater the accuracy 
value obtained will be. Suggestions to the next researchers are that this research can be a reference or other 
research material with research from different points of view, such as knowing smart cities from the community’s 
organization and the business community.
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